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Preface
This Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared by DP Marine Energy Ltd (DPME), in
support of an application for statutory for a 100MW tidal energy project located less than
1km off Fair Head on the North Antrim Coast in Northern Ireland (the Project).
The Project will be developed by Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Limited (FHTEPL) a special
purpose company formed by DPME and Bluepower NV.
The Project consists of the installation of Tidal Energy Converters (TECs) and associated
infrastructure, in an area of approximately 4.2km2, together with two potential marine
export cable corridors.
The proposed tidal array will cover an area of approximately 4.2km2 and is located less than
1km off the North Antrim Coast in Northern Ireland.
The consenting authorities responsible for assessing the application for consent for the
Project are the Department of Agriculture, Environment & Rural Affairs (DAERA) and the
Department for the Economy (DfE). They will be supported in the assessment process by a
number of statutory consultees including Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA).
The ES has been prepared in four volumes:
Volume 1: Non-Technical Summary
Volume 2: Environmental Statement
Volume 3: Figures; and
Volume 4: Technical Appendices.
A downloadable version of the ES is available on the Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Project
website: http://fairheadtidal.com
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This ES has been prepared with all reasonable skill and care and whilst every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the material published in this and associated documents,
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AFBI

Agri-food and Biosciences Institute

AfL

Agreement for Lease

DAERA

Department for Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

DBE

DEME Blue Energy

DfE

Department for the Economy

DoE MD

Department of Environment, Marine Division

DPME

DP Marine Energy

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

ES

Environmental Statement

FHTEP

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park

km

Kilometre

kv

Kilovolt

m

Metre

m/s

Metre per second

MCT

Marine Current Turbines

MHWS

Mean high water springs

MW

MegaWatt

NIEA

Northern Ireland Environment Agency

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

TCE

The Crown Estate

TECs

Tidal energy convertors
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Introduction

This Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared by DP Marine Energy Ireland Ltd
(DPME), on behalf of Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Ltd (FHTEP) which is a special purpose
vehicle formed by partners DPME and Bluepower NV.
The ES is submitted in support of an application for consent for the 100 MW FHTEP Project a
proposed tidal energy development, covering an area of approximately 4.2km2, less than
1km off the North Antrim Coast in Northern Ireland (the “Project”).

1.1

The Development

This ES is for the Project as described in Chapter 5: Project Description. It relates to the
offshore element of the Project to mean high water springs (MHWS). The Project comprises
of a number of tidal energy convertors (TECs) with the associated infrastructure including
electrical collection hubs and cables required to export the generated energy to shore.
The site location and cable options are shown in Plate 1.1.

1.2

The Application

Consent is being sought for the project described above, together with the associated
installation and enabling works.
The environmental impact assessment (EIA) presented in this ES has been undertaken on the
basis of a project design envelope, to accommodate developments in tidal energy
technology between the time the application is submitted and final detailed design for
construction. Further information on this approach is provided in Chapter 5: Project
Description.
The electrical connection beyond MHWS is not considered in this ES and will be the subject
of a separate onshore consent application. Outline details of these elements are included
within this ES for information only to add context to the project. Therefore, the following
elements are not included in this ES:
x

onshore cabling beyond MHWS mark;

x

the jointing bay at landfall;

x

metering or control room buildings;

x

electrical substations;

x

electrical connection to the existing Northern Ireland electricity network; and

x

operational support or maintenance facilities.

The predicted life of the tidal farm is approximately twenty-five years after which time it will
either be decommissioned in accordance with a decommissioning plan to be agreed with the
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regulator or refurbished subject to securing the required consents and permissions at that
time.

1.3

Site Lease

In October 2012 FHTEP entered into an Agreement for Lease (AfL) for the Project with the
seabed owner, The Crown Estate (TCE). The AfL provides FHTEP with exclusive rights to seek
consent for a tidal project on the site and, subject to securing the required consents for the
installation and operation of the project from the regulatory authorities, take a long term
lease over the seabed.
Plate 1.1: Agreement for Lease (AfL) area (red) and cable route corridors (brown & green)

1.4

Background to Applicant and Developer

This application is submitted on behalf of FHTEP Ltd, a joint venture company established for
the Project by DP Marine Energy Ltd and Bluepower NV. Background information about the
two companies is given below.

DP Marine Energy Ltd (DPME)
DPME is one of a group of companies headquartered in Cork operating under the DP Energy
name. DP Energy is a renewable energy and sustainable development specialist business
which has been pioneering renewable energy projects for over 20 years, operating in sites
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across the world. In addition to its tidal interests it also has projects in wind, solar and
energy storage.
To date, DP Energy has delivered 262MW of built projects, and consented a further 530MW.
In addition the Group also has a pipeline of over 1000MW of renewable energy sites under
development around the world, including an interest in 330MW of tidal energy projects.

Bluepower NV
Bluepower NV is a company established by DEME Blue Energy and Nuhma, both Belgian
companies.
The dredging, environmental and marine engineering group DEME is an international market
leader for complex marine engineering works with roots going back over 150 years. DEME
has operated for many years in the offshore wind energy sector and has taken an active role
in the development and construction of more than 3.7 GW of built wind projects in Europe.
In regard to tidal energy, DEME has gained direct installation experience as part of the
installation team for the SeaGen device, the first commercial scale tidal turbine at Strangford
Lough in Northern Ireland. DEME is now taking an active role in the installation of Phase 1A
of the MeyGen tidal energy project, Scotland.
Nuhma works on behalf of the Limburg municipalities on sustainability, energy, and
innovation through targeted investments.

1.5

Structure and Purpose of the ES

The ES reports the findings of the EIA conducted for the 100MW tidal site and subsea cable
corridor from the tidal site to MHWS. This document will form part of the Project consent
application to the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) and
Department for the Economy (DfE) and is structured as follows:
x

Volume 1: Non-Technical Summary

x

Volume 2: Environmental Statement (ES) comprising the chapters listed below in
Table 1.1

x

Volume 3: Figures

x

Volume 4: Technical Appendices

The ES has been compiled by DPME and incorporates the results of the EIA works
undertaken by specialist environmental assessors. Details of the assessors, ES supporting
studies and technical appendices (TA) are shown below in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Structure of Environmental Statement (Volume 2), Assessors and Technical
Appendices (Volume 4).
Chapter Description

Assessors

1

Introduction

DPME

2

Legislative & Policy DPME
Context

3

Site Selection & DPME
Alternatives

4

EIA Approach & DPME
Methodology
&
Consultation

5

Project Description DPME

6

Physical
Environment

Supporting Studies

TA 4.1 Otter
TA 4.2 HRA Scoping Report

DPME,
TA 6.1 Geological Desk Study.
Environmental
TA 6.2 Report on Hydrographic and
Services Group Geophysical Survey.
(ESG)
and
Coastal Science

7

Benthic Habitats The Agri-Food TA 7.1 Benthic Baseline Report and
and Ecology
and Biosciences associated annexes I, II and III.
Institute (AFBI)

8

Intertidal Ecology

Natural
Ltd

9

Birds

Natural
Research
Projects Ltd

10

Marine Mammals

SAMS Research TA 10.1 Occurrence of Marine
Services
Ltd Mammals and Basking Sharks at the
(SRSL)
Proposed Fair Head Tidal Energy
Project Site: Report Following 24
Months of Survey Effort
TA 10.2 Modelling Encounter Rate
Between turbines
Confidential Annex 10.3 Acoustic
modelling of a multi-tidal turbine array
– Fair Head, Northern Ireland

11

Fish Ecology

12

Commercial
Fisheries

13

Marine
Archaeology

Power TA 8.1 Ballycastle Bay Intertidal
Baseline Report
TA 8.2 Murlough Bay Intertidal Baseline
Report

Xodus
Wessex
Archaeology

TA 9.1 Seabird Technical Report
TA 9.2 Collision Risk to Diving Seabirds

TA 11.1 Fish Ecology Baseline Report
(AFBI)
TA 12.1 Commercial Fisheries Baseline
report (AFBI)
TA 13.1 Marine Archaeology & Cultural
Heritage Baseline Report
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Supporting Studies

(UK) Ltd
14

Seascape
Landscape

15

Commercial
Shipping
Navigation

16

Recreation
Tourism

17

Socio-Economic

18

Summary

1.6

& Soltys Brewster
Anatec
&

&
Aquatera

TA 14.1 Seascape & Landscape Baseline
Report
TA 15.1 Navigational Risk Assessment
(NRA)
TA 15.1A Hazard Review Workshop
TA15.1B MGN543 Checklist
TA15.1C Consequences
TA 16.1 Recreation & Tourism Baseline
Report (Rethink Tourism)
TA 17.1 SocioEconomic Baseline Report

DPME

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

Since the project’s inception in 2012, when there was limited site data and limited guidance
for survey methodologies available, DPME has proactively engaged with key stakeholders
including the Department of Environment, Marine Division (DoE MD) now DAERA, to seek
the application of best practice from elsewhere to the EIA process. As an example, the
Occurrence of Marine Mammals and Basking Sharks at the Proposed Fair Head Tidal Energy
Project Site: Report Following 24 Months of Survey Effort (Appendix 10.1) was developed
from best available offshore wind experience and modified to accommodate the application
to a tidal development. This work was carried out in close association with DoE MD (now
DAERA) and regular meetings and updates followed ensuring consenting authorities were
continuously updated on EIA progress. Following the first years survey work a major review
was undertaken and DoE MD, Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) and Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) confirmed that the survey methodologies were
delivering credible results.
Following a further year of site survey works, DPME are of the view that an acceptable level
of survey work has been undertaken to properly characterise the environment in and around
the proposed development and as such consider that there are no significant data gaps in
this ES.
Due to the emerging nature of the tidal energy industry there is little or no experience in
operating arrays of turbines in a commercial development. There is a growing database of
knowledge acquired from test sites for single turbines and it is widely recognised that the
step from single test sites to multi-turbine arrays is required. In combination with the
mitigation proposals identified in this ES, DPME will continue to work with DAERA and other
stakeholders to develop appropriate environmental monitoring strategies.
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AA

Appropriate Assessment

DAERA

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

DETI

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment

DfE

Department for the Economy

DoE MD

Department of Environment Marine Division

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EPS

European Protected Species Licence

EU

European Union

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

HRA

Habitat Regulation Appraisal

MPS

Marine Policy Statement

MSFD

Marine Strategy Framework Directive

NIMP

Northern Ireland Marine Plan

nm

Nautical Miles

ORESAP

Offshore Renewable Energy Strategic Action Plan

SEA

Strategic Environmental Assessment

SEF

Strategic Energy Framework
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This chapter provides a summary and overview of the international, UK, Northern Ireland,
regional and local policy, guidance and associated legislation which are directly relevant to
the Project and the assessment of potential environmental impacts.

2.2

Policy Context

There is broad consensus amongst the scientific community that human activities continue
to influence global climate change, resulting in increased instances of extreme weather
events, rising sea levels, greater seasonal variations, floods and droughts. Such events are
predicted to continue unless action is taken to address the high levels of greenhouse gases
(GHG) emitted into the atmosphere. Marine renewables (wave and tidal) energy has the
potential to play a vital part in the future energy supply. Wave and tidal offers benefits in
terms of electricity generation that is free from emissions of carbon dioxide (the main GHG
associated with global warming) and other pollutants.
At a global level, under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) the 1997 Kyoto Protocol which came into effect in 2005 secured commitments
from 37 major industrialised countries and the European Community to reduce GHG
emissions. More recently the Paris Agreement, which came into force on 4th November
2016, brings, for the first time, all nations into a common cause to undertake ambitious
efforts to combat climate change and adapt to its effects, with enhanced support to assist
developing countries to do so. As such, it charts a new course in the global climate effort.
The Paris Agreement’s central aim is to strengthen the global response to the threat of
climate change by keeping a global temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase
even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
At a UK level, the Climate Change Act 2008, which extends to Northern Ireland, established
a legislative framework for the UK to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 80% compared
to 1990 levels by 2050.
In response to growing concerns on climate change related impacts, the European Union
(EU) implemented a new Directive 2009/28/EC “On the Promotion of the Use of Energy
from Renewable Sources”. This established a common framework for the production and
promotion of energy from renewable sources. Each Member State has adopted a target
calculated according to the share of energy from renewable sources in its gross final
consumption for 2020. This target is in line with the overall '20-20-20' goal for the
Community. For the UK, 15% of all energy must be provided from renewable sources by
2020.
Together with its legal obligation under the Paris Agreement, targets committed to under its
EU obligations and the conclusions from Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change,
Volume 2 Environmental Statement
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the need to tackle climate change has considerable implications for the UK. Energy
production has declined since 1999, to the extent that the UK became a net importer of
energy in 2004. In 2009, 26.7% of the UK’s energy needs were imported. This reliance on
imported energy combined with the scheduled loss of 25% of the UK’s existing energy
generating capacity by 2018 through power station closure is considered to be an
unsustainable energy model. In 2009, the UK Government released the Low Carbon
Transition Plan White Paper which plots how the UK will meet its cut in emissions targets on
1990 levels by 2020. Developing a low carbon energy sector for the longer term can deliver
both increased energy security for the UK and ensure that it meets international targets for
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
With regard to the Project, the key driver for developing tidal resource in Northern Ireland
was the publication of the Strategic Energy Framework (SEF) for Northern Ireland (2010)
and associated Offshore Renewable Energy Strategic Action Plan (ORESAP) (2012-2020).
Both the ORESAP and the SEF were prepared in accordance with the Renewable Energy
Directive 2009/28/EC. The ORESAP sets out how offshore renewable energy sources
(offshore wind, wave and tidal) in Northern Ireland waters will be developed to contribute
towards achieving the 2020 target of 40% electrical consumption from renewable energy
sources identified in the SEF 2010. The plan also provided the necessary policy framework
for The Crown Estate (TCE) to take forward the Northern Ireland offshore wind and tidal
leasing round, which resulted in the award of the Fair Head Agreement for Lease (AfL) area
to FHT.
To progress the 40% target DETI appointed AECOM and Metoc to undertake a Strategic
Environment Assessment (SEA) of the potential effects that the development of offshore
wind and marine renewable energy would have on the coastline of Northern Ireland and
territorial (12nm limit) marine environment. The results of the SEA have been used by DETI
to inform the development of the ORESAP, which has been developed in parallel to this SEA.
An aim of the ORESAP is that 300MW is generated from tidal resources in Northern Ireland
by 2020.
The value of marine renewable energy to the UK economy has also been identified in the
UK Marine Industries Strategic Framework (BIS 2010). This identifies the marine renewable
sector as an area for future potential growth with wave and tidal energy forecast to attract
up to £4 Billion in investment to 2050.
Plate 2.1 (TVL 2015) below illustrates key legislation and policy relating to climate change
and energy.
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Plate 2.1: Key legislation and policy relating to climate change and energy.
International
Agreements

1997

European
Directives

UK
Legislation &
Regulations

EU Climate
Change
Energy
Package
UK Climate
Change Act
2008

2008
EU
Renewable
Energy
Directive
(2009/28/EC)

2009

Sets out legally binding targets for all
Member States to achieve the 20-20-20
targets set out in 2007.
UK
Renewable
Energy
Strategy
(2009)

Sets out how UK Government will achieve
its goal of generating 15% of UK energy
from renewable by 2020 based on 30%
renewable electricity, 12% renewable heat
and 10% renewable transport.
Prepared in accordance with the EU
Renewable Energy Directive, Sets out how
UK plans to reach individual targets for
renewable energy based on targets
identified in the UK Renewable Energy
Strategy 2009.

National
Renewable
Energy Action
Plan (NREAP)
2010

2010

Northern
Ireland
Strategy
Energy
Framework
2010
EC Roadmap
for a Low
Carbon
Economy in
2050

2011

2012

EU 2030
Framework
for Climate
and Energy
Policies
Paris
Agreement

Sets out target for Northern Ireland to
achieve 40% electricity consumption from
renewable sources by 2020 and identifies
goals for improving energy efficiency,
security of supply and competiveness.
Long term policy plan that sets out a cost
effective pathway for achieving a
competitive low carbon economy in 2050.

Northern
Ireland
Offshore
Renewable
Energy Action
Plan
(ORESAP)

2014

Summary
Commitment by EU and 37 other countries
to reduce Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions by 5% compared to 1990 levels
by 2012 and 18% by 2020.
Package of legally binding legislation for
making the EU's 20-20-20 climate and
energy targets for 2020 which include 20%
reduction in GHG emissions, 20% energy
efficiency and 20% energy consumption
from renewable sources.
Makes legal requirement for UK
Government to cut carbon emission by 80%
compared to 1990 levels by 2050.

Kyoto
Protocol

2007

2016

Northern
Ireland Policy
and Plans

Sets out how offshore renewable energy
sources in Northern Ireland will be
developed to contribute towards achieving
the 2020 targets set out in the SEF 2010.

Framework for creating a low carbon
economy 2050. Target is to reduce EU
domestic GHG emissions by 40% compared
to 1990 levels by 2030.
Legally binding global climate deal that sets
out a global action plan to put the world on
track to avoid dangerous climate change by
limiting global warming to well below 2°C.
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Under Articles 8 to 13 of the Electricity (Northern Ireland) Order 1992 (5.1. 1992/231 (N.I. l))
("the Parent Order") a Generation Licence is needed to cover the production of electricity
and a supply licence to cover its provision to premises unless one or other of certain
exemptions applies.
Under Article 39 of the Electricity Order 1992 (the Order) and subsequent Electricity
(Offshore Wind and Water Driven Generating Stations) Permitted Capacity Order Northern
Ireland 2008, consent is required from the Northern Ireland Department for Economy (DfE)
(previously Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment (DETI), see Chapter 4 Section
4.3 for details) for the construction, extension and operation of a water driven generating
station with a capacity of 1MW or over.
The capacity of the Project is 100MW, therefore consent will be required under Article 39 of
the Order.

2.3.2

The Marine Act (Northern Ireland 2013)

The Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013 came into operation on the 18th September 2013.
The Act builds on the provisions of the UK Marine and Coastal Access Act (MCAA) 2009 with
respect to Northern Ireland territorial waters and includes:
x

Marine planning;

x

Marine conservation; and

x

Marine licensing.

Implementation of the Marine Act will assist Northern Ireland in contributing to the aim of
having clean, healthy, productive and biologically diverse oceans and seas. The Act also
provides for marine plans, marine conservation zones and to make further provision in
relation to marine licensing for certain electricity works in the Northern Ireland inshore
region. The inshore region is described as the area of sea within the seaward limits of the
territorial sea (out to 12 nm) of the UK adjacent to Northern Ireland, including the bed and
subsoil of the sea within that area.
2.3.2.1

Marine Planning

Under the Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013 the Department of Agriculture, Environment
and Rural Affairs (DAERA) (previously Department of Environment, Marine Division (DoE
MD) see Chapter 4 Section 4.3 for details) is responsible for preparing a Marine Plan for the
whole or part of the inshore region of Northern Ireland territorial waters. The Northern
Ireland Marine Plan (NIMP) must conform with the UK Marine Policy Statement (MPS)
prepared under the MCAA 2009 and will bring together information and policies on the
multiple uses of the marine area, together with spatial and temporal data for the water
column and the seabed. It will act as a strategic tool in making decisions about the best use
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of the marine area to maximise compatibility of activities and achieve sustainable
development.
In March 2011, the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations published the Marine
Policy Statement (MPS) (DEFRA 2011). The MPS is a UK-wide document that applies to the
whole of the UK's marine waters. It will set out the key strategic priorities for the UK marine
area and will be developed in such a way as to be a tangible product against which
sustainable licensing decisions will be able to be taken throughout the UK until such times
as marine plans are in place.
The UK MPS sets out a number of key strategic priorities for the UK's waters. These strategic
priorities are to:
x

promote sustainable economic development;

x

enable the UK’s move towards a low-carbon economy, in order to mitigate the
causes of climate change and ocean acidification and adapt to their effects;

x

ensure a sustainable marine environment which promotes healthy, functioning
marine ecosystems and protects marine habitats, species and our heritage assets;
and

x

contribute to the societal benefits of the marine area, including the sustainable use
of marine resources to address local social and economic issues.

The UK MPS also emphasises the importance of renewable energy and recognises the
importance of considering marine renewable projects in marine planning. This includes the
following statements that "Contributing to securing the UK's energy objectives, while
protecting the environment, will be a priority for marine planning" (paragraph 3.3.1) and “A
significant part of the renewable energy required to meet these targets and objectives will
come from marine sources” (paragraph 3.3.2) (HM Government, 2011).
Stakeholder engagement will be an essential part of the development of the NIMP. In
addition, DAERA must consult with the other departments with marine functions as the
NIMP will state their policies in connection with the sustainable development of the marine
area. If the NIMP includes retained functions (those not fully devolved to Northern Ireland)
the Secretary of State must approve the plan before it can be adopted.
2.3.2.2

Marine Conservation

Under the Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013, DAERA can designate Marine Conservation
Zones (MCZs). The aim of the designation is to protect rare, threatened or nationally
important marine habitats, species and geological features taking fully into account any
economic, cultural or social consequences of doing so. The Secretary of State must agree to
the making of the designation. It is intended that the new designation will exist alongside
the existing marine nature conservation sites (collectively referred to as Marine Protected
Areas (MPAs)) described below to produce an ecologically coherent network:
x

Natura sites:
o Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) designated under the EC Habitats
Directive (Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and
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of wild fauna and flora) for the protection of rare and vulnerable habitats
and species listed under Annexes I and II respectively; and
o Special Protection Areas (SPAs) designated under the Birds Directive
(Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild birds) for the
protection of rare and vulnerable birds listed under Annex of the Directive
and regularly occurring migratory species.
x

Wetlands of international importance (Ramsar sites) designated under the Ramsar
Convention (Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as
Waterfowl Habitat);

x

Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSIs) designated for nationally important
habitats and species in Northern Ireland; and

x

Marine Nature Reserves (MNRs) for nationally important habitats and species.

In May 2013 the DoENI Marine Division published, for consultation, its draft Strategy for
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in the Northern Ireland Inshore Region. This draft strategy
sets out how the designation of an MCZ under the Marine Act will form part of Northern
Ireland’s wider strategy for the creation of new MPAs in Northern Ireland waters.
2.3.2.3

Marine Licensing

Part 4 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act (MCAA) 2009 introduced a new system of
marine licensing which extended to Northern Ireland. The 2009 Act allowed for the use of
special procedures in respect of certain electricity works in parts of the UK. The Marine Act
(Northern Ireland) 2013 allows for the extension of these arrangements to Northern Ireland
territorial waters (out to 12 nm). These special procedures will apply in situations where
both a Marine Licence (from DAERA) and a generating consent (Article 39 consent) (from
DfE) are required and will allow for parallel consideration of applications for both types of
consent.
Marine Licences are required for a range of projects requiring the construction, alteration or
improvement of new marine works or alteration or improvement of any existing works. This
includes the construction of renewable energy generating infrastructure. Marine Licences
are also required for projects involving the deposition or removal of any substance or object
in or from the sea – or on or under the sea bed, using a vehicle, vessel, aircraft, a marine
structure or floating container.
Under Article 8 of the Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007
(as amended in 2011) any activity requiring a marine licence and that is considered likely to
have significant effects on the environment must submit the application with an ES. The ES
will be also used for the Marine licence application.

2.3.3

Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)

The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) was introduced on 15th July 2008 before
being transposed into UK Legislation on 15th July 2010. The Directive focuses on the
development of a coherent, co-ordinated and integrated approach to the management of
marine environment. The MSFD constitutes a vital environmental component of the
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European Union’s future maritime policy and is designed to achieve full economic potential
of oceans and seas in harmony with the marine environment.
The main requirement of the MSFD is for Member States to prepare national strategies to
manage their seas to achieve Good Environmental Status (GES) by 2020 at the latest. This is
to be achieved by:
x

assessing the current state of UK seas; and

x

providing detailed description of what GES means for UK waters, with a set of
associated targets and indicators.

Timescales for implementing the MSFD and achieving GES are as follows:
x

July 2010 - transpose the Directive;

x

July 2012 - undertake an initial assessment of marine waters;

x

July 3013 - determine a set of characteristics of and comprehensive targets and
indicators to guide progress to GES;

x

July 2014 - establish and implement a co-ordinated monitoring programme for the
on-going assessment of GES;

x

December 2015 - develop a programme of cost effective measures to achieve GES;
and

x

December 2016 - implement the programme of measures.

In December 2012, the UK Marine Strategy Part 1 was published. This included an
assessment of UK marine waters; proposals on defining GES and developing targets and
indicators for achieving and monitoring GES. Provisions for Northern Ireland to work with
other UK administrations (e.g. Scottish Government, DEFRA and the Welsh Government)
towards achieving GES are set out under the MSFD.
In 2013, under these provisions, the DoENI Marine Division published its draft strategy for
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in the Northern Ireland Inshore Area (DoENI, 2013). The
strategy sets out how Northern Ireland intends to use MPAs as one of the tools available to
help protect and improve ecosystems in the Northern Ireland inshore region (i.e. within 12
nm) and fulfil international and national legal obligations, in particular those set out under
the MSFD. The draft strategy reinforces Northern Ireland’s commitment to the
development of an ecologically coherent network of well managed MPAs both at Northern
Ireland level and as a UK contribution to the wider OSPAR network (DoENI, 2013).
The draft strategy also set out how the DoENI Marine Division plans to establish appropriate
management measures to enable the achievement of favourable condition status and/or
GES through regular monitoring of species and habitats while promoting sustainable use of
Northern Ireland waters. These management measures contributed towards preparation of
Part 2 of the UK Marine Strategy which was published on 5th August 2014. This describes
the UK’s MSFD marine monitoring programme for assessing progress towards meeting UK
targets for achieving GES.
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Offshore Electricity Development (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2008

The Offshore Electricity Development (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 2008 (‘the EIA Regulations’) implement Council Directive 85/337/EEC as
amended by Council Directive 97/11/EC on the assessment of the effects of certain public
and private projects on the environment, insofar as it relates to applications for consent to
construct, extend or operate an offshore power station under Article 39 of the Order.
Under these Regulations, Article 39 developments that are considered likely to have
significant effects on the environment must be subject to an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) and an ES submitted with the Article 39 application.
Other relevant EIA legislation with regard to the Marine Works (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2007 and Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1999, will be encompassed within the requirements of The
Offshore Electricity Development (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 2008.
2.3.4.1

The Environmental Impact Assessment Process

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a process which identifies the potential
environmental effects of a development and then seeks to avoid, reduce or offset any
adverse effects through ‘mitigation measures’. EIA follows a series of stages:
Pre-scoping:
x
x
x

site selection and project initiation;
screening – is an EIA required?; and
pre-application discussions.

Scoping – consultation on proposed scope and methodology:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

environmental baseline studies – establish what is there;
assessment of effects – determine the potential effects;
mitigation – modify proposals to incorporate mitigation measures and re-assess
residual effects;
preparation of Environmental Statement;
submission of Article 39 Application with Environmental Statement;
consideration of application and environmental information by Northern Ireland
Executive and consultees;
decision to refuse or grant consent (with or without conditions); and
implementation and monitoring.

In reality the EIA process is both iterative and cyclic, and runs in tandem with project design.
Consultation, a vital component of the EIA process, continues throughout each stage and
contributes both to the identification of potential effects and mitigation measures.
The EIA process therefore provides the opportunity to develop projects, for which the
environmental effects have effectively been removed or minimised. In many cases
significant effects on, for example, ecology, birds, mammals and noise can be prevented
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through sensitive design and selection. Others, for example, the effects of construction, can
be effectively managed through the adoption of best practice.

2.3.5

Habitats Directive 1992

The Habitats Directive is the short name for the Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992
on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora. This Habitats Directive is
transposed into law through the Conservation (Natural Habitats, & c.) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 1995. These Regulations are commonly referred to as the 'Habitats
Regulations'. Amongst other measures, the Habitats Regulations afford protection to certain
species identified in the Habitats Directive, including those requiring strict protection
(European Protected Species).
Consideration will be made with regards to the potential requirement for an Appropriate
Assessment (AA) and Environmental Protected Species licences.
2.3.5.1

Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA)

HRA is a separate process from EIA. The HRA process relates specifically to the
consideration of effects on Natura sites designated for their importance for European
protected habitats and species. The process considers the potential effects of the
development on internationally important habitats and/or species for which the sites are,
or will be, designated. The assessment includes consideration of direct and indirect effects
on these interests and must also consider cumulative effects from other proposed plans or
projects.
Appropriate Assessment (AA) is one stage of this process. A competent authority shall make
an AA of the implications for a site in view of that site’s conservation objectives, before
deciding to undertake or give any consent, permission or other authorisation for, a plan or
project which:
x
x

is likely to have a significant effect on a European site in the UK (either alone or in
combination with other plans or projects); and
is not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site.

The AA must ascertain that the proposed project will not adversely affect the integrity of
the site. In all other circumstances, including cases where there is doubt about the absence
of adverse effects, the proposal may not proceed unless there are no alternative solutions
and imperative reasons of over-riding public interest apply.
2.3.5.2

European Protected Species Licence (EPS)

Certain species are listed in Annex IV of the Habitats Directive as species of European
Community interest and in need of strict protection. The protective measures required are
outlined in Articles 12 to 16 of the Directive.
The associated regulations make it an offence to deliberately or recklessly capture, kill,
injure, harass or disturb any such animal. It is also an offence to deliberately or recklessly
obstruct access to a breeding site or resting place of any such animal, or otherwise to deny
the animal use of the breeding site or resting place. In addition, it is an offence to disturb
such an animal in a manner that is, or in circumstances which are, likely to significantly
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affect the local distribution or abundance of the species to which it belongs. For cetaceans
(dolphins, porpoises and whales) only, there is a more general offence deliberately or
recklessly to disturb these creatures. The damage or destruction of a breeding site or
resting place of any EPS animal is an offence. An EPS Licence is required for any activity that
might result in disturbance to an EPS.

2.4
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AfL

Agreement for Lease

DETI

Department for Enterprise, Trade and Investment

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

ES

Environmental Statement

FHTEPL

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Ltd

MCT

Marine Current Turbines

OEM

Original equipment manufacturer

ORESAP

Offshore Renewable Energy Strategic Action Plan

SAC

Special Areas of Conservation

SEA

Strategic Environment Assessment

SPA

Special Protection Area

TCE

The Crown Estate

TSS

Traffic Separation Scheme

TVL

Tidal Ventures Limited
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3

Alternatives: Site & Technology Selection

3.1

Introduction

The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) regulations require that alternatives that could
achieve the same objectives as the proposed Project are considered and presented in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The primary objectives of the Project include:
x
x

the generation of clean renewable energy to support Northern Ireland, UK and EU
climate change obligations; and
making a contribution towards diversity and reliability in electricity generation from
renewables.

The former Northern Ireland Department for Enterprise Trade and Investment (DETI)
Offshore Renewable Energy Strategic Action Plan (ORESAP) outlined the Executive’s aim of
Northern Ireland generating 900MW of energy from offshore wind and 300MW from tidal
resources by 2020. The ORESAP followed the commissioning of a Strategic Environment
Assessment (SEA) and has been used to support the consideration of alternatives for the EIA
for this Project.
This chapter therefore describes the site selection process undertaken to identify the Fair
Head site as a location suitable for the generation of electricity from tidal stream energy. It
also sets out the process of considering a wide range of tidal energy conversion technologies
to arrive at the Project design envelope set out in Chapter 5: Project Description.

3.2

Site Selection

The site selection process involves defining a range of criteria that the site will be assessed
against, as set out below.

3.2.1

Site Selection Criteria

The selection of the Fair Head site has considered the following criteria:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Available resource
Availability of seabed
Technical and environmental constraints
Social considerations
Suitability for installation, maintenance and operation
Grid connection feasibility

The evaluation of the Fair Head site against this criteria is described in more detail in the
following sections.
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The Fair Head site is located in the North Channel where water flows between the Atlantic
Ocean and Irish Sea. It is one of the largest areas of accessible tidal energy resource in and
around UK waters, the others including the north of Scotland, particularly around the Orkney
Islands and Pentland Firth, where waters flow between the Atlantic Ocean and North Sea,
and the south-west covering an area as far north as the Pembrokeshire coast, and as far
south as the Channel islands. Within these areas there are tidal ‘hotspots’ where the flows
are accelerated due to the influence of local features, such as Rathlin island in respect of the
Fair Head site. This provides a sufficiently concentrated source of energy to be considered
for electricity generation on a commercial scale, typically projects in excess of 50MW
installed capacity.
Plate 3.1:

UK tidal energy resource areas (courtesy The Crown Estate)

The Fair Head site benefits from flows during the peak spring tides in excess of 3.5m/s, over
an area of several square kilometres and in sufficient water depth, in excess of 30m, to
support the installation of tidal turbines.
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Availability of Seabed

A development of the scale proposed for the Fair Head site requires a number of
permissions, consents and approvals to be secured before it can become operational. This
includes a lease for use of the seabed which in the UK is managed by The Crown Estate
(TCE). In 2011, recognising the potential for commercial development of tidal energy
generation in the North Channel and particularly off the north Antrim coast, TCE, through a
competitive tendering process, invited bids for an Agreement for Lease (AfL), which would
provide the winning bidder with exclusive development rights over a defined area of seabed,
together with the option to take a long term lease should projects gain consent, to support
the construction and operation of a commercial scale tidal energy park. This process set a
limit of 100MW per site, and considered a range of criteria, including experience, capacity to
develop a site, development plans and health and safety track-record. The process also
allowed bidders to define the proposed boundary of their development.
3.2.2.3

Technical and Environmental Constraints

As part of its bid to TCE, Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Ltd (FHTEPL) considered a range of
technical and environmental constraints that might stop or limit the extent of tidal energy
development off the north Antrim coast. Examples of these technical and environmental
constraints included: navigation (including Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS)), bathymetric
characterisation, military zones, disposal sites, pipelines and cables, and areas designated for
their nature conservation importance (such as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), and
Special Protection Areas (SPAs)), both on and offshore that might be affected by the
development.
3.2.2.4

Social Considerations

The development of tidal energy technologies involves building on the UK’s maritime history
and industrial heritage with new and innovative solutions to the challenges of working in a
fast-flowing environment. It has the potential to tap into an extensive supply chain, from
local work boats to the fabrication of offshore structures. With its experience as the host for
the world’s first commercial scale tidal turbine (Seagen device in Strangford Lough), and
proud history of building ships in Belfast, Northern Ireland is well placed to exploit the
opportunities brought about through the development of a new tidal energy industry,
providing long term sustainable employment.
3.2.2.5

Suitability for Installation, Maintenance and Operation

Water depth is a key consideration in terms of site suitability as it can limit both the types of
turbines that may be considered and the vessels which may be used for installation. Working
at depth involves the use of more complex and expensive technology. Although there is
much experience in the oil and gas industry, there is little in energetic tidal energy sites, and
the cost base is much higher due to the amount of energy that can be recovered from a
single installation. At present, for tidal energy, viable water depths are considered to be
limited to around 60m. To support both construction and long term operation, a site must
be reasonably accessible from existing ports and harbours, as the construction of brand new
facilities specifically to support a tidal energy development would be prohibitive.
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Grid Connection Feasibility

Unlike conventional forms of generation, such as coal, gas and nuclear where it is feasible to
transport the fuel source over considerable distances and therefore site the power station
closer to consumers and the point of use, the location of renewables such as wind and to
some extent solar, is largely driven by the location of the natural resource. Tidal is no
exception, which means that the grid connection must be brought to the project site.
Unfortunately, most of the UK’s potential commercial scale tidal sites are not located near
existing grid infrastructure with sufficient capacity to take their full output. The Fair Head
development is no different. For a small demonstration project, up to 10MW, this may be
connected into existing distribution infrastructure in the north Antrim area. For the full
commercial scale 100MW development a new connection into the Northern Ireland 110kV
network will be required, but this is expected to be shared with the neighbouring Tidal
Ventures Limited (TVL) 100MW development. Furthermore the Northern Ireland 110kV
network is well connected into both the wider UK and Republic of Ireland electricity markets.

3.2.3

Alternative Marine Energy Sites Considered

As noted in the ORESAP report there is significant potential for the generation of both
offshore wind energy and tidal energy in Northern Ireland. In total, it identified 5 tidal
resource zones, with the largest (Zone 2) off the north Antrim coast. Of the remaining 4,
from a resource perspective the most attractive is Strangford Lough, where the narrow
passageway to the Irish Sea accelerates the flows. However, whilst offering excellent tidal
speeds and an ideal location for the testing of devices, the commercial development of
Strangford Lough is limited by its scale and other constraints such as navigation.
The ORESAP also identified one wave energy zone, to the north of Port Stewart, and two
wind energy zones, one overlapping the wave zone and the other off the Down coast
extending from Ballywalter down to the Republic of Ireland coastline. Although a number of
different wave energy technologies have been tested at the European Marine Energy Centre
(EMEC) in Orkney, Scotland, their progression remains very much at the advanced research
and development stage. This is partly due to the challenges of extracting energy in the
highly energetic and unpredictable surface environment of the oceans. Wave energy
resource is also driven by global weather systems so its intermittency is similar in many ways
to wind energy.
Over the last 10 years there has been a significant increase in the development and
deployment of large offshore wind farms, mainly in the more sheltered waters of the east
coast of Scotland and England with some activity in the Irish sea. Wind is now a mature and
proven renewable energy technology. As will be seen in the following section, and Chapter
5: Project Description, there are many similarities between tidal and wind energy
technologies, and the potential for tidal energy to capture the installation and operational
experience of offshore wind. However, importantly, the predictability of tidal energy can
complement the intermittency (and unpredictability) of wind to help ensure the continuing
reliability of UK electricity supplies.
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Technology Selection

The technology selection process involves defining a range of criteria that various technology
concepts and designs will be considered against to arrive at the design envelope for the
Project, as set out in Chapter 5: Project Description.

3.3.1

Technology Selection Criteria

The selection of suitable tidal technologies for the Fair Head site has considered the
following criteria:
x
x
x
x
x

3.3.2

sustainable, renewable form of electricity generation;
technology maturity;
suitability for the Fair Head site;
commercial viability; and
health & safety

Alternative Technologies Considered

There are a number of ways in which electricity can be generated from tidal stream energy,
including:
x
x
x

a horizontal axis turbine (similar in design to a wind turbine);
a vertical axis turbine; or
an oscillating hydrofoil.

The horizontal axis turbine could also feature an enclosure around the rotor, often referred
to as closed rotor (as opposed to open rotor). These concepts are illustrated in Plate 3.2.
Plate 3.2:
Tidal energy generation concepts (L-R: horizontal axis, vertical axis, oscillating
hydrofoil, and horizontal axis with enclosure)

For completeness, it is also possible to generate electricity from tides through the
installation of a barrage within which turbines are installed, such as the 240MW scheme at
La Rance in Brittany, France. However, construction of barrages is a major civil engineering
exercise with the potential for significant impact on local ecosystems. It is also only suitable
for specific sites where there is landmass on both sides to channel the flow. For these
reasons a barrage is not considered further for the Fair Head site.
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Fair Head Technology Selection

The preferred concept for the Fair Head site is an open rotor turbine for the following
reasons:
x
x
x

operational experience – this type of turbine has been tested extensively at a
number of sites, including the 1.2MW Seagen device in Strangford Lough, Northern
Ireland, which successfully operated for over 5 years;
conversion efficiency – through operational experience the open rotor concept has
proven to be a very efficient design, offering performance levels similar to a wind
turbine; and
commercial availability and support of major manufacturers – a number of the major
original equipment manufacturers (OEM’s) involved in wind, and other forms of
electricity generation have successfully developed and tested open rotor systems.
These companies are able to offer the through life product support required for a
commercial scale generation project such as that proposed for Fair Head.

There are a wide range of systems for mounting open rotor turbines in the sea, ranging from
fixed structures on the seabed to buoyant designs, which may be mid-water or fully floating
on the surface. Some of these concepts are illustrated in Plate 3.3.
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Some different concepts for mounting open rotor turbines

These concepts are at various stages of development. Although most operational experience
to date has been with fixed, seabed mounted structures, significant progress has been made
more recently with floating devices. These include both the Sustainable Marine Energy
(SME) Plat-O device and the Scotrenewables Tidal Power (SRTP) SR2000 device. The SRTP
device was built at Harland & Wolff in Belfast and is currently undergoing tests at EMEC in
Orkney (Plate 3.4):
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Plate 3.4:
Scotrenewables Tidal Power SR2000 during load out at Harland and Wolff,
and at EMEC test site, Orkney.

Floating concepts potentially offer a number of benefits over fixed structures on the seabed
including lower installation costs (through the use of smaller vessels/tugs), ease of access
and the use of less material (eg. steel) relative to the amount of energy they generate.
These factors potentially make them a more commercially viable proposition and able to
compete with other, more mature, forms of renewable energy generation technologies.
However, pending the outcome of further ‘real sea’ testing and operational hours, they have
been excluded from the design envelope for the Fair Head project. The Schottel device
(Plate 3.5) is included in the design envelope, for the demonstration phase (up to 10MW) of
the project, for the following reasons:
x
x
x

it is being developed by an established OEM;
it utilises ‘off-the-shelf’ turbines derived from years of experience manufacturing ship
propulsion systems; and
is due to be tested in the Bay of Fundy, Canada during 2017/18.
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Other Technology Considerations

3.3.4.1

Offshore Electrical Infrastructure
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There is scope for technology transfer from the offshore wind and oil and gas industries in
the design and construction of electrical infrastructure for tidal arrays. However, oil and gas
has a significantly higher cost base which allows for the development of bespoke solutions.
The design of tidal arrays also differs from offshore wind in the following important aspects:
x
x

power output of turbines – typically the output of a tidal turbine is no more than
2MW, whereas the latest offshore wind turbines are around 8MW;
layout of an array – as water is around 800 times heavier than air, it is possible to
locate tidal turbines much closer to each other relative to an equivalent offshore
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wind farm, for example, for the same power output a tidal array may only extend
across one tenth of the area;
proximity to land – as tidal flows are accelerated by natural features such as channels
and headlands, the electrical connection to shore may only be a matter of a few
kilometres whereas a large offshore wind farm may be located tens of kilometres
offshore; and
tidal arrays are located, by their very nature in fast flowing environments, whereas
most wind farm sites have no/very little tidal flows.

The first three points can mean that tidal arrays can take advantage of smaller and shorter
cables but installing and maintaining this infrastructure can be a significant challenge. In
addition, whereas wind turbines are mounted above the surface of the water, tidal turbines
are located underwater and must be designed to be 100% watertight and operate in a
confined environment where ambient conditions such as temperature and humidity must be
controlled. With the exception of submarine cables, offshore wind projects mount all their
electrical equipment above the surface, either in the turbine itself or on specially built
offshore substations.
The design envelope for Fair Head therefore includes both subsea and surface piercing
designs for the electrical infrastructure.
3.3.4.2

Cable Landfall

A number of subsea cables will need to be brought ashore to connect the project to the
electricity network onshore. The coastline in the vicinity of the project is very rugged with
steep cliffs and offers few practical locations for the bringing ashore of the cables from the
project. Desktop and walkover surveys were undertaken to identify possible locations and
engineering consultants appointed to look at different methods for bring the cables ashore
and routes to potential connection points with onshore grid infrastructure. The design
envelope for the Project includes cable landfall sites at Murlough Bay and Ballycastle. It is
possible that both sites might be used with one preferred for a demonstration project and
one preferred for a larger commercial project. At this stage it is therefore proposed to
consent both. Subsequently both landfall sites will be subject to further work and
considerations including engineering surveys, onshore cable routes and consenting
requirements, and landowner requirements before a final decision is taken.
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4

EIA Approach, Methodology & Consultation

4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the approach to, and method for completing the Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA). This assessment methodology has been developed to meet the
requirements of the relevant legislation outlined in Chapter 2, namely the Marine Works
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 and the Offshore Electricity
Development (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2008.

4.2

Design Envelope

Marine energy encompasses a rapidly advancing group of technologies designed to harness
the renewable energy resource in the marine environment. Significant technology
developments are ongoing in the general field of marine energy, but specific to this
application in the field of Tidal Energy Convertor (TEC) technology. Current and planned
trials of TEC devices are providing a feedback loop into ongoing product and installation
methodology development. In order to take advantage of this continuous, and at times
stepped, improvement of the technology available it is beneficial to retain a degree of
flexibility in the decision process for final device selection.
Similarly, as the EIA and ES are completed before a detailed technical assessment of the site
has been undertaken, there remains a degree of uncertainty relating to installation
techniques, foundation types, turbine size and specific technology viability.
As a result, a “Design Envelope” or “Rochdale Envelope” (R v Rochdale MBC ex parte Tew,
2000), as it has become known, has been defined. The adoption of the Design Envelope
approach allows a meaningful EIA to be undertaken by defining a set of “worst-case”
parameters that decision makers can consider in determining the acceptability, or otherwise,
of the environmental impacts of a project.
As long as a project’s technical and engineering parameters fall within the limits of the
envelope and the EIA process has considered the impacts of that envelope and provides
robust and justifiable conclusions, then flexibility within those parameters is deemed to be
permissible within the terms of any consent granted, i.e., if consent is granted on the
assessed maximum parameters of a development, any parameters equal to or less than
those assessed is permitted to be constructed.
The principle of the Design Envelope permits the developer or applicant to provide broad or
alternative project engineering and construction parameters, of which one or a subset of the
scenarios or parameters will ultimately be constructed.
The ‘realistic worst-case’ scenario assumes that one or other of the parameters will have a
more significant adverse effect than the alternative. Where a range is provided, for example
turbine outputs or blade tip heights, the most detrimental is assessed in each case.
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The design that could result in the most significant impact may be different for different
environmental receptor types. Understanding the cause and effect specific to each receptor
leads to the definition of the appropriate “Project Design Criteria” for that receptor and,
therefore, identifies the ‘realistic worst case’. Taking the ‘realistic worst case’ scenario, it can
be assumed if no significant impact is demonstrated at the ‘realistic worst case’, then no
significant impact is likely for any scenario. The Project Design Criteria are presented in the
tables in Chapter 5:

4.3

Consenting Authorities

In October 2012 Fair Head Tidal Energy Park (FHTEP) entered into an Agreement for Lease
(AfL) for the Project with the seabed owner, The Crown Estate (TCE). As this time the
consenting authority for a Marine Licence (Section 2.3.2) was the Department of
Environment, Marine Division (DoE MD) and consenting authority for Article 39 of the
Offshore Electricity Development (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 2008 (‘the EIA Regulations’) (Section 2.3.3) was the Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Investment (DETI). Several of the early steps in the process were administered by these
departments including the provision of the Scoping Opinion in 2015 following the submission
of a Scoping Report (FHT 2013) on which the fundamental EIA guidance for the site was
defined.
The DoE MD became the Department of Agriculture Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA)
and DETI became the Department for Economy (DfE) with effect from 9th May 2016 and are
referred to in the ES in line with that date, that is DoE MD before 9th May 2016 and DAERA
afterwards.

4.4

The EIA Approach

4.4.1

EIA Procedure Overview

The principal steps undertaken when developing a Project under the EIA regulations are
broken down into a series of stages as summarised in Plate 4.1 below (Marine Scotland,
2012).
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Plate 4.1: Overview of EIA and HRA Main Steps

4.4.2

Key Stages of EIA Process

Fundamental to the EIA process, is the systematic identification of issues that could impact
the environment or users of that environment. Once identified, these issues have to be
assessed to define the level of potential impact they present, so that measures can be taken
to remove, reduce or offset such effects through design or operational measures. Such
measures help to identify elements of the Project that may require monitoring during
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installation, operation and decommissioning. Impacts are considered in a cumulative
manner as well as in isolation.
The assessment process covers all stages of the Project lifecycle from installation through to
the operation, maintenance and decommissioning phases. All effects are taken into account
throughout the lifecycle, regardless of their duration (e.g. short-term vessel activities to
longer term device operation). The environment is considered to include physical, ecological
and socio-economic components and linkages between the different elements of the
environment are also considered.
Impacts to one receptor that may affect another are considered where a clear pathway is
identified between the two. This connectivity between receptors has been considered within
the assessment in Chapters 7 to 17 in order to provide a holistic assessment that considers
all impacts, both direct and indirect. The initial impact is assessed in the relevant section
which deals with the receptor directly affected.

4.4.3

EIA Scoping

An EIA Scoping Report was submitted to the DoE MD and DETI in December 2013 (FHT
2013). This report included an introduction to, and description of the Project, information on
relevant planning and legislative requirements and a description of the baseline for the EIA
topics that could be affected by the Project. The EIA Scoping Report also identified a number
of potential impacts that would need to be assessed in more detail as part of the EIA.
The purpose of the scoping document was to provide a focus for the Environmental
Statement (ES) by identifying the key issues of relevance and to outline the scope and
approach that will be adopted.
A combined EIA Scoping Opinion from DoE MD and DETI was received in May 2015 (DoE MD
and DETI 2015). Information provided within this EIA Scoping Opinion, together with
responses from other consultees and information included in the EIA Scoping Report (FHT
2013) has been reviewed and implications for the Project and EIA considered where
necessary. All issues relevant to individual EIA studies are highlighted in the relevant impact
assessment chapters of this ES
4.4.3.1

Scoped out Issues

As part of the EIA Scoping process it was concluded that potential impacts on air quality and
climate would be of negligible significance and therefore this topic has been scoped out the
EIA.
The following topics were discussed as individual chapters in the scoping document, though
in the ES, where relevant, they are addressed in the receptor chapters:
x

contamination and water quality;

x

protected sites and species;

x

cables and pipelines;

x

military exercise area;

x

disposal sites;
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An otter survey was conducted in August 2014. The resultant report (Appendix 4.1- Otter
Survey) concluded that “the present study indicates that the project is unlikely to have
significant direct or indirect impacts upon otters. No significant impact will arise upon
foraging and commuting areas, and no impact will arise upon known resting sites at the
current time.” Otters are referred to in Chapter 10 Marine Mammals (Table 10.5) and
considered not relevant for EIA, based on recorded and likely occurrence at the Project site.
Further information on the specific impacts that have been scoped out of the EIA is provided
in each of the topic specific impact assessment sections of the ES (Chapters 7 to 17).

4.5

EIA, Environment Statement (ES), Navigation Risk
Assessment (NRA) and Habitat Regulations Appraisal
(HRA)

The main focus of the EIA is to assess the potentially significant impacts of the Project on the
environment. This requires input from a number of specialists with expertise in each of the
environmental disciplines covered as part of the EIA in order to develop a detailed
understanding of the baseline environment, establish the importance and sensitivity of that
environment and evaluate the significance of any potential impacts.
Results from the assessment of impacts on specific EIA topics and explanations on how
conclusions were reached are presented in Chapters 7 to 17 of this ES. Recommendations for
environmental management procedures and strategies for environmental monitoring are
also included where appropriate.
Information included in the EIA is also informed by results from the Project Navigational Risk
Assessment (NRA) (Appendix 15.1 and summarised in Chapter 15 Shipping and Navigation);
and the Habitat Regulations Appraisal (HRA), both of which, although subject to different
legislative requirements (See section 2.3.5 Habitats Directive 1994) form an integral part of
the overall EIA process as illustrated in Plate 4.1.
A description of the approach to the HRA and collection of information to inform the
Appropriate Assessment (AA) is also included in the HRA report (Appendix 4.2). Information
from this report has been incorporated into the relevant impact assessment chapters of the
ES where required.

4.5.1

ES Content Requirements

The required content of an ES is defined under Annex IV of the codified EIA Directive
2011/92/EU. These stipulate that the Environmental Statement includes at least:
x

a description of the development comprising information on the site, design and
size of development;

x

the main alternatives studied by the applicant and the main reasons for his choice,
taking into account the environmental effects;
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x

description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by
the development;

x

description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment;

x

description of the methods used to assess the effects on the environment;

x

description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible
remedy significant adverse effects (mitigation measures);

x

a non-technical summary of the information provided under (i) to (vi) above; and

x

indication of any difficulties encountered by the developer in compiling the
required information.

These elements are contained in the ES, the structure is detailed in Section 1.5 and listed in
Table 1.1.
Directive 2011/92/EU has recently been amended by EIA Directive 2014/52/EU which needs
to be transposed into UK law by May 2017. This amending Directive includes a number of
changes which those undertaking environmental impact assessments should be mindful of
but which will not be a requirement until the directive is transposed into UK Law.

4.6

Significance of Effects

EIA regulations require that the EIA should consider the likely significant effects of the
development on the environment. The decision process related to defining whether or not a
project is likely to significantly impact on the environment is at the core of the EIA
methodology. The approach developed here is applicable to both terrestrial and marine
based EIA and has been developed with reference to the principles and guidance provided
by Marine Scotland (2012) in their Consent Manual, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) (2009)
draft guidance on survey and monitoring in relation to Marine Renewables Deployment in
Scotland, the SNH (2011) handbook on EIAs and the Institute of Ecology and Environment
Management (IEEM) (2011) guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessments in Britain and
Ireland: Marine and Coastal.
Common principles have been applied to evaluate the significance of each element of the
environmental impact as a result of this Project. These include the following:
x

environmental significance is a qualitative judgement;

x

the degree of environmental significance is related to the specific impact;

x

the magnitude of the impact is related to the sensitivity of the receptor affected
and the capacity of that receptor to accommodate change;

x

the impact magnitude encompasses the severity of the impact and the duration of
the impact, and is potentially amplified by the timing of when the impact occurs;

x

the impact of the proposed project may be wide ranging in nature: direct, indirect,
short, medium or long term, permanent or temporary impacts;

x

impacts may be both positive and negative;

x

the likelihood of a specific impact occurring should be considered; and
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any significant residual impacts following mitigation need to be identified.

As the determination of the significance of an impact is subjective, primarily based on
professional judgement, this highlights the requirement for an extensive scoping and
consultation process throughout the development of the Project. This is something that has
been given particular attention throughout the Project to date and details of the
consultation process are presented in Section 4.7.
Once the scope of the EIA studies had been established, it was important to standardise the
description and assessment of the impacts. Despite being a subjective process, a defined
methodology was used to make the assessment as objective and quantitative as possible. As
the environmental factors under consideration can vary depending on what is being
assessed, there is likely to be some variation in this process.
Definitions for the sensitivity of receptors and magnitude of change were developed on a
topic by topic basis and are described and presented in each topic chapter.
The sensitivity of a receptor to the proposed Project considers the specific nature of the
receptor (or group of receptors) and their capability to accommodate change.

4.6.1

Sensitivity

Sensitivity is generally a subjective judgement, determined by a receptor’s tolerance to an
impact, its ability to recover from an impact or ability to adapt to the changes in the
environment resulting from a development. Sensitivity may also consider a receptor's
environmental designation, rarity, and whether the receptor provides an important
ecosystem service. The value categories are receptor-specific and have been considered
within the baseline sections of each topic specific section.
Where these aspects are considered within the sensitivity category they are outlined within
the relevant criteria tables in each section.
It is important to note that the above approach to assessing sensitivity is not appropriate in
all circumstances and in some instances professional judgement has been used in developing
the sensitivity category used.
The sensitivity of receptor categories are as follows:
x

very high

x

high

x

medium

x

low

x

negligible

4.6.2

Magnitude

For the purposes of this assessment the magnitude of an impact is determined by the
duration, timing, scale, size, and frequency / probability of an impact. The timing of an
impact will depend on whether it occurs during construction and installation or during
operation.
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The scale of the impact will be determined by the temporal (i.e. impact duration) and spatial
scale (e.g. is the impact local, regional or site specific) over which the impact applies. The
size of an impact is determined by the actual area the impact covers within the spatial scale
that has been defined. The duration of the impact will depend on how long the impact
occurs, whether it is throughout the operational life of the Project or whether following
construction the impact ceases to occur.
In some instances the frequency or probability of an impact is considered as part of
magnitude and is used when we consider how often or likely an impact is to occur to a
receptor or association of receptors. In such instances, the magnitude of the impact is a
product of its severity and the likeliness or regularity of its occurrence. For biological
receptors this may be applied to the proportion of the population that is exposed to the
impact, particularly when an impact only affects a small proportion.
The overall magnitude of the effect is then determined by considering a combination of each
aspect and applying professional judgment and previous relevant experience. The following
magnitude categories are applied in this assessment:
x

major

x

moderate

x

minor

x

negligible

x

positive

4.6.3

Consequence

The sensitivity of a receptor and the magnitude of impact are combined to define the
severity of the impact (Table 4.1)
Table 4.1: Consequence of Impact
Magnitude

Sensitivity
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Major

Major

Major

Major

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Major

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive
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Impact Significance

The consequence of impacts is then considered by reference to the relevant criteria in the
EIA Regulations. The significance of impacts in relation to the EIA Regulations is defined in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Definitions of Significance Rankings
Positive

Positive – to be encouraged

Positive

Major

Highly significant & requires immediate
action

Significant impact
under
EIA
Regulations

Moderate

Significant – requires additional control
measures and/or management

Minor

Not significant – however may require
some management to ensure remains
within acceptable levels

Negligible

Not significant

Insignificant impact
under
EIA
Regulations

Each identified impact is described in terms of the sensitivity of the receptor under
consideration, magnitude of potential impact and the overall consequence of the impact,
which in turn determines whether the impact is significant or not under the EIA Regulations.
Following this description the assigned ranking is summarised in a colour coded table. Where
impacts are deemed as potentially significant and/or mitigation is required in order to
ensure the impact remains insignificant, this is summarised in the box under the colour
ranking table. Residual impacts following mitigation (for potentially significant impacts only)
are also summarised in a colour coded table.
The evaluation of impact significance follows the four stage process outlined in the Marine
Scotland (2012) Consents Manual:
1. Identify both the environmental changes from the Project and the features of
interest (that is, receptors) that could be affected.
2. Understand the nature of the environmental changes in terms of their exposure
characteristics, the natural conditions of the system and the sensitivity of the specific
receptors (that is predict the impact).
3. Evaluate the vulnerability of the features as a basis for assessing the nature of the
impact and its significance.
4. Manage any impacts which are found to be significant and require the
implementation of impact reduction/mitigation measures; identify the significance of
the residual impact.

4.6.5

Application in the ES

Definitions for the sensitivity of receptors and magnitude of change were developed on a
topic by topic basis and are described and presented in each topic chapter (Section 4.6). In
some ES chapters, assessors have used specific guidance/practices endorsed by professional
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accreditation, organisations and/or consultees. For example the assessment of impacts on
shipping and navigation is based on results from the NRA which is a risk based assessment
where impacts are described as hazards. NRAs are required to be carried out in line with
specific guidance prepared by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA).

4.6.6

Mitigation Measures

Where potentially significant impacts (i.e. those ranked moderate or higher) are identified,
mitigation measures have been considered. The intention is that such measures should
remove, reduce or manage the impacts to a point where the residual significance is at an
acceptable level.
The three main types of mitigation considered as part of the impact assessment for this
Project include:
1. Mitigation by design (measures that are integrated into the Project at the design stage to
remove or reduce the likelihood of a significant impact occurring as defined in the Project
description and by parameters of the design envelope). These measures will have already
been discussed in the description of the impact. However, to ensure these measures are
fully implemented once the relevant consents have been awarded, these measures have
been listed as part of the impact specific mitigation which will be incorporated into the
Project commitments register and relevant licence conditions.
2. Standard practice measures based on specific legislation, regulations, standards, guidance
and recognised industry good practice that are put in place to ensure significant impacts do
not occur.
3. Additional impact specific mitigation measures identified either to reduce, remove or
manage potentially significant impacts identified during the impact assessment, or required
to ensure that impacts identified as not being significant remain insignificant. This could
include for example specific measures to be implemented / applied through detailed design
e.g. micro-siting the location of mooring anchors; additional post consent surveys or studies;
development of monitoring programmes; further research; or on-going consultation etc.
The full series of mitigation measures proposed is summarised as the Schedule of
Environmental Commitments in Chapter 18: Summary.

4.6.7

Residual impacts

All developments will, by their nature, have a degree of impact on the environment,
however minimal that impact may be. Even following an extensive mitigation process of
prevent, reduce and offset there will be a net environmental change, the residual impact.
The component residual impacts on the environment are dealt with in their respective
chapters.
The overall residual impact and the significance of this impact is what is used to judge
whether the development should proceed or not, i.e. is a measure of the environmental cost
against the benefit of the development. This is discussed in Chapter 18: Summary.
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Monitoring

Actions proposed to mitigate against potential impacts can take many forms and is discussed
in each relevant chapter and summarised in Chapter 18. In addition, where data gaps exist, it
may be appropriate to implement an environmental monitoring programme to evaluate a
potential impact. The proposals made in Chapter 18 will be discussed and refined with
relevant stakeholders as appropriate to define a Project “Environmental Monitoring
Programme” (EMP).

4.6.9

Assessment of Cumulative and In-Combination Impacts

Cumulative impacts are considered to be those arising from interaction with similar
developments, which are the impacts on receptors of one offshore renewable development
combined with the impacts of other developments. In-combination impacts are considered
to be those arising from interaction with unlike activities, that is the impacts arising from
one offshore renewable development combined with those from, for example, offshore
dredging.
Cumulative and in-combination impacts are considered throughout the EIA process and have
been considered for all phases of the Project. Consultation with DoE MD and DETI has
confirmed a list of other projects which, together with this Project, may result in potential
cumulative impacts.
The general principle for the cumulative impact assessment was to consider only those
projects for which an EIA Scoping Report had been issued or requests for an EIA Scoping
Opinion have been submitted to the consenting authorities.
Details of the projects to be considered for the cumulative impact assessment were provided
to all EIA assessors. The assessors then considered which of these projects could result in
potential cumulative impacts with the Project. This decision was based on the results of the
specific impact assessment together with the expert judgement of the specialist assessor
undertaking the impact assessment.
Inevitably the assessment of ‘future projects’ is dependent upon the level of information
available on those projects at the time of undertaking the cumulative assessment. Due to
the fact there were different levels of detail available for different projects, the cumulative
impact assessment has been undertaken qualitatively in the individual chapter.
Each EIA Chapter contains a sub section which identifies the projects which are relevant on a
cumulative basis and an assessment of the relevant cumulative impacts. Table 4.3 provides a
high level description of the proposed project and also project status. Two relevant projects
planned at the time of Scoping have since been terminated and are not considered any
further here. These projects included the Irish Sea Round 3 Wind Farm (Celtic Array Ltd.) and
the petroleum operations off Rathlin Island (Providence Resourcing).
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Table 4.3: Project list for consideration in the cumulative and in-combination assessment
No.

Project title

Approx
distance

MW

Status

1

Torr Head Tidal Array

2km

100MW

Consented

2

Argyll Tidal Demonstrator Project

33km

0.5MW

In development

3

Sanda Sound (Tidal),

58km

35kW

Under construction

4

West Islay Tidal Energy Park

70km

30MW

In planning

5

Sound of Islay Tidal Demonstration 71km

10MW

Consented

6

SeaGen Strangford Lough (tidal)

122km

1.2MW

Decommissioning

7

Robin Rigg Wind Farm

161km

174MW

Operational

4.7

Consultation

4.7.1

Statutory and Non-Statutory Consultation Meetings

Following the announcement that FHTEP were awarded an AfL, FHTEP contacted the
following statutory and non-statutory consultees at various times spanning a period from
December 2012 to November 2016 to introduce and provide an update on the Project.
x

Agri-Food & Biosciences Institute

x

ANIFPO (Anglo Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation)

x

Aquaculture Initiative

x

Aquaholics Dive School

x

Argyll & Bute Council

x

Ballintoy & Dist Community Dev. Assoc/ Ballintoy Community Information Portal

x

Ballycastle Community Development Group

x

Ballycastle Harbour/Marina

x

Bangor Marina

x

Belfast Harbour Commissioners

x

Bushmills & District Community Association

x

Canoe Association NI

x

Causeway Coast and Glens Heritage Trust

x

CEFAS
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x

Centre for Maritime Archaeology

x

Coleraine Borough Council

x

Coleraine Harbour Commissioners

x

Coleraine Marina

x

Commissioners of Irish Lights

x

Council for Nature Conservation and the Countryside

x

Cushendall Sailing & Boating Club

x

Cushendun & District Development Association

x

DARD Environmental Policy Division

x

Defence Estates

x

Department for Regional Development (Air and Seaports)

x

Department for Regional Development (Roads) Northern Division

x

Department of Agriculture & Rural Development (Fisheries Division)

x

Department of Culture Arts & Leisure

x

Department of Enterprise, Trade & Investment

x

Department of Environment - Marine Division

x

Department of Environment - Planning Service

x

Department of Environmental Science

x

Friends of the Earth Northern Ireland

x

Geological Survey Northern Ireland

x

Glens Red Squirrel Group

x

HM Coastguard Coleraine (North Coast)

x

Irish Surfing Association

x

Irish Whale & Dolphin Society

x

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

x

Larne Borough Council (Environmental Health)

x

Larne Harbour Authority

x

Londonderry Port and Harbour Commission

x

Loughs Agency

x

M.A.G Marine

x

Marine Conservation Northern Ireland

x

Maritime and Coastguard Agency
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x

Moyle District Council

x

Moyle Interconnector

x

Moyle Sea Angling Club

x

National Trust

x

NI Agent for The Crown Estate

x

NI Environment Link

x

North Coast Lobster Fisherman's Association

x

Northern Ireland Agricultural Producers Association

x

Northern Ireland Environment Agency

x

Northern Ireland Federation of Sub Aqua Clubs

x

Northern Ireland Fire & Rescue Service

x

Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation (NIFPO)

x

Northern Ireland Fishery Harbour Authority

x

Northern Ireland Scallop Fisherman's Association

x

Northern Ireland Tourist Board

x

Northern Ireland Water

x

Rathlin Development and Community Association

x

Red Bay Boats Ltd

x

Rivers Agency

x

RNLI Portrush

x

Royal Yachting Association NI

x

RSPB Northern Ireland

x

Sea Mammal Research Unit

x

Seafood Industry Authority

x

Seasearch Northern Ireland

x

Seatons Marina

x

Sinn Fein East Antrim/ Friends - Special Need

x

Sustainable NI

x

The Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust

x

Torr Head Harbour (Portaleen Harbour)

x

Ulster Farmers Union

x

Ulster Wildlife Trust
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WWF Northern Ireland

Political
x

Green Party

x

MP for East Antrim DUP

x

MP for North Antrim DUP

x

MP for East Londonderry

x

Ulster Unionist Party - North Antrim

x

Traditional Unionist Voice - North Antrim

x

DUP - North Antrim

x

Sinn Fein - North Antrim

x

Ulster Unionist Party - East Antrim

x

Alliance Party - East Antrim

x

Sinn Fein - East Antrim

x

DUP - East Antrim

x

DUP - East Londonderry

x

Social Democratic & Labour Party - East Londonderry

x

Independent - East Londonderry

x

Sinn Fein - East Londonderry

x

Moyle District Council

Regular steering group meetings (minimum of 2 per year) were held with DoE MD/DAERA
and DETI/DfE and separate Project update meetings with The Crown Estate.
Specific consultation meetings for the following EIA topics were conducted:
x

birds and mammals;

x

commercial fishing;

x

navigation workshops; and

x

socio-economic.

A summary of these consultation activities and points raised are discussed in detail in each
of the relevant impact assessment chapters.

4.7.2

Fair Head Tidal Project Website

A website (www.fairheadtidal.com) for the Project was launched in June 2014 including a
Project, Environment and Development Section. Contact details for any general, Project or
media queries are also made available on the website.
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The display boards presented at the open days are also available for download on the
website. The ES will also be available for download

4.7.3

Public Information Events and Communication

Since the inception of the Project FHTEP have consulted locally with Moyle District Council
and more recently the Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council, local residents, local
fishermen, councillors and politicians. Activities associated with the consultation process
(generally listed chronologically) have included:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

4.7.4

monthly visits to undertake surveys: June 2013 to 2015;
request for Scoping Opinion: December 2013;
notification of intent to deploy ADCP devices: March 2014;
letters to local stakeholders, councillor’s and politicians: May 2014 and July 2016;
notification of open days displays (newspapers): May 2014 and July 2016;
dedicated Fair Head Tidal website: June 2014;
sponsorship of local Rathlin Sound Maritime Festival: 20104;
presentation to Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council: Aug 2016;
meetings with various Politicians: Aug 2016

Public Response and Sensitivities

The onshore infrastructure is not part of this application and works are ongoing on the
onshore element of the Project.
Questions were asked of the potential visibility of turbines from the surrounding area. In
response, a series of photomontages were on display during the open days in August 2016
for local review, details which can be found in Chapter 14: Seascape and Landscape Visual
Impact Assessment.
Potential issues on the fishing industry are separately dealt with in Chapter 12: Commercial
Fisheries.

4.7.5

Post Submission Consultation

Following submission of the Marine Licence Application, notice of the application will be
advertised in local newspapers in the Antrim area. A statutory public consultation period of
42 days will remain open to allow written representations on the Project to be made.
Consultation will continue beyond the submission of the application. Assuming successful
award of the Project consent, licence condition implementation, including the development
of appropriate environmental monitoring protocols, will require continuing engagement and
consultation with the regulators and their statutory consultees.
In addition, FHTEP will continue its communications with local marine users, the local
community and wider public to keep them informed of the Project progress and key
milestones.
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Difficulties Encountered

No specific difficulties were encountered in the production of this ES.

4.9
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AC

Alternating current

ADCP

Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP)

AfL

Agreement for Lease

AHH

Andritz Hammerfest Hydro

ARL

Atlantis Resources Ltd

CMS

Construction Methods Statement

DC

Direct current

DP

Dynamic Positioning

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EPR

Ethylene propylene rubber

ES

Environmental Statement

GBF

Gravity Based Foundation

GT

Gross Tonnes

HLV

Heavy Lift Vessel

ICS

Impressed Current System

JUP

Jack-Up Platforms (JUPs)

km

Kilometre

kv

Kilovolt

LOA

Length overall

m

Metre

m/s

Metre per second

MCT

Marine Current Turbines

MEHRAs

Marine Environmental High Risk Areas
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Term

Definition

MHWS

Mean high water springs

MW

MegaWatt

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

OEM

Original equipment manufacturer

OCFA

Offshore Cable Feasibility Assessment

ROVs

Remotely operated underwater vehicle

SIT

Schottel Instream Turbine

TCE

The Crown Estate

TECs

Tidal energy convertors

TSuS

Tidal Support Structure

TSS

Traffic Separation Scheme

XLPE

cross-linked polyethylene
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FHT propose to deliver a 100MW tidal energy project into commercial operation by 2025,
developed in two key phases:
x

Phase 1 – Up to 10MW to be operational by 2018/19; and

x

Phase 2 – The balance to 100MW to be operational by the end of 2025, built-out in
a staged construction approach.

The project comprises of a number of tidal energy convertors (TECs) with the associated
infrastructure including electrical collection hubs and cables required to export the
generated energy to the shore on the North Antrim coast, Northern Ireland. The nearshore
boundary of the project is mean high water springs (MHWS).
This chapter provides an overview of the tidal array design options under consideration and
the design envelope (often referred to as the “Rochdale Principle”) approach to the EIA. It
also includes details on the construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning
phases of the Project.

5.2

Approach to Design Envelope

A design envelope approach has been adopted for this consent application, the rationale for
this may be summarised as follows:
x

Technical – as there is likely to be reasonable passage of time between preparation
of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and actual construction of the
Project and with tidal technology still evolving, a design envelope allows
anticipation of future likely technology developments to ensure that any consents
awarded provide for a buildable project;

x

Environmental – as learning is captured from other experiences, possibly globally,
on the installation and operation of tidal turbines, this can be factored into the
final technology choices for the Project;

x

Health & Safety – similar to environmental, learning from elsewhere can be
factored into the final project design to minimise the risk to personnel and
potential for damage to assets; and

x

Commercial – by keeping a number of manufacturer’s technologies within the
envelope, this allows the developer to undertake competitive tendering for the
project post consent and prior to construction.

This approach is not dissimilar to an offshore wind farm development which would typically
apply for consent for a design envelope defined by maximum rotor diameter, tip height and
different foundation options etc., whilst excluding items that do not impact on the EIA such
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as turbine internal components (eg. generator, gearbox etc.). It is expected, however, that
the design envelope for a tidal project will be broader in scope than for a wind farm
development as the latter is a more mature technology.
It would be impracticable to define an extremely wide design envelope which could
accommodate all of the potential tidal energy options and their range of impacts within an
EIA. However, enough flexibility needs to be built into the EIA process to enable a sufficient
range of devices and technologies to be considered for selection at the time of deployment.
In order to maintain flexibility, the key elements are selected and considered on a realistic
“worst case” basis, each being appraised in relation to the various potential impacts and the
required reasonable practicable remedial actions, if necessary.
As such, the key objective of the Project design envelope is to assess the potentially greatest
environmental impact in each specific area whether visual, navigational, ecological etc. To
this end a detailed list of turbine characteristics was compiled and a comparative assessment
of “likely greatest effect” was undertaken. This exercise is illustrated in the various tables
within Section 5.6 to Section 5.10 which indicates, where appropriate, a range of parameters
(e.g. rotor diameter) together with the specific details that have been used for the EIA.
Although individual parameters for the final Project design at the construction stage may
change it is expected they will be within the ranges shown.

5.3

Project Location

The Project described in this chapter is contained within the 100MW AfL area together with
two potential marine export cable corridors. The site selection process which identified the
site as having good development potential is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3: Rationale
and Site Selection Process.

5.3.1

AfL Location

The AfL area is circa 4.2km2 and is centred on latitude 55.230° and longitude -6.104°. It lies
approximately 750m from the nearest point of its perimeter to landfall and is illustrated in
Plate 1.1. The area boundary co-ordinates are shown in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1: Co-ordinates (WGS 1984 – decimal degrees) of Agreement for Lease (AfL).
Point

Latitude

Longitude

1

55.221721

-6.082154

2

55.222640

-6.092974

3

55.221573

-6.094403

4

55.217691

-6.089979

5

55.218010

-6.090850

6

55.230930

-6.130190
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Point

Latitude

Longitude

7

55.237900

-6.117200

8

55.234400

-6.095980

9

55.234350

-6.095980

10

55.223820

-6.079350
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Marine Export Cable Corridors

Power from the tidal turbines needs to be transmitted to the existing onshore electrical
network. As illustrated in Plate 1.1, there are two marine export cable route corridor
options.
5.3.2.1

Marine Export Cable Route Corridor Option A

Option A runs westwards from the AfL area, around the Fair Head headland before
continuing into Ballycastle Bay. The total length is approximately 10km with a landfall to the
east of Ballycastle Marina in the same vicinity as the existing Rathlin Island sub-sea
interconnector (refer to pink line in Plate 5.1). The corridor envelope proposed is defined by
the coordinates shown in Table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2: Co-ordinates (WGS 1984 – decimal degrees) of the sub-sea cable corridor to
Ballycastle - ‘Option A’.

5.3.2.2

ID

Latitude

Longitude

1

55.213894

-6.227213

2

55.221523

-6.21762

3

55.226415

-6.197286

4

55.229736

-6.182369

5

55.233011

-6.166352

6

55.232921

-6.149094

7

55.230496

-6.134753

8

55.227447

-6.12325

Marine Export Cable Corridor Option B

Option B cable route corridor runs from the AfL south to a landfall in Murlough Bay, for
onward routing to a proposed new substation above Murlough Bay. The total length is
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approximately 2km. The corridor envelope proposed is defined by the coordinates shown in
Table 5.3 below.
Table 5.3: Co-ordinates (WGS 1984 – decimal degrees) of sub-sea cable corridor to Murlough
Bay – ‘Option B’.
ID

Latitude

Longitude

1

55.217028

-6.125216

2

55.212039

-6.119662

3

55.219577

-6.095617

4

55.227600

-6.120045

5.4

Site Description

5.4.1

Geology

The most significant difference between the geology of the Antrim landmass and the
submarine geology off its coast is that a large area offshore is underlain by Permian and
Mesozoic rocks. A number of sedimentary basins form the lower-lying and generally
smoother zones between ridges of older rock. These younger rocks crop out only
sporadically on land and occur extensively only where they have been protected from
erosion by the presence of thick basalts.
The basins are commonly bounded by faults that were initiated during the Caledonian
orogeny or earlier, and reactivated during and after the Permo-Triassic as normal faults.
Important dislocations that extend offshore include the Tow Valley Fault. The topography of
the sea bed was greatly modified by the Quaternary ice sheets which strongly eroded the
weaker Mesozoic sediments in preference to the metamorphic and igneous rock types,
resulting in substantial over-deepening of the sedimentary basins. Many of these basins
have since been partly filled with Quaternary sediments. Present-day sedimentation is
greatly affected by the tidal streams which are often strong, particularly in the North
Channel where they have swept away any Quaternary sediment to leave Permo-Triassic or
older rocks on the sea bed.
The Rathlin Trough is bounded by the extensions of the Foyle and Tow Valley Faults, both of
which may be related to large Caledonian dislocations in Scotland.
The Highland Border Ridge lies on the south east side of the Tow Valley Fault extending out
from the existing Antrim landmass and beyond which is the North Channel Basin.
Further detailed information on site geology can be found in Chapter 6: Physical
Environment.
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Water Depths

Water depth across the general area off Fair Head varies considerably reaching depths of
over 100m. Depths within the AfL area range from 40m to 75m, as illustrated in Plate 5.1: .
The seabed off the north-eastern coast of Antrim, falls very steeply along the shore to
depths of approximately 30m. Between Fair Head and Torr Head the gradient between the
30m and 50m contours is less steep. From the 50m contour the gradient is approximately
0.45 degrees towards the centre of the North Channel where depths reach up to 315m.
Plate 5.1: Water depths with AfL boundary (black line)
Licence L072016.0013 - Not for navigation

5.4.3

Tidal Currents and Resource

The marine environment around Fair Head is noted for its strong tidal currents with the
North Channel being at its narrowest between the Antrim Coast and the Mull of Kintyre. This
constriction results in accelerated flows, compared with the open ocean environment, as
tidal forces cause large volumes of water to be exchanged between the Irish Sea and Atlantic
Ocean.. This acceleration is further enhanced in shallower coastal areas, through channels
such as Rathlin Sound and around headlands such as Fair Head. This is clearly illustrated in
Plate 5.2, which shows modelled peak spring currents.
Static seabed mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) and surface transect
surveys of the site have indicated spring peak tidal stream velocities of up to 3.5m/s
(averaged across the entire water column). Mean neap peak velocities have been recorded
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at up to 1.6m/s. In both cases these values are likely to be higher during or immediately after
extreme weather events which can disrupt the prevailing tidal regime.
Plate 5.2: Extract from UK tidal energy resource map

Licence L072016.0013 - Not for navigation

5.4.4

Wave and Wind Regime

Like many coastal sites, the Project site is subject to strong wave conditions and Atlantic
swells. A detailed metocean study has been undertaken to characterise the wave and wind
regime of the site and this highlights that the site is largely sheltered from Atlantic swell by
the mainland and Rathlin Island. Consequently, the wave climate tends to be dominated by
locally driven wind seas. Further information on metocean conditions can be found in
Chapter 6: Physical Environment.

5.4.5

Navigation

The AfL Area is situated in the Rathlin Sound, an area of water which separates Northern
Ireland mainland and Rathlin Island. The North Channel, which runs between the northeast
coast of Northern Ireland and the west coast of Scotland, lies to the east of the AfL Area.
Plate 5.3 presents the main navigational features in the vicinity of the Fair Head AfL Area.
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Plate 5.3: Navigational features in the vicinity of the Fair Head AfL area
Licence L072016.0013 - Not for navigation

The Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) in the North Channel is approximately 2.4nm to the
northeast of the AfL Area (nearest edge of southbound lane) and is the recommended route
for tanker vessels of over 10,000GT. Admiralty Chart notes recommend tankers of this size
avoid travelling in the area between the TSS and the adjacent coasts of Rathlin Island and
the Mull of Kintyre. Laden tankers should also avoid using the narrow passage through
Rathlin Sound.
The entire sea area in the North Channel and Rathlin Sound is a Navy Military Practice Area.
No restrictions are placed on the right to transit the firing practice areas at any time.
No Marine Environmental High Risk Areas (MEHRAs) exist in the vicinity of the AfL Area, with
the closest approximately 24nm south south-east off Islandmagee.
A submarine power cable passes from the Northern Ireland mainland at Ballycastle to
Rathlin Island, crossing approximately 3nm west of the AfL Area.
There is a spoil ground approximately 3.7nm west of the AfL Area. There are no aggregates
dredging areas in the vicinity of the AfL Area.
A number of wrecks exist in the vicinity of the AfL Area, with one located approximately 1nm
west and another approximately 1nm east. There are no charted wrecks within the AfL Area.
The positions of these wrecks have been taken from the most detailed Admiralty Charts of
the area. It should be noted that Admiralty Charts contain only wrecks which are considered
to be a navigational hazard, so there may be other, uncharted, wrecks in the vicinity.
There are no shellfish or finfish aquaculture sites within the vicinity of the AfL Area.
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Designated Areas

There are no marine designated areas in the AfL area or marine export cable corridors.
However there are a number of designated areas in the surrounding areas which were
detailed in the Scoping Document and are covered in the relevant ES chapters.

5.5

Technology Description & Design Envelope

5.5.1

Technology Overview & Main Components

As explained in Chapter 3 the preferred turbine configuration is based on an un-ducted
horizontal axis rotor. For the purposes of this description the technology is separated into
the following main components:
x

Tidal Energy Convertors (TECs) or turbines: energy capture element which converts
tidal energy to electrical energy;

x

Structures & Foundations: for securely holding the TECs in position;

x

Electrical Hubs: Either subsea or surface piercing for housing electrical collection
and conversion equipment, either as a standalone component with its own
Structure & Foundation or shared with the one for the TEC’s;

x

Intra-array Cables: cables to take the electrical energy from the TEC’s to the
Electrical Hubs; and

x

Export Cable(s) to Shore: cable(s) to take the electrical energy collected at the
Electrical Hubs to the landfall.

This section also illustrates how these various components are connected together in various
possible configurations to form a tidal array.

5.6

Tidal Energy Convertors (TECs)

5.6.1

Design Envelope

Three models of TEC (Table 5.4) have been evaluated in detail in order to provide a
reference design envelope for the EIA. Table 5.4 shows the range of parameters under
consideration for the TECs, together with those assessed in the EIA process. These data are
based on designs proposed by:
x

Andritz Hammerfest Hydro (AHH) - 1.25MW TEC, developed from their European
Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) commercial prototype;

x

Atlantis Resources Ltd (ARL) – Seagen 20U, a 1.5MW machine, developed from the
Marine Current Turbines (MCT) Strangford Lough commercial prototype; and

x

Schottel Hydro - SIT III – 55kW TEC.
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In the case of ARL it is intended to mount two TECs on a single Structure and Foundation and
in case of Schottel, multiple (around 36) TEC’s. Structures and Foundations concepts are
described in Section 5.7.
Whilst these TECs are used to inform the detailed baseline for the EIA, and can be
considered as the most likely form of TEC solution to be used particularly in the early phases
of developments, they could be substituted for other devices within the parameters of the
design envelope defined.
Table 5.4: Tidal energy converter design envelope
Element

Range/List

EIA TEC 1

EIA TEC 2

EIA TEC 3

Andritz

SeaGen U20

Schottel

Rated output

55kW – 1.5MW

1.25MW

1.5MW

55kW

Rotor diameter

5 – 26m

26m

20m

5m

No
of
rotors 1 – 36
expected on single
Structure
&
Foundation

1

2

36

Distance between
rotors (based on
rotor
axis/hub
centreline)

n/a

24m

5.15

Blade length

2.25m – 11.1m

11.1m

9m

2.25

No of blades

2-3

3

3

3

Swept area

19.6 – 531 m2

531m2

314.2 m2

19.6 m2

Cut-in speed

0.8 – 1.0m/s

0.8m/s

1m/s

0.8m/s

Rated speed

2.3 – 3m/s

2.3m/s

2.82

2.6m/s

Nacelle length

2.2 – 11m

9m

10m

2.2m

Min
blade
tip 5m
surface clearance

5m

5m

5m

Min
blade
tip 5.5 - 14m
seabed clearance

8m

5.5 - 8m

14m

Blade pitch

Fixed or variable

Variable

Variable

Fixed

Yaw Mechanism

Fixed
or

Fixed or active

Passive

alignment Active
active
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EIA TEC 1

EIA TEC 2

EIA TEC 3

Andritz

SeaGen U20

Schottel

4.1kV

0.44kV
(TEC,11kV
platform)

(mechanically
driven) yaw or
passive yaw
Output voltage

0.44kV – 12kV AC 4.1 - 6.6kV
or DC

Anti-fouling

Flouropolymer

Anti-corrosion

Paint
aluminium
anodes

5.6.1.1

Flouropolymer TBC

and Abrasion
& Paint
resistant
cathodic
coating system
protection
(epoxy-resin),
anodes
zinc sacrificial
anodes.

Key Design Features: Illustrative TECs

Illustrations of Alstom Tidal Generation Ltd (TGL), Atlantis, Schottel and Andritz TECs are
shown in Plate 5.4 and Plate 5.5. These and other TECs within the parameters of the design
envelope are described below.
Plate 5.4: Alstom TGL and Atlantis TECs
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Plate 5.5: Schottel and Andritz TECs

5.6.1.2

Atlantis (AR1500)

The AR1500 TEC has an 18m diameter rotor which produces an electrical output of 1.5MW
at a rated current of 3m/s. It has variable pitch to control the power, a yaw system to orient
the rotor into the oncoming current and is fully submerged when installed.
5.6.1.3

Atlantis (SeaGen U20)

The alternative Atlantis TEC, SeaGen U20, is a twin 20m rotor 1.5MW machine, developed
from the MCT SeaGen S Strangford Lough commercial prototype.
5.6.1.4

Andritz (HS1250, and HS1000)

The Andritz TEC comprises a 3-bladed pitched rotor with a maximum capacity of 1.25MW.
(The specific maximum rating and rotor diameter will depend on site specific flow conditions
and two or more configurations may even be considered for a single development site. For
example, the 1.0MW TEC, for high flow conditions, is expected to have an 18m diameter
rotor whereas the 1.25MW TEC, for low flow conditions, may have a rotor of up to 26m
diameter. The Andritz TEC includes a mechanically driven yaw system in the connection with
the Structure.
5.6.1.5

Alstom TGL

The Alstom TGL TEC is understood to be no longer available but included here for
illustration. It comprised of a 3-bladed pitched rotor, and designed to have a maximum
capacity of 1.5MW.
The TEC illustrated in Plate 5.4 yawed 180o on change of tide to face upstream, similar to a
conventional wind turbine. This was accomplished using a tunnel thruster mounted on the
aft end of the TEC.
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Schottel Instream Turbine (SIT III)

The SIT III TEC (Plate 5.5) is only being considered for Phase 1 (up to 10MW) of the Project. It
is a horizontal axis free flow turbine with a 5m diameter rotor and rated electrical power of
55kW at 2.6 m/s. Multiple SIT III TEC’s will be mounted on a single Structure, as described in
section 5.7.2.

5.6.2

Key Design Features: Subsea environment considerations

5.6.2.1

Corrosion Protection

Corrosion protection techniques are broadly similar to those currently used in the marine
industry. Techniques range from the use of offshore grade paints to anodic sacrificial
protection or an Impressed Current System (ICS), all commonly used on ships and sub-sea
structures. Sacrificial anodes are welded onto the steel structures. The anodes typically
consist of zinc and aluminium or aluminium-indium.
5.6.2.2

Antifouling

The prevention of marine growth is an important consideration, even in a fast flowing
environment and it is likely that all devices will have common anti fouling strategies. Antifoulants will generally be applied to the rotors and to any external heat exchangers which
are susceptible to bio-fouling. The paint used is inert and works by providing a surface that is
difficult for organisms to stick to. The TEC would be coated in anti-foulant during the
manufacturing process.
5.6.2.3

Hydraulic Systems

Some TECs utilise hydraulic closed loop systems to drive motors required for key operations,
such as winches and lifting mechanisms, clamping systems, and braking systems. The
volumes of hydraulic fluid are small and although there is scope for leakage this is unlikely in
a robust system designed for the marine environment. Any leakage would be expected to
be contained with the TEC/Structure and detected by the control system which would shut
down systems to limit discharges.
5.6.2.4

Scour Protection

The decision on whether to install scour protection will be made once the detailed design of
the support structures has been performed, i.e. during the post-consenting phase, but
analysis of the geophysical and benthic surveys undertaken indicate that scour protection
will not be necessary.
In the event scour protection is identified as being required, the preferred options are rock
placement or deposition of rock /grout filled bags, or similar, to stabilise any soft seabed
sediments should a scour hole develop around the device foundation. Any material used for
this purpose will be of a suitable inert material and the grade of rock used would be of
sufficient particle size to resist potential reworking by the marine forces acting around the
pile base and/or as the result of extreme weather events.
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Power Requirements

The majority of tidal turbines use asynchronous generators which require low levels of
imported power from the grid system at each start up. Beyond this requirement the devices
are self-sufficient with respect to power requirements in that any power required for
systems operation is drawn from power generated during normal operation.
5.6.2.6

Power Conversion Systems

In respect of the devices considered for the design envelope the drive trains and power
conversions systems are similar. They both convert the tidal flow into rotational power using
a three bladed horizontal axis rotor, rotating at relatively low speed. In general, at tidal
currents of around 1m/s there is sufficient energy to start turning the turbine drive train
which gradually increases in speed and power up to full load at tidal currents of around
2.5m/s. The turbine is then at full speed and rated power so then is “flat rated” as the tidal
current increases providing no extra power or speed.
The drive shaft from the low speed rotor and hub is connected to the generator either
directly or via a gearbox which steps up the hub rotational speed so it is more suitable for
electricity generation. The variable speed element from cut-in to full speed is
accommodated electronically by frequency modulation. A step up transformer may be
included to step the voltage up to avoid losses during transmission to an onshore substation.
There are a number of different approaches to the electrical system design with power
conditioning either being conducted at the individual machines (similar to the approach
taken by the wind industry) or conducted at the electrical hubs.
5.6.2.7

Heating and Cooling Systems

In general, there are no water abstraction or discharge requirements for tidal turbines.
Some equipment including generators, gearboxes, brakes and bearings, produce heat in
operation which will be directly or indirectly cooled by the surrounding seawater. Electrical
power conditioning systems may also require a cooling system, which may involve a liquid
cooled closed loop system expelling heat to the external seawater environment via a heat
exchanger.

5.7

Structures & Foundations

5.7.1

Design Envelope

Table 5.5 shows the range of parameters under consideration for the Structures &
Foundations, and used in the EIA process. This data is based on overall system concepts
proposed by Andritz, Atlantis and Schottel, whose substructures will house 1, 2 and 36 TECs
respectively.
The HS1250 foundation is a bespoke Andritz design, the Seagen U solution (known as
Streamtec) consists of a twin rotor “bi-pod” piled foundation, and the Schottel concept
houses 36 TECs on a twin spar buoy structure.
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Table 5.5: Structure and Foundation Design Envelope.
Element

EIA Structure 1

EIA Structure 2

Andritz

SeaGen U20

rotors 1
on

EIA Structure
3 - Schottel

2

36

Distance between n/a
rotors on same
structure (based on
rotor
axis/hub
centreline)

24m

5.15m

Structure type

Twin-Piled

Twin
Spar
buoys
with
gravity base

18m

25.5m
(bottom row
to surface

No
of
expected
structure

Hub
(approx.)

Gravity

height 24m

10m (first row
to surface)
Protrusion height none
(high point above
LAT) (if any)
Anti-corrosion
protection system

one

6m

Paint & aluminium Anodes
anodes

Anti-foul protection none
system

Surface prep
according to
DIN 8200

none

none

Number of piles (if None (uses gravity 2no 2.0m piles per Streamtec None
(if
any)
based tripod)
gravity based)
or 1
Individual
pile n/a
diameter (approx.)
(if any)

2.3m diameter rock socket

3m

Individual pile depth n/a
(approx.) (if any)

11m embedment depth

10m

Total

weight

of 125te, ballast 900te Streamtec

structure

circa Triton
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EIA Structure 1

EIA Structure 2

Andritz

SeaGen U20

structure
& (for gravity base)
foundation & TECs
(approx. and in air)

January 2017

EIA Structure
3 - Schottel

370te

platform
285te.
a
single
SIT
weighs 1 t.

Total
seabed 24mx15m (overall 6.3m2 (assuming above pile 500
m2
footprint (approx.) dimension
of dimensions)
(assuming
tripod/gravity
gravity base)
base), 30m2 total
expected contact
area of gravity base
with seabed
Seabed Preparation None/Minor
(if any)
(subject to survey)

None/Minor
survey)

Drill fluids (if any)

Biologically degradable

n/a

(subject

to None/Minor
(subject
to
survey)
Biologically
degradable

Discharge
(drill n/a
cuttings) (approx.)
(if any)

110m3 per foundation (based 85m3
per
on
above
plus
20% foundation
(based
on
contingency)
above
plus
20%
contingency)

Grout (if any)

Cement based, subject to Cement
final design
based,
subject
to
final design

5.7.2

n/a

Key Design Features

Similar to the evolution of TEC concepts the design of their structures is also evolving with
emphasis not only on strength and stability but also maintenance optimisation. There is not
a universally agreed method in regard to support structures since this will depend on the
TEC concept and the design direction of the manufacturer. Similar to the approach adopted
in the design envelope for the TECs, a range of representative structure and foundation
concepts has been considered.
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Plate 5.6: Andritz TEC on tripod and Schottel Triton S platform

Plate 5.7: SeaGen U20 StreamTec support structure

5.7.2.1

Andritz AHH1250

The Andritz structure is a braced offset tripod design, with ballast weights located at base of
each of the tripod ‘feet’. There is a single mechanical/electrical connection point for the TEC
at the top of the structure. This allows for the rapid connection and disconnection of the
TEC for maintenance.
5.7.2.2

SeaGen U20 StreamTec Tidal Support Structure (TSuS)

Plate 5.7 is an outline of the StreamTec TSuS. It comprises of twin monopiles aligned in the
direction of the tidal flow to give structural stability and some acceleration of the flow
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through the rotors. A cross-arm provides mounting points for 2 TECs, giving the potential for
3MW of output per structure/installation. Similar to the Andritz design rapid connection and
disconnection for maintenance of the TECs is part of the design.
5.7.2.3

Schottel Instream Turbine (SIT III) support structure: Triton S platform

Due to its smaller TEC size, in contrast to the other TECs, the SIT device comprises multiple
TECs installed individually on a structure/foundation base to increase the overall capacity
per installation. It is expected that the Triton S platform will have 36 x 55kW SIT III TECsto
give a total capacity of 2MW per installation.
As illustrated in Plate 5.8, the Triton S platform system consists of a tether arm, two spar
buoys and a variable number of cross arms, expected to be 3 or 4. The entire structure is
linked to a foundation (e.g. gravity-based or drilled pile) by a universal joint, allowing for
pitching, rolling and self-alignment to the flow direction. it is not positioned entirely subsea
but has surface piercing spar buoys sitting around 6m above Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT).
Plate 5.8: Schottel Instream Multi TEC Platform

The buoyancy of the spar buoys is controlled by a ballast water system such that, for
retrieval and maintenance, the tether arms are disconnected from the foundation and the
whole platform is floated to the surface and may then be towed to a nearby port. The ballast
water system is identical in each spar buoy and will be operated in parallel to ensure
structural stability. Ballasting floating structures from horizontal into vertical alignments is a
proven technology.
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Alstom (TGL)

The TGL support structure consists of a tubular construction steel tripod, fixed to the seabed
through the use of 3 steel pin piles. The tripod is connected to the piles through the use of
grouted connections at each of the legs. The detailed design of the TGL foundation including
number of pins, pin diameter and depth will be subject to ground conditions, metocean
conditions, barge availability, installation and operations philosophy and life-cycle cost. An
illustration of the TGL foundation is shown in Plate 5.9.
Plate 5.9: TGL tripod foundation

5.8

Electrical Hubs

5.8.1

Design Envelope

There are a number of different approaches to the electrical system design with power
conditioning either being conducted at the individual TECs (similar to the approach taken by
the wind industry) or conducted offshore, at a common point (electrical hub), or sometimes
onshore. The electrical hub would either be submerged or surface piercing, or possibly a
combination of the two. Electrical designs and equipment are evolving for tidal arrays, and
there are advantages and disadvantages with each of the options, which will be further
evaluated prior to making a final decision for construction. It is likely that the electrical
hub(s) will either be integrated into the same structure used to support TECs or mounted on
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its own standalone structure. It would be used to house electrical and control equipment,
acting as a collection point for the cables from a number of TEC’s.

5.8.2

Key Design Features

Plate 5.10 provides an example of a surface piercing structure (which could be a jacket type
structure, as shown, or a monopile type structure) and an alternative subsea approach for
the electrical hub. A single electrical hub is foreseen to serve up to 10MW of power, with a
maximum of 10 therefore expected for the full (100MW) development.
Plate 5.1: the connection of multiple TECS to a monopile based electrical hub (TOP LEFT) and
an example of subsea electrical hub (TOP RIGHT) Example of jacket type structure to support
an electrical hub (BOTTOM).

Final selection of the preferred option would be undertaken post consent as part of the
overall selection of project infrastructure from the options identified and assessed. For the
purposes of the EIA process, the following is assumed for a surface piercing structure/
electrical hub (Table 5.6) and subsea electrical hub (Table 5.7):
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Table 5.6: Surface piercing hub details.
Element

Details (per hub)

Seabed footprint

Equivalent to two Streamtec structures, as per
the details in Table 5.5

Structure type

Jacket (four legged with four monopiles) or single
monopile structure into quadrapod (four
monopile) foundation.

Protrusion height (highest point above 20m
LAT, including hub)
Total area of hub (on top of structure)

72m2

Height of hub (on top of structure)

4m (ie. top 4m of overall 20m height)

Table 5.7: Subsea hub details.
Subsea hub

Details per hub

Seabed footprint

Equivalent to either single Andritz structure (gravity base) or single
Streamtec structure (twined monopiles), as per the details in Table
5.5.

Structure type

Single monopile mounting in seabed or up to four smaller
monopiles

Hub dimensions

It is assumed that the total size of a subsea hub would be similar to
surface piercing hub so an area of approximately 72m2, and a height
of approximately 4m.

For the Schottel technology, which is being considered for the demonstration phase (first
10MW only) of the Project, all electrical equipment necessary to condition and transport the
power to shore is included in the Triton S platform and therefore no further hub (either
subsea or surface piercing) would be required.

5.9

Intra-array & Export Cables

5.9.1

Design Envelope

For a single TEC, or multiple units, near shore, it is possible to run individual cables which are
then grouped together within an onshore substation. However, for more than a few TEC’s,
particularly further offshore, this is not a practical or economic solution, leaving a number of
possible alternatives:
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x

“daisy chaining” a number of TECs together to form small clusters and exporting
ashore along a single cable per cluster;

x

connecting individual turbines to a central platform (ie. subsea or surface piercing
electrical hub) and then transmitting power ashore potentially at a higher voltage;
or

x

a combination of the above two - assembling clusters of turbines at a central
electrical hub and then exporting via a single, usually higher voltage, cable.

In addition to these possible electrical infrastructure options, cable connections are also
required. These can either be of the dry-mate type, where connection (and disconnection)
must be made on the surface, such as on the deck of a vessel, or wet-mate which are
designed to be connected (and disconnected) in a subsea environment. Wet-mate
connections are usually made remotely using hydraulic actuators or ROV’s, or built into the
TEC/Structure connection/disconnection mechanism.
The choice of TEC, support structure and in particular whether a surface penetrating or
entirely subsea approach is taken has a significant impact on the feasibility of cable
configuration and connection options. For a technology with surface access (e.g. Schottel)
the use of wet-mates may be eliminated entirely. For an entirely subsea layout the use of
wet-mate connectors, with the associated subsea intervention/operations using specialist
equipment, is expected to be significant. It is likely, however, that a combination of concepts
may be employed, with for example dry surface piercing electrical hubs for energy collection
and export to shore, with wet-mate “stab” connections between TECs and support
structures to optimise maintenance operations.

5.9.2

Key Design Features

5.9.2.1

Electrical Cabling

Double armoured cable is foreseen to be used as it provides greater protection from
possible damage and its weight aids stability, in a tidal environment, on the seabed. Double
armoured cable typically consists of an inner armoured layer with steel wires of
approximately 5mm in diameter surrounding the conductors, which would then be overlaid
with a second layer of armouring with steel wires of approximately 7mm in diameter (Plate
5.11). The cable insulation would be either cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) or ethylene
propylene rubber (EPR). The cable may also include auxiliary power cores and fibre optic
links.
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Plate 5.2: 3 core double armoured subsea cable

The electrical system is subject to further detailed design but for the purposes of the EIA
process the following is assumed:
Intra-Array Cables (between TECs and/or from TECs to electrical hubs):
x

Approximately 61km of intra array cables between TECs, compromising of a 3-core
single cable with an expected mass (in free air) of up to approximately 16te/km and
an overall diameter of up to approximately 110mm. Cables would operate at a
voltage of up to 12kV AC or DC.

Cables to Shore (from surface piercing or subsea electrical hub to landfall):
x

5.9.2.2

Approximately 51km of cable connecting electrical hubs to shore, with an expected
mass (in free air) of up to approximately 38te/km and an overall diameter of up to
approximately 170mm. Cables would operate at a voltage of up to 36kV AC. The total
cable length is based on all four cables landfalling at Ballycastle, as the worst case
scenario. For reference the equivalent length if all four cables made landfall at
Murlough Bay would be approximately 15km.
Wet-Mate and Dry-Mate Connectors

Within the offshore wind industry, where electrical generation equipment is mounted high
above the water, there is widespread use of “J tube” connectors on each foundation
structure with electrical connections being made in the ‘dry’ environment of the wind
turbine tower. However, for subsea tidal devices, the use of a wet-mate “stab” connection is
likely to be preferred, whereby the TEC is connected and disconnected from the electrical
infrastructure integrated in the support structure.
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Array Configuration

Due to limited tidal array deployments to date there remains a degree of uncertainty in
array design which will remain until more experience is obtained from commercial
developments. The design envelope approach described below takes this into account in
order to derive a number of maximum extents and impacts for the options considered.

5.10.1

Design Envelope

Final array design would be undertaken post-consent and informed by a range of factors
relating to health and safety, engineering criteria, environmental constraints, legislative
requirements and economics.
To allow for assessment of the options being considered based on existing knowledge it is
necessary to describe a design envelope for the array configuration. This section therefore
solely considers how the range of candidate TECs and associated electrical hubs could be
deployed in the context of the overall 100MW consent which is being sought. The approach
taken within the array designs outlined below emphasises the need for flexibility and thus
specifying an array envelope that encompasses the likely greatest effect. This parallels the
technology envelope strategy described above in Section 5.6 Tidal Energy Convertors (TECs).
Table 5.8: Array configuration design envelope.
Design
Option

ARL -3MW 1.25MW
Streamtec Andritz

1a

34

1b

34

2

30

3a

2

76

3b

2

76

4

2

68

1MW
Andritz

2MW
Schottel
Triton

Surface
piercing
electrical
hub

Subsea
electrical
hub

10
10
5

5a

80

5b

80

6

72

10
10
10

5

10
10
10

5

7a

100

7b

100

8

90

10
10
10

5

10

The general alignment of arrays is with rows aligned perpendicular to the most energetic
ebb and flood currents (the principle axis). For Fair Head these primary flows have been
measured and vary through the site with a principal axis of approximately 106 to 286
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degrees from north in the west side of the site and 120 to 300 in the east side of the site The
indicative layout used for Option 7a is presented in Plate 5.12: Indicative Turbine Array
Layout. It is stressed that this layout is indicative only in terms of the project design envelope
and the final layout could be a different mixture of subsea and/or surface devices.
Plate 5.3: Indicative Turbine Array Layout

Licence L072016.0013 - Not for navigation

5.11

Construction & Commissioning

5.11.1

Equipment

5.11.1.1

Drilling equipment

Although the TEC foundation concept has not been confirmed yet, since this will be
determined following a detailed engineering exercise, it is likely a drill piled concept will be
adopted, certainly for the build-out phase to a full 100 MW tidal array. The piled approach
could apply for all components of the tidal array – TSuS and any required marshalling or
substation towers/hubs. Driven piling is not being considered due to the geological
characteristics of the development site being basalt overlain with shallow deposits.
There are two approaches to subsea drilling operations: the drill rig is entirely based subsea
and/or the drill rig is situated on deck of a vessel (e.g. JUP vessel or DP vessel), termed
“topside”.
An example of a subsea drill rig is shown in Plate 5.13, that of Bauer Renewables Ltd, BSD
3000.
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Plate 5.43: Bauer Renewables BSD 3000 Seabed Drill

The BSD 3000 is a reverse circulation drill with a full face roller-bit with weights. The drill
spoil is transported to the top by the air-lift technique - the air-lifting pipe ends shortly
above the drill rig. All main functions can be monitored through cameras whilst the drill rig
and umbilicals have been specified to withstand forces exerted by current and wave induced
action. The umbilical handling system compensates for the movements of the vessel of up to
approximately 20m in all directions and also provides for umbilical detachment and hose
shut-off in case of a complete loss of position.
Topside drilling
The drill rig is mounted on deck and it is necessary to utilise a vessel with good DP
capabilities (DP2+) or stationary JUP vessel.
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Plate 5.54: Example of topside drilling approach

It should be noted that potentially a combination of both approaches could be employed
simultaneously for greater efficiency, i.e. the subsea drill rig would be operated from the
same vessel as that undertaking the topside drilling operations.
5.11.1.2

Installation Vessels

The selected method of installation will be determined following further engineering studies
and design of the tidal array. However, for the design envelope the three options being
considered below and illustrated in Plate 5.15 are:
x

Jack-Up Platforms (JUPs) - self elevating platforms with more specialist vessels (e.g.
DEME’s Neptune and The Innovation) being self-propelled with Dynamic
Positioning (DP);

x

DP Vessels – Self-propelled, dynamically positional vessels (e.g. DP3 North Sea
Atlantic); and

x

Heavy Lift Vessels (HLV) – barges with heavy lift cranes which are not self-propelled
and thus require support vessels, such as tugs, for positioning.
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Plate 5.65: Installation methodologies

DP Vessels and HLVs do not directly interact with the seabed and as such the JUP option has
been considered the worst-case option for benthic effects within the design envelope. The
considered worst case footprint is taken from the DP2 Innovation which has 4 “spuds” with a
total footprint of 140m2. The vessel will jack-up at least once at each TEC/Foundation
location and potentially at discrete locations along the export cable route during cable laying
operations if it is used for this purpose.
There is scope for using multiple smaller vessels, such as gantry crane barge with multi-cat
type vessels to perform installation tasks including Foundations and TECs. However, the
environmental impact of these is expected to be no greater, in aggregate, than the
equivalent operation by a single larger vessels.
Plate 5.76: DP JUP vessel - Innovation
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Table 5.9: Installation Vessel Design Envelope
Large size Jack up Medium size Jack up Dynamic
Type
of
barge
as barge as installation positioning
Installation Vessel
installation vessel
vessel
scenario
Size of vessel 150m x 45m
(length & width)

60m x 38m

155m x 30m

Foot print of legs/ 4 x triangular lattice 4 x circular spuds ca. None
spud
area
anchor pattern.
spuds with circa [40m²]
(possibly extended with
140m2 spud area
spud cans)
Number of tugs JUP is typically self- JUP is typically self- n/a
required
propelled
propelled, but possibly
single tug required for
initial positioning (30m
x 22m)
Flat top barge (to Likely to be DP vessel or barge with DP support vessel.
transport
large
components.
Crew
support
(LOA)
Safety boat

change up to 28m
vessel

Up to 28m

up to 28m

At all times in close At all times in close At all times in close
proximity. Up to proximity. Up to 26m proximity. Up to
26m LOA
LOA.
26m LOA.

Max
operating 7.33m
draught

3.9m

5.11.2

Installation Methods

5.11.2.1

TEC, Structure & Foundations, and Electrical Hubs

7m

Turbine support structure design, foundation design and consequently installation
methodologies and costs are some of the main drivers in tidal energy park economics.
Installation methods will vary from device to device, from contractor to contractor and it is
also possible that final methodologies may have to be adjusted depending on availability of
vessels at the time of construction. Therefore maintaining flexibility in installation options
and designing within an envelope is critical.
A detailed Construction Methods Statement (CMS) incorporating an Offshore Cable
Feasibility Assessment (OCFA) will be produced prior to commencement of construction
based on the final TEC selected, optimum electrical infrastructure design, the identified
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contractor and the vessels proposed for installation. This will detail vessel movements, types
and numbers and specific methodologies and mitigation measures adopted.
To date there have been no commercial tidal arrays installed or full industrial scale
installation methodologies and systems proven, so the design envelope encompasses a
combination of expected installation methodologies, based on the experience of the
installation of TECs at established test sites and elsewhere, together with experience from
the offshore wind industry.
Installation methods vary depending on foundation type and turbine technology but can
generally be considered to consist of a number of key elements:
x

preparation works – pre installation and foundation preparation;

x

foundation installation;

x

structure and TEC installation; and

x

commissioning.

Each of these activities will have environmental impacts, the degree of which will depend on
the chosen design and technology and may be reduced by an environmental impact
mitigation and management plan.
The large size of the components (e.g. foundation and structure) involved in a tidal array
dictates that sea transport is required with the fabrication of heavy structures therefore
expected to be conducted close to or at existing port facilities.
Some components (e.g. the TEC and its subassemblies) can be manufactured elsewhere and
delivered by land (or sea) to the port being used as a base for mobilisation and deployment.
Ancillary barges, tugs, safety vessels and personnel transfer vessels will also be required.
No decision has been made in regard to the most appropriate port facility for mobilisation,
but a number of options exist in the North Channel area, for example, Belfast Port, Glasgow
and Mostyn.
Detailed metocean studies, geophysical and geotechnical surveys will be required prior to
construction which will inform micro-siting and any pre-installation works required.
Following these seabed surveys each foundation location will be chosen and oriented in
order to minimise potential seabed preparation works. Initial information from the
preliminary geophysical surveys and camera work undertaken to date suggests that preinstallation works such as the removal of boulders is unlikely but this will require more
detailed assessment before a final decision is made. In addition, the utilisation of devices
such as self-levelling templates enables components to be located on rough seabed
bathymetry. If more substantial features such as boulders are present which the selflevelling template cannot accommodate then the foundation would require to be relocated.
5.11.2.2

Drilled Support Structure Installation Procedure

Drilled installation works will most likely be executed using a template to execute the seabed
drilling activities.
Details of the installation methodology will be given in the CMS once the final design has
been completed. However, an indicative methodology is described below.
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A template is lowered at the TEC location and levelled to achieve the desired verticality of
the pre-piles. Rock sockets are then drilled using a reverse circulation drill mounted on the
tripod template. The piles are lowered and grouted prior to removal of the template leaving
three (or four) pre-piles accurately positioned in all axes. The steel piles will protrude slightly
above the seabed. The grout injected into the annular gap between steel pile and rock
socket will be a cement based underwater grout.
The foundation substructure is lowered into the pre-installed piles (pre-piles) to enable the
foot sleeves to be grouted to the piles. The support structure (e.g. monopile, tripod, etc.) is
then finally installed with cartridge plate, cable tether laid away with electrical connector
ready to receive the TEC.
Installation of the turbine involves transferring it to site by JUP or DP vessel, on deck, or
towed using a small tug type vessel (Plate 5.17). Deployment of the TEC (or electrical hub as
appropriate) to the support structure is then undertaken using an integrated crane on the
JUP or DP vessel, or, in the case of the Alstom TGL TEC, buoyancy and winches are used to
‘sink’ the TCE down to the support structure, with a clamp activated once in position to lock
the TEC in place. The detachable winch is then retrieved to the deck of the vessel before
returning to port as shown in the following figures. The installation of a subsea electrical hub
might use a similar buoyancy/winch installation methodology.
Plate 5.87: Summary of towing option for installation of subsea TEC (eg. Alstom TGL)

Where TEC’s are not towed out to site but deployed using a vessel crane multiple TECs can
be loaded onto the deck of a JUP, DP or HLV vessel, transported to site and installed in order
to reduce the number of vessel movements.
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Schottel Triton S Installation Procedure

The Gravity Based Foundation (GBF) or monopile may be installed using a JUP or DP vessel.
The Triton platform structure would be towed into position, making use of the spar buoys,
then installed remotely from the vessel to connect the universal joint to the GBF or
monopile. This is illustrated in Plate 5.18.
Plate 5.98: Deployment option for the Schottel Hydro Triton S platform

5.11.2.4

Cable Installation

Installation of the cables will be subject to the final layout of the TECs on the seabed and
further engineering studies including detailed route assessment. In some areas it may be
possible to free lay the cable with its double wire armouring and weight being sufficient to
protect it and keep it in position respectively. Where this is not possible, other cable
installation techniques may be required, such as:
x

covering with rock or concrete mattresses;

x

laying cable encased with cable protection system; and

x

trenching the cable using a trenching plough (usually only feasible in areas of deep
sediment).
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For the purposes of the EIA a worst case environmental scenario of rock dumping along the
cable route to landfall, assuming an 8m wide corridor (per cable) and 80% rock dumping and
20% trench for both cable corridors has been assumed. For operational reasons, a space will
be required between each subsequent cable. The required spacing will be dependent on the
water depth at each location. As a result, the corridor width associated with the cables will
be significantly wider than the cable affected area. The cables will be trenched through
intertidal areas where the material is believed to be predominantly sandy to sandy gravel.
For the intra-array cables a winch mounted on a platform or mounted on a suitable vessel
may be used to connect the cable to the TECs. A cable laying vessel will then be used to take
the cable to the next TEC in the array.

5.11.3

Commissioning

Due to the different design features of the TECs, commissioning procedures vary
considerably.
Once the TEC has been installed, it will be subjected to a short commissioning phase which is
planned to last up to 2 weeks per device. During this phase the TEC will undergo various test
procedures building up from connection checks, to full power generation and finally power
curve validation. These will depend on the final TEC selected and its specific requirements
but may include:
x

raising and lowering the TEC to and from the surface;

x

ROV assessment to evaluate the sea bed condition in the area of jack-up
operations following installation;

x

visual inspection of foundation, structure and TEC components to identify any
obvious integrity issues post-installation;

x

electrical operation checks;

x

commissioning and installation of shore side monitoring and control systems;

x

verification of calibration of instrumentation;

x

grid connectivity tests; and

x

initial operation of the system, including tests on TEC performance in varying flow
conditions.

This phase of testing will be undertaken from offshore vessels and/or from an onshore base
as appropriate.
Throughout the commissioning phase the TEC will only be operated when personnel are
present. During the period when the remote or automatic mode of operation is being first
tested, personnel will still be present to ensure that the systems are operating correctly.

5.12

Operation & Maintenance

Following installation and commissioning, a period of characterisation and testing will occur
to validate performance, optimise the array operation and undertake reliability runs.
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The scheduled maintenance requirements and activities over the Project lifecycle are TEC
dependent and are described in more detail below. As the TECs are designed to operate
autonomously, any scheduled downtime will obviously result in loss of electricity generation
and therefore the objective will be keep these to a minimum.

5.12.1

Inspection and Maintenance

The scheduling of planned maintenance will vary with each TEC/Structure but as a guideline
it is anticipated that a planned full overhaul of a TEC is anticipated every 5 years. For nonsurface penetrating designs recovery will be similar to the reverse of installation, using
similar vessels, with TECs either repaired on the vessel or taken back to a safe harbour. For
the Schottel Hydro Triton S platform, it is possible to undertake minor maintenance on
accessible equipment in the spar buoys offshore. Where more major intervention is
required, including on the individual TECs, the complete device, excluding the Foundation,
will be floated to the surface and towed to a safe harbour.

5.13

Decommissioning

After the operational lifetime of the Project, all of the TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs
and where appropriate, associated infrastructure, will be decommissioned.
As the exact details of the Project design and the installation method are not yet finalised, a
detailed decommissioning plan will be submitted for approval by the regulatory authorities
prior to decommissioning. Many decommissioning activities are expected to be the reverse
of installation but may benefit from future learning and improvements in offshore
operations, equipment and methodologies.
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This chapter describes the existing coastal and seabed physical processes and
geomorphology of the area surrounding the Project and assesses the likely changes that
may arise from the construction, operation and eventual decommissioning of the tidal
energy devices and cables. Potential impacts on identified receptors are defined and
assessed, taking account of potential impacts arising in combination or cumulatively with
other proposed developments in the area.
Changes to the hydrodynamic and sediment transport regime may also have impacts on
benthic and coastal ecology, fish and commercial fisheries, archaeology, marine mammals,
navigation and water sports. These impacts are considered in the relevant chapters where
applicable.

6.2

Supporting Studies

This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES chapters:
x

Chapter 6: Geology & Sediment Process. Environmental Impact Assessment
Scoping Document. FHT 2013.

x

Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey (JIBS) (Fugro OSAE, 2008)

x

Appendix 6.1 Geological Desk Study. Report No L4209-14. ESG 2014a

x

Appendix 6.2 Report on Hydrographic and Geophysical Survey. Report No
L4209-14. ESG 2014b

x

Appendix 7.1 Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site
(AFBI, 2014)-

x

Appendix 8.1 Ballycastle Bay Intertidal Baseline Report.

x

Appendix 8.2 Murlough Bay Intertidal Baseline Report.

6.3

Legislative Framework and Policy Context

The EIA Directive requires an assessment of the impacts of a project on water quality and
sediment. Legislation from the Water Framework Directive (WFD) should also be
considered, with respect to River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) coastal water bodies.
Information on current WFD RBMP status is summarised from the NIEA River Basin
Management Plan information sheets (NIEA, 2014a & b).
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Guidance

There are no specific guidelines for the assessment of coastal processes for tidal stream
projects. However, the EIA guidance note developed by the Centre for Environment,
Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS, 2004) for offshore wind farms is largely
applicable, as are those commissioned by COWRIE (Lambkin et al 2009) for offshore wind
farms.

6.4

Scoping and Consultation

Fair Head Tidal (FHT) first consulted with the regulator and key statutory and non-statutory
consultees in 2013. Consultation on various aspects of the project has continued as more
information on the design parameters has become available. There were no stakeholder
responses of direct relevance to the physical environment assessment of the site. However,
advice received from consultees has been incorporated into all stages of the EIA process to
minimise consenting risk associated with the Project (Chapter 4).

6.5

Baseline Description

Building on the information provided in the supporting studies listed in Section 6.2, this
section provides a description of recent resource assessment and metocean modelling work
that further enhances the baseline environment with respect to coastal processes and
sediment dynamics and feeds into the next section on hydrodynamic modelling.

6.5.1

Resource Assessment

Two ADCP data acquisition campaigns have been undertaken at Fair Head, the first during
April-June 2014 (locations 1, 2 & 3) and the second from Dec 2014 – Mar 2015 (locations 4
& 5). The locations of the ADCPs are shown in Plate 6.1 below.
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Plate 6.1: Agreement for Lease area showing Locations of 5 ADCP deployments

Licence L072016.0013 - Not for

After recovery, the raw data collected over the course of these two surveys underwent
detailed quality control and post processing. The quality checked data was then analysed to
extract details of various metrics, including wave heights, turbulence parameters and flow
characteristics. Example outputs of this analysis at location 4 can be seen in Plate 6.2 to
Plate 6.5, which broadly represents the conditions at the most suitable locations for energy
extraction across the site.
Tidal velocity magnitudes of up to 4m/s were recorded at various locations, with the highest
flow speeds generally observed in the shallowest parts of the site. The flood tide, which
flows south east towards the Irish Sea, experiences stronger currents than the ebb tide,
which flows in roughly the opposite direction.
Calculated shear profile and turbulence intensity values vary with direction and flow speed
as would be expected, and fall within acceptable limits with respect to turbine design
points.
Plate 6.2: Velocity magnitude time series at location 4
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Plate 6.3: Tidal current rose showing joint distribution of direction and flow speeds in
m/s at location 4

Plate 6.4: Vertical power law exponents binned by velocity magnitude at location 4

Plate 6.5: Turbulence intensity binned by velocity magnitude at location 4

6.5.2

MetOcean Model

DNV-GL were contracted to build a SWAN spectral wave model specifically for the project,
with a domain spanning the North Channel, as shown in Plate 6.6below. The model was
coupled with outputs of the hydrodynamic model, to account for the interaction between
waves and currents. This model was calibrated against wave height data collected during
the second ADCP campaign, and once a satisfactory calibration was achieved, a 20 year hind
cast was run at a temporal resolution of 1 hour.
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Plate 6.6: SWAN Model domain showing polygon of domain and directions of wind fetch
relevant to the site

Licence L072016.0013 - Not for navigation

The outputs were analysed to give a detailed description of the long term metocean climate
at the site, which included wave, wind and water level hind casts and extreme value
predictions. Plate 6.7 and Plate 6.8 show some of the model outputs.
The wave conditions on the site were found to be relatively benign in comparison to more
exposed locations. This is due to the shelter afforded by the Irish mainland and Rathlin
Island, which protects the location from Atlantic swell. The wave rose in Plate 6.9 is a joint
distribution of significant wave height and mean direction for a 20 year hind cast, and
illustrates dominant wave directions from the North West and South East. A 50 year
maximum wave height of 7.5m was estimated for the site.
To assess the wind climate at the site, the DNV Virtual Met Data system was used to provide
a hind cast time series at the area of interest (Plate 6.10). The prominent wind direction is
south westerly, as is generally the case in Ireland where the prevailing wind climate is
heavily influenced by Atlantic pressure systems.
The long term water levels at the site were determined by harmonic analysis of pressure
gauge data collected during the ADCP deployments. A harmonic analysis and derivation of
the tidal constituents allowed a reconstruction of the signal over a period which covered a
full lunar nodal cycle. The maximum tidal range at the site was found to be approximately
1.4m, which is quite low due to the proximity to the amphidromic point close to the site.
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Plate 6.7: SWAN Model wave height calibration at location 4

Plate 6.8: SWAN Model Hs hindcast
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Plate 6.9: SWAN Model wave rose showing joint distribution of direction and significant
wave height in metres
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Plate 6.10: DNV-GL Virtual Met Data wind rose showing joint distribution of wind
direction and speed in m/s

6.6

Hydrodynamic Modelling

A hydrodynamic model of the region, based on the shallow water equations, was built by
Coastal Science Ltd to simulate the tidal flows (Coastal Science 2012, Coastal Science 2014).
The object of this exercise was to provide information to enable potential environmental
impacts arising due to the effects of the development on hydrodynamic flows to be
assessed as well as to inform the design and performance of tidal energy convertors.
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Plate 6.11: Delft3D model domain showing nested grids

The model operates within the Delft3D-FLOW software environment, the inner grid
segment has a resolution of 24m which is suitable for representing turbines in and around
the study area of 35km2. Turbines were implemented in the model using the “porous plate”
function, which can be used to represent objects that are not totally oblique to the flow and
are thin relative to the grid size. The exchanges through the plate are controlled by a
quadratic friction term, with the friction being an input parameter calculated by the user
from the Thrust Coefficient of the turbine and its cross-sectional area. Parameterisation of
the friction term was validated against experimental data.
The following is a summary of site specific modelling that has been used to assess the
impact of the development on the flow regime.
Average flow speeds over a spring tide for the Baseline, 10 Turbine and 100 Turbine cases
are shown below in Plate 6.12 to Plate 6.14Note the changes in scales throughout.
Plate 6.12: Spring Tide Average Flow Magnitudes, Baseline
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Plate 6.13: Spring Tide Average Flow Magnitudes, 10 Turbines

Plate 6.14: Spring Tide Average Flow Magnitudes, 100 Turbines

Because the impacts of the turbines are difficult to discern in the above plots, the following
difference plots, Plate 6.15 and Plate 6.16 were generated, note that the thin strip of dark
blue along the coastline is caused by the Fourier time averaging process used to generate
these plots.
Plate 6.15: Spring Tide Average Flow Magnitude Differences, 10 Turbines – Baseline
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Plate 6.16: Spring Tide Average Flow Magnitude Differences, 100 Turbines – Baseline

From the above plots, it can be seen that changes of average spring tide flow magnitudes
associated with the 10 turbine scenario are restricted to <0.1m/s. For the 100 turbine
scenario, the changes are most visible along the adjacent coastline, where average spring
tide flow magnitudes are predicted to increase by ~0.2m/s in some places. These changes
need to be seen of the context of the Baseline flows shown in Plate 6.12.
Further consideration has also been given to the impact of hydrodynamics during the peak
ebb and peak flood stages of the spring tide. Consideration of instantaneous model output
was found to be unhelpful since small fluctuations in the velocity field, which at this location
is complex and rapidly changing in space and time, created excessive “noise” on the
differences plots. Therefore the same Fourier averaging process was applied as for the
above full-tide plots, but with the processing undertaken for an hour over the peak ebb and
peak flood events. The plots below therefore consider the average flow over that hour,
rather than an instantaneous flow.
Average flow speeds over a spring tide (peak ebb) are shown below for the Baseline, 10
Turbine and 100 Turbine cases as Plate 6.17to Plate 6.19.
Plate 6.17: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average Flow Magnitudes, Peak Ebb, Baseline
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Plate 6.18: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitudes, Peak Ebb, 10 Turbines

Plate 6.19: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitudes, Peak Ebb, 100 Turbines

Plate 6.20: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitude Differences, Peak Ebb, 10
Turbines – Baseline
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Plate 6.21: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitude Differences, Peak Ebb, 100
Turbines – Baseline

From the above plots (Plate 6.20 and Plate 6.21, the changes in ebb flow speeds for the 10
turbine case are very small although there is a small area of increased flow speed
(~0.25m/s) to the southeast of Ruebane Point. This change is more clearly visible for the
100 turbine scenario, where the peak velocity variation appears to reach up to 1m/s. It is
important to note that this is a transient effect which in not reflected in the average flow
change over an entire spring tide as demonstrated previously in plate 6.16. The flow regime
at Fair Head is characterised by large scale eddies which propagate through the site in both
flood and ebb directions. These are generated through flow separation at various
prominent coastal features in the vicinity of the site. These eddies manifest themselves as
short term velocity aberrations, which can be sustained for up to 10-20 minute periods. The
introduction of turbines to the model affect small changes in the flow field which can trigger
slight variations to the timing and direction of flow separation. Therefore, the increase peak
flood velocities evident in plate 6.21 are better explained by a time shift in short term
velocity peaks rather than an absolute increase in flow speed. The drop in flow speeds in
the wake of the development is also apparent for the 100 turbine scenario, with associated
increases in flow speeds either side. These changes are predicted to be limited to ~0.25m/s
and again should be considered in the context of the flow speeds shown in Plate 6.17 and
also the whole-tide analysis presented in Plate 6.12. To the southeast of Ruebane Point, the
increase in flow speeds associated with the 100 turbine scenario are predicted to exceed
0.5 m/s during peak ebb. Again, comparison of Plate 6.17 with Plate 6.19 is useful to place
these changes in context. Flows approach 2 m/s in that vicinity under both Baseline and
100 turbine scenarios, and the changes apparent in Plate 6.21 are a small expansion of the
area subject to those flow speeds
To further analyse changes in this location, timeseries of flow magnitudes has been
extracted and are presented in Plate 6.22. The complexity of the flows at this location is
clear, as is the increase in flow speeds at times. Critically, the maximum speed is not
affected. The increase shown in Figure 10 occurs around 1200 on Day 1 below, which is a
time of relatively slower speeds, thus further reducing the significance of that change.
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Plate 6.22: Spring Flow Magnitudes SouthEast of Ruebane Point. Baseline (gold) and 100
turbines (blue)

Average flow speeds over a spring tide (peak flood) are shown below for the Baseline, 10
Turbine and 100 Turbine cases as Plate 6.23 to Plate 6.25
Plate 6.23: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitudes, Peak Flood, Baseline
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Plate 6.24: Spring Tide (Peak hour Average) Flow Magnitudes, Peak Flood, 10 Turbines

Plate 6.25: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitudes, Peak Flood, 100 Turbines

Plate 6.26: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitude Differences, Peak Flood, 10
Turbines – Baseline
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Plate 6.27: Spring Tide (Peak Hour Average) Flow Magnitude Differences, Peak Flood,
100 Turbines – Baseline

The differences predicted for the 10 turbine case are only apparent in the immediate wake
of the development, with no significant changes elsewhere. For the 100 turbine scenario,
the wake from the development is more clearly visible, as are the associated increases in
flows either side. These changes are limited to ~0.25m/s, and should be considered in the
context of the flow speeds shown in Plate 6.23, and also the whole-tide analysis presented
in Plate 6.12.

6.7

Sediment Modelling

Modelling of sediment dispersion has not been undertaken as general experience from
numerous past commercial and research studies relating to marine construction and
dredging provide a clear understanding of the processes (e.g. Soulsby 1998; MCT 2005).
Sediment transport along this region of coast is dominated by tidal processes, as
demonstrated by the current scoured seabed at the site (Plate 6.28 and Plate 6.29). As
detailed in Appendix 6.2, the side scan sonar data over a large proportion of the Project has
been interpreted to be gravel with boulders. The sediment in these regions shows
characteristics marked as gravel with cobbles.
The hydrodynamic modelling carried out by FHT allows the impacts of the array on current
speed and direction to be quantified, and based on a review of regional sediment transport
processes along this section of coast, the scale and impact footprint of this change is not
significant enough to interrupt existing natural processes (See Section 6.10.1). Modelling
studies carried out at similar high energy tidally scoured sites have predicted there to be no
impacts to sediment transport (Meygen, 2012).
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Plate 6.28: Net sediment transport directions in the North Channel of the Irish Sea, based
on bedform data and tidal current observations, from Stride (1982)

Plate 6.29: Fair Head Tidal Site Seabed Features
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In line with the design envelope approach, this assessment considers the maximum (‘worst
case’) Project parameters based on the proposed Project (Chapter 5). Identification of the
worst case scenario for each receptor (i.e. as per EIA topic) ensures that impacts of greater
adverse significance would not arise should any other development scenario be taken
forward in the final scheme design. Table 6.1 describes the detail of the project parameters
that have been used in this assessment and explains why these are considered to be worst
case.
Table 6.1: Design Envelope parameters for the physical environment assessment
Project parameter relevant to
the assessment

Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
impact assessment
parameter

Tidal Energy
Converter
(TEC)

Physical
parameters

TEC Array option 8 will result in
the largest seabed footprint of
TEC Array option 8 (90 5200m2. The Schottel SIT III
Andritz 1MW and 5 Triton S devices have the largest
Schottel SIT III Triton individual footprint of 500m2
S).
and the Andritz 1MW devices
have an individual footprint of
30m2.

Drill
cuttings
released into the
marine
environment

The maximum amount of drill
cuttings released to the marine
environment will result from TEC
Drill cuttings in m3 for Array option 1a or 1b and is
TEC Array option 1a estimated to be 3740m3 (110m3
and 1b (34 SeaGen per SeaGen U20 StreamTec
U20 StreamTec).
device). This parameter is only
relevant to array options which
include the SeaGen U20
StreamTec device (Options 1a,
1b, 2, 3a, 3b & 4).

Maximum
TEC
seabed footprint

TEC Array option 8 will result in
the largest seabed footprint of
Seabed footprint in
5200m2. The Schottel SIT III
2
m for TEC Array
Triton S devices have the largest
option 8 (90 Andritz
individual footprint of 500m2
1MW and 5 Schottel
and the Andritz 1MW devices
SIT III Triton S).
have an individual footprint of
30m2.

Potential

AfL area

TEC support
structure &
electrical
hubs

for

The

introduction

of

new
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Project parameter relevant to
the assessment

Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
impact assessment
parameter

scour

Cable
Connections:
Inter array
and to shore

January 2017

structures does not only impact
in its footprint, but also changes
in water flow around the new
structure will create scour on
the seabed around it.
It is assumed that no
replacement or major TEC
support structure or electrical
hub overhaul involving removal
is
required
during
the
operational life of the Project.

Operations and
Maintenance

No removal of TEC
support
structures
required for routine
operations
and
maintenance

Decommissioning

A detailed plan will be submitted
for approval by regulatory
authorities
prior
to
As per construction decommissioning.
phase
Decommissioning effects are
considered to be less than or
equal to those identified during
construction.

Maximum cable
footprint
on
seabed

The maximum physical area of
the seabed occupied by the
cables has been calculated as
0.011km2 (172.7m2 per 1km of
cable) for inter-array cables with
a seabed footprint of 0.785km2
once
allowing
for
cable
protection. For cables to shore
the maximum physical area of
the seabed occupied by the
cables has been calculated as
0.014km2 (266.9m2 per 1km of
cable) with a seabed footprint of
0.657km2 including protection.
Additionally, FHT have estimated
a cable corridor of 500m for
cables to shore.

Decommissioning

61km,
110mm
diameter, of interarray
cables
(approximately 8.2m
width
including
protection)
51km,
170mm
diameter, of cables to
shore (approximately
8.2m width including
protection)

A detailed plan will be submitted
As per construction for approval by regulatory
authorities
prior
to
phase
decommissioning.
Decommissioning effects are
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Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
impact assessment
parameter
considered to be less than or
equal to those identified during
construction.

6.8.2

Area of Assessment

Tidal turbines and associated inter-array and export cables may influence tidal currents,
waves, seabed and suspended sediment transport and littoral transport. These physical
processes are not in themselves sensitive receptors (Lambkin et al 2009), but changes to
these processes may have an impact on sensitive receptors. Therefore the extents of
potential changes are defined in order to inform impact assessment both in this and other
relevant chapters in the ES.
Site specific hydrodynamic modelling showing the impact of the tidal array on the
hydrodynamic environment shows the effects extending to a maximum of 6km away from
the AfL but an area of assessment (study area) of 35km2 around the AfL has been chosen, to
ensure all relevant geographical features identified during scoping and in the supporting
studies are considered.

6.8.3

Potentially Sensitive Receptors

The results of the surveys detailed in Section 6.2 supporting studies consider that it can be
concluded that there are unlikely to be any significant effects related to Physical Processes
for the project as outlined in Table 6.2 below.
Table 6.2: Physical Process Potential Impacts
Potential
impact

Anticipated
significance

Phase

Justification

Changes
to
sediment regime
as a result of
physical structures
on the seabed

Effect unlikely
to
be
significant

Construction,
operation
and
decommissioning

Geophysical surveys and baseline data review
have provided a very high resolution image of
the seabed within the Project and Cable routes.
This has shown the area to be dominated by
gravel with boulders and gravel with cobbles.
During construction there may be some
sediment released as a result of pile drilling
activities. However this will be limited in
duration and extent. Given the high energy
environment where the tidal devices will be
sited, and the dynamic nature of the marine
environment, causing continual changes in
suspended sediment load it is therefore
considered that the significance of physical
impacts of suspended sediment will be
negligible. Assessment carried out for other
similar projects, including one of similar scale,
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significance

Phase
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Justification
has concluded that for developments of this
type in similar environments there are unlikely
to be any significant impacts. Meygen (2012),
EMEC (2014), Sea Generation Wales (2011)
Along the cable route corridor the presence of
export cables is not predicted to have any
significant impact on the sediment regime due
to the much localised nature of the impact and
the physical dimension of subsea cables. Again
this conclusion is in line with the findings for
other relevant projects. PTEC (2014), Sea
Generation Wales (2011)

Changes
to
sediment regime
as a result of
energy extraction.

Effect unlikely
to
be
significant

Operation

Analysis of baseline survey information and
review of literature, Scottish Executive (2007),
Halcrow (2009), Meygen (2012), EMEC (2014),
has highlighted the following:
x

There is little net sediment movement
through the Project area;

x

Tidal energy devices in the Project will be
located in areas of little or no sediment;

x

Device and near-field scale effects are very
localised;

x

Relative to the size of the tidal forcing
processes, the site size is small and it can be
concluded that there will be no gross
alteration in the tidal stream direction.

Any far field effects due to tidal energy
extraction will be undiscernible from the
background natural variation.
Changes to seabed
morphology

Effect unlikely
to
be
significant

Construction

As outlined above the Project is located within
an area of low sensitivity with regard to seabed
morphology. Any impacts during construction
will be temporary in duration.

Impacts
to
important
geological features
during
construction
activities

Effect unlikely
to
be
significant

Construction

There are no locally sensitive sites in the Project
area.

The NI Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA) and the associated Offshore Renewable
Energy Strategic Action Plan (ORESAP) outlined in Chapter 2, and the Scottish Marine
Renewables SEA (Scottish Executive, 2007) provides valuable advice on the key issues,
methods for characterising the baseline environment, and potential effects from arrays of
tidal (and wave) devices in Northern Ireland and Scottish waters respectively. The SEA
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provided chapters focusing on, amongst other issues, ‘Geology, Sea Bed Sediments and
Sediment Transport’ (Chapter C2) and ‘Marine and Coastal Processes’ (Chapter C3). These
chapters summarise the key areas relevant to understanding the type and significance of
physical process impacts that may arise from a tidal array development.
Based on this review FHTEP consider the findings below of specific relevance to the Project:
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

the significance of any particular effect depends on the site-specific circumstances in
terms of the sensitivity of receptors such as local erosion and deposition processes,
habitats, species and other marine features;
tidal energy extraction effects are possible across three spatial scales with
progressively reducing intensity: Device scale, Near-field scale and Far-field scale:
coastal areas resistant to erosion and with little mobile sediment can be
characterised as insensitive;
offshore shingle, gravel and rock platform coasts, indicate harder offshore sea bed
whose characteristics may be relatively insensitive to tidal energy extraction.
for tidal devices the effect of energy extraction is localised to the vicinity of the
devices. The significance of these effects are driven by the sensitivity of the local
environment and the seabed type (e.g. presence/ absence of sediment);
the most noticeable influences on sediment transport would be experienced in
estuarine conditions, rather than in energetic channels;
in cases where effects reverse between the flood and ebb tide, the potential for net
change in the deposition signature is small and the sediment regime is expected to
remain stable, and
attributing change as consequence of a causal effect of device placement is difficult
to achieve.

6.9

Assessment Methodology

6.9.1

Assessment of Impacts

Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 below define the sensitivity of the shoreline and magnitude of
change to be used for this assessment of significant impacts. These definitions are
necessarily crude and predicted impacts need to be identified and considered specifically.
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Table 6.3: Definition of the Shoreline Sensitivity to Erosion or Accretion
Sensitivity of Shoreline
to Erosion or Accretion

Definition

High

Presence of backshore assets (e.g. buildings, infrastructure),
economically important recreational activities or nationally
important environmental features (including habitat, geology
and landscape)

Medium

Presence of backshore undeveloped land (e.g. arable or high
grade grazing, non-specific public amenity space), locally valued
recreational activities or locally important environmental
features

Low

Presence of backshore low grade grazing, low density
recreational activities or locally common environmental features

Table 6.4: Definition of the Magnitude of Change
Magnitude of Change

Definition

High

Ongoing annual rate of shoreline position change above 0.5m
per year over a length of more than 50m

Medium

Ongoing annual rate of change less than 0.5m per year, but
observable and measureable over an length of more than 50m
or greater change over a shorter length

Low

Ongoing annual rate of change less than 0.5m per year, but
observable and measureable over a length of less than 50m or
ongoing change not observable over a longer length.

Table 6.5 below sets out the criteria matrix for determining the significance of impact.
Impacts identified as major are considered significant and must be addressed.
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Table 6.5: Criteria Matrix Used to Determine the Significance of Impacts from the Turbine
Array Area on the Physical Environment
Significance of Impact

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Sensitivity of Receptor

Magnitude of Change

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High/Medium or Low

No Change

6.10

Potential Impacts

6.10.1

Effects of the Project on Physical Processes

The results of the Hydrodynamic modelling (Section 6.6) concluded that as expected for the
100 turbine scenario, the velocity deficits in the wake of the development are greater than
the 10 turbine scenario, as are the associated increases in flows either side. These changes
are limited to ~+/- 0.25m/s. These variations are of “array” scale, and are due to the
combined effect of the tidal farm on the flow. This differs from “device” scale, where
greater effects can be observed in the immediate vicinity of the turbines.
Results of similar numerical modelling, as reported in Chapter 5 Physical Environment of the
Skerries Tidal Stream Array: Environmental Statement (SeaGeneration Wales, 2011),
illustrated that the areas subject to short term reduction in current speed of more than 1.5
m/s under spring tide conditions extend only about 10m downstream of each device,
although there is a larger area subject to short term changes of at least 0.5 m/s. It is also
illustrated that the changes based on mean flows over a full 14 day tidal cycle are much
smaller, with the area of mean change greater than 0.5 m/s extending for only about 15m
from each device. A speed change of 1.5 m/s sustained over a period of one year is
considered to be the threshold for potentially significant impact on marine ecology
(SeaGeneration Wales, 2011).
The flow modelling did not consider the effects of installation barges or jack-ups.
Extrapolation of results for the turbines indicates that the extent of impact will be larger
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with a jack-up in place, but the effect will only last for the period over which the jack-up is in
place at each turbine (days).
As the Project area is not a constrained channel, as is synonymous with other tidal energy
sites, there is no concern regarding effects on the wider tidal regime.
Turbulence associated with foundations, jack-ups and cables will locally amplify bed shear
stress and may induce local sediment scour (Whitehouse, 1998, 2004a and 2004b; Briaud et
al., 1999; Zaaijer, 2003; Den Boon, 2004; Hoffman & Verheij, 1997). Theory and experience
from wind farm monitoring (DECC, 2008a and 2008b) indicates that the potential scour
footprint is limited to about five times the diameter of the foundation structure and as
much as ten times the cable elevation (including any installed cable protection), with rate
and depth of scour dependent on the nature of the seabed.
The effect of the foundations and jack-up legs on the seabed is related to the potential for
scour of any mobile sediment, and the subsequent redistribution of that sediment. In areas
with unlimited depths of mobile sand, scour can extend over an area several times the
footprint of the structure, potentially causing loss of habitat and structural instability. In
these cases scour protection may be required. The Project is in an area of mainly
interpreted to be gravel with boulders (Plate 6.29). The potential for scour effects to occur
will be evaluated during the detailed engineering design process and may be informed by
detailed geotechnical information including site specific surveys. If scour protection is
deemed necessary then rock dumping or concrete scour mattresses will be the likely
methods; frond mats are generally unsuitable for sites with high current speeds and
minimal mobile bed material. Neither possible scour nor the effects of the scour protection
have been assessed as likely to cause any change at the shoreline. Overall, based on
available information and an assessment of the impacts of the development on
hydrodynamic flows it is considered unlikely that scour will be a significant issue.
Water levels will not be affected by the development, apart from the immediate area of
each turbine and jack-up where there will be an insignificant local head difference from
upstream to downstream dependent on current velocity
Effects of the turbines on waves have not been modelled, but previous research and expert
judgement (SeaGeneration Wales, 2011) indicates that the area of non-negligible change
will be very localised (less than, say, 100m from each device) and changes at the adjacent
coasts will be below the uncertainty limits of measurement and modelling.
It is anticipated that the turbine foundations will require drilled and grouted piles, and that
drill cuttings (small rock fragments) will be released, (worst case 3740m3 (110m3 per SeaGen
U20 StreamTec device)). At slack water released cuttings will be deposited on the bed at
source. During both neap and spring tide peak currents the cuttings will be transported
away from the source as part of the general sediment bed load; dispersion will be rapid and
widespread due to the strong currents, depending on the density and particle size of the
released material. Fine sediment will be carried away in suspension with very rapid
dispersion; associated deposition rates will be too low to detect.
During decommissioning it is anticipated that the devices and foundations will be removed
to bed level and any voids filled by rock dumping. Any associated dispersion will be rapid
and wide spread.
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It is likely that the cable will be stabilised and protected by rock dumping or proprietary
armouring systems. It is possible that some sections of the cable may be buried by
trenching, but this will not be practical in areas of exposed bedrock. Rock dumping and
trenching will release some sediment for dispersion. As with the drill cuttings discussed
above, dispersion will be rapid as part of the ambient sediment transport.
The cables may have a very localised influence on sediment transport. The extent of
sediment disturbance will be limited to about 10h where h is the cable diameter, e.g. an
unprotected cable of 110mm diameter may cause downstream bed disturbance over a
distance of about 1.1m. If the cable is protected by rock dumping or other means, then the
extent of potential disturbance will be proportionally larger.
Decommissioning of the site may require removal of the cable for reasons not related to the
hydrodynamics or seabed processes. In the deep water areas removal of the surface laid
cable would have no effect on the seabed beyond the immediate cable corridor.

6.10.2

Assessment of Construction Impacts

6.10.2.1

TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs Predicted Impacts

The TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs may have a small effect on currents over a wide
area (kilometres) during construction, but the area over which changes to waves, currents
and sediment transport are sufficient to have a potential influence on sensitive receptors is
within about 100m of each device or installation plant regardless of array layout
(SeaGeneration Wales, 2011). There are negligible predicted impacts on the shoreline and
these are assessed as Not Significant.

6.10.3

Assessment of Operational Impacts

6.10.3.1

TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs Predicted Impacts

The TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs may have a small effect on currents over a wide
area, but the area over which changes to waves, currents, turbulence and sediment
transport are sufficient to have a potential influence on sensitive receptors is within about
100m of each device regardless of array layout (SeaGeneration Wales, 2011). There are
negligible predicted impacts on the shoreline and these are assessed as Not Significant.

6.10.4

Assessment of Decommissioning Impacts

6.10.4.1

TEC’s, Structures and Electrical Hubs Predicted Impacts

The decommissioning plant may have a small effect on currents over a wide area, but the
area over which changes to waves, currents and sediment transport are sufficient to have a
potential influence on sensitive receptors is within about 100m of the plant regardless of
array layout (SeaGeneration Wales, 2011). There are negligible predicted impacts on the
shoreline and these are assessed as Not Significant.
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Trenching and placement of protection will release sediment over a short time period and
the sediment will be rapidly dispersed. There are negligible predicted impacts on the
shoreline and these are assessed as Not Significant.

6.10.6

Assessment of Operational Impacts

6.10.6.1

Cables Predicted Impacts

Trenched and/or protected cable may cause localised erosion or accretion in sea bed areas
of mobile bed sediment and at the landfall. Outside the surf zone these effects will cause no
changes at the shoreline. Within the surf zone the potential magnitude of erosion or
accretion will be localised (Categorised as low to medium) and assessed as Minor and Not
Significant.

6.10.7

Assessment of Decommissioning Impacts

6.10.7.1

Cables Predicted Impacts

Removal of trenched and/or protected cable from the sea bed will release sediment over a
short time period and the sediment will be rapidly dispersed.
6.10.7.2

Potential Mitigation Measures

The cables may be left in-situ following decommissioning. In this case there will be no
further impact on the seabed or shoreline beyond the operational impacts already
discussed.

6.10.8

Cumulative / In-combination Impacts

FHT has identified a list of other projects which together with the Project may result in
potential cumulative or in-combination impacts. Having considered the information
presently available in the public domain on the projects for which there is a potential for
cumulative or in-combination impacts, Table 6.6 indicates those with the potential to result
in cumulative or in-combination impacts from a coastal processes and sediment dynamics
perspective.
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Table 6.6: Project list for consideration in the cumulative and in-combination assessment
No.

Project title

Approx
distance

MW

Status

Potential for
cumulative
impacts

1

Torr Head Tidal Array

2km

100MW

Consented

Yes

2

Argyll Tidal Demonstrator
Project

33km

0.5MW

In development

No

3

Sanda Sound (Tidal),

58km

35kW

Under construction

No

4

West Islay Tidal Energy
Park

70km

30MW

In planning

No

5

Sound of Islay
Demonstration

71km

10MW

Consented

No

6

SeaGen Strangford Lough
(tidal)

122km

1.2MW

Decommissioning

No

7

Robin Rigg Wind Farm

161km

174MW

Operational

No

6.10.8.1

Tidal

Potential Cumulative and In-Combination Impacts during Construction and
Installation

None of the impacts listed during construction has any potential for cumulative effects. It is
unlikely that the Torr Head Tidal Array will be construction at the same time as the Project.
Even if it is, the potential cumulative/in-combination impacts will be comparable to those
during construction, which, as described in Section 6.10.2, are predicted to be not
significant on the basis that any changes will be temporary and are not outside the natural
variability of the environment.
6.10.8.2

Potential Cumulative and in-Combination Impacts during Operation and
Maintenance

There are three main impacts that have the potential to act in-combination with other
developments in the region, chiefly the nearby Torr Head Tidal Array. These are:
x

Impacts to hydrodynamics;

x

Impacts to sediment dynamics; and

x

Impacts to the coastline of Antrim.

When fully installed, the Torr Head tidal array will undoubtedly cause minor modifications
to the local flow field in the vicinity of the Project site. However, the nature of the rocky cliff
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coastline along this section of the Northern Ireland coast, the generally current scoured
exposed bedrock seabed, and the predominant shore-parallel currents being the dominant
transport mechanism, means it is not thought that any significant impacts will be caused by
the cumulative presence of the Torr Head tidal array and the Project. The tidal currents
generated in the Atlantic will still find a way through to the Irish Sea, so even if flows are
reduced fractionally in the vicinity of the two arrays, the separation between the arrays and
the shoreline and the “porous” nature of the array to tidal flows means that sediment
transport pathways will not be significantly redirected or interrupted (as frequently occurs
during the construction of breakwaters, harbours and other coastal defences).
6.10.8.3

Potential Cumulative and In-Combination Impacts during Decommissioning

None of the impacts listed during decommissioning has any potential for cumulative effects.
It is unlikely that the Torr Head Tidal Energy development will be decommissioned at
exactly the same time as the Project. Even if it is, the potential cumulative/in-combination
impacts will be comparable to those during construction, which, as described in Section
6.10.2, are predicted to be not significant on the basis that any changes will be temporary
and are not outside the natural variability of the environment.

6.11

Future Monitoring/Survey Requirements

No further monitoring or surveys are proposed.

6.12

Summary of Impacts

The assessment of hydrodynamic and sediment processes has indicated that the Project will
have a small effect on tidal currents over a downstream distance of several kilometres, but
will only have a significant effect on currents, waves and sediment distribution over a
distance of about 100m downstream of individual devices (SeaGeneration Wales, 2011).
Suspended sediment due to cable trenching and pile installation will be dispersed rapidly
over a wide area.
The adjacent shoreline is the only sensitive receptor considered in this section on coastal
processes. There are no predicted cumulative impacts with other existing or proposed
developments. Other sensitive receptors affected by currents, waves and sediment
transport processes are considered elsewhere.
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

CBD

Convention on Biological Diversity

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EMF

Electromagnetic Fields

EUNIS

European Nature Information System

JIBS

Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey

MNCR

Marine Nature Conservation Review

MarLIN

Marine Life Information Network for Britain and Ireland

MCZ

Marine Conservation Zones

MPAs

Marine Protected Areas

NIMF

Nationally Important Marine Features

NISS

Northern Ireland Sublittoral Survey

OAA

Optimal Allocation Analysis

OSPAR

Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North
East Atlantic

pMCZs

Proposed Marine Conservation Zones

PMF

Priority Marine Features

PSA

Particle Size Analysis

SOCC

Species of Conservation Concern

SSNI

Sublittoral Survey Northern Ireland

TEC

Tidal Energy Converter

UKBAP

UK Biodiversity Action Plan
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This chapter assesses the effects of the Project on benthic habitats and ecology. This
assessment is supported by the following studies:
x

Appendix 6.1 Geological Desk Study. Report No L4209-14. ESG 2014a

x

Appendix 6.2 Report on Hydrographic and Geophysical Survey. Report No L4209-14.
ESG 2014b

x

Appendix 7.1 Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site (AFBI,
2014)-

7.2

Legislative Framework and Regulatory Context

7.2.1

Legislation

In addition to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations, the following
legislation is relevant to the assessment of benthic habitats and ecology:
x

EU Habitats Directive (Directive 92/43/EEC) and associated habitats regulations;

x

The Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) (Amendment) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 2009 implements species protection requirements of the Habitats Directive,
on land and in inshore waters (0-12 nautical miles);

x

Offshore Marine Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) Regulations (as amended)
implements the requirements of the Habitats Directive in the UK and offshore
marine area (beyond 12 nautical miles);

x

Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013 and Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009;

x

The Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013 builds on the provisions set out in the
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 and establishes a strategic system of marine
planning in Northern Ireland’s inshore region i.e. the territorial sea out to 12 nautical
miles;

x

UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) – the UK Governments Response to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), which the UK signed up to in 1992 in Rio de
Janeiro;

x

UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework – a framework of priorities for UK-level work
for the Convention on Biological Diversity covering 2011-2020, covering work carried
out under the UKBAP; and

x

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East
Atlantic (OSPAR Convention).

The following sections provide further details on the specific types of marine habitats
covered by conservation and management legislation.
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European Habitats Directive

The European Habitats Directive lists 13 marine habitats and eight marine species in Annexes
I and II respectively. To meet the requirements outlined in Article 3 of the European Habitats
Directive, Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) have been designated in UK waters to
contribute to the European network of important high-quality conservation sites that will
make a significant contribution to conserving these species and habitats. There are three
SACs within 25km of the project area for which benthic and intertidal habitats are the
primary reason for site selection:
x

Rathlin Island SAC primarily selected for the presence of Annex I habitats including
for reefs and submerged or partially submerged sea caves;

x

Red Bay SAC primarily selected for the presence of Annex I habitat sandbanks which
are slightly covered by seawater all the time; and

x

Skerries and Causeway SAC primarily selected for the presence of Annex I habitats
including sandbanks which are slightly covered by seawater all the time, reefs,
vegetated sea cliffs off the Atlantic and Baltic coasts and submerged or partially
submerged sea caves. Annual vegetation of drift lines are also included as Annex I
qualifying features.

Of those benthic habitats and species listed in Annex I and II of the Directive, there are two
that have the potential to occur in the vicinity of the Project area:
x

Sandbanks which are covered by sea water all the time;

x

Reefs (rocky and biogenic); and

7.2.3

UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP)

The current list of UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) priority habitats was published
following a two year review of the BAP process and priorities (Maddock, 2008).
Those habitats and species previously recorded in the vicinity or with the potential to occur
in and around the Project area include:
x

Fragile sponge and anthozoan communities on subtidal (sublittoral) rocky habitats;

x

Subtidal (sublittoral) sands and gravel;

x

Tide-swept channels;

x

Wave surge gullies and caves.

7.2.4

Priority Marine Features

The Northern Ireland Priority Marine Features (species and habitats) list incorporates species
and habitats of international, national and local importance.
In Northern Ireland, species and habitats considered of conservation importance for
inclusion in the Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) designation process (following the Marine
Act (Northern Ireland) 2013) were selected through the amalgamation of the following:
x

The OSPAR list of Threatened and/or Declining Species and Habitats (OSPAR T&D);

x

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan list (UK BAP);
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The species and habitats identified through this process were then reviewed through
stakeholder consultation. A resulting list of Priority Marine Features (species and habitats)
was thus produced. Table 7.1 below provides the Priority Marine Feature (PMF) Habitats for
Northern Ireland that have been subsequently selected for specific inclusion in the MCZ
designation process for the inshore region, and Table 7.2 shows the PMF species which have
been selected. Other PMF habitats and species that are considered to be already adequately
represented in existing Marine Protected Areas (MPAs, e.g. through marine SACs) are
detailed in the Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site (AFBI, 2014).
Note “pMCZ” means potential Marine Conservation Area.
Table 7.1: Priority Marine Feature habitats for the MCZ designation process
pMCZ Habitat

Component (sub-scale) habitats

Deep sea bed

Cold water coral reefs

Low energy circalittoral (subtidal) rock

Estuarine rocky habitats
Horse mussel (Modiolus modiolus) beds

Sublittoral (subtidal) biogenic reefs

Blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) beds
Brittlestar beds
Mud habitats in deep water

Sublittoral (subtidal) muds

Sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities
Blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) beds
Circalittoral sand and gravel communities

Sublittoral (subtidal) sand

Tide-swept channels
Native oyster (Ostrea edulis) beds
Brittlestar beds

Sublittoral (subtidal) mixed sediments

Brittlestar beds

Table 7.2: Priority Marine Feature species for the MCZ designation process
pMCZ Species
Limited/low mobility species

Highly mobile species

Component (sub-scale) habitats
Arctica islandica (Ocean Quahog)
Atrina fragilis (Fan mussel)
Dipturus batis (Common Skate)
Cepphus grille (Black Guillemot)
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Currently, Northern Ireland does not have a published list of Marine Nature Conservation
Review (MNCR)/European Nature Information System (EUNIS) biotope complexes or
biotopes (levels 4 or above) which form components of the pMCZ or PMF habitats, which
differs from the situation in Scotland, where the PMF list includes specific mention of level 4
and 5 biotopes which are considered as components of the habitat. As such there is some
ambiguity regarding the component biotopes, although the “sub-scale habitats” detailed in
Table 7.1 align quite closely with the MNCR/EUNIS biotope classification.
In a benthic baseline assessment, identification of any PMFs and estimating their distribution
across an area of interest is vital to assessing the potential conservation interest of a site,
and therefore the potential impact of development on meeting Northern Ireland’s
conservation objectives.
Those PMF habitats previously recorded in the vicinity or with the potential to occur in and
around the Project area include:
x

Fragile sponge and anthozoan communities on subtidal (sublittoral) rocky habitats;

x

Subtidal (sublittoral) sands and gravel; and

x

Brittlestar beds.

7.2.5

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of
the North East Atlantic

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic (the
‘OSPAR convention’) is the mechanism by which 15 governments of western Europe work
together to protect the marine environment of the North-East Atlantic. In 2003, the UK
government committed to establishing a well-managed, ecologically coherent network of
Marine Protected Areas (known as the OSPAR MPA commitment). Marine SACs designated
under the European Habitats Directive have been submitted as the UK’s initial contribution
to the OSPAR network. A list of marine habitats and species considered to be under threat or
in decline within the north-east Atlantic has been produced by OSPAR (OSPAR, 2008). None
of these listed habitats or species are understood to be present in the Project area.

7.3

Stakeholder Engagement/Consultation

Fair Head Tidal (FHT) first consulted with the regulator and key statutory and non-statutory
consultees in 2013. Consultation on various aspects of the project has continued as more
information on the design parameters has become available. There were no stakeholder
responses of direct relevance to the benthic ecology assessment of the site. However, advice
received from consultees has been incorporated into all stages of the EIA process to
minimise consenting risk associated with the Project (Chapter 4).
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In line with the design (or ‘Rochdale’) envelope approach, this assessment considers the
maximum (‘worst case’) Project parameters based on the proposed Project (Chapter 5).
Identification of the worst case scenario for each receptor (i.e. as per EIA topic) ensures that
impacts of greater adverse significance would not arise should any other development
scenario be taken forward in the final scheme design. Table 7.3 describes the detail of the
project parameters that have been used in this assessment and explains why these are
considered to be worst case.
Table 7.3: Design Envelope parameters for the benthic ecology assessment
Project parameter relevant to Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
the assessment
impact assessment
parameter
Tidal Energy
Physical
Converter
parameters
(TEC)

N/A

Physical turbine parameters do
not directly influence benthic
ecology.

The maximum amount of drill
cuttings released to the marine
environment will result from TEC
Drill cuttings in m3 for Array option 1a or 1b and is
Drill
cuttings TEC Array option 1a
estimated to be 3740m3 (110m3
released into the and 1b (34 SeaGen U20
per SeaGen U20 StreamTec
marine
StreamTec).
device). This parameter is only
environment
relevant to array options which
include
the
SeaGen
U20
StreamTec device (Options 1a, 1b,
2, 3a, 3b & 4).
TEC support
structure &
Seabed footprint in m2
electrical
for TEC Array option 8
hubs
Maximum
TEC
(90 Andritz 1MW and 5
seabed footprint
Schottel SIT III Triton
S).

Potential
scour

for

AfL area

TEC Array option 8 will result in
the largest seabed footprint of
5200m2. The Schottel SIT III Triton
S devices have the largest
individual footprint of 500m2 and
the Andritz 1MW devices have an
individual footprint of 30m2.
The
introduction
of
new
structures does not only impact in
its footprint (see above for
explanation) but also due to
changes in water flow around the
new structure will create scour on
the seabed around it.
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Project parameter relevant to Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
the assessment
impact assessment
parameter
No removal of TEC
support
structures
Operations and
required for routine
Maintenance
operations
and
maintenance

Decommissioning

As per
phase

A detailed plan will be submitted
for approval by regulatory
authorities
prior
to
construction decommissioning.
Decommissioning effects are
considered to be less than or
equal to those identified during
construction.

61km,
110mm
diameter, of inter-array
cables (approximately
8.2m width including
protection)

Cable

Maximum cable
170mm
footprint
on 51km,
diameter, of cables to
seabed
shore (approximately
8.2m width including
protection)

Connections:
Inter array
and to
shore

Decommissioning

As per
phase

It is assumed that no replacement
or major TEC support structure or
electrical hub overhaul involving
removal is required during the
operational life of the Project.

The maximum physical area of the
seabed occupied by the cables has
been calculated as 0.011km2
(172.7m2 per 1km of cable) for
inter-array cables with a seabed
footprint of 0.785km2 including
protection. For cables to shore
the maximum physical area of the
seabed occupied by the cables has
been
calculated
as
2
2
0.014km (266.9m per 1km of
cable) with a seabed footprint of
0.657km2 including protection.
Additionally, FHT have estimated
a cable corridor of 500m for
cables to shore.

A detailed plan will be submitted
for approval by regulatory
authorities
prior
to
construction decommissioning.
Decommissioning effects are
considered to be less than or
equal to those identified during
construction.

61km,110mm diameter The maximum physical area of the
EMF
(Electromagnetic of up to 12kV Inter- seabed occupied by the cables has
been calculated as 0.011km2
Fields)
and array cables
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Project parameter relevant to Project parameter for Explanation of maximum Project
the assessment
impact assessment
parameter
Thermal
Radiation

51km,170mm diameter (172.7m2 per 1km of cable) for
of 36kV
inter-array
cables
and
2
2
0.014km
(266.9m
per
1km
of
cables to shore
cable) for cables to shore. The
maximum area of the seabed and
surrounding
water
column
affected by the magnetic field of
the cables is likely to be highly
localised to this area or the
immediate vicinity.

Onshore
N/A

Project

Onshore aspects of the Project do
not influence the benthic habitats
and ecology impact assessment.

components

7.4.2

Area of Assessment

It is also important to define the geographical extent of the assessment area. The focus of
the benthic habitats and ecology assessment is the potential impacts on seabed habitat and
ecology of the offshore Project area and adjacent seabed (see Figure 7.1). This incorporates
both the Agreement for Lease/Tidal Site, and the two Cable Corridor options: “Cable
Corridor-Option A” and “Cable Corridor- Option B”.

7.5

Baseline Description

7.5.1

AFBI Desk Based Study

To inform the scope of the seabed survey and the subsequent assessment, a desk-based
review of existing data sources was conducted. The ultimate aim of this exercise was, in
association with significant local experience of the area, to provide advice on the habitats
and species that may be present in the Project development area and wider region. This
review has been used as the basis of the summary of key sensitivities provided in the
baseline description and published data sources, including:
x

Sublittoral Survey Northern Ireland SSNI (Goodwin et al., 2011);

x

Nearshore Habitat Mapping Project (Mitchell & Service 2004); and

x

Northern Ireland Sublittoral Survey (NISS) (Erwin et al., 1986).

7.5.2

AFBI Benthic Baseline Survey

A review of available biological and physical datasets was undertaken in April 2014, using the
Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey (JIBS) multibeam data available for the area and CEDaR
records of scientific dive data (NISS and SSNI) to plan the survey campaign. In May 2014, the
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survey stations identified from the Optimal Allocation Analysis (OAA) were surveyed, with 26
video stations successfully sampled, and 10 sites sampled by 0.1m2 Day grab.

7.6

Impact Assessment

7.6.1

Assessment Criteria

Each assessment section is required to develop its own criteria for the ‘sensitivity of
receptor’ and ‘magnitude of impact’ aspects since the definition of these will vary between
different topics. For benthic ecology, the significance criteria used in this section is based on
published information from the Marine Life Information Network for Britain and Ireland
(MarLIN), with specific use of the Biology and Sensitivity Key Information Reviews as
published on the MarLIN website (www.marlin.ac.uk). The consequences of impacts are then
considered by reference to the relevant criteria in the EIA Regulations.
Table 7.4: Definitions for sensitivity of receptor
Sensitivity of
receptor

Definition

Very High

Rare or very restricted in distribution/in decline or has been in
decline/high proportion of the world extent.

High

High environmental value, quality or rarity on a regional scale/keystone
in a biotope by providing a habitat for other species.

Medium

Species or biotopes of local importance but not recognised as
rare/protected or nationally important examples/species whose loss or
depletion would cause disruption of the local food web.

Low

Common species or biotopes which are well represented at a site scale
and tolerant of change.

Negligible

Common species or biotopes which are well represented locally and
resistant to change.

Table 7.5: Definitions for magnitude of impact
Magnitude of
impact

Severe

Definition
Widespread total loss or very major alteration to species and habitat
such that the condition of features of qualifying interest will be
fundamentally altered.
Little or no recovery anticipated.
Impact highly likely to occur.
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Definition
Widespread change to characterising species or lasting change to habitat
leading to medium-term damage.

High

Recovery anticipated after several years following decommissioning.
Impact likely to occur.
Change to benthic species in a localised area (confined to project
footprint and immediate locality) for project duration, but no lasting
change to habitat.

Medium

Good recovery potential following decommissioning (approximately 2
years).
Impact will possibly occur.
Change from baseline conditions measurable but within scale of natural
variability, and confined to project footprint.

Low

Temporary alteration or effects confined to a small percentage of
available habitat, with rapid recovery likely.
Impact unlikely to occur.

Negligible
Positive

Imperceptible or no changes to the baseline condition.
Impact extremely unlikely to occur.
An enhancement of an ecosystem or population parameter.

Table 7.6: EIA Impact Significance
Magnitude
&
Sensitivity
Matrix
Severe

Significance

Highly significant
Significant impact
regulations

Major
Moderate
Minor

Regulation

under

EIA

Significant – requires additional
control measures and/or management
actions
Not significant – may require some Insignificant impact under EIA
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Regulation

management to ensure remains within Regulations
acceptable levels
Negligible

7.6.2

Not significant – difficult to measure
or detect

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

Due to the nature of the sediments at the sampling stations, there was low success in
grabbing adequate sediment for Particle Size Analysis (PSA). The ground was heterogeneous
and many cobbles were found in the coarse sand/gravel regions, which often blocked open
the jaws of the Day grab resulting in loss of sediment upon reaching the survey vessel. A pipe
dredge was used in addition to the Day grab in an attempt to gather more sediment. Only
four sediment PSA samples were retained for processing, with a total of 24 samples retained
for faunal analysis (some of which contained only cobbles and no finer sediments).
Due to the hydrodynamic regime at the site, visibility was fairly poor and tow speed was
faster than ideal, however conspicuous epibiota of ~3cm body size and larger were identified
with adequate confidence for biotope assignment.
With regards to the impact assessment, information on the specific sensitivity of a number
of the biotopes, to a number of the possible impacts, and on the recovery rates following
impact, is not available. Instead, a combination of expert knowledge and the known
sensitivities of similar habitats have been used, with information from similar developments
considered to corroborate conclusions on possible impact.

7.6.3

Habitats: Identified Biotopes

A total of eight biotope complexes at MNCR level 4 (Connor et al., 2004) were identified.
Within these an additional eight level 5 biotopes could be distinguished, and within those a
further four sub-biotopes were identified. Appendix 7.1, Benthic Baseline Report (AFBI,
2014) details the biotopes identified within the habitat map, and whether any of these are
contained within the Northern Ireland pMCZ habitats. Where appropriate, mention is also
made of whether a biotope could be a component of PMF habitats that are not pMCZ
habitats.
It should be noted that the area of interest is dominated by medium-high energy bedrock
outcrops and stony reef (boulders), with patches of coarse sediments and cobbles between.
The ground-truthing data were examined in conjunction with the JIBS multibeam data
classification to allow broad scale mapping of the biotope complexes (MNCR Level 4). The
results are presented for each area of interest (Figures 7.2 – 7.4), along with the total area of
each biotope provided in Tables 7.7 – 7.9. Note that due to the heterogeneity of the
substratum and biotopes present therein, areas have been presented as mosaics of
biotopes. This is because it is impossible in many cases to map individual biotopes as they
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are occurring naturally in a mosaic with each biotope or biotope complex covering patches
smaller than 5m2 (known as the minimum mapping unit for a biotope – Connor et al., 2004).
Table 7.7: Area coverage of each biotope mosaic at the Tidal Site
Biotope
CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp

Area (km2)
1.194

Proportion of site
(%)
28

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr(.FaAlCr/.UrtScr)

1.590

38

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr

1.207

28

CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr/SS.SMx.CMx.FluHyd

0.243

6

Table 7.8: Area coverage of each biotope mosaic on Cable Corridor A
Biotope
CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp

Area (km2)
0.182

Proportion of site
(%)
4

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr(.FaAlCr/.UrtScr) 0.607

14

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr

0.615

15

CR.HCR.XFa

0.236

6

CR.HCR.XFa/SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

0.128

3

CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr/CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp/SS.SCS.CCS

1.281

30

CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr/SS.SMx.CMx.FluHyd

0.548

13

IR.HIR.KSed/IR.MIR.KR.Lhyp(TX.Pk/GzPk)/SS.SCS.ICS

0.622

15

Table 7.9: Area coverage of each biotope mosaic on Cable Corridor B
Biotope

Area (km2)

Proportion of site
(%)

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr(.FaAlCr/.UrtScr) 0.102

7

CR.HCR.FaT.CTub.CuSp/CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr

0.398

28

CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr/CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp/SS.SCS.CCS

0.068

5
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Area (km2)

Proportion of site
(%)

CR.MCR.EcCr.FaAlCr/SS.SMx.CMx.FluHyd

0.636

45

IR.HIR.KSed/IR.MIR.KR.Lhyp(TX.Pk/GzPk)/SS.SCS.ICS

0.214

15

“Stony reef” and “Bedrock reef”, as noted in Annex I of the EC Habitats Directive, were also
found to be extensive throughout the area of interest. The entire area could be classified as
“reef” with the exception of small segments of the Cable Corridor into Ballycastle Bay, which
showed rippled coarse sands. “Stony reef” was defined according to the recommendations
of the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (Irving, 2009), with cobbles covering >10% of
the seafloor, the reef appearing elevated compared to surrounding sediments and
supporting epifaunal communities, and exceeding 25m2 in extent. Due to the composition
of the substrata being a mixture of large-small boulders, cobbles and outcropping bedrock,
with pockets of coarse sands and gravels, many areas could not be defined as purely bedrock
reef or stony reef, but instead are a mosaic of both.
The potential presence of pMCZ habitats was also noted based on the extrapolation of
component biotopes in the habitat maps. The most notable areas of pMCZ habitats are
found along Cable Corridor A (Figure 7.5), which had some extensive brittlestar beds on
cobbles and sandy gravels, and circalittoral sand and gravel communities (mixed with
cobbles). There are also extensive potential brittlestar beds within Cable Corridor B (Figure
7.6), along with a fairly spatially constricted area of circalittoral sand and gravel communities
(mixed with cobbles). Whether these fall into the “Sublittoral mixed sediments brittlestar
beds”, “Sublittoral sand brittlestar beds” or “Sublittoral biogenic reef brittlestar beds” is
unclear given existing published guidance on component habitats of pMCZ habitats.

7.6.4

Epifauna

7.6.4.1

Infralittoral Kelp and Seaweed Communities

Shallower areas were dominated by stable cobbles and boulders, with some outcropping
bedrock, characterised by kelp park (low density kelp) of the species Laminaria hyperborea,
which supported often prolific epiphytic foliose red algae on the kelp stipes. Rock surfaces
supported encrusting corallines and some encrusting bryozoans but only a short bryozoan
and hydroid turf, which had a grazed appearance (with Echinus esculentus frequently
observed), with very few foliose red algae attached to the rocks. Barer rock surfaces
harboured only Spirobranchus triqueter and Balanus sp. The sunstar Crossaster papposus
and starfish Luidia ciliaris were notable in many areas. In some patches the macroalga
Saccharina latissima and Saccorhiza polyschides (rare) were occasionally observed. Boulders
and cobbles were surrounded by mobile coarse sands and gravels, which often led to a
scoured appearance of the rock surfaces. The brown crab Cancer pagurus and lobster
Homarus gammarus were occasionally observed.
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Circalittoral Coarse Sediments

Limited areas of rippled coarse sediments, containing coarse sands and gravels, with
occasional cobbles in the ripple troughs, harboured few epifaunal species that could be
distinguished on video footage. Some cobbles were encrusted by coralline algae in
shallower areas, and S. triqueter and Balanus sp., which are typical of a high energy, scoured
environment.
7.6.4.3

Circalittoral Mixed Sediments

Pebbles, cobbles, gravels and sands were found in slightly less high energy environments
with stable cobbles supporting some epifaunal growth. These cobbles were characterised by
encrusting corallines in shallower water, patches of tall bryozoan & hydroid turf, the starfish
Luidia ciliaris, the cushion star Porania pulvillus, the bryozoan Flustra foliacea (potentially
also Securiflustra securifrons), occasional King scallop (Pecten maximus), and the sponge
Polymastia boletiformis.
7.6.4.4

Circalittoral Reef (Boulder and Bedrock)

Patches of outcropping bedrock and large boulders, interspersed by patches of coarse
sand/gravels and cobbles, supported species typical of a high energy, sand scoured
environment in the shallow circalittoral zone. This included some encrusting corallines,
encrusting bryozoans and sponges, dense patches of the hydroid Tubularia indivisa near the
tops of boulders and bedrock outcrops, the scour tolerant anemone Urticina sp., the starfish
Henricia oculata, Luidia ciliaris, sunstar Crossaster papposus, cushion star Porania pulvillus
and frequent urchin Echinus esculentus, which in some areas gave the rock surfaces a
“grazed” appearance. On occasion dense patches of the massive sponge Pachymatisma
johnstonia were noted, and occasional dense moving beds of the brittlestar Ophiocomina
nigra.
Cup corals (Caryophyllia smithii and Caryophyllia sp.) were identified from cobbles collected
during grab sampling, however these didn’t form dense carpets and were not visible on the
video footage (possibly due to visibility issues).
In deeper waters, where wave action was less notable, encrusting, massive and occasionally
branching and cup sponges were found at varying densities. There were notable extensive
coverage patches of the massive sponge Pachymatisma johnstonia, encrusting sponges such
as Myxilla sp., and occasional Polymastia boletiformis, Axinella infundibuliformis*, Axinella
dissimilis, and Raspailia ramos*. Overall, however, these areas still had a “sparse”
appearance due to the sand scour and/or urchin grazing.
The areas containing these sponge species could potentially be considered as an example of
the Northern Ireland Priority Habitat “fragile sponge and anthozoan communities on subtidal
rocky habitat”, however the low overall density of the sponges and lack of dense or diverse
anthozoan assemblages suggests that this area does not contain a good example of such
habitat.
x

*Species identification was classified as probable.
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Brittlestar beds on rock (bedrock and stony reef including cobbles) were also found at a
number of sites, which could be considered as a pMCZ habitat, depending on the precise
definition of brittlestar bed (which is not currently published).
The brown crab Cancer pagurus and lobster Homarus gammarus were noted occasionally in
rock crevices.
The species of current conservation interest – Priority Marine Feature Species – found in this
habitat are Caryophyllia sp., Caryophyllia smithii, and Porania pulvillus. However, these are
not included on the pMCZ species lists and are considered adequately represented within
existing MPAs in Northern Ireland.
In terms of potential sensitivity to physical impacts, there is a paucity of information for the
majority of species to determine their vulnerability to physical impacts. The MARLIN
sensitivity database was examined where data existed for the following species:
x

Axinella dissimilis – sensitivity high for physical disturbance (substratum loss and
displacement) and medium for smothering, abrasion and increase in suspended
sediment). Recoverability unknown (slow growing species) (Jackson, 2008);

x

Porania pulvillus was reported as being little affected by scallop dredging (Jenkins et
al., 2001);

x

Urticina felina- sensitivity high to physical disturbance (substratum loss) and medium
to abrasion and physical disturbance. Recoverability assessed to be moderate
(Jackson and Hiscock, 2008).

7.6.5

Infauna

7.6.5.1

Circalittoral Sediments and Cobbles

The sediments in the area of interest consist of coarse sand and gravels, interspersed by
cobbles and pebbles. These were typified by species tolerant of high energy environments,
with a range of polychaetes and bivalves found within the sediments, and sponges,
bryozoans and hydroids (such as Tubularia indivisa) found on cobbles along with the keel
worm Spirobranchus triqueter. The brittlestar Ophiocomina nigra was also identified in these
samples.
Of conservation importance the holothurian Labidoplax media, a Northern Ireland Priority
Species (Priority Marine Feature (PMF) Species), was found at two sites within Ballycastle
Bay, associated with sediment classified according to the Folk method as Medium Silty Sandy
Very Fine Gravel/Medium Silty Sandy Medium Gravel (Folk, 1954). Currently the only NI
records for this species are from muddy areas within Strangford Lough. Upon review of PMF
species, the Department of Environment concluded that L. media is already afforded
protection within Strangford Lough SAC, and is therefore not included in the pMCZ species
list.
In addition, a number of species could only be identified to genus level, and therefore could
potentially include other PMF species:
x

Diphasia sp. (nigra or alata*) identified at sites 7 and 9;

x

Caryophyllia sp. (inornata*) indentified at sites 4, 5 and 9;
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x

Caryophyllia smithii (not on NI PMF Species list, but an NI Marine Feature) identified
from site 7;

x

Eubranchus sp. (doriae*) identified at site 4;

x

Clathria (Microciona) sp. identified at sites 4 and 5;

x

Hymedesmia sp. (cohesibacilla or rathlinia*) identified at site 5.

Again, none of the above species were included in the pMCZ species list, as each was
considered to be afforded adequate protection through existing MPAs.
x

*Species identification was classified as probable.

7.7

Impacts during Construction and Installation

7.7.1

Direct Physical Impact and Loss of Habitat

The placement of the turbines and cables on the seabed will be likely to impact on any
benthic species present within the footprint of the structures themselves. Any small sessile
species present on the seabed on which such infrastructure will be placed would potentially
be damaged or destroyed. More mobile species retain the ability to move away from
affected areas during the installation process. The placement of the turbines and cables onto
the seabed will also exclude the seabed habitats directly beneath from use by species found
in the region for the life of the development. Furthermore, new structures in such a high
energy environment will modify the local hydrodynamic regime over the surrounding
seabed, resulting in scour (changed depositional and erosional environment), which will
affect a localised zone that may change the habitat surrounding the structures (see Chapter
6 for further information on the physical environment). Due to the lack of existing soft
substrata throughout much of the Project area, and adaptation of communities to the
existing high energy environment, it is unlikely that localised scour from new structures on
the seabed will have a significant impact on the existing communities.
The installation of the turbines and cables will result in localised mortality, injury and
displacement of sessile benthic species, such as anemones (e.g. Urticina sp.) and sponges
(e.g. Polymastia boletiformis, Pachymatisma johnstonia). Less mobile benthic species, such
as crabs (Cancer sp.), lobsters (Homarus gammarus) and echinoderms (e.g. Echinus
esculentus, Porania pulvillus, Ophiocomina nigra), are also likely to be directly impacted with
localised mortality. Of particular concern is the dahlia anemone, Urticina sp. According to
the
MARLIN
sensitivity
analysis
(see: http://www.marlin.ac.uk/speciessensitivity.php?speciesID=4556) it is intolerant of
substratum loss, but has medium recoverability, sensitivity is therefore viewed as medium.
These anemones are not considered rare (and are found extensively throughout the Irish
Sea), and Urticina sp. are not listed on the Northern Ireland Priority Species list
(see: http://www.habitas.org.uk/priority/splist.asp?Type=Cnidaria) or the Scottish Priority
Marine Features species list (http://www.snh.gov.uk/protecting-scotlands-nature/prioritymarine-features/priority-marine-features/).
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The recoverability of sediment habitats, due to their comparative lack of fragile or rare
species, and the surrounding faunal stock that can re-colonise disturbed sediments, is likely
to be rapid. The magnitude of this effect on sediment habitats is deemed Minor. Bivalves
and gastropods are likely to take longer than polychaetes to re-colonise areas but even
considering this it is unlikely to exceed weeks.
Stony reef and bedrock reef are considered to be of higher environmental value, as they
include potential Annex I habitat, and may contain more delicate species such as ascidians
and sponges that take longer to re-colonise hard substrata and grow to adult size. According
to
the
MARLIN
sensitivity
analysis
for
Axinella
dissimilis
(see: http://www.marlin.ac.uk/species/detail/1380) this sponge is highly intolerant to
substratum loss but there is no information regarding recoverability. The examples of stony
reef seen in the area are heavily grazed and scour tolerant, which suggests they are adapted
to Moderate-Major physical disturbance and abrasion and contain few highly sensitive
species. Recoverability of such habitats is, however, expected to take longer. The magnitude
of effect on stony reef and bedrock reef is assessed as Medium. However, the habitats
identified from this appraisal are known to be widely occurring and the sensitivity of the
receptors overall is deemed to be Low. The effect of direct mortality, injury and
displacement on benthic communities is therefore deemed Minor and assessed as Not
Significant.

7.7.2

Smothering from Release of Drill Cuttings

It is unlikely that smothering from drill cuttings will have a lasting impact on the benthos, as
only a thin layer is likely to be deposited and it will therefore be possible for many species to
re-burrow or move up through the sediment. Sediment movement is a key characteristic of
the Project area so most benthic communities are adapted to episodic burial and sediment
movement. The sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of the impact are deemed
Negligible. The effect of smothering from drill cuttings on benthic communities is therefore
assessed as Not Significant.

7.7.3

Displacement and Dispersion of Sediment

As with the smothering effects described above, due to the adaptation of benthic
communities in this region to mobile sediments and sand scour, additional sediment
deposition from the construction phase is unlikely to have an adverse or notable impact.
Trenching (jetting or chain cutting) techniques and pre-sweeping of sandwaves will cause a
greater level of sediment suspension compared to the use of ploughing equipment.
Elevated concentrations of suspended sediments are commonplace in shallower higher
energy environments e.g. shallow circalittoral sand biotopes, especially during and following
storm events. The residual effects on benthic communities from sediment deposition are
therefore assessed as being within the range of that experienced during existing conditions
and will be localised and temporary.
Finer particles will be swept by tidal currents further from the disturbed area, and may affect
sessile filter feeders. A moderate increase in suspended sediment is likely to increase food
availability for suspension feeders, while a significant increase may block filter feeding
apparatus (Tyler-Walters, 2009) which would incur an energetic cost to clear/self-clean.
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However, most filter feeders are expected to recover rapidly. The effects on benthic
communities as a result of temporarily increased levels of suspended sediment dispersion
and deposition are deemed Negligible and assessed as Not Significant.

7.8

Impacts during Operation and Maintenance

7.8.1

Introduction of New Structures

The physical presence of the turbine structures will provide new, stable, hard substrata. In
areas where the seabed is comprised of sediment then this would be presented as a novel
habitat. However, in rocky areas these structures will present a habitat similar to that
already present, potentially being colonised by epifaunal and encrusting animals typical of
the area. As noted in section 7.7.1, new structures in high energy environments will result in
scour over a localised surrounding zone, which will be more notable over softer sediments
than where structures are placed on hard substrata. As such, some changes to the benthic
communities in the scour zone will be expected due to changes in substrata resulting from
scour.
Information from the SeaGen tidal device in Strangford Lough shows that some, but not all,
of the hard structures below the surface experienced marine growth. Royal Haskoning
(2011) report that the parts of the SeaGen device which most closely represented a seabed
type habitat (the shoe structures on the seabed) have become colonised by the biotope
CR.HCR.FaT.BalTub (B. crenatus and T. indivisa on extremely tide-swept circalittoral rock)
which was found to be dominant prior to installation of SeaGen, indicating that the device
(or at the least some parts of the device) present a similar habitat to that which exists preinstallation. Note that similar structures for the Project are likely to contain antifouling
measures (subject to licence conditions) and growth of this sort may be restricted and this
receptor sensitivity is defined as Medium. The magnitude of this effect is deemed Low and
therefore assessed as Not Significant.

7.8.2

Electromagnetic Effects

The electricity produced by the turbines will be transmitted using a series of inter array 3core cables laid on the sea bed, operating at voltages up to 12kV AC or DC together with up
to four 3-core AC cables to shore operating at voltages up to 36kV. The electric current that
is carried in these cables generates Electro Magnetic Fields (EMF), specifically magnetic Bfields and Induced Electric (iE) fields. These fields have the potential to interact with marine
species (Copping et al., 2016) and to affect their behaviour since some species use the
magnetic field of the earth to orientate (Fisher and Slater, 2010). As benthic communities
are typified by sessile or low-mobility species, which are unlikely to navigate using magnetic
fields and anomalies, these species are less likely to be impacted than more mobile species
such as teleost fish or elasmobranchs. The exception could be crustaceans, such as edible
crabs (Cancer pagurus), lobster (Homarus gammarus) and prawns (e.g. Nephrops
norvegicus). Some of these crustaceans are known to migrate using the geomagnetic field or
use the magnetic fields induced by tidal currents to act as cues for diurnal behaviours such
as burrow emergence (in the case of Nephops). Based on scientific evidence to date there
are no significant impacts of EMFs from marine renewable energy devices on benthic
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invertebrates (Bochert and Zettler 2004, Woodruff et al., 2013) and so the sensitivity of the
receptors is considered Negligible. However, it should be noted that studies are limited and
scientific knowledge on both the sensitivity and the potential effects of EMFs on benthic
species is currently lacking (Thomsen et al., 2016).
CMACS (2014a) assessed the electric and magnetic fields induced by the buried Moyle
Interconnector cables and showed that effects are highly localised, only exceeding
background magnetic field strengths within 4m of the cable. Additionally, MORL (2012)
predicted that cables buried to depths of 1m will produce magnetic field strengths at the
seabed lower than that of the background magnetic field strengths. The inter array cables
proposed in this Project are unlikely to be buried however, it is anticipated that the EMFs
produced will be partly shielded by the double armouring proposed by the manufacturers.
Therefore the overall magnitude of this effect is considered Negligible. The effect of
electromagnetic fields on benthic communities is assessed as Not Significant.

7.8.3

Thermal Radiation

The cables will produce heat while in operation, as a consequence of the internal resistance
in the conductors. The temperature change in the surrounding sediment is unlikely to
exceed 2°C at 20cm depth from the sediment-water interface (OSPAR, 2009), for a cable
buried at 1m sediment depth. For the purposes of this assessment it has been assumed that
double armoured cable and potential cable installation measures (rock covering, concrete
mattresses, cable encasement or trenching) proposed by the Project will result in
temperature changes in the surrounding environment similar to those described by the
OSPAR report. This level of thermal radiation is expected to be within the tolerance of most
notable infaunal species in the area, and the effect is highly localised so considered of
minimal consequence (CMACS, 2014b). As most infaunal species have some limited
mobility, it is considered that should the rise in temperature disturb them, they will move
further away. Due to the widespread nature of the habitats and species identified in the
region, these fine scale changes in species distribution around the cable are deemed
Negligible. Negligible effects are assessed as Not Significant.

7.9

Impacts during Decommissioning

A detailed decommissioning plan will be submitted for approval by regulatory authorities
prior to decommissioning. Decommissioning techniques will consider the best
environmental practice and technologies available at the time. It is assumed that in
accordance with current legislation and guidance (Energy Act 2004 and OSPAR Decision
98/3) that decommissioning will involve complete removal of all structures that protrude
above the seabed. Inter array cables that are under rock armouring may be left in-situ.
Leaving cables in-situ will reduce disturbance to the seabed during decommissioning.
Decommissioning effects are expected to be temporary and highly localised and are
considered to be less than or no more than those resulting from construction.
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Proposed Mitigation

Where possible cable routing should seek to avoid good areas of stony and bedrock reefs,
and disturbance through deployment of equipment or vessels onto the seabed should be
kept to a minimum.
A very localised area within the overall Project area will be affected by construction and
installation, which in context represents a tiny fraction of the habitats observed in the area.
Even when scour induced by the new structures is considered, the affected zone is a very
small proportion of the area and unlikely to have a marked affect upon hard substrata
communities.
Many of the habitats observed are characteristic of moderately strong tidal currents, and
given the dominance of sand and coarse sediments, which often occur as mobile bedforms,
can be viewed as adapted to physical disturbance. The habitats identified do not exhibit rare,
slow-growing or fragile species, with the possible exception of the dahlia anemone, Urticina
sp. and the sponges Polymastia boletiformis, Pachymatisma johnstonia, Cliona celata,
Axinella dissimilis and potentially Axinella infundibuliformis. These habitats are not
considered rare at a UK or Northern Ireland scale, but may contain some priority species and
assemblages, and those may, by their nature, be more sensitive to disturbance.
Many infaunal species may live at depths where they will be protected from surface
disturbance, and in areas where direct loss occurs, it is likely that adjacent areas will act to
replenish communities rapidly as most infaunal species are mobile.
On potential Annex I reef habitat the removal of epifauna is likely to take longer to recover.
However as much of the stony reef habitat consists of mobile or embedded cobbles, if these
are displaced during construction and installation into a similar habitat/physical
environment, it is likely that a majority of epifaunal species will survive (especially scour
tolerant communities). The dominant epifaunal species on stable cobbles, boulders and
bedrock are rapid recolonisers, capable of early reproduction and rapid growth, and
therefore should recover within a year. Some species, such as sponges, anemones and tall
hydrozoans turf may take longer to fully recover.
If “micro-routing” of the cables to avoid the best examples (in terms of benthic community
structure) of stony and bedrock reefs is accomplished, and given the highly localised nature
of any impacts, this effect is assessed as Minor and deemed Not Significant.

7.11

Cumulative and In-Combination Assessment

In consultation with DAERA and DETI, a list of other projects together with the Fair Head
Tidal project have been identified that may result in cumulative or in-combination impacts.
Benthic and intertidal ecology impacts are highly localised in nature however, the
neighbouring Torr Head Tidal Energy Array Project has been identified as having the
potential to result in cumulative or in-combination effects.
The Torr Head Tidal Energy Array Project is on a scale comparable to the Fair Head Tidal
Project and therefore direct physical impact and habitat is likely to be on a similar scale and
across a similar area of seabed. The habitats that have the potential to be affected (Section
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7.7.1) are widely represented in the region and the combined footprint of both
developments is unlikely to impact a significant percentage of available habitat.
Additionally, the introduction of new structures for both developments provides hard
substrata suitable for colonisation and recovery (Section 7.8.1). The two projects may lead
to increased levels of drill cuttings released into the marine environment and increased
disturbance and potentially displacement of sediment if construction of the projects is
simultaneous. The impacts of electromagnetic effects and thermal radiation have been
assessed to be negligible (Section 7.8.2 & 7.8.3) by both projects in their individual EIA’s and
therefore the cumulative or in-combination effects are also assessed to be negligible.
The potential for cumulative or in-combination effects during decommissioning will be
assessed as part of the decommissioning plan which will be submitted to regulatory
authorities prior to decommissioning. Decommissioning effects are expected to be
temporary and highly localised and are considered to be less than or no more than those
resulting from construction.

7.12

Summary and Conclusions

Historic and new survey data have sampled an appropriate range of potential subtidal
habitats in the Fair Head development sites (Tidal Site and Cable Route Corridors). These
have revealed a mosaic of bedrock and stony reef habitats, typical of high energy
environments where sand scour has a profound influence on biological assemblages.
Sedimentary areas included coarse sands and gravels, mixed with cobbles; these areas were
more limited than the bedrock and stony reef habitats. Some of the sedimentary areas
showed larger scale bedforms (ripples), which are mobile and harbour a sparse faunal
component. Within Ballycastle Bay, pockets of muddy gravels have also been identified,
which harbour a greater faunal component.
The habitats identified and classified into biotopes harbour a number of Priority Marine
Feature species, but none of these fall into the pMCZ species list, and instead are considered
to be adequately represented within existing MPAs. One species of interest that was not
previously recorded in this region was the holothurian Labidoplax media, which is a PMF
species, and appears associated with the muddy gravel patches within Ballycastle Bay.
In terms of habitats, two potential component (sub-scale) habitats of pMCZ habitats were
identified in the region: brittlestar beds on coarse sands and cobbles, and circalittoral sand
and gravel communities. These were most extensive within Ballycastle Bay, but are also
widely recorded throughout Northern Ireland’s inshore waters, with substantial areas of
such habitats already protected through existing MPAs.
Bedrock and stony reef constituted the majority of the development area, which are EC
Habitats Directive Annex I habitats, but are excluded from the pMCZ habitats list as these are
high energy environment examples of reef which are not included.
All impacts have been deemed not significant. These include potential effects during
installation: the direct loss of benthic species and habitat; smothering from drill cuttings,
displaced sediment and impacts from suspended sediment dispersion and deposition and
the potential effects during operation: habitat change due to introduction of new structures;
impacts to benthic species from cable electromagnetic fields and thermal radiation (heating
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of surrounding sediment and interstitial water). With the implementation of measures to
mitigate these effects, including minimisation of the marine cable installation footprint,
cable burial and micro-routing to avoid the best areas of potential Annex I reef habitat, all of
the potential effects identified have been assessed as Not Significant.

7.13
Impact

Summary
Sensitivity Magnitude Significance Potential
of
of Impact
of impact
Mitigation
Receptor
measures

Residual Effect

Construction (and decommissioning)
Substratum loss
of and potential loss
of species.

Direct physical Low
impact
and
loss of habitat

Medium

Not
Significant

Microrouting
cables

Release of drill Negligible
cuttings and
fluid

Negligible

Not
Significant

Potential
for
No
leaching of toxic
mitigation
compounds.
measures
and/or
management
actions.

Displacement Negligible
and dispersion
of sediment

Negligible

Not
Significant

No
mitigation
measures
and/or
management
actions.

Changes
in
suspended
sediment levels
and
turbidity.
Potential
disturbance
of
contaminated
sediments.

Medium
Introduction
of
new
structures

Low

Not
Significant

No
mitigation
measures
and/or
management
actions.

Potential
for
colonisation
of
structures.
Localised scour
may
change
habitats
immediately
surrounding new
structures.

Electromagnet Low

Low

Not

Double
armoured

Potential
increased

Operational Phase
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Thermal
radiation
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Negligible

Negligible

Residual Effect

Significant

cable.

electromagnetic
emissions.

Not
Significant

No
mitigation
measures
and/or
management
actions.

Potential
for
temperature
change in the
surrounding
sediment.
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Acronyms
Term

Definition

iE field

Induced electrical field

EMF

Electro-magnetic field(s)

SACFOR

Super-abundant, Abundant, Common, Frequent, Occasional, Rare.

PSA

Particle Size Analysis

TOC

Total Organic Carbon/Content

JNCC

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

MNNS

Marine Non-Native Species

NNR

National Nature Reserve

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

cSAC

candidate Special Area of Conservation

SPA

Special Protection Area

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

ASSI

Area of Special Scientific Interest
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This chapter and associated figures in Volume 3, describes the baseline conditions and
ecological impact assessments for intertidal ecology at the potential export cable landfall
sites - Ballycastle Bay (Option A) and Murlough Bay (Option B), for the Fair Head Tidal
Energy Project (“the Project”). This chapter assesses potential impacts on intertidal features,
i.e. those between mean high water springs (MHWS) and mean low water springs (MLWS).
This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES chapters:
x

Ballycastle
Bay
Intertidal
Baseline
[4_FHT_TA_08.1_Ballycastle_Intertidal];

Report

–

Appendix

8.1

x

Murlough
Bay
Intertidal
Baseline
[4_FHT_TA_08.2_Murlough_Intertidal]; and

Report

–

Appendix

8.2

x

Physical Environment – Chapter 6.

8.1.1

Policy and Guidance

The relevant legislative frameworks covering intertidal ecology are common to all
environmental receptors considered within the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
process, as presented in Chapter 2. In addition, the following guidance documents have
been considered in assessing the ecological effects associated with the Project on the
intertidal ecology:
x

Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) in Britain and Ireland
(Terrestrial Freshwater and Coastal) (CIEEM, 2016);

x

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Offshore Wind and Marine
Renewable Energy on Northern Ireland (Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Investment 2009);

x

Consenting, EIA and HRA Guidance for Marine Renewable Energy Developments in
Scotland (EMEX and Xodus AURORA, 2010);

x

Pentland Firth and Orkney waters; Enabling Actions report. Rochdale Envelope
Workshop – Wave and Tidal, 2012 (The Crown Estate, 2012);

x

Natura 2000 in UK Offshore Waters: Advice to support the implementation of the
EC Habitats and Birds Directives in UK offshore waters (Johnston et al., 2002);

x

Interpretation Manual of European Union Habitats (European Commission, 2007);

x

2011 Guidelines for the control and management of ships' biofouling to minimize
the transfer of invasive aquatic species. Resolution MEPC.207 (62). MEPC
62/24/Add.1 Annex 26. (International Maritime Organisation, 2011); and,

x

Alien invasive species and the oil and gas industry: Guidance for the prevention and
management (IPIECA, 2010).
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Consultation

Fair Head Tidal (FHT) first consulted with the regulator and key statutory consultees in 2013.
Advice received from consultees has been incorporated into all stages of the EIA process to
minimise consenting risk associated with the Project (Chapter 4). No comments or advice of
direct relevance to the intertidal ecology assessment were provided in response to the
Scoping Document as, at the time of production, there was considered to be insufficient
detailed information available on the intertidal habitats to inform a response. It is
considered, however, that the subsequent intertidal surveys and baseline assessment have
provided sufficient and robust detail on which to base the Ecological Impact Assessment
(EcIA), and all general consultation responses relevant to the chapter have been
incorporated.

8.1.3

Ecological Impact Assessment Methodology

The overarching EIA process and methodology are described in Chapter 4. Each assessment
is however required to develop its own assessment as appropriate for the receptor
feature(s) (that is, the resource(s) that would be effected). For EcIA, this includes
establishing the importance of a feature, characterising the potential impacts (i.e. actions
resulting in changes to an ecological feature), and assessing the significance of their effects
(i.e. outcome to an ecological feature from an impact), since these will vary between
different topics.
The intertidal EcIA has been carried out in line with the most recent Chartered Institute of
Ecology and Environment Management (CIEEM) guidance for Ecological Impact Assessment
(EcIA) in the UK and Ireland – Terrestrial, Freshwater and Coastal environments (to mean
low water) (CIEEM, 2016).
8.1.3.1

Zone of Influence

The zone of influence is defined as the area over which ecological features may be subject
to significant effects as a result of the proposed works (CIEEM, 2016). In relation to the
intertidal works, the zone of influence was identified based upon the likely geographical
extent of the potential impacts at each of the landfall sites.
8.1.3.2

Identification and Characterisation of Potential Impacts

Potential impacts were identified based on the activities described in the Design Envelope
(see Section 8.1.4). The impacts were assessed in terms of various characteristics such as
spatial extent, magnitude, duration, frequency / timing and reversibility. These criteria have
been used as a guide and have been coupled with expert knowledge and previous
experience, in order to establish their potential for creating a significant effect. For example,
a persistent impact that results in long term or permanent change from baseline conditions
at a regional or national scale, may be considered as having a high potential for significant
effect, whereas a single or temporary short term impact that will result in a change from
baseline conditions at a highly localised scale to a receptor that is represented well
elsewhere within the local environment may be assessed as having a negligible potential for
causing significant effect. A change that improves the quality of the environment e.g. by
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increasing species diversity, extending habitat or improving water quality would be
considered to have a positive effect.
8.1.3.3

Determining Importance of Ecological Features

The criteria for assessing the importance of an ecological feature primarily takes into
account any international/national designation afforded to it. Characteristics such as its
rarity, quality or extent, in a defined geographical context are also considered, alongside
habitat diversity and assemblage richness. A feature of particular importance may be one
that is subject to a conservation designation, and/or is rare on a national or international
scale, whereas a feature that is commonly found on a national scale and is not designated
may be considered of limited importance.
It is noted that it is not necessary to carry out detailed assessment of features that are
sufficiently widespread, unthreatened and resilient to project impacts and will remain viable
and sustainable (CIEEM, 2016). However, due to there being limited information available at
the Project scoping stage, and thus no features have been previously scoped out of the
assessment, all features identified during baseline surveys are assessed with reference
made to their importance within the EcIA. Professional judgement has been provided as
each receptor is assessed to scope in and out of further assessment within the EcIA
presented here (Section 8.1.4.1).
In relation to intertidal features, biotopes were identified following baseline
characterisation and grouped according to the similarity of habitat types and the ecological
function of communities. Individual species or habitats recorded during the baseline surveys
which are of particular conservation importance have been identified and assessed
separately where appropriate.
8.1.3.4

Assessment of Significance

For the purposes of EcIA, ‘significant effect’ is an effect that either supports or undermines
biodiversity conservation objectives for ‘important ecological features’ or for biodiversity in
general, and can be considered at a wide range of scales from international to local (CIEEM,
2016).
In order to establish whether an impact could have a significant effect, the features’
ecological vulnerability or ‘sensitivity’ to the impact (including levels of preadaptation,
tolerance and recoverability) are considered in combination with its importance. Where
appropriate, an assessment at both the individual and population level has been carried out,
in order to account for the wider geographical distribution of a feature, and viability at a
population level.

8.1.4

Design Envelope

In line with the Design (Rochdale) Envelope approach, this assessment considers the
maximum (‘worst case’) and most likely project parameters (Table 8.1: ) based on the
proposed Project (Chapter 5 – Project Description).
Project details of relevance to intertidal ecology are presented below, however final design
parameters including cable type and installation methodology would only be determined as
part of the detailed design process post-consent. Therefore, in order to inform this EcIA,
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where there are information gaps infrastructure used in current marine renewable projects
has been reviewed and the most likely technology appropriate for the proposed project
identified.
Table 8.1: Design envelope parameters defined for assessing impacts relating to
construction/installation, operation and decommissioning of the export cable(s) in the
intertidal region
Design
Parameter

Overview of
parameter

Maximum
Project
Parameter

Most likely scenario

(‘worst case’)
Construction/installation

Cable
landfall
installation
method

Ploughing
/
trenching
and
reburial across
the
entire
intertidal region,
from MHWS to
MLWS.

A trench in the intertidal region
will most likely be excavated
using a plough towed by a cable
laying vessel and/or using shorebased tracked excavators.

Electro-magnetic
Up to four 36 Kv,
fields (EMF) may be XLPe AC cables.
generated around
the
operational
cables. Sensitivity
to EMF is reported
in some marine
species.

Magnetic B-fields will dissipate
with distance from the cable.
Modelling
studies
suggest
negligible
limits
within
a
maximum of 5m from 220 kV
subsea cables (MORL, 2012).
Field strengths for lower voltage
cables in intertidal regions are
likely to be considerably less. It
should be noted that only whilst
in contact with water will induced
electrical (iE) fields be created
within the B-field.

Where cable burial
is not feasible or
trenching
is
through bedrock,
cable
protection
may be required in
order to protect
the cable.

Cable protection is not expected
to be required in the intertidal
region of the Option A cable
route due to the sedimentary
nature of this shore. Option B
landfall may however require
subsequent placement of cable
protection following installation.

Technique
for
making
landfall
depends
on
geography of the
shore.
Either
Horizontal
Directional Drilling
(HDD) or ploughing
/
trenching
techniques will be
used.

Operation

Operational
Cable

Cable
protection

Cable protection
along the entire
intertidal, from
MHWS to MLWS.
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Most likely scenario

(‘worst case’)
Unscheduled cable repairs which result in impacts greater that those seen during the
construction phase are deemed highly unlikely to occur. Effects are therefore considered to
be less than or no more significant to those identified during construction, and have been
assessed as such throughout this chapter.
Decommissioning
A detailed plan will be submitted for approval by the regulatory authorities prior to
decommissioning. As the exact details of the project design are not yet finalised, at the time
of writing any decommissioning phase effects are considered to be less than or no more
significant to those identified during construction, and have been assessed as such
throughout this chapter.
8.1.4.1

Potential Impacts

Recent guidance states that it is only necessary to describe in detail the impacts that are
likely to be significant, and impacts that are either unlikely to occur, or if they did occur are
unlikely to be significant, can be scoped out (CIEEM, 2016).
Upon review of the Design Envelope the impacts considered to have the potential to cause
significant effects have been identified. These impacts are assessed within the EcIA for both
Ballycastle Bay (Option A) and Murlough Bay (Option B) (Table 8.2).
Table 8.2: Summary of predicted impacts to be addressed in impact assessment
Impact

Overview

Construction Phase
Direct
disturbance
Increased
suspended
sediment

Direct physical disturbance will arise while the cable is brought ashore.
During trenching activities intertidal habitats will be physically disturbed as
a result of the use of the trenching equipment itself, and the use of any
associated machinery or traffic which is in contact with the intertidal region.
Any cable installation activities in the intertidal region may result in
increased suspended sediment in the water column.

Operational Phase
Trenching through bedrock habitats will lead to the loss of these habitats
Long term / within the intertidal region. The habitat within the direct footprint of any
cable protection will also be lost for the duration of the project.
Permanent
habitat loss
This potential pressure is only assessed in relation to the Option B landfall
Murlough Bay, due to the nature of the shore (see Table 8.3).
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Overview

Any unscheduled maintenance activities may require the excavation and reburial of
sections of the cable within the intertidal region. Any effects are considered to be less than
or no more significant to those seen during construction phase activities (i.e. direct
disturbance & increased suspended sediment), therefore an assessment has been
undertaken based on impacts equal to those seen in the construction phase.
Decommissioning Phase
After the operational lifetime of the Project, where appropriate, infrastructure will be
decommissioned. Any effects are considered to be less than or no more significant to those
seen during construction phase activities, therefore an assessment has been undertaken
based on impacts effect to those seen in the construction phase.
There are additional impacts which, although acknowledged, are scoped out of further
assessment as they are not considered to have the potential for significant effects. These
impacts, and the justification for scoping them out, are provided below.
(i.)
Electromagnetic Field Effects
Many causes and sources of EMF occur in the marine environment as a result of natural and
anthropogenic sources, ranging from the earth’s magnetic field and movements of ocean
currents through it, to infrastructure such as pipelines or communications and electrical
cables. There are three types of EMF associated with subsea transmission cables:
x

x

x

Electric fields are directly produced as a result of energy transmission and increase
with increasing voltage. This is referred to as E-fields and is measured in kV/m-1.
Armouring around modern cabling is sufficient to shield the surrounding
environment from E-fields and is therefore not considered an issue with subsea
cabling;
Magnetic fields, referred to as a B-fields, are produced from DC or AC current
passing through the cable and cannot be shielded by cable insulation (CMaCS, 2003).
The B-field radiate outwards and decrease rapidly as per the inverse square law and
is measured in Tesla (T) or MicroTesla (μT, 1μT = 10-6 Tesla). The earth’s background
geomagnetic field in this region is approximately 50 μT; and
Induced electrical fields are known as iE-fields. They are secondary electric fields
created in any nearby electrical conductors, i.e. sea water, or marine organisms by
the magnetic B-field. iE fields are also measured in kV/m, or more usually μV/m as
these induced electric fields are of a much smaller magnitude of strength compared
to the electric current in cables. The strength of the iE field is site specific and varies
with factors such as the configuration and orientation of the cables, the speed and
the direction of water flow and the chemical composition of the seawater.

The export cable from the AfL to landfall will be comprised of up to four 36 kV 3-core AC
cables. Electric fields produced during transmission will likely be shielded by manufacturers
armouring around the cable. While there is potential for magnetic B-fields and induced
electrical (iE) fields to be produced during transmission, iE fields will only be present whilst
water moves through a magnetic B-field surrounding the cable, for example in the
interstitial space within sediments, or during high tide conditions.
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Reports on EMF suggest that field strengths will dissipate in a non-linear relationship with
distance (Faber Maunsell & Metoc, 2007; Gill et al., 2005; MORL, 2012). Modelling of a
range of subsea (i.e. permanently submerged) cables (33, 66 and 220kv) indicated that
where cables are buried to 1 m depth, the predicted magnetic field strength at the seabed is
expected to be below the earth’s magnetic field (assumed to be 50 μT) (MORL, 2012). It is
expected therefore that as the cable will be trenched and or buried within the intertidal
area, magnetic field strengths will be less than the earth’s magnetic field, and as such any iE
fields produced will be proportionally small. Thus it is considered that the potential impact
of EMF will be insignificant, and therefore is not assessed further within this chapter.
(ii.)
Introduction of Marine Non-Native Species
Marine Non-Native Species (MNNS) pose a significant threat to biodiversity as they may
have negative effects on native species and threaten regional ecosystems. Non-native
species have the potential to be introduced in the local environment through the use of
vessels and equipment that has been used in other parts of the world or in local areas
where MNNS are already established; this is a particular risk with the use of ballast water.
This impact is however considered highly unlikely to occur as a result of the Project, as risk
of occurrence will be managed through development and implementation of an
environmental management and mitigation plan (EMMP), applying national and
international guidance as appropriate (e.g. IPIECA, 2010; IMO, 2011). Thus it is considered
that the potential impact of MNNS will be insignificant, and therefore is not assessed further
within this chapter.

8.1.5

Supporting Studies and Surveys

8.1.5.1

Desk Based Study

A desk based review of available literature was carried out, detailing the ecology of the
region around the proposed landfalls. Full details are provided in Appendices 8.1 and 8.2,
and a summary of the literature reviewed is provided in Table 8.3. Survey findings and site
specific descriptions of the baseline conditions at Ballycastle Bay (Option A) and Murlough
Bay (Option B) are provided in sections 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.
Table 8.3: Summary of previous studies & reviews in the vicinity of the proposed Project
Author/ Study

Overview

Northern Ireland Littoral Survey (Wilkinson Classified the different littoral communities
et al., 1988).
of the Northern Irish coastline in order to
appraise the conservation value of the
intertidal region.
Fair Head Tidal Environmental Impact EIA Scoping document produced by DP
Assessment Scoping Document (December Marine Energy Ltd.
2013).
Marine Plan for Northern Ireland – Information on the marine environment
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report around Northern Ireland.
(AECOM and ABPmer, 2014).
Northern Ireland Regional
Character Assessment.

Seascape Provides a strategic understanding of the
different areas of regional seascape
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Overview
character along the entire Northern Ireland
coast.

JNCC Coastal Directories Northern Irish Sea Overview of marine and coastal resources in
(Barne et al., 1995).
the northern Irish Sea (Region 13).
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Information on renewable activities in
Offshore Wind and Marine Renewable Northern Ireland and potential effects on
Energy in Northern Ireland (Department of the marine environment.
Enterprise, Trade and Investment, 2009).
Regional Locational Guidance (RLG) for Non-statutory guidance and information on
opportunities
for,
and
key
Offshore Renewable Energy Developments the
considerations influencing the siting and
in NI Waters (2011).
consenting of offshore renewable energy
developments in Northern Ireland (NI)
waters.
The Marine Irish Digital Atlas.

A comprehensive resource for coastal and
marine information and spatial data in
Ireland.

Sublittoral survey Northern Ireland (2006- Sublittoral survey between 2006 and 2008
2008) (Goodwin et al., 2011).
around Northern Ireland.
National Marine Environmental Monitoring A single study of the benthic communities in
Program (Marine Environment Monitoring sediments in the North Channel, and off the
North Antrim Coast.
Group (2004)).
Geological Survey of Ireland / Northern Data on the geological characteristics of the
Ireland data.
seabed.
Seasearch Northern Ireland Information.

Survey results for diver surveys along the
Northern Ireland coast.

UKSeaMap2010 (McBreen et al., 2011).

Seabed habitat map for the UK marine area.
It builds on the previous work of MESH
(2008), UKSeaMap2006 and the Irish Sea
Pilot (2004).

Marine European Seabed Habitats (MESH, General description of the benthic
2008).
communities throughout an area (EUNIS
habitat classification system).
The review of the existing information and data was used to develop an appropriate survey
strategy for site specific characterisation for the two potential cable landfall sites, and to
place the subsequent results in a regional context.
8.1.5.2

Site Specific Surveys

Site specific surveys were undertaken in September 2014. Sampling included an intertidal
biotope survey. A summary of survey and data analysis techniques is provided below and
full details are provided in Technical Appendices 8.1 and 8.2.
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Intertidal habitat surveys were conducted to map biotopes approximately 500m either side
of the proposed landfall by Natural Power Consultants. The methodology was based on the
Procedural Guidance No 3-2 - in situ ACE biotope mapping techniques and Procedural
Guidance No 3-1 - in situ biotope recording techniques of the Marine Monitoring Handbook
(Hiscock 2001; Wyn et al., 2001 respectively). A 0.1m2 box core was used to retrieve
sediment samples at each sample location (resulting in nine sediment samples and two
fauna samples at Ballycastle Bay, and three sediment and two faunal samples at Murlough
Bay). In addition walkover surveys of hard substrate areas at the landfall locations were
completed and abundances recorded using the SACFOR scale.
Particle Size Analysis (PSA) of intertidal sediment samples was undertaken by Northumbria
Water Scientific Services and determined to eight size fractions based on the Wentworth
Scale. Total Organic Carbon (TOC) content was also measured. Faunal identification from the
intertidal box cores was undertaken by Identichaet Ltd. to lowest possible taxonomic level
and enumerated. Intertidal biotopes were assigned on the basis box core and walk over
surveys.

8.2

Marine Export Cable Route Corridor Option A Ballycastle Bay

8.2.1

Study Area

Option A cable route corridor runs north-westwards from the Agreement for Lease (AfL)
area, around the Fair Head headland before continuing in a westerly direction towards
Ballycastle Bay on the North Antrim coast. The proposed landfall lies to the east of
Ballycastle Marina in the same vicinity as the Rathlin Island sub-sea interconnector at
approximately 55.204644 N and 6.231039 W. The route proposed is defined by the
coordinates shown in Table 8.4 below. The intertidal study area and the proposed landfall
area are provided in Figure 8.1 and 8.2
Table 8.4: Co-ordinates (WGS 1984 – Decimal Degrees) of Sub-sea Cable Route to
Ballycastle - ‘Option A’
ID

Latitude

Longitude

1

55.213894

-6.227213

2

55.221523

-6.21762

3

55.226415

-6.197286

4

55.229736

-6.182369

5

55.233011

-6.166352

6

55.232921

-6.149094

7

55.230496

-6.134753

8

55.227447

-6.12325
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Baseline Environment

Site specific surveys (Appendix 8.1) revealed that Ballycastle Bay itself was predominantly
sandy, backed by dunes and a golf course. To either end of the beach were rocky areas – to
the east, Pans rock, rocky skewers with surge gullies and volcanic platforms, and to the west
a harbour with sparsely colonised sea defences, followed by rocky shore area backed by
steep vegetated cliffs.
The sediment shore comprised of moderately sorted fine to medium white sands with very
few infaunal organisms recorded. Impoverished sands are a feature of highly mobile
sediment in exposed areas and commonly support low species richness and abundance. The
exception of this was the sand hopper community living on the seaweed of the strandline.
Amphipods such as sand hoppers do not thrive in highly polluted areas and are used as
indicators of good environmental status (Gomez-Gesteira & Dauvin, 2000). A notable
feature within the bay area was the outflow of the Margy River which enters the bay to the
east of the harbour. A sand bar restricts river flow to a narrow channel parallel to the sea
defences of the harbour, and as such the fresh water influences the species present in this
area of the bay. Initial research suggests the Margy River supports a salmon and sea trout
fishery further up-stream; however an assessment of freshwater ecosystems is outside the
scope of this chapter.
The rocky shores surrounding the beach at both Pans Rocks and west of the harbour were
diverse in habitats due to the topography of these shores which creates an abundance of
different niches for marine communities to colonise. The survey location exhibited little tidal
movement due to the location of an amphidromic point in the North Channel region (Dipper
et al., 2007). As a result of this amphidromic point, the north east coast of County Antrim
has the smallest tidal range in the British Isles (Northern Ireland Biodiversity Group, 2000).
This small tidal range leads to a compressed littoral zonation of biotopes (Dipper et al.,
2007), which manifested itself most obviously on the lower shore/sublittoral fringe where
the biotopes found represented a mixture between lower shore, infralittoral and even mid
shore communities. Species that are therefore usually separate from each other on other
shores with a large tidal range were therefore found in close proximity to each other. As a
result of this, many of the distinct marine communities found did not easily fit into a specific
biotope. However, full descriptions of the communities were provided as well as best fit
JNCC biotopes.
The biotopes present in the survey area were identified as:
x

Chthamalus spp. on exposed eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.MusB.Cht);

x

Corallina officinalis and Mastocarpus stellatus on exposed to moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Coff.Coff);

x

Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on exposed to moderately exposed lower
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Him);

x

Mastocarpus stellatus and Chondrus crispus on very exposed to moderately
exposed lower eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Mas);

x

Fucus spiralis on exposed to moderately exposed upper eulittoral rock
(LR.MLR.BF.FspiB);

x

Fucus serratus and red seaweeds on moderately exposed lower eulittoral rock
(LR.MLR.BF.Fser.R);
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x

Fucus vesiculosus on full salinity moderately exposed to sheltered mid eulittoral
rock (LR.LLR.F.Fves.FS);

x

Fucus spiralis on
(LR.LLR.FVS.FspiVS);

x

Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock (LR.FLR.Lic.YG);

x

Verrucaria maura on very exposed to very sheltered upper littoral fringe rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver);

x

Green seaweeds (Enteromorpha spp. and Cladophora spp.) in shallow upper shore
rockpools (LR.FLR.Rkp.G);

x

Coralline crusts and Corallina officinalis in shallow eulittoral rockpools
(LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Cor);

x

Enteromorpha spp. on freshwater-influenced and/or unstable upper eulittoral rock
(LR.FLR.Eph.Ent);

x

Porphyra purpurea and Ulva spp. on sand-scoured mid or lower eulittoral rock
(LR.FLR.Eph.EntPor);

x

Talitrids on the upper shore and strand-line (LS.LSa.St.Tal);

x

Barren littoral coarse sand (LS.LSa.MoSa.BarSa);

x

Alaria esculenta and Laminaria digitata on exposed sublittoral fringe bedrock
(IR.HIR.KFaR.Ala.Ldig); and

x

Laminaria digitata on moderately exposed sublittoral fringe rock (IR.MIR.KR.Ldig).

8.2.2.1

sheltered

variable

salinity

upper

eulittoral

rock

Species and Habitats of Conservation Importance

One of the fucoid species recorded during the survey, egg wrack (Ascophyllum nodosum), is
listed within the Northern Ireland Priority Species. Furthermore, the bedrock and boulder
habitats encountered are described within Annex I of the Habitats Directive as outlined
below. Although these habitats and species are considered to be of conservation
importance, they are not automatically protected if they are not within a conservation area
or if their extent is limited.
(i.)
Egg wrack, Ascophyllum nodosum (Listed as a Priority Species)
Egg wrack is a large brown alga, which can grow to 2m long and live for several decades. Egg
wrack is one of the most common seaweeds; however recruitment can be poor. This species
is a priority in Northern Ireland as it has undergone marked decline. Egg wrack was found on
this survey in limited specific areas, in the lea of large rocks in the mid shore and in the
rocky areas found at the western and eastern extent of Ballycastle Bay.
(ii.)
Reefs (Annex 1 Habitat)
The rugged bedrock and boulder areas, such as those found at the Pans Rock area and those
found at the western eastern edge of the Bay, may equate to ‘Reef’ as included in the
Habitats Directive Annex I list of habitat types, as these features are defined as “rocky
marine habitats or biological concretions that rise from the seabed”. However, intertidal
areas are only included within this Annex I type where they are connected to subtidal reefs.
Rocky reefs are extremely variable; both in structure and in the communities they support
(see JNCC website for full description). These range from vertical rock walls to horizontal
ledges, sloping or flat bedrock, broken rock, boulder fields, and aggregations of cobbles.
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Reefs are characterised by particular communities which vary according to local conditions.
Again it should be noted that none of the potential Annex I reef found in the survey area is
within a Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
In addition to the features listed above, white sedimentary rock platforms were recorded to
the west of the bay. Intertidal Chalk (a form of limestone) is a Priority Feature in Ireland. The
geology of the North Antrim coastline is known to be comprised of limestone and so it is
possible that the platforms would equate to intertidal chalk. A study of the geology of the
shore line is out with the scope of this chapter (see Chapter 6 – Physical Environment).
Furthermore, Vegetated Sea Cliffs (Annex I habitat) were recorded at the western edge of
Ballycastle Bay. The assessment of these habitats is outside the scope of this chapter due to
their position on the shore (above MHWS).
It should be noted that all of the species and habitats of conservation importance were
recorded within the intertidal survey area, but outside of the proposed landfall area.
8.2.2.2

Designated Sites

A number of designated sites exist in the vicinity of the proposed Option A landfall location.
These are provided in Table 8.5 along with the approximate distances from the proposed
landfall.
The Antrim Coast and Glens AONB contains a varied landscape including bays, valleys,
dramatic headlands and expanses of moorland. It has a long settlement history and many
archaeological sites, listed buildings and conservation areas. It is acknowledged that
intertidal habitats contribute to the visual amenity of the area, and a thorough assessment
of potential impacts on the seascape and landscape of the area is included in Chapter 15.
Effects on the habitats and species present in the intertidal area of the AONB are considered
in the main assessment below.
Table 8.5: Designated sites and approximate distance from the Option A landfall Ballycastle Bay
Designated Site

Designation

Distance from Landfall
(km)

The Antrim Coast and Glens (includes
Ballycastle to Larne coastline and the AONB
Glens)

Proposed landfall lies
within site

The Ballycastle Coalfield (Incorporates
Pans Rocks to the east of Ballycastle ASSI
Bay)

<1

Fair Head and Murlough Bay

ASSI

4

Rathlin Island

ASSI, SPA and SAC

7

Kebble (Rathlin Island)

NNR

7

North Antrim Coast

SAC, UNESCO
Heritage Site

Causeway Coast

AONB

10

Sheep Island

SPA

10

World

10
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Distance from Landfall
(km)

Torr Head

ASSI

11

White Park Bay

ASSI

12

Skerries and Causeway

cSAC

15

Giant’s Causeway

ASSI and NNR

>15

Red Bay

SAC

>15

Maidens

cSAC

>30

Ailsa Craig

SPA

>50

8.2.2.3

Information Gaps

A limited number of studies have been published on the intertidal habitats and biotopes
around the proposed Option A cable route landfall and the surrounding areas, and there
was considered to be insufficient detailed information to enable a full ecological assessment
of the proposed landfall site at the scoping stage. Baseline surveys presented in Appendix
8.1 have, however, provided more detail of specific relevance to the Project. As a
consequence it is now considered that there are no information gaps of relevance to the
intertidal ecology assessment.

8.2.3

Zone of Influence

The zone of influence is considered to be the Ballycastle Bay survey as defined in the
Appendix 8.1 as ‘the survey area covering the proposed cable route landfall and at least
500m either side area (Figure 8.1), unless otherwise stated within the individual impact
assessments.

8.2.4

Identification of Key Features

Following analysis of the data collected through baseline surveys at Ballycastle Bay, 18
intertidal biotopes were identified. To ensure a robust and succinct assessment of potential
impacts resulting from the intertidal elements of the Project, biotopes have been assigned
to one of two feature groupings based on habitat conditions, community type and dominant
species (Table 8.6).
Table 8.6: Intertidal features incorporating biotopes with similar biological and physical
characteristics
Feature

Description

Biotopes

Exposed
intertidal
Intertidal
sedimentary
habitats Talitrids on the upper shore and strand-line
sediment
with
species
poor (LS.LSa.St.Tal); and
communities macrofaunal
Barren littoral coarse sand (LS.LSa.MoSa.BarSa)
communities.
Intertidal
rocky

This represents intertidal Chthamalus spp. on exposed eulittoral rock
rocky habitat biotopes (LR.HLR.MusB.Cht);
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communities that exhibit a distinct
zonation
based
on
vertical position along the
shore. The habitats are
typical of an exposed
rocky shore with various
rocky outcrops resulting
in areas of relative
shelter.
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Biotopes
Corallina officinalis and Mastocarpus stellatus
on exposed to moderately exposed lower
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Coff.Coff);
Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on
exposed to moderately exposed lower eulittoral
rock (LR.HLR.FR.Him);
Mastocarpus stellatus and Chondrus crispus on
very exposed to moderately exposed lower
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Mas);
Fucus spiralis on exposed to moderately exposed
upper eulittoral rock (LR.MLR.BF.FspiB);
Fucus serratus and red seaweeds on moderately
exposed
lower
eulittoral
rock
(LR.MLR.BF.Fser.R);
Fucus vesiculosus on full salinity moderately
exposed to sheltered mid eulittoral rock
(LR.LLR.F.Fves.FS);
Fucus spiralis on sheltered variable salinity
upper eulittoral rock (LR.LLR.FVS.FspiVS);
Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.YG);
Verrucaria maura on very exposed to very
sheltered
upper
littoral
fringe
rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver);
Green seaweeds (Enteromorpha spp. and
Cladophora spp.) in shallow upper shore
rockpools (LR.FLR.Rkp.G);
Coralline crusts and Corallina officinalis in
shallow
eulittoral
rockpools
(LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Cor);
Enteromorpha spp. on freshwater-influenced
and/or unstable upper eulittoral rock.
(LR.FLR.Eph.Ent);
Porphyra purpurea and Ulva spp. on sandscoured mid or lower eulittoral rock
(LR.FLR.Eph.EntPor);
Alaria esculenta and Laminaria digitata on
exposed
sublittoral
fringe
bedrock
(IR.HIR.KFaR.Ala.Ldig); and
Laminaria digitata on moderately exposed
sublittoral fringe rock (IR.MIR.KR.Ldig).
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The substrate is comprised of moderately sorted medium sands which support an
impoverished infaunal community. Low species richness and abundance is common in areas
exposed to high wave energy. At the strandline the amphipod T. saltator was common. This
feature does not fall within a statutory site designated under either international or national
legislation. Furthermore, while the biotopes which make up this feature are not widely
reported on a regional (i.e. North Antrim Coast) or national scale (JNCC, 2015), the feature
does not support rare or legally protected species, and it does not support rich assemblages
of plants and/or animals.
8.2.5.2

Intertidal Rocky Communities

Due to the topography of these shores, diverse habitats were found which creates an
abundance of different niches for communities to colonise, from boulders to rocky
platforms. To the east of Ballycastle Bay, boulder habitats were colonised by green and red
algae, as well as green filamentous algae and various species of fucoid alga (Ascophyllum
nodosum, Fucus vesiculosus and Fucus serratus), with limpets (Patella vulgata) common
throughout. The rocky platforms and surge gullies colonised by fucoid algae with an
understory of red and green algal species (pepper dulse (Osmundea pinnatifida), Irish moss
(Chondrus crispus), false Irish moss (Mastocarpus stellatus) and Rhodothamniella floridula)
interspersed with limpets and sparse barnacles.
Rocky habitats to the west of Ballycastle Bay harbour were backed by vegetated cliffs. The
beach here comprises of white sedimentary wave cut platforms, fringed by black volcanic
boulders along the lower shore into the shallow sublittoral zone. A small number of pools
were found in this region, colonised by opportunistic seaweeds such as sea lettuce (Ulva
lactuca). In the mid shore, bladder wrack replaced the spiral wrack and coral weed
(Corallina officinalis). Moving further into the extreme lower shore, thongweed was super
abundant, with an under-storey of Lithothamnion/Lithophyllum spp. and coral weed
observed with the addition Irish moss and false Irish moss around the edges of rocks and in
gaps between boulders in this region, and dabberlocks (Alaria esculenta) and oarweed
(Laminaria digitata) fringed the shallow sublittoral of this shore. All species and habitats in
this area are exposed to high wave energy.
This feature supports relatively rich assemblages of species, including the Priority Species
egg wrack. The biotopes, of which the feature comprises, are found widely on both a
regional (i.e. North Antrim coast) and a national scale, and the feature does not fall within a
statutory site designated under either international or national legislation.

8.2.6

Impact Assessment

8.2.6.1

Construction & Decommissioning Phase Impacts

This section assesses the potential impacts from construction and decommissioning. A
detailed decommissioning plan will be submitted for approval by the regulatory authorities
prior to decommissioning and at the time of writing these methodologies are not known.
Any decommissioning phase effects, however, are considered to be less than or no more
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significant than the worst case effects assessed for the construction, and therefore have
been assessed as such throughout this chapter.
(i.)
Direct Physical Disturbance
Intertidal communities will be affected by direct physical disturbance at landfall during
installation and the presence of construction vehicles. As Ballycastle Bay is a predominantly
sandy shore, trenching is considered to be the most likely methodology employed across
the intertidal region. This is also considered to be the worst case scenario for habitat
disturbance (see Table 8.1).
This impact will occur during cable installation activities. It will be geographically restricted
to the immediate vicinity of the cable laying activities, and any access tracks within the
intertidal region required for the land-based machinery to carry out the works. Thus the
zone of influence for this particular impact is restricted to the cable landfall area (Figure
8.1).
8.2.6.2

Intertidal sediment communities

The biotopes within this feature are common within highly exposed bays. Regular
disturbance from waves limits the establishment of macrofaunal communities. The resultant
impoverished community is able to recover rapidly from physical disturbance, with high
resilience and resistance to the impact (Budd, 2008a).
It is considered that habitats disturbed during trenching will re-settle quickly, and the wider
extent of habitat types present along the intertidal region indicates that the communities
will not be affected on a local or regional scale. Furthermore, the impoverished community
that exists at the landfall location will recover quickly, on timescales of hours or days. It is
therefore considered that there will be no net loss of the feature and the ecological function
of the intertidal sediment community will not be affected. The effect is therefore not
significant in the context of the EIA regulations.
8.2.6.3

Intertidal Rocky Communities

This feature (consisting of 16 biotopes) was identified in the intertidal regions of the
Ballycastle Bay survey area, to the east and west of the bay itself. Due to the reduced zone
of influence of this impact, no direct physical disturbance will coincide with these
communities, and there will be no impact on this feature.
(ii.)
Increased Suspended Sediment
Within Ballycastle Bay where there is mixed substrate, increased suspended sediment levels
will occur naturally during high energy storm events. The settlement distance of any
sediment released into suspension below low water as a result of installation works will be
dependent on weather conditions during the works, however it is considered likely to be
within Ballycastle Bay. The geographic extent, although variable, will therefore be at a local
scale (i.e. within the survey area), and the impact will occur for a short period of time.
Furthermore, upon completion of the cable installation works (i.e. trenching and backfill)
habitat conditions will revert to baseline conditions almost immediately through resettlement of sediment.
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Intertidal Sediment Communities

Increased suspended sediment occurs naturally during storm events when wave action
results in suspension of beach sediments. Macrofaunal assemblages have adapted to
tolerate disturbance and increased suspended sediment (Budd, 2008a). It is considered,
therefore, that localised, temporary increases in suspended sediment will not have a
detrimental effect on species present at the landfall location. There will be no net loss of the
feature and the ecological function of the intertidal sediment community will not be
affected. The effect is therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
8.2.6.5

Intertidal Rocky Communities

Intertidal biotopes close to the landfall location may be exposed to increased suspended
sediment during installation. All biotopes within this feature are regularly exposed to high
energy wave action during storm events and thus intermittent increases in suspended
sediment loads (Budd, 2002; Budd, 2008b; Hill, 2008; Tyler-Walters, 2005; Tyler-Walters,
2008). As a result of this high energy regime, many of the associated species are ephemeral
and have adapted high recovery rates, and the fucoid alga, including egg wrack,
demonstrate high resilience and resistance to temporary increases in suspended sediments
(Perry and Hill, 2015).
The impact will be limited spatially and temporally and will not represent a notable variation
from the baseline. There will be no net loss of the feature and the ecological function of the
intertidal rocky community will not be affected. The effect is therefore not significant in the
context of EIA.
8.2.6.6

Operational Phase Impacts

(i.)
Maintenance Activities
While some unscheduled maintenance works may be required within the intertidal region,
any activity, exposure and reburial of a section of cable for example, is likely to be of
reduced magnitude, duration and spatial extent to those seen during construction phase
activities. The effect is therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
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8.3

Marine Export Cable Route Corridor Option B - Murlough
Bay

8.3.1

Study Area

Option B cable route corridor runs from the AfL west to a landfall in Murlough Bay at
approximately 55.215719 and -6.124294. The total route length is approximately 2km. The
corridor envelope proposed is defined by the coordinates shown in Table 8.7 below. The
intertidal survey area fell between Fall Point to the north and Ruebane to the south. The
intertidal study area and the proposed landfall area are shown in Figure 8.2.
Table 8.7: Co-ordinates (WGS 1984 – Decimal Degrees) of Sub-sea Cable Route to
Murlough Bay – ‘Option B’
ID

Latitude

Longitude

1

55.217028

-6.125216

2

55.212039

-6.119662

3

55.219577

-6.095617

4

55.227600

-6.120045

8.3.2

Baseline Environment

Intertidal surveys were performed along the section of coastline at Murlough Bay landfall
area where the Option B cable route is proposed to come ashore. The landfall area itself was
found to be predominantly rocky with large boulders and skewers backed by steep
vegetated cliffs. One small sandy bay was recorded to the south of the landfall area which
comprised moderately sorted medium sands.
Sediment sample analysis revealed a high number of arthropods on the mid to low shore,
with the samples dominated by Bathyporeia pelagica. There was also evidence of sand
hoppers on the top shore. Impoverished sands are a feature of highly mobile sediment in
exposed areas and commonly support low species richness and abundance. However this
area is afforded some protection and shelter as the bay is recessed in the coastline, which
could explain the higher number of Amphipods found. Amphipods such as sand hoppers do
not thrive in highly polluted areas and are used as indicators of good environmental status
(Gomez-Gesteira & Dauvin, 2000).
Due to the rocky nature of the majority of the stretch of coastline, the shore creates an
abundance of different niches for marine communities to inhabit. The survey location
exhibits little tidal movement, due to the location of an amphidromic point in the North
Channel region (Dipper et al., 2007). The result of this small tidal range leads to a
compressed littoral zonation of biotopes (Dipper et al., 2007), which manifested itself on the
lower shore/sublittoral fringe where the biotopes found represented a mixture between
lower shore, infralittoral and even mid shore communities. Species that are therefore
usually separate from each other on other shores with a large tidal range were therefore
found in close proximity to each other. As a result of this many of the distinct marine
communities found did not easily fit into a specific biotope, however full descriptions of the
communities were provided as well as best fit JNCC biotopes.
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The biotopes present in the survey area were identified as:
x

Chthamalus spp. on exposed upper eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.MusB.Cht.Cht);

x

Semibalanus balanoides on exposed to moderately exposed or vertical sheltered
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.MusB.Sem);

x

Corallina officinalis and Mastocarpus stellatus on exposed to moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Coff.Coff);

x

Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on exposed to moderately exposed lower
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.FR.Him);

x

Fucus vesiculosus and barnacle mosaics on moderately exposed mid eulittoral rock
(LR.MLR.BF.FvesB);

x

Fucus serratus and under-boulder fauna on exposed to moderately exposed lower
eulittoral boulders (LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo);

x

Fucus spiralis on full salinity upper eulittoral mixed substrata (LR.LLR.F.Fspi.X);

x

Ascophyllum nodosum on full salinity mid eulittoral rock (LR.LLR.F.Asc.FS);

x

Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock (LR.FLR.Lic.YG);

x

Verrucaria maura and sparse barnacles on exposed littoral fringe rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.B);

x

Verrucaria maura on very exposed to very sheltered upper littoral fringe rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver);

x

Green seaweeds (Enteromorpha spp. and Cladophora spp.) in shallow upper shore
rockpools (LR.FLR.Rkp.G);

x

Talitrids on the upper shore and strand-line (LS.LSa.St.Tal);

x

Amphipods and Scolelepis spp. in littoral medium-fine sand (LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco);

x

Alaria esculenta and Laminaria digitata on exposed sublittoral fringe bedrock
(IR.HIR.KFaR.Ala.Ldig); and

x

Laminaria digitata and under-boulder fauna on sublittoral fringe boulders
(IR.MIR.KR.Ldig.Bo).

8.3.2.1

Species and Habitats of Conservation Importance

Two of the species recorded during the intertidal survey of the Murlough Bay landfall area
are listed within the Northern Ireland Priority Species, namely the stalked kaleidoscope
jellyfish Haliclystus auricula and egg wrack. Furthermore, the bedrock and boulder habitats
encountered are described within Annex I of the Habitats Directive, as outlined below.
(i.)
Stalked kaleidoscope Jellyfish, Haliclystus auricula (Priority Species)
Information on the status of this stalked jellyfish in Northern Ireland is scarce; however
within the UK as a whole this species has undergone a marked decline. The stalked jellyfish
are considered to be good indicator species – as they are sensitive to pollution and
environmental change, therefore any change in distribution and abundance can be used as
an indicator of environmental health. One individual was found on this shore during the
baseline survey work.
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(ii.)
Egg wrack, Ascophyllum nodosum (Priority Species)
Egg wrack is a large brown alga, which can grow to 2m long and live for several decades. Egg
wrack is one of the most common seaweeds; however it seems recruitment is poor. This
species is a priority in Northern Ireland as it has undergone rapid decline. Egg wrack was
found on this survey in limited areas specific to the east of Net Port and at Portdoo.
(iii.)
Intertidal underboulder communities (Priority Habitat)
This habitat is found from the mid-shore down to the extreme lower shore, and
encompasses areas of boulders (greater than 256 mm diameter) that support a diverse
underboulder community. The underboulder habitat forms a series of microhabitats that
add greatly to the biodiversity of a shore. Boulders with a limited underboulder community
are not included in this Priority habitat, as may occur for example where boulders are
embedded in sediment, in low salinity conditions, and where boulders experience high
levels of mobility and scour.
While boulders dominated the shoreline of the Murlough Bay survey area, the underboulder
communities found were not particularly diverse as the majority of boulders were anchored
down by the weight of other boulders, making moving them difficult if not impossible.
Where boulders could be moved, species found were not typical for this biotope as no
hydroids, sea squirts or bryozoans were found and there were very few crabs.
(iv.)
Reefs (Annex I Habitat)
The rocky areas within the survey area may equate to ‘Reef’ as included in the Habitats
Directive Annex I list of habitat types, as these features are defined as “rocky marine
habitats or biological concretions that rise from the seabed”. However intertidal areas are
only included within this Annex I type where they are connected to subtidal reefs. Rocky
reefs are extremely variable; both in structure and in the communities they support (see
JNCC website for full description). These range from vertical rock walls to horizontal ledges,
sloping or flat bedrock, broken rock, boulder fields, and aggregations of cobbles. Reefs are
characterised by particular communities which vary according to local conditions. It should
be noted that none of the bedrock and boulder habitat found in this survey is within a SAC.
In addition to the features listed above, Intertidal Chalk (a form of limestone), is a Priority
Feature in Ireland. While sedimentary rock platforms were recorded, these habitats were
found sporadically throughout the Murlough Bay survey area and were not particularly
common (recorded just north of Net Port in Murlough Bay and sporadically between
Drumakill Point and Fall Point). The geology of the North Antrim coastline is known to
comprise of limestone and so it is possible that the platforms would equate to intertidal
chalk. A study of the geology of the shore line is however beyond the scope of this
assessment (see Chapter 6 – Physical Environment). Furthermore, the cliffs present within
the Murlough Bay landfall area equate to “vegetated sea cliffs” as included in the Habitats
Directive Annex I. These are classified as areas of steep slopes fringing hard or soft coasts,
created by past or present marine erosion, and supporting a wide diversity of vegetation
types with variable maritime influence. The assessment of these habitats is however outside
the scope of this chapter due to their position on the shore (above MHWS).
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Designated Sites

A number of sites of designated sites exist in the vicinity of the proposed Option B landfall
location. These are provided in Table 8.8 along with the approximate distances from the
proposed landfall.
The Fair Head and Murlough Bay Area of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI) is recognised
because of its geological and physiographical features, including its cliff and scree
vegetation, grasslands, lakes and intertidal communities. Effects on intertidal communities
are considered throughout this section of the impact assessment, and the value of the
habitats to the ASSI is taken into account within the assessment of each feature.
The Antrim Coast and Glens AONB contains a varied landscape including bays, valleys,
dramatic headlands and expanses of moorland. It has a long settlement history and many
archaeological sites, listed buildings and conservation areas. It is acknowledged that
intertidal habitats contribute to the visual amenity of the area, and a thorough assessment
of potential impacts on the seascape and landscape of the area is assessed in Chapter 15.
Effects on the habitats and species present in the intertidal area of the AONB are considered
in the main assessment below.
Table 8.8: Designated sites and approximate distance from the Option B landfall Murlough Bay
Designated Site

Designation

Distance from Landfall
(km)

Fair Head and Murlough Bay

ASSI

Proposed landfall occurs
within site

The Antrim Coast and Glens

AONB

Proposed landfall occurs
within site

The Ballycastle Coalfield

ASSI

3

Torr Head

ASSI

4

Rathlin Island

ASSI, SPA and SAC

6

Kebble (Rathlin Island)

NNR

6

Red Bay

SAC

>10

White Park Bay

ASSI

>15

Sheep Island

SPA

>15

North Antrim Coast

SAC, UNESCO World Heritage Site

>20

Skerries and Causeway

cSAC

>20

Causeway Coast

AONB

>20

Giant’s Causeway

ASSI and NNR

>30

Maidens

cSAC

>30

Ailsa Craig

SPA

>50
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Information Gaps

A limited number of studies have been published on the intertidal habitats and biotopes
around the proposed Option B cable route landfall and the surrounding areas, and there
was considered to be insufficient detailed information to enable a full ecological assessment
of the proposed landfall site at the scoping stage. Baseline surveys presented in Appendix
8.2 have however provided more detail of specific relevance to the Project. As a
consequence, it is considered that there are no information gaps of relevance to the
intertidal ecology assessment.

8.3.3

Zone of Influence

The zone of influence is considered to be the Murlough Bay survey, as defined in Appendix
8.2 as ‘the survey area covered an area coastline of approximately 3km between Ruebane
Point in the south and 60m north of Fall Point and encompassing Murlough Bay’ area (Figure
8.2), unless otherwise stated within the individual impact assessments.

8.3.4

Identification of Key Features

Following analysis of the data collected through baseline surveys at Murlough Bay, 16
intertidal biotopes were identified. To ensure a robust and succinct assessment of potential
impacts resulting from the intertidal elements of the Project, biotopes have been assigned
to one of two feature groupings based on habitat conditions, community type and dominant
species (Table 8.9).
Table 8.9: Intertidal features incorporating biotopes with similar biological and physical
characteristics
Feature

Description

Exposed
intertidal
Intertidal
sedimentary
habitats
sediment
with
species
poor
communities macrofaunal
communities.
This represents intertidal
rocky habitat biotopes
that exhibit a distinct
zonation
based
on
vertical position along the
Intertidal
shore. The habitats are
rocky
communities typical of an exposed
rocky shore with various
rocky outcrops resulting
in areas of relative
shelter.

Biotopes
Talitrids on the upper shore and strand-line
(LS.LSa.St.Tal); and
Amphipods and Scolelepis spp. in littoral
medium-fine sand (LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco)
Chthamalus spp. on exposed upper eulittoral
rock (LR.HLR.MusB.Cht.Cht);
Semibalanus balanoides on exposed to
moderately exposed or vertical sheltered
eulittoral rock (LR.HLR.MusB.Sem);
Corallina officinalis and Mastocarpus stellatus on
exposed to moderately exposed lower eulittoral
rock (LR.HLR.FR.Coff.Coff);
Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on
exposed to moderately exposed lower eulittoral
rock (LR.HLR.FR.Him);
Fucus vesiculosus and barnacle mosaics on
moderately exposed mid eulittoral rock
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Biotopes
(LR.MLR.BF.FvesB);
Fucus serratus and under-boulder fauna on
exposed to moderately exposed lower eulittoral
boulders (LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo);
Fucus spiralis on full salinity upper eulittoral
mixed substrata (LR.LLR.F.Fspi.X);
Ascophyllum nodosum on full salinity mid
eulittoral rock (LR.LLR.F.Asc.FS);
Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.YG);
Verrucaria maura and sparse barnacles on
exposed littoral fringe rock (LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.B);
Verrucaria maura on very exposed to very
sheltered
upper
littoral
fringe
rock
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver);
Alaria esculenta and Laminaria digitata on
exposed
sublittoral
fringe
bedrock
(IR.HIR.KFaR.Ala.Ldig);
Laminaria digitata and under-boulder fauna on
sublittoral fringe boulders (IR.MIR.KR.Ldig.Bo);
and
Green seaweeds (Enteromorpha spp. and
Cladophora spp.) in shallow upper shore
rockpools (LR.FLR.Rkp.G).

8.3.5

Overview of Key Features

8.3.5.1

Intertidal Sediment Communities

The substrate is comprised of moderately sorted medium sands which support an
impoverished infaunal community. Generally low species richness and abundance is
common in areas exposed to high wave energy. At the strandline the amphipod T. saltator
was common. In addition, due to the additional protection afforded to the bay area by the
surrounding coastline, a higher abundance of Bathyporeia pelagica was recorded in the mid
to low shore.
The feature does not support rare or legally protected species, and it does not support rich
assemblages of plants and/or animals. However, the biotopes which make up this feature
are not widely reported on either a regional or national scale (JNCC, 2015), and this section
of coastline falls within the Fair Head and Murlough Bay ASSI.
8.3.5.2

Intertidal Rocky Communities

This feature predominantly comprises of boulder habitat, recorded along the proposed
landfall from Doon to Fall Point, with occasional algal dominated wave cut platform of white
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sedimentary rock. Marine communities’ exhibited clear zonation, with upper shore boulders
dominated by yellow and black lichen communities, with a barnacle - limpet zone extending
almost to the low water mark. Fucoid species (channel wrack, spiral wrack, bladder wrack
and toothed wrack) are found in more sheltered areas and some egg wrack with its
characteristic epiphyte Vertebrata lanosa, present in the mid shore. The whole shore line
was fringed by a kelp zone dominated by thong weed (Himanthalia elongata), dabberlocks
and oarweed moving away from the shore. All species and habitats in this area are exposed
to high wave energy.
This feature falls within the nationally designated Fair Head and Murlough Bay ASSI. It
includes two biotopes which represent the Priority Habitat ‘Intertidal underboulder
communities’, namely Laminaria digitata and under-boulder fauna on sublittoral fringe
boulders (IR.MIR.KR.Ldig.Bo); and Fucus serratus and under-boulder fauna on exposed to
moderately exposed lower eulittoral boulders (LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo), and may constitute the
Annex I habitat ‘Reef’. Furthermore, the feature supports relatively rich assemblages of
species, including two Priority Species, namely egg wrack and stalked jellyfish (individual
recorded to the south of Net Port, Figure 8.2) which were recorded within the Murlough Bay
survey area. The relative scarcity of these species in the region is noted, however, boulder
habitats are found widely on both a regional (i.e. North Antrim coast) and a national scale,
and consequently availability of similar habitat is not limited.

8.3.6

Impact Assessment

8.3.6.1

Construction & Decommissioning Phase Impacts

This section assesses the potential impacts from construction and decommissioning. A
detailed decommissioning plan will be submitted for approval by the regulatory authorities
prior to decommissioning and at the time of writing these methodologies are not known.
Any decommissioning phase effects, however, are considered to be less than or no more
significant than the worst case effects assessed for the construction, and therefore have
been assessed as such throughout this chapter.
(i.)
Direct Physical disturbance
As Murlough Bay is a predominantly rocky, boulder shore backed by rocky headland,
trenching is considered to be the worst case scenario for habitat disturbance (see Table 8.1).
It is considered that due to the scale of the boulders in this region, some boulder removal
may be required prior to trenching works being undertaken (see section 8.3.6.2 for an
assessment of long term loss of substratum).
This impact will occur once during cable installation activities. It will be geographically
restricted to the immediate vicinity of the cable laying activities, and any access tracks
within the intertidal region required for the land-based machinery to carry out the works.
Thus the zone of influence for this particular impact is reduced to the cable landfall area
(Figure 8.2).
8.3.6.2

Intertidal Sediment Communities

This feature (consisting of 2 biotopes) was identified to the south of the proposed landfall
(in and around Net Port). Due to the geographical distance of this feature from the
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proposed works area, no direct physical disturbance will coincide with this feature.
Therefore, there will be no impact on these habitats or their associated species.
8.3.6.3

Intertidal Rocky Communities

This feature was identified within the Murlough Bay landfall area; therefore direct physical
disturbance will coincide with this feature. Prior to trenching works, any required
movement of boulders will alter the substrate type and therefore the habitats available in
the immediate footprint of the works. Movement of boulders will occur naturally along this
coast line during storm events, and variation caused by a discreet event is unlikely to be
beyond that seen under baseline conditions.
Recovery (e.g. recolonisation or relocation of underboulder communities) is expected to be
rapid, occurring over time frames of hours to weeks, for most mobile species, with longer
time frames (months - years) expected for sessile species. While the individual stalked
kaleidoscope jellyfish recorded during the baseline survey was not found within the cable
route landfall (i.e. the zone of influence), it is recognised that the rocky habitat within this
area is likely to be suitable for this species. Sessile species are more vulnerable to habitat
disturbance than mobile species, however due to the wider extent of similar habitat types
present along the Murlough Bay coastline it is considered that the population will not be
affected on a regional scale. Furthermore, the proposed objective for Priority Species egg
wrack is to ‘maintain the geographic range’. Direct disturbance to a relatively small
proportion of its habitat is considered highly unlikely to undermine this proposed
conservation objective. It is therefore considered that there will be no net loss of the
feature and the ecological function of the community will not be affected. The effect is
therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
(ii.)
Increased Suspended Sediment
Suspended sediment levels in waters around the Murlough Bay landfall will fluctuate
naturally and will likely increase during high energy storm events. Cable landfall works are
likely to temporarily increase the suspended sediment levels in the water above baseline
levels, however due to the predominantly rocky nature of the landfall area, the degree of
suspension will be less than that resulting from disturbance of a muddy or sandy
environment. The settlement distance of sediment released into suspension as a result of
installation works will be dependent on weather conditions during works, however it is
considered likely to occur at a local scale (i.e. within the survey area). The impact will occur
only for a short period of time, and will represent only a minor variation from the baseline.
Furthermore, upon completion of the cable installation works (i.e. trenching and backfill)
habitat conditions will revert to baseline conditions almost immediately.
8.3.6.4

Intertidal Sediment Communities

Increased suspended sediment occurs naturally during storm events when wave action
results in suspension of beach sediments. Macrofaunal assemblages have adapted to
tolerate disturbance and increased suspended sediment (Budd, 2008a).
The intertidal sedimentary communities will be exposed to natural increases in suspended
sediment during periods of increased wave energy. Therefore localised, temporary increases
in suspended sediment are not deemed likely to affect the feature. There will be no net loss
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of the feature and the ecological function of the intertidal sediment community will not be
affected. The effect is therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
8.3.6.5

Intertidal Rocky Communities

All biotopes within this feature are regularly exposed to high energy wave action during
storm events and thus intermittent increases in suspended sediment loads (Budd, 2002;
Budd, 2008b; Hill, 2008; Tyler-Walters, 2005; Tyler-Walters, 2008). As a result of this high
energy regime many of the associated species are ephemeral and have adapted high
recovery rates.
The pressure will be limited spatially and temporally and will not represent a significant
variation from the baseline. There will be no net loss of the feature and the ecological
function of the intertidal rocky community will not be affected. The effect is therefore not
significant in the context of EIA.
8.3.6.6

Operational Phase Impacts

(i.)
Long Term/Permanent Substratum Loss
For the purposes of EIA it has been assumed that the intertidal area directly beneath any
cable protection will be lost for the operational life of the development. This is based on a
worst case scenario where trenching of the cable landfall through bedrock is undertaken
with the potential for additional cable protection between MLWS and MHWS.
8.3.6.7

Intertidal Sediment Communities

This feature was identified to the south of the proposed land fall (in and around Net Port).
Due to the geographical distance of this feature from the proposed works area, no trenching
and/or rock placement will occur within this feature. Therefore, there will be no impact on
these habitats or their associated species.
8.3.6.8

Intertidal Rocky Communities

Trenching through bedrock and/or placement of cable protection would lead to long term
or permanent habitat loss. The feature is considered to be intolerant of substratum loss due
to the sessile nature of many characterising species. While species within this feature have a
varied potential for recovery following substratum loss, as a result of their life histories for
example, the change in habitat type from areas of bedrock, boulders and cobbles to a cable
protection system will provide a similarly hard substrate for recolonisation of organisms.
Furthermore, due to the small area of habitat lost relative to the area of similar habitat in
the region and that the impacted area will be directly adjacent intertidal communities to
provide a local supply of colonising individuals; it is considered that recovery of many of the
characterising species will be likely. There will be no net loss of the feature and the
ecological function of the intertidal rocky community will not be affected. The effect is
therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
(ii.)
Maintenance Activities
While some unscheduled maintenance works may be required within the intertidal area,
any activity, e.g. exposure and reburial of a section of cable, is likely to be of reduced
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magnitude, duration and spatial extent to those seen during construction phase activities.
The effect is therefore not significant in the context of EIA.
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Cumulative Assessment

The Scoping Opinion provided to FHT (DoE MD ref: WR 204/2012) identified a number of
other projects which, together with the Project, may result in potential cumulative impacts.
These were the Tidal Ventures Tidal Array (0.9km south-east), West Islay Tidal Array (59km
north west of the Project array), the Mull of Kintyre Nautricity tidal array (15 km to the
north east of the Project array) and a proposed offshore windfarm 13km off the coast of
Islay. The full list of these projects, including details of their status at the time of the EIA, is
presented in Chapter 4.
From an intertidal ecology perspective (specifically intertidal habitats) it is considered that
due to the distance and the nature of the intertidal works, none of these projects are likely
to interact with the Project and result in cumulative impacts.

8.5

Mitigation

As no significant impacts have been identified there are no specific mitigation measures
proposed to be implemented during the construction, operation and decommissioning
phases of the Project. Standard best practice for construction (including for example
implementation of agreed environmental management plans) will ensure works are carried
out using environmentally sensitive methods.

8.6

Summary

Table 8.10:
A)
Impact

Summary of impact assessment conclusions – Ballycastle Bay (Option
Receptor

Significance of
impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Residual Effect

Construction (and decommissioning)
Direct Physical Intertidal
disturbance
sediment
communities

Not significant

N/A

Not significant

N/A

No impact

Not significant

N/A

Not significant

Intertidal
rocky Not significant
communities

N/A

Not significant

All Receptors

N/A

Not significant

Intertidal
rocky No impact
communities
Increased
Suspended
Sediment

Intertidal
sediment
communities

Operational Phase
Maintenance
activities

Not significant
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Summary of impact assessment conclusions – Murlough Bay (Option
Receptor

Significance of
impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Residual Effect

Murlough Bay
Construction (and decommissioning)
Direct
Physical Intertidal
disturbance
sediment
communities

Increased
Suspended
Sediment

No impact

N/A

Not significant

Intertidal
rocky Not significant
communities

N/A

No impact

Intertidal
sediment
communities

Not significant

N/A

Not significant

Intertidal
rocky Not significant
communities

N/A

Not significant

Intertidal
sediment
communities

N/A

Not significant

N/A

Not significant

Operational Phase
Long
term/permanent
substratum loss

No impact

Intertidal
rocky Not significant
communities
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Term

Definition

AIF

Anticipated Impact Footprint

AFBI

Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute and

AMR

Adult Mortality Rate

AR

Avoidance Rates

ASSIs

Areas of Special Scientific Interest

BDMPS

Biologically Defined Minimum Population Size

BOCC

Birds of Conservation Concern (Eaton et al., 2015)

CEH

Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
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Cumulative impact assessment
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Commissioners of Irish Lights

DAERA

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

DoE MD

Department of Environment, Northern Ireland, Marine Division

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EMEC
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ERCoP

Emergency Response Cooperation Plan

ERM

Encounter Rate Model

ESAS

European Seabirds at Sea

EU

European Union

HRA

Habitat Regulation Appraisal

IEMA

Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment

MCA

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

MMFR

Mean Maximum Foraging Range

MPA

Marine Protection Area
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Term

Definition

NCI

Nature Conservation Importance

NIEA

Northern Ireland Environment Agency

NRP

Natural Research (Projects) Limited

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

OSPAR

Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the NorthEast Atlantic

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

SACs

Special Areas of Conservation

SAMS

The Scottish Association for Marine Science

SMP Database

Seabird Monitoring Programme Database

SPAs

Special Protection Areas

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

TEC

Tidal Energy Converter

TVL

Tidal Venture Limited

UCL

Upper confidence limit

UK BAP

UK Biodiversity Action Plan

WCA

Wildlife and Countryside Act
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This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) presents an assessment of the impacts
on seabird populations that are predicted to occur through the construction & installation,
operation & maintenance (O&M), and decommissioning of the Fair Head Tidal Array (the
Project). This chapter has been completed by Natural Research (Projects) Limited (NRP)
and complements the separate evaluation of potential ecological impacts in other
chapters.
The chapter set outs the methods that are used and summarises the baseline conditions as
determined by a two-year programme of commissioned boat-based and shore-based
surveys. The types of potential impacts on birds arising from the Project are described and
their magnitude and significance under the EIA regulations are evaluated. An assessment
of the cumulative impacts resulting from the Project acting together with the impacts from
other developments that potentially affect the same bird receptor populations is also
presented.
The chapter is supported by two appendices:
x

Appendix 9.1. Seabirds Technical Report;

x

Appendix 9.2. Collision Risk to Diving Seabirds;

A Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in which the impacts on Natura 2000 and Ramsar
sites designated for birds has been undertaken. Results of this are presented separately in
the Fair Head Tidal Array HRA Report (Appendix 4.2). References to SPAs in the EIA are
used for context only.

9.2

Study Area

The Project survey area for the two-year programme of boat-based seabird surveys, lies off
the Antrim coast to the north of Fair Head and encompasses the Agreement for Lease area
(AfL, 4.2km2) plus a surrounding buffer of up to 4km measured from the AfL perimeter,
though in parts the extent of the buffer was clipped by the coast (Plate 9.1).
The survey design is in line with the recommendations of Jackson and Whitfield (2011) for
sites of 5 – 10km2 in open sea situations. The total surface area of the Project survey area is
69.7km2. Water depths in the AfL range from approx. 40m to 75m.
Within the Project survey area, the use by seabirds of the AfL and the AfL buffered to 1km
(AfL+1km) has the greatest relevance to the assessment of impacts on ornithology (see
Section 9.8).
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Plate 9.1: Project Survey Area and transect layout

9.3

Design Envelope Considerations

9.3.1

Project Design Envelope

Chapter 5 (Project Description) describes a range of TEC devices that may be used in the
project and potential 100MW array options consisting of various combinations of TEC
device types and number. The array configurations also include surface piercing and
subsea hubs. For EIA purposes a project design envelope approach has been adopted
which assumes a number of worst case parameters and includes different potential TEC
device designs covering eight notional 100 MW array configurations.
Technical details relevant to underwater collision risk modelling are provided in the
Appendix 9.2. The extent of the physical footprint on the seabed within the AfL differs
between array options; the worst case option (Option 8) has a total seabed device
footprint of circa 0.005km2.

9.4

Legislative Framework and Policy Context

9.4.1

Legislation

The following legislation / guidance should be taken into consideration:
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x

Electricity Order 1972;

x

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009;

x

Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013;

x

Offshore Electricity Development (EIA Northern Ireland 2008);

x

A Handbook on Environmental Impact Assessment – Guidance for Competent
Authorities, Consultees and others involved in the EIA process in Scotland (SNH,
2006).

x

Marine Scotland Licensing and Consents Manual (October 2012)

In addition to the ‘Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007’
(the EIA Regulations), key legislation in relation to birds includes:

9.4.1.1

x

EU Birds Directive 79/409/EEC codified by directive 2009/147/EC;

x

The Council Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna
and Flora 1992/43/EEC (EU Habitats Directive);

x

OSPAR - Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the NorthEast Atlantic;

x

The Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985;

x

Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 (SR No. 380
of 1995) and amendments;

x

The Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) Regulations (Northern Ireland 1995 (as
amended);

x

UKBAP; and

x

RAMSAR Convention.
EU Birds Directive

The European Union (EU) meets its obligations for birds through Directive 2009/147/EC (EC
Birds Directive) on the conservation of wild birds (codified version of the European Council
Directive 79/409/EEC as amended). This legislation was adopted in 1979 in response to
increasing concern about declines in Europe's wild bird populations. The Directive
emphasises the protection of habitat for endangered and vulnerable bird species listed on
Annex I and migratory birds through a network of SPAs.
9.4.1.2

EU Habitats Directive

European Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild
Fauna and Flora (EC Habitats Directive) was adopted in response to the Bern Convention.
This Directive is transposed into UK law by the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (together with the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations
1994). The Directive requires Member States to maintain habitats and species at a
favourable conservation status across their full range, as well as through a network of
protected sites (Natura 2000) - comprising Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special
Protection Areas (SPAs).
9.4.1.3

OSPAR

OSPAR – or the Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East
Atlantic- is the current legal instrument by which European governments, together with
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the European Union, cooperate to protect the marine environment of the North-East
Atlantic. Instigated in 1972 with the Oslo Convention against marine pollution it was
broadened to cover land-based sources and the offshore industry by the Paris Convention
of 1974. These two conventions were unified, up-dated and extended by the 1992 OSPAR
Convention. The latest annex on biodiversity and ecosystems was adopted in 1998 to cover
non-polluting human activities that can adversely affect the sea.
9.4.1.4

The Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985

The Environment (Northern Ireland) Order 2002, and the Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order
1985 places a duty on public bodies to further the conservation of biodiversity. In Northern
Ireland Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSIs) are designated by the Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA), where the land is considered to be of
special interest by reason of any of its natural features. Under the Environment (Northern
Ireland) Order 2002, an owner or occupier may not carry out an operation specified in the
declaration unless consent is granted for them to do so, or unless the operation is carried
out as part of a management agreement or management notice.
Schedule 1 of the Wildlife Order lists bird species receiving an enhanced level of
protection. Of relevance to the Project are two seabird species listed on Schedule 1,
namely puffin and Manx shearwater.
9.4.1.5

Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 (SR No.
380 of 1995) and amendments

In Northern Ireland, Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995
(SR No. 380 of 1995) and amendments, transpose the EC Habitats Directive into domestic
law. The Regulations protect sites, species and habitats identified by the Habitats Directive.
Under these Regulations a Habitat Regulation Appraisal (HRA) is required to determine if
the Project has potential to have an adverse impact on the integrity of any European site in
view of the site’s Conservation Objectives. A HRA has been carried out for this Project and
is presented in the. HRA Report (Appendix 4.2)
9.4.1.6

The Offshore Marine Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations 2007
(as amended)

These regulations transpose Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural
habitats and of wild fauna and flora (Habitats Directive) and Council Directive 79/409/EEC
on the conservation of wild birds (Wild Birds Directive) into national law. They came into
force on 21 August 2007. These regulations apply to the UK’s offshore marine area which
covers waters beyond 12 nautical miles, within British Fishery Limits and the seabed within
the UK Continental Shelf Designated Area.
9.4.1.7

UKBAP

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP) was published in 1994, and was the UK
Government’s response to the Convention on Biological Diversity, which the UK signed in
1992. The ‘UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework’, published in July 2012, succeeds the UK
BAP. The Framework demonstrates how the UK contributes to achieving biodiversity
targets, and identifies the activities required to complement the country biodiversity
strategies in achieving the targets.
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EIA Guidance

Guidance on ornithological assessments for tidal energy developments was derived from
the following sources:
Guidelines for ecological impact assessment in Britain and Ireland – Marine and Coastal
(IEEM 2010);

9.5

Supporting Surveys and Studies

9.5.1

Desk Study

Background information on seabird distributions and population size within the biogeographic region was taken from Furness (2015), Mitchell et al. (2004), Kober et al.
(2010), Thaxter et al. (2012) and other sources as appropriate. Seabird colony counts were
derived from the JNCC Seabird Monitoring Programme Database (SMP Database) unless
specified otherwise.
Much of the generic information on bird behaviour and ecology has been taken from Birds
of the Western Palearctic (Snow and Perrins, 1998) and Birds of Scotland (Forrester et al.,
2007), which provide comprehensive information on each species. Extensive use has also
been made of published reviews on the vulnerability of seabirds to the potential impacts
that might result from the Project (Williams et al., 1995; Furness et al., 2012; McCluskie et
al., 2012).

9.5.2

Seabird Surveys

The ornithology of the Project survey area was characterised by undertaking a two-year
programme of commissioned boat-based surveys following European Seabirds at Sea
(ESAS) protocols. The surveys were conducted by Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI)
and Natural Research (Projects) Limited (NRP) between July 2013 and June 2015 and the
methodology was discussed and agreed prior to commencement with Northern Ireland
Environment Agency (NIEA).
The ESAS surveys were complimented by shore-based vantage point watches of auk
species conducted from Fair Head during the breeding season to provide additional
information on diving behaviour.
9.5.2.1

ESAS Design and Methods

A brief account of the survey programme is provided below. Full details of the programme
of survey work, including survey design and methods, survey effort, survey results and
supporting contextual information are presented in Appendix 9.1.
The Project survey area of 69.7km2 comprised the AfL and a surrounding buffer of up to
approx. 4km (Plate 9.1). Where the boundary of the AfL was adjacent to the coast, the 4km
buffer was reduced for navigation safety reasons to allow a 1km distance between the
edge of the survey area and the coastline. The survey design comprised 22 parallel
transects spaced 0.5km apart covering the Survey Area and with a total length of 134km.
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Data on both seabirds and marine mammals were collected during the ESAS surveys,
following standard survey protocols as set out in Camphuysen et al. (2004).
Survey work was conducted from vessels meeting ESAS recommendations for size and
observation height. Recording was undertaken from one side of the vessel only, whichever
side presented the best conditions for detecting birds at the time.
For each bird seen surveyors recorded the species, number in the group, age, plumage,
activity, together with information on environmental conditions at the time of each
sighting in terms of sea state, swell, wind force and direction, and sun glare intensity. For
birds on the sea, the perpendicular distance from the transect line was recorded as one of
five distance bands (0-50m, 50-100m, 100-200m, 200-300m, >300m) (Camphuysen et al.,
2004).
Flying birds that passed through the survey corridor were recorded and assigned as being
in-transect or not-in-transect according to whether they are inside a 300m x 300m box at
the time of snapshots taken at regular intervals (Camphuysen et al., 2004). The snapshot
interval is the time taken for the vessel to travel 300m; at 10 knots, in this case the interval
was one minute.
9.5.2.2

ESAS Survey Effort

Monthly surveys were scheduled from July 2013 to June 2015 and a total of 24 surveys
were undertaken over this period. During October to February short day length meant that
a reduced survey design was used comprising 18 of the 22 transects; four of the outermost
transects were not part of the planned survey during these months.
On the majority of survey dates sea and weather conditions were good and well within
ESAS guidelines for seabird surveys (up to sea state 4) and the planned survey effort was
fully achieved. Unfavourable conditions prevented survey going ahead during four months.
In all but one case (December 2013), these ‘missed’ surveys were compensated for by
undertaking two surveys the following month. Unfavourable sea conditions, particularly in
autumn and winter, also sometimes curtailed a survey, and overall this led to a small
shortfall in the number of transects surveyed. Full details of survey effort and conditions
are presented in Appendix 9.1.
9.5.2.3

Shore Surveys

The shore-based surveys consisted of selecting individual auks on the sea and watching
their behaviour for a fixed time period, a ‘focal watch’, to determine if they were engaged
in a bout of diving. An elevated vantage point was selected overlooking the area of
interest. The observer chose ‘at random’ an individual bird and then watched the bird
constantly for a fixed period of two-minutes through a spotting scope. During the period of
observation the behaviour of the bird was noted, in particular whether or not it dived and
if so at what time. Where possible dive duration was also recorded. Having completed a
focal watch on one individual, the observer then selected another at random for the next
focal watch. Observations were restricted to conditions of sea state 0 to 3, fine weather
and good visibility.
It was planned to undertake one day a month of focal-watch fieldwork from March to July
in both 2014 and 2015, the time of year when locally breeding auk species were considered
most likely to use the AfL. In both years, unsuitable weather and sea conditions (fog or high
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sea states) affected the actual amount of focal watch fieldwork work achieved and its
distribution through the breeding season.

9.6

Consultations

An extensive consultation process has been undertaken as described in Chapter 4 EIA/ES &
Consultation. An overview of the key consultation items relevant to offshore ornithology is
presented in Table 9.1 The key points raised by stakeholders regarding ornithological
receptors are presented in Table 9.2.
: Key consultation items for the Project in relation to offshore ornithology.
Consultation item

Stakeholders
involved

Medium
date

and

Start-up meeting to discuss marine wildlife issues
with selected stakeholders

FHTEP,
TVL,
DoE MD, NIEA,
AFBI

Meeting
in
Belfast,
13
November 2012

Advice from DoE on status of project and SPAs

DoE MD

email from T
McQuoid, 7th
Feb 2013

Formal scoping response

RSPB Northern
Ireland

Letter 14 Feb
2013

Meeting to present project update and discuss
baseline wildlife surveys

FHTEP,
TVL,
DoE MD, NIEA

Meeting,
Belfast, 20 Feb
2013

Comments on baseline surveys and request for
survey results to be made publically available

Ulster Wildlife
Trust

Email 13 May
2013

DPE & TVL response to comments received on
baseline surveys report

DoE MD issue
to NIEA on
behalf of TVL &
FHTEP

Report,
2013

Meeting to present project update and discuss
results of Year 1 baseline wildlife surveys

RSPB, DoE MD,
NIEA

Meeting
in
Belfast,
23
October 2014

Black guillemot baseline information, following up
on matters discussed in meeting.

DoE MD

Email from S
Foster DoE MD,
24 Oct 2014

Comments on Year 1 baseline ornithology survey
report

RSPB

Letter by email
from RSPB, 7

Jan
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Stakeholders
involved

Medium
date

and

November 2014
Response to RSPB re comments raised Nov 2014

RSPB

Email to M Hill
RSPB, 5 Mar
2015

Scoping Opinion DoE MD ref: WR 204/2012

DoE MD, DETI

Scoping
Opinion report,
12 May 2015

Meeting to present project update and discuss
potential impacts on marine wildlife

RSPB, DoE MD,
NIEA

Meeting Belfast
19 Sept 2016

Comments on draft Birds Technical Report

NIEA

Email from N
McCulloch NIEA
(via DoE MD),
15 Sept 2016

Comments on draft Diving Birds Collison Risk
Report

NIEA

Memo from N
McCulloch NIEA
(via DoE MD), 5
Oct 2016

Comments on draft Birds Technical Report

RSPB

Letter my email
from RSPB, 10
Oct 2016
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A 2-year programme of monthly ESAS
surveys was undertaken to characterise
baseline conditions.
A programme of shore-based VP watches
was undertaken over two breeding seasons
to collect information of auk diving
behaviour.
DoE MD & NIEA were consulted over
survey needs and methods.

Recommend boat-based ESAS surveys
over a 2-year period to capture interannual variation.

In addition recommend shore-based
VP surveys

Advice dialogue with NIEA over survey
method.
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Response to
Preliminary
Project
Description
issued Dec
2012

Outline joint scope of surveys provided Jan
2013
DoE MD were consulted over designated
sites

Agreed to provide an outline joint
scope on birds and marine mammals
to DoE MD & NIEA.

FHT/TVL

Further consultation with DoE MD & NIEA
followed. The baseline seabird survey
design that was subsequently proposed
and approved was based on a 2-year
programme of monthly ESAS surveys.

Response/Action taken

Suggest consultation with DoE MD
regarding
nature
conservation
designations

DoE MD & NIEA to advise and agree
through discussion with developers
the size and scale of EIA surveys.

DoE MD &
NIEA

RSPB 14Feb
2013

Recommended 2 years baseline
surveys but with review after 1 year.

DoE MD &
NIEA

Joint
Fair
Head & Torr
Head start
up meeting

13/11/2012

Comment

Stakeholder

Topic

: Key issues raised by stakeholder during consultation
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Appendix 9.1

ES 9.5.2.3

Appendix 9.1

ES 9.5.2,
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HRA
Report
(Appendix 4.2)

Appendix 9.1

ES 9.5.2,

Appendix 9.1

ES 9.5.2,

Section
crossreference
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Mitigation measures are described in
relation to disturbance and accidental
contamination.
The proposed approach to and scope of
future monitoring is discussed in the ES.
‘Before-After-Gradient’
approach
is
considered likely to be more appropriate
than ‘BACI’ due to the lack of comparable
control sites.
Bird survey data are written up in the TR
(Appendix 9.1) and this is publically
available as part of the Project’s ES
Bird survey data are written up in the TR
(Appendix 9.1) and this is publically
available as part of the Project’s ES

Request ES should outline appropriate
mitigation measures

Requests monitoring of all relevant
species using the ‘Before-AfterControl- Impact’ approach

Request that survey and monitoring
data are published.

Recommend that biodiversity survey
data is publically available

Digger to liaise with Neil on Black
Guillemot considerations.

Ulster
Wildlife
Trust
1/5/2013

Email from S
Foster DoE
MD

Chapter 9 Birds

Emails exchanged and information on
status, and designations for this species

ES 9.12.1,

All these potential impacts are considered
in the ES

Request ES assess collision risk,
displacement,
land-take
and
disturbance impacts.

p.16

ES
9.10.5.4,
Appendix 9.1,

Appendix 9.1

Appendix 9.1

ES 9.16

9.12.1.2

ES 9.12.1.1,

9.13.4, 9.13.6

9.13.2, 9.13.3,

Section
crossreference

Response/Action taken
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Comment

Stakeholder
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NIEA

ES
9.10
and
Appendix 9.1

Written response provided. MMFR+1SD is
the basis used in the final TR (Appendix 9.1)
ES for the majority of species
Written
response
provided.
The
importance of Rathlin Island to the
Project’s EIA and HRA is highlighted in the
ES and supporting documents and
examined in detail in the HRA Report
(Appendix 4.2)
Written response provided. Prioritisation

Recommend of MMFR+1SD as basis
for defining regional breeding
populations

The importance of Rathlin Island
should be highlighted.

Comment that score based approach
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HRA
Report
(Appendix 4.2)

ES 9.10 Appendix
9.1, Appendix 9.2

Appendix 9.1

RSPB

Appendix 9.1

Written response later provided setting out
proposed plans and rational for further
(year 2) VP behaviour studies.

ES 9.15.1

HRA
Report
(Appendix 4.2)

Section
crossreference

revised accordingly.

Response/Action taken

January 2017

Written response provided. Additional
information on VP coverage and rational
for VP choice provided in final TR
(Appendix 9.1)

Query regarding coverage of shore
VPs

DoE MD to provide feedback to FHT
on the list of projects to be considered
in the CIA.

FHT to include a structured reasoning
for the vantage point survey and
detail future plans to continue.

Comment

RSPB

24/10/2014

Stakeholder
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Comments
on
Year-1
Seabird
Surveys
Report

Stakeholder
meeting
23/10/2014
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NIEA

Comments
on Draft TR
and Collision
Risk Report

method used in ES is simpler and more
cautious than presented in the Year-1
report.

used to prioritise species receptors for
EIA should be regarded as indicative
only
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Appendix 9.2.

No action required.

Acknowledgement that approach
taken is appropriate to inform
collision risk

Rathlin-specific estimates of predicted
changes to the adult mortality rate for auk
species
are included in final report
(Appendix 9.2)

Appendix 9.1 and
ES 9.10.5.4

Written response provided. Final TR and ES
define the regional black guillemot as a
much smaller geographic area.

Suggestion that the regional breeding
population of black guillemot is
defined on a smaller scale than used
in the Year 1 Survey Report.

Request for final version of the report
to consider impacts on Rathlin Island
populations

ES 9.10.5.5

Written
response
provided.
The
prioritisation for puffin clarified. This
species categories medium priority for EIA
and as such qualified for detailed
assessment of impacts

Section
crossreference

January 2017

Request clarification of importance of
site for puffin as there is confusion
due to conflicting information it the
Year-1 report.

It should be noted that the EIA receptor
prioritisation was not used in the HRA as
this uses a different approach to screening
designated site receptor.

Response/Action taken

Comment
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Recommend that the impacts of
collision mortality on immature age
classes and breeding success are also
considered in assessments.

State
preference
for
detailed
assessments to be presented for each
TEC design

RSPB

RSPB
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TEC-specific risk predictions are presented
in the collision risk report. In the interest of
brevity, the assessment presented in the ES

The final collision report includes a short
discussion on the potential for collision
mortality to impact on the survival of
immature age classes and breeding
success. However, inclusion of these
additional aspects in the assessment does
not affect assessment conclusions and
therefore, in the interest of brevity they
are not examined in detail.

The final TR (Appendix 9.1) and Collision
Report (Appendix 9.2) use the most recent
count data available for all medium or high
priority species. Draft reports sent out for
comment did not use the most up-to-date
counts data for some species.

Written response provided. The HRA will
examine in detail the potential for impacts
at SPA colonies. The final collision risk
report (Appendix 9.2) includes Rathlinspecific estimates of predicted changes to
the adult mortality rate for auk species.

Stress the need to undertake
assessments for individual seabird
colonies (in particular Rathlin Island),
as well as regional populations

Query with regard to some of the
population size figures presented in
draft reports.

Response/Action taken

Comment

RSPB

Stakeholder
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HRA
Report
(Appendix 4.2)
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Stakeholder

ES 9.16

The proposed approach to and scope of
future monitoring is discussed in the ES.

Request that ES includes proposals for
post-construction monitoring
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ES 9.13.2, 9.13.3,
9.13.5

Section
crossreference

These aspects are considered in the ES for
priority species.

only considers the array option identified
as presenting the highest collision risk (i.e.
the i.e. the worse-case array option).

Response/Action taken

January 2017

Request that the ES includes
consideration of lighting and the
potential for seabirds to be attracted
to surface piercing elements of the
Project.

Comment
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Data Gaps and Uncertainties

9.7.1

Seabird Breeding Population Estimates

January 2017

Seabirds breeding in Britain and Ireland are subject to a complete census approximately
every 15 years. The most recent census was the Seabird 2000 census, undertaker between
1998 and 2002 (Mitchell et al., 2004). Given the time that has elapsed since the Seabird
2000 census, there are likely to have been changes in population size over this period.
Since Seabird 2000 some individual colonies, including those on Rathlin Island, have been
subject to more frequent surveys of numbers and productivity (JNCC 2015 website) and
the results of these studies give an insight into recent population trends. Where possible
this assessment has used region-specific data on population trends and productivity data.
For most species this assessment has adopted the use of national census data as per
Mitchell et al. (2004). Using the national census data has the disadvantage that the
information is dated, but the advantage that it provides the last comprehensive,
nationwide count data. However, where justified by more recent monitoring, a species’
Seabird 2000 regional breeding population estimate is adjusted up or down to account for
recent trends.

9.7.2

Uncertainty around ESAS Estimates

The implemented survey design is a robust, industry-standard approach to data collection
and population estimates. The 95% UCLs of survey-visit-specific means are presented in
Appendix 9.1. For the assessment of displacement, disturbance and accidental
contamination, a conservative approach to assessment is adopted by using the peak
estimated number (rather than the mean estimated number) of birds present in a given
season in the anticipated impact footprint.

9.8

Anticipated Impact Footprint

The assessment considers the geographical area over which impacts from the Project may
affect birds, i.e. the anticipated impact footprint (AIF). The definition of the AIF for a
particular impact is based on a combination of the best information available and where
necessary expert judgement. The area over which an impact may affect a species will vary
according to the nature of the impact and the species. E.g. collision risk clearly cannot
extend beyond the area occupied by turbines, and therefore the AIF for this impact is
defined by the AfL area. Other potential impact sources may affect birds at some distance
from the source of the impact. A range of impact-specific footprints were defined (Table
9.5). These footprints were based on published information on vulnerability and have been
used previously for assessment of tidal arrays elsewhere in the UK. For the species of
relevance to the assessment and for all impacts other than collision, the AIF used for
assessment was defined as the AfL buffered to 1km (herein referred to as AfL+1km) (Table
9.5).
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: Anticipated impact footprint in relation to potential impact sources and spatial
parameters used.
Potential impact

Anticipated
footprint

Disturbance and
displacement

AfL+2km
(highly
sensitive species, e.g.
divers, seaduck)

Furness et al., 2012

AfL+1km (moderately
sensitive species, e.g.
common guillemot)

Furness et al., 2012

AfL+0.5km
sensitive species)

Furness et al., 2012

Accidental
contamination

impact

Area equivalent
AfL+1km

(less

Rationale and assessment scale used

No highly sensitive species regularly
present

Peak abundance in AfL+1km used

Peak abundance in AfL+1km used
(precautionary approach).
to

Although a small-moderate scale
incident such as an oil spill could
potentially spread widely, the
combination
of
proactive
containment measures and natural
dispersal in a high energy marine
environment is expected to restrict
the footprint to an area of not more
than a few tens of km2.
Peak abundance in AfL+1km used.

Direct habitat loss

Collision risk to
diving seabirds

Device footprints and
inter-array
cabling
(within AfL area), and
export cable footprint
(outside AfL area)

Direct habitat loss is restricted to area
of TEC support and hub bases and
cables that are in contact with
seabed.

AfL area

Collision risk can’t extend beyond AfL,
where TECs deployed.

Peak abundance in AfL
(precautionary approach).

used

For auk species, mean abundance of
birds on the sea.
For
Manx
shearwater,
mean
abundance of all birds present.
Indirect impacts
through habitats
and prey species

AfL+1km area

Choice of area is in line with impact
zone used in ES Chapters 6. Physical
Environment
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Assessment Methodology

9.9.1

Approach to Assessment

January 2017

In the absence of guidance specific to Northern Ireland, the approach to the assessment of
ornithological impacts has drawn on published guidance on Environmental Impact
Assessment in Scotland (SNH, 2009) and recent experience of assessment of other tidal
array projects elsewhere in the UK.
Impact is defined as a change in the population of bird species as a result of the Project in
isolation. Where the response of a population has varying degrees of likelihood, the
probability of these differing outcomes is considered. Note that impacts can be adverse,
neutral or beneficial.
Judgement is made against the general expectation that the Project would not have a
significant adverse impact on the overall receptor population, range or distribution of bird
species considered. In assessing the impacts, consideration is given to the relevant
populations of the species. Trivial or inconsequential impacts are excluded.
For breeding seabird species, the appropriate regional ecological unit is defined according
to the likely connectivity of seabird colonies with the proposed Project, in turn based on
species-specific foraging ranges (e.g. Thaxter et al., 2012). Thus the regional breeding
populations of a species is determined to be the sum of the birds breeding within an area
defined around the AfL by the species’ foraging range (mean maximum plus 1 SD or
maximum). Regional non-breeding population sizes were based on the boundaries used to
define the biologically defined minimum population size (BDMPS) for the non-breeding
period of the year (Furness, 2014).
To maximise focus on relevant seabird receptors and associated issues in the EIA process, a
system of receptor prioritisation is used. This allows species receptors for which there is no
likelihood of more than a negligible impact to be identified and thereby screened out in a
reasoned way from requiring further consideration.
The assessment considers the potential impacts identified for each phase of the Project –
Construction and Installation (Section 9.14), Operation and Maintenance (Section 9.15) and
Decommissioning (Section 9.16).
9.9.1.1

Vulnerability

The term vulnerability as used here is a characteristic of a species, and is a measure of how
likely an individual of a species is to experience a given impact or collection of impacts.
The question of how vulnerable Scottish seabird species are to impacts caused by tidal
devices has recently been reviewed by Furness et al. (2012). This study rated each species
on a number of criteria and then combined these scores to give an overall vulnerability
score, with a higher score indicating a greater level of vulnerability. The overall scores were
the basis for categorising species into one of five generic vulnerability categories ranging
from very low to very high. The criteria used in the overall score included the potential for
collision with tidal devices (largely based on dive depth), response to vessel disturbance
and displacement response to fixed structures. The scores for these criteria and a species’
overall generic vulnerability score are summarised in Table 9.6. Note that these scores
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include several other factors not presented, namely: drowning risk, benthic foraging, use of
tide-races for foraging, foraging range and habitat specialisation.
Given the similarity of the marine environment and seabird communities in Northern
Ireland to those of Scotland, the results of the Furness et al. review are considered to be
relevant to Northern Ireland in general and the Project in particular and are therefore
adopted.
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High

High

High

Very high
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Overall
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Category

Overall score2

Diving
depth

Vessel
disturbance

Displacement
by structures

Vulnerability to surface
pollutants
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potential
tidal
device
impacts
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Vulnerability (score1 out of 5)

Black guillemot

Species

: Species-specific generic vulnerability to overall tidal device impacts, disturbance, displacement and surface pollutants
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1

Fulmar

Score 1 is lowest vulnerability and score 5 highest.

1

1

1
0.5

0.7
Very low

Very low

Generic vulnerability to
potential
tidal
device
impacts

18

13
Medium

Medium

Vulnerability to surface
pollutants

Score ranges from 0 (no risk) to 30 (highest risk) (Williams et al., 1995)
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Score ranges from 0 (no risk) to 9.9 (highest risk) and is derived from species-specific information on e.g. diving behaviour,
habitat flexibility, sensitivity to disturbance etc. (Furness et al., 2012). Note, the overall score cannot be derived solely from
scores for disturbance and displacement presented in this table. These are included to provide impact-specific context.
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Receptor Priority

As a precursor to determining receptor priority, the importance of the area potentially
affected by the Project (specifically the AfL+1km, Table 9.3) as a habitat for sustaining each
species receptor was evaluated by comparing estimates of seasonal abundance with
regional receptor population sizes. The importance of the AfL+1km to a receptor
population was defined on the basis on the peak percentage of a population present, as
follows:
x

High importance, >5% of the population;

x

Medium importance, 1 - 5% of the population;

x

Low importance, 0.1 - <1% of the population; and

x

Negligible, <0.1% of the population.

Each species was rated as high, medium or low priority for the EIA, as detailed in Table 9.5.
If there was uncertainty as to which category was most appropriate for a species the more
precautionary (higher) category was chosen.
Low priority species receptor populations are those that could not plausibly be subject to
adverse impacts beyond a negligible significance level from the Project due to a
combination of very low to low vulnerability and the Afl+1km having negligible importance
as a habitat for sustaining that population. Prioritisation criteria do not take into account
nature conservation importance value and conservation status as these do not affect the
likelihood of an impact occurring.
All receptor populations of species rated as having low or very low generic vulnerability to
tidal devices (Table 9.6) and for which the AfL+1km has negligible importance for the
regional population (peak seasonal abundance in AfL+1km below 0.1% of the population)
are rated as low priority. In addition, all species, irrespective of their generic vulnerability
rating, for which baseline surveys found no evidence of them using the ecological
resources of the AIF are also categorised as low priority (e.g., overflying migrants/passage
birds). Low priority species receptor populations are not individually considered in the
impact assessment, but instead are considered together as a group.
Medium priority species receptor populations are those that could plausibly be subject to
an adverse impact from the Project on account of a combination of at least moderate
generic vulnerability to tidal devices and the AfL+1km having at least low importance (peak
seasonal abundance in AfL+1km between 0.1% and 1% of the population) for sustaining
that population (Table 9.7). These populations merit detailed consideration. Even though
the low importance of the AfL+1km for sustaining the population makes it likely that any
impacts would be of relatively small magnitude, it is desirable to identify such impacts so
that they can be reduced where possible through mitigation.
High priority species receptor populations are those that could plausibly be subject to an
adverse impact from the Project on account of either at least moderate generic
vulnerability to tidal devices and the AfL+1km having moderate importance for the
receptor (peak AfL+1km abundance greater than 1% of population), or very low/low
generic vulnerability to tidal devices and the AfL+1km having high importance for the
receptor (greater than 5% of the population) (Table 9.7). High priority receptor populations
are those that merit the greatest level of scrutiny.
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Criteria used to categorise seabird receptor priority for EIA
Priority Category

Species Criteria

High

Above 1% of the regional receptor population at times uses the
AfL+1km (Medium site importance) and at least moderate generic
vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.
Or
Above 5% of the regional receptor population at times uses the
AfL+1km (High site importance) and low or very low generic
vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.

Medium

Between 0.1% and 1% of the regional receptor population at times
uses the AfL+1km (Low site importance) and at least moderate
generic vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.
Or
1-5% of the regional receptor population at times uses the
AfL+1km (Medium site importance) and low or very low generic
vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.

Low

Below 0.1% of the regional receptor population at times uses the
AfL+1km (Negligible site importance) and at least moderate
generic vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.
Or
Below 1% of the regional receptor population at times uses the
AfL+1km (Low site importance) and low or very low generic
vulnerability to the impacts of tidal devices.

9.9.2

Assessment Criteria

The assessment determines the potential impacts of the Project and the likelihood of their
occurrence. In judging whether a potential impact is significant or not, several factors are
taken into account:

9.9.2.1

x

The sensitivity of the receptor to the impact;

x

The spatial extent of the likely impact;

x

The temporal duration of the likely impact; and

x

The nature conservation importance (NCI) value of the species involved.
Sensitivity

Sensitivity and vulnerability are related but different concepts. Sensitivity (Table 9.6) as
used here is a characteristic of the receptor population under consideration and is a
measure of its susceptibility to undergo a population level response to an impact.
Sensitivity is thus a measure of likely size of change to a population in terms of its size,
reproductive output or geographical range that would result as a consequence of it
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experiencing a given impact. It can also be thought of as a measure of the capacity of a
population to absorb an impact.
Definitions for sensitivity of ornithological receptors
Sensitivity

Criteria

High

Receptor population has very limited tolerance of impact.
Example; likely to have no capacity to absorb change, so a
population level impact likely.
Likely to be limited to populations with poor existing conservation
status

Medium

Receptor population has limited tolerance of impact.
Example; very minor capacity to absorb change so a population
level impact possible.
Likely to include but not be limited to populations with poor
existing conservation status

Low

Receptor population has some tolerance of impact.
Example; likely to have minor capacity to absorb additional
mortality or reduction in productivity or habitat loss, so a
population level impact unlikely.

Negligible

Receptor population generally tolerant of impact.
Example; likely to have moderate capacity to absorb additional
mortality or reduction in productivity or habitat loss, so a
population level impact very unlikely.

9.9.2.2

Magnitude

Impacts on receptor populations are categorised in terms of their spatial and temporal
extent and duration respectively as detailed in Table 9.7.
: Definition of magnitude for impacts affecting ornithological receptors
Magnitude

Criteria

High

Major reduction in the status or productivity of a bird population
due to mortality or displacement or disturbance.
Guide: >20% of population affected, >20% change in mortality or
productivity rate.

Medium

Partial reduction in the status or productivity of a bird population
due to mortality or displacement or disturbance.
Guide: >5-20% of population affected, >5-20% change in mortality
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or productivity rate.
Low

Small but discernible reduction in the status or productivity of a
bird population due to mortality or displacement or disturbance.
Guide: 1-5% of population affected, 1-5% change in mortality or
productivity rate.

Negligible

Very slight reduction in the status or productivity of a bird
population due to mortality or displacement or disturbance.
Reduction barely discernible, approximating to the “no change”
situation.
Guide: <1% population affected, <1% change in mortality or
productivity rate.

9.9.2.3

Nature Conservation Importance

Definitions of the nature conservation importance (value) levels for ornithological
receptors
Value

Definition

High

Species listed in Annex 1 of the EU Birds Directive
Species listed on the IUCN threatened list
Breeding species listed on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act (WCA)
Species making use of the AfL+1km in nationally important
numbers (>1% national population)

Medium

Other species listed on the Birds of Conservation Concern (BOCC)
‘Red’ list (Eaton et al., 2015)
Regularly occurring migratory species, which are either rare or
vulnerable, or warrant special consideration on account of the
proximity of migration routes, or breeding, moulting, wintering or
staging areas in relation to the Project
Species making use of the AfL+1km in regionally important
numbers (>1% of the regional population)

Low

Other species listed on the Birds of Conservation Concern (BOCC)
‘Amber’ list (Eaton et al., 2015)
Species making use of the AfL+1km in numbers equating to 0.11% of the regional population

Negligible

All other species
Species making use of the AfL+1km in numbers equating to <0.1%
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Definition
of the regional population or otherwise so scarce as to amount to
the same

9.9.2.4

Impact Significance

The significance of potential impacts is determined by integrating the assessments of
magnitude, sensitivity and nature conservation importance in a reasoned way (IEEM,
2010). In judging significance, consideration is also given to the population status and trend
of the potentially affected species.
The combination of the predicted (spatial) extent (Table 9.9) and receptor sensitivity (Table
9.8) is used as a starting point for determining the significance of impacts. Nature
conservation importance (Table 9.10), information on a receptor’s conservation status and
the extent of any uncertainty are also taken into consideration where appropriate in
reaching a judgement on impact significance. Any impact determined to be of moderate or
major significance is considered significant under EIA regulations. Significance definitions
are presented in Table 9.11.
If a potential impact is determined to have greater than negligible significance, mitigation
measures to avoid, reduce or remedy the impact are suggested wherever possible. Best
practice measures are also suggested where practical for impacts of negligible significance
but which are nonetheless undesirable.
: Definitions of impact significance for predicted impacts on ornithological receptors
Impact significance

Criteria

Major

Very large or large change in receptor condition, both adverse or
beneficial, which are likely to be important considerations at a
regional level because they contribute to achieving national,
regional or local objectives, or, could result in exceeding of
statutory objectives and/or breaches of legislation.

Moderate

Intermediate change in receptor condition, which are likely to be
important considerations at a regional or local level.

Minor

Small change in receptor condition, which may be raised as local
issues but are unlikely to be important in the decision making
process.

Negligible

No discernible change in receptor condition.

No change

No impact, therefore no change in receptor condition.
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Full details of the ESAS survey results and supporting contextual information are presented
in Appendix 9.1. A summary of the key results is provided in this section, focussing on the
aspects that have greatest relevance to the assessments of impacts.
The ESAS surveys showed that the Project Survey Area, including the AfL+1km, generally
has low importance for seabirds, with most species present in low numbers relative to
their population size (summarised in Table 9.12; additional information in Appendix 9.1).
The range of species and numbers present in the AfL+1km were particularly low during the
non-breeding period, reflecting seabird dispersal and migratory movements (Table 9.12).
A total of 14 seabird species (including gulls) were regularly recorded in the Survey Area
and 15 other species of seabird (including divers and seaduck species) were occasionally
recorded in small numbers (Appendix 9.1).

9.10.2

Regularly Recorded Species

Detailed information on the seasonal abundance, behaviour and status of all the 14
regularly recorded seabird species is presented in Appendix 9.1. For these species, with the
exception of black-headed gull, summary information on generic vulnerability to tidal
developments, site importance and EIA priority category are summarised in Table 9.12.
Black-headed gull is excluded from Table 9.12 because it was recorded in only low numbers
(peak of two birds in AfL+1km during the breeding season) and is rated as having very low
vulnerability to tidal arrays (Furness et al., 2012).

9.10.3

Scarce Species

Fifteen other species of seabird (including divers and seaduck) were occasionally recorded
in the Survey Area during the baseline ESAS surveys, all in small numbers only. These
records are summarised in Appendix 9.1 and include (number of records and peak number
of individuals per survey in brackets): black-throated diver (1/2), red-throated diver (18/6)
great northern diver (6/2), cormorant (5/2), common scoter (7/15), eider (22/9), Sandwich
tern (7/3), common tern (1/13) and Arctic tern (1/3). All records of these species were of
flying birds passing through the area with the exception of the following which were seen
on the sea outside the AfL+1km: three eiders, two great-northern divers, one great skua
and one Sandwich tern.
The scarcity of these 15 species in general, and the lack of use of the AfL+1km by them in
particular, indicates that the AfL+1km is of negligible importance to sustaining the
populations of the species.
Small numbers of 22 non-seabird species, mainly migrant passerines and waders, were also
recorded flying through the Survey Area during the baseline surveys. Records of these
species are summarised in Appendix 9.1. Their scarcity aside, these species do not depend
on or physically interact with offshore habitats and thus are not likely to be affected by the
proposed Project.
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Seabird Receptor Priority in EIA

Information on receptor priority for the 13 regularly recorded species is summarised in
Table 9.12 based on the prioritisation criteria in Table 9.7.
No species receptors were categorised as high priority.
The receptors rated as medium priority are the regional breeding populations of shag,
common guillemot, razorbill, black guillemot and puffin during the breeding season (colony
attendance), and common guillemot during the post-breeding period year (Table 9.12).
Shag and black guillemot are essentially resident year-round and therefore the medium
priority rating for these two species is extended through the year. The medium priority
rating given to shag and black guillemot is a consequence of these species been
occasionally recorded in the 1km buffer around the AfL, however neither was recorded on
the sea inside the AfL.
The species receptors categorised as low priority at all times of the year are the regional
breeding populations of fulmar, Manx shearwater, gannet, common gull, lesser blackbacked gull, herring gull and great black-backed gull (Table 9.12). In addition, common
guillemot, razorbill and puffin were all rated as low priority in the autumn/winter period.
The 15 scarce seabird species and 22 non-seabird species recorded in baseline surveys all
categorise as low priority. These species are considered to have negligible relevance to the
Project’s EIA and are therefore not discussed further.
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Species Accounts

The species accounts that follow summarise information on population trends, site
abundance, distribution and impact vulnerability for the five receptor species populations
rated as medium priority to the EIA process (no receptors are rated as high priority).
Additional information on these medium priority species, together with summary
information for the low priority receptor populations is presented in the species accounts in
Appendix 9.1.
9.10.5.1

Shag

Shags were recorded in very low numbers in the Survey Area throughout the year, and
always relatively close to the coast.
The maximum MMFR +1SD foraging range for breeding shag is 18 km (Thaxter et al., 2012).
The regional breeding population is defined as the number of adults breeding in Co. Antrim.
The number counted at colonies in Co. Antrim area during the Seabird 2000 census was
approximately 562 adults (based on 281 AONs, Mitchell et al., 2004). Recounts of the
majority of colonies in 2013 or 2014 showed that numbers have since increased by around
7%, though the numbers nesting on Rathlin Island have declined by approx. 25%. Based on
the most recent count data available the numbers breeding in the defined region are
estimated to be 600 adults. The actual number of shags present in the defined region
during the breeding season is likely to be slightly greater than this figure because of the
presence of non-breeding immature birds (6% of birds recorded in baseline ESAS surveys
were in immature plumages).
Only three shags were seen on the sea in the AfL+1 km area during the baseline surveys,
during the surveys and the peak number in this area was just one bird, which is 0.2% of the
regional population. No shags were recorded on the sea inside the AfL. The lack of on-thesea records within the AfL was to be expected because the sea bed depth throughout the
AfL is deeper than the depth threshold at which this bottom-feeding species can probably
profitably forage; shag rarely forage below 35m ( Wanless et al., 1997; Daunt et al., 2006).
Shags are largely sedentary though some individuals move relatively short distances outside
the breeding season. The most likely origins are the close by colonies on Rathlin Island (46
breeding pairs in 2011 census) and elsewhere along the Antrim coast (223 breeding pairs in
Seabird 2000 census).
Shag is not qualifying feature at any SPA in Northern Ireland or south-west Scotland.
Shags are considered to have high vulnerability to vessel disturbance, low vulnerability to
displacement by structures and a high vulnerability to collision risk due to their relatively
deep diving (Table 9.6) (Furness et al., 2012). However, for the reasons explained above,
shags are unlikely to forage in the AfL and therefore are not expected to be subject to a
collision risk.
9.10.5.2

Common Guillemot

Common guillemot was by far the commonest species recorded in the Survey Area. Large
numbers were present throughout the year. Very large numbers (130,445 adults counted in
2011) breed on Rathlin Island and birds from this colony are likely to form the bulk (over
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90%) of the birds present in the Survey Area in the colony attendance and post-breeding
periods of the year. The numbers recorded were similar in both survey years.
Modelling of the age distribution undertaken by Furness (2014) indicates that at the end of
the breeding season approximately 57% of common guillemot populations consist of adult
birds, with the remainder made up of immature and juvenile individuals. Based on the
biologically defined minimum population size (BDMPS) study by Furness the relevant
regional population unit for the non-breeding part of the year is the UK Western Waters;
this region area estimated to support a population of at least 1,139,220 individuals
(Furness, 2014).
Breeding common guillemots travel moderate distances to forage, the maximum foraging
distance is reported to be 135km and the mean maximum foraging range (MMFR) is 85km
(Thaxter et al., 2012). During the colony-attendance part of the breeding season the birds
using the Project site are most likely from colonies in Northern Ireland, (especially Rathlin
Island) possibly also colonies in Argyll and from Ailsa Craig.
Based on the MMFR+1SD of 134 km (Thaxter et al., 2012) the regional breeding populations
is defined as the number of adults breeding in Co. Antrim, Argyll and Bute, Wigtown and
Kyle and Carrick. The number counted at colonies in this area during the Seabird 2000
census was 154,589 adults (Mitchell et al., 2004). More recent monitoring at Rathlin Island
and selected other regional colonies (including colonies on Ailsa Craig, Islay, Sanda and the
Gobbins) indicate there has been an increase of around 30% since the Seabird 2000 census
(JNCC SMP database). Using a correction factor of x1.34 to account for adults that were not
attending the colonies at the time of counting (Mitchel et al., 2004), the size of the regional
breeding population is estimated at 207,150 adults at the time of the Seabird 2000 census.
Monitoring at Rathlin Island, by far the largest colony in the region, and other colonies
indicate there has been an overall increase in the regional population of around 30% since
the Seabird 2000 census (JNCC SMP database). In light of this increase it is assumed that the
current regional population is approximately 269,000 adults. The actual number of
guillemots present in the region during the breeding season is likely to be substantially
greater than this figure because of the presence of non-breeding immature birds.
Approximately 5% of all auks seen during baseline surveys could were not identified to
species level (Appendix 9.1). The baseline ESAS survey estimates for common guillemot
density and abundance reported below include the proportion of unidentified auks
assigned to this species using the method described by MacLean et al. (2009).
The estimated mean and peak numbers of guillemots present in the AfL+1 km area during
the colony attendance season (March to July) was 220 and 1,003 individuals respectively. If
all the birds present were adults they these would represent approximately 0.1% and 0.4%
of the assumed regional breeding population; accounting for any immature birds present
would reduce these percentage figures.
The estimated mean and peak numbers of guillemots present in the AfL+1 km area during
the post-breeding/chicks-on-sea (July and August) period was 203 and 320 birds
respectively. If all the birds present were adults they these would represent approximately
0.1% of the assumed regional breeding population.
Shore-based vantage point observations were made of common guillemot to collect
information on diving behaviour. The focal watches of individuals showed that 21% of the
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284 common guillemot observed dived during the 2-minute focal watch. This shows that
on average at any one time only a moderate proportion (21%) of the birds on the sea were
actively foraging. This proportion is much lower than the corresponding figure of
approximately 57% derived from guillemots fitted with activity loggers in SE Scotland
(Thaxter et al., 2010), which suggests that many of the guillemots that occur in the AfL use
it for loafing rather than foraging.
A limited amount of information was collected on dive durations for a sample of 43 timed
dives and the frequency distribution of these dive durations is broadly similar to that
reported by Thaxter et al. (2010) for a much larger sample of dives (n=9,065) using timedepth loggers deployed on common guillemot breeding in south-east Scotland (Appendix
9.1).
Common guillemots are considered to have moderate vulnerability to vessel disturbance
and low vulnerability to displacement by structures (Table 9.6); their vulnerability to
disturbance is heightened during the post-breeding season due to the potential presence of
dependent chicks at this time of year and because this is when adults undergo complete
wing moult rendering them temporarily flightless. The species is considered to have high
vulnerability to tidal energy developments in general, largely as a result of its diving
behaviour (Furness et al., 2012).
Collision modelling was undertaken for this species to estimate the potential for mortality
to occur from birds being struck by turbine rotors when diving. This modelling and the
outputs are summarised in the assessment of collision risk (Section 9.15.5) and are
presented in full in Appendix 9.2.
It is likely that almost all common guillemots present in the Survey Area in the breeding and
post-breeding seasons were from Rathlin Island, the second largest guillemot colony in
Britain and Ireland. The most recent count in 2011 was 130,445 birds (raw count
uncorrected for attendance) (Allen et al., 2011). Telemetry studies of tagged common
guillemots breeding on Rathlin Island show that Rathlin birds commonly forage in the
Survey Area (Curry, 2010).
Common guillemot is a qualifying feature at Rathlin Island SPA and Horn Head to Fanad
Head SPA. Additionally it is a qualifying component of the seabird assemblage at Ailsa Craig
SPA and North Colonsay and Western Cliffs SPA. The possible impacts of the Project on
these SPAs are examined in the Project’s HRA report (Appendix 4.2).
9.10.5.3

Razorbill

Razorbills were present in the Survey Area in moderate to high numbers. They were most
abundant in the colony-attendance period and least abundant during the post-breeding
period.
Based on the MMFR+1SD of 84 km (Thaxter et al., 2012), the regional breeding population
is defined as the number of adults breeding in Co. Antrim, southern Argyll and Wigtown and
Kyle and Carrick. The number counted at colonies in this area during the Seabird 2000
census was 30,558 adults, with around three-quarters of these breeding on Rathlin Island
(Mitchell et al., 2004). More recent monitoring at Rathlin Island and other regional colonies
(including colonies on Ailsa Craig, Islay, Sanda and the Gobbins) indicate there has been an
increase in the regional population of around 8% since the Seabird 2000 census (JNCC SMP
database). Taking this into account and accounting for adults that were not attending the
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colonies at the time of counting using a correction factor of x1.34 (Mitchell et al., 2004), the
current size of the regional breeding population is estimated at 44,000 adults. The actual
number of razorbills present in the region during the breeding season is likely to be
substantially greater than this figure because of the presence of non-breeding immature
birds.
The baseline ESAS survey estimates for common guillemot density and abundance reported
below include the proportion of unidentified auks assigned to this species using the method
described by MacLean et al. (2009). The mean and peak estimated number of razorbills
present in the AfL+1 km during the colony-attendance period (April to July) was
approximately 73 and 278 individuals respectively. If all the birds present were adults they
these would represent approximately 0.2% and 0.6% of the assumed regional breeding
population. However, a moderate proportion, possibly around 30% (Furness, 2014), of the
birds present during the breeding season are likely to be non-breeding immature birds and
taking these into account would reduce the apparent importance of the AfL+1km to the
regional population. On average, the estimated abundance in the post-breeding period
(August and September) was more than six-fold lower than during the colony-attendance
period.
Modelling of the age distribution undertaken by Furness (2014) indicates that on average at
the end of the breeding season approximately 57% of the UK razorbill population consist of
adult birds, with the remainder made up of immature and juvenile individuals.
Shore-based vantage point observations were made of razorbills to collect information on
diving behaviour. During the focal watches 38% of the 109 razorbills observed dived during
the 2-minute watch. This shows that on average at any one time a high proportion (38%) of
the birds on the sea were actively foraging. This proportion is only slightly lower than the
corresponding figure of approximately 48% derived from razorbills fitted with activity
loggers in SE Scotland (Thaxter et al., 2010), which suggests that most of the razorbills that
occur in the AfL use it for foraging purposes rather than loafing.
The dive duration of 52 razorbill dives was determined and the mean dive duration was
33.1s seconds. The frequency distribution of these dive durations is broadly similar to that
reported by Thaxter et al. (2010) for a much larger sample of dives (n=5,426) using timedepth loggers deployed on razorbill breeding in south-east Scotland (Appendix 9.1).
Razorbills are considered to have moderate vulnerability to vessel disturbance and
displacement by structures (Table 9.6); their vulnerability to disturbance is heightened
during the post-breeding season due to the potential presence of dependent chicks at this
time of year and because this is when adults undergo complete wing moult, rendering them
temporarily flightless. The species is considered to have high vulnerability to tidal energy
developments in general, largely as a result of its diving behaviour (Furness et al., 2012).
Modelling was undertaken for this species to estimate the potential for mortality to occur
from diving birds being struck by turbine rotors. This modelling and the outputs are
summarised in the assessment of collision risk (Section 9.14.5) and presented in full in
Appendix 9.2.
It is likely that almost all razorbills present in the Survey Area in the breeding and postbreeding seasons were from Rathlin Island. Rathlin Island is the largest razorbill colony in
Britain and Ireland, and has approximately two-thirds of all razorbill breeding in Ireland. The
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most recent count in 2011 was 22,975 birds (raw count uncorrected for attendance) (Allen
et al., 2011).
Razorbill is a qualifying species at Rathlin Island SPA. This SPA hold approximately twothirds of all razorbill breeding in Ireland. The possible impact of the Project on this SPA is
examined in the Project’s HRA report (Appendix 4.2).
9.10.5.4

Black Guillemot

Black guillemot was recorded in the Survey Area in small numbers during the breeding
season, and was only recorded very occasionally at other times of year.
The MMFR of black guillemot is not considered in the foraging range review by Thaxter et
al. (2012). The maximum foraging range is stated as being approx. 12km in the review by
BirdLife (Birdlife International, 2015), however this is considered to be too small as a basis
for defining a regional population for EIA purposes. Ringing studies show that black
guillemots make moderate dispersive movements with approximately a quarter of all
ringing recoveries exceeding 20 km (Wernham et al., 2002). The relatively small sample of
ringing recoveries include movements between south-west Scotland (including Kintyre) and
Northern Ireland and along the Northern Ireland coastline, suggesting moderate
connectivity across these areas. However, following consultation with RSPB and NIEA it is
considered that the regional population should be based on a more restricted area than
this. Therefore, the regional population is defined as birds breeding in Co. Antrim.
The number counted at colonies in Co. Antrim during the Seabird 2000 census was 865
adults (Mitchell et al., 2004). The great majority of colonies in Co. Antrim were recounted in
2014 and this indicated that since the Seabird 2000 census numbers have decreased by
approx. 3% to around 840 adults (JNCC SMP database) and this is assumed to be the size of
the regional population. The actual number of black guillemots present in the region is
likely to be slightly greater than this figure because of the presence of non-breeding
immature birds.
Only three black guillemots were seen in the AfL+1 km area during the surveys conducted in
the breeding season; two on the sea and one flying, and none of these birds were inside the
AfL. It is concluded that the AfL+1 km has very low importance as a foraging site for
supporting the regional and Rathlin Island black guillemot breeding population. There were
no records of this species on the sea inside the AfL.
The distribution of black guillemot records shows that the great majority were in the
western quarter of the Survey Area, in particular in the channel between the southern end
of Rathlin Island and Fair Head headland (Appendix 9.1 Fig. 22). The lack of on-the-sea
records from the AfL was to be expected because the sea bed depth throughout the AfL is
substantially deeper than the depth at which this bottom-feeding species can probably
profitably forage; black guillemot rarely forage below 30m (Cairns, 1992; Masden et al.,
2013; Shoji et al., 2015).
Black guillemot is a non-migratory species. It is likely that all black guillemots present in the
Survey Area were breeding on Rathlin Island and elsewhere along the Antrim coast local to
the Project.
Black guillemots are considered to have moderate to low vulnerability to vessel disturbance
and displacement by structures respectively, and a high vulnerability to the potential
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impact of tidal developments in general, largely as a result of the potential for collision risk
when diving (Table 9.6) (Furness et al., 2012). However, for the reasons explained above,
black guillemots are unlikely to forage in the AfL and therefore are not expected to be
subject to a collision risk.
Black guillemot is not eligible as a qualifying feature for SPAs. Black guillemot is a proposed
qualifying feature of the proposed Rathlin Island Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ). The
proposed boundary of this MCZ is mostly the same as the boundary of the Rathlin Island
SPA boundary at closest is approx. 5km from the AfL. Black guillemot is a qualifying feature
of the Clyde Sea Sill Marine Protected Area (MPA) approximately 28km (at closest) east of
the AfL. This MPA protects foraging habitat of black guillemot breeding in the southern part
of the Kintyre Peninsula, Argyll (e.g., Sanda and Sheep Islands), and lies well beyond the
foraging range of black guillemots breeding on the Antrim coast.
9.10.5.5

Puffin

Puffins were present in the Survey Area in moderate numbers during the breeding season,
almost certainly comprising birds mostly from Rathlin Island. They were almost absent in
the autumn/ winter period. Numbers were very similar between survey years.
Based on the MMFR+1SD of 151 km (Thaxter et al., 2012) the regional breeding population
of puffin is defined as the number of adults breeding in Co. Donegal, Co. Antrim, Co.
Londonderry, Co. Down, Argyll and Bute, Wigtown, Kyle and Carrick and Isle of Man. The
number in this area during the Seabird 2000 census was 11,806 adults (based on apparently
occupied burrows multiplied by two) and approximately 27% of these were on Rathlin
Island (Mitchell et al., 2004).
Breeding puffins are difficult to monitor because they nest underground, as a consequence
regular monitoring data are relatively scarce. Colony counts are generally of unknown
accuracy and may vary markedly between years. The most recent count for Rathlin Island
was in 2011, when numbers were estimated to be around 56% lower than in the Seabird
2000 census. On the Treshnish Islands, the closest large colony in Scotland and where
numbers are monitored annually, numbers in 2011 were approx. 10% lower than the
Seabird 2000 count, however by 2015 numbers there had recovered and were 19% higher
than the Seabird 2000 count. There is no information on whether numbers on Rathlin Island
or other colonies on the north coast of Ireland (e.g. Tory Island, Co. Donegal) have shown a
similar recovery in recent years. Counts in 2015 indicate that numbers on Ailsa Craig
showed a nine-fold increase since the Seabird 2000 counts (from 20 to 183), the increase
here is likely to be linked to the rat eradication programme there.
Based on the most recent count data available for colonies (JNCC SMP database), the
current number of adult puffins breeding in the defined region is estimated to be 11,300
birds. The actual number of puffins present in the region during the breeding season is
likely to be substantially greater than this figure because of the presence of non-breeding
immature birds.
The mean and peak estimated number of puffins present in the AfL+1 km area during the
breeding season was approximately 7 and 25 individuals respectively. If all the birds present
were adults they these would represent a 0.06% and 0.22% of the assumed regional
breeding population; accounting for immatures would reduce these percentage figures.
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Puffins are considered to have low vulnerability to vessel disturbance and displacement by
structures (Table 9.6) and a moderate vulnerability to the potential impacts of tidal
developments, mainly as a result of its typical diving depth (Furness et al., 2012).
Modelling was undertaken for this species to estimate the potential for mortality to occur
from diving birds being struck by turbine rotors. This modelling and the outputs are
summarised in the assessment of collision risk (Section 9.15.5) and presented in full in
Appendix 9.2.
It is likely that almost all puffins present in the Survey Area in the breeding season are from
Rathlin Island (695 AOBs, 2011 census (Allen et al., 2011)).
Puffin is a component of the breeding seabird assemblage qualifying feature at Rathlin
Island SPA. The next closest SPAs with puffin as a qualifying interest are Tory Island SPA
(132km) and Mingulay and Berneray SPA (195 km) where the population is a component of
the breeding bird assemblage. The possible impacts of the Project on these SPAs are
examined in the Project’s HRA report (Appendix 4.2).

9.11

Potential Impacts

Ornithological interests have the potential to be affected by the following phases of the
Project:
x

Construction and installation activities;

x

Operational activities, including device function and maintenance works; and

x

Decommissioning.

Potential impacts on seabird communities as a result of the proposed Project were
identified and discussed in some detail in the scoping report (FHT, 2013). Those adopted for
the assessment are summarised below:
x

Disturbance of seabirds by vessels;

x

Displacement of seabirds from foraging habitat by project infrastructure (e.g.
surface piercing infrastructure);

x

Displacement of night-active seabirds by marine lighting;

x

Mortality of diving seabirds through collision with Tidal Energy Converters (TEC);

x

Direct sea-bed habitat loss and change.

x

Indirect changes to habitats and associated prey species; and

x

Accidental release of contaminants into the marine environment, including oil.

The potential for these impacts to affect seabird populations has been the subject of
several reviews, for example by Wiens and Parker (1995), Garthe and Hüppop (2005),
Schwemmer et al. (2010), Jackson and Whitfield (2011), McCluskie et al. (2012), Furness et
al. (2012). These reviews show that seabird species differ in their vulnerability to the
various impacts, and that in some cases species are not at risk from some impacts. Notably,
TECs do not pose a collision risk to species that do not dive down to forage at the depth
where the TECs will operate, or to seabed foraging species (e.g. shag and black guillemot) if
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the TECs are deployed in places where the seabed is too deep for profitable foraging. For
this reason potential impacts are assessed at the species level.
The potential impacts are not likely to be additive in nature, though some impacts would
act antagonistically to each other. For example, for displacement and disturbance impacts,
because of the assessment assumptions made that all individuals are assumed to leave the
anticipated impact footprint, the combined impact of both would be the same as that
assumed for either in isolation. If there was disturbance and/or displacement of the
magnitude assumed for assessment (i.e., all individuals are assumed to leave the
anticipated impact footprint) then no birds would be subject to a collision or accidental
contamination risks.
The potential impacts that could occur in each phase of the Project are as follows:
9.11.1.1

Construction and Installation

x

Disturbance of foraging or loafing seabirds by vessels and installation activities
(referred to as ‘direct disturbance’); and

x

Accidental release of contaminants into the environment, including oil (referred
to as ‘accidental contamination’).

9.11.1.2

Operation and Maintenance

x

Disturbance of foraging or loafing seabirds by vessels (as above);

x

Displacement of seabirds from foraging habitat by project surface infrastructure,
e.g. surface piercing TECs and hubs.

x

Displacement of seabirds by lighting.

x

Direct seabed habitat loss and change);

x

Indirect impacts on habitats and prey availability (including creation of artificial
reef);

x

Mortality of diving seabirds through collision with TEC rotors (referred to as
‘collision risk to diving seabirds’);

x

Accidental release of contaminants into the environment, including oil (as above);
and

9.11.1.3

Decommissioning

x

Disturbance of foraging or loafing seabirds by vessels (as above); and

x

Accidental release of contaminants into the environment, including oil (as above).

9.12

Impacts during Construction and Installation

9.12.1

Direct Disturbance

Construction and installation activities, especially those involving fast moving vessels, have
the potential to disturb seabirds foraging in the marine environment. Construction and
installation disturbance would involve a series of temporary short-term events over the
duration of this phase. The consequences of disturbance by vessels and other activities
would be to temporarily displace birds from the vicinity of the disturbance and is thus akin
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to temporary habitat loss. In assessing the potential for disturbance to impact on bird
receptors it is important to bear in mind the relatively small geographic scale of the Project
(AfL 4.2km2), for example in comparison to offshore windfarms of similar generation
capacity.
Construction and installation activities that could lead to disturbance will not take place
across the whole of the development area at the same time; rather works will be spatially
concentrated around device locations and along inter-array cable routes within the AfL and
along the export cable corridor outside the AfL. The majority of vessels thus engaged will be
slow-moving or possibly not moving (moored barges) as construction is undertaken
sequentially across the AfL and cable corridors. Vessels moving between their embarkation
port and the development area would also have the potential to disturb seabirds, but this
would be relatively infrequent (e.g. a few vessel movements per day at most), and result in
very short-term and spatially limited disturbance as a vessel passed through an area.
Shag is rated as having high vulnerability (score of 4 out of 5) to disturbance, common
guillemot, razorbill and black guillemot are rated as having moderate vulnerability (score of
3 out of 5) and puffin is rated as having low vulnerability (score of 2 out of 5) (Furness et al.,
2012). On the basis of published literature and advice provided by SNH for tidal array
developments in Scotland (BTAL, 2016), for assessment purposes it is cautiously assumed
that auk species and shag (the only species rated as having greater than low priority) might
show a disturbance response to vessels up to 1km away.
The receptor populations of the five medium priority species are categorised as having low
or negligible sensitivity to disturbance (Table 9.8) as they clearly have some tolerance to
short-term, localised disturbance events in relation to the large (shag and black guillemot)
or very large (other auk species) areas available within their respective foraging ranges.
For the purposes of assessment it is assumed that vessel disturbance causes all individuals
to leave the anticipated impact footprint (the AfL+1km) throughout the duration of the
construction and installation phase. This is very unlikely and therefore an extremely
cautious assumption. In reality no species would be expected to respond so severely and
disturbance would be restricted to only a small portion of the anticipated impact footprint
at any one time.
Even if construction and installation disturbance displaced all seabirds from using the
AfL+1km (Table 9.10), the impact on all species receptor populations would be rated as
having negligible magnitude as disturbance would result in a series of very localised,
temporary events over the short-term.
Based on negligible magnitude, as well as its short-term nature and reversibility, the impact
of construction and installation disturbance on all medium priority receptors is evaluated as
a negligible impact. It follows that impact evaluation of receptors of low priority is also
negligible.
As all species receptor populations affected are considered to have low or negligible
sensitivity to disturbance this impact is therefore judged to be of negligible significance
(Table 9.11) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
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Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is required for vessel disturbance although good practice would aim to
minimise disturbance to seabirds using the offshore site and along approach routes from
ports by avoiding where possible the preferred feeding and resting areas and adopting
speed restrictions. Studies elsewhere indicate the severity of disturbance by vessels is
related to speed (e.g. Ronconi and Cassady St. Clair, 2002). Vessel speed limits are
commonly used to limit disturbance to seabirds in the vicinity of colonies and feeding sites;
however there is no accepted maximum permissible speed.
Good practice could for example be for construction vessels to stick to defined routes (as
far as feasible) between ports and the offshore site as a means of reducing disturbance of
seabirds. Studies have shown that disturbance is reduced if birds can predict where the
disturbance will occur (Schwemmer et al., 2010). Consultation with NIEA will be undertaken
to establish the extent of any measures required.
9.12.1.2

Residual Impact

Good practice measures will reduce offshore vessel disturbance; the residual impact will
remain of negligible significance for all receptors.
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: Summary of impacts of direct disturbance from construction and installation

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Direct Habitat Loss and Change

The nature of seabed habitat loss and changed caused by the Project are considered in
detail in Chapter 7 Benthic Habitats and Ecology. The extent of direct seabed habitat loss
and change within the AfL would be limited to a footprint of TECs and inter-array cables
combined of approximately 0. 011km2. The maximum footprint of the export cable corridor
for is 0.014km2. Habitat loss and change impacts will first occur during the construction and
installation phase but persist through to the other phases.
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Habitat loss and change of this extent is small both in the context of the total area of the
AfL (approx. 4.2km2) and, more importantly, extremely small in the context of the large to
very large (tens to thousands of square kilometres) extent of the areas used for foraging by
the seabird receptors potentially affected. Within the AfL and along much of the cable
route corridor, the seabed lies too deep below the surface (between 40m to 75m) to be
used for feeding by seabird species that specialise in foraging on or close to the seabed, in
particular shag and black guillemot. This is borne out by the absence of on-the-sea
observations within the AfL of both these species during baseline surveys. Furthermore,
the benthic habitats in the AfL and along the cable corridor are hard substrates (Chapter 7
Benthic Habitats and Ecology) and as such are unsuitable habitat for lesser sand eel
(Ammodytes marinus) (Chapter 11 Fish Ecology), a very important prey species for many
seabird species and which requires sandy substrates for spawning. For all these reasons, all
seabird receptors are considered to have negligible sensitivity to seabed habitat loss and
change, at least at the scale that would be caused by the Project.
For all five medium priority seabird receptors habitat loss and change impacts during the
construction and installation phase are rated as an adverse, short-term and irreversible
impact (at least during the lifespan of the Project) of negligible magnitude. On the basis of
these characteristics and the negligible sensitivity of all medium priority receptors, habitat
loss and change is evaluated as having negligible impact (Table 9.12). It follows that impact
evaluation of receptors of low priority is similarly negligible. The impact of direct habitat
loss and change on seabird receptors is judged to have negligible significance (Table 9.12)
and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.12.2.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is proposed.
9.12.2.2

Residual Impact

The impacts of habitat loss and modification will remain of negligible significance for all
receptors.
: Summary of residual impacts of direct habitat loss and change during all Project
phases
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Negligible

Negligible

Accidental Contamination

The release of oil and other marine pollutants could have lethal and sub-lethal impacts on
seabirds and their prey. Accidental contamination incidents could potentially range over a
very wide scale, for example oil release incidents could be as small as a few litres and as
large as 1000s of tonnes in the case of a major oil tanker incident. The potential for seabirds
to be adversely affected by oil pollution is well known and depends on the scale of the
incident. Medium to large scale incidents have potential to kill many seabirds. For example,
the release of approximately 300 tonnes of fuel oil from container ship MSC Napoli in Lyme
Bay in 2007 resulted in the death or injury of at least 3,000 seabirds (Law, 2008).
A special aspect of accidental release of contaminants, especially oil, is that wind and
currents can spread contaminants widely and thus potentially affect birds in areas up to
tens of kilometres away from the source. For this reason it is not possible to define an AIF,
except in a very broad sense, though it is obvious that the area that might be affected will
depend on the size of the event, the type of contaminant involved, and weather conditions
at the time. It is also reasonable to conclude, based on the MSC Napoli incident, that even
quite modest accidental releases of oil can affect large areas. For these reasons, the
emphasis is on embedded mitigation to prevent accidental release of contaminants and
having the appropriate contingency plans and equipment in place to rapidly respond and
instigate containment and clean-up operations.
The installation of tidal devices into an area that experiences existing vessel traffic (albeit at
relatively low levels) and the activities of project vessels has the potential to increase the
risk for vessel collisions that could result in accidental release of contaminants. These risks
are assessed in detail in Chapter 15: Commercial Shipping and Navigation.
Black guillemot and shag are the only medium priority receptors considered to have very
high vulnerability to accidental contamination; common guillemot, razorbill and puffin are
all rated as having have high vulnerability (Table 9.6, Williams et al., 1995). Black guillemot
and shag are considered to have high sensitivity in relation to contamination as these
species are relatively sedentary year-round, have a short foraging range and have relatively
small regional populations. The other medium priority receptors are deemed to have
moderate sensitivity as their respective background populations and foraging ranges are
much larger, shielding these species somewhat from potential contamination impacts.
The impact of accidental release of contaminants from the construction and installation
phase of the Project on regional seabird populations is assessed as adverse, short-term
(though the risk would endure for throughout the Project’s lifetime), unlikely to occur and
of negligible spatial extent as a result of the embedded mitigation described above.
Regional seabird populations are considered to have a low to high sensitivity to this impact
for the (small) scale of an accidental contamination event, should it occur. It is judged that
such an impact event would have negligible impact for all seabird receptor populations, and
it is therefore judged that accidental release of contaminants has negligible significance
(9.13) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
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Mitigation and Good Practice

Due to the high/very high vulnerability of some species, mitigation measures have been
identified that will be employed to ensure potential impacts are minimised:
x

An Emergency Response Cooperation Plan (ERCoP) will be prepared for the
Project in line with guidance set out by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency
(MCA) in MGN 371. This will be submitted to the MCA for comment and approval;

x

Safety zones during construction and installation will reduce the likelihood of an
incident. Notices to Mariners will be issued advising other vessels in the area of
activities within the AfL area and along the export cable corridor;

x

Vessels associated with all Project operations will comply with IMO/MCA codes
for prevention of oil pollution and any vessels over 500GT will have on board
SOPEP’s;

x

Vessels associated with all Project operations will carry on-board oil and chemical
spill mop up kits; and

x

Installation activities will only take place during suitable metocean conditions.

No further mitigation is proposed in addition to embedded pollution prevention and
navigation safety mitigation, outlined above.
9.12.3.2

Residual Impact

Provided good practice guidelines are adhered to, the impacts of accidental release of
contaminants on marine birds populations will be of negligible significance for all species.
: Summary of residual impacts of accidental contamination from construction and
installation
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9.13

Impacts during Operation and Maintenance

9.13.1

Direct Disturbance

Disturbance impacts from vessels during the O&M phase will be similar in nature to the
construction and installation phase (i.e. regular vessel presence), yet occur over a much
longer period of time (the life span of the Project), albeit at a much lower intensity (fewer
vessels).
The five medium priority receptors assessed are considered to have negligible sensitivity
and in all cases O&M disturbance is rated as an impact of negligible magnitude. Given the
nature of the disturbance events, which is localised, short-term (though the risk would
endure for throughout the Project’s lifetime) and reversible, impacts of O&M vessel
disturbance on all these receptors are evaluated as a negligible impact. It follows that
impact evaluation of receptors of low priority across all seasons is similarly negligible. It is
judged that vessel disturbance during the O&M phase has negligible significance (Table
9.14) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.13.1.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

As for the construction and installation phase, no mitigation is required although good
practice would aim to minimise disturbance to seabirds. Potential good practice measures
to reduce vessel disturbance are the same as discussed above for the Construction and
Installation phase.
9.13.1.2

Residual Impact

Good practice measures will reduce vessel disturbance; the residual impact will remain of
negligible significance for all receptors.
: Summary of impacts of direct disturbance from operation and maintenance
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Direct Habitat Loss and Change

The direct habitat loss and change impacts that occur during the construction and
installation phase will persist through to the O&M stage. Over time through the O&M stage
disturbed seabed habitats are likely to show a degree of recovery as benthos recolonises.
Therefore, during the O&M stage the nature and extent of direct habitat loss and change,
and the response by seabirds to this impact, are likely to be the same or less than during the
construction and installation phase albeit over a longer time period.
Following the same reasoning for the construction and installation phase set out above, for
all five medium priority seabird receptors habitat loss and change impacts are rated as
adverse, long-term and irreversible (at least during the lifespan of the Project) impacts of
negligible magnitude. On the basis of these characteristics and the negligible sensitivity of
all medium priority receptors, habitat loss and change is evaluated as having negligible
impact. It follows that impact evaluation of receptors of low priority is similarly negligible.
The impact of direct habitat loss and change during the O&M phase on seabird receptors is
judged to have negligible significance (Table 9.12) and is therefore not significant under the
terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.13.2.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is proposed.
9.13.2.2

Residual Impact

The impacts of habitat loss and modification will remain of negligible significance for all
receptors.

9.13.3

Displacement by Infrastructure

The presence of surface-piercing structures in the marine environment has the potential to
displace seabirds from foraging habitat. The review by Furness et al., (2012) rates the likely
response of seabird species to structures (Table 9.4). Although there is a lack of evidence
for displacement impacts from TECs and cable hubs, results of post-construction monitoring
at offshore developments such as wind farms provide evidence of how the species that use
the Project area may be impacted by the surface-piercing elements of the Project’s
infrastructure. In assessing the potential for displacement to impact on bird receptors it is
important to bear in mind the relatively small geographic scale of the Project (AfL 4.2km2)
for example in comparison to offshore windfarms of similar generation capacity.
The surface-piercing elements of the Project’s infrastructure could potentially be used for
perching by some seabirds (McCluskie et al., 2012), in particular by roosting gull and
cormorant species, and thus potentially attract these birds to the AfL (i.e., the opposite of
displacement). However, the numbers of individuals potentially attracted by this means is
likely to be small and therefore the impact would be of negligible magnitude. The potential
use of surface-piercing elements is likely to be neutral or mildly beneficial to the species
concerned as the surface-piercing elements would enhance conditions for these species. It
is considered unlikely that shags, cormorants and black guillemots that may perch on
surface-piercing infrastructure would also forage in their immediate vicinity (where they
may be subject to a collision risk) because the seabed in the AfL is considerably deeper than
the maximum depth targeted by these seabed-foraging species. Given that seabird
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attraction is unlikely to cause adverse impacts and be of negligible magnitude, this aspect of
displacement is not considered further.
All five medium priority receptors are considered by Furness et al., (2012) to have low or
very low vulnerability to displacement (a score of 1 or 2 in Table 9.4). It is concluded that at
most the species that use the Project area are unlikely to show more than a minor response
to the presence of surface-piercing elements.
For the purposes of assessment it is assumed that all individuals are displaced from the
anticipated impact footprint (the AfL+1km) throughout the duration of the O&M phase.
This is very unlikely and therefore an extremely cautious assumption. In reality no species
would be expected to respond so severely.
Even if all seabirds were displaced from the AfL+1km throughout the O&M phase the
AfL+1km, the impact would be rated as negligible magnitude due to the low importance of
the AfL for foraging.
The assessment considered the five medium priority receptor species. Each of these is
considered to have negligible sensitivity to small scale displacement impacts on account of
the large to very large extent of alternative foraging areas available locally. The impact
would be adverse, long term (it would potentially occur throughout the lifetime of the
array) and reversible. Taking into consideration all these attributes displacement by
infrastructure is evaluated as a negligible impact for all medium priority receptors. It follows
that impact evaluation of receptors of low priority is similarly negligible. It is judged that
displacement due to infrastructure during the O&M phase has negligible significance (Table
9.15) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.13.3.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is proposed.
9.13.3.2

Residual Impact

The residual impact will remain of negligible significance for all receptors.
: Summary of impacts of displacement by infrastructure during the operation and
maintenance phase.
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Magnitude
of Impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Significance
of impact

Residual
Impact

Displacement
by
infrastructure

Shag

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

No
mitigation
is
proposed.

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible
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All other
seabirds

9.13.4

Negligible

Negligible

January 2017

Negligible

Negligible

Displacement by Lighting

Cardinal marker buoys delineating the tidal array area and surface piercing elements of the
Project’s infrastructure (some TECs and surface hubs) would be fitted with lighting to
comply with rules for marking navigation hazards (Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping and
Navigation). The specifications for this lighting have not been finalised. Although some
forms of lighting, especially very bright lights, can potentially cause displacement or
disorientation of nocturnally active birds (McCluskie et al., 2012) it is unlikely that the type
or intensity of lighting that would be specified to mark the surface piercing infrastructure
would have any impacts on seabird receptor populations. Indeed, the seabirds in the region
already commonly experience night time lighting from many sources without any
noticeable adverse impact, e.g. from the East Rathlin lighthouse, vessels and navigation
lights. Low intensity lighting could help reduce the theoretical low risk of flying birds
colliding with surface piercing elements at night.
Introducing marine lighting in the vicinity of breeding colonies of nocturnal petrel species
(e.g., Manx shearwater and European storm petrel) or of burrow nesting species whose
young fledge at night (e.g., puffin) could potentially disrupt the behaviour of these species
and colony function. This possibility can be discounted as none of these species breed
within 5km of the AfL (the closest breeding puffins on Rathlin Island are approx. 10 km from
the AfL boundary).
For the purposes of assessment it is assumed that the choice of lighting specified will be
commensurate with existing marine lighting in the region in terms of its intensity and
colour, and therefore within the limits of what seabirds in the region currently experience.
Even if lighting were to cause the displacement at night of some species from the vicinity of
the light source, it is likely that the displacement impact would extend no more than a few
hundred metres and thus the total area affected would be negligible in the context of the
large to very large marine areas used for forging by seabird receptor populations.
The assessment considered the five medium priority receptor species. Each of these is
considered to have negligible sensitivity to small scale displacement impacts on account of
the large to very large extent of alternative foraging areas available locally. On the basis of
the small areas potentially affected and thus low numbers of individuals that would be
affected in the context of the size of receptor populations, displacement by lighting would
be an impact of negligible magnitude in all cases. The impact would be adverse, long term
(it would potentially occur nightly over the lifetime of the array) and reversible. Taking into
consideration all these attributes displacement by lighting is evaluated as a negligible
impact for all medium priority receptors. It follows that impact evaluation of receptors of
low priority is similarly negligible. It is judged that displacement due to lighting during the
O&M phase has negligible significance (Table 9.16) and is therefore not significant under
the terms of the EIA Regulations.
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Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is required although good practice would aim to minimise any adverse s of
lighting by choosing lighting that minimise potential to affect birds (Jones and Francis,
2003; Poot et al., 2008) whilst at the same time comply with the requirements deemed by
the Commissioners of Irish Lights (CIL).
9.13.4.2

Residual Impact

Good practice measures will reduce vessel disturbance; the residual impact will remain of
negligible significance for all receptors.
: Summary of impacts of displacement by lighting during the operation and
maintenance phase.
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Magnitude
of Impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Significance
of impact

Residual
Impact

Displacement
by lighting

Shag

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

Best
practice
measures in
relation to
lighting to
be agreed in
consultation
with CIL

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

All other
seabirds

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

9.13.5

Indirect Impacts on Habitat and Prey Availability

The proposed array of turbines is designed to extract energy from the water column and
therefore has the potential to alter sea flow conditions both mid water and at the seabed,
with potential for knock-on impacts on fauna (e.g., fish and benthos) and sea bed habitats
in the vicinity of the array. The assessment of physical processes (Chapter 6 Physical
Environment) concludes that the Project would result in small reductions in baseline flows
in the vicinity of turbines that would quickly dissipate downstream, returning to close to
baseline conditions within distances of approximately 6km.
The introduction of submerged infrastructure with hard surfaces (i.e. the TEC bases and
supports, cable hubs etc.) into the marine environment may act as artificial reef that is
colonised by epiphytic flora and fauna which in turn could provide habitat for potential
seabird prey fish such as saithe (Pollachius virens) and pollack (Pollachius pollachius). In
practise antifouling measures are expected to effectively control colonisation of Project
infrastructure by epiphytic flora and fauna (Chapter 5 Project Description).
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If the various impacts described above are sufficiently large these could materially affect
prey availability, either positively or negatively, for seabird receptors.
The fish (Chapter 11 Fish Ecology) and benthic (Chapter 7 Benthic Habitats and Ecology)
communities found in the AfL are adapted to living in high energy conditions associated
with moderate to strong tidal currents. Tidal currents off the Antrim coast vary naturally
over a wide range of values both temporally (e.g., the neap – spring cycle) and spatially
(e.g., in relation to depth and lateral extent). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
seabird fish prey using the AfL are tolerant to minor and localised alterations in current
speed. It is also reasonable to assume that, because of the highly localised scale of any
changes, in the context of the large to very large foraging areas available to the seabird
receptor populations potentially affected, and the low importance AfL for foraging (Table
9.10) that the magnitude of any indirect impacts on seabird prey availability would be
negligible.
On account of the large to very large foraging areas available to them, all five seabird
receptors are considered to have negligible sensitivity to the indirect impacts on habitat
and prey availability, at least at the scale that would be caused by the Project.
For all five medium priority seabird receptors, indirect impacts on habitat and prey
availability are rated as long-term, reversible and of negligible magnitude. As these impacts
could lead to decreases as well as increases in prey availability they could be adverse or
beneficial for seabird receptors. On the basis of these characteristics and the negligible
sensitivity of all medium priority receptors, the impact impacts is evaluated as negligible. It
follows that impact evaluation of receptors of low priority is similarly negligible. Indirect
impacts on habitat and prey availability for all seabird receptors is judged to have negligible
significance (Table 9.17) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA
Regulations.
9.13.5.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is proposed.
9.13.5.2

Residual Impact

The residual impact will remain of negligible significance for all receptors.
: Summary of residual indirect impacts on habitats and prey availability from operation
and maintenance activities.
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Magnitude
of Impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Significance
of impact

Residual
Impact

Indirect
impacts
on
habitat
and
prey

Shag

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

No
mitigation
is
proposed.

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Black

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible
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guillemot
Puffin

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

All other
seabirds

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

9.13.6

Collision Risk to Diving Birds

9.13.6.1

Collision modelling aims and methods

The potential for collision impacts on diving birds was examined using a mathematical
modelling approach. The modelling undertaken together with background information on
this subject is presented in full in Appendix 9.2; a brief account is given below.
Modelling was undertaken for the three medium priority species that regularly forage in the
AfL, namely common guillemot, razorbill and puffin. Baseline surveys did not record black
guillemot (medium priority) or shag (medium priority) using the AfL, therefore modelling
was not undertaken for these species. Although rated as low priority for EIA , modelling
was also undertaken for Manx shearwater because this species regularly occurred in the AfL
and recent research has shown that it commonly dives to greater depths (to at least 50m)
than previously realised (Shoji et al., 2016). However, the predicted number of collisions for
Manx shearwater are extremely low (Appendix 9.2) and it is not plausible they could lead to
more than a negligible impact; therefore collision risk to this species is not examined
further.
The moving parts of TECs pose a theoretical collision risk to birds that dive to the depths
where the devices are operating. The risk is theoretical because it has yet to be empirically
demonstrated. Furthermore, there is uncertainty as to whether relatively small animals
such as diving seabirds would be struck by a rotor blade or would be swept past by
hydrodynamic forces, and further, whether, if birds were to be struck, the strike force
would be sufficient to cause injury or death (Wilson et al., 2007). For the purposes of this
assessment, it is assumed that TECs do pose a collision risk and that the force of collisions
could be sufficient to cause fatal injury.
The encounter rate model (ERM) developed by SAMS and CEH (Wilson et al., 2007), and
further elaborated by Band (Annex 3 in EMEC, 2015; SNH, 2016) was used to predict the
potential for diving seabirds to be harmed by collisions with TECs. The modelling
undertaken aims to predict the annual number of encounters between adult birds and TEC
rotors both in the breeding season and non-breeding period.
ERM estimates the number of encounter events per unit time per device of a particular
design based on the relative velocities (i.e., closing velocity) of a rotating turbine and a
swimming bird, and their sizes. ERM has the advantage over alternative Band model (this
was initially developed to predict the collision risk posed to flying birds by wind turbines) in
that it makes no assumptions about an animal’s swimming direction relative to a rotor (SNH
2016). For diving birds, swim trajectories relative to a TEC rotor could be orientated at any
angle between horizontal and vertical, which concords with the assumptions of ERM. In
contrast the Band Model assumes that birds are travelling horizontally relative to a rotor,
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which is unrealistic for diving birds (however it is a reasonable assumption for flying birds
approaching wind turbines).
A comparison of the outputs from the Band and ERM models for an open 3-bladed turbine
concluded that both models gave broadly similar predictions for the number of potential
encounter events however the those for ERM were consistently higher, on average by a
factor of approximately 1.5 (EMEC, 2015). Therefore, not only is the choice of ERM
considered preferable because the assumptions made about the orientation and direction
of swimming are likely to better match the actual situation, it is also preferable for
assessment purposes because outputs are likely to lead to more cautious conclusions.
As species have different diving behaviour, the predicted collision risk potentially varies
according to the water depth at which TECs are deployed. The Project proposes to deploy
TECs in the upper part of the water column, where the tidal stream resource is greatest.
Collision risk for two depth scenarios for each of the three TEC designs were investigated.
The ‘shallowest depth scenario’ modelled considers deploying TECs at a minimum surface
clearance of 5m below LAT. Collision risk was also modelled for an alternative and slightly
deeper deployment depth scenario (referred to as the ‘deepest depth scenario’) in which
the surface clearance is 8m below LAT.
For each species examined, the depth scenario for a particular TEC that has the highest
predicted encounter rate is used to estimate the worst case annual encounter rate for each
of the various array options, and thereby identify the overall worst case array option for
each species. The worst case array option is taken forward for assessment.
The ERM model itself does not take into account avoidance or evasion behaviour by
animals, nor does it consider whether the collision strike force is sufficient to result in harm
to a bird. However, these factors are accounted for, post-modelling, by applying an
‘avoidance rate’ adjustment to model predictions.
The ERM requires a value for the density of birds at rotor depth. This was derived by
multiplying the areal on-sea density estimate from baseline surveys by the proportion of atsea time a species spends underwater (5% to 40% depending on the species) and, using
published data from birds fitted with time-depth loggers, calculating what proportion of
underwater time occurs at the depths where turbine rotors would operate. The ERM also
requires a value for the total amount of time per year (or season) a species is exposed to a
collision risk. For the auk species, which some studies show to dive during the day and in
twilight, exposure period was calculated from the sum of day length (sunrise to sunset) plus
the nautical twilight period.
Collision estimates are presented at a range of avoidance rates of 90%, 95%, 98% and 99%,
considered appropriate for presenting and assessing diving bird collision modelling results
for tidal stream arrays (SNH, 2016). These values are considered to be reasonable and
reflect the general view of many biologists working in the field that the actual number of
harmful collisions will be substantially lower than the predicted number of encounters
(EIMR Conference collision workshop, 2 May 2015). An avoidance rate of 98% is chosen as
the focus for assessment, this reflects recent advice from SNH for tidal projects in Scotland
(e.g., BTAL, 2016).
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The potential impact of collision mortality (or injury) on a receptor population is quantified
in term of the impact it would have on the receptor population’s baseline adult annual
mortality rate.
There are several uncertainties that affect the accuracy of the model predictions, but by
choosing conservative parameter values (i.e., those that err on the side of caution) it is
considered that the outputs are likely to overestimate rather than underestimate the
number of harmful collisions. Nevertheless, an obvious criticism of ERM (and the Band
model) is that it has not been empirically validated for diving birds. This will not be possible
until tidal device arrays are built and there are appropriate monitoring data that measure
any interactions between diving birds and tidal turbines.
Aside from the uncertainty over the most appropriate avoidance rate, the model outputs
are sensitive to the bird and device parameter values and the uncertainty over some of
these has potential to affect the model outputs, in particular, the proportion of a bird’s atsea time spent underwater at rotor depth and mean rotor velocities.
Although the collision rate predictions are quantitative, they should be regarded as only
indicative of the level of additional mortality/injury that may result. Nevertheless, the
predictions are considered useful in terms of giving a first order and, most likely, cautious
estimate of the absolute magnitude of the potential collision risk.
9.13.6.2

Accounting for age and breeding origins

The model outputs predict the number of birds, of all ages and breeding origins that will
encounter rotors. To examine the impact on regional breeding receptor populations in
terms of the change to adult mortality rates (AMR), the predictions need to be adjusted
downwards to take account of the presence of immature birds and the presence of adults
from breeding sites outside the region. The likely proportion of breeding adults present
was based on information on stable age distribution derived from Furness (2014). For all
species examined, after the breeding season adult birds may disperse or migrate away from
breeding colonies over often large distances (Wernham et al., 2002. For all species
examined it was conservatively assumed that all adults killed by collision during the
breeding season (and during the post-breeding season in the cases of common guillemot
and razorbill), and 50% of the adults killed by collision during the autumn/winter period are
from the regional breeding population (i.e. the relevant receptor population) (see Appendix
9.2 for additional information).
The biologically defined autumn/winter regional populations (i.e. the non-breeding BDMPS
populations defined by Furness, 2014) of these species are much greater than the MMFR
defined regional breeding populations. For these reasons, and bearing in mind that the
predicted small impacts on the regional breeding population AMR are based on more
predicted collisions affecting a much smaller population, it is not plausible that the impact
of collisions on the adult mortality rate of the BDMPS regional non-breeding populations
could be anything other than negligible, and for this reason it is not examined further.
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The mean seasonal surface density of receptors vulnerable to collision risk as
determined in baseline ESAS surveys, and used in modelling studies to predict
collision risk.
Species

Common guillemot

Razorbill

Season

Mean density
(birds/km2)

Breeding

14.9

Post-breeding

13.7

Autumn/winter

7.9

Breeding

4.5

Post-breeding

0.8

Autumn/winter

1.3

Breeding

0.5

Puffin
Autumn/winter

0.01

Annual baseline adult mortality rates and the proportion of adults from the regional
breeding population used in collision risk modelling.
Species

Season

Baseline
annual adult
mortality

% of birds
present
assumed to be
adults1

Breeding
Common
guillemot

Post-breeding

100%
6.1%2

Non-breeding

76%
100%
57%

Breeding
Razorbill

Post-breeding

Breeding
Non-breeding

50%
100%

10.5%2

Non-breeding
Puffin

% of adults
assumed to be
from regional
breeding
population

9.4%2

75%
100%
57%

50%

75%

100%

57%

50%
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Derived from Furness, 2014

2

Horswill and Robinson, 2015
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Modelling Results

The results of the ERM modelling for the three auk species examined are summarised in
Table 9.21. The numbers in this table are the predicted number of encounters with adults
of the regional breeding population expressed for a range of avoidance rates. The values in
the ‘0% avoidance rate’ column are the number of encounters predicted by ERM for the
case where birds take no avoidance behaviour. Table 9.21 also shows the impact the
predicted number of encounters for a 98% avoidance rate would have on the receptor
population adult mortality rate, assuming that these encounters are fatal.
: Encounter rate model predictions of the number of adult collisions from the regional
breeding receptor populations calculated for a range of avoidance rates (AR) for
worst case array option, and the potential change to the baseline annual adult
mortality rate (AMR) for 98% AR.
Receptor
species

Predicted number of adult deaths per annum
at different avoidance rates (A.R.)
0%

90%

95%

98%

99%

% change
in AMR
for 98%
AR

Impact
magnitude

Common
guillemot

15,729

358

179

72

36

0.44%

Negligible

Razorbill

1,103

110

55

22

11

0.48%

Negligible

Puffin

135

13.5

6.8

2.7

1.4

0.25%

Negligible

9.13.6.4

Assessment

The assessment of collision impacts is limited to the regional breeding receptor populations
of the three auk species for which collision risk was examined. On the basis of the predictive
ERM modelling presented above, the impact of the potential collision mortality has been
rated as of negligible magnitude for all receptors. Collision impacts would be adverse, long
term (the Project’s operational life span of 20-25 years) and reversible.
All three receptors are considered to have low sensitivity to the potential impacts of a
modest amount of additional mortality, due to their large background populations and their
favourable conservation status. The impacts of O&M collisions on all three receptors are
evaluated as of negligible significance (Table 9.21) and are therefore not significant under
the terms of the EIA Regulations.
The choice of using a 98% avoidance rate for assessment is based on advice and precedent
for assessment of tidal array projects in Scotland. Nevertheless it is recognised that there is
uncertainty regarding the true avoidance rate that diving birds will show in response to a
turbines and that the assessment conclusions are potentially sensitive to the value used. It
is worth noting that basing assessment on a 90% avoidance rate (i.e., five times more
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precautious) would cause the predicted collision impact for all three auk receptors to
increase to a low magnitude impact. The assessment would then conclude that the collision
impact on these receptors was of low significance and therefore would remain not
significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.13.6.5

Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is proposed.
9.13.6.6

Residual Impact

The residual impact will remain of the same significance for all species receptor populations
as assessed above.
Summary of residual impacts of collision risk to diving seabirds from operation and
maintenance
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Mitigation/
good
practice

Residual
Magnitude

Residual
Significanc
e

Collision risk

Shag

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Low

No
mitigation is
proposed.

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

Low

Negligible

Negligible

All
other
seabirds

Low

Negligible

Negligible

9.13.7

Accidental Contamination

The potential for accidental contamination impacts to occur during the O&M phase is
similar to the construction phase, albeit the risk remains over the Project’s life span of 2025 years. The assessment and embedded mitigation measures presented above for the
construction phase are therefore also applicable here. Therefore, provided best practice
measures are strictly adhered to, the assessment for the O&M phase concludes that
accidental contamination would be a negligible impact for all seabird receptor populations
and is judged to have negligible significance (Table 9.22) and is therefore not significant
under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
9.13.7.1

Mitigation and Good Practice

As for the construction and installation phase, no mitigation in addition to the Project’s
embedded mitigation is required. Good practice measures aimed at preventing accidental
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contamination events and to effectively and quickly respond to events should they occur,
are the same as discussed for the construction and installation phase.
9.13.7.2

Residual Impact

The residual impact will remain of negligible significance for all receptors.
Summary of residual impacts of accidental contamination from operation and
maintenance
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivit
y
of
Receptor

Magnitu
de
of
Impact

Potential
Mitigation
measures

Significan
ce
of
impact

Residual
Impact

Accidental
contamina
tion

Shag

High

Negligibl
e

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Moderat
e

Negligibl
e

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Moderat
e

Negligibl
e

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

High

Negligibl
e

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Moderat
e

Negligibl
e

Best practice
vessel
protocols,
exclusion of
non-project
vessels from
site,
contingency
plans
and
specialist
facilities to
deal
with
incidents.

Negligible

Negligible

All other
seabirds

Negligibl
e/

Negligibl
e

Negligible

Negligible

low

9.14

Impacts during Decommissioning

9.14.1

Direct Disturbance

Disturbance impacts from vessels during the decommissioning phase will be similar in
nature to the construction phase (i.e. regular vessel presence), and is expected to occur
over a similar period of time.
The five medium priority receptors assessed are considered to have negligible sensitivity
and in all cases decommissioning is rated as an impact of negligible magnitude. Given the
nature of the disturbance events, which is localised, short-term and reversible, the impacts
of decommissioning vessel disturbance on all these receptors is evaluated as negligible. It
follows that impact evaluation of receptors of low priority across all seasons is similarly
negligible. It is judged that vessel disturbance during the decommissioning phase has
negligible significance (Table 9.23) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the
EIA Regulations.
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Mitigation and Good Practice

No mitigation is required although good practice would aim to minimise disturbance to
seabirds in the same way as described for the construction and installation phase.
9.14.1.2

Residual Impact

Good practice measures will reduce vessel disturbance; the residual impact will remain of
negligible significance for all receptors.
Summary of residual impacts of direct disturbance from decommissioning
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Mitigation/good
practice

Residual
Magnitude

Residual
Significance

Direct
disturbance

Shag

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Negligible

Best
practice
measures
in
relation
to
vessel
management to
be agreed with
NIEA

Negligible

Negligible

All
other
species

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

9.14.1.3

Accidental Contamination

The potential for accidental contamination impacts to occur during the decommissioning
phase is similar to the potential during the construction and O&M phases. Therefore, the
assessment and embedded mitigation measures presented above for these phases are also
applicable here. Provided best practice measures are strictly adhered to it is concluded that
the impact of accidental contamination be of negligible significance for all seabird receptor
populations (Table 9.24) and is therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA
Regulations.
: Summary of residual impacts of accidental contamination from decommissioning
Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Mitigation/good
practice

Residual
Magnitude

Residual
Significance

Accidental
contamination

Shag

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Common
guillemot

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Razorbill

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Black
guillemot

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Puffin

Low

Best
practice
vessel protocols,
exclusion
of
non-project
vessels
from
site,
contingency
plans
and
specialist
facilities to deal

Negligible

Negligible
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Negligible

9.15

Cumulative Impacts

9.15.1

Approach to CIA and Receptors Considered

Negligible

The EIA Regulations require that the Project be assessed cumulatively along with other
projects or plans. In doing so, guidance on assessing cumulative impacts (King et al., 2009)
has been followed. Cumulative impact assessment (CIA) in the context of EIA, is considered
to mean the assessment of the impact of the project on a seabird receptor population
where there are multiple stressors in action. This includes multiple projects of the same
type, other activities and environmental stressors. In considering cumulative impacts it is
necessary to identify any impacts that are minor in isolation but which may be major
additively.
Following the guidance in King et al. (2009), species receptors species requiring CIA were
taken to be species of high or medium nature conservation importance (as defined in Table
9.10) or species categorised as high or medium priority for EIA (as defined in Table 9.8 and
summarised in Table 9.13 with respect to the seabird species that regularly use the Fair
Head AfL) and for which there was some indication of a potential impact as a result of the
development which may be exacerbated cumulatively. On this basis, two seabird receptors
were identified as meriting assessment for cumulative impacts, namely breeding common
guillemot (medium priority) and breeding razorbill (medium priority). The Project in
isolation is predicted to have negligible magnitude, disturbance, displacement, collision
mortality and accidental contamination impacts on these two receptors, all of which could
potentially be exacerbated cumulatively through the impacts of other projects and/or
activities.
The scope of cumulative assessment is defined by the spatial and temporal scale of the
impact being assessed, relative to the activities which are occurring or proposed and the
geographic range of the species potentially affected. Projects that are operational,
consented, or that are in the planning system (i.e. formal scoping exercises have begun) are
considered in the cumulative assessment. Bearing in mind the foraging ranges of common
guillemot (MMFR+1SD = 134km) and razorbill (MMFR+1SD = 84km) (Thaxter et al., 2012)
only projects within 134km of Fair Head AfL are considered to be relevant. In practise this
approximately equates to waters off Co. Antrim, Co. Londonderry and Argyll and Bute.
A 35kW prototype tidal stream device is currently proposed in Sanda Sound off the South
Kintyre coast. Impacts from this development are anticipated to be of a very low level and
would not materially contribute to cumulative impacts with the Project. No scoping study
or ornithological assessment has been undertaken for the Sanda Sound project. The Argyll
Tidal Demonstrator Project off the west coast of the Mull of Kintyre is also of a very small
scale (a single 0.5MW TEC). This project’s Environmental Appraisal (Argyll Energy Ltd, 2013)
shows that the development site is used by very low numbers of common guillemot and
razorbill and concluded that any impacts on the regional breeding populations these
species would be negligible. It is therefore not anticipated that this project would materially
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contribute to cumulative impacts with the Project. These demonstration projects are not
considered further in this CIA.
Two large offshore wind farms and a petroleum test drilling project that had been
previously proposed in the CIA region are now no longer being taken forward. Therefore
these projects are not included in CIA.
Projects identified as relevant to CIA of seabird receptors
Project name,
Developer

Fair Head Tidal Array

Approx.
distance
from
AfL

Technology
and size

Receptor population
relevant to CIA

0km

100MW
max. (tidal)

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill

Torr Head Tidal Array,

2km

Tidal Ventures Ltd

100MW
max. (tidal)

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill

Argyll Tidal Demonstrator Project,

33km

0.5MW

Argyll Tidal Ltd

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill

Sanda Sound,

58km

35kW

Oceanflow Development Ltd

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill

West Islay Tidal Energy Park,

70km

30MW

DP Marine Energy Ltd and DEME

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill

Sound
of
Islay
Tidal
Demonstration, Scottish Power
Renewables UK Ltd

71km

10MW

Regional breeding
guillemot
Regional breeding
razorbill
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Potential Cumulative Impacts from Disturbance and
Displacement

The potential for vessel disturbance impacts or displacement impacts large enough to
materially contribute to a regional cumulative impact would only arise when conditions of
relatively high bird density occur in the vicinity of projects sites. The timing when relatively
high densities would be present will differ spatially across the region and it is thus very
unlikely that such conditions would occur simultaneously at several or all of the projects
sites in the CIA region.
Based on the numbers encountered in project-specific baseline surveys (e.g., ESAS surveys
for Fair Head, Torr Head, West Islay and the Sound of Islay projects), even if all common
guillemots and razorbills were to be disturbed or displaced from all the footprints of the CIA
projects, the numbers at any one time are unlikely to exceed 1% of the receptor regional
breeding populations. It follows that the cumulative disturbance and displacement impacts
on both receptors are rated as impacts of negligible magnitude.
The cumulative impact of both vessel disturbance and displacement by structures on the
regional breeding populations of common guillemot and razorbill are categorised as
adverse, long term and negligible magnitude, and these receptors are rated as having low
sensitivity to this impact. It is judged that both the cumulative vessel disturbance impact
and the cumulative displacement impact are of negligible significance and are therefore not
significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.

9.15.3

Potential Cumulative Impacts from Collision Mortality

The potential for collision mortality impacts large enough to materially contribute to a
regional cumulative impact is restricted to the relatively large (>10MW) tidal array projects.
Of these, collision rate modelling has only been undertaken for the Fair Head project.
Nevertheless, an approximate indication of the potential for collision impacts from these
projects can be obtained from examining their scale and the densities of the receptor
species (breeding common guillemot and razorbill) that typically occur in their vicinity.
In the case of the Torr Head Tidal Array, the scale of the development is the same as the
Fair Head project (100MW) and the densities of common guillemot and razorbill
encountered in the breeding season there were broadly similar to those encountered at
Fair Head (TVL, 2015). It is therefore reasonable to assume that Torr Head Tidal Array will
cause an approximately similar level of collision mortality to that predicted for the Fair
Head project.
The average breeding season densities of common guillemots recorded during two years of
baseline surveys at the West Islay Tidal Energy Park and Sound of Islay Demonstration
Project sites were approximately nine times and fifty times lower respectively than the
equivalent value for the Fair Head site (DPME, 2013; SPR, 2010). Given these low densities
and the relatively small scale of these two projects (30MW and 10MW installed capacity
respectively) the potential for collisions with the breeding common guillemots is likely to be
extremely low and would not therefore be likely to materially contribute to a regional
cumulative impact.
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The average breeding season densities of razorbill recorded during two years of baseline
surveys at the West Islay Tidal Energy Park and Sound of Islay Demonstration Project sites
were in both cases approximately six times lower than the equivalent value for the Fair
Head site (DPME, 2013; SPR, 2010). Given these low densities and the relatively small size
of these two projects (30MW and 10MW respectively) the potential for collisions with the
breeding razorbills is likely to be extremely low and would not therefore be likely to
materially contribute to a regional cumulative impact.
Taking into consideration the potential for collision risk from the various projects in
isolation discussed above, it is judged that in addition to the Fair Head project only the Torr
Head project would materially contribute to the cumulative collision impact posed to the
two receptors. It is therefore concluded that the cumulative impact from all tidal stream
projects in the CIA area is approximately twice the collision risk predicted for the Fair Head
project in isolation. Assuming a 98% avoidance rate for assessment, this would mean that
the baseline annual AMR of the breeding common guillemot receptor could rise by 0.9%
(from the assumed 6.10% to 6.16%), and the AMR of breeding razorbill receptor could rise
by 1.0% (from the assumed 10.50% to 10.61%). In both cases a change of this size is rated
as an impact of low magnitude.
The cumulative impact of collision mortality on the regional breeding populations of
common guillemot and razorbill is categorised as an adverse, long term and low magnitude,
and these receptors are rated as having low sensitivity to this impact. It is judged that the
cumulative collision impact is of low significance and is therefore not significant under the
terms of the EIA Regulations.

9.15.4

Cumulative Accidental Release of Contaminants

The potential impact on seabird populations from the accidental release of contaminants
caused by the Project alone is rated as negligible magnitude. This was concluded on the
basis that the various embedded mitigation measures make the probability of an incident
very unlikely and, were an incident to happen it is likely to be of a very small or small scale
and be quickly contained and dealt with. A similar conclusion applies to all the other
projects considered in this CIA. Although each development alone presents a very small
risk, it follows that the overall (i.e. cumulative) risk of an accidental contamination event
occurring will be greater for multiple projects (i.e. those listed in Table 9.25) than for these
projects considered in isolation. However, given all the embedded mitigation measures,
incidents would at most be rare events (less frequent than approximately once every ten
years) and likely to be of a scale that causes less than a 1% change in the annual adult
mortality rate of the receptor populations affected.
The cumulative impact of the accidental release of contaminants on the regional breeding
populations of common guillemot and razorbill is categorised as an adverse, short-term
(though the risk would endure throughout the Project’s lifetime) and low magnitude, and
these receptors are rated as having low sensitivity to this impact. It is judged that the
cumulative accidental release of contaminants impact is of low significance and is therefore
not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
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Cumulative Impacts Summary

The potential for cumulative impacts on common guillemots and razorbill are summarised
in Table 9.26 and discussed below.
: Summary of cumulative impacts on the regional breeding receptor populations of
impacts of accidental contamination from decommissioning.
Cumulative impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Cumulative
impact
magnitude

Cumulative
Significance

Vessel disturbance

Breeding
common
guillemot
and razorbill

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Collision risk

Low

Low

Low

Accidental release of
contaminants

Low

Low

Low

Displacement by
structures

There appears to be no reasonable potential for cumulative impacts greater than low
significance to arise from the developments considered, either because the risk is known to
be low or negligible, or it is assumed to be negligible because of the very small scale of the
project.
In conclusion, the cumulative combined impacts of the Project and other projects in the
region on the regional breeding common guillemot and razorbill receptor populations are
categorised as adverse, long term, reversible and of negligible or low magnitude. It is
judged that all cumulative impacts on these receptors are of low or negligible significance
and are therefore not significant under the terms of the EIA Regulations.

9.16

Future Monitoring

None of the Project’s potential impacts on seabirds are deemed to be of more than
negligible significance, however, current good practice suggests that an appropriate and
proportional monitoring programme be agreed and implemented. Details of the monitoring
programme would be developed in consultation with NIEA following project approval.
Monitoring studies would focus on the receptors and impacts identified in the assessment
of greatest importance, in particular the potential for disturbance/displacement and
collision impacts on auk species. Monitoring studies would need to be rigorously designed,
bearing in mind statistical power to detect change, so that they have a realistic chance of
obtaining clear-cut and informative results. However, flexibility would be retained to cancel
elements of the monitoring programme if it is clear that useful information is not being
collected. The close proximity of the proposed Tidal Ventures Torr Head array would likely
be a material consideration in the design of a monitoring programme.
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The two-year ESAS survey programme undertaken to inform EIA was designed to give
baseline data against which future monitoring data could be compared. Therefore it is likely
that further ESAS surveys would form part of the monitoring programme. Collection of
boat-based ESAS during the installation and operational phases would potentially provide a
means to measure the extent of any seabird displacement response to the development.
Given the difficulty of finding suitable control sites, it is likely that a ‘Before-After-Gradient’
study design would be most appropriate for examining seabird displacement impacts.
Given the relatively close proximity of the important breeding colonies on Rathlin Island,
regular counts of breeding seabirds there would be important for evaluating the long term
impacts of the Project. The monitoring programme would therefore include consideration
of the arrangements in place for regular (approximately every three years, at least) counts
of Rathlin Island seabirds through the life span of the Project.
FHT recognise that studies to better understand collision risk from TECs to diving seabirds
are desirable, however the practical challenges of such studies are likely to be considerable
and involve the development of novel methods and equipment. At this relatively early stage
of the tidal stream renewable industry, FHT believe that generic industry and government
led research studies into collision risks are likely to be more worthwhile than projectspecific collision monitoring studies. FHT welcomes approaches by the research community
to use the Fair Head site for undertaking such generic research.

9.17

Summary
x

A process of receptor prioritisation concluded that five seabird receptors merited
categorisation as medium priority for EIA and as such were subject to a detailed
assessment of the impacts potentially arising from the Project. All other receptors
were rated as low priority for EIA. The five medium priority receptors are the
regional breeding populations of shag, common guillemot, razorbill, black
guillemot and puffin.

x

The potential impacts of disturbance, displacement, direct habitat change,
indirect changes to habitats and prey, collision risk and accidental contamination
are examined in detail for all medium priority receptors. Although, collision risk is
considered for all medium priority receptors, collision modelling was not required
for shag and black guillemot because neither of these species is anticipated to be
subject to a collision risk from the Project (Appendix 9.2). In each case, for the
phases of the project applicable, the potential impacts are shown to be of
negligible magnitude. In all cases it is judged that these impacts would give rise
to impacts of negligible significance under the terms of the EIA Regulations.

x

The potential for disturbance and accidental contamination to impact on
receptors are minimised through a range of embedded mitigation and good
practice vessel management measures.

x

Two receptors (breeding common guillemot and razorbill) merit examination of
the potential for the Project to contribute, together with other development in
the region, to a cumulative impact. The CIA concludes that the Project would
materially contribute to the cumulative regional impact of disturbance,
displacement, collision risk and accidental contamination. In each case the
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potential cumulative impacts are shown to be of low magnitude. In all cases it is
judged that these impacts would give rise to cumulative impacts of low
significance under the terms of the EIA Regulations.
x

The potential for the Project to affect the integrity of Special Protection Areas is
examined in the Project’s HRA report (Appendix 4.2).
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device (36 rotors). .................................................................................................................... 73
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meshing .................................................................................................................................... 61
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

ADCP

Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler

AFBI

Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute

AfL

Agreement for Lease

ASOCANS

Agreement on Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic North East
Atlantic Irish and North Sea

CI

Confidence Interval

COWRIE

Collaborative Offshore Wind Research into the Environment

CREEM

Centre for Research into Environmental and Ecological Modelling

CV

Confidence value

DAERA

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

DoE

Department of Environment

DP

Dynamic Positioning

DPME

DP Marine Energy

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EMEC

European Marine Energy Centre

EMF

Electromagnetic fields

EPS

European Protected Species

ESAS

European Seabirds At Sea

ESW

Effective strip width

FCS

Favourable Conservation Status

FHT

Fair Head Tidal

FHTEP

Fair Head Tidal Energy Project

GPS

Global Positioning System

HLV

Heavy Lift Vessels

HRA

Habitats Regulations Appraisal

ICES

International Council for the Exploration of the Seas

ICI

Inter-click interval

IWDG

Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

JIBS

Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey

JNCC

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

JNCC

Joint Nature Conservation Committee
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Term

Definition

MCT

Marine Current Turbines Ltd.

MMO

Marine Mammal Observer

MU

Management Unit

NIEA

Northern Ireland Environment Agency

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRP

Natural Research Projects

PAM

Passive Acoustic Monitoring

PCoD

Population Consequences of Disturbance

PTS

Permanent Threshold Shift

PVA

Population Viability Analysis

RBMP

River Basin Management Plan

RL

Received Levels

rms

Root Mean Squared

RV

Research vessel

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

SAMS

Scottish Association for Marine Science

SCANS

Small Cetacean Abundance in the North Sea and adjacent waters

SEL

Sound Exposure Level

SEL cum

Cumulative SEL

SL

Source Level

SMRU

Sea Mammal Research Unit

SNH

Scottish Natural Heritage

SPL

Sound Pressure Level

SRSL

SAMS Research Services Ltd.

TGL

Tidal Generation Ltd.

TSR

Tip Speed Ratio

TTS

Temporary Threshold Shift

TVL

Tidal Ventures Ltd.

WFD

Water Framework Directive
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Glossary:
Term

Definition

Stochastically
modelled

A stochastic model is a tool for estimating probability distributions of
potential outcomes by allowing for random variation in one or more
inputs over time.

Isobaths

An imaginary line or a line on a chart that connects all points having the
same depth below a water surface.

Ensonified
area

The area of sea that contains sound produced by the Project that is above
ambient background levels.
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Marine Mammals and Basking Shark

10.1

Introduction

January 2017

This chapter documents the findings of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
undertaken to examine the potential impacts of the Project on marine mammals and
basking shark. Any impacts that may occur throughout the construction, operation and
decommissioning phases are considered here. The magnitude and significance of the
potential impacts associated with the Project are assessed, in addition to the residual
impacts once appropriate mitigation measures have been considered. A number of
specialists have contributed to this assessment:
x

Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI) – The execution of the visual and acoustic
baseline surveys

x

Xi Engineering - Baseline Ambient Noise Assessment (including input from Dr Paul
Lepper, University of Loughborough); and

x

Scottish Association for Marine Science, Research Services Limited (SRSL) –Baseline
survey design and analysis, collection of ambient noise data, marine mammal
encounter rate modelling, impact assessment and Environmental Statement (ES)
authorship.

10.2

Supporting Studies and Chapters

This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES Chapters:
x

Benjamins, S., Macleod, A., Allen, C. & Wilson, B. 2015. Occurrence of Marine
Mammals and Basking Sharks at the Proposed Fair Head Tidal Energy Project Site:
Report Following 24 Months of Survey Effort (Issue 02). Report for DP Energy,
October 2015, 99 pp. (Appendix 10.1)

x

Batty, R., Benjamins, S. & Macleod, A. 2016. Modelling encounter rate between
turbines and marine mammals (Issue 01). Report for DP Energy, December 2016, 20
pp. (Appendix 10.2)

x

Xi Engineering 2016. Acoustic modelling of a multi-tidal turbine array – Fair Head,
Northern Ireland. Report No. SAMS_405_FR_V3 issued 13/07/2016, 30 pp.
(Confidential Annex 10.3)

x

Macleod, A., Benjamins, S. & Allen, C., and Nickell, T.D. 2016. Habitats Regulations
Appraisal: Screening Report for Fair Head Tidal Energy Project Issue 01). Report for
DP Energy, November 2016, 99 pp. (Appendix 4.2)

x

Project Description (Chapter 5)

x

Physical Environment (Chapter 6)

x

Benthic Habitats and Ecology (Chapter 7)
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Fish Ecology (Chapter 11)

x

Commercial Shipping & Navigation (Chapter 15)
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Limited information is available on the interactions between marine mammals and novel
tidal technologies. Wherever possible, this assessment refers to published and grey
literature, and relies on site-specific studies to enable predictive impact modelling. Until
more research has been undertaken at tidal energy developments, significant uncertainty
will be inherent in any impact assessment process. This is treated appropriately, with
transparency in the application of qualitative expert judgment, so that the risks are
adequately assessed to support regulatory decision making. Furthermore, where
monitoring is being undertaken at tidal turbines, available results have been used (e.g. from
Strangford Lough and experience at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) in Orkney).

10.3

Legislative Framework and Regulatory Context

This section presents an overview of the national and international legislative requirements
with regard to assessing the impacts on marine mammals and basking sharks. Legislation
relevant to the development area is presented, i.e. applying to the jurisdiction within which
the Project is located, and the species that are considered likely to occur in that particular
geographical area. Although numerous species of marine mammals and other megafauna
have been observed in the Fair Head area over the years, only a small number of species
can be considered residents or regular visitors to the area (Reid et al., 2003). These include
harbour (common) seals (Phoca vitulina) and grey seals (Halichoerus grypus), as well as
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), common
dolphins (Delphinus delphis), Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus), minke whales
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata), killer whales (Orcinus orca), humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae), basking sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) and leatherback turtles (Dermochelys
coriacea) (Table 10.1) (Appendix 10.1).
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Table 10.1: A summary of the species that are likely to occur at the project site and
surrounding area, according to a review of available data, along with a summary of their
legal status

Species

Harbour
porpoise
Phocoena
phocoena

Common
dolphin
Delphinus
delphis

Bottlenose
dolphin
Tursiops
truncatus

Risso’s
dolphin
Grampus
griseus
Minke whale
Balaenopter
a
acutorostrat
a

Conservation
(Natural
Habitats, &c)
Regulations
(Northern
Ireland) 1995
(as amended)

Wildlife and
Natural
Environment
Act
(Northern
Ireland)
2011

Schedule 2
(EPS)

-

Bern
Convention

Appendix II

Bonn
Convention

II

Other

IUCN Red List –
Least Concern,
Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix I and
II and OSPAR
annex (I, II, III
and IV).

I and II
Schedule 2
(EPS)

-

Appendix II

(not
population
at Project
site)

Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix II

I and II
Schedule 2
(EPS)

-

Appendix II

(not
population
at Project
site)

Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix II

II
Schedule 2
(EPS)

Schedule 2
(EPS)

-

Appendix II

-

Appendix II

(not
population
at Project
site)

Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix II

Priority Species
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Species

Killer whale
Orcinus orca
Humpback
whale
Megaptera
novaeanglia
e

Conservation
(Natural
Habitats, &c)
Regulations
(Northern
Ireland) 1995
(as amended)
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Wildlife and
Natural
Environment
Act
(Northern
Ireland)
2011

Bern
Convention

Bonn
Convention

-

Appendix II

II

Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix II

-

Appendix II

I

CITES Appendix
I

Schedule 2
(EPS)

Schedule 2
(EPS)

Other

II
Grey seal
Halichoerus
grypus

Harbour (or
common)
seal Phoca
vitulina

Leatherback
turtle
Dermochelys
coriacea

Schedule 3

Schedule 5 &
6

Appendix III

(not
population
at Project
site)

IUCN Red List –
Least Concern,

II
Schedule 3

Schedule 5 &
6

Schedule 2

Basking
shark
Cetorhinus
maximus

-

Schedule 5 &
6

Appendix III

Appendix II

Appendix II

(not
population
at Project
site)

Priority Species

I and II

IUCN Red List Critically
Endangered,
Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix I

I and II

Priority
Species, CITES
Appendix II,
OSPAR List of
Threatened
and/or
Declining
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International Legislation

Of the species occurring at the Project site, all (with the exception of seals) are listed in
Appendix II of the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural
Habitats (the Bern Convention). Harbour seals (the eastern Atlantic population), and grey
seals are listed in Appendix III as ‘protected faunal species,’ whereby a limited amount of
exploitation is allowed if the population can be sustained.
The Bonn Convention on migratory species, operates as a framework for a range of
multilateral agreements for the conservation and management of migratory species,
covering particular species groups. Common dolphin, bottlenose dolphin, humpback whale,
leatherback turtle and basking shark are listed in Appendix I as endangered migratory
species. However, these designations only apply to populations of humpback whale,
leatherback turtle and basking shark occurring at the Project site (Table 10.1). Harbour
porpoise, common, bottlenose and Risso’s dolphins, killer whale, grey seal, harbour seal,
leatherback turtle and basking shark are included in Appendix II, as migratory species that
need or would significantly benefit from international co-operation. These designations
apply to populations of harbour porpoise, killer whale, leatherback turtle and basking shark
occurring at Project site (Table 10.1). ASCOBANS (the Agreement on the Conservation of
Small Cetaceans of the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish and North Seas) was established
under the auspices of the Bonn Convention, and provides protection to all toothed whales
(odontocetes), except for the sperm whale.
The requirements of the Bern and Bonn Conventions in regard to marine mammals are
principally addressed through the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and associated legislation,
detailed below.
10.3.1.1

Habitats Directive

All species of cetaceans and seals addressed in this Chapter are listed in one or more of
Annex II, IV and V of the Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21st May 1992 on
the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora) (Table 10.1), as species of
‘Community interest’. This affords particular levels of protection through spatial measures
to protect habitats that are fundamental to the survival of the species, and strict protection
measures applied to individuals and populations. In combination, these measures address
the primary objective of the Directive, i.e. to ensure that Favourable Conservation Status
(FCS) of species listed in the Annexes is maintained.
For Annex II species (harbour porpoise, common dolphin, bottlenose dolphins harbour and
grey seals), spatial protection measures should be developed through designation of Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs), that contribute to a ‘coherent European ecological network’
of protected sites (through Natura 2000).
Where it has been established that a plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on
the integrity of an SAC, ‘appropriate assessment’ should be undertaken, relative to the
conservation measures in place at the site, to ascertain whether the project can proceed
without risk of an adverse impact on site integrity. Appropriate assessment is undertaken by
the competent authority (in this case the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural
Affairs (DAERA) during consideration of an application for consent. The developer should
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collate information to support this assessment (termed ‘Habitats Regulations Appraisal’;
HRA). More detail on the HRA process, together with an assessment of the risks posed to
Annex II species via impacts on SACs is presented in a separate HRA report Appendix 4.2
(Macleod et al., 2016).
Further strict protection measures are required for European Protected Species (EPS), listed
on Annex IV of the Directive (including all cetacean and leatherback turtle). These species
are afforded strict protection from all forms of deliberate capture or killing; deliberate
disturbance, particularly during the period of breeding, rearing, hibernation or migration;
and deterioration or destruction of breeding places or resting sites. This is the primary
mechanism for providing protection to cetaceans and the transposition of this into UK law
and mechanism for management is explained below, under ‘Habitats Regulations.’
Grey and harbour seals are also protected under Annex V of the Habitats Directive which
has particular implications for the exploitation of these species. These conservation
requirements are now addressed in Northern Ireland under the Marine (Northern Ireland)
Act (2013), described below.
10.3.1.2

Favourable Conservation Status (FCS)

Under the Habitats Directive, Member States are required to maintain or restore European
protected habitats and species listed in the Annexes at FCS. The definition of FCS relative to
species is contained within Article 1 (i) of the Directive as follows:
“Conservation status of a species means the sum of the influences acting on the species
concerned that may affect the long-term distribution and abundance of its populations
within the territory referred to in Article 2. The conservation status will be taken as
‘favourable’ when:
x

“population dynamics data on the species concerned indicate that it is maintaining
itself on a long term basis as a viable component of its natural habitats

x

the natural range of the species is neither being reduced nor is likely to be reduced
for the foreseeable future

x

there is and will probably continue to be, a sufficiently large habitat to maintain its
population on a long-term basis.”

Member States are required (by Article 17 of the Directive) to report on implementation of
the Habitats Directive every six years, including FCS for habitats and species. This is
undertaken at bio-geographical level, which for the UK is the Atlantic Region (Joint Nature
Conservation Committee, 2007).

10.3.2

National Legislation

The Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985 transposed the Bonn Convention into law in
Northern Ireland, providing protection for seals and basking sharks found within its
territorial waters. In Northern Ireland, the Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985 was
amended by the Wildlife and Natural Environment Act (Northern Ireland) in 2011. Under
Article 10 of the Act, it is an offence to intentionally or recklessly kill, injure or take any wild
animal included in Schedule 5; to intentionally or recklessly cause damage or destruction to
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certain areas used by Schedule 5 species; or intentionally or recklessly disturb any wild
animal included in Schedule 5. Article 10 may not apply where a licence has been granted
by the department under Article 18.
The requirements of the Habitats Directive are implemented in Northern Ireland through
The Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 (as amended)
(the “Habitats Regulations”). Strict protection measures are required for European
Protected Species (EPS) (Schedule 2 species including all cetaceans and leatherback turtles).
It is an offence to harm these species, through “deliberate” action resulting in death, injury,
harassment or disturbance. These activities are only permissible under licence and if
conditions can be met (Article 35). The term “deliberate” has been interpreted in guidance
for the offshore area (Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2010), as including indirect but
foreseeable actions. In lieu of specific guidance being available for Northern Irish territorial
waters, it is proposed that the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) guidance is
used in undertaking a risk assessment for EPS licensing in relation to the Project. For
example, a deliberate injury offence may occur if a cetacean receives a sound exposure
level which may cause permanent threshold shift in hearing.
A deliberate disturbance offence may occur if the level of disturbance is likely to:
x

impair the ability to survive, to breed or reproduce, or to rear or nurture their
young

x

impair the ability of hibernating or migratory species, to hibernate or migrate; or

x

affect significantly the local distribution or abundance.

A disturbance offence is more likely to occur when there is a risk of animals incurring
sustained or chronic disruption of behaviour scoring 5 or more in the Southall et al. (2007)
‘behavioural response severity scale,’ or of animals being displaced from the area, with
redistribution significantly different from natural variation (Joint Nature Conservation
Committee, 2010).
Regulation 36 of the Habitats Regulations prohibits the use of certain means, which are
listed in the regulation, of capturing or killing wild animals listed on Schedule 3 of the
Regulations (Annex V(a) of the Habitats Directive; including grey and harbour seals). Under
Regulation 36, it is an offence to use for the purpose of capturing or killing any such wild
animal which is indiscriminate and capable of causing the local disappearance of, or serious
disturbance to, a population of any species of animal (Schedule 2 & 3 animals).
10.3.2.1

European Protected Species Licence

Under Regulation 39 of the Habitats Regulations certain activities that might otherwise
constitute an offence may be carried out under licence. Regulation 39(e) applies to activities
relating to preserving public health, public safety or other imperative reasons of overriding
public interest. These include activities of a social or economic nature, which have beneficial
consequences of primary importance for the environment; thus they may apply to certain
renewable projects.
An activity that might otherwise constitute an offence may only be granted a licence if it can
be demonstrated that by granting the licence, the licensing authority remains fully
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compliant with the requirements of the Habitats Regulations. In order to achieve this, it
must be demonstrated that:
x

the activity is one of the licensable purposes listed in Regulation 39

x

there is no satisfactory alternative; and

x

that the action authorised will not be detrimental to the maintenance of the
population of the species concerned at a FCS in their natural range.

Information to support assessment of the requirement for licences associated with this
development is provided in Section 10.11.
10.3.2.2

Priority Species

The Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) has identified a subset of species which
conservation efforts will be focussed on, named Priority Species. The availability of a list of
named species assists those involved in the conservation of biodiversity to concentrate
efforts, by guiding decisions on where to target action and invest resources.

10.4

Guidance

Key guidance documents that have been used in undertaking the marine mammal and
basking shark impact assessment, are listed below:
x

Regional Locational Guidance (RLG) for Offshore Renewable Energy Developments
in NI Waters (Departmant of Enterprise Trade and Investment, 2011)

x

Cumulative Impact Assessment Guidelines: Guiding Principles for Cumulative
Impacts Assessment in Offshore Wind Farms, 2013, RenewableUK (Broderick et al.,
2013)

x

AECOM Limited, Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Offshore Wind and
Marine Renewable Energy in Northern Ireland (Department of Enterprise Trade and
Investment, 2009)

x

Wave and Tidal Enabling Actions Report: consolidation of wave and tidal EIA / HRA
issues and research priorities (Aquatera Ltd, 2014)

x

Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters Enabling Actions Report: Cumulative Impact
Assessment in Pentland Firth and Orkney waters (The Crown Estate, 2013)

x

Consenting, EIA and HRA Guidance for Marine Renewable Energy Developments in
Scotland (Xodus, 2010)

x

Marine Scotland Licensing and Consents Manual: Covering Marine Renewables and
Offshore Wind Energy Development (Marine Scotland, 2012)

x

The protection of European protected species (EPS) from injury and disturbance.
Guidance for the marine area in England Wales and UK offshore marine area (Joint
Nature Conservation Committee, 2010); and

x

Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in Britain and Ireland, Marine and
Coastal (Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management, 2010).
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Since the commencement of the Project, consultation on marine mammals has been ongoing. Table 10.2 provides a summary of consultation activities relevant to this chapter.
Table 10.2: Key consultation activities undertaken in relation to marine mammals and
basking sharks
Location & Date

Belfast, Meeting
13 Nov 2012

Belfast, Meeting
20 Feb 2013

Correspondence
20 Mar 2013

Belfast, Meeting
23 Oct 2014

Scoping Opinion
report
12 May 2015

Consultation item

Stakeholders involved

Topic/specific issue

Start-up meeting
to discuss marine
wildlife issues with
selected
stakeholders

Tidal Ventures Ltd, Department
of Agriculture, Environment and
Rural Affairs, Northern Ireland
Environment Agency, Agri-Food
and Biosciences Institute.

Discussion on marine
mammal survey
methodology and wider
project

Meeting to present
project update and
discuss baseline
wildlife surveys

Tidal Ventures Ltd, Department
of Agriculture, Environment and
Rural Affairs, Northern Ireland
Environment Agency

Discussion on proposed
methodology to undertake
marine mammal survey.

Feedback on
scoping study

Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

Suggestions made for
survey methodology. All
actions suggested were
implemented

Meeting to present
project update and
discuss results of
Year 1 baseline
wildlife surveys

Royal Society For The Protection
of Birds, Department of
Agriculture, Environment and
Rural Affairs, Northern Ireland
Environment Agency

Decision made to
undertake two years
survey effort to produce
rigorous density estimates
of harbour porpoise.

Scoping Opinion
DoE MD ref: WR
204/2012

Department of Agriculture,
Environment and Rural Affairs,
Northern Ireland Environment
Agency

All points raised have been
incorporated
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Belfast, Meeting
19 Sept 2016
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Consultation item

Stakeholders involved

Topic/specific issue

Meeting to present
project update and
discuss potential
effects on marine
wildlife

Discussion of approach to
using 2 year marine
Royal Society For The Protection mammal survey data to
complete the EIA/HRA for
of Birds, Department of
the Project. It was decided
Agriculture, Environment and
that the interim PCoD
Rural Affairs, Northern Ireland
model would be used for
Environment Agency
population viability
analysis.

Project Parameters Relevant to Marine Mammals and Basking
Sharks

This assessment considers the maximum (‘worst case’) project parameters in line with the
Design Envelope approach (Wright, 2014). The parameters used are as narrow as is
practically possible in order to reduce unnecessary uncertainty regarding the results of the
assessment. The project design envelope parameters that present maximum potential for
impacts to marine mammals are presented in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3: Summary of the maximum ('worst case') project parameters in line with the
Design Envelope approach
Project
Parameter

Number of
turbines

‘Maximum’
Value for
Impact
Assessment

Explanation of Maximum Project Parameter

34-100

The final 100 MW array configuration may contain a
mixture of technologies across a number of suitable sites
within the AfL. Assessment of the potential interaction
with turbines through encounter risk modelling considers
the environmental impacts associated with 8 technology
mixes, which have been described within the design
envelope (see Chapter 5 for details). Assessments relating
to propagation of turbine noise followed a simplified set of
assumptions regarding technology mixes across the AfL
(Confidential Annex 10.3).
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Project
Parameter

Number of
rotors per
turbine

Rotor
diameter

Cut-in speed

Seabed
clearance
from the
blade tip

January 2017

‘Maximum’
Value for
Impact
Assessment

Explanation of Maximum Project Parameter

1, 2, and 36

The design envelope contains a range of technologies, of
which three have been modelled to inform this impact
assessment (see Chapter 5 for details). These technologies
include the 1.25MW Andritz device (1 rotor), the 3MW
SeaGen U20 device (2 rotors) and the 2MW Schottel
device (36 rotors 55kW).

5 – 26m

The maximum rotor diameter being considered varies
between technology (Andritz, 26m; SeaGen U20, 20m;
Schottel, 5m). This is relevant to encounter rate modelling
and noise modelling and each technology type are
assessed.

0.8 – 1m/ s

Turbines will be stationary in tidal flows of less than the
cut-in speed, which is a relevant parameter for assessing
encounter risk. The cut-in speed varies between
technology types (Andritz, 0.8m/s; SeaGen U20, 1m/s;
Schottel, 0.8m/s).

6 – 15m

This is used to calculate the position of the rotor swept
area in the water column, which is relevant to the
assessment of encounter risk, in particular which species
are more at risk according to their behaviour. Sites
suitable for power generation have been identified
throughout Fair Head development area (100 in total).
Depths within the Fair Head development area (AfL
boundary) range from 40 to 75m. As surface clearance
from blade tip is assumed to be 5 and 8m at all sites and
technologies, encounter risk has been modelled using the
minimum water depth across all deployment sites (40m).
Therefore the seabed clearance from the blade tip varies
between technology types (Andritz device, 9m or 6m;
SeaGen U20, 15 or 12m). The Schottel device has four
rows of turbines each spaced approximately 5m apart. The
bottom turbines have an average tip clearance from the
seabed of 14.6 or 11.6m.
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‘Maximum’
Value for
Impact
Assessment

Explanation of Maximum Project Parameter

5 and 8m

This is used to calculate the position of the rotor swept
area in the water column, which is relevant to the
assessment of encounter risk, in particular which species
are more at risk according to their behaviour. All
technologies would be constructed with a 5m clearance
from chart datum.

Noise from
pin-pile
installation in
foundations

136dB re. 1
μPa at 28m

The SeaGen U20 device will require the use of 2 x 2m
diameter pin-piles to secure it in position. Both the Andritz
device and the Schottel device would be deployed using a
gravity base where possible. However due to the harsh
nature of this tidally energetic environment deployment
may require the use of pin-pilling on occasion. Although
significantly lower than pile-driving noise (large hammer
used), drilling associated with pin-piles will produce noise
during installation. The number of piles required ranges
from 0 to 68 across the options being explored for the
technologies used throughout the array. Therefore 68 pinpiles are considered the worst-case as drilling activities
would be extended for each device and the impact
assessment is focused on this. Measurements of noise
from pin pile operations for similar devices have been
used for this assessment.

Increase in
vessel traffic

Worst-case estimates on vessel movement and durations
required for installation include approximately 70 vessel
movements to and from ports. The estimated total time
approximately
for works has been estimated at 1320 days which would
70 vessel
be spread over 6 years assuming March to September
movement to
operations (see Navigation Risk Assessment Fair Head
and from AfL
Tidal Energy Project Chapter 15). This represents a
moderate increase in vessel movement in the area
compared to baseline conditions.

Project
Parameter

Surface (LAT)
clearance
from blade
tip

10.5.3

Wider Consequences of Individual Impacts

There is a considerable interest among regulators and the wider public alike to accurately
determine the wider consequences of individual mortality, injury or disturbance events for
marine mammal and basking shark populations over time. Mortality has an obvious and
immediate effect on a population’s vital rates, possibly with long-term consequences for
the survival of the wider population. However, injury or disturbance can also have more
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indirect effects on animals’ ability to successfully forage, avoid predation or reproduce,
decreasing survival probabilities. All of these different impacts therefore can have
population-level consequences, and taking them into account in a consistent manner has
been challenging.
A population model was used to determine the significance of encounters between species
prevalent at the project site (harbour seal, grey seal and harbour porpoise) and moving
turbine blades associated with different technology mixes (Section 10.5.2). The population
model that was used for the analysis was the interim PCOD (Populations Consequences of
Disturbance)
model
available
from
the
Scottish
Government
website
(http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/science/MSInteractive/Themes/pcod). This model
developed by Harwood et al. (2014) was originally intended for forecasting the populationlevel consequences of changes in individual behaviour due to anthropogenic noise.
However, the interim PCOD model allows the user to bypass elements of the model dealing
with the sub-lethal effects of piling noise, and instead explore the effects of mortality
assumed to be a result of animal encounters with moving turbines.
Understanding the population scale consequences of animal encounters with turbines is an
important component of the impact assessment process. To make this analysis possible a
number of assumptions were made. Vital rates used to model populations were taken from
Harwood et al. (2014) (Table 10.4). Grey seal populations were assumed to be growing at
1% per annum. Harbour seal populations were assumed to be neither increasing nor
decreasing (i.e. growth rate of 1.0). Harbour porpoise vital rates were taken from King et al.
(2015) for North Sea populations and also assumed to be neither increasing nor decreasing.
The population models were density independent and therefore vital rates were assumed
to be independent of factors such as changes in available resources and competition.
Furthermore, the population was assumed to be closed and contained only within the
Management Unit of interest. Two Management Units where relevant to the area of
interest: West Scotland & Northern Ireland (see Table 10.4). Population sizes within
Management Units were taken from Anon. (2014) and stochastically modelled (2000 runs)
over a 25 year period. Any future improvements to our understanding of population vital
rates and current trends should be used to improve assumptions made here. Given these
assumptions, the model should only be used to compare the relative probabilities that a
population will decrease at a rate of 1% per annum (assumed here to be significant) with
and without the defined impact (i.e. encounters with turbines per annum).
Table 10.4: Vital rates used to model populations at the Management Unit scale. NB. Under
‘Population Size’ initials denote different Management Units. WS: West Scotland; NI:
Northern Ireland
Population Vital
Rates

Population size

Species
Harbour porpoise
WS: 21462

Pup survival rate

0.6

Grey seal
NI:

468

Harbour seal
NI:

948

WS: 2511

WS: 10611

0.235

0.6
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Juvenile survival rate

0.85

0.94

0.61

Adult survival rate

0.85

0.94

0.94

5

5

4

0.96

0.84

0.88

Age at first birth
Fertility rate

It is evident that efforts to integrate lethal and non-lethal effects on population dynamics
currently represent an active area of research. In the present report, Population Viability
analysis (PVA) has been undertaken to estimate the impact of encounters with turbines on
harbour porpoise, grey seal and harbour seal populations present at the site.

10.5.4

Management Units

In an attempt to achieve conservation objectives, the geographical extent of some marine
mammal populations are subdivided into smaller management unit areas. Ideally
management unit areas should reflect critical futures of the underlying structure of these
biological populations. However, management units tend to be determined by other
features such as political boundaries and spatial differences in the management of human
activities. When using information gathered within a management unit area, it is important
to note that biological information on population structure will be applied where possible,
however, management units tend to comprise of artificial divisions of natural populations.
For example, genetic techniques have been used by scientist to attempt to understand the
population structure of harbour porpoise in the northwest Atlantic (Tolley & Rosel, 2006).
This revealed that over a wide area (Bay of Biscay to Norway and Iceland), the population
displayed a great deal of genetic similarity suggesting the population was functioning as one
continuous population (Tolley & Rosel, 2006). Therefore, impacts on a population that have
been defined by the management unit area are more likely impacts on a proportion of the
population as a whole.

10.5.5

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

Although empirical evidence has been used where available, limited field data exist
documenting the impacts of tidal stream projects on marine mammals and basking sharks.
Predictive modelling tools have therefore been undertaken to support this EIA, to enable
assessment of impacts from the Project. However, some uncertainty remains associated
with predicting impacts, which is accounted for by transparent presentation of assumptions
and expert opinion, and making precautionary judgments where appropriate.
Assumptions in the modelling are explained in detail within the technical appendices;
however key aspects are summarized here. It is important to note that;
x

several methods were used to obtain site-specific survey data for the Project to
support the best available density estimates within reasonable cost. It is, however,
important to acknowledge both the confidence levels of such density estimates and
how this uncertainty is accounted for in reaching conclusions.
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although our understanding of population sizes, ranges and behaviour of marine
mammals and basking sharks continues to improve, limited information is available
to support quantitative assessment of significance through EIA for many species.
This assessment includes the most up to date information currently available
(particularly for seals) to support interpretation of the significance of effects. In the
absence of information, expert judgment has been applied where appropriate.
encounter risk modelling presents a mechanism for assessing the risk to marine
mammals through collision, providing a guide for understanding how many
individuals may pass through the swept area. This is not equivalent to the number
of animals that would collide with the device blades and valid scientific approaches
for calculating this number are not yet available. Drawing conclusions on the
number of collisions and subsequent mortality must therefore be treated
appropriately, with qualitative interpretation in lieu of confident numerical outputs.

Baseline survey summary

The primary purpose of the marine mammal baseline was to gather and present
information on how marine mammals use the proposed project site in order to understand
how populations may change as a result of the project (following the process described in
Scottish Natural Heritage, 2013). Adequate baseline information is required to demonstrate
the extent of natural variation in marine mammal populations at the project site, so that the
significance of potential impacts associated with a project can be assessed fully. Specific
aims of the marine mammal survey were:
x

to establish which species regularly occur in the survey area

x

to map their distribution across the survey area

x

to estimate density with confidence limits for those species that were recorded
sufficiently frequently

x

to assess temporal variability at different scales for those species that were
recorded sufficiently frequently.

Survey and assessment requirements should be proportionate to the risk of significant
impacts posed by the project (Sparling et al., 2013). Given the inherent uncertainty
surrounding the assessment of many potential impacts associated with tidal energy
projects, DP Energy and SRSL took the view that undertaking two consecutive years of
survey data was preferable over surveying for one year only. Data were collected over a
two-year period, during monthly ship-based surveys, using both visual and acoustic
methods to determine marine mammal distribution, density and seasonality at the project
site. SRSL was commissioned to design a baseline survey approach, which was subsequently
implemented by the AFBI.
Following completion of survey work, a baseline assessment was compiled, utilising the
results of specific survey work undertaken at the Project site in context of other relevant
information (Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a). A summary of the occurrence of
species within the area using data gathered at the site and other relevant information is
presented in Section 10.5.5. The following data sources were used in this assessment:
x

small Cetaceans in the European Atlantic and North Sea (SCANS-II, 2008)
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x

the Atlas of cetacean distribution in north-west European waters (Reid et al., 2003)

x

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Offshore Wind and Marine Renewable
Energy in Northern Ireland

x

Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG) marine mammal and basking shark sightings
database

x

peer-reviewed relevant scientific literature.

10.5.6.1

Ship-based Survey Design

The ship-based survey design employed is illustrated in Plate 10.1. This design was
developed through discussions between researchers at SRSL, Natural Research Projects
(NRP) and Centre for Research into Environmental and Ecological Modelling (CREEM), and
was considered to be a robust and appropriate practical survey approach for the Project site
(see Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al. (2015a) for details).
Plate 10.1: Agreed final visual/acoustic survey design for Fair Head site. Even and odd
transect lines are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Start/end points for the 22 transect
lines are indicated

The final survey design consisted of 22 transects varying in length from 5.4 to 7.4km.
Transect lengths were limited by a 4km buffer around the site and the geography of the
coastline. Transects were spaced 0.5km apart. To prevent the violation of the minimum
transect separation requirements, alternate transect lines would be surveyed successively
(i.e. all odd transects surveyed, and then all even transects). The total length of all transect
lines was 134km. Surveys were conducted from a ship conforming to European Seabirds at
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Sea (ESAS) database requirements (Camphuysen et al., 2004). A minimum of two trained
and experienced Marine Mammal Observers (MMOs) were present on every survey. Visual
surveys were timed to take advantage of weather windows where the sea state was as far
as practicable at or below Beaufort Douglas sea state 3 and to minimise swell conditions.
Sightings data gathered during ship-based transect surveys were analysed using DISTANCE
software (Buckland et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2010) to generate marine mammal density
(number of animals per km2) outputs with confidence limits. The number of sightings
greatly affects the accuracy of final estimates of density and therefore DISTANCE analysis
was only undertaken for the most frequently sighted marine mammal species (in this
instance, harbour porpoises).
Sightings data gathered during ship-based and land-based vantage point surveys (Appendix
10.1) were simply tabulated to show species occurrence in the survey area. It is envisaged
that the dataset will provide a useful index against which to compare future monitoring
data.
10.5.6.2

Marine Mammal Acoustic Survey Methods

10.5.6.2.1

Towed Hydrophone Array (PAM)

While surveys were targeted to coincide with sea conditions suitable for visual sightings,
changeable local environmental conditions meant that this was not always possible.
Therefore, in addition to the MMOs, the survey ship was equipped with a towed
hydrophone array designed to detect the vocalisations of echo-locating odontocete
cetaceans (dolphins, porpoises and other toothed whales). This Passive Acoustic Monitoring
(PAM) system provided a secondary means of detecting these animals, and also improved
odontocete detection probabilities in conditions exceeding Beaufort 3 (up to around 5/6).
Equipment set-up and acoustic survey operations were conducted by a qualified and
trained PAM operator, with data recorded for post-hoc analysis and review.
PAM can only provide a minimum assessment of animal abundance and density, even if
sufficient high quality data are collected since:
x

not all animals vocalise

x

multiple animals vocalising as a group may be difficult to identify as individuals

x

vocalising animals may be oriented away from the hydrophone array

Animals are too distant to be detected acoustically. In addition, numerous other species
(including basking sharks and marine turtles) are not known to vocalise and thus cannot be
detected by this method. However, PAM offered a better chance of detecting some species
whose behaviour is more cryptic and in conditions when visual observations were
compromised, though the likelihood of encounter with these less frequent visitors was
expected to be low.
Sufficient sightings of the principal species of concern (harbour porpoise) were collected (as
defined by Buckland et al., 2001) to make analysis of the acoustic data unnecessary for
density estimation purposes.
10.5.6.2.2

Moored Passive Acoustic Detectors (C-PODs)
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In addition to the regular series of ship-based visual and towed PAM surveys, a single
moored PAM porpoise detector (C-POD; Chelonia Inc. 2012) was deployed at the project
site (55.231085°N, 6.105255°W; Plate 10.2). The C-POD detected and logged acoustic
echolocation signals of odontocete cetaceans, and is particularly sensitive to the signals of
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena). The C-POD device provided a detailed record of
porpoise presence over time that could be used to inform how presence varied according to
different temporal cycles, notably the day-night cycle, the ebb-flood tidal cycle and the
spring-neap tidal cycle. Furthermore, it provided detailed information on encounter
durations, which were used to indicate porpoise foraging activity. This provided important
complementary data to that gathered from ship-based surveys, which were essentially
“snapshot” observations across a wider area. Results from the C-POD deployment
supported the findings from the visual survey that harbour porpoise frequently used the
proposed site. However, based on encounter duration they did not appear to spend a very
long time in the vicinity of the C-POD device during each visit. C-POD detection success was
modelled against a series of environmental covariates to clarify their relative explanatory
significance. Porpoise detections were more frequent at night and during autumn/winter
months. In addition, detection probability was greatest during times when fast tidal flows
could be expected. Taken together, the final model suggested that diel patterns were most
important in determining the likelihood of detecting porpoise echolocation events, followed
by seasonal and tidal influences.
Plate 10.2: The mooring location for C-POD deployment within the Fair Head development
area. Bathymetry data provided by AFBI
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Summary of site-specific details from baseline survey work

Marine mammal surveys were conducted by AFBI over a 24 month period from 1st July 2013
to 16th June 2015. During this time period 24 surveys were completed. Surveys were
occasionally truncated due to poor weather or reduced daylight conditions, but always
constituted at least 78 km of survey effort. Over 50% of survey effort was conducted under
sea states of 2 or less, providing reasonable to good opportunities for marine mammal
surveying. Details of survey efforts and results are presented in see Appendix 10.1
Benjamins et al., (2015a).
10.5.6.4

Noise baseline

Ambient (or background) noise within the ocean is generally considered to be the noise
from all sources excluding those that are close enough to be detected individually (i.e. on an
omni-directional hydrophone). For example, the general background noise from shipping is
considered to be part of the ambient noise, but not the noise of an individual passing ship.
Ambient noise is a basic limitation on the use of sound in the ocean, since sounds of interest
must be detected against the ambient noise (Cato, 2008). Background noise in the ocean is
a result of both natural (e.g. waves, rainfall, bio-acoustic sound generation etc.) and
anthropogenic sources (e.g. shipping, oil and gas exploration, fishing etc.; Hildebrand,
2009).
In order to determine where modelled operational noise from the turbines is likely to be
masked by background noise levels, SRSL recorded ambient noise data at the Project site
using Drifting Ears sampling methodology (with hydrophones 5m below the surface,
sampling at 312kHz; described in more detail in Wilson et al., 2014) using two drifters from
27th August to 28th August 2014. Data were processed at the University of Loughborough
and SRSL before being provided to Xi Engineering Consultants for turbine noise output
modelling (described in greater detail in Confidential Annex 10.3). Ambient noise was
recorded in the following conditions:
x

tidal currents between 0.4 – 2.06 m/s

x

sea states between 1-2 and 5

x

swell height between 0.2 – 2.5m

x

wind speeds between 2.5 - 5 m/s

x

ebb and flood tidal states

10.5.7

Description of Marine Mammal & Basking Sharks Baseline Data

The cetacean fauna of Northern Ireland is considered to be moderately rich (Reid et al.,
2003; O'Brien et al., 2009; Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014). More than 15
species of cetaceans have been recorded in the nearshore waters of Northern Ireland
(within 60km of the coast), although only harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) and
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), can be considered as frequently occurring through
much of the year, and minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) and killer whale (Orcinus
orca) occurring regularly as a seasonal visitor. Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis) and humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) can be
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considered uncommon visitors (Reid et al., 2003; O'Brien et al., 2009; Irish Whale and
Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014).
Acknowledging the spatial context relevant to wide-ranging mobile species, a summary of
available information on their distribution, density and behaviour within the project area
and surrounding waters is presented. This summary uses a combination of a literature
review and an analysis of the baseline data collected during 24 months of surveys (Appendix
10.1 Benjamins et al., (2015a). Additional survey effort undertaken over two years has
resulted in improved confidence in density estimates produced for the most frequently
observed species (i.e. harbour porpoise), whilst reducing the likelihood of one anomalous
year potentially skewing the final outcomes. Improved confidence in density estimates
permits a more robust assessment of potential impacts associated with the Project.
Furthermore, greater confidence in the baseline condition will better clarify the
requirements for potential post-deployment monitoring activities (Sparling et al., 2015).
In general, marine mammal species were observed in comparatively low numbers at the
development site with the exception of harbour porpoises (Appendix 10.1 Benjamins et al.,
(2015a). During the 24 surveys, a total of 184 marine mammal and basking shark sightings
were made, totalling 350 individual animals. Of these sightings, 138 were made by on-effort
MMOs, whilst 46 auxiliary sightings were also made. Tables 10.5 and 10.6 present species
that were recorded within the development area during dedicated surveys, and those
considered likely to be present within the area at certain times based on wider information.
Species that were recorded at the site (or considered likely to occur occasionally) were
considered relevant for impact assessment. For certain other species, it was considered that
they might occur at the site occasionally and/or in very small numbers, but the likelihood of
their occurrence was deemed to be sufficiently low. Therefore it would be difficult to gather
sufficient observations to undertake a meaningful assessment without substantial
additional survey effort, and any interaction resulting in impact would be likely to be
insignificant at a population level.
Table 10.5: A summary of species considered relevant for EIA, based on recorded and likely
occurrence at the project site
Species

Observed During
Survey

Summary of
Occurrence Based on
Species Biology

Considered in the
present EIA

Y

Frequently occurring

Y

Y

Frequently occurring in
small numbers

Y

Y

Rarely occurring;
habitat preferences offshore

N

Harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena)
Bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus)
Common dolphin
(Delphinus delphis)
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Survey

Species

Risso’s dolphin
(Grampus griseus)
Killer whale
(Orcinus orca)

Summary of
Occurrence Based on
Species Biology
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Considered in the
present EIA

N

Rarely occurring;
habitat preferences not
well understood

N

Y

Occasionally occurring;
rare but wide-ranging
species

Y

N

Rarely occurring

N

Y

Occasionally occurring

Y

Y

Regularly occurring

Y

Y

Regularly occurring

Y

Y

Occasionally occurring;
presumed seasonal
visitor

Y

N

Rarely occurring;
presumed seasonal
visitor

N

N

Rarely occurring;
habitat preferences
closer to shore and
rivers

N

Humpback whale
(Megaptera
novaeangliae)
Minke whale
(Balaenoptera
acutorostrata)
Harbour
common) seal

(or

(Phoca vitulina)
Grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus)
Basking shark
(Cetorhinus
maximus)
Leatherback turtle
(Dermochelys
coriacea)
European otter
(Lutra lutra)
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Table 10.6: Species considered in this EIA, according to taxonomic group
Taxonomic Group

Species

Cetaceans

Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena)
Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
Killer whale (Orcinus orca)
Minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)

Pinnipeds

Harbour (or common) seal (Phoca vitulina)
Grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)

Sharks

Basking shark (Cetorhinus maximus)

Each of the species considered relevant for the EIA are discussed in more detail below.
10.5.7.1

Harbour Porpoise

Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) occur in cold temperate to subarctic waters in the
Northern Hemisphere and are by far the most frequently sighted cetacean in Irish and UK
waters (Northridge et al., 1995; Rogan & Berrow, 1996; Evans et al., 2003; Reid et al., 2003).
Due to their high metabolic rates, harbour porpoise distribution is considered to be largely
driven by availability of suitable foraging habitat. Harbour porpoise in adjacent Scottish
waters are known to forage on a range of small benthic and pelagic shoaling fish species,
particularly sandeels (Ammodytidae) and small gadoid species such as whiting (Merlangius
merlangus; Santos et al., 2004). Little is presently known about seasonal changes in harbour
porpoise distribution.
Harbour porpoise are distributed widely in the North Channel and along the Antrim coast,
and are by far the most commonly encountered cetacean in Northern Ireland, accounting
for nearly 50% of sightings (IWDG, 2014). IWDG data identify 73 records in the last 10 years
in the immediate area of the proposed development site (IWDG, 2014).
Harbour porpoise were by far the most commonly observed species during the dedicated
visual baseline survey (see Section 3.4.1). During the visual surveys a total of 113 harbour
porpoise on-effort sightings (involving 215 individuals) were collected during 2712.6km of
survey effort (Appendix 10.1,Benjamins et al., 2015a;). These data were analysed in the
software programme DISTANCE using sea state as a factorial covariate. To ensure a more
robust detection function, data were truncated at 450 m perpendicular distance from the
vessel trackline. This led to seven distant observations being discarded from further
analysis, resulting in 106 remaining observations. The final results indicated an effective
strip width (ESW) of 193m, and an estimated mean density of approximately 0.251
porpoises per km2 (95% C.I: 0.179 – 0.352 porpoises per km2), with a CV of 17.3% (see
Appendix 10.1 for further details).
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Attempts can be made to put the harbour porpoise density estimate generated here into a
wider context. A large-scale marine mammal survey (SCANS-III) was undertaken across most
of the western European continental shelf (including Northern Ireland waters) in July 2016
but results are not yet available. The most recent survey for which results have been
published is the previous large-scale marine mammal survey (SCANS-II) which took place in
July 2005 across a comparable area (results published in Hammond et al., 2013). As part of
the SCANS-II survey, the northern coast of Northern Ireland was surveyed together with
western Scottish waters up to Cape Wrath and outwards to the Outer Hebrides (using light
airplanes; area defined as survey block N in Hammond et al., 2013). Within this survey
block, average harbour porpoise density was estimated at 0.394 porpoises per km2, with a
CV of 41%. Average mean density off the adjacent west coast of Ireland (Block R, surveyed
at the same time) was estimated at 0.278 porpoises per km2, with a CV of 37%, while across
the Irish Sea (Block O, adjacent to the Project site) it was estimated at 0.335 porpoises per
km2, (C.V. = 35%; Hammond et al., 2013). More recent, focused survey efforts at a nearby
tidal energy development site (West of Islay; Wilson et al., 2013) indicated much lower
average densities of 0.115 porpoises per km2 (95% C.I: 0.179 – 0.352 porpoises per km2,
with a CV of 17.3%) at that site, approximately 60km away from the Project site (Benjamins
et al., 2015b).
Because of the large area covered, the SCANS-II estimates do not provide any detail on
small-scale spatiotemporal heterogeneity in porpoise distribution of the kind suggested by
comparing the two nearby tidal-stream sites (Benjamins et al., 2015b). Nonetheless,
estimated porpoise densities at the Project site on the basis of the present surveys are
comparable to the previous regional estimates collected under SCANS-II, indicating a
relatively frequent presence of harbour porpoise at the Project site, particularly when
compared to the West of Islay site. Basic manipulation (ArcGIS Kernel Density™ mapping) of
the survey data suggested that observations of porpoise occurred throughout the survey
area, but appeared to be concentrated between the 50 and 100m isobaths all along the Fair
Head coast (thereby matching habitat preferences suggested by Booth et al. (2013); Figure
10.3A). Sighting densities appeared higher in the western part of the survey area, within
and near the channel between Fair Head and Rathlin Island (Plate 10.3). This distribution is
likely at least partially influenced by tidal currents, particularly to the east of Rathlin Island
where small-scale eddies and turbulence create conditions favoured by porpoise in tidalstream sites elsewhere (Benjamins et al., 2015b; 2016b). Sighting rates within the Project
site itself were comparatively low compared to adjacent, deeper waters, but porpoise were
still observed within the site (Plate 10.3). Lack of knowledge on drivers of small-scale
heterogeneity in porpoise distribution across the survey area precludes further speculation
of the significance of the Project site itself to porpoise.
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Plate 10.3: Locations (A) and relative density distribution (B) of porpoise sightings for all 24
surveys combined. Map B was created through ArcGIS Kernel Density™ mapping tool and
based on location and porpoise pod size
A

B
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Management Units

Cetaceans typically form part of large populations which extend across jurisdictional
boundaries. To achieve the best possible conservation outcomes for such species,
Management Units (MUs) have been defined across European waters based on best
available knowledge of population structure, in combination with divisions used for the
management of human activities (ICES, 2013; ICES, 2014. MUs have been aligned with the
ICES Subareas and/or Divisions used to implement fisheries management measures. This
was appropriate as one of the greatest anthropogenic pressures on marine mammal
populations is bycatch mortality (ICES, 2013). Within UK and Irish waters, three such MUs
have been proposed for harbour porpoise. The Project site falls within the West Scotland
MU (comprising ICES area VIa and b). It should be noted, however, that the boundaries
between MUs are both arbitrary and porous and some exchange of animals between MUs is
to be expected. This is particularly relevant in light of the adjacent Celtic and Irish Seas MU
(comprising ICES areas VI and VII [except VIId]). The North Sea MU (comprising ICES areas
IV, VIId and part of Division IIIa) is potentially less relevant because of its greater distance.
Abundance estimates of porpoises within each of these MUs are summarised in Table 10.7.
Table 10.7: Estimates of abundance of harbour porpoise in the defined Management Units
(MUs). Data derived from IAMMWG (2015). CV = Confidence Value

MU

Abundance
of animals
in MU (CV)

North Sea

227,298
(0.13)

Western
Scotland
(contains the
development
area)

Celtic & Irish
Seas

21,462
(0.42)

104,695
(0.32)

95% C.I. for
MU

Abundance of
animals in the
UK portion of
MU (CV)

95% C.I. for
UK portion
of MU

Source

176,360292,948

110,433 (0.16)

80,866150,811

Hammond
et al. (2013)

7,77147,888

Hammond
et al.
(2013);
Macleod et
al. (2009)

25,61187,094

Hammond
et al.
(2013);
Macleod et
al. (2009)

9,74047,289

56,774193,065

19,291 (0.49)

47,229 (0.32)

The abundance estimate for the Western Scotland MU (21,462 individuals; CV = 0.42; CI =
9,740 – 47,289) will be used for the assessment of impacts at the population level.
Coastal waters of Northern Ireland have received attention as a possibly significant area for
harbour porpoise (Evans & Wang, 2008; Clark et al., 2010). Harbour porpoise are a
secondary feature of the Skerries and Causeway SAC, located approximately 30km away
from the Project site (Northern Ireland Environment Agency, 2010). The area of the site is
approximately 109km2 and the number of porpoises utilising the site is unknown (Joint
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Nature Conservation Committee, 2013). However, land based watches from six sites within
the proposed boundary over a six year period (2004-2010) confirmed a continuous or
regular presence of harbour porpoise (Northern Ireland Environment Agency, 2010). As of
2016, the Inner Hebrides and the Minches SAC is in the process of being established along
inshore waters of western Scotland (at its southernmost end approximately 65km from the
Project site), with harbour porpoise as its primary feature (Scottish Government, 2016).
Connectivity between these SACs and the Project site, in terms of porpoise movement, is
currently unproven but likely. C-POD data from the Project site indicate an increase of
porpoise acoustic detections during winter months (Appendix 10.1) potentially indicative of
seasonal movement into the area. The adjacent North Channel between Northern Ireland
and Scotland was previously identified as an important wintering area for harbour porpoises
(Heinänen & Skov, 2015; Department of the Environment & Joint Nature Conservation
Committee, 2015).
10.5.7.2

Bottlenose Dolphin

Bottlenose dolphins are distributed worldwide, and can be found in inshore and offshore
waters, where they forage opportunistically for a wide range of fish species (Reid et al.,
2003). ICES (2013) identified three broad types of bottlenose dolphin group in European
waters on the basis of their mobility and habitat use patterns: resident, coastal and oceanic.
Although reported to be common (Hammond et al., 2013), little is known about oceanic
bottlenose dolphins, including their relationship with resident and coastal groups. More
detailed studies in the North West Atlantic suggest that inshore and offshore populations
may be ecologically and genetically discrete (Hoelzel et al., 1998).
Bottlenose dolphins are recorded in small numbers around the Northern Ireland coast with
peak numbers and frequency of sightings between April and September (Irish Whale and
Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014). Visual survey work at the project site undertaken to support
EIA observed only one group of 5 individuals of this species during 2712.6km survey effort
(as an auxiliary sighting; see Benjamins et al. (2015a) (Appendix 10.1) for details). This was
insufficient information upon which to base a robust density estimate. However, over the
wider area bottlenose dolphins account for 13% of sightings and 285 of the total number of
animals recorded (Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014).
10.5.7.2.1

Management Units

A number of resident and coastal groups have been identified in UK and Irish waters and
there is limited interchange between them (Robinson et al., 2012). Most of these have been
defined as individual MUs, although it is acknowledged that further work is required to
clarify the extent and uniqueness of these MUs, and MUs could be revised in the future in
line with additional evidence (ICES 2013; ICES 2014). The MUs currently identified for
bottlenose dolphins of potential relevance for the Project site development are listed in
Table 10.8.
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Table 10.8: Estimates of abundance of bottlenose dolphin in the defined Management Units
(MUs). Data derived from IAMMWG (2015)

MU

Abundance
of animals
in MU (CV)

95% C.I. for
MU

Abundance
of animals
in the UK
portion of
MU (CV)

Coastal West
Scotland and
the Hebrides

45

33-66

45

33-66

Cheney et al.
(2013)

Coastal East
Scotland

195

162-253

195

162-253

Cheney et al.
(2013)

Irish Sea

397 (0.23)

362-414

397 (0.23)

362-414

Evans (2012)

N/A

NPWS (2015)
and reports
described
therein

1,869-5,486

Hammond et
al. (2013);
Macleod et al.
(2009)

ConnemaraMayo (Irish
west coast)

159 (0.10)

140-190

Oceanic
waters

11,923
(0.21)

7,935-17915

N/A

3,202 (0.28)

95% C.I. for
UK portion
of MU

Source

During the 2005 SCANS-II survey, the northern coast of Northern Ireland was surveyed
together with western Scottish waters up to Cape Wrath and outwards to the Outer
Hebrides (using light airplanes; area defined as survey block N in Hammond et al., 2013).
Within this survey block, average bottlenose dolphin density was estimated at 0.0080
dolphins per km2, with a CV of 105%. Average mean density off the adjacent west coast of
Ireland (Block R, surveyed at the same time) was estimated at 0.0081 dolphins per km2 with
a CV of 37%, while across the Irish Sea (Block O, adjacent to the Project site) it was
estimated at 0.0052 dolphins per km2 (C.V. = 75%; Hammond et al., 2013). Population
estimates for these areas range in the order of several hundred individuals.
The Project site sits within the Coastal West Scotland and Hebrides MU, estimated to
contain approximately 45 animals (IAMMWG, 2015; Cheney et al., 2013). For the present
report, this population estimate will be used for the assessment of impacts at the
population level. However, this MU appears to be split between a widespread Inner
Hebrides group of approximately 30 animals, and a localised group of approximately 15
animals around Barra in the Outer Hebrides (Cheney et al., 2013). It is currently unclear to
what extent either group strays into Northern Irish waters. In addition, the exact MU
structure around Ireland, currently including a largely resident population in the Shannon
estuary (ICES, 2013) and a coastal MU along western Ireland (Connemara-Mayo), remains
under review. Dolphins observed along the east coast of Ireland are currently considered
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part of the Irish Sea MU (focused on the population off Wales). However, Evans (2012) has
suggested that Welsh bottlenose dolphins could travel up to the Isle of Man in winter,
implying potential for wider distribution across the Irish Sea. In contrast to the MU structure
described above, there are indications that dolphins observed in inshore waters around
Ireland, including the Project site, form a single, wide-ranging population (IJsseldijk et al.,
2012, O'Brien et al., 2009). Moreover, some individual dolphins have been recorded in both
UK and Irish waters (Ryan et al., 2010, Robinson et al., 2012) illustrating that these MUs are
unlikely to be completely separated from each other (Mirimin et al., 2011; Louis et al.,
2014).
10.5.7.3

Killer Whale

Killer whales (Orcinus orca) are large apex predators with an opportunistic diet including a
range of fish and shark species, other cetaceans, seals, and squid. This species can be found
in all oceans and is widely distributed in the deep North Atlantic as well as coastal European
waters. In UK waters, killer whales are most commonly observed off northern and western
Scotland and southern Ireland. Most sightings in the UK are of single individuals or groups
of less than eight individuals (mean = 4.6; Evans, 1988). Since 2000 there have been 13
records of killer whales off the coast of Antrim (accounting for approximately 3% of
sightings) involving 43 animals recorded by the IWDG, but these records may not represent
the true number of animals present due to lack of sighting effort and/or unreported
sightings (Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014). Most sightings are from June to
September, which undoubtedly reflects recording effort rather than the seasonal
distribution of species.
A single on-effort sighting of a group of two killer whales was recorded during the visual
survey work at the Project site (Appendix 10.1). Although confirming the species’ presence
in the area, this sighting could not be used as the basis for a robust density estimate.
10.5.7.3.1

Management Units

It has been estimated that there are between 3,500 and 12,500 killer whales in the
Northern Atlantic (Reid et al., 2003). However, reports of killer whales in inshore European
waters have declined in recent decades, potentially due to persistent effects of
bioaccumulating toxic organochloride contaminants (Jepson et al., 2016). The population
found along western Scotland and north western Ireland is extremely small and wideranging, currently numbering approximately ten individuals (Beck et al., 2014). As a result,
killer whale sightings at the Project site are expected to be rare. The species has been
included here because of its precarious local population status.
10.5.7.4

Minke Whale

Minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) are the smallest and most abundant of the
baleen whales encountered around the UK coast. They display strong seasonality, typically
appearing in summer, and are usually seen singly or in pairs but sometimes aggregate in
greater numbers in areas where prey is abundant (Reid et al., 2003). Within UK waters,
minke whales are most frequently sighted in the western central-northern North Sea, and
west of Scotland around the Hebrides. Minke whales are occasionally observed in the North
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Channel and waters north of County Antrim, occurring mainly between July and October
(Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014). IWDG data identify 7 records in the last 10
years in the immediate area of the proposed development site, mainly as solitary animals.
No confirmed minke whale sightings were reported during the visual survey work at the
Project site. A single minke whale was, however, observed through shore-based vantage
point surveys aimed at assessing seabird distribution (vantage point survey results
described more fully in Appendix 10.1). Although confirming the species’ presence in the
area, no robust density estimate was possible on the basis of this information.
10.5.7.4.1

Management Units

Minke whales across Irish and UK waters are considered to belong to a single Celtic and
Greater North Seas management unit, with an estimated abundance of 23,528 animals
(CV=0.27; 95% CI=13,989-39,572; IAMMWG, 2015). For this report, this population estimate
will be used for the assessment of impacts at the population level.
10.5.7.5

Harbour Seal

Harbour (or common) seals (Phoca vitulina) are widespread in temperate to subarctic
coastal waters of the Northern Hemisphere, where they typically occur in waters <200m
deep. The UK is home to approximately 36,500 harbour seals, equivalent to 30% of the
population of the European sub-species (having declined from approximately 40% in 2002).
Scotland now holds approximately 80% of the UK population, with 15% in England and 5%
in Northern Ireland (Duck & Morris, 2012).
Harbour seals show a degree of fidelity to haul-out sites in particular areas (Cunningham et
al., 2009) but may switch haul-out sites at least occasionally, possibly under influence of
prey movements (Thompson et al., 1994). They often remain relatively close (generally
within 50km) to the haul-out site for foraging and show fidelity to specific underwater
locations (Thompson et al., 1994, Cunningham et al., 2009). Harbour seals feed upon a wide
range of benthic fish and invertebrates, and prey selection appears to be heavily influenced
by local habitat availability (Tollit et al., 1998). Pupping occurs in June-July while moulting
takes place from August to September, both of which necessitate hauling out for extended
periods.
At-sea density information produced using telemetry data from 1991-2011 and haul-out
count data from 1988-2012 show moderate harbour seal usage estimates for the Project
site (mean estimate of 5.03 individuals per 5 x 5km; Jones et al., 2013). Furthermore, visual
survey work at the project site undertaken to support EIA positively identified only 11
harbour seals during 24 months of survey effort (Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a;).
10.5.7.5.1

Management Units

Harbour seals in Northern Ireland form their own MU (SCOS, 2012). Aerial surveys within
the Northern Ireland MU in 2011 counted 948 harbour seals, down from 1,248 seals in 2002
(SCOS, 2012; 2015); harbour seal numbers in Northern Ireland have been declining at an
average annual rate of 3.0% (95% C.I. 2.4% - 3.7%) since 2002 (Duck & Morris, 2012). The
main concentrations of harbour seals were observed in Carlingford Lough, Dundrum,
around Minerstown, Strangford Narrows, the Outer Ards (Ballywalter and Lisnevin), the
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Copeland Islands, Rathlin Island and in Lough Foyle (SCOS, 2012; Duck & Morris, 2012).
Approximately 100 harbour seals were counted at the Rathlin Island haul-out sites in 2011.
Large colonies of harbour seals are also found along adjacent Scottish coasts including the
Mull of Kintyre, Isle of Arran and Islay (SCOS, 2012), and seals may regularly move between
different haul-out sites within a larger area, emphasising that Northern Irish seals should be
considered within a broader regional framework.
Strangford Lough contains a significant proportion of harbour seals in Ireland. Recent data
from Strangford Lough suggest that harbour seal counts have declined by 3% per annum
(95% CI: 1-5%) producing a 35% decline over the period 1994 to 2006 (SCOS, 2007). Recent
tracking studies of seals tagged within Strangford Lough have suggested that the population
feeds mainly in the Irish Sea, and that seals that occur within the Lough also regularly haul
out at sites outside it. Harbour seals in Northern Ireland are genetically closely related to
seals along northwestern Scotland and the Hebrides, suggesting some connectivity with
these areas (SCOS, 2015). It is estimated that the Northern Ireland MU for harbour seals
holds a population of 948 individuals (Anon, 2014).
10.5.7.6

Grey Seal

Grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) are widespread in temperate to subarctic waters of the
northern Atlantic Ocean, where they typically occur in shelf waters <200 m deep. Grey seals
are less numerous on Northern Ireland haul-out sites than harbour seals, with the most
recent aerial survey reporting 468 grey seals, and annual pup production estimated to be
around 100 pups (Ó Cadhla et al., 2007; SCOS, 2015). Grey seals feed on a wide range of
benthic fish species, but this varies seasonally and regionally. Feeding trips generally take
place within 40-50km of haul-out sites and last between one and five days. They
occasionally interrupt this pattern of short local trips by travelling longer distances (125365km) to a new haul-out site, which may then become a start point for subsequent feeding
trips. They remain on land at the haul-out site to breed (October-November) and to moult
(January-March) but otherwise forage at sea, typically within 100km from the haul-out site.
Grey seals show some degree of fidelity to haul-out sites but are also capable of extensive
travels, implying that different haul out sites should not be treated as independent MUs.
Modelled at-sea density estimates generated on the basis of UK-wide telemetry data from
1991-2011 and haul-out count data from 1988-2012 suggest that grey seals might not be
particularly abundant at the Project site (mean estimate of 3.57 individuals per 5 x 5km;
Jones et al., 2013), although this dataset does not take seasonal variability into account.
Furthermore, visual survey work at the project site undertaken to support EIA counted only
6 grey seals during 24 months of survey effort (Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a).
10.5.7.6.1

Management Units

Grey seals, as with harbour seals, form their own MU in Northern Ireland (SCOS, 2012). The
main concentrations of grey seals in August 2011 were observed in Carlingford Lough,
Dundrum, Strangford Narrows, North Rocks, the Outer Ards (Ballywalter and Lisnevin), the
Copeland Islands, the Maidens and Rathlin Island (Duck & Morris, 2012). Over the past
decade there has, however, been a substantial increase in the numbers of grey seals
recorded in Northern Ireland, although numbers remain modest when compared with the
large colonies in Scotland. In 2011, approximately 20 grey seals were counted at the haulVolume 2 Environmental Statement
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out sites on Rathlin Island (Duck & Morris, 2012), which is adjacent to the Project site. Large
colonies of grey seals are also found along adjacent Scottish coasts including the Treshnish
Isles, Colonsay/Oronsay and Islay (SCOS, 2012), and seals may regularly move between
different haul-out sites within a larger area, again emphasising that Northern Ireland seals
should be considered within a broader regional framework. In an attempt to achieve
conservation objectives, the geographical extent of some marine mammal populations are
subdivided into smaller MU areas (Anon, 2014; ICES, 2014). It is estimated that the
Northern Ireland MU for grey seals holds a population of 468 individuals (Anon, 2014).
10.5.7.7

Basking Shark

Historical information documents basking sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) in the waters off
Northern Ireland. Basking sharks are highly migratory and closely track seasonal and interannual shifts in zooplankton aggregations (Sims & Quayle, 1998; Sims et al., 2003). These
large-scale movements make basking sharks very wide ranging, exploiting both planktonrich areas out to the edge of the European shelf in addition to tidal fronts that aggregate
zooplankton in coastal areas (Bloomfield & Solandt, 2007). Tidal fronts around the north
Antrim coast sites therefore represent areas where basking sharks are most likely to occur,
and they have been reported in large aggregations from around the north Antrim coastline
and around Rathlin (Agri-Food & Biosciences Institute, 2009). In UK and Irish waters the
Inner Hebrides, along with the Clyde Sea, Isle of Man and inshore waters around Devon and
Cornwall, are known hotspots for basking sharks based on the high densities of sharks
found in these areas (Southall et al., 2005). Compared to these hotspots, sightings in the
North Channel and off the Antrim coast are less common, although historical data suggest a
concentration of sightings along the north Antrim coast (Berrow & Heardman, 1994;
Southall et al., 2005; Bloomfield & Solandt, 2007; ICES, 2014). Since 2000 there have been
66 records of basking shark off the coast of Antrim identifying 86 animals (Plate 10.4), but
these records may not represent the true number of animals present due to lack of sighting
effort and/or unreported sightings (Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG), 2014). Two oneffort basking shark sightings were recorded during 24 months of visual surveys at the
Project site (Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a;).
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Plate 10.4: Map of Basking Shark records for NI Coastline 2000 – 2014 courtesy of IWDG. All
records are validated and available on www.iwdg.ie.

The lower sighting densities found around the north Antrim coast suggest the area may not
be as an important for basking sharks as other parts of the Irish Sea, such as around the
Clyde and the Isle of Man. However, as much of the data are based on public sightings
instead of systematic surveys, the results should be interpreted with caution. In particular,
the wide-ranging movements that basking sharks undertake in response to changes in
zooplankton density also mean that sharks can show large changes in distribution on an
annual basis. There is also the potential for sharks to migrate through the North Channel on
their way to/from known aggregation sites in the Hebrides.
The slow growth rates and late maturity of many elasmobranchs render them among the
most vulnerable marine fish (Agri-Food & Biosciences Institute, 2009). Consequently,
basking sharks are one of a number of elasmobranch species present in Northern Ireland
waters which are considered endangered and are included on the IUCN Red List. This
species may therefore be one of particular sensitivity to impacts from marine development.

10.6

Assessment Criteria

The general approach to impact assessment and defining significance are in line with
methods outlined in the British Standards Institution guidance on EIA for offshore
renewable energy developments (British Standards Institution, 2015). The approach used
throughout this EIA is based on a matrix system to provide a logical and consistent
framework for presenting impact assessment, and where subjective judgments have been
made to reach conclusions, these subjective judgments are fully justified.
The significance of each impact is determined using a combination of the Exposure to an
environmental change and the Sensitivity of the feature to that change. Where Exposure
and Sensitivity characteristics overlap, Vulnerability exists and impacts may occur;
conversely, without overlap there is no impact pathway. The parameters used for making
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judgments on Exposure, Vulnerability and significance in relation to marine mammals and
basking shark populations are presented below.

10.6.1

Determining Exposure

The Exposure is determined using a combination of the predicted magnitude of change to
the baseline condition and the probability of occurrence. The magnitude of impacts is based
on the spatial extent, duration, frequency and severity of the change, considered against
background variation and including the reversibility of the effect. To support conclusions on
magnitude in lieu of specific quantified assessment, a subjectivity scale has been used to
assess impacts against available thresholds. The categories of magnitude used in this
assessment are Negligible, Low, Medium and High and the subjective considerations used
when assessing magnitude are presented in Table 10.9 (adapted from Marine Scotland,
2012). In those cases where uncertainty exists and expert judgment is applied, this is
accounted for and explained. The magnitude category is then combined with the probability
of occurrence to arrive at an Exposure score, which can then be used for the next step of
the assessment (Table 10.10).
Table 10.9: Categories for determining magnitude (adapted from Marine Scotland, 2012)
Magnitude

Description

High

Likely to lead to an irreversible impact on a proportion of the
population / supporting habitat, through exposure of a large number
of individuals (>1% of the reference population), on a frequent or
permanent basis.

Medium

Likely to lead to an irreversible impact on a proportion of the
population / supporting habitat, through exposure of a small number
of individuals (such as 0.5-1% of the reference population).

Low

Likely to have an impact on a small proportion of the population /
supporting habitat, through exposure of <0.5% of the reference
population, or result in a temporary change which is recoverable.

Negligible

An imperceptible change to a low number of species / habitat of low
ecological importance, or with immediate recovery rates.
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Table 10.10: Exposure to change, combining magnitude and probability of change
Probability
of
occurrence

Magnitude of change
High

Medium

Low

Negligible

High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Medium

Medium

Medium/low

Low/negligible

Negligible

Low

Low

Low/negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

10.6.2

Determining Vulnerability

Once the Exposure to change has been identified, Vulnerability of the receptor to the
proposed change needs to be determined. This is done by combining Exposure to change
with a Sensitivity score. Sensitivity is a measure of the tolerance of a receptor (i.e. the
capacity to avoid, adapt to, accommodate or recover) to a predicted impact to which they
are exposed. It is therefore species-specific, and dependent on the characteristics of the
impact and associated predicted response to change. Table 10.11 outlines descriptions used
to assess overall Sensitivity. The categories of Sensitivity of receptors are presented as
Negligible, Low, Medium and High.
Table 10.11: Categories for determining Sensitivity
Sensitivity
High
Medium

Low

Negligible

Description
Lethal consequences (i.e. no capacity to avoid, adapt to,
accommodate or recover from the identified impact).
Potentially lethal consequences (i.e. very limited
capacity to avoid, adapt to, accommodate or recover
from the impact).
Non-lethal consequences identified (i.e. limited capacity
to avoid, adapt to, accommodate or recover from the
impact).
No consequences identified (i.e. the species has capacity
to avoid, adapt to, accommodate or recover from the
impact).

The Vulnerability of a feature of interest is based on the Sensitivity of those features along
with their Exposure to a given change (Table 10.12).
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Table 10.12: Estimation of Vulnerability based on Sensitivity and Exposure to a given change
Sensitivity
feature

of

Exposure to change
High

Medium

Low

Negligible

High

High

High

Moderate

Negligible

Medium

High

Moderate

Low

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Low

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

According to the methods outlined in the British Standards Institution guidance on EIA for
offshore renewable energy developments, the resulting Vulnerability score should be
combined with the value or importance placed on the feature (e.g. conservation status and
isolation of feature) to estimate the significance of the effect (British Standards Institution,
2015). Considering the conservation status of cetaceans, pinnipeds and basking shark
populations using the Project site (see Section 10.3), the importance of all species
considered in this Chapter is estimated to be high. Therefore, Vulnerability scores correlate
directly with significance (Table 10.13).
Table 10.13: Estimation of significance based on Vulnerability and importance
Significance

Vulnerability

Major

High vulnerability and high importance

Moderate

Moderate vulnerability and high importance

Minor

Low vulnerability and high importance

Negligible

No vulnerability and high importance

10.6.3

Residual Impact Significance

Where an impact of moderate or greater consequence is identified, mitigation measures
are applied and the impact reassessed to determine the residual impact significance. An
overall conclusion on the significance of residual impacts is then drawn, relating this to the
description given in the EIA Regulations (Table 10.14).
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Table 10.14: Residual Impact Significance
Residual
significance

Consequence

Major

Highly Significant – requires additional
control
measures
and/or
management actions

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

10.6.4

Significant – requires
control
measures
management actions

additional
and/or

Significant
impact
under EIA regulations

Not significant – may require some
management to ensure remains
Not significant impact
within acceptable levels
under EIA Regulations
Not significant – difficult to measure
or detect

Cumulative Impact Assessment

Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) in the context of EIA is understood to mean the
assessment of the impact of the project on a receptor, where there are multiple stressors in
action. This includes assessment of effects arising from sources out with the project that
could affect the predicted baseline, thereby contributing to an overall effect.
The scope of cumulative assessment is defined by the spatial and temporal scale of the
impact being assessed, relative to the activities which are occurring/proposed and the
geographical range of species at risk. In the context of the project this requires
consideration of the long foraging distances and migratory routes of marine mammal
populations of concern. In general, it is necessary to consider any project and/ or licensed
activity that is in the planning system, i.e. those for which formal scoping exercises has
begun, where information is publically available. For projects at an earlier stage in
development, limited information will exist and therefore subjective assessments will be
made where another project could have a reasonably foreseeable effect on the same
receptor.
Within a reasonable area of search (based on the range of species and the likely area of
influence of particular impacts) around the project site, the only projects that have
sufficient information available for inclusion in this assessment are the Torr Head Tidal
Energy Site (under development by TVL) and the West Islay Tidal Energy Project (DP West
Islay Tidal Energy Park). Other marine renewable energy proposals include new tidal stream
projects off Kintyre, Sanda Sound (Oceanflow Energy) and Argyll Tidal (Nautricity), which are
deploying and testing single devices. Two relevant projects planned at the time of Scoping
have since been terminated and are not considered any further here. These projects
included the Irish Sea Round 3 Wind Farm (Celtic Array Ltd.) and the Petroleum operations
off Rathlin Island (Providence Resourcing). The final list of projects considered in the CIA
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was presented to DAERA, NIEA and RSPB on the 19th September 2016. All available
information associated with these projects will be used to support an assessment of
cumulative effects (Section 10.9).

10.7

Assessment of Potential Impacts and Possible Mitigation
Measures

This assessment addresses the potential impacts arising from all stages of development of
the Project, i.e. construction, operation (and maintenance) and decommissioning. Although
specific decommissioning activities are as yet unknown, impacts are considered comparable
to those arising from construction and are discussed, although not in detail, within this EIA.
This ensures that at the end of the operational life of the project, activities will not be
proposed that will cause unforeseen negative impacts to arise.
Based on analysis of site-specific data and data from the surrounding area, the potential
sensitive receptors considered in this EIA have been presented in Table 10.6 (Section 3.5).
Due to comparable mechanisms of impact, assessment was considered generally applicable
to marine mammal species and basking sharks. Where differences in impact were
anticipated, this was discussed according to respective species group (i.e. cetaceans,
pinnipeds and basking sharks). When assigning a sensitivity to represent the entire receptor
group, a sensitivity rating based on the most sensitive species was used. Impacts to
particular species are presented where relevant.

10.7.1

Summary of Potential Impacts

Potential impacts arising from the different phases of development have been identified
and refined through discussion with the regulator and their advisors. Impacts relating to
marine mammals that were considered relevant for EIA are presented in Table 10.15.
Table 10.15: A summary of potential impacts on marine mammals and basking sharks
Construction (Temporary)
Potential Impact

Effect

10.1

Injury and disturbance due to noise Potential for injury and disturbance of
mammals,
leading
to
and presence of construction vessels marine
displacement from the area (with
and activities
potential for habitat exclusion and barrier
effects)

10.2

Disturbance at haul-out sites

Potential for seals to be disturbed from
haul-out sites during construction
operations

10.3

Collision risk with construction
vessels (including ‘corkscrew seal’

Potential for death / injury through
interaction with installation vessels,
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Construction (Temporary)
Potential Impact

Effect

issue)

including the ‘corkscrew seal’ issue

10.4

Increased turbidity

Potential for increased turbidity through
elevated levels of suspended sediments,
with consequent effects on behaviour of
marine mammals

10.5

Accidental release of contaminants

Potential for release of materials required
during construction with consequent
effects on water quality

10.6

Indirect impacts of changes to prey Possible impacts on marine mammal
resource
predators due to changes in food source
such as reduction in prey availability

Operation (Permanent over the lifetime of the project)
Potential Impact

Effect

10.7

Injury and disturbance caused by
operational noise

Potential for injury and disturbance
leading to behavioural impacts

10.8

Displacement leading to habitat
exclusion and barrier effects

Potential for noise or presence of the
array to displace mammals from the area
leading to habitat exclusion or barrier
effect for transiting individuals

10.9

Collision with operating turbines

Potential for injury or sub-lethal effects
through collision with the development

10.10

Collision
vessels

Potential for death / injury through
interaction with maintenance vessels

10.11

Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Possible effects on behaviour due to the
EMF emitted from the inter-array and
export cables

10.12

Accidental release of contaminants

Possible effects following
release of contaminants

10.13

Indirect effects on prey populations

Possible impacts on marine mammal
predators due to changes in food source
such as reduction in prey availability

risk

with

maintenance

accidental
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Decommissioning (temporary)
Considered comparable to those presented in the construction phase

10.7.2

Assessment of Potential Impacts during Construction Phase

10.7.2.1

Injury and Disturbance Due to Noise and Presence of Construction Vessels
and Activities

There is potential for construction activities associated with the installation of the turbine
array, inter-array cabling and cabling to the landfall, to cause behavioural changes in marine
mammals present in the area. Details of potential installation activities are outlined in
Chapter 5. Reactions are primarily evoked in response to vibration and noise generated by
vessels, and during drilling required to secure foundations to the seabed. Physical presence
of the vessels may also cause displacement, particularly of seals from haul-out sites.
Anthropogenic noise can negatively impact marine mammals and other species (Weilgart,
2007; Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2015). Severity of these impacts will depend
on sound level and frequency, and may lead to permanent or temporary threshold shifts in
hearing, behavioural responses such as negative phonotaxis, masking of ecologically
important sounds, increased stress or reduced fitness (Southall et al., 2007; Williams et al.,
2015; Simpson et al., 2016).
Anthropogenic noise at sufficiently high Received Levels (RLs) has the potential to cause
hearing impairment, particularly where there is repeated high level exposure from activities
such as impact pile driving. This can take the form of a temporary loss in hearing sensitivity
(Temporary Threshold Shift; TTS), or a permanent loss of hearing sensitivity (Permanent
Threshold Shift; PTS). The type of response also depends on whether the sound type is
pulsed, non-pulsed or continuous (Southall, et al., 2007; NMFS, 2016). At lower intensity
sounds a behavioural response may occur, dependent on individual and species-specific
sensitivity and local environmental conditions. The behavioural response will depend on
received sound levels perceived by individual animals according to their hearing thresholds
(defined here as the average sound pressure level that is just audible to a subject under
quiet conditions).
Anthropogenic noise can also mask biologically significant sounds such as echolocation
(affecting navigation and foraging capability), communication vocalisations, or other
relevant environmental sounds (Cato, 2008). This may result in disruption of behaviour,
displacement, physiological stress and/or altered distribution patterns. The level of
response will at least partially depend on the distance of individuals from the noise source
(Jensen et al., 2009). Radial zones of the influence of noise on marine mammals were
presented in Richardson et al. (1995) (see Table 10.16) and will vary according to specific
sensitivity and local environmental conditions.
Table 10.16: Zones of influence of anthropogenic noise on marine mammals. Adapted from
Richardson et al. (1995)
Zone

Definition
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Definition

Zone of Audibility

The area in which animals may detect the noise.

Zone of
Responsiveness

The region within which the animal reacts behaviourally
or physiologically.

Zone of Masking

The region within which noise is strong enough to
interfere with detection of other sounds which are
biologically relevant.

Zone of Hearing
loss/discomfort/injury

The area near the noise source where the received
sound level is high enough to cause discomfort / tissue
damage to auditory or other systems.

і/ŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐdistance from noise source

Zone

It is important to keep in mind that animals may display behavioural responses to lower RLs
(and therefore at much greater distances from the noise source) (Richardson et al., 1995).
Compared to injury, even less is known about the long-term consequences of behavioural
responses on populations. However, their potential significance for long-term individual and
population-level disturbance still needs to be carefully considered and such responses
should be avoided where possible.
In order to evaluate and regulate the effects of anthropogenic noise on marine mammals,
the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) developed criteria
focusing on PTS threshold levels for injury (Southall et al., 2007; NMFS, 2016). This
approach, which has since been adopted in many countries as a guideline for assessing
noise impacts, uses a series of weighting curves based on the known hearing characteristics
of functional marine mammal groups. Due to the lack of functional hearing data for many
species, this approach is based on many assumptions, and has since been critically reviewed
in the literature (Wright, 2014; Tougaard et al., 2015). A revision of the initial exposure
criteria by Southall et al. (2007) has recently been published by NOAA (NMFS, 2016). While
PTS definitely constitutes injury and as such is still used by NOAA to assess takes of marine
mammals (NMFS, 2016), studies have shown that TTS may also lead to permanent injury
(Kujawa & Liberman, 2009). Therefore, other regulatory frameworks (such as in Germany)
are taking a more precautionary approach, seeking to avoid TTS (Wright, 2014). Criteria for
predicting injurious effects of noise on marine mammals using both the Southall et al.
(2007) and the subsequently revision criteria (NMFS, 2016) are presented in Table 10.17.
As first suggested by Southall et al. (2007), marine mammals can be broadly divided into
distinct functional groups on the basis of their underwater hearing sensitivity and frequency
bands. Each group has a ‘hearing range' that represents the generalised hearing ranges for
the entire group as a composite (i.e. all species within the group, where individual species’
hearing ranges will typically be narrower. The groups include high-frequency cetaceans
(generalised hearing ranges of 275Hz - 160kHz; e.g. harbour porpoise), mid-frequency
cetaceans (generalised hearing ranges of 150Hz - 160kHz; e.g. bottlenose dolphins), lowVolume 2 Environmental Statement
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frequency cetaceans (generalised hearing ranges of 7Hz - 35kHz; e.g. minke whale), phocid
pinnipeds (true seals; generalised hearing ranges of 50Hz - 86kHz; e.g. harbour seal), and
Otariid pinnipeds (sea lions & fur seals; generalised hearing ranges of 60Hz - 39kHz; no
species present in the development area) Please see NMFS (2016) for details on generalised
hearing ranges and how they are derived.
The ability to detect sounds varies across species’ hearing ranges, and a weighting function
is often applied to sounds in order to reflect higher hearing sensitivities at particular
frequencies (NMFS, 2016). Auditory weighting functions for marine mammals were first
proposed by Southall et al. (2007). A recent study by Finneran (2016) updated these
auditory weighting functions on the basis of new data on marine mammal hearing and how
this is impacted by noise. These new weighting functions form the basis behind the TTS/PTS
onset criteria provided by NMFS (2016).
Table 10.17: Summary of marine mammal auditory injury thresholds for TTS and PTS onset.
Thresholds are weighted for different marine mammal functional groups for non-impulsive
sounds. Data derived from Southall et al. (2007) and NMFS (2016). Note the different metrics
for Sound Exposure Level (SEL) and Cumulative Sound Exposure Level (SEL cum ) in this table. A
weighted SEL cum lasting 1 second would equate to SEL. Southall et al. (2007) did not
distinguish between phocid and otariid pinnipeds, whereas the NMFS (2016) criteria used
here explicitly refer to phocid seals
Southall et al.,(2007)
Functional
Group

Weighted TTS
onset
threshold

Weighted PTS
onset
threshold (SEL)

(SEL)

NMFS (2016)
Weighted TTS Weighted PTS
onset
onset
threshold
threshold
(SEL cum )
(SEL cum )

Low-frequency
cetaceans

195 dB

215 dB

179 dB

199 dB

Mid-frequency
cetaceans

195 dB

215 dB

178 dB

198 dB

High-frequency
cetaceans

195 dB

215 dB

153 dB

173 dB

Phocid
pinnipeds

183 dB

203 dB

181 dB

201 dB

Assessment of the likely responses to noise depends on information on hearing sensitivity
of individual species (i.e. an audiogram). Detailed information on hearing sensitivity exists
for several species that are likely to be present in the Project site, i.e. bottlenose dolphin,
harbour porpoise, harbour seal and grey seal (Richardson et al., 1995, Nedwell & Brooker,
2008). This information should, however, be treated with some caution, as audiograms can
be obtained through various means which may not be directly comparable.
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High-frequency cetaceans: Harbour porpoise (the only member of this group likely to occur
in the Project site) have been shown to be one of the most sensitive marine mammal
species with respect to noise impacts (Lucke et al., 2009; Tougaard et al., 2015; Ruser et al.,
2016). This species possesses a wide hearing range between 16 - 140kHz, with highest
sensitivity at 130kHz (Kastelein, 2002; Kastelein et al., 2010; Ruser et al., 2016). Their
hearing sensitivity sharply declines for frequencies above 140kHz (Ruser et al., 2016).
Porpoise have been demonstrated to show behavioural responses in relation to pile driving
noise at distances of about 20km, to seal scarers at distances between 1 - 7.5km and
towards higher frequency pingers at distances between 100 - 300m (Tougaard et al., 2015).
Mid-frequency cetaceans: The functional hearing range of bottlenose dolphins runs
between 100 Hz - 150 kHz, with best sensitivity between 15 - 110kHz (Brill et al., 2001).
Killer whales show functional hearing between 1 - 120kHz, with highest sensitivity at 20kHz
(Szymanski et al., 1999). Bottlenose dolphins have been shown to behaviourally respond to
boat noise (Rako et al., 2013) and other acoustic disturbances such as pingers (Leeney et al.,
2007) and marine construction and demolition (Buckstaff et al., 2013). Several studies have
also shown behavioural responses of killer whales to vessel noise, including changes in
movement behaviour (Williams et al., 2002a; 2002b), as well as adjustments to
vocalisations (Holt et al., 2009). It has been shown that vessel noise can significantly
influence and mask delphinid communication (Jensen et al., 2009), and several delphinid
species, including bottlenose dolphins, have been shown to change movement behaviour
and vocalisation rates in response to military sonar (Henderson et al., 2014).
Low-frequency cetaceans: Very little is known about the hearing of baleen whales (here
mainly represented by the minke whale). Based on anatomical evidence and functional
communication ranges, baleen whales are considered to be low-frequency hearing
specialists, with functional hearing ranges between 7Hz - 30kHz (Richardson et al., 1995;
NMFS, 2016). A model of the middle ear transfer function of minke whales predicted best
hearing sensitivity between 30Hz - 25kHz (Tubelli et al., 2012). Minke whales have been
shown to be susceptible to underwater noise caused by military sonar (Sivle et al., 2015)
and appear to change feeding behaviour in response to whale-watching boats (Christiansen
et al., 2013). In addition, chronic underwater noise has the potential to cause significant
losses in communication space and may increase stress levels in baleen whales (Clark et al.,
2009; Rolland et al., 2012).
Phocid pinnipeds: The underwater hearing capabilities of seals are also relatively well
known with harbour seals, in particular, having been extensively studied. Harbour seals
possess good underwater hearing with greatest sensitivity between 1 - 40kHz at around
70dB re 1 μPa, and poor sensitivity above 60kHz (Richardson et al., 1995; Kastelein et al.,
2009). Harbour seals have demonstrated behavioural reactions to underwater noise such as
those produced by seismic surveys and Acoustic Deterrent Devices (Yurk & Trites, 2000;
Harris et al., 2001). There is no audiogram available for grey seals and it is generally
assumed that the harbour seal audiogram and general sensitivity are the closest
approximation for this species (Nedwell & Brooker, 2008; Götz & Janik, 2010; 2011).
Potential sound sources arising during the construction phase are identified and
characterised below on the basis of published literature, along with a conclusion on the
expected impact, based on the duration and extent of possible auditory or behavioural
responses.
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Noise from the Installation of Devices - Drilling Activities

For the project, a degree of flexibility is appropriate to enable the development process and
technology selection to continue until project definition is complete. The development will
consist of between 34 - 100 turbines, depending on the relative mix of technologies
(Chapter 5). Turbine array configuration is assumed to be deployed over 100 suitable sites
identified within the AfL area for the devices modelled. The Andritz device would be
installed with a tripod gravity support structure. The Schottel device would also utilise a
large gravity base structure with the option of using one pin-pile to secure the device. The
SeaGen U20 would be installed on a foundation utilising a steel frame multi-leg structure,
fixed to the sea-bed by drilled and grouted pin-piles (2m in diameter). The individual pinpile depth for the SeaGen U20 and the Schottel device will be 11m and 10m respectively.
Further design will determine the size and depth of the pin-piles required for the Andritz
device. Due to the significantly longer duration of construction activities, an array
comprising 34 x 3MW SeaGen U20 devices has been taken to be the worst case scenario,
requiring a maximum of 68 drilled foundation piles to a depth of 11m. A standard subsea
drilling rig that would be considered for the work includes the Bauer Renewables Ltd.
seabed drill, capable of drilling a 2.3m diameter hole of 11m depth in one day (Chapter 5).
Drilled foundations involve drilling of a socket and insertion of a pile, which is then fixed in
place with grout material. This does not involve hammer impact and acoustic output is
therefore significantly lower than conventional piling. The primary noise sources during
construction would be drilling noise generated through the action of the drill bit on the
seabed, and that arising from the vessels (see Section 10.7.2.1.2below).
Nedwell & Brooker (2008) published received noise levels obtained from the pin-pile drilling
operation during installation of SeaGen tidal turbines at Strangford Lough. Unweighted
meaŶ^ŽƵŶĚWƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ>ĞǀĞůƐǁĞƌĞƌĞĐŽƌĚĞĚĂƚϭϯϲĚƌĞ͘ϭʅWĂĂƚϮϴŵ͕ĂŶĚϭϭϬĚƌĞ͘ϭʅWĂ
at a distance of 2130 m. Acoustic modelling of the installation of the Marine Current
Turbine (MCT) ĚĞǀŝĐĞŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚĂ^ŽƵƌĐĞ>ĞǀĞů;^>ͿŽĨϭϲϮĚƌĞ͘ϭʅWĂ͕ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĐŽŵƉarable
to the noise generated by small vessels (Richardson et al., 1995).
These measured levels of underwater noise from the pin-pile drilling data indicate that
noise levels produced by pin pile installation are expected to be much lower than published
PTS thresholds, and would likely decline to background noise levels within short distances
(Table 10.17; Southall et al., 2007; NMFS 2016). However, it should be noted that there is a
potential risk for TTS for high-frequency cetaceans (i.e. harbour porpoise) at very close
ranges (<20m from source; Nedwell & Brooker, 2008; NMFS 2016). Behavioural responses
(e.g. avoidance) in the vicinity of pin pile drilling operations can be expected, but the range
over which these will occur is presently unknown.
Noise exposure duration is also relevant to assessing impacts, as extended exposure
increases risks of negative consequences to individuals (e.g. displacement from feeding
areas, masking of relevant sounds, etc.) with associated potential population-level effects.
Drilling activities during installation would likely be intermittent due to dependency on brief
periods of suitable weather. Assuming the worst case scenario of 68 piles, to be drilled at a
rate of one pile per day, 68 days of drilling may be required. The cumulative effect of such
drilling activity on marine mammals is unknown, but may well involve some degree of
displacement. There is currently no evidence of long-term residency by marine mammals at
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this site, suggesting that any habitat exclusion would be relatively minor in terms of its
population-level effects. Similarly, barrier effects due to construction activities are deemed
to be unlikely at this site due to its exposed character and the absence of species with a
strictly coastal distribution. The overall significance of impact from drilling noise on seals,
cetaceans and basking sharks is therefore considered to be Minor. In the longer term,
however, while animals will likely return to the site following construction activities, return
rates will likely vary between species and rapid recovery is not guaranteed (as described in
the context of wind farm construction by Carstensen et al., 2006; Tougaard et al., 2006;
Russell et al., 2016).
10.7.2.1.2

Installation of Devices – Vessel Noise

During the construction phase, vessels will be present at the site for preparation works (preinstallation and foundation preparation), foundation installation, turbine installation and
commissioning. The installation works will most likely be executed by jack-up vessels,
vessels equipped with Dynamic Positioning (DP) systems or heavy lift vessels (HLVs).
Ancillary barges, tugs, guard vessels and personnel transfer vessels will also be required.
Vessel movements will by their nature extend beyond the site to and from harbours (e.g.
Ballycastle). Similarly, grid interconnector cable installation and rock mattresses placement
will result in additional anthropogenic noise output beyond the Project site. Propagation of
noise outputs from these sources will vary as bathymetry and seabed characteristics
change.
The nature of the activities varies depending on the conditions at the site, foundation type
and turbine technology. Given the present uncertainty surrounding the final selection of
turbine and foundation types, it is not feasible to quantify or model expected noise levels at
this stage, and this has not been attempted here (Confidential Annex 10.3). However,
potential impacts can be assessed based on available evidence from other sources (e.g.
Kipple & Gabriele 2003; Ainslie et al., 2009). On the basis of available measures in the
published literature, noise levels generated by vessels used during the construction phase
would in all likelihood be lower than PTS-onset levels for all species of concern (Southall et
al., 2007; NMFS, 2016). For example, source levels of individual fishing vessels (here treated
as equivalent to guard and personnel transfer vessels) have been estimated at
ĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇ ϭϲϬ Ě ƌĞ͘ ϭ ʅWĂ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ ǁĞůů ďĞůŽǁ Wd^ ŽŶƐĞƚ ůĞǀĞůƐ ĨŽƌ Ăůů ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶĂů
groups. As before, it should be noted that there is a potential risk for TTS for high-frequency
cetaceans (i.e. harbour porpoise), though likely only at very close ranges (i.e. metres) from
vessels. It can furthermore be assumed that noise arising from vessels during installation
will cause behavioural disturbance of sensitive marine mammals (such as harbour porpoise)
in the vicinity of the vessel. Significance of this impact depends on the intensity and
duration of construction-related vessel movements. Worst-case estimates on vessel
movement and durations required for installation include approximately 70 vessel
movements to and from ports. The total time for works has been estimated to be a
maximum 1320 days which would be spread over 6 years, assuming March to September
operations. This represents a moderate increase in vessel movement in the area compared
to baseline conditions (Chapter 15). As before, there is currently no evidence of long-term
residency by marine mammals at this site, suggesting that any habitat exclusion due to
vessel noise would be relatively minor in terms of its population-level effects. The overall
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significance of impact from vessel noise on marine mammals and basking sharks is
therefore considered to be Minor.
10.7.2.1.3

Conclusion

The most sensitive species using the Project site are harbour porpoise and can be assumed
to have a Medium sensitivity to sound produced. PTS-onset effects are unlikely as a result of
noise produced by turbine array construction (particularly pin-pile drilling) or vessel
movement. TTS-onset effects are also unlikely unless animals were to remain in the
immediate vicinity of noise sources for an extended period. Behavioural impacts are,
however, likely among animals in the vicinity of drilling operations and individuals may
move away from the area as a result. Considering the temporary nature of the construction
phase, combined with understanding of the baseline occurrence of species at the
development site, it is concluded that the likelihood of significant impact to marine
mammals and basking sharks during construction is Minor.
Potential
Impact
10.1

Magnitude

Probability
of
Occurrence

Low

High

Exposure

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Low

Medium

Minor

Minor

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report. Marine
Mammal Observers (MMOs) may be used during construction activities to halt operations if
marine mammals (or basking sharks) are observed within close range of the construction
activities (JNCC, 2010).
10.7.2.2

Disturbance at Haul-out Sites

Seals spend a large proportion of their time foraging at sea; hauling out, however, is
essential for resting, moulting, breeding and pupping (Boulva et al., 1979; Stevick et al.,
2002). Seals hauled out on land are sensitive to disturbance from human activities such as
vessel traffic, which can affect seal haul-out behaviour by causing increased seal alertness,
increased movements at haul-out sites or animals flushing into the water (Allen et al., 1984;
Suryan & Harvey, 1999; Skeate et al., 2012). These disturbances can potentially impair seals’
ability to rest, reproduce and nurse their young; they may also significantly affect their local
distribution or abundance. Seals tend to use remote offshore islands or isolated beaches,
reefs or rocks where disturbance from human activities is minimised (Terhune, 1985), and
sites exposed to continual disturbance are used less often and may be abandoned (Newby,
1973).
The impact of multiple disturbance events is greatest during the breeding season,
potentially causing temporary or permanent pup separation, disruption of suckling,
physiological stress and sometimes enforced moves to distant or suboptimal habitat, all of
which can lead to reduced pup condition (Osinga et al., 2012). The pupping season takes
place between June and July for the harbour seal and between September and November
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for the grey seal (Boulva et al., 1979; Department of the Environment, 2012). Mating occurs
in the water around the time of weaning (Boulva et al., 1979). Moulting seals also spend
more time out of the water to retain heat while shedding their fur, and if scared into the
water they may incur additional energetic costs. Moulting takes place from August to
September for harbour seals and from January to March for grey seals. Recurrent impacts
on haul-out groups can potentially cause a decline in general condition through stress,
altering resting and digestion time. The seals’ behavioural response can be different
depending on the cumulative effect of repeated disturbances leading to either sensitization
or habituation (Bejder et al., 2006). Activities related to project construction will likely
present an increase in vessel traffic compared to the baseline, indeed the Project site
vicinity can currently be characterised as a low activity area; the closest harbour (Ballycastle
marina) has a total of 70 places for small vessels and the nearest shipping route is 10km
offshore.
A number of studies have investigated seal haul-out disturbance in relation to marine
renewable developments (Thompson et al., 2013). The majority of these have focussed on
the impact of piling noise on seal behaviour and have shown a short-term decrease in seal
haul-out behaviour in affected areas (out to at least 4km away; Teilmann et al., 2006).
Although no pile driving activity is proposed during the construction phase of this project,
disturbance to seals within haul-out areas may occur as a result of the presence of
installation vessels and equipment, and the noise they produce. Flushing responses appear
to be at least partially dependent on the behaviour of the vessel in question, but flushing of
seals has been reported over distances of up to 800m, with response rates increasing
significantly at shorter distances (Jansen et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2012). Indeed, the
behavioural response of harbour seals to human-induced disturbances suggested that
reserve boundaries at sea should extend to at least 850m from the haul-out site in order to
secure adequate year-round protection from disturbance (Andersen et al., 2012). This will
be taken into consideration by an environmental impact mitigation plan.
The closest known seal haul-out locations are within the Rathlin Island SAC. Although not
the primary reason for the site designation, this regionally important area for both grey and
harbour seals is approximately 5km from the project site and 3km from the proposed cable
route. The Project area, including array and cabling, is far enough from the nearest haul-out
site that there is little potential risk of disturbance to seals on land at this range. Data
collected as part of a monitoring program undertaken within Strangford Lough revealed
that annual counts of seals at haul-out and breeding sites did not undergo any detectable
changes which could be attributable to the SeaGen device installation and operation
(Keenan et al., 2011). HRA considerations have been made to assess impacts on the
integrity of the Maiden Island SAC and South west Skerries SAC, and is presented in a
separate HRA report (Appendix 4.2, Macleod et al., 2016)
10.7.2.2.1

Conclusion

The Sensitivity of the seals hauled out has been concluded as Medium due to the potential
for severe or lethal consequences of disturbance during breeding and moulting. However,
due to the distance between the activities and the site and the temporary nature of the
activities, Magnitude is considered Low with a Low probability of occurring. Overall the
impact score is considered to be Negligible. No mitigation measures are deemed necessary.
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Low

Low
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Exposure

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Low

Medium

Negligible

Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report. Standard
best practice should be followed as presented and agreed within the environmental impact
mitigation plan. A boat zoning policy is in development to reduce disturbance to seals using
the Rathlin Island SAC (Department of the Environment, 2015).
10.7.2.3

Collision with Construction Vessels

The construction stage of this project will result in an increase in vessel traffic associated
with the Project site. This will likely include a small number of specialist vessels, in addition
to supporting barges and supply vessels. Baseline maritime traffic surveys were undertaken
using a range of data sources over two 14 day periods in the winter and summer of 2014
(Chapter 15). Within the navigation study area, there was an average of 10 vessels per day
in winter 2014. The busiest day on 28th March 2014 recorded 20 vessels. In summer 2014,
there was an average of 32 unique vessels per day. The busiest days were recorded on 2nd &
10th July when 45 vessels were recorded. The predominant types of vessel in winter were
cargo vessels and tankers (44% and 18% respectively). The predominant vessel type in
summer was recreational vessels (55%).
The construction of the Project is expected to be phased over a number of years, with Phase
1 (up to 10 MW) operational by 2018/19 and Phase 2 (up to 100 MW) operational by 2025.
Worst-case estimates on vessel movement and duration required for installation include
approximately 70 vessel movements to and from port. The estimated total time for works
has been estimated at 1320 days which would be spread over 6 years assuming March to
September operations (Chapter 15). This represents a moderate increase in vessel
movement in the area compared to baseline conditions.
The average speed of vessels within the navigation Study Area in winter was 10kn, with the
fastest vessel travelling at 17kn. The average speed of vessels within the navigation Study
Area in summer was 9.4kn, with the fastest vessel travelling at 29kn. The service speed
during transit to and from the site will vary greatly with vessel type. Various vessels will be
needed throughout this project including a HLV, jack-up barge, or DP vessel, with the
number of vessel movements depending on the size and type of the vessel and the selected
turbine technology. A cable installation vessel will also be required for subsea cabling, and
possibly a rock placement vessel to add protection.
Vessels used for construction present a risk to marine mammals and basking sharks through
collision with the hull or propellers, which often results in mortality or severe injury (Laist et
al., 2001). Since the 1970s, ship collisions have been increasingly linked to large whale
strandings, and may pose considerable risk to small populations or discrete management
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units (Laist et al., 2001). Collision risk is affected by vessel size, speed, sounds emitted by
the vessel relative to ambient noise levels, local weather conditions and marine mammal
behaviour (Constantine et al., 2004). Overall, risk of mortality or serious injury among large
whales is increased for larger vessels (e.g. >80 m), vĞƐƐĞůƐŵŽǀŝŶŐĂƚƐƉĞĞĚƐшΕϳŵƐ-1 ;Εϭϯ͘ϲ
kn), and vessels operating in areas where these animals are known to aggregate (Laist et al.,
2001; Vanderlaan & Taggart, 2007). Acoustic detectability of approaching vessels may be
compromised through underwater sound reflections, presence of multiple vessels, and the
blockage of engine noise ahead of the vessel by its own bulk (Terhune & Verboom 1999).
Minke whales are the only large (baleen) whale species currently occurring with any
regularity at the Project site, although occasional presence of other species cannot be
excluded. From a total of 294 vessel-whale collision records collected worldwide between
1960 and 2002, 18 minke whales were recorded as having been killed by vessel strikes,
confirming this species’ susceptibility to collisions (data presented in Vanderlaan & Taggart,
2007).
For smaller cetaceans, the relationship between vessel speed and the probability of serious
injury and death is poorly understood. From a total of 137 vessel-cetacean collision records
collected worldwide, 4 common dolphins, 3 harbour porpoises, 8 killer whales and 41
bottlenose dolphins were recorded as having been killed by vessel strikes with
approximately half of these records being ‘unconfirmed but probable’ records (Van
Waerebeek et al., 2007). The incidence of vessel-cetacean collision records does not reflect
the mortality from vessel strikes in population as a whole, as it does not account for dead
animals which failed to strand and subsequently were not discovered and examined (Van
Waerebeek et al., 2007). However, the relative number of stranding records where physical
trauma (includes vessel strikes) was shown to be the cause of death indicate that this
impact is an important source of mortality in marine mammal populations and should be
considered next to other sources of anthropogenic mortality such as bycatch (Sabin et al.,
2006). Similarly, collisions with vessels appear a potential problem for basking sharks
(Speedie et al., 2009).
Many of the vessels associated with the construction and maintenance of the Project (e.g.
jack-up barges) would likely be travelling at <7m/s (13.6kn) and therefore would likely
present a lower risk to marine mammals and basking sharks through collision. Furthermore,
marine mammals and basking sharks have been reported to undertake last-minute
avoidance responses and thus avoid collision. The continuing reports of collision events
indicate that this strategy is at best only partially successful and faster moving vessels will
almost certainly represent a greater risk to marine mammals using the wider area. Vessel
traffic associated with the project represents a modest increase in traffic compared to
baseline conditions. Given the relatively modest increase in the number of vessel transits,
the Magnitude associated with this change is considered to be Low.
10.7.2.3.1

Corkscrew injury

Since 2008, a number of severely damaged harbour and juvenile grey seal carcasses have
been found on the UK coast (Thompson et al., 2010, Bexton et al., 2012), including the
North Norfolk coast, eastern Scotland and Northern Ireland. The carcasses display a spiral
laceration which may be consistent with a seal being drawn through propellers housed
within cylindrical nozzles or other thrust-augmenting devices (e.g. kort nozzles or azimuth
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thrusters; Bexton et al., 2012, Onoufriou & Thompson, 2014). These are used in the
dynamic positioning systems of vessels used in association with a number of activities
within the marine environment where maintaining a position without anchoring is required
(e.g. marine construction). Understanding of the extent of the problem remains difficult, as
unaccounted carcasses may not have been recovered; to date, no direct links have yet been
made to specific activities or vessel types.
The identification of ship propellers as the most likely cause for these injuries was based on
the assumption that these wounds could not be inflicted by any known predator of seals.
However, recent observations made on the Isle of May in December 2014 describe grey seal
predation events which produced wound patterns consistent with those recorded as
corkscrew wounds on previous grey and harbour seal cases in Scotland (Thompson et al.,
2015); of 11 carcasses which received post-mortems in this study, all but 2 were confirmed
as being the result of grey seal predation. Similar unexplained injuries observed in harbour
porpoise carcases have also been linked to grey seal predation (Leopold et al., 2015). The
implication is that a large proportion of the corkscrew injuries observed throughout the UK
previously attributed to ducted propellers are likely to have been due to mature male grey
seal predation events. At this stage the assessment cannot rule out interactions with vessel
propellers as the primary cause of corkscrew injuries, however, this assessment takes the
view that a large proportion of corkscrew injuries are the result of seal predation.
10.7.2.3.2

Conclusion

Due to the relatively moderate increase in Project related vessel movement in the area
compared to baseline conditions, and considering the time required for construction
activities, interactions with propellers used for DP vessels is considered to be the more
likely cause of harm to marine mammals. Sensitivity of the receptor is considered Medium
due to the potential lethal consequences of interaction with vessel hulls and propellers,
particularly for minke whales and potentially basking sharks. The Magnitude of this impact
is considered to be Medium as the potential increase in DP vessels operation within the
area (1320 days on site spread over a maximum of 6 years) could lead to an irreversible
impact (death or serious injury) on a small proportion of the population. To account for the
lack of clarity around the mechanism of impact, along with the relatively low abundance of
marine mammals using the Project site, the probability of occurrence is considered to be
Low. Overall the impact score is considered to be Minor. No mitigation is deemed necessary
other than following standard best practice and procedures.

Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Exposure
Occurrence

Receptor
Significance
Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

10.3

Medium

Low

Medium

Minor

Medium/Low

Minor

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report. Standard
best practice should be followed.
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Increased Turbidity

Installation and decommissioning activities may directly disturb seabed sediments, or result
in the release of sediments into the water column, leading to a temporary increase in
turbidity. This is addressed in Chapter 6 but is discussed here due to the potential for
impacts on marine mammals through reduced visibility, which could affect foraging, social
behaviour and predator/prey interactions.
Given proposed construction methods (Chapter 5), it is expected that there would be a
maximum of 110 m3 of drill cuttings per device released into the marine environment from
the device support structures and electrical hubs (Chapter 5). Drill cuttings would be
released directly into the water column at the seabed, as per standard practice. Minor
seabed preparation work may be required and could cause disturbance to existing
sediments. However, the area of interest is dominated by medium-high energy bedrock
outcrops and stony reef (boulders), with patches of coarse sediments and cobbles between
(Chapter 7). Fine sediments do not occur in appreciable quantities due to the high energy
tidal regime at the development site. Disturbance of volumes of in situ material that would
result in an impact through increased turbidity is therefore unlikely.
Seals are generally assumed to be sensitive to poor visibility (Hobson, 1966), although the
presence of well-fed (sometimes even blind) seals foraging in estuaries and other turbid
sites indicates that other sensory modalities, particularly mechanoreception through
sensitive whiskers, may be equally important for foraging under such conditions (Weiffen et
al., 2006; Hanke et al., 2013). Additionally the high energy tidal regime at the site will
ensure that any cuttings that are released are dispersed rapidly (Todd et al., 2015). Overall
Sensitivity of seals and cetaceans is likely to be Low as they are considered able to avoid,
accommodate and recover from the impact. Porpoises and dolphins are less sensitive to
effects on visibility through turbidity as they rely more on sound for foraging (through
echolocation; Southall et al., 2007). There is no information available on Sensitivity to
turbidity in baleen whales or basking sharks. However, both species are highly mobile and
presumably able to avoid local adverse effects.
10.7.2.4.1

Conclusion

The magnitude of the impact of increased turbidity is considered Negligible due to the
temporary nature of the activity and the environmental conditions preventing local
increases in turbidity from persisting. Specifically in relation to foraging, it does not appear
that the area is relatively important for feeding individuals, suggesting that the likelihood of
hunting individuals being exposed to any increases in turbidity, with significant effect, is
Negligible. The Sensitivity is considered Low due to the animals’ ability to react to small
sediment plumes. Overall the impact score is considered to be Negligible. No mitigation is
deemed necessary.
Potential
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10.4

Negligible
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Residual
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Negligible

Low

Negligible

Negligible
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Residual
Impact
Significance

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant. Standard best practice should be followed.
10.7.2.5

Accidental Release of Contaminants

There is small risk of the accidental release of contaminants during the installation phase,
including diesel fuel (from vessels), hydraulic fluids, antifouling protection. Among the
inventories of potential contaminants used by vessels, marine diesel would be the most
common. Therefore, in the event of an accidental spill, marine diesel oil could be released
in large quantities (approximately 2000m3 of fuel oil assuming full tanks for larger vessels
described in Chapter 5). In the immediate aftermath of such a release, the dispersal of the
fuel would depend on the tide, weather, and type of fuel released. However, it is likely that
the fuel would be dispersed quickly due to the high energy nature of the Project site.
Therefore, the Magnitude of this impact is considered to be Low with a Low probability of
occurrence. Risk will be minimised by following best practice and procedures, including
using non-toxic alternatives where possible, appropriate risk assessment and contingency
planning.
Compared to terrestrial mammals, very little is known about the role of chemoreception in
marine mammals’ daily lives, particularly at sea (Pihlström, 2008). Pinnipeds have good
olfactory capabilities in air (Riedman, 1990), but this sensory modality appears severely
reduced among cetaceans (Oelschläger & Buhl, 1985; but note Thewissen et al., 2011. Both
groups appear to have maintained at least some gustation capability (Pihlström, 2008) but
much work remains to be done to assess the significance of this sensory pathway.
Therefore, in the event of an accidental release of contaminants, marine mammals may
have a limited capacity to detect and avoid contaminated areas (assuming the contaminant
is detectable through chemoreception). Given the likely presence of marine mammals in the
Project area, it is conceivable that animals may come into contact with an accidental spill
and ingest liquids experiencing toxic effects. However, the spatial extent of such a release
would be limited and contaminants would likely be dispersed quickly in the high energy
environment. Furthermore, low toxicity components will be used where possible such that
any direct contact is less likely to cause acute health concerns. The extent to which
accidental releases of contaminants could contribute to chronic chemical pollution of the
local marine environment is unknown. For marine mammals, elevated local contaminant
levels may result in bioaccumulation in their tissues, with potential long-term deleterious
effects on individual animals’ health as well as on population growth rates (Tanabe, 2002;
Law et al., 2012).
Sensitivity of species using the project site can be considered as Medium due to the
potential for toxic compounds to cause (sub-)lethal consequences. This is most notable in
species experiencing reduced health as a result of chronic exposure to toxic compounds
(e.g. bioaccumulation in fat tissues). The Exposure of marine mammals to accidental
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releases of dangerous fluids is considered, within the context of this Project, to be
Negligible. Therefore, the overall the impact score is considered to be Negligible.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Occurrence

Exposure

Receptor
Significance
Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

10.5

Low

Low

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant. Standard best practice should be followed.
10.7.2.6

Indirect Impacts of Changes to Prey Resource

There is the potential for indirect effects on marine mammals, through localised changes in
availability of prey (principally fish) as a result of the presence of the installation vessels and
equipment (and associated noise) during operations (Hawkins & Popper, 2014). Little is
known about how fish might respond to the presence of construction vessels, but shortterm avoidance of the area during construction is a distinct possibility (cf. De Robertis &
Handegard, 2012), potentially resulting in decreased site use by marine mammals.
Sensitivity of the receptor to localised changes in prey availability is considered to be Low.
The receptors are mobile species, affording them the capacity to adapt and accommodate
these changes in local food resources, so this would likely result in non-lethal
consequences.
Construction impacts have been assessed as Negligible or Minor (see Chapters 11: Fish
Ecology), due primarily to the temporary nature of the construction activities and the
localised nature of any impact. Therefore, the Magnitude of this impact is considered to be
Negligible as there is likely to be an imperceptible change to a low number of species.
Overall the impact score is considered to be Negligible. No mitigation is deemed necessary.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude
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Occurrence

10.6

Negligible

High

Exposure
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Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Negligible

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant.
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10.7.3

Assessment of Impacts during Operation Phase (Including
Maintenance)

10.7.3.1

Injury and Disturbance Caused by Operational Noise

Noise from tidal stream turbines within the audible range of marine species is associated
with vibrations produced by the drive train components such as the gearbox and generator.
These vibrations travel through the drive train to the rotor, nacelle walls and support
structure, where they interact with the surrounding water and are released as noise.
Operational vibration and noise would be generated in a cyclic nature during each flood and
ebb tide, with hydrodynamic noise generated from the rotating blades, the support
structure and mechanical noise from the rotating machinery (i.e. hub bearings, gearbox and
generator). With the exception of periods of slack water and when maintenance activities
are being undertaken, this noise will be generated throughout the 25 year lifespan of the
Project.
As there are a number of devices planned for deployed (maximum 100) throughout the
Project Site it was considered appropriate to undertake field sampling and modelling
activities to estimate the level of noise produce above ambient conditions. These activities
are discussed in detail in Confidential Annex 10.3 and summarised below.
10.7.3.1.1

Background Ambient Noise

Background ambient noise at the Fair Head site was recorded using Drifting Ears between
the 27th August and 28th August 2014. The data was processed which included statistical
analysis of each data set and sensor locations.
Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in the 125Hz one-third octave band was among the noisiest.
Based on the available data, there appeared to be little correlation between SPL and water
depth, tidal current, swell height, wind speed and sea state. Given this lack of correlation,
the masking SPL was taken as the linear mean and root mean square (rms) maximum values
recorded over the entire data set independent of position, tidal current and weather
conditions.
10.7.3.1.2

Near-field Model

The near-field sound fields produced by the Andritz, SeaGen and Schottel tidal devices were
calculated using a fully coupled structural-acoustic interaction model using the
commercially available, finite element package, COMSOL Multiphysics v5.2. Calculations
were performed in the frequency domain at a 1/12 octave resolution between 20 and
2000Hz. The model was calibrated using acoustic data from the SeaGen unit at Strangford
Lough with geometric components scaled to make the calculated sound fields appropriate
for the Andritz, SeaGen and Schottel tidal devices. The sound fields produced by all three
turbine devices modelled were strongly directional (Plate 10.5 to Plate 10.7). The noise
modelled for each turbine type was then extrapolated using a far-field model.
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Plate 10.5: Sound field modelled for the Andritz turbine related to the 2nd stage gear
meshing

Plate 10.6: Sound field modelled for the SeaGen device related to the 2nd stage gear meshing
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Plate 10.7: Sound field modelled for the Schottel device related to the 1st stage gear meshing

10.7.3.1.3

Far-field Model

A three-dimensional sound field extending up to 10 km from the proposed 100MW Project
was modelled between 20 and 2000Hz. The modelled array was populated with single rotor
Andritz turbines, dual rotor SeaGen U20 devices and multiple rotor Schottel devices. For
these three tidal devices, the source level was modelled as a function of frequency and
direction. Furthermore, the cumulative operational noise levels from three different
100MW array layouts were modelled.
The project design envelope describes 12 possible device layout options for the 100MW
tidal array (Chapter 5). The cumulative noise was modelled for three options most likely to
produce the highest noise levels and include a representative mixture of proposed devices.
These were:
x

Option 2: 30 SeaGen and 5 Schottel devices

x

Option 4: 2 SeaGen, 68 Andritz and 5 Schottel devices

x

Option 5B: 80 Andritz turbines

The resulting modelled sound fields were compared to ambient noise levels measured at
the proposed site to determine the range at which the cumulative operational noise from
the tidal devices is masked by the background noise.
10.7.3.1.4

Onset of PTS and TTS

The modelled far-field sound levels for the three 100MW options had a maximum SPL
between 150.1 and 154.1dB. The lowest levels were produced by Option 5B, which consists
ŽĨŶĚƌŝƚǌƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐŽŶůǇĂŶĚǁĂƐΕϯĚƋƵŝĞƚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌƚǁŽůĂǇŽƵƚŽƉƚŝŽŶƐŵŽĚĞůůĞĚ
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(note that 3 dB represents a doubling in noise level).The modelled far-field sound fields
were M-weighted to take into account of the hearing sensitivities of four different marine
mammal groups (low-, mid-, and high-frequency cetaceans, and phocid pinnipeds) (Southall
et al., 2007). The maximum M-weighted operational noise levels produced by the various
array options are listed in Table 10.18. High-frequency cetaceans are the most sensitive
group to auditory injury, with PTS onset at 173 dB, and TTS at 153 dB. The operational noise
levels modelled are below the level that might cause permanent auditory injury in marine
mammals, although modelled values approach TTS levels for high-frequency cetaceans for
most scenarios (Table 10.18).
Table 10.18: The maximum M-weighted levels calculated within 50 m from array for options
2, 4 and 5B for different marine mammal groups, as analysed by Xi Engineering Consultants
(2016) (Confidential Annex 10.3). Weighted Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) and Permanent
Threshold Shift (PTS) from NMFS (2016) are included for comparison
NMFS (2016)

Modelled Maximum SPL (dB)

Weighted
TTS onset
threshold
(SEL cum )

Weighted
PTS onset
threshold
(SEL cum )

Option 2

Option 4

Option
5B

Minke
whale

179 dB

199 dB

154.1

153.2

150.0

Midfrequency
cetaceans

Bottlenose
dolphin

178 dB

198 dB

152.4

150.8

148.6

Highfrequency
cetaceans

Harbour
porpoise

153 dB

173 dB

151.9

150.5

148.2

Phocid
pinnipeds

Harbour
seal

181 dB

201 dB

153.1

151.5

149.4

Functional
Group

Example
species

Lowfrequency
cetaceans

10.7.3.1.5

Disturbance Caused by Noise Masking Biologically Important Sound

The noise modelling showed that the sound field produced by the tidal array was detectable
above the background noise depending on the exact frequency and array configuration.
However, it was estimated that the sound field produced by the array could be detectable
ĨƌŽŵ ĂƐ ĨĂƌ ĂƐ Εϴ Ŭŵ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ĐĞŶƚƌĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ƐŝƚĞ͕ ĞƋƵŝǀĂůĞŶt to an area of
approximately 201 km2. As a large proportion of this area (approximately one third) is land,
the area within which the Project could be detectable acoustically to marine mammals is
assumed to be approximately 134 km2.
Harbour porpoise are the most abundant marine mammal observed at the Project site
(0.251 porpoise per km2; 95% C.I: 0.179 – 0.352 porpoises per km2). Using the upper 95%
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confidence interval for harbour porpoise, an average of 47 animals may therefore be
estimated to be present within the ensonified area defined above at any one time. This
represents approximately 0.2% of the population contained within the MU area (21,462
individuals).
Mid frequency cetaceans (e.g. bottlenose dolphin) and low frequency cetaceans (e.g. minke
whale) were not observed regularly at the Project site. Therefore, it is assumed that the
number of animals exposed to sound originating from the project is very low and therefore
should not be cause for concern when considering the potential for long-term disturbance.
Harbour and grey seals were assumed to have a mean density at the Project site of 0.04 and
0.07 animals per km2 respectively (Jones et al., 2013). Therefore, on average, approximately
5.4 harbour seals and 9.4 grey seals could be assumed to be present in the sound field
generated by the array at any one time. This represents 0.6% of the harbour seal population
and 2% of the grey seal population contained within the MU.
The proportion of cetaceans and pinniped populations exposed to noise levels above
measured baseline conditions can be considered small in the context of the wider
population (assumed here to be the relevant MU for that species). The ensonified area
discussed above will include a number of zones (see Table 10.16) that can be regarded as
having varying levels of impact to the natural behaviour of marine mammals. Therefore, the
biological significance of this sound exposure is more challenging to predict. The Project
area is not known as an important area for breeding. The closest SAC (Skerries and
Causeway SAC) is designated in part due to evidence indicating an increased ratio of
juvenile to adult harbour porpoise. However, this area is located over 15km from the
Project site and falls outside the sound field described above. The frequent presence of
harbour porpoise in the vicinity of the site suggests that the wider area might offer
important foraging opportunities, similar to those observed in other tidal-stream sites
(Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a; Benjamins et al., 2016a). The potential effect of
noise generated by the Project on such foraging activity is presently unknown.
As a very much worst case estimate, it could be assumed that no marine mammals would
forage within the disturbance zone. However this is unlikely as much of the area where
sound is audible is characterised by low levels. Furthermore, any potential masking of
biologically significant sounds close to turbines may be offset by positive effects on fish
populations through fish stock recovery, should certain types of fisheries be excluded from
the array (see Chapter 11). For example, seals are known to tolerate high sound levels
produced by Acoustic Deterrent Devices to exploit foraging opportunities at salmon farms
(Harris et al. 2014).
Perhaps one of the most important potential impacts assessed later in this EIA is collision
risk through encounters with moving turbines. The array acoustic emission modelling in
combination with the existing background sound measurements, has shown that the
operational noise will exceed mean and maximum background sound levels well beyond the
array itself (several km). The audibility of the array may provide animals with the
opportunity to perceive the turbines and take avoiding or evasive action, which would
reduce the risk of collision with turbine blades. Acoustically sensitive species (including all
functional groups of marine mammals) will therefore be able to hear the turbines at
sufficient range to take avoiding action. Additionally, as the acoustic footprint of each
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turbine will span more than the inter-turbine spacing, it will provide animals the perceptual
information needed to avoid the entire development, rather than each turbine individually.
Assuming that animals are able and willing to undertake avoidance behaviours, the
contribution of noise is therefore likely to reduce collision risk (see Section 10.7.5), with risk
concentrated at the turbines on the perimeter, rather than equal across the number of
devices in the whole array.
10.7.3.1.6

Conclusions

Overall, the Magnitude is considered Low as a small proportion of a marine mammal
population are likely to be exposed to sound produced by the array at any single point in
time. Noting the capacity to avoid, adapt to, accommodate and recover from the impact,
Sensitivity of marine mammals is considered to be Low. Therefore, the assessed significance
is considered Minor.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Occurrence

Exposure

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

10.7

Low

High

Low

Low

Minor

Minor

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report.

10.7.4

Displacement Leading to Habitat Exclusion and Barrier Effects

Aversive reactions to operational noise (see Section 10.7.3.1) or perceptions of
infrastructure may result in displacement of mammals from the Project site, and potentially
present a barrier to transiting individuals. Devices may exclude mammals from foraging
habitats, nursery or breeding areas, migration/travelling routes and socialising areas
(Tougaard et al., 2012; Sparling et al., 2013).
10.7.4.1

Displacement and Habitat Exclusion

There is limited evidence to suggest whether marine mammals will avoid or be attracted to
devices and arrays and any responses are likely to be device-, location- and species-specific
(Sparling et al., 2013). Data from a monitoring program undertaken for the SeaGen device
situated within Strangford Lough in Northern Ireland revealed that relative abundance of
seals, as measured by either shore-based visual surveys or annual counts of seals at haulout and breeding sites, did not undergo any detectable changes which could be attributable
to the presence of the device (Keenan et al., 2011). Harbour porpoise were temporarily
displaced from the narrows during the construction phase of the project; however, porpoise
activity in the inner Lough remained similar throughout the construction period and
porpoises returned to the narrows during the operation phase (Keenan et al., 2011).
The consequence of displacement effects for larger tidal arrays projects will depend on the
relative importance of that habitat for marine mammals (Sparling et al., 2013). Harbour
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porpoise were the most frequently observed marine mammal at the Project site suggesting
the site could be ecologically significant for this population (Appendix 10.1). Tidal conditions
and/or phase are arguably one of the most dominant characteristics of the Project site and
have been linked to harbour porpoise presence. For example, Embling et al. (2010) showed
that highest detection rates were found in areas with low tidal currents during spring tides.
Other studies have shown that harbour porpoise occurrence was greater during a certain
phase of the tide e.g. flood tides (Johnston et al., 2005). Such studies indicate a preference
for productive regions where hydrographical features may aggregate prey (Johnston et al.,
2005). Data from the single C-POD passive acoustic detector suggested harbour porpoise
encounters at the Project site were more likely during periods of fast flow and between
22:00-03:00 hours (Appendix 10.1). Owning to the large degree of variation in exhibited
behaviour between sites it is not fully understood how harbour porpoise are using the
Project site (Benjamins et al., 2015b; Booth et al., 2013).
Harbour porpoise are income breeders, meaning they carry modest energy reserves and
must feed regularly in order to survive, making them more vulnerable to prolonged
disturbance (Harwood & King, 2014). Data from the C-POD deployed within the Project site
indicated harbour porpoise did not appear to spend long there during each visit, although
this is influenced by the unit’s limited detection range of <500m (Appendix 10.1).
Additionally, harbour porpoise density estimates were comparable to estimates of density
across the inshore waters of western Scotland and Northern Ireland, suggesting that the
Project site is of similar importance to other sites.
Considering the importance of high-energy environments for harbour porpoise elsewhere
within its range, the Project site could offer enhanced foraging opportunities. For example,
turbulent eddies typical of these areas may concentrate and/or confuse prey leading to an
increase in porpoise foraging efficiency. CPOD data indicate more detections during high
flow (rising tide), supporting the idea that harbour porpoises are using site because of its
high-energy characteristics. This is similar to observations in other tidally energetic sites,
e.g. West Scotland – Kyle Rhea, The Great Race (Wilson et al., 2013; Benjamins et al., 2015c;
Benjamins et al., 2016a).
Other species, including harbour and grey seals, were present at the Project site but the low
numbers observed, in addition to the known foraging distances that these species are
capable of undertaking, suggest any impact to normal foraging activities at the Project site
would likely be negligible for these species.
The proportion of cetaceans and pinniped populations exposed to noise levels above
measured baseline conditions can be considered small in the context of the wider
population (see Section 10.7.3.1.5). The Project area is not known as an important area for
breeding and the sound field is unlikely to constitute a barrier to movement and hence
restrict foraging opportunities within the wider area. However, assuming animals have a
choice, the decision to avoid the area will depend primarily on the balance of potential
costs associated with staying (i.e. noise masking biologically important sounds) and any
benefits associated with staying (i.e. turbulence created the turbines could potentially
enhancing foraging success). Any potential masking of biologically significant sounds close
to turbines may be offset by positive effects on foraging efficiency (e.g. fish populations
may be enhanced through artificial habitat creation or through local stock recovery, should
certain types of fisheries be excluded from the array; see Chapter 11).
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For the purpose of this assessment we consider that marine mammals (particularly harbour
porpoise) will be displaced to some degree from the immediate Project site. The relatively
small spatial extent of the change associated with the project indicates that the Magnitude
of the impact is likely to be Low.
10.7.4.2

Barrier Effects

Barrier effects are of particular relevance in constrained straits; although the Project area is
situated outside a strait, there is a limited area of sea between the Northern Irish and
Scottish coasts (approximately 20km) and the potential for impact requires consideration.
The baseline survey detected very little spatial pattern in animal presence across the survey
area, indicating that marine mammals could utilise the entire area for transit. These
findings, in addition to the positioning of the Project site within a relatively open coastal
area, suggest the Magnitude of a barrier effect will be Low. The Sensitivity of the receptors
to a barrier effect is considered to be Low as individuals have the capacity to adapt due to
the openness of the Project site. The SeaGen device did not present a barrier to the
movement of seals or harbour porpoise within the restricted channel entering Strangford
Lough. Tagged seals demonstrated some avoidance behaviour (up to a few hundred meters)
but continued to transit past the device (Keenan et al., 2011). The extent of avoidance was
less than that predicted based on the sound field of the turbine. Restrictions of the
movement of harbour porpoise associated with Skerries and Causeway SAC are discussed in
the HRA scoping report (Macleod et al., 2016).
10.7.4.3

Conclusion

Noting the capacity to avoid, adapt to, accommodate and recover from the impact,
Sensitivity of marine mammals to both habitat exclusion and barrier effects are considered
to be Low. The Magnitude of impact is considered to be Low due to the relatively small
spatial extent of the change associated with the project along with the open nature of the
Project site. Overall the impact score is considered to be Minor/Negligible. No mitigation is
deemed necessary.
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Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Exposure
Occurrence

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
Impact

of

Residual Impact
Significance

10.8

Low

Medium

Low

Minor/negligible

Minor/negligible

Low/negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be significant for
marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report.

10.7.5

Collision with Operating Turbines

The risk of collision between large marine animals (such as marine mammals and some fish)
and moving turbine blades is a key consideration for all tidal energy projects. Marine
mammals and basking sharks using the Project area are considered to be at risk of collision
with operating turbines, which could ultimately result in injury or death. Knowledge gaps in
the field of collision risk increase the uncertainty surrounding the assessment of this
potential impact. In addition to taking the relative frequency of species using the Project
area into account, a number of other factors (including the turbine dimensions, speed of
blade movement relative to water flow, visibility, audibility and the extent of long range
avoidance and close range evasion) all interact to determine the likelihood of collision.
Although collision risk can be assessed qualitatively by considering the behaviour and
abundance of animals at risk in the location that devices are to be deployed, it is also
possible to take a quantitative approach by using mathematical modelling (See: Batty et al.,
2016; Appendix 10.2).
Collision rate (C) can be considered as being a function of encounter rate (Z) and the
probabilities of avoidance (P a ) and evasion (P e ):
(ܼ = ܥ1 െ ܲ )(1 െ ܲ )
A full collision model (with estimates of collision rates C) is not yet possible because too
little is known about the actual responses of animals to the presence of turbines. In
particular, the movements by megafauna out of the path of turbines must be considered,
both at long-range (here termed “avoidance” or P a ), or dodging manoeuvres at close range
(“evasion” or P e ).
Conversely, animals may be attracted by sensory cues emanating from a turbine. This longor short-range “attraction” will increase megafaunal density (numbers per unit volume),
locally, around the turbine(s) resulting in an increased encounter rate, which is dependent
on megafaunal density. These manoeuvres will modulate (increase or decrease) the number
of interactions either side of a rate based on the number of individuals moving vertically
and horizontally through an area of water, and the amount of water swept by the moving
blades of a turbine development. The base rate of interaction (termed an “encounter rate”
or Z) was calculated to provide a starting point for identifying potential rates of physical
interactions between animals and turbines (Wilson et al., 2006 & SNH 2016). For details on
the model please see Batty et al. (2016) in Appendix 10.2.
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Model Inputs

The Project will deploy horizontal axis turbines. Three types of turbines were modelled. A
Streamtec device that has a pair of 20m diameter rotors, an Andritz HS1250 with a single
26m rotor and a Schottel device comprising an array of 36 x 5m diameter rotors. A smaller
Andritz device (18m rotor) has also been included in the technology mixes used for three
array options (7a, 7b and 8; see Chapter 5). This device has not been modelled here; instead
the larger Andritz device was assumed to represent the “worst case”. In the absence of
encounter rate information for the 1MW Andritz device, it was assumed that both Andritz
devices would have similar encounter rates when calculating the overall encounter rates for
different array options. All of the turbines modelled were assumed to be mounted such that
the turbine blade tips would have a minimum clearance of 5m from the sea surface at LAT.
However, a surface clearance of 8m was also modelled to better understand the extent to
which this important variable affects encounter rates for each technology, and thus allow
an assessment of use as a possible mitigation measure. Table 10.19 provides turbine
parameter data relevant to modelling encounter rate, as provided by turbine
manufacturers.
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Table 10.19: Model input parameters for the project site and turbines. Sources: DP Marine
Energy.
Site Parameters
Mean tide speed (1 lunar cycle)

Streamtec

Andritz HS1250

Schottel

1.56 ms-1/1.55 ms-1

1.55 ms-1/1.52 ms-1

1.56 m s-1/1.55 ms1

Minimum Water depth

40 m

40 m

40 m

2

1

36

20 m

26 m

18 m

3

3

3

314 m2

531 m2

19.6 m2

Height of structure above seabed
(to centre of axis or device array)

25 m / 22 m

22 m / 19 m

24.8 m / 21.8 m

Minimum clearance to sea surface
(top row of Schottel)

5 m / 8m

5 m / 8m

5 m / 8m

15 m / 12 m

9m/6m

14.6 m /11.6 m

0.61 m

0.55 m

0.2 m

Cut-in speed

1.0 m s-1

0.8 m s-1

0.8 m s-1

Rated Speed

2.6 m s-1

2.3 m s-1

2.6 m s-1

Cut-out speed

5.0 m s-1

4.0 m s-1

4.7 m s-1

Maximum Tip Speed Ratio (TSR)

4.92 m s-1

6.13 m s-1

6.24 m s-1

Animal Parameters

Harbour Porpoise

Harbour Seal

Grey Seal

Mean animal length

1.5 m

2.0 m

1.6 m

Encounter radius

0.38 m

0.50 m

0.40 m

Mean swimming speed

1.2 ms-1

2.0 ms-1

2.2 ms-1

0.251 km-2

0.0429 km-2

0.0762 km-2

Turbine Parameters
Number of Rotors
Rotor diameter
No. of blades
Blade swept area (one rotor)

Minimum clearance to
(bottom row of Schottel)

seabed

Blade thickness (average)

Surface density
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Tides

FHTEP provided Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements of tidal stream
velocity from a location within the proposed development area (55° 13.810 ’N, 6° 6.855’ W).
Tidal stream velocities were recorded at 22 depth intervals. The data for the depth interval
nearest to the hub (or the vertical centre of the device for Schottel) was used in the
modelling (i.e. 25.73m or 21.23m above the seabed). The data set, commencing on
23/04/2014, included a full lunar cycle at 10 minute intervals.
10.7.5.3

Blade Speed against the Water

The speed of the turbine blade tip may be calculated as the product of free stream velocity
and Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) within a limited range of free stream velocities between the cutin speed and the rated speed. TSR is likely to be constant for a wide range of velocities, but
is lower as current velocity approaches both the cut-in and cut-off velocities. For both the
Streamtec turbines, the cut-in velocity is 1 m s-1 and for the other two devices (Andritz and
Schottel) 0.8 m s-1. Below this tidal velocity the rotor would be parked: stationary with the
brake on. Blade speed against the water was calculated for all devices using data provided
by turbine manufacturers. Blade speed was calculated at intervals along the blade and for
the 10 min intervals throughout the 1 lunar cycle of ADCP tidal data provided by DP Energy.
10.7.5.4

Biological Inputs

The model input requires animal density provided as numbers per cubic metre (D). This is a
function of surface density, the proportion of time spent in any depth range, and the depth
span of that depth range. If animals distribute their time evenly between depths then D =
surface density/depth.
Baseline surveys indicated that the vast majority of animal sighting were harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) (Appendix 10.1, Benjamins et al., 2015a). Other animals were
observed during survey work, albeit far less frequently. Only harbour porpoise were
observed in sufficient numbers to produce a density estimate required for encounter rate
modelling. The surface density of harbour porpoise was estimated using Distance software
(Thomas et al., 2010). The software was used to calculate animal density per km2, taking
account of prevailing weather conditions and sea-state.
Harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) and grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) were relatively frequently
observed at the Project site during the baseline visual surveys, so were also included in the
encounter rate modelling. However, the numbers of animals observed for both seal species
were too low to estimate densities using Distance. The Sea Mammal Research Unit and
SMRU Ltd. have produced seal density sea usage maps (Jones et al., 2013) that have been
released by Scottish Government. The data provide mean (± 95% c.i.) numbers of animals
likely to occupy each 5x5 km patch of sea. The data are based on track records from seals
fitted with GPS tags. Sighting data for seals made during the 24 months of survey work were
used to validate the use density maps produced by SMRU (See: Batty et al., 2016: Appendix
10.2).
Although other species were observed in the Project area, too few individuals were sighted
to allow an estimate density to be calculated for input into the encounter rate model.
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Encounter Rates

Encounter rates are given in Table 10.20, measured in number of animal encounters per
year, for a single device. Encounter rates were calculated assuming a non-random animal
depth distribution (time allocation) for harbour porpoise and the two seal species. Although
other dive profiles were modelled (See Batty et al., 2016; Appendix 10.2), the assessment of
seal encounter rates assume seals to follow a U-dive profile. This decision was supported by
a recent study of tagged harbour seals in the tidal environment of the Inner Sound of the
Pentland Firth (Thompson et al., 2016), which found that the depth distribution of harbour
seals was typical of U-dives predominating their behaviour.
Using the available information, the encounter rate calculated for harbour porpoise was
approximately 6 to 14 times greater than that calculated for harbour seal and grey seal
across the three technologies modelled. The abundance of harbour porpoise, relative to
both seal species, was the principle agent resulting in the observed differences in estimated
encounter rates. The population scale consequences of the calculated encounter rates
requires, amongst other considerations, knowledge of how these species can avoid moving
turbines and an assessment of how the estimated encounters may impact on the vital rates
of the populations (defined here as individuals contained within the Management Unit and
not the population as a whole). These considerations are discussed in Section 10.7.5.7.
However, the results of the encounter rate modelling support the argument that harbour
porpoise should be considered at greater risk to collisions with moving turbines compared
to other marine mammals, which are less frequently observed within the Project site and
wider area.
At an individual device level the Schottel device had the greatest encounter rate with 137
estimated harbour porpoise encounters per year. The Steamtec device had the second
highest harbour porpoise encounter rate (50 encounters per year), an encounter rate
almost one third of the Schottel device. Whilst the Andritz HS1250 device had
approximately one fifth of the harbour porpoise encounters (25 encounters per year)
compared to the Schottel device, and approximately half that of the Streamtec device.
When we consider the implications of constructing a 100MW project entirely of one
technology type, the Streamtec device is estimated to result in the smallest number of
harbour porpoise encounters. The Andritz HS1250 device produced a moderately higher
;ΕϮ0%) encounter rate for harbour porpoise, whilst the Schottel device was over 4 times
greater than the Streamtec device. This divergence in encounter rate based on power
output alone was less pronounced for both species of seal.
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Table 10.20: Predicted encounters between harbour porpoise, harbour seal and grey seal and
the three primary technologies (Table 10.4). These technologies include the 1.25 MW Andritz
device (1 rotor), the 3 MW SeaGen U20 device (2 rotors) and the 2 MW Schottel device (36
rotors).
Species

Harbour
Porpoise

Harbour Seal

Grey Seal

Depth Distribution

Time Allocation
Model 0-40 m

U Dives
(feeding) TAM

U Dives
(feeding) TAM

Density Data

Survey Data

SMRU Model

SMRU Model

Minimum clearance between the
water surface and blade tips

5m

8m

5m

8m

5m

8m

Encounter
Rates

50.0

38.0

4.3

4.3

5.5

5.5

lower
95% c.i.

36.0

27.0

0.8

0.8

0.0

0.0

upper
95% c.i.

70.0

53.0

7.9

7.9

13.0

13.0

ER / 100
MW

1667

1267

143

143

183

183

Encounter
Rates

25.0

19.0

2.9

2.9

3.8

3.7

lower
95% c.i.

18.0

13.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

upper
95% c.i.

35.0

26.0

5.3

5.3

8.6

8.5

ER / 100
MW

2000

1520.0

232.0

232

304

296

Encounter
Rates

137.0

97.0

9.4

9.4

10.0

11.0

lower
95% c.i.

97.0

69.0

1.7

1.7

0.0

0.0

upper
95% c.i.

192.0

137.0

17.0

17.0

24.0

24.0

ER / 100
MW

6850

4850

470

470

500

550

Encounter Rates per
device (2 rotors) per
year for
the Streamtec
Device

Encounter Rates per
device (1 rotor) per
year for the Andritz
HS1250 Device

Encounter Rates per
device (36 rotors)
per year for
the Schottel Device
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The Schottel device differs radically from the other two technologies in having much smaller
5m diameter rotors. The 36 rotors of this device are closely set together, and because the
animals are not much smaller than the length of the blades, all transits through a rotor
would theoretically result in a collision with a blade. Encounters are, therefore, with the
whole device, rather than part of an individual blade, making encounters difficult to evade.
Any escaping of collision would require large scale avoidance of the area around the device.
However, the smaller rotors have shorter, lighter blades, and thus would carry less inertia
than those of the Streamtec or Andritz devices. Despite having similar blade speeds, the
Schottel blades would apply less force to an animal in a collision and may represent a lower
risk of harmful injury. This requires further investigation in order to properly compare the
relative risks of the different devices.
In addition to differences in tidal technologies (e.g. turbine size and blade rotation speed
relative to water flow), consideration must also be given to how these technologies are
sited. Based on our current understanding of how animals distribute themselves throughout
the water column, the placement of the turbine at different water depths can affect the
estimated encounter rate significantly. To undertake encounter rate modelling, the speed
of the water at different depths must be known. To this end, the encounter rate modelling
was undertaken using flow rates measured from a depth comparable to the minimum
average water depth that turbines would be deployed (i.e. 48.5 m).
All devices would be mounted such that the turbine blade tips would have a minimum
clearance of 5m. Increasing surface clearance to 8 m makes little difference to the
encounter rates for either species of seal. This is because the tidal current speed is slightly
lower at 8m depth than 5 m, and time allocation at 5m or 8m would be the same. Both
species of seal are most active within the top 2m and bottom 5m of the water column, as
shown by Thompson et al. (2016) with tagged harbour seals in the Pentland Firth. However,
harbour porpoise density has been shown to decreases rapidly with increasing depth
(Westgate et al., 1995; Teilmann et al., 2007). Therefore the estimated encounter rate for
harbour porpoise increases where turbines are located closer to the water’s surface (Table
10.20). Increasing the blade tip to water surface clearance to a minimum of 8m reduced
encounter rates for harbour porpoise for all three device types (between 24- 30%
depending on device).
An analysis of collision risk at the proposed tidal turbine site at Torr Head (adjacent to the
Fair Head site), estimated that for a single 23m diameter rotor turbine with a blade tip to
surface clearance of 8m, there would be 14 encounters per year with harbour porpoise
(Tidal Ventures Ltd., 2015). The nearest equivalent in our assessment would be the Andritz
device with 8m blade tip to surface clearance (19 encounters per year). The harbour
porpoise density at Fair Head was 0.251km-2, whilst at Torr Head it was 0.190km-2 (Tidal
Ventures Ltd. 2015). This difference in density accounts for the difference in encounter rate;
if harbour porpoise density at Fair Head was 0.19km-2, the encounter rate modelling would
also result in 14 encounters per year.
10.7.5.6

Scaling Encounter Rates to Multiple Turbines and Avoidance Behaviour

The encounter rate modelling considers the probability of an animal encountering a single
turbine on account of the relative motions of the two parties through the water. The Project
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considered here will consist of a group of turbines operating as an array (up to 100 devices
proposed in this case). If animals were to only respond to turbines at very close range (i.e.
only evade them), then it might be appropriate to multiply the estimated single turbine
encounter rate by the number of turbines (Table 10.21). However, as the distance between
an animal and a turbine increases, avoidance behaviour will become possible. In these
cases, the behaviour of an animal will begin to be relevant to more than one turbine at a
time.
The underwater noise modelling undertaken for the Project (Section 10.7.3 & Confidential
Annex 10.3) showed that the sound field produced by the tidal array would likely be
ĚĞƚĞĐƚĂďůĞ ĨƌŽŵ ĂƐ ĨĂƌ ĂƐ ΕϴŬŵ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ĐĞŶƚƌĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ͘ Therefore, it is likely that
marine mammals will be able to detect the turbines above ambient background noise.
Marine mammals thus would be able to recognise the presence of the stationary noise
source (the turbine), and will have sufficient time when approaching this noise source to
ready an avoidance response. If the range of animal response exceeds half the distance
between two adjacent turbines, then an animal approaching an array will have the option of
avoiding more than one turbine at a time. This level of detection will open the possibility for
animals to skirt around the outside of an array without actually entering it. If avoidance
operates for marine vertebrates at such scales then encounter rates are likely to scale more
to the number of turbines at the perimeter approached, rather than the entire array. Due to
the uncertainty around avoidance behaviour, only the maximum encounter rate for a
specific technology mix has been considered (i.e. calculated by multiplying the estimated
single turbine encounter rate by the total number of each turbine type within the array).
We consider the worst case to be Option 8 (90x Andritz 1MW and 5x Schottel Triton
devices), as the mixture of devices used results in the greatest estimated encounter rate
(Table 10.21). It is important to note that other array options have been considered, and if
implemented the estimated encounter rate for harbour porpoise could be cut by as much
as 40%. Mitigation of this kind could lead to a significant reduction in collision risk.
While encounters between animals and turbine blades may not be infrequent when scaled
up to an entire array, it still does not mean that actual injurious collisions will be common.
However, it is clear from this modelling that the understanding of these more subtle
variables (contacts-to-injury and levels of avoidance, evasion or attraction) are of high
importance to fully understand the potential impacts from tidal turbine deployments. For
the purpose of the assessment made here we have presented a range of avoidance rates for
the mix of technologies proposed within the design envelope (Table 10.21).
A number of other projects have made their assessment based on 95% and in the majority
of cases 98% avoidance rate (e.g. MeyGen development in the Pentland Firth, the TVL
project proposed at Torr head, the Brimms project proposed in south of Hoy, Orkney and
the West Islay Tidal Energy Project). Therefore this avoidance rate has been selected to
form the basis of the assessment made here. This has been done to ensure that the results
of this assessment can be compared easily with other similar projects. However, it is
important to recognise that there remains a high level of uncertainty around the avoidance
rates, the level of which will have a significant effect on the outcome of this assessment and
others currently in the planning and construction process (Table 10.21).
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5

5
100
100
90

5

Grey seal

76
76
68
80
80
72

Harbour Seal

5

Harbour porpoise

5

Grey seal

5

98% Avoidance

Harbour Seal

5

50% Avoidance
Harbour porpoise

76
76
68
80
80
72

0% Avoidance

Grey seal

5

100
100
90
34
34
30
2
2
2

Schottel Triton (2 MW)

Andritz (1 MW)

Andritz (1.25 MW)

Streamtec (ARL-3 MW)
34
34
30
2
2
2

Encounter Rate (per year)

Harbour Seal

1a
1b
2
3a
3b
4
5a
5b
6
7a
7b
8
1a
1b
2
3a
3b
4
5a
5b
6
7a
7b
8

No. Devices

Harbour porpoise

8 m Minimum Clearance

5 m Minimum Clearance

100 MW Tidal Array Option

Table 10.21: Estimated encounter rates for technology options proposed for the 100MW
Project. Encounter rates for harbour porpoise, harbour seal and grey seal are presented using
a 5m and 8m minimum clearance between the water surface and blade tips and a 0, 50 and
98 percent avoidance rates. In the absence of encounter rate information for the 1MW
Andritz device we assume both Andritz devices to have similar encounter rates when
calculating the overall encounter rates for different array options (Option 7a, 7b and 8).

1700
1700
2185
2000
2000
2485
2000
2000
2485
2500
2500
2935
1292
1292
1625
1520
1520
1853
1520
1520
1853
1900
1900
2195

146
146
176
229
229
253
232
232
256
290
290
308
146
146
176
229
229
253
232
232
256
290
290
308

187
187
215
300
300
319
304
304
324
380
380
392
187
187
220
292
292
318
296
296
321
370
370
388

850
850
1093
1000
1000
1243
1000
1000
1243
1250
1250
1468
646
646
813
760
760
927
760
760
927
950
950
1098

73
73
88
115
115
126
116
116
128
145
145
154
73
73
88
115
115
126
116
116
128
145
145
154

94
94
108
150
150
160
152
152
162
190
190
196
94
94
110
146
146
159
148
148
161
185
185
194

34
34
44
40
40
50
40
40
50
50
50
59
26
26
33
30
30
37
30
30
37
38
38
44

3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6

4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
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Determining Population Scale Impacts

As discussed in Section 10.5.3, a population model has been used to better understand the
consequence of assumed mortalities caused by encounters with moving turbines.
Populations, assumed here to be closed within the Management Unit (see Section 10.5.4),
have be stochastically modelled (2000 runs) over a 25 year period using R-Statistical
Software Package (see Table 10.4 for model parameters). The model is density
independent, and considers the effect of only this project on the vital rates of the
populations considered here. Table 10.22 illustrates the probability of a 1 percent reduction
in abundance after 18 years assuming a 98 avoidance rate for all species, with encounter
rates taken from the Option 8 tidal array. The Management Unit for seals containing the
Project is small, therefore we have also illustrated the effect of the assumed impact on the
closest Management Unit (West Scotland) in addition to the combined population.
Encounter rates for seals showed no difference between 5 m or 8 m minimum clearance, so
only one value in considered

Grey seal

from Operations

Management unit

(Assuming 98% Avoidance)

59

West
Scotland

0.272

0.201

0.072

8m

44

West
Scotland

0.232

0.178

0.054

Northern
Ireland

0.378

0.064

0.314

West
Scotland

0.080

0.069

0.012

Combined

0.074

0.064

0.010

Northern
Ireland

0.269

0.001

0.269

West
Scotland

0.006

0.001

0.005

Combined

0.0055

0.002

0.0035

-

-

6

8

Population

5m

Disturbed

Additional Risk

Harbour
seal

Predicted cumulative probabilities of
1% population decline over 18 years

Undisturbed
Population

Harbour
porpoise

Encounter Rate

Minimum Clearance

Table 10.22: The probability of a 1 percent reduction in abundance after 18 years assuming a
98 avoidance rate for all species as calculated by the Interim PCOD model Table 10.4.
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Using a 98% avoidance rate, the harbour porpoise population contained within the West
^ĐŽƚůĂŶĚDhŚĂĚΕϮϳйĐŚĂŶĐĞŽĨƌĞĚƵĐŝŶŐďǇϭйƉĞƌĂŶŶƵŵŽǀĞƌϭϴǇĞĂƌƐ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ĚƵĞ
to natural population variability inherent in the model, the additional risk attributable to
ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ ŝƚƐĞůĨ ǁĂƐ Εϳй͘ ŽƚŚ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ ŽĨ ƐĞĂů ŚĂĚ Ă ŐƌĞĂƚĞƌ ƌŝƐŬ ŽĨ Ă ϭй ƌĞĚuction per
annum relative to harbour porpoise; however this was due to the small population
contained within a much smaller MU (Northern Ireland). Over a wider area the additional
risk attributable to the project was 1% or less for seals.
The effect on modelling outcomes is highly dependent on the choice of avoidance rate used
and assumptions of encounter outcomes. The model was queried to determine the
approximate level of avoidance that would result in a highly probable (>95%) chance of a
1% per annum over 18 years. Less than 80% avoidance among harbour porpoise (72% for a
minimum surface clearance of 8m) would likely result in a high probability of a 1% reduction
over an 18 year period (considered here to be a significant impact). After combining the seal
populations contained with the Northern Ireland and West Scotland MUs, avoidance rates
lower than 18% and 71% for harbour seal and grey seal retrospectively resulted in high
probability of a 1% reduction over an 18 year period. As discussed in Section 10.5.3, there
are a large number of assumptions that need to be made in order to undertake modelling of
this kind. However, this approach allows for the population scale consequences of assumed
mortalities to be explored in greater detail.
10.7.5.8

Conclusion

Although there is still a lack of monitoring data from operational tidal arrays to inform the
potential for mammal collisions with turbines, it is believed that this impact is unlikely to
occur. However, this will be confirmed once strategic research results, industry experience,
new deployments and information from other projects becomes available. Noting the
capacity for collision between marine mammals and operating turbines through exposure of
a large number of individuals (>1% of the reference population), on a frequent or
permanent basis the magnitude of the impact is considered to be High. Assuming a 98%
avoidance rate among marine mammals results in a low probability of a 1% reduction in the
harbour porpoise and seal populations as a whole. Therefore the probability of occurrence
is considered here to be Low. Sensitivity is considered Medium due to the potentially lethal
consequences of turbine blade strikes. Under this scenario the overall impact score is
considered to be Minor.
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Magnitude

Probability
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Occurrence
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High

Low
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Exposure

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Low

Medium

Minor

Minor

Mitigation
Under the present scenario, no mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this
impact would not be significant for marine mammal populations as defined in this report.
However, there is significant uncertainty surrounding avoidance rate and the assumed
outcome of collisions that could result in an increase or decrease in the impact significance,
to the point where mitigation is required.

10.7.6

Collision with Maintenance Vessels

Vessels that are required for maintenance during the operational period of the project may
pose a risk of interaction with marine mammals, including collision with vessels hulls and
propellers. It is assumed that, given the worst case, levels of vessel traffic involved in
maintenance will be no greater than those involved in construction (as vessel presence at
the site will be planned for shorter intervals) (Chapter 5). Therefore, the mechanism of
impact and sensitivity of species is considered similar to that that described above under
construction impacts (Section 10.7.2.3). The moderate increase in vessel movement in the
area compared to baseline conditions could lead to an irreversible impact on a small
proportion of the population. Therefore, the Magnitude of this impact is considered to be
Medium. There is a lack of certainty around the cause of corkscrew injuries of seals, and
there is a relatively low abundance of large species (minke whales and basking sharks) that
are the most susceptible to collision using the Project site. Accordingly, the probability of
occurrence is considered to be Low. The Sensitivity of the receptor is considered Medium
due to the potentially lethal consequences of interaction with vessel hulls and propellers.
Overall the impact score is considered to be Minor. No mitigation is deemed necessary
other than following standard best practice and procedures.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Occurrence

10.10

Medium

Low

Exposure

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Low

Medium

Minor

Minor

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report. Standard
best practice should be followed.
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Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Electromagnetic fields (EMF) produced by cables associated with the project may have the
potential to cause behavioural responses in marine mammals and basking sharks. Matrices
of cables within arrays may produce a more powerful EMF effect than individual export
cables. Approximately of 61km of 12kV inter-array cable and 51km of 36kV export cables
are required for the Project. The maximum area of the seabed occupied by the cables has
been calculated as 10.54km2 (173m2 per km length of cable) for inter-array cables and
13.62km2 (267m2 per km length of cable) for export cables to shore. The maximum area of
the seabed affected by the magnetic field of the cables is likely to be highly localised within
this area or its immediate vicinity (Chapter 5).
There is limited evidence available regarding this potential impact, with possible effects
reported for benthic elasmobranchs (Gill et al., 2009; Kimber et al., 2011) which are
addressed in Chapter 11: Fish Ecology. Although also taxonomically classed as an
elasmobranch, there is no evidence that basking sharks will be sensitive to EMF when
swimming in close proximity to cabling (Drewery, 2012). Furthermore, basking sharks are
pelagic species and therefore their sensitivity to EMF generated by the Project is considered
to be low due to their reduced proximity to the sea bed.
Seals have been shown to exhibit some sensitivity to electric fields, although fields
estimated from buried power cables associated with offshore renewable energy devices will
be approximately four orders of magnitude weaker than reported sensitivity thresholds
(Thompson et al., 2013). There have been no attempts to assess the sensitivity to electrical
fields of any cetacean species found in UK waters (Thompson et al., 2013). However,
anecdotal evidence from the undisturbed migration of harbour porpoise in and out of the
Baltic Sea, a journey that necessitates several crossings over operational subsea HVDC
cables, suggests a low sensitivity to electric fields in these marine mammals (Walker, 2001).
Recent studies suggest that some cetaceans might possess some form of electroreception,
but the implications regarding sensitivity to artificial EMF remain poorly understood to date
(Czech-Damal et al., 2012).
The strength of both magnetic and electric fields decays rapidly with horizontal and vertical
distance from the cables, and is therefore dependent on the depth at which export cables
are buried. Water depth at the project site varies from 40-75m, and as the greatest
proportion of animal movements through the site would occur in the upper part of the
water column, exposure would be reduced. Additionally, due to the risk of cable abrasion
and damage due to the high current and constantly reversing flow, cables will be protected
through burial, further reducing emission of EMF. Given the likely scale of propagation of
EMF, it is likely that any effects that may occur would be highly localised.
To date, no behavioural responses to electromagnetic fields in marine mammals and
basking sharks have been reported at levels likely to be associated with the Project, thus we
consider the receptor Sensitivity to be Negligible. Moreover, the Magnitude of this impact
is considered to be Negligible as the spatial extent of any impact would be small. Overall
the impact score is considered to be Negligible. No mitigation is deemed necessary.
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Exposure

Receptor
Significance
Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant.

10.7.8

Accidental Release of Contaminants

There is risk of the accidental release of contaminants during operation and maintenance,
including lubricating oils, diesel fuel, hydraulic fluids. Vessels used during maintenance
operations will be primarily small work-class boats and Rigid Inflatable Boats (RIBs), with a
small associated fuel inventory. Larger vessels will be required to recover and redeploy
turbines, and will contain a larger inventory; however these are expected to be no greater
than used during construction activities (described in Section 10.7.2.5).
Accidental leakages of fluids from turbines may be more significant, should they occur
through storm damage, device malfunction or maritime collision. Devices that use hydraulic
systems will normally be designed so that at least two seal or containment failures are
required before any leaking fluid reaches the sea. Pollution could result from liquids such as
mineral oil, grease and hydraulic fluid leaking turbine nacelles and through collision of ships
with infrastructure. Risks will be minimised by following best practice and procedures,
including using non-toxic alternatives where possible, risk assessment and contingency
planning.
Given the potential presence of marine mammals in the Project area, it is conceivable that
animals may come into contact with an accidental spill and ingest liquids experiencing toxic
effects. However, the spatial extent of such a release would be limited and contaminates
would likely dispersed quickly in the high energy tidal environment. Furthermore, low
toxicity fluids will be used where possible such that any direct contact would be of little
concern to the health of the animals. Therefore, the Magnitude of this impact is considered
to be Low, with a Low probability of occurrence. As such, few animals would be expected to
come into direct contact with such a release.
The Sensitivity of species using the Project site can be considered Medium due to the
potential for toxic compounds to cause lethal consequences. This is most notable in species
experiencing reduced health as a result of chronic exposure to toxic compounds (e.g.
bioaccumulation in fat tissues). The Exposure of marine mammals to contaminate is
considered within the context of this Project to be Negligible. Therefore, the overall the
impact score is considered to be Negligible.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Occurrence

Exposure

Receptor
Significance
Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance
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Exposure

Receptor
Significance
Sensitivity of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be
significant. Risks should be minimised by following best practice and procedures, including
using non-toxic alternatives where possible, risk assessment and contingency planning.

10.7.9

Indirect Impacts of Changes to Prey Resource

Potential impacts on fish species may indirectly affect marine mammals by affecting the
availability of prey resources. Impacts on fish were assessed in Chapter 11: Fish ecology and
were concluded to be minor. This was due to the composition of fish fauna observed at the
Project site and the relatively low importance of the area for nursery, spawning or
migration behaviour. Habitat modification (positive) and behavioural changes resulting from
turbine noise were considered to cause the greatest impact (Minor) to fish populations
(Chapter 11).
There is potential for a moderate risk of a behavioural response to noise for all fish species
(low to high sensitivity) at near and intermediate distances from the array. Behavioural
responses do not necessarily result in avoidance. However, should avoidance occur, this
could result in localised species displacement due to fish avoiding the project area.
Hydrodynamic changes such as the creation of downstream wakes, impacts on the
homogeneity of the water column and changes in the composition of benthic species could
all produce changes in fish distribution (e.g. prey-concentrating eddies). Inger et al., (2009)
suggested that, if appropriately managed and designed, marine renewable energy devices
may increase local biodiversity and potentially benefit the wider marine environment by
acting as artificial reefs. The extent that these ‘artificial reefs’ may be beneficial to marine
life will depend on the location, size and type of device (Shields & Payne, 2014). Artificial
reefs associated with offshore wind developments can act as favourable foraging areas for
fish increasing production on a local scale (Reubens et al., 2014; Shields & Payne, 2014), but
inadvertently making the immediate area around the devices more attractive to marine
mammals and increasing collision risk (Wilson et al., 2006). Evidence for use of marine
structures by apex predators is limited. However, tagging studies at two offshore wind
farms showed both grey and harbour seals actively sought underwater structures for
foraging and were able to navigate between structures (Russell et al., 2014). The likelihood
of such a scenario unfolding at the Project site over the projected project timeline is
presently unknown.
Impacts arising from localised changes in prey availability are difficult to quantify. To
account for this uncertainty, the Magnitude of change is considered to be Low with a
Medium probability of occurring. The Sensitivities of receptors considered here are
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Negligible due to the capacity for individuals to adapt to any changes at this scale. Overall
the impact score is considered to be Negligible. No mitigation is deemed necessary.
Potential
Impact

Impact
Magnitude

Probability
of
Exposure
Occurrence

Receptor
Sensitivity

Significance
of Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

10.13

Low

Medium

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Low/Negligible

Mitigation
No mitigation is deemed necessary as it was concluded that this impact would not be significant
for marine mammal/basking shark populations as defined in this report.

10.8

Assessment of Impacts during Decommissioning Phase

No novel impacts are expected during decommissioning, and the extent and scale of
impacts are expected to be similar to those assessed during the construction phase. Drilling
will not be required, and depending on how much of the infrastructure will be left in situ,
the release of materials into the water column will be significantly reduced. We note that
explosives will not be used during decommissioning activities.
No significant effects can therefore be identified which present a conservation concern for
the full lifespan of the project. Prior to decommissioning, a refined EIA will be undertaken
that will account for developments in knowledge regarding the possible impacts identified,
with mitigation and monitoring identified as appropriate.

10.9

Cumulative and In-Combination Impacts

10.9.1

Other Proposed Projects

Cumulative impact assessment (CIA) in the context of EIA is considered to mean the
assessment of the impact of the project on a receptor, where there are multiple stressors in
action. This includes assessment of effects arising from sources outwith the project that
could affect the predicted baseline, thereby contributing to an overall effect. This includes
multiple projects of the same type, other activities and environmental stressors.
In-combination effects assessment is terminology specific to the HRA process, to consider
‘other plans and projects’ along with the proposed project, and the risk of an adverse
impact being incurred through ‘in-combination’ effects. This will be presented in the HRA
report (Appendix 4.2, Macleod et al., 2016).
FHTEP, in consultation with DAERA, have identified a number of projects which, together
with this Project, may result in cumulative and in-combination impacts. These projects are
discussed in in Section 10.6.4. Having considered the information presently available in the
public domain on these projects, and considering the scale and nature of the potential
impacts identified for the Project, it is considered from a marine mammal perspective that
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the main source of potentially significant cumulative impacts is the Torr Head Tidal Energy
Site (under development by TVL) and the West Islay Tidal Energy Project (DP West Islay
Tidal Energy Park).
Considering the projects that are proposed within a reasonable range of the Project, the
impacts therefore considered in this CIA are:
x

The potential additional risk of mortality to marine mammals through collision

x

The cumulative effects of noise through construction and operational activities; and

x

The potential cumulative risk of interaction with propellers and vessel hulls.

No other impacts were identified as Minor or higher, and are therefore sufficiently small
and localised that contribution to an overall negative impact on marine mammal or basking
sharks at either an individual or a population level area not anticipated.
10.9.1.1

Cumulative Risk of Mortality to Marine Mammals through Collision with
Turbines

The West Scotland harbour porpoise MU contains a number of proposed large scale
developments that carry a degree of collision risk. In addition to the Project other proposed
tidal developments include the Torr Head Tidal Energy Site and the West Islay Tidal Energy
Project (Table 10.23). Within the context of seal species, The West Islay Tidal Energy Project
and the Torr Head Tidal Energy Site are located within different MUs (West Scotland and
Northern Ireland respectively). Therefore, this assessment considers the cumulative impact
from estimated collision risk on the combined population of both MUs. This recognises the
wide-ranging behaviour of seal species (particularly grey seals), and their propensity to use
multiple haul-out sites across a geographical area, and is therefore a more biologically
relevant scale at which to assess effects.
Table 10.23: Cumulative estimated risk of mortality to marine mammals through collision
with turbines
Worst case encounter rate per annum
Project

Harbour
porpoise

Harbour seal

Grey seal

Torr Head Tidal Energy
Array (TVL)

29 individuals
(assuming 98%
avoidance)

Not undertaken
for this project

Not undertaken for
this project

West Islay Tidal energy
Array

3.9 individuals
(assuming 95%
avoidance)

17.7 individuals
(assuming 95%
avoidance)

20.8 individuals
(assuming 95%
avoidance)
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Fair Head tidal energy
project (FHTEP)

Total cumulative
encounter rate for all
three projects

January 2017

59 individuals
(assuming 98%
avoidance)

6 individuals
(assuming 98%
avoidance)

8 individuals
(assuming 98%
avoidance)

91.9 individuals

29.7 individuals (
assuming TVL
have a similar
encounter rate to
DP Fair Head)

36.8 individuals
(assuming TVL have
a similar encounter
rate to Project)

Table 10.24 illustrates the cumulative probability of a 1% reduction in abundance after 18
years assuming a 95-98% avoidance rate. The harbour porpoise population contained within
the West Scotland MU was estimated to have a 32% chance of reducing by 1% per annum
over 18 years. However, due to natural population variability inherent in the model the
additional risk attributable to the project itself was 12%. Both species of seal had a lower
risk of a 1% reduction per annum relative to harbour porpoise. The population modelling of
this kind assumes that populations are density independent, and therefore vital rates are
independent of factors such as changes in available resources and competition (see Section
3.3). It is probable that a number of separate environmental pressures, outwith those
considered here, may also be influencing vital rates of populations. However, when
considered in isolation, assuming a high rate of avoidance behaviour, the cumulative impact
of projects are unlikely to result in a significant impact on marine mammal populations in
the context of collision with moving turbine blades.
Table 10.24: The cumulative probability of a 1 percent reduction in abundance after 18 years
assuming a 95-98% avoidance rate for all species as calculated by the Interim PCOD model
(Table 10.4)
Cumulative
encounter
rate
(individuals
per annum)
Harbour
porpoise

91.9

Harbour
seal

29.7

Grey seal

36.8

Predicted cumulative probabilities of
1% population decline over 18 years
Management
Unit

West Scotland
Northern Ireland
and
West
Scotland
Northern Ireland
and
West
Scotland

Disturbed
Population

Undisturbed
Population

Additional
Risk from
Operations

0.3205

0.2005

0.12

0.134

0.0665

0.0675

0.1075

0.006

0.1015
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Cumulative Risk of Noise during Construction and Operational Activities

Given our current understanding on the timing of most of the developments, it is
anticipated that there will be at least some degree of overlap between construction
activities (Project 2017-2020, Torr Head Tidal Energy Array 2018-2020, and West Islay Tidal
energy Array 2018-2020). Therefore, it is possible that disturbance zones from construction
activities could overlap for the Project and the Torr Head Tidal Energy Array. Baseline
surveys have revealed that harbour porpoise are routinely observed at both the FTHEP site
and the Torr Head site, but are less frequently observed at the West Islay site. Their
abundance along the Northern Ireland coastline, in addition to the sensitivity to sound
produced from construction activities, suggests that harbour porpoise are arguably the
most sensitive to cumulative noise affects.
PTS effects as a result of noise produced by turbine array construction (particularly pin-pile
drilling) or vessel movement have been assessed to be highly unlikely. TTS-onset effects are
also unlikely unless animals were to remain in the immediate vicinity of noise sources for an
extended period. Behavioural impacts are, however, likely among animals in the vicinity of
drilling operations and individuals may move away from the area as a result. Therefore, the
cumulative impact of these projects could result in a larger area of the sea (and thus
potential foraging areas) becoming affected by noise and thus masking of biologically
important sound.
As described in Section 10.7.4, the home ranges of the marine mammals using the Project
area are part of a much wider areas and as a result it is unlikely that cumulative impacts of
disruption to normal behaviour in a small area (which is the worst case) will have an impact
magnitude of anything greater than Minor.
10.9.1.3

Cumulative Impacts through Physical Interactions with Vessels

The risk to seals from interaction with propellers is relatively generic, in that it is applicable
to a range of industries many of which are undertaking unregulated activities. Due to the
possibility that this risk is associated with vessels involved in generic commercial shipping as
well as the construction and maintenance of offshore renewable energy projects (both wind
and wave/tidal) then possible mortality consequences should be considered at the relevant
population scale. It is not possible to quantify the potential mortality consequences for the
activities identified, but considering the temporary nature of the risk (mainly during
construction), and the mitigation that may be applied in sensitive areas (for example within
4 km of haul-out sites), a cumulative risk is not anticipated.

10.10

Habitats Regulations Appraisal

When a proposed plan or project could affect a Natura site, the Conservation (Nature
Habitats, &c.) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 (as amended) requires that a competent
authority has to consider the provisions of regulation 43. The competent authority is
deemed to be the body with the power to undertake or grant consent, permission or other
authorisation for the plan or project in question. The Department of Agriculture,
Environment and Rural Affairs are the competent authority for plans and projects within
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Northern Ireland. HRA was undertaken to evaluate the likely significant effects arising from
the Project, addressing Special Areas of Conservation for marine mammals, along with
Special Protection Areas for birds (Macleod et al., 2016).
Based on the results presented in the report, it is concluded that there are no likely
significant effects arising from the development, either alone, or in-combination with other
plans or projects, and therefore appropriate assessment may not be required.

10.11

Other Licences

10.11.1

European Protected Species Risk Assessment

All cetaceans are listed as European Protected Species (EPS) under Annex IV of the Habitats
Directive and are afforded protection under the Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.)
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 (as amended). Seals (grey and harbour) are also
afforded protection under these Regulations and The Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order
1985 (as amended). It is therefore necessary to assess the likelihood of an offence arising
from the project. Section 10.3.2 presents the definitions of ‘injury’ and ‘disturbance’ that
can be used to make an assessment, and for which a licence would be required.
Under the provision of this nature conservation legislation it is an offence to deliberately or
recklessly kill, injure, disturb or take these species of marine mammal. Section 10.3.2
presents the definitions of ‘injury’ and ‘disturbance’ which are used in this assessment, and
for which a licence would be required. Deliberate harm to any of these species of marine
mammal is not anticipated as part of the Project. However, inadvertent or accidental
disturbance may occur if Project activities take place in the presence of these marine
mammal species. Requirements for a Wildlife Licence with regards to potential disturbance
to these species of marine mammals during this Project will be determined through
consultation with DAERA.
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Significance
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Table 10.25Summary of potential impacts, mitigation measures and residual significance
of

Minor

Residual Impact
significance
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report. MMO may be
used during construction
activities
to
halt
operations if marine
mammals (or basking
sharks) are observed
within close range of the

Mitigation

A summary of impacts before and after proposed mitigation measures is provided in Table 10.25 below. The differences in sensitivity between
different marine mammal (and basking sharks) species were considered through EIA, and the representative category assigned in this table is
applicable to all species (considering the most sensitive where relevant).
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report. Standard best
practice
should
be
followed and presented
and agreed within the
environmental
impact
mitigation plan. A boat
zoning policy is in
development to reduce
disturbance to seals using
the Rathlin Island SAC
(Department
of
the
Environment, 2015).
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant. Standard best
practice
should
be
followed.

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant. Standard best
practice
should
be
followed.

significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
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this report. Standard best
practice
should
be
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report.

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report.
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant.

No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
concluded
that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report. Standard best
practice
should
be
followed.

impact would not be
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this report.
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No mitigation is deemed
necessary as it was
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that
this
impact would not be
significant for marine
mammal/basking
shark
populations as defined in
this report.

impact would not be
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mammal/basking
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populations as defined in
this report.
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Environmental Monitoring

Assessment of the proposed development did not identify any significant environmental
effects. It is acknowledged that due to the current lack of deployed and operational
commercial tidal arrays, there is uncertainty inherent within impact assessments of tidal
energy projects. Within this assessment, and other tidal developments like it, the greatest
source of uncertainty resides in the avoidance and evasion rate used to assess the risk of
collision between marine mammals and moving turbine blades. Appropriate avoidance
rates for marine mammal species are currently unknown, and the evidence for high
avoidance rates is based largely on a qualitative assessment supported by a small number of
behavioural observations, in addition to anecdotal evidence. The high levels of statistical
certainty necessary to understand encounter rates in great detail would most probably
require a combined effort from a large number of industry participants and stakeholders.
However, in the context of this assessment, post-installation monitoring options are
available to provide further evidence to support high rates of avoidance and evasion, and
hence reduce the uncertainty inherent within this assessment.
The primary objective of any post-installation monitoring should focus on assessing whether
avoidance (large scale) and evasion (small scale) rates can be considered high (e.g. greater
than 90%) or whether they are likely to be low (e.g. less than 50%). Large scale avoidance
for harbour porpoise may be assessed by deploying an array of acoustic receivers (e.g. CPODs used in the 24 month baseline survey) both within and out-with the Project area
(Benjamins et al., 2016b). A relative reduction in harbour porpoise detections within the
array compared to those made outside would support the argument that large scale
avoidance is indeed taking place. In addition, small scale evasion might be assessed through
the deployment of instrumentation on a small proportion of turbines (e.g. built in
accelerometers
and
acoustic
imaging
technology
[Tidal
Energy
Ltd.,
2016; http://www.tidalenergyltd.com/?page_id=646]). The primary focus of such an
exercise should be to determine whether the number of possible marine mammal strikes is
consistent with a high overall avoidance rate, whilst being aware of the limitations in
technology, particularly in knowing the number of false positives and false negatives.
FHTEP recognises the importance of monitoring in order to confirm the predictions made
with regard to collision risk impacts. FHTEP is committed therefore to working with the
regulator and key stakeholders to develop an appropriate and practical adaptive marine
mammal monitoring programme with regard to collision risk impacts.
Where strategic monitoring is appropriate, FHTEP would look to a collaborative effort
between the Project, wider industry, regulators and stakeholders to take this forward in the
most efficient way for the interest of the Project and future projects elsewhere. FHTEP
would work with the regulator and its advisory bodies to agree the details of appropriate
monitoring and would ensure that the monitoring programme is aligned with industry best
practice. Where monitoring indicates that specific mitigation measures may be reasonably
required, FHTEP is committed to implementing them. Any monitoring strategy would also
be informed by results available from already operational tidal projects.
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Conclusions

The proposed turbine array is predicted to have negligible or minor effects on marine
mammals and basking sharks. The 24 month survey findings found that harbour porpoise
was the principal species observed at the Project site, and suggested that harbour porpoise
presence varied little between years. Grey seal, harbour seal, killer whales, and basking
sharks were also positively identified within the area around the Project during on-effort
visual surveys. In addition, auxiliary observations of common dolphin, bottlenose dolphin
and at least one unidentified large whale were made during the survey, while minke whale
was confirmed during additional shore-based vantage point seabird monitoring. Absolute
density estimates from survey work using distance sampling methods could only be
produced for harbour porpoise, generating an overall estimate of 0.251 porpoises per km2.
Results from the C-POD deployment supported the findings from the visual survey that
harbour porpoise frequently used the proposed site and revealed that porpoise detections
were more frequent at night and during autumn/winter months. In addition, detection
probability was greatest during times when fast tidal flows could be expected. The baseline
surveys were supplemented by other existing information, which supported the conclusion
that harbour porpoises are the marine mammal species most frequently encountered at the
Project site. Therefore, although other marine mammals relevant to the Project site (e.g.
bottlenose dolphin, minke whale, grey seal and harbour seal) have been examined within
this assessment of potential impacts of the Project, harbour porpoise have received
particular attention.
Potential impacts on marine mammals associated with the construction, installation,
operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the Project have been assessed. The key
impacts have been identified as noise emissions during installation and operation, risk of
injury to small marine mammals through collision with construction and maintenance
vessels, and through potential for animals to collide with operating turbines.
During the construction, operation and decommissioning of the Project an increase in vessel
traffic can be expected. This will lead to an increase in potential for interaction between
marine mammals and the hulls of moving vessels and ducted propellers used for dynamic
positioning. Relative to typical shipping levels in the area, the increase in vessel traffic will
be moderate. New evidence concerning the source of ‘corkscrew injuries’ on seal species
now suggests that these injuries are the cause of seal predation events, and not caused by
the ducted propellers of vessels. However, until more data can be collected on the source of
such injuries, appropriate mitigation should be considered to reduce the potential for vessel
strikes and injuries from propellers.
Noise generated from vessel traffic, drilling activities and during the operation of turbines
has the potential to disturb or cause injury to marine mammals. Pin-pile drilling activities
are the only noise identified that could potentially cause Temporary Threshold Shift among
high-frequency cetaceans (i.e. harbour porpoise) at very close ranges (<20m). During the
operation phase the sound field produced by the array could be detectable from as far as
ΕϴŬŵ ĨƌŽŵ the centre of the Project site. This is equivalent to an area of approximately
134km2. Within this area, it was estimated that a possible 0.2% of the harbour porpoise
population from the West Scotland MU, 0.6% of the harbour seal population and 2% of the
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grey seal population from the Northern Ireland MU would be ensonified by noise produced
by activities associated with Project.
Encounter rate modelling undertaken revealed a large degree of variation across technology
and siting options being considered for this Project, with associated variations in the
relative collision risk to marine mammals, most notably harbour porpoise. Assuming an
avoidance rate of 98%, the estimated encounter rates for the ‘worst-case’ tidal array
scenario (Option 8; 90x Andritz 1MW and 5x Schottel Triton devices) was unlikely to result
in a >1% reduction in harbour porpoise, grey seal and harbour seal populations over an 18
year period. Appropriate avoidance rates for marine mammal species are currently
unknown and the evidence for high avoidance rates is based largely on a qualitative
assessment supported by a small number of behavioural observations in addition to
anecdotal evidence. Furthermore the consequences of collisions are also unknown.
Therefore there is a requirement to work with regulators and stakeholders to update this
assessment as new information becomes available on avoidance behaviour of marine
mammals to this type of development.
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This chapter assesses the effects of the Fair Head Tidal Energy Project (the Project) on
natural fish. Given that fish tend to have large spatial and temporal ranges, key fish
receptors have been described at both a local and national level in order to provide context
to the baseline and impact assessment. Information on the key life stages of different
species has also been provided e.g. spawning, nursery (juvenile), and migratory stages, in
order to determine the range of potential ecological impacts associated with the Project.

11.2

Supporting Studies

The list below details the supporting studies which relate to the natural fish impact
assessment:
x

Natural Fish Baseline Report prepared by AFBI Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems
Branch (AFBI, 2014a); and

x

Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site (Prepared by AFBI
Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems Branch (AFBI, 2014b).

11.3

Area of Assessment

The focus of the assessment is to assess the potential impacts of the Project on fish ecology.
There is variation in the area within which the Project is located and the area over which
impacts can occur. These areas can also vary significantly between different fish species
based on their ecology and the range over which their populations can be found. Therefore,
potential impacts have been set in the context of a wider study area which defines the area
over which fish, likely to transit the Project area, are thought to range (e.g. spawning
grounds, migration routes) Plate 11.1, Plate 11.2 and Plate 11.3. Herein the wider study area
will be referred to as the Project study area (fish). The Project area refers to the Fair Head
Agreement for Lease area (AfL area) and the two cable route options.

11.4

Legislation and Policy

An integral aspect of the assessment of potential impacts on fish ecology is the identification
of species of conservation importance which may be present in the Project area. There are a
number of different statues and guidance that are relevant in this regard. There is also
specific guidance on the assessment of impacts on fish ecology. These are listed below and
their relevance to the fish ecology impact assessment described.
x

EU Habitats Directive (Directive 92/43/EEC);
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The Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995;
UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP); UK Governments response to the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD), which the UK signed up to in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro;
The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment in the North East
Atlantic (OSPAR);
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN);
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats Convention (Bern
convention),
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981;
The Conservation on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora; and
Fish ecology impact assessment guidance issued by Cefas and CIEEM.

11.4.1

EU Habitats Directive

The EU Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC (as amended) lists eight fish species in Annex II. To
meet the requirements outlined in Article 3 of the Habitats Directive, Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) have been designated in UK waters to contribute to the European
network of important high quality conservation sites that will make a significant contribution
to conserving these species.

11.4.2

The Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations

The Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1995 gives the
Department of Environment the powers to implement the Habitats Directive and thus
designate areas for the protection of important species or habitats.

11.4.3

Biodiversity Action Plans and Priority Species

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) identifies a list of species of conservation concern in
response to the Convention on Biological Diversity. Northern Ireland Priority Species are an
extension of this and include selection criteria specific to species populations in Northern
Ireland. The full list of Northern Ireland Priority Species is available to view via the National
Museum Northern Ireland website. The new Northern Ireland priority species list currently
stands at 484 species of which 94 are marine species (Northern Ireland Priority Species,
2016).

11.4.4

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment in
the North East Atlantic (OSPAR)

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic
(OSPAR) is the mechanism by which 15 governments of Western Europe work together to
protect the marine environment of the north-east Atlantic. In 2003, the UK government
committed to establishing a well-managed, ecologically coherent network of Marine
Protected Areas (known as the OSPAR MPA commitment). Marine SACs designated under
the Habitats Directive have been submitted as the UKs initial contribution to the OSPAR
network.
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A list of marine habitats and species considered to be under threat or in decline within the
north-east Atlantic has been produced by OSPAR (2008).

11.4.5

International Union for the Conservation of Nature

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has compiled a Red list of
threatened species that are facing a high risk of global extinction. This includes a number of
fish species. Further information on fish species included on this list that are also present in
the Project area is provided in Section 12.7.

11.4.6

Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats
Convention

The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern
Convention) principle aims are:
x

to ensure conservation and protection of wild plant and animal species and their
natural habitats (listed in Appendices I and II of the Convention);

x

to increase cooperation between contracting parties; and

x

to regulate the exploitation of those species (including migratory species) listed in
Appendix 3 of the convention.

To implement the Bern Convention in Europe the European community adopted, amongst
others, the EU Habitats Directive. In the UK the Bern Convention was implemented into UK
law by the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981 as amended). Seventeen fish species are
listed on Appendix II of the Bern Convention and are strictly protected against disturbance,
capture, killing or trade. Approximately 120 fish species are listed on Appendix III of the
Convention, and although these species are afforded protection, exploitation is permitted (in
exceptional circumstances), with prohibitions on particular hunting methods and equipment.

11.4.7

UK Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981

Basking sharks are afforded protection through various amendments to the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981, including most recently the UK Wildlife and Natural Environment Act
2011. This Act prohibits the killing, injuring or taking by any method of those wild animals
listed on Schedule 5 of the Act. Licensing requirements under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act (1981 as amended) are similar to those for European Protected Species (EPS) protected
under Annex IV of the Habitats Directive.

11.4.8

The Conservation on the International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES) is an international agreement which aims to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their survival. Species listed under
Appendix II are those identified as not currently threatened with extinction but will become
so if their trade or any products made from them, are not subject to strong regulations.
Basking shark is the only fish species listed under Appendix II relevant to the Project area.
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Fish Ecology Impact Assessment Guidance

The overarching EIA process and methodology are described in Chapter 4 of this ES. Each
assessment is, however, required to develop its own assessment as appropriate for the
different receptor feature(s) that would potentially be affected by the Project.
Although, there is no dedicated guidance for assessing potential impacts on fish ecology,
guidelines developed by the Centre for Environment Fisheries and Aquaculture (Cefas)
(2004) for undertaking EIA in support of licensing of offshore wind farm developments
provide guidance on assessing impacts of offshore wind farm projects on fish resources.
The assessment of impacts on natural fish has also been informed by the most recent
guidance prepared by the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environment Management
(CIEEM) (2016) for ecological impact assessment in Britain and Ireland for the marine and
coastal environment. Although the CIEEM guidance does not contain specific guidance for
fish impact assessment its content can be used to guide fish ecology impact assessment.

11.5

Stakeholder Engagement

Since commencement of the Project, consultation on fish ecology has been ongoing. With
respect to natural fish, relevant comments received on the scope of the EIA (Scoping
Opinion) from the Inland Fisheries Group department within the Department of Culture, Arts
and Leisure (DCAL) are summarised below.

11.5.1

Summary of Comment from DCAL on Scope of Assessment for
Natural Fish

The scoping report correctly identifies the species present in the coastal seas and Loughs of
Northern Ireland, specifically sea trout (Salmo trutta), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), eels
(Anguilla anguilla), the sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus and river lamprey (Lampetra
fluviatilis). These species hold a considerable nature conservation and biodiversity value and
provide a valuable recreational resource in the form of angling opportunities.
Due to the working depth of the turbines and linked cables significant impacts on salmonid
species, lamprey and eel species are considered unlikely. However, the assessment will
need to consider potential impacts of EMF from intra-array and export cables on eels,
particularly with regard to possible impacts on the movement of eels through the area based
on evidence that suggests they display a slight hesitation in swimming but overall no
reluctance to passing over a cable. Potential impacts of pollution on fish stocks also need to
be considered.

11.5.2

Addressing Comments in the ES

Comments from DCAL are noted. Information on noted species is included in the baseline
description. Potential impacts on eel are assessed in Section 11.9.
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The fish ecology baseline description is based upon:
x

a comprehensive desk based study, including background work undertaken by AFBI
(2014a);

x

results of the Project specific benthic (seabed) survey (AFBI, 2014b); and

x

consultation with relevant organisations.

The main focus of the fish ecology assessment is to consider impacts on important fish
habitats, such as key spawning or nursery grounds which are essential for sustaining fish
populations and potential impacts on individual fish species and their contribution to local
biodiversity and wider food webs. The assessment considers impacts on the following fish
groups:
x

pelagic species;

x

demersal species;

x

elasmobranch fish species; and

x

diadromous fish species.

11.6.2

Sources of Baseline Data

Key data sources used to inform the fish ecology baseline description in the Project area are
detailed below:
x
x
x
x

Natural Fish Baseline Report prepared by AFBI Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems
Branch (AFBI, 2014a);
Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site (Prepared by AFBI
Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems Branch (AFBI, 2014b);
Cefas and Marine Scotland; distribution of spawning and nursery grounds as defined
in Coull et al., (1998), Ellis et al., (2012) and Aires et al., (2014); and
The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) website (MarLIN, 2016).

11.6.2.1

AFBI Baseline Report

A natural fish baseline report has been produced to contribute to the EIA for the Fair Head
tidal development (AFBI, 2014a). The report utilises the following data sources:
x

sea angling landings data;

x

annual scallop survey bycatch data;

x

sharks, skates and rays in Northern Ireland report (AFBI, 2009);

x

Fair Head benthic survey (AFBI, 2014b); and

x

DCAL Atlantic salmon index systems data.

The report details the fish (including migratory and diadromous species), shellfish and
elasmobranch species that are most likely to occur in the Project area and Project study area
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(fish), to the extent of ICES rectangle 39E3. The key findings and data from the baseline
report are presented in the baseline summary below. The summary below does not,
however, go into detail on the shellfish species present in the area as these will be
incorporated into Chapter7: Benthic Ecology.

11.6.3

Benthic Environment

A benthic survey was undertaken at the Fair Head tidal development site in 2014 which
utilised high resolution multibeam sonar, grab sampling and towed video to collect infaunal
species, epibiota and seabed sediment information (AFBI, 2014b). This study allowed the
identification of component biotopes which were mapped across the areas of interest.
The survey showed that the seabed, in the Fair Head tidal site and cable route options, is
comprised of a mosaic of bedrock and stony reef habitats and sand scour which has strong
impacts on the biological assemblages. Sedimentary areas include coarse sands and gravels,
mixed with cobbles although these areas are more limited in extent than the bedrock and
stony reef habitats. Mobile ripples are present in some of the sedimentary areas. There are
also pockets of muddy gravel within Ballycastle Bay (AFBI, 2014b). This type of seabed is
typical of the high energy environment dominated by strong tidal currents at the Fair Head
AfL and cable route options.

11.6.4

Pelagic Fish Species

Pelagic fish species are generally mid water column species although some species can be
found in the upper water column close to the sea surface. Their distribution and abundance
is strongly affected by hydrographic conditions and can vary significantly from year to year.
The principal pelagic species found in the region are typical of the wider North Irish Sea and
include herring Clupea harengus, sprat Sprattus sprattus, mackerel Scomber scombrus, horse
mackerel Trachurus trachurus and the bentho-pelagic species Norway pout Trisopterus
esmarkii (Barnes, 2008a, b, c; Sweet, 2008; TVL, 2015).
Although mackerel, horse mackerel and herring are commercially exploited species, they are
not targeted within the Project study area (fish) (See Chapter 13 Commercial Fisheries).
Sprat and Norway pout are targeted commercially although typically for reduction to
fishmeal rather than for consumption (Fishbase, 2016). The natural fish baseline report
indicates that mackerel is targeted by sea anglers at several angling locations on the coast,
primarily to the south east of the Project area; Cushendun, Cushendall, Waterfoot and Red
Bay as well as Ballycastle and Dunseverick to the west (Plate 11.1). Herring is also targeted
by sea anglers at Red Bay (AFBI, 2014a).
AFBI carry out annual scallop surveys. In 2012 the survey was extended to cover an area
between Rathlin Island and Ballycastle, outside the Rathlin Island SAC (AFBI, 2014a). No
pelagic species were observed as bycatch during this annual scallop survey, although there
was one report of Norway pout in the 2013 survey, likely due to the Norway pouts benthopelagic nature. It is likely that no truly pelagic species were observed in this survey due to
the use of a scallop dredger; the species reported from this survey were typically benthic
species or demersal species (AFBI, 2014a).
Mackerel and herring are both listed as UK priority species and are on the IUCN Red List as a
species of ‘least concern’ whilst horse mackerel and Norway pout are listed as ‘vulnerable’.
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All of the pelagic species listed above play an important ecological role as they are principal
prey items for larger fish species, marine mammals and birds.
11.6.4.2

Pelagic Spawning Areas

Data from Coull et al., (1998) and Ellis et al., (2012) indicate that sprat spawn around the
entire Irish coast including the Project study area (fish) and therefore could be present
within the Project area (Plate 11.1). Although herring and mackerel spawn in the vicinity of
the Project area there are no spawning grounds for either species in the Project area itself.
There are herring spawning grounds along the north coast of Ireland as far east as Ballintoy
and mackerel spawning occurs south of the Fair Head AfL (Plate 11.1).
11.6.4.3

Pelagic Nursery Areas

Data from Coull et al., (1998), Ellis et al., (2012) and Aires et al., (2014) indicate that nursery
grounds of sprat, herring, mackerel, horse mackerel and Norway pout are present in the
Project study area (fish) therefore there is potential for nursery grounds for these species to
overlap with the Project area (Plate 11.1).
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Plate 11.1: Spawning and nursery areas of pelagic species in the Project study area (fish)
(Coull et al., 1998; Ellis et al., 2012; Aires et al., 2014)
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Demersal Fish Species

Demersal fish are bottom feeders that live on or near the seabed. In coastal waters they are
found on or near the continental shelf, whereas in deep waters they are more associated
with the continental slope or continental rise. Their distribution is related to abiotic factors
such as sediment type (which is typically important as a refuge in predation avoidance or for
cryptic behaviour), hydrography, biotic processes (e.g. predator-prey interactions), and
competition for space.
There are a number of demersal fish species present in Northern Ireland waters including
those of commercial importance and recreational importance. The list below comprises
species outlined in the Natural Fish Baseline Report (AFBI, 2014a) and those species which
have spawning or nursery grounds in the area based on Coull et al., (1998), Ellis et al., (2012)
and Aires et al., (2014):
x

anglerfish Lophius piscatorius;

x

ballan wrasse Labrus bergylta;

x

cod Gadus morhua;

x

conger eel Conger conger;

x

cuckoo wrasse Labrus mixtus;

x

dab Limanda limanda;

x

dragonet Callionymus lyra;

x

European hake Merluccius merluccius;

x

haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus;

x

ling Molva molva,

x

megrim Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis;

x

plaice Pleuronectes platessa;

x

pogge Agonus cataphraticus;

x

pollock Pollachius pollachius;

x

red gurnard Aspitrigla cuculus;

x

saithe Pollachius virens;

x

sandeel Ammodytes marinus;

x

thick lipped mullet Chelon labrosus;

x

three bearded rockling Gaidrosparus vulgaris; and

x

whiting Merlangius merlangus.

Pogge, dragonet and megrim have all been observed during the annual scallop survey
carried out by AFBI in 2012. Further information on this survey is presented in the Natural
Fish Baseline report (AFBI, 2014a). The area covered by the scallop survey lies a couple of
kilometres to the north west of the Project area. Given that the fish species observed during
the survey (pogge, dragonet and megrim) have a preference for sand, mud and gravel
habitats whereby they can partially or fully bury themselves to aid camouflage (Edwards,
2005; Oakley, 2008; Fishbase, 2016), it is likely that the substrata in the scallop survey area is
different to that found in the Project area. Consequently, it is unlikely that these species
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occur in high numbers in the Project area due to limited presence of their preferred seabed
habitat. Similarly, although sandeel are known to occur in seas off Northern Ireland their
distribution is unlikely to extend into the Project area due to lack of sand, which is their
preferred seabed habitat.
The remainder of the species listed above occupy habitats compatible with those found in
the Project area (MarLIN, 2016; Fishbase, 2016) and therefore have the potential to be
present in the Project area. Anglerfish, cod, European hake, ling, plaice and whiting are
listed on the Northern Ireland Priority species list and the UK Biodiversity Action Plan priority
species list. In addition, cod and haddock are listed as “vulnerable” on the IUCN Red List and
cod is on the OSPAR list of threatened and/ or declining species as a vulnerable species and
listed by OSPAR for protection as a result of significantly depleted cod stocks that are at risk
of collapse.
Anglerfish, ballan wrasse, conger eel, cuckoo wrasse, dab, dragonet, plaice, pollock, thick
lipped mullet and whiting are listed as “Least Concern” on the IUCN Red list and the
remaining species are not listed as of conservation concern.
11.6.5.4

Demersal Species Spawning Areas

Data from Coull et al., (1998) and Ellis et al., (2012) indicate that there are no spawning
grounds for any of the species listed above within the Project area.
The closest spawning grounds to the Project area are those for plaice, cod, ling and whiting
which surround the AfL area but do not overlap it or the cable route options (as shown in
Plate 11.2 and Plate 11.3). Many demersal species such as plaice and whiting have buoyant
eggs that are released into the water column where they remain for several weeks until the
pelagic larvae emerges (Russel, 1976).
11.6.5.5

Demersal Species Nursery Areas

Data from Coull et al., (1998), Ellis et al., (2012) and Aires et al., (2014) indicate that low
intensity nursery areas for anglerfish, cod, haddock, European hake, plaice and whiting
overlap with the AfL and both cable route options (Plate 11.2).
Low intensity nursery areas of blue whiting, sandeel, saithe and ling surround, but do not
overlap the AfL or cable route options (Plate 11.3).
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Plate 11.2: Spawning and nursery areas of demersal species in the Project study area (fish)
(Coull et al., 1998; Ellis et al., 2012; Aires et al., 2014)
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Plate 11.3: Spawning and nursery areas of demersal species in the Project study area (fish)
(Coull et al., 1998; Ellis et al., 2012; Aires et al., 2014)

11.6.6

Elasmobranch Species

Northern Ireland waters contain a diverse range of elasmobranchs (sharks, skates and rays).
In total 17 species have been recorded in coastal waters including 11 species of shark and 6
species of ray, many of which are considered to be endangered in the North East Atlantic
and are on the IUCN Red List. They are also listed as priority species under the UK
biodiversity action plan (AFBI, 2012).
Sharks and rays have slow growth rates and low reproductive output compared to other
species groups (Camhi et al., 1998). This results in slow rates of stock increase and low
resilience to fishing mortality (Holden, 1974). Directed fisheries have caused stock collapse
for many species (Musick and Musick, 2005), although at present, mortality in mixed-species
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and by-catch fisheries appears to be a more significant threat (Bonfil, 1994). As a result the
stocks of most elasmobranch species are currently at low levels and spatial management
measures have been introduced to protect the remaining stocks (ICES, 2008).
Elasmobranch species produce relatively small numbers of live young (10-100 per year) or
lay eggs on the seabed close to their nursery areas (Robson, 1997). Several species of
elasmobranchs have been reported in the region, namely basking shark (Irish Whale and
Dolphin Group), common skate complex and spurdog (Ellis et al., 2012). Several
elasmobranchs are of conservation importance (particularly basking shark) and some are
targeted by commercial or recreational fishermen. Elasmobranch species that are likely to
occur in the Project study area (fish) are detailed in Table 11.1.
Table11.2: Elasmobranch species present in Project study area (fish)
Species

Conservation status

Compatibility
of
habitat with species

benthic

Northern Ireland Priority Species
Basking
shark UK Priority Species
Pelagic species thus benthic
(Cetorhinus
Vulnerable on IUCN Red List
habitat is not relevant.
maximus)
OSPAR List of Threatened and/ or
Declining Species and Habitats

Blonde ray (Raja
None
brachyuran)

Possible - juveniles most likely
to be present due to the
proximity to shore; preference
is for sandy and muddy
habitats.

Possible - juveniles most likely
to be present due to the
Common
skate UK Priority Species
proximity to shore; preference
(Dipturus batis)
OSPAR List of Threatened and/ or is for sandy and muddy
Declining Species and Habitats
habitats.
Northern Ireland Priority Species

Cuckoo ray (Raja
Near Threatened on IUCN Red List
brachyuran)

Possible - preference for sandy
and muddy habitats.

Lesser
spotted
dogfish
Least Concern on IUCN Red List
(Scyliorhinus
canicula)

Likely - found on sand, mud,
algae and rocky bottoms.

Nursehound
(Scyliorhinus
stellaris)

Likely - preference for rough
and rocky areas and areas with
good algal cover.

Near Threatened on IUCN Red List

Porbeagle (Lamna Northern Ireland Priority Species

Pelagic species thus benthic
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Species

Conservation status

Compatibility
of
habitat with species

nasus)

UK Priority Species

habitat is not relevant.

benthic

Vulnerable on IUCN Red List
OSPAR List of Threatened and/ or
Declining Species and Habitats
Least Concern on IUCN Red List
Unlikely - preference for sandy
Spotted ray (Raja
OSPAR
List
of
Threatened
and/
or
sediments.
montagui)
Declining Species and Habitats
Northern Ireland Priority Species
Pelagic species thus benthic
Spurdog (Squalus Vulnerable on IUCN Red List
habitat is not relevant.
acanthias)
OSPAR List of Threatened and/ or
Declining Species and Habitats
Possible - juveniles most likely
to be present due to the
Near Threatened on IUCN Red List
proximity to shore; preference
Thornback
ray
OSPAR
List
of
Threatened
and/
or
for sand and mud habitats but
(Raja clavata)
Declining Species and Habitats
also found over gravel and
rock beds.
11.6.6.6

Key Elasmobranch Breeding Patterns

Data from Ellis et al., (2012) indicate that no elasmobranch species spawn in the Project
area. There is, however, a high intensity nursery ground for spurdog and a low intensity
nursery ground for common skate complex that overlaps with the Project area (Plate 11.4).
Both spurdog and common skate complex are UK priority species and listed on the IUCN Red
List as being critically endangered. They are also both listed as OSPAR species due to stocks
being depleted and at risk of collapse (OSPAR, 2008).
Spurdog occupy a large range of depths most commonly being found from 10 to 200m. It is
primarily an epibenthic species however it can be found throughout the water column from
inshore waters to the continental shelf. Young animals and juveniles are most likely to be
observed in the Project area as it overlaps with high intensity nursery grounds and older
sharks typically occupy deeper waters (Shark Trust, 2009). However, as both spurdog and
common skate complex tend to be found in areas of softer sediment it is unlikely that either
species will be present in the AfL area or cable route options which are predominantly
cobbles and boulders over bedrock (AFBI, 2014).
11.6.6.7

Basking Sharks

Basking sharks depend on areas in deeper water that support high productivity and are
characterised by slow growth, large size (average size of an adult basking shark is 6 to 8 m,
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but some can grow up to 10 m in length), and late sexual maturity. There are three basking
shark ‘hotspots’ in the UK; the Minch, the Isle of Man and Cornwall (Bloomfield and Soldant,
2007). The Project area lies approximately 150 km from both the Isle of Man and western
Scotland hotspots.
Basking sharks are the second most frequently sighted large marine species off Rathlin Island
with sightings peaking in summer months from July to August (IWDG, 2013), when mating is
thought to occur (Fowler, 2005). However, despite this, the frequency of sighting in the
Project area is still low, with only two observation of basking shark during the marine wildlife
surveys (DP Energy, 2015). This low number of sightings was also observed for the adjacent
Torr Head Tidal Array site, where the marine wildlife surveys reported only one basking
shark sighting in 12 months (TVL, 2015). Plate 11.4 illustrates the locations of the two
basking shark sightings which occurred during the 24-month wildlife monitoring survey
(SRSL, 2015).
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Plate 11.4: Spawning and nursery areas of elasmobranch species in the Project study area
(fish) (Coull et al., 1998; Ellis et al., 2012; Aires et al., 2014)

11.6.7

Diadromous Migratory Species

The following diadromous species are not permanent residents, but are expected to transit
the Project area during migrations:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Atlantic salmon Salmo salar;
sea trout Salmo trutta;
European eel Anguilla anguilla;
river lamprey Lampetra fluviatilis;
sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus;
allis shad Alosa alosa; and
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twaite shad Alosa fallax.

Several species of fish living in Northern Irish rivers migrate between the sea and the upper
reaches of rivers during their life cycle. Atlantic salmon, sea trout, lampreys and shads are
anadromous, meaning they spend the majority of their adult lives in the oceans but return to
freshwater to reproduce. European eel are also migratory diadromous fish, but their
lifestyle differs from anadromous fish in that adult eels migrate out to sea to spawn and
their larvae make the return journey (termed catadromous).
11.6.7.8

Atlantic Salmon

North east Ireland has many important salmon rivers. Adult salmon return to freshwater to
spawn after one to two years at sea (AFBI, 2012). Traditionally they have been commercially
exploited in coastal netting fisheries, employing a variety of methods including tidal drift
nets, fixed bag nets and drift nets (AFBI, 2014a).
Over recent years long term monitoring data obtained by AFBI from the River Bush in County
Antrim has demonstrated significant declines in the natural survival of wild salmon at sea
(AFBI, 2012). This is believed to be influenced by a range of factors including prey
availability, predator abundance and distribution. Changes in the marine environment due
to climate change are also thought to be influencing conditions experienced by salmon along
their migration routes to deep open water feeding grounds off the Faroes and Greenland.
This is thought to be leading to a reduction in the numbers of returning adult salmon (AFBI,
2012). River Bush and River Glendun are both within the surrounding area of the Project
and both are on the list of six Northern Ireland “index” systems. The salmon stocks of both
rivers are below the conservation limit (the required number of fish to fill the available
spawning habitat in the river) (AFBI, 2014a).
Rivers in the vicinity of Ballycastle (Margy, Carey and Glenshesk) are not “index” rivers as
they have no adult fish count, however they are currently assessed at below the 5 year
average production for juvenile salmon (AFBI, 2014a).
This reduction in the number of returning adults has led to a significant reduction in the
number of licences issued for salmon fishing in Northern Ireland coastal and estuarine
waters. All commercial exploitation of Atlantic salmon has been suspended and angling is
only permitted on a catch and release basis in the Project area, and indeed across all of
Northern Ireland (AFBI, 2014a). Further information on this fishery is provided in Chapter
12: Commercial fisheries.
Although no diadromous species have nursery or breeding areas directly within the AfL area
or cable corridors, some may regularly cross the area as part of their migration and/or
transit to adjacent areas as part of their foraging activity. There is limited information
available on the at sea migrations of salmon because studies of salmon movements in open
water are technically challenging and expensive. However, there is evidence to suggest that
Atlantic salmon from rivers in Northern Ireland and elsewhere in the UK migrate north to
feed in deep-sea areas around west Greenland and the Faroe Islands (Malcolm et al., 2010)
before returning back to UK rivers to spawn.
The exact routes taken by the salmon are not fully known. However, it is likely that the
Project study area (fish) is used by salmon accessing the rivers south of the Project area:
Glendun, Glenarm, Glenariff, and Glynn (Plate 11.5) (NASCO, 2009; The Salmon Atlas, 2014;
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NBN Gateway, 2014). Evidence from genetic stock identification and tagged fish recovery
experiments carried out by DCAL and AFBI1 also found that salmon from rivers to the north
of the Project area, including the River Roe and River Foyle both of which are designated
SACs for Atlantic salmon, regularly travel along the north Antrim coast and are therefore
likely to pass through the Project area. Being located on the eastern edge of the North
Channel, there is also potential for salmon moving between offshore feeding grounds and
rivers on the coasts of Ireland, southwest Scotland, England and Wales to also be present in
the Project area (TVL, 2015).
Overall migratory route and distribution data in Northern Ireland (and elsewhere) are
currently limited. Additional information on the commercial importance of each species can
be found in Chapter 12: Commercial Fisheries.

1

As part of the Atlantic Salmon Management Strategy for Northern Ireland prepared as part of the
ongoing regulation of Salmon and Inland Fisheries under the Fisheries Act (NI) 1966 (as amended)
and the Foyle Fisheries Act 1952.
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Plate 11.5: Salmon rivers in the Project study area (fish)

11.6.7.9

Sea Trout

As noted in the State of the Seas report (DoE, 2011) the status of sea trout stocks in
Northern Ireland is largely unknown. However, there are a number of rivers located along
the north coast with sea trout runs. Ballycastle rivers are known for their sea trout
populations. Sea trout associated with these rivers are thought to follow similar migrations
to Atlantic salmon and are therefore likely to head north from these rivers, rather than pass
through the Project area. Sea trout are known to move less far from their river of origin
when in marine waters than Atlantic salmon, instead remaining closer to the coast. Given
that information on sea trout migration routes is scarce, the potential for sea trout to be
present within / pass through the Project area cannot be ruled out.
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European Eel

The National Museum Northern Ireland (NI) provides information on Northern Ireland
Priority Species including the European eel. The description notes that although the
European eel has experienced major international decline, it remains a commercially
important species in Northern Ireland. Its Priority status reflects its IUCN status as “critically
endangered” even though it is relatively abundant in Northern Ireland and supports a major
fishery in Lough Neagh. It has also been listed as a CITES Appendix 2 species since March
2009. It is thought that spawning occurs in or near the Sargasso Sea, north of the Caribbean.
Flattened larvae are thought to then drift to migrate on the transatlantic currents to North
East Atlantic coasts where they metamorphose into the elongated form and move into fresh
water or reduced salinity coastal waters as transparent glass eels. The eels then turn yellow
or brown as they mature in fresh water where they remain for up to 40 years before turning
silver when they carry out the return migration back to the spawning grounds (National
Museum NI, 2011).
The main distribution of European eel in Northern Ireland is Lough Neagh where 300 to 400
tonnes of European eel are commercially produced annually. This has declined steadily from
a peak of 1,000 tonnes in 1979. European eels enter and leave Lough Neagh via the River
Bann. All commercial fishing of the European eel is prohibited in Northern Ireland with the
exception of Lough Neagh and the weir in the lower stretches of the River Bann, including
rod and line fishing. Fish traps have been installed on the River Erne to transport live eels
passed the hydroelectric power station (National Museum NI, 2011).
The Northern Ireland (UK) Eastern River Basin District Eel Management Plan (Defra, 2009)
identifies that although European eel are present in most Ballycastle rivers (e.g. river Tow,
Carey and Glenshesk) and the Glens of Antrim Rivers (Glendun, Dall, Glenarriff, Glencoy,
Glenarm and Glynn) they are not present in significant numbers. However, there is potential
for maturing silver European eels associated with these rivers to pass through the Project
area as they commence their autumn migration to the Sargasso Sea. There is potential for
maturing silver European eels associated with rivers to the south of the Project area (e.g.
Rivers Lagan (Beflast Lough) and Quoile (Strangford Lough) to also pass through the Project
area during migration. The limited information available on eel migration suggests there is a
coastal phase followed by an open water phase in which there is marked diurnal movements
from deep water (600 m) to shallow water (200 m). It is probable that eels coming from
rivers on the east coast of Ireland follow the coast to the north and south before moving
west and as a result may move through the Project area during their migration to spawning
grounds. Silver eels are most likely to be present in the area between September and
January (AFBI, 2014).
11.6.7.11

River Lamprey

River lamprey is one of the most primitive of vertebrates and is classed as ‘agnathans’ or
jawless fish. They are anadromous meaning that they migrate from their coastal feeding
ground into freshwater to spawn. They are only found in western Europe and are listed as
an Annex II species under the Habitats Directive and as such are a qualifying interest of a
number of SAC rivers in the UK.
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The river lamprey is listed as a Northern Ireland and UK Priority Species, however there are
no SACs in Northern Ireland where river lamprey is a qualifying feature. The closest SAC
designated due to river lamprey populations is Endrick Water (Plate 11.5), in which the
population is unusual as the river lamprey remain in freshwater as adults rather than
migrating to the sea (JNCC, 2016a).
The movement of river lamprey within the marine environment is limited to coastal /
estuarine waters at the mouth of their spawning rivers. As a result of this, and the closest
SAC being Endrick Water, it is therefore unlikely that river lamprey will be present in the
Project area in significant numbers.
11.6.7.12

Sea Lamprey

Sea lamprey is the largest lamprey species found in the UK and is also anadromous. They are
listed as an Annex II species under the Habitats Directive and as such are a qualifying interest
of a number of SAC rivers in the UK. There are no SACs in Northern Ireland where sea
lamprey is a qualifying interest, however they are present in SACs in the eastern region of
Northern Ireland as a “non-significant presence” (JNCC, 2016b). It is therefore unlikely that
they will be present in the Project area in significant numbers.
11.6.7.13

Allis Shad and Twaite Shad

The allis shad and twaite shad are very similar in appearance and require close inspection to
distinguish between each species. Both species return to fresh water to spawn. There are
no designated SACs for either species in Northern Ireland, as primary or qualifying features
(JNCC 2016c and 2016d). The movement of these within the marine environment is limited
to coastal / estuarine waters at the mouth of their spawning rivers. There are no known
rivers supporting large populations of them in the Project study area (fish) and they are
therefore unlikely to be present in large numbers in the Project area.

11.7

Summary of Baseline Environment

Based on the information presented in the previous section, the following fish species have
been identified as requiring further consideration in the impact assessment:
x
x
x
x

spawning grounds for sprat (due to the presence of high intensity spawning grounds);
nursery grounds for herring, mackerel, horse mackerel, Norway pout, anglerfish, cod,
haddock, European hake, plaice and whiting (due to importance as commercial
species or conservation status);
basking shark (due to frequency of observations off Rathlin Island and elsewhere
along the north Antrim coast); and
Atlantic salmon, sea trout and European eel (due to their conservation status).

Despite river lamprey, sea lamprey, allis shad and twaite shad spawn being of conservation
importance, there are no known rivers supporting large populations of them in the Project
study area (fish) and due to the fact they spawn in freshwater, as a result these species have
been identified as not requiring further consideration in the impact assessment.
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The spawning and nursery grounds described in this chapter are primarily based on the
information presented in Ellis et al., (2012), Coull et al., (1998) and Aires et al., (2014). The
limitations of these sources of information should, however, be recognised. These
publications provide an indication of the general location of spawning and nursery grounds.
They do not define precise boundaries of spawning and nursery grounds, particularly in the
context of the relatively small footprint of the Project area. Similarly, the spawning times
given in these publications represent the maximum duration of spawning on a species/stock
basis. In some cases, the duration of spawning may be much more contracted, on a site
specific basis, than reported in Ellis et al., (2012) and Coull et al., (1998). Where available,
therefore, additional research publications have also been reviewed to provide site specific
information. However, despite these limitations there is still sufficient data available to
establish a robust baseline to inform the impact assessment.
11.7.1.2

Knowledge Gaps

It is recognised that there are gaps in the understanding of the distribution, behaviour and
ecology of certain fish species. This is particularly evident for a number of migratory species
including several species of known conservation importance (e.g. salmonids). For migratory
species the exact routes they will take on their movements to and from feeding and
spawning grounds are not always known. Where information is available it has been used to
determine whether species travel through the Project area or to make assumptions on the
migratory routes taken. Where these data are not available then an assumption has been
made that migration through the Project area could occur.

11.8

Impact Assessment

The following section discusses the potential impacts of the Project on key sensitive fish
species identified as potentially being present in the Project area and wider Project study
area (fish). The impacts covered in the assessment include those that were identified during
EIA scoping and any additional impacts that have been highlighted as the EIA has progressed.
Table 11.2 lists all of the direct and indirect impacts to be covered as part of the impact
assessment for natural fish and identifies the relevant Project phase under which each
impact will be assessed.
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Table11.3: Impacts covered in impact assessment
Potential Impact

Relevant Phase of Project
C/I

O/M

D

9

Smothering

9

Habitat loss

9

Noise impacts

9

9

Collision risk

9

9

Habitat modification

9

Electromagnetic fields

9

Barrier to movement

9

Accidental contamination
C/I = construction / installation, O/M = operations and maintenance and D =
decommissioning

11.8.1

Assessment Criteria

11.8.1.1

Receptor sensitivity and value and impact magnitude

Each assessment chapter is required to develop its own criteria for defining receptor
sensitivity and value and impact magnitude since the definition of these will vary between
different topics. The sensitivity and value of the receptor and impact magnitude criteria
specific to natural fish are defined in Table 11.3 and Table 11.4 respectively.
Table11.4: Criteria for sensitivity and value of fish ecology
Sensitivity /
Definition
value of receptor
High

Sensitivity: Receptor with very low capacity to accommodate a
particular effect with low ability to recover or adapt.
Value: Receptor of high importance or rarity, such as those
designated under UK and Northern Irish legislation, priority species,
species that are near threatened or vulnerable on the IUCN Red List,
or those with nationally important spawning / nursery / feeding /
overwintering grounds and / or migratory routes in the Project area
In the context of a particular impact, species which are considered
highly sensitive to the impact.
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Sensitivity /
Definition
value of receptor
Medium

Sensitivity: Receptor with low capacity to accommodate a particular
effect with some potential to recover or adapt.
Value: Receptor of medium importance or rarity, such as those which
are designated under regional initiatives, UK BAP priority species with
regionally important populations, species listed as conservation
priorities in regional plans, species listed as of least concern on the
IUCN Red List, and species with regionally important spawning /
nursery / feeding / overwintering grounds and / or migratory routes in
the Project area.
In the context of a particular impact, species which are moderately
sensitive to the impact.

Low

Sensitivity: Receptor has some tolerance to accommodate a
particular effect or will be able to recover or adapt.
Value: Receptor which is reasonably common throughout the UK and
Ireland and forms a component of the fish assemblages in the Project
area, potentially with local value.
In the context of a particular impact, species which are not very
sensitive to the impact.

Negligible

Sensitivity: Receptor is generally tolerant and can accommodate a
particular effect without the need to recover or adapt.
Value: Receptor of very low importance, such as those which are
generally abundant around the UK and Ireland with no specific local
value.
In the context of a particular impact, species which show no
sensitivity to the impact.

Table 11.5: Criteria for magnitude of impact of fish ecology
Magnitude

Definition

High

Impact is over a large scale or spatial extent, or occurs long term, or at
a medium-high frequency, resulting in extensive temporary change or
some permanent change to baseline spawning/nursery/ feeding/
overwintering grounds and/or migratory routes in the Project area.

Medium

Impact is localised, or occurs for a short duration, or at a medium
frequency, resulting in temporary changes or limited permanent
changes to baseline spawning/nursery/ feeding/ overwintering
grounds and/or migratory routes in the Project area.
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Magnitude

Definition

Low

Detectable disturbance or change to baseline levels and no long term
noticeable impacts above the level of natural variation experienced in
the Project area.

Negligible

Imperceptible changes to baseline spawning/nursery/ feeding/
overwintering grounds and/or migratory routes in the Project area.

11.8.1.2

Impact consequence and significance

The sensitivity and value of receptors are combined with impact magnitude (and likelihood,
where appropriate) using expert judgement to arrive at a consequence for each impact, as
shown in Table 11.5 below. The significance of impact is derived directly from the assigned
consequence ranking and is considered by reference to the relevant criteria in the EIA
Regulations. This approach is in line with revised thinking on the application of the EIA
process, as described in the CIEEM Guidance (2016). This guidance suggests that the
conclusion of impact significance should be based on a judgement which considers a number
of various factors rather than reliance on the traditional matrix approach to defining impact
significance.
The requirement to identify specific mitigation measures depends on the conclusion for
impact significance (e.g. whether an impact is significant or not significant in the context of
the EIA Regulations). In most cases, specific mitigation is not required for impacts assessed
to be not significant and is required for impacts that are considered to be significant. Where
mitigation is required, further assessment of residual impacts will be necessary to determine
resulting impact significance with mitigation in place.
Table 11.6: Criteria for Impact consequence and significance
Consequence

Impact
Description (consideration of receptor sensitivity and
significance (EIA
value and impact magnitude)
Regulations)

Major
consequence

Impacts are likely to be highly noticeable and have long
term effects, or permanently alter the character of the
baseline and are likely to disrupt the function and status
/ value of the receptor population. They may have
Significant
broader systemic consequences (e.g. to the wider
ecosystem or industry). These impacts are a priority for
mitigation in order to avoid or reduce the anticipated
effects of the impact.

Moderate
consequence

Impacts are likely to be noticeable and result in lasting
changes to the character of the baseline and may cause
hardship to, or degradation of, the receptor population, Significant
although the overall function and value of the baseline/
receptor population is not disrupted. Such impacts are a
priority for mitigation in order to avoid or reduce the
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Impact
Description (consideration of receptor sensitivity and
significance (EIA
value and impact magnitude)
Regulations)

Consequence

anticipated effects of the impact.

Minor
consequence

Impacts are expected to comprise noticeable changes to
baseline conditions, beyond natural variation, but are
not expected to cause long term degradation, hardship,
or impair the function and value of the receptor.
However, such impacts may be of interest to Not significant
stakeholders and / or represent a contentious issue
during the decision-making process, and should
therefore be avoided or mitigated as far as reasonably
practicable

Negligible

Impacts are expected to be either indistinguishable from
the baseline or within the natural level of variation.
These impacts do not require mitigation and are not
Not significant
anticipated to be a stakeholder concern and/or a
potentially contentious issue in the decision-making
process.

Positive

Impacts are expected to have a positive benefit or
enhancement. These impacts do not require mitigation
and are not anticipated to be a stakeholder concern Not significant
and/or a potentially contentious issue in the decisionmaking process.

11.8.2

Design Envelope

In line with the design envelope approach, this assessment considered the maximum (‘worst
case’) Project parameters. The identification of the worst case scenario for each receptor
(i.e. fish ecology) ensures the impacts of greater adverse significance would not arise should
any other development scenario be taken forward in the final scheme design. With regards
to the impacts of fish ecology, the key parameters considered in the impact assessment are
described in Table 11.6 below:
Table 11.7: Design envelope for natural fish
Design parameter

Overview of parameter

Project parameter “worse case”

General
AfL area (km2)

Total area of seabed to be 4.2km2
occupied by the array. This
includes
turbine,
turbine
foundations and intra-array
cables. Also includes spacing
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Project parameter “worse case”

between turbines.
Project phasing

Installation of the Project to be
phased over a period of 8 years
(for the worst case option in
terms of the duration of the
installation works based on the
use of a single installation vessel
for turbine and foundation
installation throughout the
campaign. The actual timeline
could be significantly shortened
(e.g., 2-3 years in total) if
installation work is carried out
in parallel by multiple vessels.

Phase 1 = 10MW installed and
operation by end 2018
Phase 2 = remaining balance of up
to 100MW (e.g. 90MW) by 2025

Construction and installation
Foundations

Gravity Base Structures (GBS)

Maximum total seabed footprint =
500m2

Drilled twin pile foundations Max drill depth per pile = 11m
(alternative to GBSs)
Max release of drill cuttings per
foundation = 110m3
Intra-array cables

Export cables

Intra-array
turbines

cables

between Max length = 61km
Diameter = 110mm

Export Cable Option A (AfL area Length = 51km (total of up to 4
to Ballycastle Bay) – longest cables)
route
Diameter = 170mm
Width of cable corridor = up to 5m
per cable (cable + protection).
Based on 4 cables = up to 20m.
Separation distance between each
cable will be 2-3 times water depth.
Overall corridor within which cables
are installed will potentially be
wider than 20m. However, area
affected by cables will be limited to
actual cable route (e.g. up to 20m
within a wider corridor).

Cable protection

Export Cable Option A (AfL area Rock placement expected to be
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to Ballycastle
placement

Installation vessels

Bay)

Project parameter “worse case”
–

rock required along 80% export cable
route Option A

Options include:
x
x
x
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jack-up platform (JUP);
dynamic positioning (DP)
offshore construction
vessel; or
heavy lift construction
vessel.

Jack-up platform = worse case as
only vessel to have direct
interaction with seabed
Max total seabed footprint = 140m2

Operation
Tidal
turbine Three turbine technologies
generating capacity under
consideration
with
varying generating capacity for
each technology type.

Min capacity =
turbine/structure

1MW

per

Max capacity =
turbine/structure

3MW

per

Turbine parameters Worse case parameters for Max rotor diameter = 26m
turbine types
Max blade length = 11.1m
Max clearance between blade tip
and sea surface at LAT = 5m
Min clearance between blade tip
and seabed = 5.5m
Max swept area = 531m2
Array configuration comprises
number of options depending
on combination of four different
turbine
technologies
(see
Project Description for more
detail)

Min
total
number
of
turbines/structure for array = 34

Array
electrical Option
for
electrical
infrastructure
conditioning to be carried out at
surface piercing or subsea hubs
(will only be one or the other)

Maximum total number subsea
hubs = 10

Array configuration

Surface
hubs

Max
total
number
of
turbines/structure for array = 100

Maximum total number of surface
piercing hubs = 10

piercing Comprise a marshalling tower Max protrusion (height above LAT)
that would be supported on = 20m
either a jacket or monopile type Total area of hub = 72m2
structure
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Design parameter

Overview of parameter

Subsea hubs

Mounted on structure on the Total area of hub = 72m2
seabed
Height = 4m

11.8.3

Project parameter “worse case”

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

For many of the impacts that are discussed there has been some research into the potential
for these impacts to occur and the severity of these impacts. However, with certain impacts
such as collision risk and EMF there remains some uncertainty as to the exact nature of the
potential impacts that could occur. These areas of uncertainty are discussed for the relevant
impacts and reflected, where appropriate, in the conclusions drawn from the assessment.

11.9

Impacts during Construction and Installation

11.9.1

Smothering

There is potential for installation activities such as drilling (twin pile foundations) and cable
installation to lead to the creation of sediment plumes in the Project area through sediment
resuspension. However, given that the seabed in the Project area is predominantly cobbles
and boulders over bedrock there is very little sediment present in the area. It is therefore
unlikely that turbine installation activities will lead to any sediment resuspension or result in
the creation of sediment plumes in the Project area, however cable trenching may result in
the suspension of sediments.
11.9.1.1

Cable Trenching

The worst case cable to shore is 51km in total length (across 4 cables), approximately
10.2km of which may be trenched. The cable may be trenched in the intertidal region close
to landfall where the habitat is muddy gravel and therefore suitable for trenching. This
could result in suspended sediment close to shore which may affect fish habitats. Due to the
localised nature of the trenching and the dynamic nature of the surrounding environment
the sediment is likely to be rapidly dispersed rather than gathering on the seabed.
11.9.1.2

Discharge of Drill Cuttings

There is potential for the release of drill cuttings from the installation of the turbine
structure. Deposition of drill cuttings on the seabed could lead to localised smothering of
important fish habitats. The worst case impacts will arise from the use of the drilled twin
pile. The volume of drill cuttings generated by the use of drilled twin-piles would be 110 m3
cuttings per twin pile structure. For the total number of turbines (maximum 100), assuming
the use of this type of structure, the worse-case total volume of drill cuttings produced
would then be up to 11,000m3. However, due to the highly dynamic nature of the Project
area any drill cuttings discharged are likely to be rapidly dispersed rather than accumulating
into large mounds on the seabed.
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Spawning grounds are considered to be most sensitive to potential impacts from the
discharges of drill cuttings and any associated smothering. Sprat is the only fish species that
potentially spawns in the Project area. However, sprat is a pelagic spawner, producing
pelagic eggs that remain in the water column. Therefore, there is no potential for any
impact on sprat as a result of smothering from cable trenching or discharge or drill cuttings.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

11.9.2

Habitat Loss

11.9.2.3

Spawning Grounds

The only fish species identified as potentially having their spawning grounds within the
Project area is sprat. However, given that sprat is a pelagic spawner (producing pelagic eggs
that remain in the water column) they are not considered to be sensitive to substratum loss.
Sprat also utilise extensive spawning grounds around the North Antrim Coast, and the nature
of this habitat in the Project area (cobbles and boulders over bedrock) is considered
unsuitable for this species. Therefore, while there is likely to be some substratum loss
during installation of the turbine structure and cables, there will be no impact on sprat in
terms of the loss of spawning grounds.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.
11.9.2.4

Nursery Grounds

The Project area overlaps with low intensity nursery grounds for juvenile herring, mackerel,
horse mackerel, Norway pout, anglerfish, cod, European hake, plaice and whiting. Juvenile
stocks of fish are considered to be less sensitive than spawning fish due to their increased
adaptability and tolerance by way of their mobile nature. Juvenile common skate complex is
most likely to be affected by substratum loss due to their preference for sandy and muddy
habitats. As common skate complex is relatively large when they hatch (21-22cm long) it is
likely that they will be able to move away from areas of disturbance. Therefore, there will be
no impact on any of these species resulting from substratum loss.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

11.9.3

Noise

There is potential for underwater noise to be generated during the installation of the turbine
structure, turbines, intra-array and export cables. The main sources of noise include
installation vessels, drilling activities and use of other specialist equipment. Many marine
animals use sound during their everyday lives to track prey, avoid predators, navigate, and
communicate with one another (e.g., Hawkins and Myrberg, 1983). Even species that do not
communicate by sound use the acoustic scene (or soundscape) to learn about and exploit
their environment (Fay and Popper, 2000). Thus, anything in the environment that
interferes with the ability of a fish to detect and use sounds of biological relevance could
have a substantial impact on fitness and survival.
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Man-made underwater noise or sound can affect fish in a number of ways. In general,
impacts associated with underwater noise are grouped into two impact types: injury
(physiological damage) to hearing or injury / damage to other internal organs; or disturbance
(temporary or continuous) resulting in disruptions to behavioural patterns. The potential for
either impact to occur depends on sound exposure criteria (sound thresholds above which
injury or disturbance will occur). This varies depending on the hearing ability of individual
species.
In setting sound exposure criteria there are a number of scientific options. It has been
commonplace in the past to specify those sound levels that result in injury to animals,
especially if these are likely to result in death. However, this level of damage occurs only
very close to very intense sound sources like percussive pile drivers. Fish, due to their
mobile nature are generally able to vacate an area and avoid physical injury in most
circumstances. Therefore, in terms of potential impacts on fish it is the effects of noise on
fish behaviour that are considered most relevant (Popper et al., 2014).
Impacts on behaviour can occur at much greater distances from the source than sound levels
that can do physical harm, and they almost always involve a lower onset threshold than
tissue injury or damage to the auditory system. Significant changes in behaviour might
include abandonment of spawning behaviour or spawning sites, movement away from
preferred habitats, disruption of feeding, increased energy consumption, and diversion or
delay of migrations.
11.9.3.5

Fish Species with Vulnerabilities to Noise

Defining functional hearing groups for fish is especially problematic. Recent work by
Hawkins and Popper (2014) has divided fish into several different categories based on the
structures associated with hearing and then developed generalised guidelines that, at least
for now, do not depend on audiograms of individual species. The functional groups include:
x
x

x

Low sensitivity to noise - fishes without a swim bladder (these can only detect kinetic
energy – e.g., sharks, common skate complex, mackerel, whiting);
Medium sensitivity to noise - fishes with a swim bladder that is far from the ear and
thus not likely to contribute to pressure reception, so the fishes are primarily kinetic
detectors (e.g., salmon, sea trout) and eggs and larvae that are less mobile than adult
fish and therefore not able to readily move away from the noise source; and
High sensitivity to noise - fishes where the swim bladder or other air bubble is close
to the ear and enables sound pressure to be detected, broadening the hearing range
and increasing hearing sensitivity (e.g. herring, sprat, cod).

11.9.3.6

Lethal / Injury Effects from Noise

Interim criteria for the onset of tissue damage due to sound exposure have been recently
published by the Acoustical Society of America (Popper et. al., 2014). Based on this criteria,
while there is potential for construction vessels and pile drilling activities to generate levels
of noise that would exceed the injury threshold for hearing sensitive fish species, fish would
require 48-hour continuous exposure to the noise source (e.g. remain in the potential zone
of mortality / injury for 48 hours) for any lethal injury to occur. Given that, for even the
largest offshore construction vessel, the potential zone of influence would be only 18 m
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from the vessel (Wyatt, 2008), and that most adult and juvenile fish are highly mobile and
therefore are able to move away from the localised areas where lethal and injury effects
could occur, the potential for any mortality or injury to occur is highly unlikely. Therefore,
there will be no impact on fish during construction in terms of mortality or injury from noise.
11.9.3.7

Behavioural Responses from Noise

Although there is predicted to be a negligible level of fish mortality during installation, there
is potential for noise generated during construction to lead to behavioural response.
Behavioural reaction of fish to sound has been found to vary between species based on their
hearing sensitivity, type of noise (e.g. impulsive or continuous) and likely proximity of the
species to the noise source defined by Popper et al., (2014) as near (tens of metres),
intermediate (hundreds of metres), and far (thousands of metres). Proposed criteria for the
onset of behavioural impacts in fish due to continuous and impulsive sounds is provided in
Table 11.7 below.
Table 11.8: Criteria for onset of behavioural reaction to noise
Relative risk of behavioural reaction to noise
Fish sensitivity

Fish: no swim bladder (particle
motion detection)

Fish: where swim bladder is not
involved in hearing (particle
motion detection)
Fish: where swim bladder is
involved in hearing (primarily
pressure detection)

Eggs and larvae

Impulsive piling

Continuous sound

(Near) High

(Near) Moderate

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Far) Low

(Far) Low

(Near) High

(Near) Moderate

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Far) Low

(Far) Low

(Near) High

(Near) High

(Intermediate) High

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Far) Moderate

(Far) Low

(Near) Moderate

(Near) Moderate

(Intermediate) Low

(Intermediate) Moderate

(Far) Low

(Far) Low

For example, based on the criteria above, for large construction vessels, species considered
to have high sensitivity to noise e.g. herring, may exhibit a behavioural response at a
distance of up to a few hundred meters from the vessel (Wyatt, 2008). However, for species
with lower sensitivity to noise, behavioural response is only likely to occur if the species is
within close proximity of the noise source (e.g. tens of metres). All potential impacts are
also temporary in nature.
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The significance of a behavioural response is dependent on the type of behaviour disrupted.
For example, where a response results in avoidance, this may be significant if it causes a
migratory species to be held up or prevented from reaching areas of biological importance,
e.g. spawning and feeding areas, migratory routes. In other cases, the movement of species
from one area to another may be of no consequence other than a possible increase in
energetic expenditure for the fish. The types of behaviour observed in response to noise
include alarm response (e.g., startle responses and flash expansions of schools) and changes
in schooling patterns, position in the water column and swimming speed.
Of the fish species potentially present in the Project area, those considered to be most
sensitive to behavioural responses include sprat and migratory species (Atlantic salmon and
trout). With regard to sprat, although available data indicates that spawning grounds for
sprat coincides with the Project area, the seabed habitat within the Project area (bedrock
with cobbles and boulders) is considered largely unsuitable for the species. Given that sprat
spawning grounds extend around the entire North Antrim Coast, potential impacts of noise
on any sprat present within the Project area in terms of temporary behavioural response is
highly unlikely to impact the wider North Irish adult population. Therefore, there will be no
impact on sprat spawning grounds.
As noted above, strong behavioural responses resulting in avoidance in migratory species is
also an important consideration. However, both Atlantic salmon and trout are considered to
be of only medium sensitively to noise and are therefore unlikely to exhibit behavioural
avoidance unless they are in very close proximity to the noise source (tens of metres) for a
prolonged period of time (48 hours). Given the mobile nature of both species, this is highly
unlikely to occur therefore there will be no impact on migratory species.
Although the Project area overlaps with nursey grounds for a number of other species, given
the geographical scale of these nursery grounds, and the mobile nature of fish, the potential
for noise from construction activities to cause levels of disturbance that would impact local
fish populations is negligible. Therefore, there will be no impact on any nursey grounds.

11.9.4

Collision Risk (Vessels)

The risk of collision during installation is only likely to arise through the interaction with
installation vessels. Of the fish species that are present within the Project area, basking shark
are considered to be most sensitive to potential collision with vessels due to their size, slow
moving nature and fact that they swim close to the surface, especially when feeding. There
are no records of basking sharks within the Project area, but some sightings were made in
the Project study area (fish) during the marine mammal and basking shark survey (SRSL,
2015) (Plate 11.4). However, it is worth noting that the numbers and density of basking
sharks in the Project study area (fish) is considered to be very low suggesting the potential
for such an interaction to occur is very low.
Given the conservation status of basking shark, and the potential vulnerability to collision
with vessels, the sensitivity of the receptor is considered to be medium. Due to the small
Project area, the low number of vessels likely to be present in the area during construction,
and that basking sharks are present in low numbers in the Project study area (fish) and
therefore unlikely to transit the Project area, the magnitude of impact is considered
negligible. The impact consequence will therefore be negligible and the overall the impact
is not significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
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Noise modelling was carried out to inform the assessment of impacts of the Project on
marine mammals (Xi Engineering Consultants Ltd, 2016). Results from the noise modelling
report have also been used, where appropriate, to inform the impact of operational noise on
natural fish described below.
The noise modelling included:
x

modelling of near-field sound produced by the three turbines being considered for
the Project (Andritz, SeaGen U20 Streamtec and Schottel); and

x

far-field modelling to determine the cumulative operational noise produced by the
100MW array.

The far-field model was populated with results from the near-field model and was based on
three different turbine layout patterns. Results from the far-field modelling were then
compared to ambient noise measurements in the Project area to determine the range at
which the cumulative operational noise from the tidal devices is masked by the background
noise.
Conclusions from the far-field modelling found that, although there is potential for marine
species that are capable of hearing frequencies above 200Hz to detect the operational array
above background noise at a distance of at least 8km, the levels of noise at all distances from
the array are well below the M-weighted threshold for injury in marine mammals as defined
in methods developed by Southall et al., (2007).
Similar thresholds based on specific noise / sound pressure levels are not available for fish.
As described in Section 11.9.3, the determination of a potential lethal injury or disturbance
impact depends on hearing ability and therefore sensitivity to noise, type of noise and
proximity of the species to the noise source based on near (tens of metres), intermediate
(hundreds of metres) and far (thousands of metres) criteria.
11.10.1.1

Lethal / Injury Effects from Noise

As described in the underwater noise technical report (Xi Engineering Consultants, 2016),
noise from the operational turbines will be continuous and, whilst it might be detectable to
certain marine mammal species that are capable of detecting sounds above 200Hz up to 8
km from the array, is not expected to be at levels that would cause injury to fish. Based on
Popper et al., (2014) criteria, only the most noise sensitive species are considered to be at
risk as injury from near field exposure to continuous noise (e.g. within tens of metres).
Given most fish are highly mobile and therefore are able to move away from or avoid the
area where lethal and injury effects could occur, the potential for any mortality or injury to
occur is highly unlikely. Therefore, there will be no impact on fish during operation in
terms of mortality or injury from noise.
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Behavioural Responses from Noise

Based on conclusions from the underwater noise report, given that noise from operational
turbines might be detectable to certain marine mammals at 8km from the array, that noise
may also be detected by hearing sensitive fish species at a similar distance. However, based
on the Popper et al., (2014) criteria presented in Table 11.6, even for hearing sensitive fish
species (juvenile cod and herring) the risk of a behavioural response at this distance is
considered to be low.
However, there is potential for a moderate risk of a behavioural response for all species (low
to high sensitivity) at near and intermediate distances from the array. A behavioural
response does not necessarily result in avoidance. However, should avoidance occur, this
could result in localised species displacement due to fish avoiding the Project area and the
immediate surrounding area. With respect to the species that potentially spawn (sprat) or
have nursey grounds that overlap the Project area, given the small scale of the Project area,
and the extent of the geographical scale of these potential habitats, it is expected that these
species will be able to relocate to suitable alternative spawning or nursery grounds
elsewhere around the North Antrim, and wider Northern Ireland, coast. Potential impacts of
operational noise on fish spawning and nursery grounds are therefore considered to be
minor and not significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
With respect to migratory species, as noted previously, both Atlantic salmon and trout are
considered to be of only medium sensitively to noise and are unlikely to exhibit behavioural
avoidance unless they are in very close proximity to the noise source (tens of metres) for a
prolonged period of time (48 hours). Therefore, while there is a moderate risk of
behavioural responses to noise from the turbines, it is unlikely this will have an impact on
the ability of either species to migrate along the North Channel, in particular given the
position of the array on the eastern periphery of the main channel. There is also potential
that the ability of Atlantic salmon and trout to detect noise from the turbines may act as a
deterrent, helping them to avoid the array and therefore reduce the potential risk of
collision with the turbines. Overall, potential impacts on migratory Atlantic salmon and trout
will be of minor consequence and not significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.

11.10.2

Collision Risk

Potential interactions between marine wildlife and operating turbines are still not fully
understood. With regard to fish, a number of studies have been undertaken to investigate
the potential risk of collision between fish and marine renewable energy technologies.
These include studies carried out by Wilson et al., (2007) as part of the Scottish Marine
Renewables SEA, ABPmer (2010) as part of the Marine Renewable Energy Strategic
Framework for Wales (MRESF) and encounter modelling carried out by Xodus for other tidal
arrays for example, MeyGen (2012) and Brims (2015) tidal arrays in Scotland.
The studies by Wilson et al., (2007) and ABPMer (2010) focused on understanding fish
avoidance reactions to operational tidal turbines. Wilson et al., (2007) noted that structures
in the water column tend to attract fish and their predators, highlighting that ‘Fish
Aggregation Devices’ (FAD) are used in numerous countries to aid fishing (Food and
Agricultural Organisation (FAO), 2014). However, as noted by ABPmer, for certain species,
noise generated by operational devices can have the opposite effect, eliciting an avoidance
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response. The extent to which this avoidance response occurs depends on the hearing
sensitivity of different fish species to noise (discussed in Section 11.10.1.1 and 11.10.1.2).
The extent to which fish might exhibit close range evasion of tidal turbines depends on a
number of factors including:
x
x
x

device design – e.g. shape, size, colour and position in water column;
environmental conditions e.g. turbidity and flow rate; and
fish characteristics – visual acuity, maximum swimming speeds, body size, social
behaviour (e.g. schooling), foraging tactics, curiosity, habitat use, underwater agility,
sensory capabilities, age and experience.

The encounter modelling carried out for other tidal arrays used the regulator and statutory
advisor approved collision risk model published by SNH (2016). The model assesses the risk
of collision between tidal turbines and migratory salmon. The most recent modelling was
carried out for the Brims tidal array in the Pentland Firth. The model took population
estimates, area of the Pentland Firth occupied by the array and the probability of turbines
being operational (percentage of time that turbines will be active opposed to stationary, i.e.
during slack water) to determine encounter rates. These rates combined with avoidance
rates (based on the factors described by ABPmer and Wilson et al., (2007) above) were then
used to determine collision risk.
The results of the modelling observed that collision risk was <1% in all scenarios modelled,
thus it was deemed that collision with turbines was not going to have a significant impact on
salmon populations. The results of this modelling can be applied to the Fair Head Project (as
many of the parameters are similar) and clearly demonstrate the insignificance of potential
impacts. It was therefore not deemed necessary to undertake similar modelling for the
Project.
Broadhurst et al., (2014) published a paper documenting the findings from an observational
pilot study conducted within the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) looking at
interactions between fish and an operational tidal device. The study used video footage and
ADCP survey techniques to examine presence of fish and velocity flow rates within the
vicinity of a deployed tidal energy device. Results from the pilot trials which were carried
out over two 15 day periods in summer 2009 and 2010 observed pollack aggregating in
shoals temporarily round the deployed device with a larger abundance in 2009 than 2010.
The abundance of pollack was significantly associated to velocity rate for both trial years.
Increased abundance related to a reduction in velocity rate for both years, with shoals
potentially using the device for temporary protection or feeding strategies. Responses to
tidal velocity also differed between years. No other species were identified from the
surveys.
With regard to this Project, each turbine will have a minimum clearance from the blade tip
to the seabed of 5.5m and therefore it is expected that demersal species will be able to pass
under the device without encountering the area of the turbine rotor.
With respect to pelagic fish species, in particular Atlantic salmon, the available information
indicates that post-smolt salmon migrate rapidly and actively towards the open sea from
their river sources (Thorstad et al., 2004, Finstad et al., 2005; Lacroix et al., 2005) and do not
follow nearby shores except in areas subject to strong coastal currents (Lacroix et al., 2005).
Where tidal currents are present (e.g. through the Project area) there is evidence to suggest
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that smolts will try to stay close to the coast in order to avoid the areas of strongest current
(Malcolm et al., 2010). This would reduce the possibility of smolt salmon encountering the
turbines installed in the Project area.
There is also some evidence to suggest that Atlantic salmon smolts swim in the surface
waters and that adults spend significant time in the top 10m of the water column (Malcolm
et al., 2010). Fish passing through the Project area are therefore most likely to swim over
the top of the turbines, further reducing the potential for any encounters and resulting
impacts as a result of collision with the turbines.
Once at sea, migration occurs in a northward direction along the continental shelf towards
deep waters off Iceland using dominant ocean currents (Malcolm et al., 2010). Spent or
spawned salmon, known as kelts, migrate to sea rapidly in shallow waters (Malcolm et al.,
2010).
As discussed in Section 11.10.1, there is also the potential that noise emitted by an array or
turbine may provide fish with early warning of the turbines location so that they can avoid it.
Despite the noise from the turbines being relatively low and salmonids only being able to
detect it less than 10m from the array there remains the potential they could evade a
turbine further reducing the potential for an encounter. Many other migratory species such
as sea trout will have a much wider distribution and the entire regional population will not
pass through the same point all at once.
Given the conservation status of Atlantic salmon combined with other pelagic and benthopelagic species that may be present in the Project area, for the purpose of assessing
potential collision risk impacts, all species are assessed as having high sensitivity. However,
the magnitude of the impact will be negligible. This is on basis that the Project will only
cover an area of up to 4.2km2 along the eastern periphery of the North Channel and, based
on findings from other tidal project EIAs, the proportion of any fish population passing
through / present in the area that will potentially be affected is likely to be imperceptible.
The potential impact with regard to collision risk is therefore of minor consequence and not
significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
It is acknowledged that there is a lack of monitoring data from tidal arrays confirming the
nature of interactions between fish and tidal turbines. However, based on modelling carried
out for other tidal energy projects it is believed that fatal collisions within operational
turbines are unlikely to occur, or would occur in very low numbers that would be
imperceptible in terms of the wider populations. This will, however, be confirmed once the
results of monitoring studies become available.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

11.10.3

Habitat Modification

The presence of tidal turbines in the water could lead to habitat modification, both in terms
of spatial extent on the seabed and the space occupied within the water column. The
likelihood of impacts on the seabed are the same as those described for substratum loss
during construction and installation.
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The presence of tidal arrays may have a positive effect on fish populations through fish stock
recovery, should certain types of fisheries be excluded from the array. Colonisation by fauna
on the structures could result in an increase in food availability and the physical structures of
the foundations may attract some fish species as they could provide protection against
predation or the prevalent current and thus save fish energy (OSPAR, 2004).
Evidence of colonisation of tidal turbine structures and areas within a tidal array was
recently reported by Broadhurst and Orme (2014). An examination of species biodiversity,
composition and habitat type was carried out surrounding a tidal energy device installed at
the EMEC test site, Orkney. Using commercial fishing and towed video camera techniques
over three temporal periods from 2009 to 2010, the examination found increased species
diversity and compositional differences within the device site compared to a control site.
Both sites largely comprised of crustacean species, omnivore and predatory feeding regimes
and marine tide swept EUNIS habitat types which varied over time. The study concluded
that the device could act as a localised artificial reef structure, but that further investigations
are required (Broadhurst and Orme, 2014).
These refuge areas may increase levels of general productivity, potentially increasing
localised foraging resources for bentho-pelagic and demersal species that congregate
around the devices. Increased foraging opportunities may enable species populations to
increase in the tidal turbine deployment area. Post construction monitoring at offshore
wind farms in the UK have not identified any short term negative environmental impacts on
fish populations caused by the construction of wind farms (nPower Renewables, 2008). In
fact, at Horns Rev offshore wind farm monitoring revealed a marked increase in fish fauna
diversity, with shoals of cod, bib and whiting observed around the turbine bases (Leonhard &
Pedersen, 2004).
Given that fish species do not show significant increases in population this suggests low
sensitivity to this impact. Any increases in fish populations are expected to be imperceptible
in the context of the wider population. The magnitude of the impact is expected to be
positive on the basis that there is potential for the colonisation of turbine structures.
However, the likelihood that this will lead to significant increases in fish populations is
considered to be low. Overall although the impact will be positive, it will not be significant
in the context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact was positive.

11.10.4

Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Electromagnetic field (EMF) emissions are generated from the transmission of electricity
through subsea cables, such as the AC or DC intra-array and AC export cables proposed for
this development. The cables produce electromagnetic fields which have both electric (E)
measured in volts per metre (V m-1) and magnetic components (B) measured in micro tesla
(μT). While the direct electric field is mostly blocked with the use of conductive sheathing,
the magnetic field penetrates most materials and therefore are emitted into the marine
environment with the resultant induced electric (iE) field.
In an underwater environment, vision is limited by both light availability and turbidity,
natural selection therefore favours other sensory modalities such as hearing,
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chemoreception and electroreception. Some animals rely on natural magnetic fields for
orientation or navigation and some animals may be electro-sensitive to facilitate detection
of predators/prey or for social or reproductive behaviours. Thus the introduction of
anthropogenic EMFs near offshore cabling may interfere with these natural behaviours.
Of particular sensitivity, elasmobranchs can detect B fields far weaker than the earth’s
magnetic field and are ten thousand times more electrosensitive than most teleost fish.
Elasmobranchs use their electroreceptors to detect bioelectric fields produced by their
natural prey. Basking sharks filter-feed on zooplankton and it is thought they identify
energy-rich foraging patches through electroreception (Sims and Quayle 1998).
There is also an increasing body of evidence showing that marine vertebrates and
invertebrates can sense the earth’s magnetic field and they use this information for
orientation and navigation (Normandeau et al., 2011). A confounding issue is if animals are
attracted to anthropogenic EMF sources. If animals use electroreception to identify rich
prey patches then the introduction of anthropogenic electric fields in certain areas may
result in animals becoming attracted to these areas and thereby reducing the time the
animals spend foraging and ultimately their daily energy intake (Normandeau et al,. 2011).
Species monitoring at the Robin Rigg Wind Farm observed no significant difference in the
distribution of electrosensitive species along the export cable corridor after two years of
monitoring. However, it was noted that the survey station may be too far from the corridor
to observe an effect (Malcolm et al., 2013).
The vulnerability of migratory fish to the barrier effects of EMF are assessed in Section
11.10.5.3
It is commonly recommended that cable burial is used to increase the distance between the
cable and the electro-sensitive species (Gill et al., 2005; DECC, 2011). In instances where
burial of the export is not an option due to nature of seabed (hard bedrock with cobbles and
boulders) cable protection, for example by rock placement or mattresses can also be used to
increase the distance between marine species sensitive to EMF and the EMF source.
However, due to strong tidal currents and high energy nature of tidal sites, cable protection
measures such as rock placement or mattresses may not always be a practical solution.
As discussed in the Chapter 8: Intertidal Ecology, reports on EMF suggest that field strengths
will dissipate in a non-linear relationship with distance (Faber Maunsell & Metoc, 2007; Gill
et al., 2005; MORL, 2012). Modelling of a range of subsea (i.e. permanently submerged)
cables (33, 66 and 220kV) indicated that where cables are buried to 1m depth, the predicted
magnetic field strength at the seabed is expected to be below the earth’s magnetic field
(assumed to be 50μT) (MORL, 2012).
A study carried out by the Fundy Ocean Resource Centre for Energy (FORCE) in 2012 also
looked at the strength of magnetic field from cables laid directly on the seabed (no burial).
This study makes reference to findings from a CMACS study carried out for the Talisman
Environmental Statement (ES) for the Beatrice Wind Farm Demonstrator in 2005. This study
concluded that while the magnitude of B field emissions is not affected by cable burial, iE
fields dissipate more quickly in sediment than water. However, the FORCE study concluded
that for both B and iE fields, regardless of burial, any potential effects are localised and
unlikely to occur beyond 30m from the cables (Collins, 2012).
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The intra-array cables are very likely to be double armoured, whereby the cable consists of
an inner armoured layer with steel wires of approximately 5mm in diameter surrounding the
conductors, which would then be overlaid with a second layer of armouring with steel wires
of approximately 7mm in diameter.
At a worst case the intra-array cabling will occupy a distance of 61km within the AfL. There
will also be a maximum of 51km (across up to 4 cables) of export cable linking the tidal array
to shore, 80% of which may be rock dumped and 20 % of which is expected to be buried.
The maximum transmission voltage of the cables will be approximately 36kV.
While the use of cable burial measure (trenching or protection) would reduce the strength of
the B field at the seabed to approximately 0.33μT (FORCE, 2012), even where cables are laid
directly onto the seabed, the anticipated fields are still only expected to be in the region of
1.5μT with iE fields of 40μV/m (Gill et al., 2005). For both buried and surface laid cables this
is well below that ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĂƌƚŚ͛Ɛ ŵĂŐŶĞƚŝĐ ĨŝĞůĚ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ϯϬ ĂŶĚ ϳϬʅd ĂŶĚ ŝƐ
therefore not likely to be detectable by the fish species that are present in the area as they
move across the cables.
For the purpose of the assessment of EMF impacts, elasmobranchs are considered to be
most sensitive to EMF due to the reliance on electric fields for a number of fundamental
behaviours and are therefore assessed as being of high sensitivity. However, the magnitude
of impact is considered negligible based on the highly localised nature of potential impacts
due to rapid attenuation of EMF with distance coupled with the small footprint of the
development. Overall the consequence of the impact will be negligible and not significant
in the context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

11.10.5

Barrier to Movement

Tidal arrays have the potential to form a barrier to usual migration and transit patterns of
marine, elasmobranch and anadromous fish species. The array has the potential to act as a
barrier due to physical presence of the turbines and structures which occupy the entire
water column, adverse reactions to underwater noise, EMF or perceptions of devices and
associated infrastructure. It is unlikely that this impact will be as severe as in a constrained
water body, such as the mouth of a sea loch or in narrow sounds. However, given the ability
of some species (cod and plaice in particular) to select tidal stream transport as a means of
saving energy, the tidal currents at Fair Head are still an important consideration.
Table 11.8 presents the maximum proportion of a cross section of the North Channel that
would be taken up by the tidal array and therefore would potentially present a barrier to the
movement of migratory salmon. The part of the North Channel occupied by the tidal array
assumes a total swept area per turbine of 531m2 (based on a maximum turbine blade radius
of 26m) and a total swept area for the tidal array of 9,558m2 assuming a maximum of 18
turbines per row (on an east west alignment). Overall the tidal array is expected to occupy,
at most, approximately 0.42% of the total available cross section of the North Channel.
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Table 11.9: Percentage of North Channel from Fair Head to Kintyre Peninsula taken up by the
tidal array
Swept area of Maximum swept Approximate sea area % of North Channel
one tidal turbine area of tidal array of North Channel cross taken up by tidal array
section
531 m2
11.10.5.3

9,558 m2

2,273,000 m2

(up to) 0.42%

Atlantic Salmon, Sea Trout and European Eel

There is limited information on the movement of sea trout. For the purpose of this
assessment potential impacts on sea trout are considered in the context of potential impacts
on Atlantic salmon.
There is potential for the Project to act as a potential barrier (due to physical presence of
turbines and associated infrastructure, noise and EMF) to salmon migrating as post-smolts to
their offshore feeding grounds, and to adults returning from these areas to their natal rivers
in order to breed. However, the behaviour of salmon during the coastal phase of their
migrations has been relatively sparsely documented (Guerin et al., 2014, Thorstad et al.,
2012, Malcolm et al., 2010).
Post-Smolt Migration
It is thought that salmon post-smolts will use near-shore areas at the commencement of
migration, but their initial dependence on near- and off-shore areas is currently unclear
(Malcolm et al., 2010). Thorstad et al., (2004) tracked hatchery-reared smolts in Norway.
The post-smolts did not appear to use the immediate near-shore areas. Thorstad et al.,
(2007) also investigated potential differences in migratory behaviour of hatchery-reared and
wild salmon smolts. Both types of salmon were found to utilise the full width of the fjord,
suggesting they are not reliant on the nearshore waters. Lacroix et al., (2005) found that fish
tended to travel near to the coast when investigating the early marine migration of wild and
hatchery reared Atlantic salmon post-smolts in the Bay of Fundy on the east coast of
Canada.
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Evidence suggests that post-smolt salmon utilise water ranging from relatively close to shore
up to several km offshore. As such, the Fair Head AfL area, which lies between 0.8km and
2.9km off the coast, is not likely to present a significant barrier to the movement of
migratory salmon. Studies on the depth distribution of post-smolts migrating to the open
sea suggest they tend to stay very close to surface, where they would not be affected by the
tidal turbines. For example, Davidsen et al., (2008) tracked Atlantic salmon post-smolts, and
recorded swimming depths ranged between 0 and 6.5m. Similarly, Plantalech Manel-La et
al., (2009) tagged salmon smolts and determined that the mean swimming depth was 1.7m,
with regular vertical movements to a maximum depth of 5.6m.
Adult Salmon Migration
Adult salmon are not expected to come from open water directly to their natal river, but to
head for their coast of origin and then track along the coast using a composite of
environmental cues until they locate their destination (Guerin et al., 2014). Hawkins et al.,
(1979) tagged six grilse off the coast of Scotland at Rockhall near Montrose in 1978 and
found that they tracked close to shore once close to their natal river. Conversely, six fish
tagged from coastal nets in 1979 by Smith et al., (1981) found that they primarily travelled at
distances of up to 17km offshore. Hence, as is the case for post-smolts, there is clearly wide
variability in the distribution of individuals during their migratory movements, and the
Project is unlikely to represent a significant barrier.
Adult salmon also appear to spend the majority of their time at the sea surface, although in
contrast with post-smolts, this is punctuated by deep dives of up to 280m, a behaviour
which persists late into the migration on return to home waters (Malcolm et al., 2010).
Starlaugsson (1995) tagged 60 salmon returning to the coast of Iceland and determined that
most of their time was spent within 4m of the surface, although frequent diving between 10
and 123m was observed. Similarly, Holm et al., (2005) tagged fish in the Norwegian Sea, and
found that they generally resided within 5 – 10m of the surface. At these depths both adult
salmon and post smolts could potentially come into contact with the surface piercing
structures in the AfL. It is unlikely, however, that these will impede movement as they will
be stationary structures (relative to the water column) and it is anticipated that fish will
navigate around them.
In conclusion, both post-smolt and adult salmon have been shown to use both nearshore
and offshore waters during their migration, the Project is therefore unlikely to represent a
significant barrier to their movement, as they can freely move further offshore.
Furthermore, their depth distribution during migration suggests that both adults and postsmolts would be able to pass over the Project without encountering significant obstacles,
although they may encounter surface piercing infrastructure. Adults may be at slightly more
risk of collision as they intermittently dive to depths that would put them within the swept
area of the turbines.
EMF
A study commissioned by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) (Gill and Bartlett, 2010) concluded
that Atlantic salmon, sea trout and European eel can use the earth’s magnetic field for
orientation and direction during migrations and that juvenile sea trout respond to both the
earth’s magnetic field and artificial magnetic fields. The study also found that although
there is potential for EMFs from subsea in shallow waters (<20 m) to lead to possible a
temporary change in swimming direction during migration (Gill and Bartlett, 2010), there is
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no clear evidence that salmonids or eels are either attracted or repulsed by anthropogenic
EMF.
Therefore, given that salmon, sea trout and European eel appear to only have medium
sensitivity to EMF and that the magnetic field from the cables (export and intra-array) will be
well below that of the Earth’s magnetic field of both buried and surface laid cables (Section
11.10.4, it is likely that the cables will not be detected by any salmon passing through the
area, especially given the relatively small footprint of the Project area. Potential impacts on
salmon, sea trout and European eel in terms of barriers to movement due to EMF from intraarray and export cables are expected to be negligible and not significant.
Noise
As hearing generalists (Fay and Popper, 1997) salmon are unlikely to be able detect and
therefore avoid the array at long distance. In fact, due to the low noise levels expected to be
generated by the turbines it is likely that salmon will only be able to detect the turbines at
<10m from the array. Noise from the array is therefore unlikely to affect movement of
salmon through other parts of the North Channel.
11.10.5.4

Physical Barrier to Movement

There is potential risk for basking shark, pelagic fish (e.g. Atlantic salmon and cod) and
bentho-pelagic fish to encounter the structures which occupy the entire water column (i.e.
the surface piercing infrastructure).
Basking sharks swim close to the sea surface feeding on plankton and are therefore most at
risk of colliding with the structures occupying the upper sections of the water column. Two
basking sharks were observed during the marine mammal surveys, the closest of which was
approximately 2km south west of the Project area. The other sighting was approximately
3.5km north of the AfL area.
A number of pelagic and bentho-pelagic species of fish of international conservation
importance may also encounter the structures in the water column. These include Atlantic
salmon, sea trout, anglerfish, whiting, European hake and cod. However, it is highly unlikely
that any of these species will be affected by these physical barriers occupying the entire
water column due to their highly mobile and agile nature.
Basking sharks are considered to have greater sensitivity to risk of collision with structures
occupying the entire water column due to their larger size and lower agility compared with
other pelagic and bentho-pelagic fish species. Given that they are also listed as vulnerable
on the IUCN Red List and are listed as a UK and Northern Ireland priority species their
sensitivity / value is ranked as high. The magnitude is negligible as the Project area does not
comprise a prominent migratory route for basking sharks and there are no records of
sightings in the AfL area. The consequence is therefore low and the impact is considered not
significant.
11.10.5.5

Other Fish Species

Maturing cod and plaice may be impacted by potential physical barriers given that they use
tidal streams for migrating between feeding and spawning grounds: fish leave the seabed at
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slack water and remain off the bottom for most of the ensuing tide, whilst spent fish use the
opposing tidal stream to return to their feeding grounds.
Juvenile sprat which utilise the Project area as nursery grounds are likely to be some of the
most sensitive species to noise emissions from the tidal array. Their nursery grounds extend
beyond the Project area, however, around the Irish coast and throughout the Irish Sea. As
such this species utilises wide areas and disturbance at the Project area will affect only a
small proportion of the sprat population.
11.10.5.6

Assessment

Atlantic salmon are considered to be most sensitive to potential barriers to movement
through the North Channel due to the importance of the North Channel as a migration route
for salmon migrating to and from deep sea feeding grounds around west Greenland and the
Faroe Islands. The Project area is also thought to be used by salmon from Rivers Roe and
Foyle travelling along the North Antrim coast. Migratory cod are considered to be sensitive
to potential barrier effects due to their use of tidal streams for migrating between feeding
and spawning grounds and the conservation concern status of this species (IUCN Red Listed
as Vulnerable species and listed by OSPAR as requiring protection). However, the Project
area lies outside the main spawning grounds for this species and is in a low intensity area for
nursery grounds, therefore this species is assessed as being of moderate sensitivity. The
magnitude of impact is considered to be negligible based on the localised nature of potential
impacts and that at least 99.58% of the total cross section of the North Channel will not be
affected by the tidal array. The overall consequence of the impact in terms of barriers to
movement is minor and not significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

11.11

Impacts during Decommissioning

Impacts during decommissioning are likely to be the same or less than those identified for
installation. There will potentially be noise generated during the removal of the TSSs and
turbines from vessels and potential cutting of piled structures. However, these noise levels
will be similar to those identified during installation. There will also be temporary habitat
disturbance during decommissioning. However, once the structures and turbines are
removed, these habitats will be re-established.

11.12

Cumulative and In-Combination Assessment

Given the very localised nature of potential impacts associated with the Project it has been
concluded that in terms of natural fish the only project where there is potential for
cumulative impacts to occur is the Torr Head Tidal Array Project which is located
approximately 0.9km south east of the Project.
For the purpose of this assessment, the term cumulative impacts refers to impacts of the
proposed Project with all existing and reasonably foreseeable developments. The term ‘incombination impacts’ refers to the effects of the proposals with other plans or projects on
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European sites and therefore is only used in the context of the Project Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA).
Potential cumulative and in-combination impacts associated with the Torr Head Tidal Energy
Project for each of the following phases of the Project are described below.
x

Construction and installation;

x

Operations and maintenance; and

x

Decommissioning.

11.12.1

Potential Cumulative Impacts during Construction and
Installation

Given that it was concluded that there would be no impacts resulting from smothering due
to sediment resuspension or the discharge of drill cuttings it is highly unlikely that there
would be any cumulative impacts when considered in context of the Torr Head Tidal Array.
This is on the basis that only a small amount of drill cuttings is expected to be produced from
either project and these will be rapidly dispersed away from each area by the strong tidal
flow and highly dynamic nature of the environment within each site.
There is potential for noise generated during the installation of both projects to induce
avoidance responses in noise sensitive fish species known to be present in the area e.g.
herring and cod. However, considering the small scale of both projects in relation to the
overall size of the habitat of the majority of noise sensitive fish species that could potentially
be present in this area, the low levels of noise that are likely to be generated and the short
term, temporary nature of noise impacts it is likely that even if both projects are installed at
the same time, potential cumulative impacts will not be significant.
If both projects are installed at the same time, there is potential for an increase in the
number of vessels present in the local area (off both Torr Head and Fair Head). However,
the total number of vessels likely to be present will still be relatively low e.g. assuming an
average of four vessels present at any one time during installation for each project. There is
potential that the increase in vessel in the local area could increase the risk of collision
between vessels and basking shark. However, given that the numbers of basking shark
present in both the Fair Head and Torr Head Project areas are very low, the potential for
impacts on basking shark due to collision with vessels to be significant is low.
As with noise, substratum loss during structure and cable installation will be highly localised
with impacts occurring in the Project area only. Therefore, given that there will be no
impacts from the Fair Head Tidal Array and negligible impacts from the Torr Head Tidal Array
and taking into account the relatively small scale of both projects in relation to the large
scale of the spawning and nursery grounds that overlap both project areas (e.g. entire Irish
Sea area and western seaboard of Scotland for most spawning and nursery areas) potential
cumulative impacts of substratum loss from both projects on these areas will not be
significant.
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Potential Cumulative Impacts during Operation and
Maintenance

During operation and maintenance, the main potential cumulative impacts are in relation to
collision risk and barriers to movement. Most fish species present in the Project area have
very large habitats extending around from inshore waters (UK and Ireland) out towards the
continental shelf and into the North Sea. Potential impacts on the majority of these species
are therefore considered to be negligible as only a small proportion of the overall
populations for these species will pass through either array at any one time. The most
sensitive fish species in terms of these impacts has been identified as Atlantic salmon as this
is known to move along the north Antrim coast either as part of local movements between
rivers located north and south of Fair Head or on migration to and from offshore deep water
feeding grounds around Greenland and Faroes.
The assessment of both collision risk and barriers to movement for the Project concluded
that potential impacts on migratory salmon would not be significant on the basis that
although salmon will pass through the North Channel the chance of encounter (and resulting
collision) between salmon and turbines based on studies and modelling carried out for other
tidal EIA projects is very low. In terms of barriers to movement, the Project will only occupy
a small proportion (up to 0.42% of the North Channel) and therefore the potential for this to
restrict the movement of salmon through the North Channel is negligible as at least 99.58%
of the channel will remain open.
The Torr Head Tidal Array AfL area is located to the south east of the Project. Based on
information presented in the Torr Head Tidal Array ES, the Torr Head Project will occupy
approximately 0.37% of the North Channel. When considered with the Project, the total area
occupied by both arrays will be up to 0.79%. This means that even with both arrays installed
and operational more than 99% (at least 99.21%) of the North Channel will remain open for
salmon to migrate north. Given that both projects are also located outside the main channel
which is potentially used by salmon for migration, potential cumulative impacts on Atlantic
salmon migrations due to collision risk or barriers to movement will not be significant.
Cumulative effects from export and intra-array cables for both projects are of relevance to
electro-sensitive species that will tend to respond to the EMF emitted by these cables.
However, given the small scale of both projects and the limited potential for significant EMF
to be generated by the cables (due to the presence of EMF screens in the intra-array cables
and use of cable protection along the export cable) potential cumulative impacts on fish
ecology will not be significant.

11.12.3

Cumulative Impacts during Decommissioning

Although it is possible that a number of the impacts that may occur during decommissioning
(e.g. noise emissions, seabed impact) could act cumulatively with other developments, there
is limited scope for much of this since it is highly unlikely that the other developments would
be decommissioned at the same time as the Project.
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Mitigation Measures

As noted throughout the impact assessment chapter, given that no significant impacts have
been identified with respect to impacts on natural fish, there is no requirement to identify
any specific mitigation measures for this topic.

11.14

Residual Impacts

Given that no significant impacts have been identified and there are no requirements for any
mitigation measures, there are no residual impacts associated with natural fish.

11

Summary

Table 11.8 below summarises the potential impacts assessed with respect to natural fish and
the outcome of those assessments.
Table 11.8: Summary of impacts
Consequence
Sensitivity
Magnitude of and
/ value of
impact
Significance of
receptor
impact

Impact

Potential
Residual
mitigation
effect
measures

Impacts during construction / installation
Smothering

Low

No impact

No impact

n/a

No
impact

Habitat loss

Low

No impact

No impact

n/a

No
impact

High to
low

No impact

No impact

n/a

No
impact

Low

Negligible
consequence
therefore not
significant

n/a

Minor
impact

No impact

No impact

n/a

No
impact

Low

Minor
consequence

n/a

Minor

Mortality /
Injury
Noise

High to
Behavioural
low
Impacts during operation

Noise

Mortality /
Injury

High to
low

Behavioural High to
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/ value of
impact
Significance of
receptor
impact

Impact

low
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Potential
Residual
mitigation
effect
measures

therefore not
significant

impact

Collision risk

High

Negligible

Negligible
consequence
therefore not
significant

Habitat modification

Low

Positive

Positive

n/a

Positive

Moderate Negligible

Negligible
consequence
therefore not
significant

n/a

Negligible

High

Negligible
consequence
therefore not
significant

n/a

Negligible

EMF

Barrier to movement

Negligible

n/a

Negligible

Impacts during decommissioning
Impacts during decommissioning are likely to be the same or less than those identified for
construction and installation
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AFBI

Agri-Foods and Biosciences Institute

ANIFPO

Anglo-Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation

DARD

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development

DCAL

ĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚŽĨƵůƚƵƌĞ͕ƌƚƐĂŶĚ>ĞŝƐƵƌĞ;>Ϳ

FLOWW

Fishing Liaison with Offshore Wind and Wet Renewables Group

MLS

Minimum Landing Size

MMO

Marine Management Organisation

NCLFA

North Coast Lobster Fishermen’s Association

NIFPO

Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation

UFEN

UK Fisheries Economics Network
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This chapter assesses the impacts of the Fair Head Tidal Energy Project (the Project) on
commercial fisheries. To quantify spatial and temporal variaƚŝŽŶ͕ ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ĂƌĞ
described both at the local level and at the wider regional level in order to provide context
to the baseline and impact assessment. Recreational sea angling has been considered in
Chapter 18: Socio-Economics. This assessment has been undertaken by Xodus.

12.2

Supporting Studies

The following ES Chapters and Technical Appendices support the assessment of potential
impacts on commercial fisheries:
x

Chapter 11: Natural Fish;

x

Technical Appendix 7.1 Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site
WƌĞƉĂƌĞĚďǇ&/&ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƋƵĂƚŝĐĐŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĂͿ͖

x

Technical Appendix 11.1 Natural Fish Baseline Report prepared by AFBI Fisheries and
ƋƵĂƚŝĐĐŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰďͿ͖and

x

Technical Appendix 12.1 Commercial Fisheries Baseline Report prepared by AFBI
&ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƋƵĂƚŝĐĐŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͘

tŚĞƌĞ ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ͕ ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ŚĂƐ ĂůƐŽ ďĞĞŶ ŵĂĚĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů ^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ ;^Ϳ
prepared for the adjacent Torr Head Tidal Array project with respect to further defining the
baseline character of the local area.

12.3

Area of Assessment

While static gears have been identified as the sole fishing methods used in the Agreement
for Lease (AfL) and cable route options͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ŝŵƉĂĐƚ ŽƚŚĞƌ
ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŽĐĐƵƌ ŽǀĞƌ Ă ǁŝĚĞƌ ĂƌĞĂ͘  dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞ ŽĨ ĂƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐ
potential impacts on commercial fisheries the Project study area for the baseline
characterisation of commercial fisheries is defined as the Project area (AfL area and export
cable route options) and surrounding waters off the north coast of Northern Ireland. The
location of the Fair Head AfL area is illustrated in Plate 12.1.
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Plate 12.1: Location of Fair Head AfL area in ICES rectangle 39E3 and associated fishing ports

12.4

Legislation and Policy

In addition to the general legislation and policy guidance set out in Chapter 2 the following is
of particular relevance to the assessment of commercial fisheries:
x

Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1996 – ƐĞƚƐ ŽƵƚ ƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͕
ĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚion and improvement of inshore fisheries (out to 12nm) in
Northern Ireland;

x

Sea Fish (Conservation) Act 1992 – this Act extends powers to the 1967 Sea Fish
(Conservation) Act into Northern Ireland. This includes the entitlement to introduce
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ŵŝŶŝŵƵŵůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐŝǌĞƐ͕ƚŚĞissue of penalties for offences and greater enforcement
powers to Department of Agriculture͕ Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) [was
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD)] and sea-fishery officers;
x

Registration of Fish Buyers and Sellers and Designation of Fish Auction Sites
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2005 - these Regulations require registered fish
sellers to submit sales notes within 48 hours of a sale either at auction or to a buyer.
The sales notes muƐƚŝŶĐůƵĚĞƚŚĞŶĂŵĞŽĨƚŚĞƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ͕ŝƚƐŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚŝĐĂůĂƌĞĂŽĨŽƌŝŐŝŶ͕
ƉƌŝĐĞ ĂŶĚ ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ ŽĨ ĞĂĐŚ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ͕ ƚŚĞ ǀĞƐƐĞů ůĂŶĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƉŽƌƚ ĂŶĚ
date landed. Sales notes are not required if the quantity landed is less than 25kg per
day and is being sold direct to the public. This has significantly increased the data
available to monitor the effort and landings into Northern Ireland;

x

Best Practice Guidance for Fishing Industry Financial and Economic Impact
Assessments - guidelines based on outputs from a technical workshop organised by
ƚŚĞh<&ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐĐŽŶŽŵŝĐƐEĞƚǁŽƌŬ;h&EĂŶĚ^ĞĂĨŝƐŚ͕ϮϬϭϮͿ;

x

FLOWW Best Practice Guidance for Offshore Renewables Developments:
Recommendations for Fisheries Liaison (January 2014); and

x

Guidance on Commercial Fisheries Mitigation and Opportunities from Offshore Wind
commissioned by Collaborative Offshore Wind Research into the Environment
;KtZ/Ϳ͕;ůǇƚŚ-^ŬǇƌŵĞ͕ϮϬϭϬͿ͘

12.5

Stakeholder Engagement

^ŝŶĐĞ ĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂƚŝŽŶ ŽŶ commercial fisheries has been
ongoing. With respect to commercial fisheries͕ƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚĐŽŵŵĞŶƚƐƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƐĐŽƉĞŽĨ
the EIA (Scoping Opinion) are summarised in Table 12.1 below. A summary of further
consultation activities carried out with regard to commercial fisheries and responses
received as part of these consultation events is provided in Table 12.2.
Table 12.1: Summary of scoping responses relevant to commercial fisheries
ES chapter
within which the
specific issue is
addressed

Name of
organisation

Key concerns

DoENI Marine
Division

ES chapter includes
baseline
information for
fisheries and
Fisheries and aquaculture are to
Entire ES chapter
aquaculture and
be addressed in the ES
assessment of
impacts on fisheries
and aquaculture
(where appropriate)

Response
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Name of
organisation

Key concerns

January 2017

Response

ES chapter
within which the
specific issue is
addressed

Comment noted

N/A

No comments or feedback
received from commercial
fishing industry representatives.
DARD is content that
commercial fishing fleet
Department of operations in the Fair Head
Agriculture and region are included in the
Scoping Report. DARD also
Rural
welcomes continued
Development
communications with the
(DARD)
commercial fishing industry in
particular with regard to the
North Coast Lobster
Fishermen’s Association
(NCLFA) and the static gear
industry.
In addition to the comments
ĂďŽǀĞ͕ZĂĚǀŝƐĞƐƚŚĞ
applicant to note that while
Department of there is king and queen scallop
Agriculture and fishing throughout the region
;ďĂƐĞĚŽŶ/^ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞϯϵϯͿ͕
Rural
ĨŽƌǀĞƐƐĞůƐх15m in length this is
Development
mainly focused in the offshore
(DARD)
area to the north and northwest
of Rathlin Island not around the
north coast coastline.

Department of
ƵůƚƵƌĞ͕ƌƚƐ
and Leisure
(DCAL)

The Scoping Report correctly
ŶŽƚĞƐƚŚĞƉƌĞƐĞŶĐĞŽĨƐĞĂƚƌŽƵƚ͕
ƚůĂŶƚŝĐƐĂůŵŽŶ͕ĞĞůƐ͕ƐĞĂ
lamprey and river lamprey.
These species in addition to
holding significant nature
conservation and biodiversity
ǀĂůƵĞ͕ƉƌŽvide a value resource
in terms of recreational angling.
DCAL considers that due to the
ĚĞƉƚŚŽĨƚŚĞƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐ͕ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ
on these species will be limited.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ŝƚŝƐŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚĞĞůƐ

Clarification on
location of king and
queen scallop
Section 12.8
fishing provided in
baseline
description.

Baseline
information and
potential impacts
ŽŶƐĞĂƚƌŽƵƚ͕ĞĞůƐ͕
sea lamprey and
river lamprey are
assessed in the
Natural Fish ES
chapter (Chapter
11).

Chapter 11 and
Chapter 17

Impacts on
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Name of
organisation

January 2017

Key concerns

Response

have demonstrated slight
hesitation but overall no
reluctance in swimming over
electric cables. This should be
noted in the ES.

recreational angling
are addressed in
Chapter 17: Socioeconomics.

DCAL also draws attention to
fact that it is an offence under
Section 47 of the Fisheries Act
(Northern Ireland) 1966 to
cause pollution which is shown
to have a deleterious effect on
fish stocks.

ES chapter
within which the
specific issue is
addressed

Further information
on commercial
salmon fisheries is
provided in the
baseline description
and impact
assessment of this
chapter.

Table 12.2: Summary of further consultation activities and responses
Date and
Name of
type of
organisationNote
consultation 1

13/03/14
Meeting

07/04/14

Concerns raised

Response

ES chapter
within which
the specific
issue is
addressed

NCLFA

Discussion on role of
Carrie McMinn (AFBI)
as FHT Fisheries Liaison
Officer (FLO) and Bob
N/A
McMullan (NCLFA) as
Fisheries Industry
Representative (FIR)

N/A

NCLFA

Stakeholder meeting to
discuss plans for
N/A
geophysical survey and
marine wildlife surveys

N/A

General consensus was
that the Diverse Sea
Project is not
representative of
fisheries in the area
due to the way the data

Sections 12.7
baseline and
12.8 impact
assessment

17/08/16
Meeting at
E/&WK͕E/&WK͕
'ůĞŶƐ,ŽƚĞů͕
NCLFA and AFBI
Cushendall.

Baseline section
updated to
reflect
comments
raised and
information
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Date and
Name of
type of
organisationNote
consultation 1

January 2017

Concerns raised

Response

was collected.

provided by
local fishermen.

Maps to be circulated
to local fishermen to
acquire more location
specific information.
Baseline needs to
reflect seasonal use of
the AfL area.

ES chapter
within which
the specific
issue is
addressed

Impact
assessment
reviewed to
ensure capture
importance of
area for local
fishermen.

Potential for scallop
fisheries to be affected
by cable route to
Ballycastle.
Baseline section to
include VMS data for
ǀĞƐƐĞůƐхϭϮŵůĞŶŐƚŚ
collected as part of
designation of Rathlin
Island Proposed Marine
Conservation Zone
(MCZ).
Impact assessments
needs to reflect
importance of the area
to local fishermen.
Note 1:

Anglo-Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation (ANIFPO)
Northern Ireland Fish Producers Organisation (NIFPO)
North Coast Lobster Fisheries Association (NCLFA)
Agri-Foods and Biosciences Institute (AFBI)
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12.6.1

Introduction and Methodology

January 2017

The commercial fisheries baseline description (Appendix 12.1) is based upon a
ĐŽŵƉƌĞŚĞŶƐŝǀĞ ĚĞƐŬ ďĂƐĞĚ ƐƚƵĚǇ͕ ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ ŝŶ ϮϬϭϰ ďǇ &/ ĂŶĚ ƵƉĚĂƚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƐĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ
ďĞůŽǁ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿĂŶĚĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐŶŐůŽ-Northern
/ƌĞůĂŶĚ&ŝƐŚWƌŽĚƵĐĞƌƐKƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ;E/&WKͿ͕EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ/ƌĞůĂŶĚ&ish Producers Organisation
;E/&WKͿ͕ EŽƌƚŚ ŽĂƐƚ >ŽďƐƚĞƌ &ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ ;E>&Ϳ ĂŶĚ &/. To assess potential
impacts of the Project on commercial fisheries it is necessary to establish which commercial
fishing activities occur within the Project study area (commercial fisheries) and the
importance of those fisheries.

12.6.2

Sources of Baseline Data

ĂƚĂ ǁĂƐ ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ ĨƌŽŵ Ă ƌĂŶŐĞ ŽĨ ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ƚŽ ŝŶĨŽƌŵ ƚŚĞ ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ͕
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂƚŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚůŽĐĂůĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ĚƵĞƚŽĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐĂmongst fishermen
with sharing potentially sensitive data on commercially important fishing grounds in the
ƉƵďůŝĐĚŽŵĂŝŶ͕ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽŶĞĨĨŽƌƚůĞǀĞůƐĂŶĚůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐĨƌŽŵǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞ&Ăŝƌ,ĞĂĚ
AfL Area remains limited.
For the purpose of informing thĞ ŝŵƉĂĐƚ ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕ ŝƚ ŚĂƐ ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ďĞĞŶ ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ ƚŽ
characterise commercial fishing activities within the Project study area (commercial
fisheries) based on available sources of statistical data such as landings and effort data held
by DAERA. Where appropriate these data have been supplemented by anecdotal
information gathered during consultation with individual fishermen and from the Fisheries
Liaison Officer (FLO).
Other sources of data which have been used to support the baseline description include:
x

Technical Appendix 7.1 Benthic Baseline Report for the Fair Head development site
WƌĞƉĂƌĞĚďǇ&/&ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƋƵĂƚŝĐĐŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĂͿ͖

x

Technical Appendix 11.1 Natural Fish Baseline Report prepared by AFBI Fisheries and
Aquatic EcosysƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰďͿ͖

x

Technical Appendix 12.1 Commercial Fisheries Baseline Report prepared by AFBI
&ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƋƵĂƚŝĐĐŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐƌĂŶĐŚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͖ĂŶĚ

x

zĂƚĞƐ;ϮϬϭϮͿDĂƉƉŝŶŐƚŚĞƐƉĂƚŝĂůĂĐĐĞƐƐƉƌŝŽƌŝƚŝĞƐŽĨƚŚĞEŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ/ƌŝƐŚĨŝƐŚŝŶŐĨůĞĞƚ͕
The Diverse Seas Project.

12.6.2.1

AFBI Commercial Fisheries Baseline Report (Appendix 12.1)

AFBI produced a commercial fisheries baseline report (Appendix 12.1) which examined the
fisheries active in the Project area. The Project area is located in ICES rectangle 39E3 (see
AfL area in Plate 12.1) which is used in the AFBI report as the ‘area of interest’. The report
discusses the biolŽŐǇĂŶĚŚĂďŝƚĂƚƐŽĨƚŚĞŬĞǇƐƉĞĐŝĞƐƚĂƌŐĞƚĞĚ͕ƚŚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇĨŝƐŚŝŶŐŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ
utilised in the area of interest and discusses landings data from 2013 for ICES rectangle 39E3.
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12.6.2.2

January 2017

Review of Additional ICES Data

ĂƚĂ ŽŶ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĞĨĨŽƌƚ͕ ƋƵĂŶƚŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ ǀĂůƵĞ ŽĨ ůĂŶĚŝŶgs is presented for rectangular
geographical areas defined by the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas
(ICES). These geographical rectangles cover the entire globe. As shown in Plate 12.1 the
Project lies within ICES Rectangle 39E3. The baseline description below considered data
ĨƌŽŵ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ ϯϵϯ ĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ǇĞĂƌƐ ϮϬϭϭ ƚŽ ϮϬϭϱ ŝŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞ͕ ĨŽĐƵƐƐŝŶŐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ
average values across these years. The use of average landings data over a number of years
ĂƐƐŝƐƚƐŝŶƚĂŬŝŶŐĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŽĨǇĞĂƌƚŽǇĞĂƌǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ŝƚƐŚŽƵůĚďĞŶŽƚĞĚ
that this results in slight differences between the averaged values and the values and fishing
intenƐŝƚǇƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚĨŽƌϮϬϭϯŝŶƚŚĞ&/ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐďĂƐĞůŝŶĞƌĞƉŽƌƚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͘
12.6.2.3

Rathlin Island Proposed Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) VMS DĂƚĂ ;&/͕
2015)

/Ŷ ϮϬϭϱ͕ &/ ƵŶĚĞƌƚŽŽŬ ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ŽŶ sĞƐƐĞů DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ ^ǇƐƚĞŵ ;sD^Ϳ ĚĂƚĂ ĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚ ĨŽƌ
ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ х ϭϱŵ ůĞŶŐƚŚ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ϮϬϬϲ ĂŶĚ ϮϬϭϮ͕ ĂŶĚ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ х ϭϮŵ ĨƌŽŵ ϮϬϭϯ ŽŶǁĂƌĚƐ͕ ƚŽ
determine fishing effort in the proposed Rathlin Island MCZ. Results from this analysis are
presented as a measure of total VMS effort (sum of fishing hours) both spatially within the
boundary of the Rathlin Island proposed MCZ and temporally from 2006 to 2014.
12.6.2.4

The Diverse Seas Project

Fishing intensity of small vessels (< 15m) in the area has been mapped by The Diverse Seas
WƌŽũĞĐƚ;zĂƚĞƐ͕ϮϬϭϮͿ͘zĂƚĞƐŵĂƉƉĞĚĨŝƐŚŝŶŐgrounds by interviewing fishermen to determine
the importance of certain inshore areas for different fisheries. The results were mapped as
‘spatial access priorities’. These illustrate the potential importance of an area based on a
priority weighting from high to low as assigned by the skippers of different fishing vessels
and further analysis in GIS (calculated by dividing the number of crew by the area selected).
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ŝƚ ŝƐ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽ ŶŽƚĞ ƚŚĂƚ͕ ĚƵĞ ƚŽ ůŝŵŝƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ŶƵŵďĞƌ ŽĨ ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ ƚŚĂt
were interviewed as part of The Diverse Seas PƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ ƚŚĞ ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ ŵĂǇ ŶŽƚ ďĞ ĨƵůůǇ
ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞŽĨĨŝƐŚŝŶŐĞĨĨŽƌƚŝŶĐĞƌƚĂŝŶůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͘ŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇ͕ƌĞƐƵůƚƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŝǀĞƌƐĞ
Seas Project have only been considered in conjunction with other sources of data (as
described above) to ensure a robust characterisation of fisheries in the Project study area for
commercial fisheries.

12.7

Baseline Description

12.7.1

Fisheries Controls and Licencing

tŚŝůƐƚ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĂƐƉĞĐƚ ŽĨ ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ŶĞŐŽƚŝĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ƐƵĐŚ as the setting of
ƋƵŽƚĂƐ ;ƋƵŽƚĂƐ ĂƌĞ ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞĚ ĂƐ ƚŚĞ ƋƵĂŶƚŝƚǇ ŽĨ Ă ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂŶ ůĞŐĂůůǇ ďĞ ůĂŶĚĞĚͿ͕
ƌĞŵĂŝŶƐĂƌĞƐĞƌǀĞĚƉŽǁĞƌ͕ƚŚĞŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐĂƌĞĚĞǀŽůǀĞĚƚŽƚŚĞ
EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ/ƌŝƐŚ'ŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ͕ĂŶĚĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌĞĚďǇERA.
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12.7.1.1

January 2017

Fishing Vessel Licences

All vessels engaged in commercial fishing must hold a valid fishing license. A fishing license
ŝƐĂƉĞƌŵŝƚĨŽƌƚŚĞďŽĂƚƚŽďĞůĞŐĂůůǇĞŶŐĂŐĞĚŝŶǀĂůŝĚĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĨŝƐŚŝŶŐĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͕ŝ͘Ğ͘ƚŽďĞ
entitled to catch fish and sell it for profit. The system is designed to prevent increases in
both fleet numbers and catching capacities through a system of vessel capacity units. In
ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶ ƚŽ ůŝŵŝƚŝŶŐ ĂŶǇ ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞƐ ŝŶ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀĞƐƐĞů ŶƵŵďĞƌƐ͕ ĚĞĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶŝŶŐ
ƐĐŚĞŵĞƐŚĂǀĞ͕ŽǀĞƌƚŚĞƉĂƐƚϮϬǇĞĂƌƐ͕ƌĞƐƵůƚĞĚŝŶƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶƐŝŶƚŚĞŶƵŵďĞƌƐŽĨh<
and certain other member states’ fleets.
12.7.1.2

Crab and Lobster Management

>ŽďƐƚĞƌƐĂŶĚĐƌĂďƐĂƌĞƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůůǇƚĂƌŐĞƚĞĚƵƐŝŶŐƉŽƚƐŽƌĐƌĞĞůƐ͘dŚĞƐĞĂƌĞůĞĨƚ͕ďĂŝƚĞĚ͕ŽŶ
the seabed to attract crabs and lobsters. A number of pots can be attached to a single string
and marked with a buoy at each end. On average a string holds 10 – ϮϬƉŽƚƐ͕ďƵƚŝƚĐĂŶďĞ
ŐƌĞĂƚĞƌƚŚĂŶϱϬ͕ĂŶĚǀĞƐƐĞůƐĐĂŶƵƐĞŵƵůƚŝƉůĞƐƚƌŝŶŐƐ͘WŽƚƚŝŶŐĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐĂƌĞƚǇƉŝĐĂůůǇĐĂƌƌŝĞĚ
ŽƵƚďǇƐŵĂůůĞƌǀĞƐƐĞůƐ͕ƵƉƚŽϭϬŵŝŶƐŝǌĞ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͘
The Unlicensed Fishing for Crabs and Lobster Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2008 set a limit
for personal use of five crabs and one lobster per day. It also limits the number of pots
which can be used for personal use to five (&/͕ϮϬϭϰc).
Northern Ireland operates a minimum landing size (MLS) for crab and lobster. If an animal
ďĞůŽǁƚŚĞD>^ŝƐĐĂƉƚƵƌĞĚ͕ŝƚŵƵƐƚďĞƌĞƚƵƌŶĞĚƚŽƚŚĞƐĞĂ͘
x

Spider crabs under 120mm (female) and 130mm (male);

x

Velvet crabs under 65mm;

x

Brown crabs under 130mm; and

x

Lobster under 87mm carapace length.

V-notching is a tool in lobster stock management and has been in operation in Northern
Ireland for more than 10 years ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ. Through this scheme any berried female which
is landed is marked by cutting a ‘V’ from one of the uropods of the tail of the lobster before
returning it to the sea. If these lobsters are subsequently caught they should not be landed͕
but returned to the sea to protect the breeding stock. Currently there are two v-notching
schemes running in Northern Ireland. The North Coast Lobster Fishermen’s Association
;E>&Ϳ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞƐ ĨƌŽŵ EŽƌƚŚ ŽĨ ĞůĨĂƐƚ >ŽƵŐŚ ƚŽ WŽƌƚƐƚĞǁĂƌƚ͕ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ƚŚe area of
ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ͕ ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ ƌƵŶŶŝŶŐ Ă ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů ǀ-notching scheme for Ă ŶƵŵďĞƌ ŽĨ ǇĞĂƌƐ ;&/͕
2014c).
12.7.1.3

King Scallop and Queen Scallop Management

Scallops are targeted using scallop dredgers. This gear type uses dredges with metal teeth
set vertically along the front of the dredge which rake up the scallops and they are caught by
a mesh bag behind the tooth bar. There are no restrictions on total catch of scallops in the
UK and landings are primarily managed using minimum landing sizes and restrictions on
fishing gear and seasonal restrictions on scallop fishing. The scallop fishery effort in ICES
Area VI is fixed and does not change from year to year; it is managed by the Western Waters
ĞĨĨŽƌƚƌĞŐŝŵĞ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ŽŶůǇĨŝƐŚŝŶŐǀĞƐƐĞůƐŐƌĞĂƚĞƌƚŚĂŶϭϱŵŝŶlength are managed by this
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regime. The MLS of king scallops is 100mm in the seas off the north coast of Northern
Ireland (including the Project area) whilst for queen scallops it is 40mm. The Irish Sea is
closed to scallop dredging from 1st June to the 31st KĐƚŽďĞƌĂŶŶƵĂůůǇ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͘

12.7.2

Overview of Commercial Fisheries in Northern Ireland

The Northern Irish fishing fleet comprised an average of 380 vessels from 2009 to 2014. In
recent years there has been a move towards inshore fishing due to pressures placed on the
offshore fleet. The number of vessels over 10m in length has dropped from 52% of the fleet
in 2000 to 38% in 2014. The ports that fishermen utilise have also changed as a result of this
transition with more fishermen now fishing from smaller ports. Fishing ports in the region of
the Project are shown in Plate 12.1. This increase in effort placed on the inshore fleet means
typically some kind of fishinŐ ƚĂŬĞƐ ƉůĂĐĞ ĂůŽŶŐ ĂůŵŽƐƚ ƚŚĞ ĞŶƚŝƌĞ EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ /ƌŝƐŚ ĐŽĂƐƚůŝŶĞ͕
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĂƌĞĂ;&/͕ϮϬϭϰĐͿ͘
Inshore fisheries typically target cƌĂďƐ͕ůŽďƐƚĞƌƐ͕ǀĞůǀĞƚĐƌĂď͕ǁŚĞůŬƐ͕ƐŚƌŝŵƉ͕ and Nephrops
using pots (although Nephrops can also be targeted using demersal trawls). In 2013͕ 142
ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ ǁĞƌĞ ƌĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĞĚ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ͕ ǁŝƚŚ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ǁŽƌƚŚ ŽǀĞƌ άϰ ŵŝůůŝŽŶ͘  dŚĞ
ŵĂũŽƌŝƚǇŽĨĨŝƐŚŝŶŐǀĞƐƐĞůƐǁŚŝĐŚƚĂƌŐĞƚĐƌĂďĂŶĚůŽďƐƚĞƌĂƌĞůĞƐƐƚŚĂŶϭϬŵŝŶůĞŶŐƚŚ;&/͕
2014c). Nephrops dominated landings into Northern Ireland between 2010 and 2014
accounting for 57% of the value of all landings into Northern Ireland over that time period
;DĂƌŝŶĞ DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ KƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ;DDKͿ͕ ϮϬϭϰͿ͘  dŚĞ ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ƚĂƌŐĞƚŝŶŐ EĞƉŚƌŽƉƐ ŝŶ
Northern Ireland typically utilise twin rŝŐƚƌĂǁůƐ;zĂƚĞƐ͕ϮϬϭϮͿ͘^ĐĂůůŽƉƐĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞĚϭϭйŽĨthe
value of landings into Northern Ireland (average 2010-ϮϬϭϰͿ;DDK͕ϮϬϭϰͿ͘

12.7.3

DARD Data – Landings and Effort from ICES Rectangles 39E3

12.7.3.1

ICES Rectangle Data

As shown in Plate 12.1͕the Project lies within ICES Rectangle 39E3. >ĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ;ǀĂůƵĞ;ά)) and
quantity data (liveweight (tonnes)) for ICES rectangles 39E3 (average values 2011 – 2015
inclusive) were obtained from DARD for Northern Irish vessels that are ч 10m and х 10m in
length. Landings into ports in Northern Ireland from ICES rectangle 39E3 are shown in Table
12.3 and in Figure 6 and Figure 7 in the AFBI Fisheries Baseline Report (2014c). A detailed
breakdown of landings has only been provided for species that have been caught
consistently over the timescale studied or comprise a prominent proportion of landings.
In ICES Rectangle 39E3 lobster and brown crab are of most importance for the <10m fishing
fleet with lobster comprising 80% of the annual average value of landings into Northern
Ireland between 2011 and 2015 and brown crab comprising 19% of the annual average value
of landings for the same period (Table 12.3). Nephrops and queen scallop are the most
important species in terms of ecoŶŽŵŝĐǀĂůƵĞĨŽƌƚŚĞхϭϬŵ fleet comprising 46% and 27% of
landings from 2011 to 2015 from ICES rectangle 39E3 respectively.
Important species for vessels хϭϬŵ are scallops and herring which contributed 13% and 7%
of the overall total value of landings into Northern Ireland for the same period respectively.
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Table 12.3: Key species landed into Northern Ireland from ICES Rectangles 39E3 by Northern
Irish vessels чϭϬŵ and vessels хϭϬŵ in length (Source: DARD &ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐŝǀŝƐŝŽŶ͕ϮϬϭϲ)
sĞƐƐĞůчϭϬŵ
Species

Liveweight
(Tonnes)

Value (£)
Average

Nephrops 0

sĞƐƐĞůƐхϭϬŵ
Liveweight
(Tonnes)

Value (£)

% Total Average % Total

Average

% Total Average % Total

0

0

0

ϲϳϭ͕ϵϴϰ

46

337

21

Queen
scallops

0

0

0

0

ϯϵϭ͕ϯϯϱ

27

816

52

Scallops

741

<1

0.37

<1

ϭϴϱ͕Ϯϲϲ

13

111

7

Herring

0

0

0

0

ϵϰ͕ϳϱϭ

7

246

16

Edible
crab

ϯϯ͕ϲϴϱ

19

33.34

70

ϰϴ͕ϵϳϰ

3

53

3

Lobsters

ϭϰϯ͕ϴϴϵ

80

12.55

26

ϰϰ͕ϱϬϴ

3

4

<1

Other
species

12.7.3.2

DĂĐŬĞƌĞů͕ ƉŽůůĂĐŬ͕ ƐĂŝƚŚĞ ĂŶĚ ŶĂƚŝǀĞ
oysters are also targeted by vessels
ч10m and account for 1% of landed
value and 4% of landed liveweight
(tonnes).

^ƋƵŝĚ͕ ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ ŚĂŬĞ͕ ĂŶŐůĞƌĨŝƐŚ͕
turbot͕ pŽůůĂĐŬ͕ ŚĂĚĚŽĐŬ͕ ƐŽůĞ͕ ďƌŝůů͕
ĐŽĚ͕ ůĞƐƐĞƌ ƐƉŽƚƚĞĚ ĚŽŐĨŝƐŚ͕ ĐŽŶŐĞƌ
ĞĞůƐ͕ ďůŽŶĚĞ ƌĂǇ͕ ǁŝƚĐŚ͕ ůŝŶŐ͕ ǁŚĞůŬƐ͕
mixed squid and octopuƐ͕ ƚŚŽƌŶďĂĐŬ
ƌĂǇ͕ ƉůĂŝĐĞ͕ ŐƵƌŶĂƌĚ͕ ůĂƚĐŚĞƚ͕ ĐƵĐŬŽŽ
ƌĂǇ͕ ƐĂŝƚŚĞ͕ ůĞŵŽŶ ƐŽůĞ͕ ũŽŚŶ ĚŽƌǇ͕
ƐŬĂƚĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƌĂǇƐ͕ ǁŚŝƚŝŶŐ͕ ŵĂĐŬĞƌĞů͕
ŵĞŐƌŝŵ͕ ƐƚĂƌƌǇ ƌĂǇ͕ ŽĐƚŽƉƵƐ ĂŶĚ
dogfish spp. are also landeĚ ďǇ хϭϬŵ
vessels and account for 1% of landed
value and liveweight (tonnes).

Seasonal Variations in Landings for Crab and Lobster

Plate 12.2 and Plate 12.3 illustrate seasonal variations in brown crab and lobster landings
from within ICES rectangle 39E3. These figures show that although both crab and lobster are
landed thrŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ǇĞĂƌ͕ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ŽĨ ďƌŽǁŶ ĐƌĂď ƉĞĂŬ ŝŶ August for vessels <10 m in
ůĞŶŐƚŚ ĂŶĚ ŝŶ EŽǀĞŵďĞƌ ĨŽƌ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ х ϭϬ ŵ ŝŶ ůĞŶŐƚŚ͘  >ŽďƐƚĞƌ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ĂƌĞ ŐƌĞĂƚĞƐƚ ĨƌŽŵ
DĂǇƚŽ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌĨŽƌǀĞƐƐĞůƐфϭϬŵĂŶĚĨƌŽŵ:ĂŶƵĂƌǇƚŽ:ƵůǇĨŽƌǀĞƐƐĞůƐхϭϬŵ͘
These peaks in activity for lobster coincide with increases in water temperature which
causes an increase in their metabolic rate. This in turn increases their feeding rate and the
ĂƚƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ďĂŝƚĞĚ ƉŽƚƐ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ ǁŚǇ ŚŝŐŚĞƌ ĐĂƚĐŚ ƌĂƚĞƐ ĂƌĞ ƐĞĞŶĚƵƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ warmer
water months. These peak landings also coincide with periods of more settled weather
ĚƵƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ƐƵŵŵĞƌ ŵŽŶƚŚƐ ǁŚĞŶ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ĂƌĞ ŽƉƚŝŵƵŵ͕ ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇ ĨŽƌ ƐŵĂůůĞƌ
vessels (e.g. < 10 m in length).
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Plate 12.2: Seasonal landings of key species from Northern Irish vessels < ϭϬ ŵ ŝŶ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ ϯϵϯ ;ĂǀĞƌĂŐĞ ϮϬϭϭ-ϮϬϭϱͿ ;Z &ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ
ŝǀŝƐŝŽŶ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ
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Plate 12.3: ^ĞĂƐŽŶĂů ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ŽĨ ŬĞǇ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ ĨƌŽŵ EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ /ƌŝƐŚ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ х ϭϬ ŵ ŝŶ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ ϯϵϯ ;ĂǀĞƌĂŐĞ ϮϬϭϭ-ϮϬϭϱͿ ;Z &ŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ
ŝǀŝƐŝŽŶ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ
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12.7.3.3 Higher Resolution Data
ICES Rectangle 39E3 covers the majority of the Northern Ireland coast from Garron Point in
the south to Lough Foyle on the north coast. Whilst it is difficult to extrapolate the actual
ǀĂůƵĞ ŽĨ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ĂƌĞĂ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚŝƐ ǁŝĚĞƌ ĂƌĞĂ͕ these data do indicate which
inshore species are of commercial importance for Northern Ireland.
Higher resolution data are available for vessels greater than 15m in length using evidence
from vessel monitoring systems (VMS). VMS provides commercial catch statistics including
ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ǀĂůƵĞ͕ ƚŽŶŶĂŐĞ ĂŶĚ ĞĨĨŽƌƚ ǁŚŝĐŚ the MMO present in an ICES sub-rectangle grid
system (3 x 1.75nm) to provide a geographical context for interpretation. ICES subrectangles are smaller than ICES rectangles thus offer greater detail over small areas. As
these data exclude vessels less than 15m in length it does not fully represent the fishing
activity in the Project area which is likely to be dominated by smaller vessels due to the
ƉƌŽǆŝŵŝƚǇƚŽƐŚŽƌĞ͘sD^ĚĂƚĂĨŽƌ/^ƐƵďƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞƐŝŶ/^ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞϯϵϯĚŽ͕ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕
show that:
x

vĞƐƐĞůƐ хϭϱŵ ƵƚŝůŝƐŝŶŐƉŽƚƐ ĂŶĚ ƚƌĂƉƐ ĂƌĞŶŽƚ ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚ ŝŶ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ ϯϵϯ ĂŶĚ
vessels utilising pots and traps are active to the north west of Portrush;

x

the highest value landings from ICES Rectangle 39E3 come from the north east
ƌĞŐŝŽŶ ŽĨƚŚĞ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ͕ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶŽƌƚŚ ĂŶĚ ŶŽƌƚŚǁĞƐƚ ŽĨ ZĂƚŚůŝŶ /ƐůĂŶĚ͕ŶŽƚƚŚĞ
Project area;

x

dredges are the dominant gear type in the offshore area north and northwest of
Rathlin Island suggesting this is where king and queen scallops are primarily targeted
(ŽE/͕ϮϬϭϱͿ͖

x

the Project study area (commercial fisheries) ŽǀĞƌůĂƉƐĨŽƵƌƐƵďƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞƐ͕ŝŶǁŚŝĐŚ
the ŽŶůǇŐĞĂƌƵƚŝůŝƐĞĚďǇǀĞƐƐĞůƐхϭϱŵ is demersal trawls/seines and dredges; and

x

the highest value sub rectangle overlapping with the Project area has a landings
ǀĂůƵĞ ŽĨ άϭϯ͕ϬϯϬ ƉĞƌ ǇĞĂƌ ;ĂǀĞƌĂŐĞ ϮϬϭϬ-2014) and overlaps with the cable route
option which lands in Ballycastle Bay.

The use of the region to the north of Rathlin Island as an important scallop dredging ground
is identified by Yates Diverse Seas Project (2012) which indicates that the area has moderate
priority for scallop dredging compared with the Project area which was given no priority.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ŝƚ ǁĂƐ ŶŽƚĞĚ ďǇ ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂƚŝŽŶ ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ 'ůĞŶƐ ,ŽƚĞů͕
ƵƐŚĞŶĚĂůů͕ ƚŚĂƚ ƐĐĂůůŽƉ ĚƌĞĚŐŝŶŐ ĂůƐŽ ŽĐĐƵƌƐ ŝŶ ǁĂƚĞƌƐ ĂůŽŶŐ ƉĂƌƚ ŽĨ ĞǆƉŽƌƚ ĐĂďůĞ ƌŽƵƚĞ 
towards Ballycastle. ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ the level of effort in this area is understood to be lower than
effort levels off Rathlin Island.
The analysis of VMS derived fishing effort by AFBI in 2015 indicates that fishing effort is
greatest in waters to the west and north west of Rathlin Island. There are also pockets of
ŚŝŐŚĞƌ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĞĨĨŽƌƚ ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ŽĨĨƐŚŽƌĞ͕ ŽĨĨ ƚŚĞ ŶŽƌƚŚ ĞĂƐƚ ĐŽĂƐƚ ŽĨ ZĂƚŚůŝŶ /ƐůĂŶĚ͘  ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕
given that the AFBI analysis does not distinguish between gear types it is not possible to
corroborate what target species the high levels of fishing effort correspond to͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ the
spatial distributions are similar to those observed in the landings data from ICES Rectangle
39E3 which indicate that the value of landings are highest from waters to the north and
northwest of Rathlin Island where the primary targeted species is king and queen scallops.
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dŚĞ &/ ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ĂůƐŽ ƐŚŽǁƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ĞĨĨŽƌƚ ǀĂƌŝĞƐ ŽŶ Ă ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂů ƐĐĂůĞ͕ ǁŝƚŚ Ă ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ
peak in effort recorded in 2010. By 2012 effort levels were back to levels recorded in 2008.
The Diverse Seas Project indicates that ICES rectangle 39E3 is not a priority area for
EĞƉŚƌŽƉƐ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ͕ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ĂƌĞĂ ĂŶĚ ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐ ǁĂƚĞƌƐ ĚĞŶŽƚĞĚ ĂƐ ďĞŝŶŐ ŽĨ ͚ůŽǁ
priority’. Nephrops are generally found on a range of soft sediments such as fine cohesive
ŵƵĚ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ ƐƚĂďůĞ ĞŶŽƵŐŚ ƚŽ ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƵŶůŝŶĞĚ ďƵƌƌŽǁƐ ;DĂƌ>/E͕ ϮϬϭϰͿ͘  ĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ
results from the benthic survey (&/͕ϮϬϭϰĂ)͕ the majority of the Project area comprises a
mosaic of bedrock and stony reef habitat and sand scour with areas of coarse sand and
ŐƌĂǀĞů ƐĞĚŝŵĞŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ƉĂƚĐŚĞƐ ŽĨ ŵƵĚĚǇ ŐƌĂǀĞů ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ĂůůǇĐĂƐƚůĞ ĂǇ ;&/͕ ϮϬϭϰĂͿ͘  It is
therefore unlikely that Nephrops are present in the Project area given the lack of suitable
habitat for this species.

12.7.4

Key Ports in the Project Study Area (Commercial Fisheries)

Table 12.4 shows the main fishing ports that are of importance for landings from the Fair
,ĞĂĚĂƌĞĂ͘dŚĞƐĞŝŶĐůƵĚĞĂůůǇĐĂƐƚůĞ͕ZĂƚŚůŝŶ/ƐůĂŶĚ͕ Red Bay and Portavogie and are based
on the average landings from 2011 to 2015 for ICES Rectangle 39E3 (Z͕ ϮϬϭϲͿ͘  Z
statistics indicate that Northern Irish vessels <10m which fish in ICES rectangle 39E3 land
their catch primarily at Rathlin Island and Red Bay (31% and 28% of landed value
respectively).
sĞƐƐĞůƐ хϭϬŵ active in this rectangle land the majority of their catch at the larger ports
including Ballycastle and Portavogie (48% and 18% of landed value respectively). Table 12.4
details the number of vessels registered at each of the ports used to land catch from ICES
ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞϯϵϯ͘dŚĞƉŽƌƚƐŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚĞĚŝŶƉƵƌƉůĞĂƌĞŽŶůǇƵƚŝůŝƐĞĚďǇǀĞƐƐĞůƐхϭϬŵŝŶůĞŶŐƚŚ
and these are less likely to fish in the Project area due to proximity to shore.
Table 12.4: Number of vessels registered to ports which are used for the landing of fish
ĐĂƵŐŚƚŝŶ/^ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞϯϵϯ;sĞƐƐĞůZĞŐŝƐƚĞƌ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ
Port

Number <10m
vessels registered

EƵŵďĞƌхϭϬŵ
vessels registered

Total

Ballycastle

4

3

7

Portrush

3

0

3

Portballintrae

2

0

2

Londonderry

2

0

2

Red Bay

4

2

6

Waterfoot

2

0

2

Portavogie

23

31

54

Ardglass

16

27

43
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Port

Number <10m
vessels registered

EƵŵďĞƌхϭϬŵ
vessels registered

Total

Kilkeel

43

64

107

Bangor (Co Down)

5

7

12

Donaghdee

6

0

6

Rathlin Island

0

0

0

Portballintrae

2

0

2

Portstewert

4

0

4

Carnlough

3

0

3

Cushendun

1

0

1

Ballintoy

1

0

1

Dunseverick

2

0

2

Total

123

134

257

Note: Ports highlighted in grey ĂƌĞŽŶůǇƵƚŝůŝƐĞĚďǇǀĞƐƐĞůƐх10m in length and these are
less likely to fish in the Project area.

12.7.5

Fisheries within the Project Area

Landings data from DARD indicate that edible crab and lobster are the most important
inshore commercial fish species landed round the coast of Northern Ireland. The AFBI
(2014c) report notes that the primary species targeted by pots around the Northern Ireland
ĐŽĂƐƚĂƌĞƚŚĞďƌŽǁŶĐƌĂď͕ǀĞůǀĞƚĐƌĂď͕ůŽďƐƚĞƌ͕ǁŚĞůŬƐ͕ƐŚƌŝŵƉĂŶĚEĞƉŚƌŽƉƐ͘
This data corresponds with information on local fishing activities provided by local fishermen
as part of ongoing consultation.
12.7.5.1

Information from Local Fishermen

/ƚŝƐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚ͕ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚůŽĐĂůĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ;ƉĞƌƐĐŽŵŵ͕E>&ƚĞůĞƉŚŽŶĞĂŶĚ
ĞŵĂŝůĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶĐĞ͕ϮϬϭϲͿƚŚĂƚƉŽƚĨŝƐŚŝŶŐĚŽĞƐŽĐĐƵƌǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞ&Ăŝƌ,ead Project area.
While the precise location of fishing activities (nearshore or offshore) and effort levels within
the area was said to be ǀĂƌŝĂďůĞ͕ŝƚŝƐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞƚŚƌĞĞĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ͕ĞĂĐŚwho
ŚĂǀĞĂŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨǀĞƐƐĞůƐ͕ĂĐƚŝǀĞŝŶƚŚĞĂƌĞĂ͘ Each fisherman has an average of around 150
pots. It is understood that the area is generally fished more on neap tides during the
summer months. It is also understood that there is limited fishing during a spring tide due to
the very strong tidal currents in the area and associated safety risks with setting pots in
these conditions.
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dŚŝƐ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ǁŚŝůƐƚ ĂŶĞĐĚŽƚĂů͕ does correspond with landings data from DARD which
indicates that pot fisheries are the main fisheries in inshore waters. The information also
ƌĞĨůĞĐƚƐŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚĂƐĂƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞŝǀĞƌƐĞ^ĞĂƐWƌŽũĞĐƚ;zĂƚĞƐ͕ϮϬϭϮͿǁŚŝĐŚĂůƐŽ
found crab and lobster fisheries to be the only fisheries in the AfL area.
The Diverse Seas Project indicates that although the Fair Head AfL area ŝƐ͕ ŝŶ ŐĞŶĞƌĂů͕
mapped as being of moderate priority area in terms of spatial access for crab and lobster
ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ͕ƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞĂƌĞĂƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŽĨŚŝŐŚƉƌŝŽƌŝƚǇŝŶƚĞƌŵƐŽĨƐƉĂƚŝĂůĂĐĐĞƐƐŝŶƚŚĞƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐ
areas (mainly along the coast to the south of the AfL area) and along export cable route
option A.
tŚĞŶ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ŝŶ ĐŽŶũƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ ǁŝƚŚ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ĨƌŽŵ ůŽĐĂů ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ͕ ŝƚ ǁŽƵůĚ ĂƉƉĞĂƌ
ƚŚĂƚ͕ǁŚŝůĞƚŝĚĂůĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞƐŝƚĞŵĞĂŶƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĂƌĞĂĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞĨŝƐŚĞĚŽŶĂƌĞŐƵůĂƌ
ďĂƐŝƐ ĨŽƌ ƐĂĨĞƚǇ ƌĞĂƐŽŶƐ͕ ƚŚĞ Fair Head AfL area is still fished by a small number of local
fishermen targeting crab and lobster.
12.7.5.2

Torr Head Tidal Energy Array EIA ES Chapter 12 Commercial Fisheries

Data obtained as part of the commercial fisheries baseline characterisation for the Torr Head
Tidal Array Project (as presented in Chapter 13 of the Torr Head Tidal Array ES) also found
crab and lobster fisheries to be the most important commercial species targeted in the
Project area. The study also found no other commercial fisheries to be active in the area at
ƚŚĞ ƚŝŵĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ ;ϮϬϭϰͿ͘  dŚĞƐĞ ĐŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ĂƌĞ ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ ǁŝƚŚ
information provided by local fishermen for the Fair Head project area were based on data
from a variety of sources including: data from DARD on landings from ICES Rectangles 39E3
ĂŶĚϯϵϰ͖ĚĂƚĂĨƌŽŵĂƌĞƉŽƌƚŝŶƚŽƉŽƚĨŝƐŚŝŶŐŝŶEŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ/ƌĞůĂŶĚ;&/͕ϮϬϭϮͿ͖ĂŶĚĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ
from the Torr Head Benthic Survey carried out as part of the EIA which confirmed that the
AfL area and cable corridor for that project contained habitat suitable for crab and lobster.
Observations from the bird and marine mammal survey vessel logs and the maritime vessel
survey carried out as part of the NRA found that where gear was present in the water during
the surveys this tended to be located in the nearshore area between Torr Head and the Fair
Head AfL area rather than the actual AfL area. These observations also correspond with
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ŝǀĞƌƐĞ ^ĞĂƐ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ;zĂƚĞƐ͕ ϮϬϭϮͿ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ
nearshore areas tend to be of higher importance for pot fisheries than areas further offshore
(e.g. within the main AfL area).
12.7.5.3

Fishing Vessel Activity Recorded during Maritime Vessel Survey

A maritime survey was carried out as part of the Navigational Risk Assessment (NRA)
;ŶĂƚĞĐ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ͘dŚĞƐƵƌǀĞǇĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚdata on vessel movements through the Fair Head AfL
area over a 28-ĚĂǇ ƉĞƌŝŽĚ͕ ϭϰ ĚĂǇƐ ŝŶ ǁŝŶƚĞƌ ĂŶĚ ϭϰ ĚĂǇƐ ŝŶ ƐƵŵŵĞƌ͘  ƵƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ǁŝŶƚĞƌ
ƉĞƌŝŽĚƚŚĞƌĞǁĞƌĞŶŝŶĞƚƌĂŶƐŝƚƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞ&Ăŝƌ,ĞĂĚĨ>ĂƌĞĂ͕ŽĨǁhich three were fishing
vessels Plate 12.4: Winter 2014 AIS and Radar Data (14 days) in proximity to Fair Head AfL
area ;ŶĂƚĞĐ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ). During the summer period there were 93 transits through the AfL of
which 11% (ten vessels) were fishing vessels Plate 12.5 Summer 2014 AIS and Radar Data (14
days) in proximity to Fair Head AfL area ;ŶĂƚĞĐ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ.
While this data does not provide conclusive information as to the number of fishing vessels
that are actively fishing in thĞ ĂƌĞĂ͕ ŝƚ ĚŽĞƐ ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚ ƚŚĂƚ Ă ƐŵĂůů ŶƵŵďĞƌ ŽĨ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ
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transit the site on a regular basis and therefore potentially are actively fishing in the local
area.
Plate 12.4: tŝŶƚĞƌ ϮϬϭϰ /^ ĂŶĚ ZĂĚĂƌ ĂƚĂ (14 days) in proximity to Fair Head AfL area
;ŶĂƚĞĐ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ

Plate 12.ϱ: ^ƵŵŵĞƌ ϮϬϭϰ /^ ĂŶĚ ZĂĚĂƌ ĂƚĂ ;ϭϰ ĚĂǇƐͿ ŝŶ ƉƌŽǆŝŵŝƚǇ ƚŽ Fair Head AfL area
;ŶĂƚĞĐ͕ϮϬϭϲͿ
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Salmon and Sea Trout Fisheries

North east Northern Ireland has many important salmon rivers. Adult salmon return to
ĨƌĞƐŚǁĂƚĞƌ ƚŽ ƐƉĂǁŶ ĂĨƚĞƌ ϭ ƚŽ Ϯ ǇĞĂƌƐ Ăƚ ƐĞĂ ;&/͕ ϮϬϭϯͿ͘  dƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůůǇ ƚŚĞǇ ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ
ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůůǇĞǆƉůŽŝƚĞĚŝŶĐŽĂƐƚĂůŶĞƚƚŝŶŐĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ͕ĞŵƉůŽǇŝŶŐĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨŵĞƚŚŽĚƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ
ƚŝĚĂů ĚƌŝĨƚ ŶĞƚƐ͕ ĨŝǆĞĚ ďĂŐ ŶĞƚƐ ĂŶĚ ĚƌŝĨƚ ŶĞƚƐ͘  ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ƐĂůŵŽŶ ;ĂŶĚ ƐĞĂ ƚƌŽƵƚͿ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ŝŶ
North Antrim is now mainly undertaken by rod-and-ůŝŶĞ͕ďŽƚŚŝŶƌŝǀĞƌƐĂŶĚĂƚƐĞĂ͘
Over recent years long term monitoring data obtained by AFBI from the River Bush in County
Antrim has demonstrated significant declines in the natural survival of wild salmon at sea
(ds>͕ϮϬϭϱͿ͘dŚŝƐŝƐďĞůŝĞǀĞĚƚŽďĞŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞĚďǇĂƌĂŶŐĞŽĨĨĂĐƚŽƌƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƉƌĞǇĂǀĂŝůĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕
predator abundance and distribution. Changes in the marine environment due to climate
change are also thought to be influencing conditions experienced by salmon along their
migration routes to deep open water feeding grounds off the Faroes and Greenland. This is
thought to be leading to a reduction in the numbers of returning adult ƐĂůŵŽŶ;&/͕ϮϬϭϯͿ͘
This reduction in the number of returning adults has led to a significant reduction in the
number of licences issued for salmon fishing in Northern Ireland coastal and estuarine
waters. One example is the Portaleen Salmon Fishery at Portaleen Harbour͕ the licence for
which was put on hold in 2012 on conservation grounds (TVL͕ϮϬϭ5). Activity at this salmon
fishery may resume in the future subject to the outcome of discussions with DCAL.

12.7.7

Aquaculture

At present there are 80 licenced fish farms in Northern Ireland covering 90 sites including
ďŽƚŚƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂů͕ĨƌĞƐŚǁĂƚĞƌĂŶĚŵĂƌŝŶĞƐŝƚĞƐ;Z͕ϮϬϭϲͿ͘dŚĞĐůŽƐĞƐƚĂƋƵĂĐƵůƚƵƌĞƐŝƚĞƚŽ
the Project area is a salmon farm comprising 8 cages approximately 27 miles to the south of
the Project area.

12.7.8

Summary of Baseline Environment

Based on the information presented in the previous sections it appears that crab and lobster
are the most important commercial species requiring consideration as part of the impact
assessment. Although there are other commercial fisheries active in the wider Project study
area (commercial fisheries) e.g. scallop dredging and NĞƉŚƌŽƉƐ͕ƚŚĞĚĂƚĂĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞƐ
that these fisheries are not active in the Project area. This is mainly due to limited suitable
habitat for Nephrops and there being more productive scallop dredging grounds located to
the north of the Project area (off the west coast of Rathlin Island) and further offshore.

12.7.9

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

Gaps and limitations with the baseline data and information sources used for the
commercial fisheries assessment are discussed below.
12.7.9.1

VMS Based Statistics

ŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů ĐĂƚĐŚ ƐƚĂƚŝƐƚŝĐƐ ;ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ǀĂůƵĞ͕ ƚŽŶŶĂŐĞ ĂŶĚ ĞĨĨŽƌƚͿ ĞǆŝƐƚ ĨŽƌ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ х ϭϱŵ ŝŶ
length based on evidence from vessel monitoring systems (VMS). The MMO presents these
data in an ICES sub-rectangle grid system (3 x 1.75nm) to provide a geographical context for
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ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ŝƚŝƐŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƚŽŶŽƚĞƚŚĂƚthese data do not capture vessels that
are < 15m in length. Given that the majority of vessels involved in pot fisheries are less than
15m length (most are less than 10m in length or 10 – 12m in length) statistics on pot
fisheries are generally not well represented within the MMO dataset. In order to ensure
that data on smaller vessels has been captured it has been necessary to acquire information
from a number of other sources including DARD fisheries statistics (see below). It should
also be recognised that fishing activity is unlikely to be uniform over the area of an ICES
ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞ͕ ƚŚĞ ĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ĞĨĨŽƌƚ ŝƐ ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇ Ă ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵƵŵ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ƚŚŽƐĞ ƐƋƵĂƌĞƐ ǁŚŝĐŚ
contain little effort and those which are actively exploited.
12.7.9.2

DARD Fisheries Statistics

DARD collects and collates fisheries data for the whole of the Northern Ireland. This includes
data for vessels < 10m length and хϭϬŵ ůĞŶŐƚŚ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕this data is only reported at the
ICES Rectangle scale (30 x 30NM) and does not specify where the landings came from within
a specific rectangle. As is apparent from Plate 12.1͕ ƚŚĞ ĂƌĞĂƐ ŽĨ /^ ƌĞĐƚĂŶŐůĞƐ ĂƌĞ ǀĞƌǇ
ůĂƌŐĞ ƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ĂƌĞĂ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ situated in ICES Rectangle 39E3 therefore the
fishing activity from this ICES rectangle is unlikely to represent the activity in the Project
area. It has therefore been necessary to supplement data from DARD with information from
other sources such as local fishermen and Maritime Vessel Survey results (described in
Section 12.7.5) in order to try to develop as robust and accurate representation of fishing
activity in the Project area as possible.

12.8

Impact Assessment

12.8.1

Overview

The following section discusses the potential impacts of the Project on key commercial
ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚĂƐƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůůǇďĞŝŶŐĂĐƚŝǀĞŝŶƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĂƌĞĂĂŶĚǁŚĞƌĞĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ͕ƚŚĞ
wider Project study area (commercial fisheries). The impacts covered in the assessment
include those that were identified during EIA scoping and any additional impacts that have
been highlighted as the EIA has progressed. Table 12.5 lists all of the direct and indirect
impacts to be covered as part of the impact assessment for commercial fisheries and
identifies the relevant phase under which each impact will be assessed.
The following impacts are assessed as part of ƚŚĞ EĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶĂů ZŝƐŬ ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ ;EZͿ͕
reported in the Shipping and Navigation Chapter (Chapter 16) and therefore have not been
discussed specifically in the commercial fisheries impact assessment:
x

Snagging risks; and

x

Vessel collision risk.
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Table 12.ϱ: Impacts covered in the impact assessment
Relevant Phase of Project
Potential Impact
C/I

O/M

D

Temporary displacement from traditional fishing
grounds

9

8

9

Long term displacement from traditional fishing
grounds

9

9

8

Temporary obstruction to regular fishing vessel routes

9

8

9

Long term obstruction to regular fishing vessel routes

9

9

8

Temporary change in abundance and distribution of
target species

9

8

9

Long term change in abundance and distribution of
target species

9

9

8

ͬ/сĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶͬŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶ͕KͬDсŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞĂŶĚс
decommissioning

12.8.2

Assessment criteria

12.8.2.1

Receptor sensitivity and value and impact magnitude

Each assessment chapter is required to develop its own criteria for defining receptor
sensitivity and value͕ and impact magnitude since the definition of these will vary between
different topics. The sensitivity and value of the receptor and impact magnitude criteria
specific to commercial fisheries are defined in Table 12.6 and Table 12.7 respectively.
Table 12.ϲ: Criteria for sensitivity and value of commercial fisheries
Sensitivity / value Definition
of receptor
High

Low spatial adaptability due to limited operational range and ability to
deploy only one gear type. Dependence mostly on one area but with
some fishing activity occurring in other areas. Low recoverability due to
inability to mitigate loss of fishing area by operating in alternative areas.

Medium

Some spatial adaptability due to extent of operational range and /or
ability to deploy an alternative gear type. Dependence on a limited
number of fishing grounds. Limited recoverability with some ability to
mitigate loss of fishing by operating in alternative areas.
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Sensitivity / value Definition
of receptor
Low

High spatial adaptability due to extensive operational range and /or
ability to deploy a number of gear types. Ability to fish a moderate
number of fishing grounds. High recoverability due to ability to mitigate
loss of fishing area by operating in range of alternative areas.

Negligible

Fisheries are not sensitive to change.
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Table 12.7: Criteria for magnitude of impact on commercial fisheries
Magnitude

Definition

High

Impact is over a large scale or spatial extent relative to the area fished͕
Žƌ ŽĐĐƵƌƐ ůŽŶŐ ƚĞƌŵ͕ Žƌ Ăƚ Ă ŵĞĚŝƵŵ-ŚŝŐŚ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ͕ ƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶŐ ŝŶ
extensive temporary change or some permanent change to baseline
fishing areas and their condition.

Medium

/ŵƉĂĐƚ ŝƐ ůŽĐĂůŝƐĞĚ͕ Žƌ ŽĐĐƵƌƐ ĨŽƌ Ă ƐŚŽrt duration or at a medium
ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ͕ ƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶŐ ŝŶ ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ Žƌ ůŝŵŝƚĞĚ ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚ
changes to baseline fishing areas and their condition.

Low

Detectable disturbance or change to baseline fishing areas and their
condition and no long term noticeable impacts above the level of
natural variation experienced for commercial fisheries.

Negligible

No change or an imperceptible change to the baseline fishing areas and
their condition.

12.8.2.2

Impact consequence and significance

The sensitivity and value of receptor are combined with impact ŵĂŐŶŝƚƵĚĞ;ĂŶĚůŝŬĞůŝŚŽŽĚ͕
ǁŚĞƌĞĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞͿƵƐŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌƚũƵĚŐĞŵĞŶƚƚŽĂƌƌŝǀĞĂƚĂĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞĨŽƌĞĂĐŚŝŵƉĂĐƚ͕ĂƐ
shown in Table 12.8 below. The significance of impact is derived directly from the assigned
consequence ranking and is considered by reference to the relevant criteria in the EIA
Regulations.
Table 12.8: Criteria for Impact consequence and significance
Consequence

Impact
Description (consideration of receptor sensitivity and
significance (EIA
value and impact magnitude)
Regulations)

Major
consequence

Impacts are likely to be highly noticeable and have long
ƚĞƌŵ ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ͕ Žƌ ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚůǇ ĂůƚĞƌ ƚŚĞ ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
baseline and are likely to disrupt the function and status
/ value of the receptor population. They may have
Significant
broader systemic consequences (e.g. to the wider
ecosystem or industry). These impacts are a priority for
mitigation in order to avoid or reduce the anticipated
effects of the impact.

Moderate
consequence

Impacts are likely to be noticeable and result in lasting
changes to the character of the baseline and may cause
ŚĂƌĚƐŚŝƉƚŽ͕ŽƌĚĞŐƌĂĚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ͕ƚŚĞƌĞĐĞƉƚŽƌƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶ͕ Significant
although the overall function and value of the baseline/
receptor population is not disrupted. Such impacts are a
priority for mitigation in order to avoid or reduce the
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Impact
Description (consideration of receptor sensitivity and
significance (EIA
value and impact magnitude)
Regulations)

Consequence

anticipated effects of the impact.

Minor
consequence

Impacts are expected to comprise noticeable changes to
ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ͕ ďĞǇŽŶĚ ŶĂƚƵƌĂů ǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ďƵƚ are
ŶŽƚĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚƚŽĐĂƵƐĞůŽŶŐƚĞƌŵĚĞŐƌĂĚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŚĂƌĚƐŚŝƉ͕
or impair the function and value of the receptor.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ƐƵĐŚ ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ ŵĂǇ ďĞ ŽĨ ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ ƚŽ Not significant
stakeholders and / or represent a contentious issue
during the decision-ŵĂŬŝŶŐ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ƐŚŽƵůĚ
therefore be avoided or mitigated as far as reasonably
practicable

Negligible

Impacts are expected to be either indistinguishable from
the baseline or within the natural level of variation.
These impacts do not require mitigation and are not
Not significant
anticipated to be a stakeholder concern and/or a
potentially contentious issue in the decision-making
process.

Positive

Impacts are expected to have a positive benefit or
enhancement. These impacts do not require mitigation
and are not anticipated to be a stakeholder concern Not significant
and/or a potentially contentious issue in the decisionmaking process.

12.8.3

Design Envelope

/ŶůŝŶĞǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶĞŶǀĞůŽƉĞĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͕ƚŚŝƐĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚƚŚĞŵĂǆŝŵƵŵ;͚ǁŽƌƐƚ
case’) Project parameters. The identification of the worst case scenario for each receptor (in
ƚŚŝƐ ĐĂƐĞ͕ commercial fisheries) ensures the impacts of greater adverse significance would
not arise should any other development scenario be taken forward in the final scheme
design. With regards to the impacts of commercial fisheries͕ key project parameters are
outlined in Table 12.9 below.
Table 12.9: Design envelope for commercial fisheries
Design parameter

Overview of parameter

Project parameter “worse case”

General
AfL area (km2)

Total area of seabed to be 4.2km2
occupied by the array. This
ŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐ ƚƵƌďŝŶĞ͕ ƚƵƌďŝŶĞ
foundations and intra-array
cables. Also includes spacing
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Project parameter “worse case”

between turbines.
Project phasing

Installation of project to be
phased over a period of 8
years (for the worst case
option in terms of the
duration of the installation
works based on the use of a
single installation vessel for
turbine
and
foundation
installation throughout the
campaign. The actual timeline
could
be
significantly
ƐŚŽƌƚĞŶĞĚ ;Ğ͘Ő͕͘ 2-3 years in
total) if installation work is
carried out in parallel by
multiple vessels).

Phase 1 = 10MW installed and
operation by end 2018
Phase 2 = remaining balance of up
to 100MW (e.g. 90MW) by 2025

Construction and installation
Foundations

Gravity Base Structures (GBS)

Maximum total seabed footprint =
500m2

Drilled twin pile foundations Max drill depth per pile = 11m
(alternative to GBSs)
Max release of drill cuttings per
foundation = 110m3
Intra-array cables

Intra-array cables between Max length = 61km
turbines
Diameter = 110mm

Export cables

Export Cable Option A (AfL Length = 51 km (total of up to 4
area to Ballycastle Bay) – cables)
longest route
Diameter = 170mm
(Shortest route – B to Width of cable corridor = up to 5m
Murlough Bay = 2 km)
per cable (cable + protection).
Based on 4 cables = up to 20m.
Separation distance between each
cable will be 2-3 times water depth.
Overall corridor within which cables
are installed will potentially be
wider than 2Ϭŵ͘  ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ĂƌĞĂ
affected by cables will be limited to
actual cable route (e.g. up to 20m
within a wider corridor).
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Design parameter

Overview of parameter

Cable protection

Export Cable Option A (AfL Cable protection (such as rock
area to Ballycastle Bay) – rock placement or concrete mattresses)
placement
expected to be required along 80%
export cable route Option A

Installation vessels

Options include:
x
x
x

Jack-up platform (JUP);
Dynamic positioning (DP)
offshore construction
vessel; or
Heavy lift construction
vessel.

Project parameter “worse case”

Jack-up platform = worse case as
only vessel to have direct
interaction with seabed
Max total seabed footprint = 140m2

Operation
Tidal
turbine Three turbine technologies Min capacity = 1MW per turbine
generating capacity under consideration with Max capacity = 3MW per turbine
varying generating capacity
for each technology type.
Turbine parameters Worse case parameters for Max rotor diameter = 26m
four turbine types
Max blade length = 11.1m
Max clearance between blade tip
and sea surface at LAT = 5m
Min clearance between blade tip
and seabed = 5.5m
Max swept area = 531m2
Array configuration

Array footprint

Array configuration comprises
number of options depending
on combination of four
different
the
turbine
technologies (see Project
Description for more detail)

Min total number of turbines for
array = 34
Max total number of turbines for
array = 100

Area of seabed directly Largest
footprint
based
on
affected by the array.
configuration involving 90 x 1MW
Assumption
based
on Andritz turbine + 5 x 2MW Schottel
following turbine foundation Triton + 10 x electrical hubs (subsea
ŽƌƐƵƌĨĂĐĞƉŝĞƌĐŝŶŐͿсϱ͕ϯϮϲŵ2
footprints:
Andritz 1MW and 1.25MW = Smallest footprint based on array
configuration comprising 34 x ARL
30m2
3MW Streamtec foundations + 10
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Overview of parameter

Project parameter “worse case”

ARL 3MW Streamtec = 6.3m2

electric hubs = 340m2

Schottel = 500m2
Electric hub (subsea and
surface piercing) = 2 x
Streamtec = 12.6m2
Array
electrical Option
for
electrical
infrastructure
conditioning to be carried out
at surface piercing or subsea
hubs (will only be one or the
other)
Surface
hubs

Maximum total number of surface
piercing hubs = 10

piercing Comprise a marshalling tower Max protrusion (height above LAT)
that would be supported on = 20m
either
a
jacket
type Total area of hub = 72m2
foundation structure (GBS) or
single
monopole
into
quadrapod foundation (four
monopiles)

Subsea hubs

12.8.4

Maximum total number subsea
hubs = 10

Mounted on jacket type Total area of hub = 72m2
foundation structure (GBS) or Height = 4m
single
monopole
into
quadrapod foundation (four
monopiles)

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

Data gaps associated with the impact assessment are those derived from the data gaps
ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ ƚŽ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ ƵƐĞĚ ďǇ͕ ĂŶĚ ůĂŶĚŝŶŐƐ ĨƌŽŵ ƐŵĂůů ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ
(<10m). Information on how these data gaps have been addressed in characterisation of the
baseline is presented in Section 12.7.9.

12.9

Impacts during Construction and Installation

12.9.1

Temporary Displacement from Traditional Fishing Grounds

12.9.1.1

AfL Area

To ensure the safety of all personnel involved in the instalment of the structures and
turbines and to minimise the risk of collisions between installation vessels and other vessels
in the area͕ it will be necessary to implement safety zones of up to 500m radius on a rolling
basis around areas where installation activities are taking place at any given time.
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As described in Chapter 15͗ ^ŚŝƉƉŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ EĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞ ƐĂĨĞƚǇ ǌŽŶĞƐǁŝůů ďĞ ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚďǇ
appropriate marks and lights being displayed by the work vessel as well as AIS broadcasts to
indicate when the vessel is restricted in manoeuvrability.
&ŝƐŚŝŶŐĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐǁŝůůŶŽƚďĞƉĞƌŵŝƚƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŝŶĂƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞ͕ ůĞĂĚŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚŽĨ
fishermen from fishing grounds within these areas while installation is taking place.
Although once installation of the turbines and structures is complete vessels will be
ƉĞƌŵŝƚƚĞĚďĂĐŬŝŶƚŽƚŚĞĂƌĞĂ͕ĚƵĞƚŽƚŚĞƌŝƐŬŽĨĨŝƐŚŝŶŐŐĞĂƌƐŶĂŐŐŝŶŐŽƌĞŶƚĂŶŐůĞŵĞŶƚǁŝƚŚ
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚ ƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐ͕ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ǁŝůů ďĞ ƵŶůŝŬĞůǇ ƚŽ ƌĞƐƵŵĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞƐĞ ĂƌĞĂƐ͘  EŽƚŝĐĞƐ ƚŽ
Mariners will be issued to notify all fishermen that the structures and turbines are being
installed and their locations once installation is complete. Further notifications on the
ƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞĨŽƌ͕ĂŶĚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞƐǁŝůůďĞƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚƚŽĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶǀŝĂƚŚĞ&>KĂƐƉĂƌƚ
of planned ongoing liaison throughout the installation period.
ůůƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞƐǁŝůůďĞŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĞĚŝŶĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞǁŝƚŚŐƵŝĚĂŶĐĞ;͕ϮϬϭϭͿǁŚŝĐŚ
makes clear that all applications for safety zones will be assessed on a case-by-case basis
taking into account site specific conditions.
Based on discussions with local fishermen and information from DARD͕ŝƚŝƐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚƚŚĂƚ
there are currently three local fishermen with a number of vessels who use pots to target
crab and lobster within the AfL area. Although pot fishing occurs along much of the north
ĞĂƐƚ Ŷƚƌŝŵ ĐŽĂƐƚ ;zĂƚĞƐ͕ ϮϬϭϮͿ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞŶƐŝƚǇ ŽĨ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ƚŚĞ Ĩ> ĂƌĞĂ ǀĂƌŝĞƐ
depending on local tides (higher on neap tide rather than spring tide) and seasons (generally
ŚŝŐŚĞƌ ŝŶ ƐƵŵŵĞƌͿ͕ ƚŚĞ Ĩ> ĂƌĞĂ ŝƐ Ɛƚŝůů ĐŽŶƐidered to be of importance to local fishermen
who are active in waters off Fair Head. The sensitivity of the receptor (local fishermen) has
therefore been assessed as medium on reflection of the importance of the area to local
fishermen.
Local fishermen will be able to access the majority of the AfL at the start of the construction
and installation phase͕ however the accessible area will decrease as more of the array is
installed. Once structures and turbines ĂƌĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚ͕ŝƚǁŝůůŶŽƚďĞƉŽƐƐŝďůĞĨŽƌfishermen to
safely resume fishing activities in the AfL area.
tŝƚŚ ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ ƚŽ WŚĂƐĞ ϭ ;ϭϬDtͿ ŝƚ ŝƐ ĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ͕ ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁŝůů ďĞ ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ
during installation of the structureƐ ĂŶĚ ƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐ͕ ƚŚĞ ƚŽƚĂů ĂƌĞĂ ŽǀĞƌ ǁŚŝĐŚ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů
displacement will occur will only comprise approximately 10% to 20% of the total AfL area.
The rest of the AfL area will remain open to fisheries until such time that works commence
on Phase 2 of the Project (remaining balance of the 100MW). Phase 2 will then be built out
over a series of stages. It is therefore expected that parts of the AfL area will remain open to
fishermen until the final stage of Phase 2 is complete (expected to be operational in 2025).
Although over time there will be a reduction in the area within the AfL area that will remain
ŽƉĞŶĨŽƌĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ͕ƚŚŝƐƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚƚŽŽĐĐƵƌŽǀĞƌĂůŽŶŐƉĞƌŝŽĚŽĨƚŝŵĞ;ƵƉƚŽĞŝŐŚƚ
years assuming that installation of Phase 1 commences in 2017/18Ϳ͘   dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚ
the area is of importance to local crab and lobster fishermen (medium sensitivity) given the
ůŽŶŐĚƵƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚƐƉĂƚŝĂůůǇƉŚĂƐĞĚĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚƚŽŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĨƵůůϭϬϬDtĂƌƌĂǇĂƌĞĂ͕ƚŚĞ
magnitude of impact associated with temporary displacement is assessed to be low. The
resulting impact consequence is minor and is therefore not significant in context of the EIA
Regulations.
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No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.
12.9.1.2

Cable Route Option A

Safety zones will also be implemented along the chosen cable route option during cable
installation and the installation of cable protection measures. This is expected to result in
restricted access to local fishing grounds and disruption to fisheries occurring within the
cable route corridor.
Cable route option A (10km length) passes through areas targeted for both crab and lobster
(adjacent to the AfL area) and scallops (approach to Ballycastle). From discussion with
fishermen and data collected by &/ ;&/͕ ϮϬϭϲͿ͕ it is understood that the intensity of
scallop dredging in the area off Ballycastle is not considered to be as high as areas further
offshore (e.g. to the north west of Rathlin Island). ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ŝƚ is still considered to be of
importance to local fishermen.
During cable installation there will be restrictions on both pot fisheries and scallop dredging
along sections of the cable route corridor where safety zones are in place. Although both
fisheriĞƐ ĂƌĞ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ŽĨ ŵĞĚŝƵŵ ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇ ĚƵĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞŝƌ ůŽĐĂů ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ͕ ƚŚĞ
potential magnitude of impacts associated with disruption to these local fisheries during
cable installation will be low. This is due to cable installation activities being limited to a few
months (short duration) and the highly localised and spatially constrained nature of the
cable installation activities (limited to sections of the cable route corridor at any one time).
The consequence of the impact of temporary displacement of fishermen during export
cable installation is therefore minor and is not significant in the context of the EIA
Regulations.
ůƚŚŽƵŐŚŶŽƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚŝŵƉĂĐƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ͕ĚƵĞƚŽƚŚĞ ƐĂĨĞƚǇĂƐƉĞĐƚŽĨƚŚŝƐŝŵƉĂĐƚ
mitigation measures have been proposed on a precautionary approach to ensure this
remains the case. Further information on these mitigation measures is provided in Section
12.13.
12.9.1.3

Cable Route Option B

ƐǁŝƚŚĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶ͕ƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞƐǁŝůůĂůƐŽďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚĂůŽŶŐĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶ͘
Potential impacts in terms of temporary displacement due to the presence of safety zones
ǁŝůůďĞƐŝŵŝůĂƌƚŽƚŚŽƐĞĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚĨŽƌĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶ͕ĞǆĐĞƉƚƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŽŶůǇƉŽƚĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ
along cable route option B and the length of the cable route is much shorter (2km compared
ƚŽ ϭϬŬŵͿ͘  dŚĞ ĚƵƌĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ĂŶĚ ƐĐĂůĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĂƌĞĂ ŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĚ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ ĐĂďůĞ ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ǁŝůů
therefore be less than that for cable route option A.
dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ ǁŚŝůĞ ŝƚ ŝƐ ůŝŬĞůǇ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŽŵĞ ƐŚŽƌƚ ƚĞƌŵ ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ǁŝůů ŽĐĐƵƌ͕ ƚŚĞ
magnitude of this impact will also be low. Impact consequence will be minor and will not
be significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
ƐǁŝƚŚĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶ͕ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚŶŽƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚŝŵƉĂĐƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ͕ĚƵĞƚŽƚŚĞ
safety aspect of this impact mitigation measures have been proposed on a precautionary
approach to ensure this remains the case. Further information on these mitigation
measures is provided in Section 12.13.
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Temporary Obstruction to Regular Fishing vessel Routes

ƵƌŝŶŐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶ͕ĂĐĐĞƐƐƚŽƉĂƌƚƐŽĨƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĂƌĞĂ;Ĩ>ĂŶĚĞǆƉŽƌƚĐĂďůĞ
ƌŽƵƚĞͿǁŝůůďĞƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚĞĚƚŽĂůůǀĞƐƐĞůƐ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐǀĞƐƐĞůƐ͕ĚƵĞƚŽƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞƐďĞŝŶŐŝŶ
place around installation activities. These safety zones are likely to occur on a rolling basis
up to 500m around the construction and installation activities.
/ŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽĐŽŵƉůǇǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŶĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐŽĨĂƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞ͕ŝƚǁŝůůďĞŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ
for vessels to transit around the safety zones for the duration of them being in place.
Depending on the duration of the installation activities this may result in an increase in
ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĐŽƐƚƐ ;Ğ͘Ő͘ ĨƵĞů ĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶͿ ƚŽ ƌŽƵƚĞ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƐĂĨĞƚǇ ǌŽŶĞ͕ Žƌ ĐĂƵƐĞ
fishermen to divert / re-route to alternative fishing grounds that are less productive and/ or
involve increased transit time.
Safety zones will be active on a rolling basis͕ŝ͘Ğ͘ƚŚĞǇǁŝůůŽŶůǇŽĐĐƵƌĂƌŽƵŶĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ
construction activities as opposed to the whole PƌŽũĞĐƚ ĂƌĞĂ͕ so they do not unnecessarily
restrict access to fishing vessel transit through the area on route to fishing grounds in the
surrounding area.
As discussed with regard to temporary displacement from fishing grounds͕ ƚŚĞ WƌŽũĞĐƚ ǁŝůů
ďĞ ŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚ ŝŶ ƚǁŽ ƉŚĂƐĞƐ͕ WŚĂƐĞ ϭ ;ϭϬDtͿ ďĞŝŶŐ ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚ ďǇ ϮϬϭϴ͕ ĂŶĚ WŚĂƐĞ Ϯ
(remaining balance of up to 100MW) by 2025. Phase 2 will also be installed in stages and it
is unlikely that installation vessels will be present on site for the full duration of an
installation period either due to weather downtime or detailed installation programming for
individual structures and turbines.
ůƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇŽĨƚŚĞƌĞĐĞƉƚŽƌ;ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶͿŝƐĂƐƐĞƐƐĞĚĂƐŵĞĚŝƵŵ͕ŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĂƚƐĂĨĞƚǇ
ǌŽŶĞƐǁŝůůŽŶůǇďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚǁŚĞŶǀĞƐƐĞůƐĂƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŽŶƐŝƚĞ͕ the potential magnitude of the
impact in terms of obstructions to fishing routes is considered to be low based on the limited
spatial and temporal nature of potential access restrictions. The overall impact
consequence is therefore minor and the impact is not significant in the context of the EIA
Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

ϭϮ͘ϭϬ

Impacts during Operation and Maintenance

ϭϮ͘ϭϬ͘ϭ

Long Term Displacement from Traditional Fishing Grounds

12.10.1.1

AfL Area

Once the structures and turbines are installed and operational it will not be possible for
current fishing activities (e.g. potting for lobster and crab) to continue in the areas where
these are deployed due to health and safety risks associated with snagging or entanglement
with the submerged turbines and other infrastructure on the seabed. The final turbine
layout is still to be determined based on preferred design and technologies͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕for
the purpose of this assessment it is assumed that for Phase 1 (10MW) fishing activity will be
restricted across 10% to 20% of the AfL area for the lifetime of the Phase 1 project (from
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2018). Once Phase 2 is complete (estimated operational by 2025) fishing activity is expected
to be restricted across the entire AfL area (4.2km2) for the lifetime of the Project (estimated
operational life of 25 years).
The potential magnitude of the impact is therefore assessed as medium. Due to the local
use of the AfL area for crab and lobster pottiŶŐ͕ ůŽĐĂů ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ ĂƌĞ ĂƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ ĂƐ ďĞŝŶŐ ŽĨ
medium sensitivity. /ŵƉĂĐƚ ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞ ŝƐ ĂƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ ĂƐ ŵŽĚĞƌĂƚĞ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ
potential for long term displacement from traditional fishing grounds within the AfL area to
have a significant impact on local fisheries.
Given that the assessment has concluded a potential significant impact with respect to long
ƚĞƌŵĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚĨƌŽŵĨŝƐŚŝŶŐŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ͕ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶǁŝůůďĞƉƵƚŝŶƉůĂĐĞŝŶŽƌĚĞƌ
to minimise these potentially significant impacts. dŚĞƐĞ ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ĂƌĞ ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ŝŶ
Section 12.13͕ĂƌĞďĂƐĞĚŽŶƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞĚŐŽŽĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ͘
12.10.1.2

Cable Route Option A

With respect to crab and lobster fisheries thĂƚĂƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂůŽŶŐĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶ͕ŽŶĐĞ
the export cable is installed and fully operational it is expected that pot fishing will be able to
ƌĞƐƵŵĞƐĂĨĞůǇĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞ͘dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕there will be no long term impacts on this
fishery as a result of displacement.
Scallop dredging involves towing a dredge that comprises a series of metal teeth which are
used to rake up scallops from the seabed. Up to three dredgers are attached to one tow bar
;ƉĞƌ ǀĞƐƐĞůͿ ;&/͕ ϮϬϭϰͿ͘  'ŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĂƚ ƐĐĂůůŽƉ Ěredging involves direct contact with the
ƐĞĂďĞĚ͕ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ƐĞĂďĞĚ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ Ă surface laid cable
(cable encased with cable protection system) or cable protection measures such as concrete
mattresses or rock protection would restrict the use of mechanical dredgers in this area.
/ŶĂƌĞĂƐŽĨƐŽĨƚĞƌƐĞĚŝŵĞŶƚ͕ŝƚŵĂǇďĞƉŽƐƐŝďůĞƚŽďƵƌǇƚŚĞĐĂďůĞƚŽĂƐƵŝƚĂďůĞĚĞƉƚŚǁŝƚŚŝŶ
ƚŚĞ ƐĞĂďĞĚ ;хϭŵ ĚĞƉƚŚͿ to allow scallop dredging to continue. ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ǁŚĞƌĞ ƐĞĂďĞĚ
conditions limit the depth of cable burial (e.g. < 1m depth) ŽƌƉƌĞǀĞŶƚĐĂďůĞďƵƌŝĂů͕ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů
cable protection may be required. It is estimated that additional cable protection measures
could ďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚŽŶĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϴϬйŽĨƚŚĞĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ƚŚĞŵĂũŽƌŝƚǇŽĨƚhis is
expected to be required in areas of rocky and hard seabed outside the main scallop dredging
area.
Although the physical presence of cable protection measures on the seabed may restrict
scallop dredging activities along certain sections of the cable route long term (Project
ůŝĨĞƚŝŵĞͿ͕ƚŚĞĂƌĞĂĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚǁŝůůďĞŚŝŐŚůǇlocalised. The magnitude of the impact of potential
long term displacement on scallop fisheries is therefore assessed as low. The sensitivity of
scallop fisheries to potential long term displacement from within a section of cable corridor
option A is considered to be low on the basis that although the fishing grounds are
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ŽĨ ůŽĐĂů ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ͕ ƚŚĞ ŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ĂƐ ŝŶƚĞŶƐĞůǇ
targeted for scallops as grounds located off the north and north west coast of Rathlin Island.
The consequence of the impact on scallop fisheries present along cable route option A is
therefore minor and not significant in the context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.
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Cable Route Option B

Crab and lobster fisheries within cable route option A are considered to have medium
sensitivity to displacement due to the importance of these grounds for local pot fishermen.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĂƚ ĂůůĐƌĂď ĂŶĚ ůŽďƐƚĞƌ ƉŽƚƚŝŶŐ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĐĂďůĞ ĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ ǁŝůů ďĞ
ĂďůĞƚŽƌĞƐƵŵĞƐĂĨĞůǇŽŶĐĞƚŚĞĐĂďůĞŝƐŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚĂŶĚŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂů͕there will be no long term
impacts on this fishery as a result of displacement.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

ϭϮ͘ϭϬ͘Ϯ

Long term Obstructions to Regular Fishing Vessel Routes

During the operational phase of the PƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀessels may face obstructions to the
routes traditionally used through the AfL area due to the presence of surface piercing or
subsea infrastructure such as electrical hubs or turbines. All surface piercing infrastructure
will be marked and lit as deemed appropriate by Commissioner of Irish Lights.
While it is unlikely that the presence of the surface piercing or subsea structures will
ĂĚǀĞƌƐĞůǇ ĂĨĨĞĐƚ ƚŚĞ ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚ ŽĨ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀĞƐƐĞůƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ƚŚĞ Ĩ> ĂƌĞĂ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁŝůů ďĞ ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ
measures put in place to minimise the risk to navigation of collision with any of these
structures. Further information on specific mitigation measures relating to navigational
safety are provided in Chapter 15: Shipping and Navigation.
The sensitivity of the receptor is assessed as low on the basis that the fishing activities in the
area are considered to be localised and mainly smaller vessels which will be able to navigate
safely around surface structures. There is potential for larger vessels involved in scallop
dredging to occasionally navigate through the AfL area on transit to and from scallop
ĚƌĞĚŐŝŶŐŐƌŽƵŶĚƐůŽĐĂƚĞĚĂůŽŶŐĐĂďůĞƌŽƵƚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶƚŽǁĂƌĚƐĂůůǇĐĂƐƚůĞ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ďĂƐĞĚ
on AIS and visual observations from the NRA the number and frequency of these transits is
fairly low. There are also alternative transit routes to these scallop grounds along the coast
that avoid the AfL area. It is therefore unlikely that fishing routes will be adversely affected
despite presence of the tidal array. The magnitude of the impact is therefore negligible and
resulting impact consequence is also negligible. The impact is therefore not significant in
the context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

ϭϮ͘ϭϬ͘ϯ

Temporary and / or Long Term Change in Abundance and
Distribution of Target Species

ƌĂď ĂŶĚ ůŽďƐƚĞƌ ĂƌĞ ŵŽƐƚůǇ ĨŽƵŶĚ ŝŶ ĂƌĞĂƐ ŽĨ ƐŚĂůůŽǁ ƌĞĞĨ͕ ƌŽĐŬ ĂŶĚ ďŽƵůĚĞƌ ĨŝĞůĚ ŚĂďŝƚĂƚ
where they inhabit existing rock crevices or construct shelters under stones and rocks as
protection against fast flowing water currents. The worst case array configuration results in
ϱ͕ϯϮϲŵ2 of the seabed within AfL being directly affected by the Project͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞƐ
0.16% of the AfL area. Once operational the turbines and intra-array cables (6.7m2) will
ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ ƚŽ ŽĐĐƵƉǇ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ĂƌĞĂ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŵĞĂŶƐ ƚŚĂƚ 99.84% of the AfL area will remain
available as habitat for crab and lobster.
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There is also ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů͕ ĂƐ ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ŝŶ ŚĂƉƚĞƌ ϭ1͗ &ŝƐŚ ĐŽůŽŐǇ͕ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞƐĞŶĐĞ ŽĨ ƚŝĚĂů
ƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐ ƚŽ ŚĂǀĞ Ă ƉŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ ĞĨĨĞĐƚ ŽŶ ĨŝƐŚ ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ĨŝƐŚ ƐƚŽĐŬ ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ͕ ƐŚŽƵůĚ
ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ ƚǇƉĞƐ ŽĨ ĨŝƐŚĞƌŝĞƐ ďĞ ĞǆĐůƵĚĞĚ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ĂƌƌĂǇ͕ ŝŶ ƚŚŝƐ ĐĂƐĞ ĐƌĂď ĂŶĚ ůŽďƐƚĞƌ Ɖotting
ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͘ĨƚĞƌĂƉĞƌŝŽĚŽĨĚŝƐƚƵƌďĂŶĐĞĚƵƌŝŶŐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞstructures
and cable protection (e.g. rock placement) also have the potential to be colonised by various
marine organisms and they may indirectly provide additional refuge for brown crab and
lobster by acting as artificial reefs (Linley et al͕͘ϮϬϬϳͿ͘
Evidence of colonisation of tidal turbine structures and areas within tidal arrays was recently
reported by Broadhurst and Orme (2014). An examination of species biodiǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ͕
composition and habitat type surrounding a tidal energy device installed at the EMEC test
ƐŝƚĞ͕ KƌŬŶĞǇ͘  hƐŝŶŐ ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ƚŽǁĞĚ ǀŝĚĞŽ ĐĂŵĞƌĂ ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ ŽǀĞƌ ƚŚƌĞĞ
ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂůƉĞƌŝŽĚƐĨƌŽŵϮϬϬϵƚŽϮϬϭϬ͕ƚŚĞĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƵŶĚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚƐƉĞĐies diversity and
compositional differences within the device site compared to a control site. Both sites
ůĂƌŐĞůǇ ĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞĚ ŽĨ ĐƌƵƐƚĂĐĞĂŶ ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ͕ ŽŵŶŝǀŽƌĞ ĂŶĚ ƉƌĞĚĂƚŽƌǇ ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ ƌĞŐŝŵĞƐ ĂŶĚ
marine tide swept EUNIS habitat types which varied over time. The study concluded that the
ĚĞǀŝĐĞ ĐŽƵůĚ ĂĐƚ ĂƐ Ă ůŽĐĂůŝƐĞĚ ĂƌƚŝĨŝĐŝĂů ƌĞĞĨ ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ͕ ďƵƚ ƚŚĂƚ ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ŝŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ĂƌĞ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ;ƌŽĂĚŚƵƌƐƚĂŶĚKƌŵĞ͕ϮϬϭϰͿ͘
Crab and lobster are considered to have medium sensitivity to long term habitat loss.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕given that the total area of habitat within the AfL area that is likely to be lost due
to the presence of the turbines and intra-array cables is only 0.16% the likely magnitude of
this impact will be low. While crab and lobster are considered to be of low sensitivity to the
ƉŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ ŽĨ ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ ĨŽƌĂŐŝŶŐ ƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ĂƌƚŝĨŝĐŝĂů ŚĂďŝƚĂƚ ĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ĞǆĐůƵƐŝŽŶ ŽĨ
fishing activities in the area may have a positive impact in terms of stock replacement.
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ƚŚĞ ƐŝǌĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶ ƚŚĂƚ would be affected will be minimal.
Considering both the negative and positive impacts associated with the physical presence of
the tidal array the overall impact consequence will be negligible and not significant in the
context of the EIA Regulations.
No mitigation measures have been identified for this impact as it was concluded that the
impact is not significant.

12.11

Impacts during Decommissioning

Impacts during decommissioning are expected to the similar to those identified during
installation in terms of ƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚŝŶŐ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ǀĞƐƐĞů ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŶŐ͘  ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ whereas with
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚƚŽďĞĂƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐŝǀĞŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶƚŚĞĂƌĞĂŽĨƐĞĂďĞĚĨƌŽŵǁŚŝĐŚ
fishing activities will be restricted͕during decommissioning there is expected to be a gradual
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĂƌĞĂ ƚŚĂƚ ǁŝůů ďĞĐŽŵĞ ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ĂŐĂŝŶ ĨŽƌ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ͕ ĂƐ ĚĞĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶŝŶŐ
progresses. Once decommissioning is complete fishing will be able to safely resume across
the entire Project area.

12.12

Cumulative and In-Combination Assessment

Given the very localised nature of potential commercial fisheries impacts associated with the
Project͕ it has been concluded that in terms of commercial fisheries the only project where
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there is potential for cumulative impacts to occur is the Torr Head Tidal Array Project which
is located approximately 0.9km south east of the Project.
&Žƌ ƚŚĞ ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕ ƚŚĞ ƚĞƌŵ ĐƵŵƵůĂƚŝǀĞ ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ ƌĞĨĞƌ ƚŽ ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
proposed Project with all existing and reasonably foreseeable developments. The terms ‘incombination impacts’ refer to the effects of the proposals with other plans or projects on
European sites and therefore is only used in the context of the Project Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA).
Potential cumulative impacts associated with the Project for each of the following phases
are described below.
x

construction and installation;

x

operations and maintenance; and

x

decommissioning.

12.12.1

Potential Cumulative
Installation

Impacts

during

Construction

and

Given that there is potential for installation of the Fair Head Tidal Project and Torr Head
dŝĚĂů ƌƌĂǇ ƚŽ ŽĐĐƵƌ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ƚŝŵĞ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĨŽƌ ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ
ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶĨƌŽŵďŽƚŚĨ>ĂƌĞĂƐ͘/ƚŝƐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚ͕ďĂƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞŽƵƚĐŽŵĞŽĨĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚ
ůŽĐĂůĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶ͕ĂŶĚŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚĂƐƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞŝǀĞƌƐĞ^ĞĂƐWƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ƚŚĂƚĐƌĂďĂŶĚ
ůŽďƐƚĞƌ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ŽĐĐƵƌƐ ĂůŽŶŐ ŵƵĐŚ ŽĨƚŚĞ EŽƌƚŚĂƐƚ Ŷƚƌŝŵ ŽĂƐƚůŝŶĞ͕ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ĂŶĚ
around both the AfL areas. Both areas are therefore considered to be of local importance.
The impact assessment for both projects concluded that potential impacts on local
fishermen as a result of temporary displacement would be of minor consequence and not
significant due to the phased approach to installation proposed for both projects. With
regard to the Fair Head Project it is expected that parts of the AfL area could remain open to
ĨŝƐŚĞƌŵĞŶĨŽƌƵƉƚŽĞŝŐŚƚǇĞĂƌƐ͕ǁŚĞƌĞĂƐŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞdŽƌƌ,ĞĂĚƚŝĚĂůĂƌƌĂǇŝƐĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ
to take place over a shorter period of time (approximately 3 years). TherefoƌĞ͕ĞǀĞŶƚŚŽƵŐŚ
ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĨŽƌ ďŽƚŚ ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ ƚŽ ďĞ ŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ƚŝŵĞ ŝŶŝƚŝĂůůǇ͕ ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ
timescales for installation mean that the area available for fishing within both AfL areas is
only expected to reduce gradually over a number of years. The potential for any significant
cumulative impacts in terms of temporary displacement to fishermen as a result of
simultaneous installation of the two projects is therefore limited.
There may be potential for cumulative impacts where traditional transit routes through both
the Fair Head and Torr Head project areas (AfL and export cable route options) are
temporarily disrupted due to the presence of safety zones during installation of the
structureƐ͕ƚƵƌďŝŶĞƐ͕ŝŶƚƌa-array and export cables for both prŽũĞĐƚƐ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ĂƐĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ
ĂďŽǀĞ͕ŝƚŝƐůŝŬĞůǇƚŚĂƚǁŚĞƌĞƐĂĨĞƚǇǌŽŶĞƐĂƌĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŚĞĂƌĞĂƐĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚďŽƚŚƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐǁŝůů
ďĞůŝŵŝƚĞĚƐƉĂƚŝĂůůǇĂŶĚƚĞŵƉŽƌĂůůǇ͘/ƚŝƐĂůƐŽůŝŬĞůǇƚŚĂƚ͕ǁŚŝůĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶŵĂǇŽĐĐƵƌĂƚƚŚĞ
ƐĂŵĞƚŝŵĞ͕ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚĚistance between both AfL areas (approximately 0.9km at the
closest point) for vessels to continue to transit freely between and around the AfL areas.
Potential significant impacts on transit of fishing vessels during installation are therefore
unlikely.
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during

Operation

and

The combined area of both AfL areas is 11km2 (6.8km2 for the Torr Head AfL area and 4.2km2
for the Fair Head AfL area). Given that both the Torr Head AfL area and the Fair Head AfL
area are considered to be used by local fishermen ƚĂƌŐĞƚŝŶŐ ĐƌĂď ĂŶĚ ůŽďƐƚĞƌ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ
potential for long term displacement of local fishermen from these fishing grounds to affect
local fishing communities along this section of the North Antrim Coast.
AcknowledgiŶŐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞŝƐƐŽŵĞůŽĐĂůĨŝƐŚŝŶŐǁŝƚŚŝŶďŽƚŚĨ>ĂƌĞĂƐ͕ďŽƚŚ&,dĂŶĚds>ŚĂǀĞ
identified a series of mitigation measures for minimising the potential of any significant
impacts on local fishing communities along this stretch of the North Antrim coast. Further
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽŶƚŚĞƐĞŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐŝƐƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞdŽƌƌ,ĞĂĚdŝĚĂůƌƌĂǇ^;ds>͕
2015) and Section 12.13 of this chapter. With the implementation of these mitigation
measures potential cumulative impacts associated with long term displacement from fishing
grounds will be limited and unlikely to be significant.
The Torr Head Tidal Array does not include any surface piercing structures. The potential for
any cumulative impacts in terms of obstructions to the transit of fishing vessels is highly
ƵŶůŝŬĞůǇŽŶƚŚĞďĂƐŝƐƚŚĂƚ͕ŽŶĐĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞdŽƌƌ,ĞĂĚdŝĚĂůĂƌƌĂǇŝƐĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ͕ŝƚǁŝůůďĞ
possible for fishing vessels to resume normal transit routes through this area.

12.12.3

Potential Cumulative Impacts during Decommissioning

Although it is possible that a number of the impacts that may occur during decommissioning
(e.g. ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ĨƌŽŵ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ͕ ŽďƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ ƚŽ ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů ǀĞƐƐĞů ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚ ƌŽƵƚĞƐ)
ĐŽƵůĚĂĐƚĐƵŵƵůĂƚŝǀĞůǇǁŝƚŚŽƚŚĞƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐ͕ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐůŝŵŝƚĞĚƐĐŽƉĞĨŽƌŵƵĐŚŽĨƚŚŝƐƐŝŶĐĞ
it is highly unlikely that the other developments would be decommissioned at the same time
as the Project.

12.13

Mitigation measures

Mitigation measures have been identified for the following impacts:
x

temporary displacement from fishing grounds during installation; and

x

long term displacement from fishing grounds during operations and maintenance.

12.13.1

Temporary Displacement from Fishing Grounds

tŝƚŚ ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ ƚŽ ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ĨƌŽŵ ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ͕ although no significant
ŝŵƉĂĐƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ͕ĚƵĞƚŽƚŚĞƐĂĨĞƚǇĂƐƉĞĐƚŽĨƚŚŝƐŝŵƉĂĐƚƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ
measures have been provided on a precautionary approach to ensure this remains the case.
x

FHT will hold discussions with local marine users in advance of any works
commencing to review procedures associated with the construction stage to ensure
that they address local concerns as far as possible;
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x

fishermen will be notified of the schĞĚƵůĞ ǁŽƌŬƐ ƚĂŬŝŶŐ ƉůĂĐĞ͕ ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƐĂĨĞƚǇ
ǌŽŶĞƐĂŶĚƉĂƌƚŝĂůůǇŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ͕ǁŚŝĐŚǁŝůůŝŶǀŽůǀĞƚŚĞĂƉƉŽŝŶƚŵĞŶƚŽĨĂ
FLO; and

x

partially installed infrastructure will be marked and lit appropriately.

12.13.2

Long Term Displacement from Fishing Grounds

It was concluded from the impact assessment that there is potential for significant impacts
associated with the long term displacement of fishermen from fishing grounds within the AfL
ĂƌĞĂ͘dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽŵŝŶŝŵŝƐĞƚŚĞƐĞŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ͕ƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐŵŝƚigation measures will
be put in place. These measures are based on recognised industry good practice and focus
mainly on engagement with local fishermen during all phases of the Project:
x

FHT will support the setting up of a fisheries working group;

x

all on-going consultation and liaison to be carried out in line with FLOWW Best
Practice Guidance for Offshore Renewables Developments: Recommendations for
Fisheries Liaison (January 2014); and

x

other standard measures to be implemented in accordance with recognised industry
ďĞƐƚ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ ǁŝƚŚ ƌĞŐĂƌĚ ƚŽ ŶĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶĂů ƐĂĨĞƚǇ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ EŽƚŝĐĞƐ ƚŽ DĂƌŝŶĞƌƐ͕
notifications of location of safety zones etc. in appropriate publications and use of
navigational aids including lighting where required.

12.14

Residual impacts

/ƚŝƐĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞĚƚŚĂƚ͕ĞǀĞŶǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐŽƵƚůŝŶĞĚ
in Section 12.13͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁŝůů Ɛƚŝůů ďĞ ůŽŶŐ ƚĞƌŵ ĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ůŽĐĂů ĨŝƐŚermen from fishing
ŐƌŽƵŶĚƐǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞĨ>ĂƌĞĂ͘dŚĞƉƵƌƉŽƐĞŽĨƚŚĞŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ͕ŝŶƚŚŝƐĐĂƐĞ͕ŝƐŶŽƚƚŽ
assume the impact won’t occur but to try to work with local fishermen in a proactive way in
order to reduce the overall impact that long term restrictions to these fishermen might have
on local fishing activities in the Fair Head and wider North East Antrim coast area.

12.15

Summary of Key Impacts

Table 12.10 below summarises the potential impacts assessed with respect to Commercial
Fisheries and the outcome of those assessments.
Table 12.ϭϬ: Summary of impacts for commercial fisheries
Impact

Sensitivity Magnitude
/ value of of impact
receptor

Consequence Potential
and
mitigation
Significance measures
of impact

Residual
effect

Minor

Minor

Impacts during construction / installation
Temporary

Medium

Low

n/a
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Sensitivity Magnitude
/ value of of impact
receptor

displacement
from traditional
fishing grounds

January 2017

Consequence Potential
and
mitigation
Significance measures
of impact

Residual
effect

consequence
therefore not
significant
Low

Minor
consequence
therefore not
significant

Ongoing
Minor
engagement
with fishermen.
Implementation
of industry best
practice safety
measures and
notifications

Long
term Medium
displacement
from traditional
fishing grounds

Medium

Moderate
consequence
therefore
impact
is
significant

Impact will
Ongoing
remain but
engagement
with fishermen. overall
impact
Implementation
significance
of
FLOWW
will reduce
guidelines and
to
not
other industry
significant.
best practice

Long
term Medium
obstruction
to
regular
fishing
vessel routes

Negligible

Negligible
n/a
consequence
therefore not
significant

Negligible

Temporary and / Medium
or long term
change
in
abundance
of
target species

Negligible

Negligible
n/a
consequence
therefore not
significant

Negligible

Temporary
Medium
obstruction
to
regular
fishing
vessel routes

Impacts during operation

Impacts during decommissioning
Impacts during decommissioning are likely to be the same or less than those identified for
construction and installation
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Marine Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
13.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the existing and potential marine archaeology assets
that have the potential to be impacted by the installation and operation phases of the Fair
Head Tidal (FHT) Project (the Project).
The following receptors have been considered in this section:
x

seabed prehistory;

x

maritime archaeology; and

x

aviation archaeology.

This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES chapters:
x

Appendix 6.1 Geological Desk Study. Report No L4209-14. ESG 2014a;

x

Appendix 6.2 Report on Hydrographic and Geophysical Survey. Report No L4209-14.
ESG 2014b;

x

Appendix 13.1: The Marine Archaeological Desk Based Assessment (Fair Head Tidal
Energy Project North Antrim, Northern Ireland Marine Archaeology Desk Based
Assessment, (Wessex Archaeology 2016);

x

Chapter 2 Legislation & Policy Content;

x

Chapter 3 Site Selection & Alternative; and

x

scoping responses.

13.2

Legislation, Guidance and Policy

A range of legislation, guidance and policy underpins this Environmental Statement (ES) in
support of ‘best-practice’. A summary of global, European, UK, Northern Ireland policy and
legislation is provided below, including further guidance documents for cultural heritage
management such as Historic Environment Guidance for Wave and Tidal Energy (Firth 2013).
This Environmental Statement will be carried out in accordance with the Chartered Institute
for Archaeologists’ Standards and Guidance for Archaeological Desk-based Assessment (CIfA
December 2014). A more comprehensive list can be found in Appendix 13.1, the Desk Based
Assessment (Wessex Archaeology 2016).

13.2.1

Global Legislation and Policy

x

The World Heritage Convention 1972

x

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982
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x

International Council of Monuments and Sites Charter on the Protection and
Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage 1996 (the Sofia Charter)

x

UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage 2001

13.2.2

European Legislation and Policy

x

The European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage
(Revised) 1992 (the Valletta Convention)

x

European Landscape Convention 2000

13.2.3

UK

13.2.3.1

Legislation

x

Protection of Wrecks Act (PWA) (1973): Section One

x

PWA (1973): Section Two

x

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990

x

Protection of Military Remains Act (1986)

x

Merchant Shipping Act (1995)

x

Marine and Coastal Access Act (2009)

13.2.3.2

Policy

x

Revised Draft Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) (Department
for Energy and Climate Change, 2010)

x

Revised Draft National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (EN-3)
(Department for Energy and Climate Change, 2010)

x

Revised Draft National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-5) (Department for Energy
and Climate Change, 2010)

x

Marine Policy Statement 2011

x

Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013

13.2.3.3

Guidance

x

Identifying and Protecting Palaeolithic Remains: Archaeological Guidance for
Planning Authorities and Developers (English Heritage 1998)

x

Military Aircraft Crash Sites (English Heritage 2002)

x

Code of Practice for Seabed Developers, Joint Nautical Archaeology Policy
Committee (JNAPC) 2006

x

COWRIE: Historic Environment Guidance for the Offshore Renewable Energy Sector
(Wessex Archaeology 2007)
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x

COWRIE: Guidance for Assessment of Cumulative Impacts on the Historic
Environment from Offshore Renewable Energy (Oxford Archaeology 2008)

x

Model Clauses for Archaeological Written Schemes of Investigations (Crown Estate
and Wessex Archaeology 2010)

x

COWRIE: Offshore Geotechnical Investigations and Historic Environment Analysis:
Guidance for the Renewable Energy Sector (Emu 2011)

x

The Setting of Heritage Assets (English Heritage, 2011 revised 2012)

x

Historic Environment Guidance for Wave and Tidal Energy (Firth 2013)

x

Standard and Guidance for Historic Environment Desk-based Assessment (Chartered
Institute for Archaeologists, December 2014)

13.2.4

Northern Ireland

13.2.4.1

Legislation

x

Historic Monuments and Archaeological Objects (Northern Ireland) Order 1995

x

Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013

13.2.4.2

Policy

x

Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning, Archaeology and The Built Heritage (1999)

x

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (Marine Policy Statement 2011)

x

Regional Development Strategy for Northern Ireland 2025

13.3

Stakeholders Engagement

Scoping and stakeholder engagement has been on-going throughout the EIA and played an
important part in ensuring the scope of the baseline characterisation work and impact
assessment are appropriate to the Project and the requirements of the regulators and their
advisors.
Fair Head Tidal wrote to formally request a scoping opinion in December 2013 in accordance
with the Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007. A response
was received from the Centre for Maritime Archaeology, University of Ulster in February
2014. All issues brought to the attention of FHT have been actioned and can be found in
Table 13.1.
Table 13.1: Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholder Response (ref to December 2013 Scoping
Action taken
Document)
All
references
and
acknowledgments
in
the
Several paragraphs in chapter 6 (Geology & Sediment Maritime Archaeology chapter
Referencing/acknowledgments:
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Stakeholder Response (ref to December 2013 Scoping
Action taken
Document)
Process) between pgs. 44-46 have been lifted verbatim from have been actioned.
the chapter by Quinn, Lafferty et al. in the book Rathlin
Island: An Archaeological Survey of a Maritime Landscape by
Forsythe & McConkey. Neither the chapter nor the book are
referenced in the scoping document. We politely suggest
that greater care is taken in the EIA with regard to
acknowledgments and that the Environmental Statement
appropriately apportions credit where it is due.
Shipwrecks:
It should be noted that the NI shipwreck database
referenced in paragraph 14.2.1.1 records only documented
instances of loss not actual remains. It is therefore not a
precise record of exactly where shipwrecks are, but gives a
general indication of the likelihood of shipwrecking. Also,
positional information within it is frequently inaccurate: note
for example that the actual position of the Santa Maria is c. 1
km west of the position shown on Figure 13.1. For this
reason, the Centre for Maritime Archaeology at the
University of Ulster also maintains a record of known
shipwrecks on behalf of NIEA; it is advised that this added to
the datasets consulted as part of the EIA.

The database maintained by the
Centre
for
Maritime
Archaeology at the University of
Ulster on behalf of the NIEA has
been added to the dataset as
part of this EIA.

Displacement of sediment: It is not mentioned within the
Scoping document that displacement of sediment off a
buried site can also have an impact: removal of the
protective cover of sediment results in exposure and hence a
potentially increased rate of degradation. Such an event
could occur as a result of physical removal of sediment
during installation or perhaps as a result of scouring during
or after installation.

Consideration
of
the
displacement of sediment from
buried sites, resulting in the
removal of the protective cover
of sediment which in turn leads
to potentially increased rate of
degradation, has been added to
potential results of physical
removal of sediment during
installation or as a result of
scouring during or after
installation.

The geotechnical aspects of the pre-installation work do not
appear to be considered in the Marine and Coastal Historic
Environment methodology. These types of survey are
frequently crucial to submerged landscape investigation by
ground-truthing seismic data or providing direct physical
evidence of past landscapes. Depending on the predevelopment archaeological discussions or the results of the
archaeological assessment of the geophysical data; it may be

The
submerged
palaeolandscape aspects of the
Study Area have been reviewed
based
on
sub-bottom
geophysical data. Geotechnical
campaigns may be reviewed in
the future to bolster this
existing geophysical review in
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Stakeholder Response (ref to December 2013 Scoping
Action taken
Document)
necessary to have archaeological assessment/analysis of the support of the mitigation
geotechnical data. This possibility should therefore be strategy set out in the
Environmental Statement.
included as part of the EIA.
Coastal Environment
We agree with the need for both desk-based assessment and
walkover survey. Please ensure that the desk-based
assessment will also be conducted by an appropriately
qualified archaeologist, as was clearly stated for the
walkover survey. We would also suggest consultation of the
Ordnance Survey Historic Maps in addition to the Sites and
Monuments Record as these may also show the location of
historic or archaeological features.

The desk based assessment has
been
conducted
by
an
appropriately
qualified
archaeologist.
Further
the
Ordnance Survey Historic Maps
will be consulted for the
onshore EIA and DBA and added
to the Baseline data.

Following documents have been
consulted:
Firth,
A.
2013.
Historic
Environment Guidance for
Wave and Tidal Energy
Gribble, J. & Leather, S. 2011.
Geotechnical
A number of further documents in regards to guidance Offshore
Investigations
and
Historic
should be consulted.
Environment Analysis: Guidance
for the Renewable Energy
Sector
Plets, R., Dix, J. & Bates. 2013.
Marine
Geophysics
Data
Acquisition, Processing and
Interpretation

13.4

Data Sources

A number of sources of primary and synthesised information were consulted in order to
compile this chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES). Data generated from the marine
geophysical survey was also a main component of the assessment.

13.4.1

Desk Based-Study

The following data sources were consulted for this assessment:
x

previous scoping assessments for the Project supplied by FHT;
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x

Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (DOENI) historic environment
data;

x

Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) historic environment data;

x

UK Hydrographic Office wreck data; and

x

Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey Project (JIBS) multibeam data acquired in 2008.

13.4.2

Geophysics Data

The following data sources were consulted for this assessment:
x

13.4.3

geophysics data acquired by Environmental Scientifics Group (ESG) between 28th
April and 13th May 2014. This included sidescan sonar, boomer sub-bottom profiler
and magnetometer data; and

Geoarchaeological Data

x

Review of the geophysical data in conjunction with the known geology of the area
(BGS 1986; BGS 1993) and previous work undertaken (Environmental Scientifics
Group, 2014a, Fair Head Tidal Energy Project Part 1 Geological Desk Study. Report
No L4209-14; Environmental Scientifics Group, 2014b, Fair Head Tidal Energy
Project Part 2 Report on Hydrographic and Geophysical Survey. Report No L420914.).

x

Further, Westley et al. (2014) investigated the potential for submerged prehistoric
landscapes on the north coast of Northern Ireland around Ramore Head to the west
of the MASA. Palaeogeographic reconstructions are proposed within the context of
early prehistoric Mesolithic activity in the area. That study identified archaeological
potential nearshore in association with recorded submerged peats from
geotechnical datasets. Previously regional studies within the submerged landscapes
archaeological network (SLAN) project identified potential for submerged
palaeolandscapes at Ballycastle.

13.5

Methodology

13.5.1

Area of Assessment

The geophysical survey area (Development area) comprises the Agreement for Lease (AfL)
area and cable corridor option A (cable survey area to a landfall at Ballycastle) and cable
corridor option B (cable survey area to a landfall at Murlough Bay). The Development area is
located approximately 1km off the Antrim coast and the combined survey areas totalled
approximately 10.5km².
A larger Marine Archaeological Study Area (MASA) has been used for this assessment
comprising the above Development area plus an additional buffer of 1km. This additional
buffer incorporates the intertidal zone at the proposed export cable landfalls and focuses
upon marine archaeological features such as submerged prehistory, maritime wrecks and
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aircraft crash sites; not including coastal buildings and installations. These cultural heritage
assets will be assessed as part of a separate onshore archaeological desk based assessment.
Use of a 1km buffer allows archaeological trends of the project to be examined. It also allows
for the positional uncertainty that is encountered for marine records such as any vessel and
aircraft wrecks to be accounted for within the assessment.

13.5.2

Desk Based Study

The marine historic environment was assessed in relation to three distinct themes:
x

seabed prehistory;

x

maritime and aviation archaeology; and

x

seascape character.

For each theme, any known sites within the study area were identified, and the potential for
hitherto unknown sites was explored.
This chapter is based on a Geographic Information System (GIS) using ArcGIS 10.2,
incorporating the positional information of the various data sources listed in section 13.2,
allowing the data to be spatially analysed. The data were subsequently compiled into
gazetteers of the prehistoric, maritime and aviation resources located within the study area;
these were used to inform the assessment of geophysical data.
The gazetteers of datasets were compiled and illustrated in Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) Zone 29 North projected from a WGS84 datum, and are fully presented in Appendix
13.1, the Marine Desk Based Assessment (Wessex Archaeology 2016).

13.6

Existing Baseline Description

13.6.1

Submerged Prehistory

There are no designated prehistoric archaeological sites located in the study area.
However, a palaeogeographic assessment was undertaken with the aim of identifying
submerged geomorphological features with archaeological potential within the
Development Area, namely indicators of past land surfaces. The geophysical interpretation
has not been ground-truthed with geotechnical data.
As part of the palaeogeographic assessment, the geophysical (sub-bottom profiler and
MBES) data were analysed for evidence of a number of specific features of archaeological
interest.
Only features thought to have formed during the period of human occupation of the UK
were interpreted, i.e. from c. 970,000 years before present (BP) to the last marine
transgression. Recent studies have revealed that the earliest archaeological finds in Ireland
are related to the Late Upper Palaeolithic confirming a human presence in Ireland from that
period onwards (Dowd, 2016, First evidence of a Late Upper Palaeolithic human presence in
Ireland, Quaternary Science Reviews. Sligo).
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Palaeogeographic Assessment

Twenty-nine palaeolandscape features of archaeological potential have been identified
across the Fair Head Tidal Energy Project. Seven of these are characterised as features of
probable archaeological interest (P1) and twenty-two are of possible archaeological interest
(P2) (Appendix 13.1, Wessex Archaeology (WA) 2016, Figure 04). The sediments present in
these features have been tentatively interpreted to be of Late Pleistocene and Holocene age.
Features identified in the sub-bottom profiler data across the Development Area include
simple cut and fills, channels, infilled depressions and a single erosion surface, whose
characteristics are described in the marine desk based assessment (Appendix 13.1, Wessex
Archaeology 2016). Predominately the fills of these features are characterised by well
stratified sediments likely consisting of Holocene aged sands and gravels and have the
potential to preserve organic material of possible archaeological potential. The size, shape
and extent of these features differ greatly across the site.
The possible Late Pleistocene/Holocene deposits identified within the palaeogeographic
features, where present, may contain palaeoenvironmental material that could aid in the
understanding of past landscapes and sea-level change for the area and depending on the
environment may contain artefactual material. However, assessment of geotechnical data
would be required to ground-truth the geophysical interpretation and to provide more
information on the depositional environments.

13.6.2

Maritime Sites

13.6.2.1

Documented Resources

At least two wrecks are known in the MASA reported by the UKHO. These comprise
Templemore (WA 7001) and Santa Maria (WA 7021). A further two wrecks are reported to
have been visited by local divers. A wreck possibly of Minerva (WA 7019) and Glentow (WA
7020). Further information on these wrecks can be found within the archaeological desk
based assessment (Appendix 13.1, Wessex Archaeology 2016).
13.6.2.2

Seabed Features Assessment

During the archaeological assessment of geophysical data 118 seabed features were
identified by WA. A large number of these (99) were interpreted to be probable natural
seabed features such as boulders and cobbles on the seabed and natural magnetic
fluctuations. In total 19 anomalies were identified as being of potential archaeological
interest and assigned an A1 or A2 archaeological potential rating accordingly (Appendix 13.1,
Wessex Archaeology 2016, figure 02).
One historic record of possible archaeological interest was recorded within the Development
Area, Templemore (7001) this falls within the geophysical survey area and has been
identified in the geophysical datasets and as such classified as A1 archaeological
discrimination.
Three documented wrecks with no corresponding geophysical anomalies may be present
within the MASA but outside the area of geophysical survey coverage (A3).
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Potential for Maritime Archaeology

The assessment of potential for the discovery of shipwreck and shipwreck-derived material
within the study area draws on the results of the geophysical survey and desk-based
research combined with further research of the wider area.
There is potential for the presence of archaeological material of a maritime nature spanning
from the Late Upper Palaeolithic period to the present day within the study area. The key
areas of potential are summarised in Appendix 1.
Further detail regarding the maritime archaeological baseline together with the potential for
uncovering additional material within the MASA is discussed in the Marine Desk Based
Assessment (Appendix 13.1, Wessex Archaeology 2016).

13.6.3

Aviation Archaeology

No identified aviation crash sites are located in the MASA.
Records of Air/Sea rescues from World War II are imprecisely located but indicate some
missions were undertaken in the vicinity of Rathlin Sound (Wessex Archaeology, 2008a,
‘Aircraft Crash Sites at Sea. A Scoping Study’, English Heritage unpublished report ref:
66641.02.: Figure 3). Due to the nature of these losses there is potential for debris to be
spread across a wide area in addition to concentrations of wreckage which may exist. Stray
finds of material have been reported through existing industry protocols elsewhere (e.g.
Marine Aggregates Industry, MAI Protocol for Reporting Finds of Archaeological Interest)
(Wessex Archaeology 2008a: Plate 3). There is therefore potential for encountering unknown
material relating to aircraft crash sites (military or civilian) generally across the MASA.
Elements of the 18 identified seabed anomalies of possible archaeological interest may also
represent potential aviation cultural heritage assets.

13.6.4

Seascape Character

The proposed project is within the boundaries of two Seascape characters’ areas (SCAs).
Ballycastle coast Seascape Character is centred on Ballycastle Bay and runs from a section of
coast from Carrick-a-rede to the eastern side of Fair Head. The following key characteristics
taken from the department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural affairs (Northern Ireland
Regional Seascape Character Assessment, 2014), define the Ballycastle coast seascape
character:
x

extremes of currents, overfalls and eddies across the dynamic waters of Rathlin
Sound;

x

crashing waves against rocky outcrops and series of predominantly vertical cliffs of
varying height, geology and landform;

x

a diverse geological composition of Basalt, Chalk and Dolerite to the west of
Ballycastle and Carboniferous Limestone with beds of sandstone and ironstone to
the east;
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x

varying depths of very dynamic sea above predicted habitats of infralittoral,
circalittoral and deep circalittoral fine and muddy sands and occasional infralittoral
rocks, some protruding above the sea;

x

at the eastern end of the SCA, Fair Head at 200 m high with a striking thick sill of
Dolerite forms a very distinctive and prominent headland;

x

the series of exposed cliffs are punctuated by the sheltered bay at Ballycastle,
containing the town and a stretch of sandy beach, backed by sand dunes;

x

a distinctive series of numerous large sea caves between Kinbane and Ballycastle;

x

along the isolated cliffs tops, swathes of semi-improved and semi-natural coastal
grasslands enclosed by remnant stone walls with patches of gorse; and

x

impressive views across Rathlin Sound towards Rathlin Island.

Torr Head Coast Seascape character is centred on Torr Head, and extends from the eastern
edge of Fair Head to Runabay Head. The following key characteristics taken from the
department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural affairs (Northern Ireland Regional
Seascape Character Assessment, 2014), define the Torr Head coast seascape character:
x

a largely inaccessible and unspoilt coastline with a strong sense of remoteness,
tranquillity and naturalness;

x

crashing waves against prominent and exposed rocky headlands, most notably Torr
Head;

x

dramatic views across the expansive North Channel and commercial shipping lanes,
with distant views of Scotland;

x

underwater, dramatic sloping shelves drop away to deep, turbulent waters;

x

a complex and varied coastal geology with large swathes of vegetated landslips with
semi-natural grasslands, scrub, pockets of broadleaved woodland and small
streams;

x

relatively deep open sea with very strong currents with underlying sands, muds and
infralittoral rocks;

x

calmer waters within small secluded shingle bays enclosed by rocky headlands;

x

a concentration of archaeological sites on and close to Torr Head, including cashels,
Megalithic tomb, souterrains, enclosures, standing stones, and Killowen graveyard;
and

x

in both Seascape Characteristics the forthcoming development of tidal energy
generation with possible landfall and transmission facilities is included. Additions to
the Seascape Character from the project will be limited to the construction period
with the exception of the permanent substations.
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This section aims to determine the potential impacts that may occur during the installation
and operation phases of the project, and assess the significance of the effects of the
installation and operation elements on marine archaeological receptors.
The National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (EN-1; Department of
Energy and Climate Change 2011) identified that archaeological receptors can be affected by
offshore development in two ways:
x

from the direct effect of the physical siting of the project; and

x

from indirect changes to the physical marine environment caused by direct impacts

Furthermore, the Historic Environment Guidance for Wave and Tidal Energy (Firth, 2013)
considers that the most significant adverse effects of tidal energy development on the
historic environment are likely to occur during the construction phase, but effects are also
possible prior to construction, and during the operation and decommissioning phases.
Impacts to archaeological receptors occur as a result of changes to their physical
environment in terms of loss and/or degradation, which can subsequently reduce the
significance of a receptor and its wider historic environment. The management and
mitigation of such change is based on the principle that archaeological receptors are finite,
non-renewable and cannot adapt, tolerate or recover from direct impacts.

13.7.2

Direct Impacts

Archaeological receptors may be buried within seabed sediments or may rest upon the
seafloor, either with or without height. As such, direct impacts to these receptors can occur
during any development or related activity that makes contact with the seafloor or cuts
through seabed deposits. Archaeological receptors with height, such as wrecks, may also be
impacted by development or activities that occur within the water column.
The implementation of the Project is anticipated to entail the following direct impacts:
x

installation of the tidal turbine structure and foundations which could include drilled
piles and/or gravity base, depending on type of turbine installation of electrical
hubs, either submerged or on surface piercing structure;

x

placement of cabling on the seabed, including possible trenching in areas of
sediment and cable protection measures;

x

use of vessels’ anchors when mooring; and

x

increased marine traffic may cause permanent or temporary loss of the visual
integrity of a terrestrial designated or undesignated heritage asset.
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Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts may occur as a result of changes to prevailing physical processes caused by
the project. In general, archaeological receptors exposed to marine processes will
deteriorate faster than those buried within seabed sediments inducing an adverse effect.
Furthermore, aspects of the project works that result in increased sediment cover may
afford additional protection to archaeological receptors, thereby causing a beneficial effect.
The implementation of the project is anticipated to entail the following indirect impacts:
x

interruption of sediment transport causing potential increase or decrease in
protection to an asset; and

x

effects of scouring at the site of the foundations and the vessel anchors.

13.7.4

Assessment Criteria

The assessment of impacts on marine archaeological assets described below has been
generated with reference to relevant specific guidance as listed in Section 13.2 and is
summarised below.
13.7.4.1

Magnitude of Effect

The magnitude of effect upon known and potential marine archaeological receptors is linked
to the following factors:
x

Extent – the area over which an effect occurs;

x

Duration – the time for which the effect occurs;

x

Frequency – how often the effect occurs; and

x

Severity – the degree of change relative to existing environmental conditions.

Within this document, the magnitude of effect is defined by the criteria presented in Table
13.2 below.
Table 13.2: Magnitude Definition
Magnitude

Definition

High

Total loss of or major alteration to key elements or features of the preproject conditions, such that the post-project character or composition
of the feature would be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Loss of or alteration to key elements or features of the pre-project
conditions, such that the post-project character of the feature would be
partially changed.

Low
Negligible

Minor alteration from pre-project conditions.
No or unquantifiable change to pre-project conditions.
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Receptor Sensitivity

The sensitivity of historic environment receptors is a function of their capacity to
accommodate change and reflects their ability to recover if affected. The sensitivity of a
receptor will be assessed with regard to the following factors:
x

Value – a measure of the receptor’s importance, rarity and worth;

x

Adaptability – the degree to which a receptor can avoid or adapt to an effect;

x

Tolerance – the ability of a receptor to accommodate temporary or permanent
change without significant negative impact; and

x

Recoverability – the temporal scale over and extent to which a receptor will recover
following an effect.

The Regional Development Strategy for Northern Ireland 2035 (DRD, 2012:50) highlights the
particular importance of cultural heritage as it ‘contributes to our sense of place in history’.
Archaeological receptors cannot typically adapt, tolerate or recover from physical impacts
resulting in material damage or loss caused by development. Consequently, the sensitivity
of each receptor is predominantly quantified only by their statutory designation potential or
potential value. Where receptors are considered to be capable of adapting to, tolerating or
recovering from indirect impacts, these factors were incorporated into an assessment of
their sensitivity.
13.7.4.3

Value of a Marine Archaeological Receptor

Based on the Historic Environment Guidance for Wave and Tidal Energy (Firth 2013)
‘significance’ in historic environment policy equates broadly to the ‘importance’ of a
receptor in environmental assessment.
Within this document, significance is weighed by consideration of the potential for the asset
to demonstrate the following sensitivity criteria:
x

Evidential value – deriving from the potential of a place to yield evidence about past
human activity;

x

Historical value – deriving from the ways in which past people, events and aspects
of life can be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be illustrative or
associative;

x

Aesthetic value – deriving from the ways in which people draw sensory and
intellectual stimulation from a place; and

x

Communal value – deriving from the meanings of a place for the people who relate
to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory.

With regards to assessing the value of shipwrecks, the following criteria listed in Historic
England’s Designation Selection Guide for Ships and Boats (2012) can inform the assessment
of an asset in terms of its sensitivity:
x

Period;

x

Rarity;
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Survival/condition; and
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Potential.
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These aspects help to characterise each asset whilst also comparing them to other similar
assets. The criteria also enable the potential to contribute to knowledge, understanding and
outreach to be assessed.
It should be noted that, while designation indicates that a receptor has been identified as
being of high value; non-designated archaeological assets are not necessarily of lesser value.
There are very few designated archaeological sites offshore, which is generally due to
difficulties in identifying sites offshore, lack of investigation and paucity of data. Therefore,
non-designated receptors that can be demonstrated to be of equivalent value to designated
sites are considered to be of equivalent significance.
The nature of the marine archaeological resource is such that there is a high level of
uncertainty concerning remains on the seabed. Often data regarding the nature and extent
of sites are limited or out of date and, as such, the precautionary principle must be applied
to aspects of archaeological EA.
The overall sensitivity of known archaeological assets were assessed on a four-point scale
using professional judgement (Table 13.3).
Table 13.3: Sensitivity definition
Sensitivity Definition
Ranging from best known or only example and/or significant potential to
contribute to knowledge and understanding and/or outreach to above average
example and/or high potential to contribute to knowledge and understanding
and/or outreach. Assets with a demonstrable international or national
dimension to their importance are likely to fall within this category.
All wrecked ships and aircraft with statutory protection under the PWA 1973,
AMAA 1979 or PMRA 1986, plus as-yet undesignated sites that are
demonstrably of equivalent archaeological value.
High

Known submerged prehistoric sites and landscapes with the confirmed
presence of largely in situ artefactual material. As well as palaeogeographic
features with demonstrable potential to include artefactual and/or
palaeoenvironmental material, and high potential to contribute to knowledge
and understanding and/or outreach.
Includes wrecks of ships and aircraft that do not have statutory protection or
equivalent significance, but have high potential based on a formal assessment
of their sensitivity.
Prehistoric deposits with moderate potential to contribute to an understanding
of the palaeoenvironment, possibly as part of a prehistoric site or landscape.
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Sensitivity Definition
Average example and/or moderate potential to contribute to knowledge and
understanding and/or outreach.
Medium

Includes wrecks of ships and aircraft that do not have statutory protection or
equivalent significance, but have moderate potential based on a formal
assessment of their sensitivity.
Prehistoric deposits with moderate potential to contribute to an understanding
of the palaeoenvironment.
Below average example and/or low potential to contribute to knowledge and
understanding and/or outreach.

Low

Includes wrecks of ships and aircraft that do not have statutory protection or
equivalent significance, but have low potential based on a formal assessment of
their importance in terms of build, use, loss, survival and investigation.
Prehistoric deposits with low potential to contribute to an understanding of the
palaeoenvironment.

Negligible

Receptors with no potential to contribute to knowledge and understanding
and/or outreach.

The perceived sensitivity of each marine archaeological receptor is generally assessed and
assigned on a site-by-site basis, using professional judgement and past experience, and with
reference to the criteria listed above.
13.7.4.4

Significance of Impact

The significance of an impact (positive or negative) on an archaeological receptor, whether a
direct or indirect impact, is determined as a combination of the measures of the magnitude
of the effect and the sensitivity of the archaeological receptor. The matrix in provides a
guide to the assessment but is not a substitute for professional judgement and
interpretation, particularly where the sensitivity or effect magnitude levels are not clear or
are borderline between categories
Table 13.4: Magnitude and sensitivity impact matrix
Sensitivity
Magnitude
High

Medium

Low

High

Major

Major

Moderate Negligible

Medium

Major

Moderate Minor

Low

Moderate Minor

Minor

Negligible

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Negligible

Negligible
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Impacts during Construction, Installation, Operation and
Maintenance Periods

During construction, and installation and commissioning phases, direct impacts to the
marine archaeology and cultural heritage may be caused by: use of embedment anchors and
clump weights and chains; and installation of TEC Base and TEC support structures;
placement of intra-array cabling; installation of a subsea station; and installation of the
export cable offshore.
For the purposes of this ES a worst case environmental scenario of rock dumping along the
cable route, assuming an 8m wide corridor and 80% rock dumping and 20% trench for both
cable corridors. The cables will be trenched through the intertidal areas where the material
is believed to be predominantly sandy to sandy gravel.
During operation and maintenance phases, physical impacts to marine archaeology and
cultural heritage receptors may be caused by anchoring service vessels to the seabed within
the Development area when dynamically positioned (DP) vessels are not used.
Potential indirect impacts arise when direct impacts have effects beyond their primary
footprint and can affect archaeological sites or material some distance away. Indirect
impacts can include changes to erosion patterns, sediment transport, currents and water
quality during installation, caused by the direct impacts listed above.
Both direct and indirect impacts may damage, disturb or destruct archaeological receptors
that include seabed prehistory, shipwreck and/or aviation remains.
13.7.5.1

Impact 13.1: Impact to Known and Potential Submerged Palaeolandscape
Features

13.7.5.1.1

Receptors Considered

Due to their location within the export cable route A, direct impacts to the following
probable submerged palaeolandscape features (WA6000 and WA6019) and the following
possible submerged palaeolandscape features (WA6002, WA6007, WA6005, WA6015) may
occur during all phases of the Project (Appendix 13.1,Wessex Archaeology 2016, figure 04).).
Due to their location within the export cable route B, direct impacts to the following
probable submerged palaeolandscape features (WA6024, WA6025, WA6026, WA6028) and
the following possible submerged palaeolandscape features (WA6022, WA6023, WA6027)
may occur during all phases of the Project.
Due to their location within the Development area, direct impacts to the following features
of possible archaeological interest (WA6029 and WA6030) may occur during all phases of the
Project.
Unknown prehistoric material located both inside the Development area may also be
impacted by all phases of the Project.
13.7.5.1.2

Sensitivity

A total of fifteen submerged palaeolandscape features were identified within the
Development area six of which were classified as P1s (features of probable archaeological
interest) and nine of which were classified as P2s (features of possible archaeological
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interest). These features are respectively considered of high and medium archaeological
significance.
13.7.5.1.3

Magnitude of Effects

Any adverse effects upon known and potential submerged prehistory receptors would be
permanent and irreversible. As such, the magnitude of direct effects to such receptors would
be high.
13.7.5.1.4

Significance of Effects

Due to the fragile and non-renewable nature of the marine archaeological receptors on
and/or under the seabed, any impacts have the potential to be permanent and adverse. As a
result, and in the absence of appropriate mitigation, both the sensitivity and the magnitude
of the impact on such resources will automatically be considered high resulting in major
adverse impact significance.

High

Major

All impacts Significant
impact
on these
under EIA
nonrenewable regulations
receptors
are
permanent.

Potential
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

High

High

Major

All impacts Significant
impact
on these
under EIA
nonrenewable regulations
receptors
are
permanent.

Receptor
13.7.5.1.5

High

Impact
Significance

of
Significance
effects

High

Rationale

of
Magnitude
Impact

Known
High/medium
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

Archaeological
Significance

Sensitivity

Table 13.5: Known and potential submerged palaeolandscape feature impact significance

Mitigation

The following measures are designed to mitigate any predicted adverse effects upon
submerged prehistory receptors from direct impacts. The measures are designed to reduce
or offset any damage/disturbance as a result of the proposed Project upon known sites, and
to establish the presence of unknown sites.
x

Adopt the Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects
(Wessex Archaeology and The Crown Estate, 2014) for the duration of the Project; a
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system for reporting and investigating unexpected archaeological discoveries
encountered during the course of the Project; and
x

if palaeoenvironmental material is recovered during any proposed borehole or
vibrocores sampling, corresponding logs and samples of interest should be
geoarchaeologically assessed by a suitably qualified marine geoarchaeologist. A five
stage approach is recommended by The Crown Estate’s Model Clauses for
Archaeological WSIs document (Wessex Archaeology 2010) is recommended; and

x

following the implementation of the above mitigation measures, the residual impact
as summarised below is assessed as Positive through the process of contributing
new knowledge on marine cultural heritage and archaeologically important
submerged palaeolandscapes.

Table 13.6: Known and potential submerged palaeolandscape feature impact significance
post mitigation
Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude Significance Rationale
of Impact of effects

Residual
Impact
Significance

Known
High/medium
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

High

Major

Insignificant
Mitigation
impact
measures
under EIA
reduce or
avoid adverse Regulations
effects on
known or
potential
receptors.

Potential
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

High

Major

Insignificant
Mitigation
impact
measures
under EIA
reduce or
avoid adverse Regulations
effects on
known or
potential
receptors.

13.7.5.2

High

Impact 13.2: Impact to Known and Potential Seabed Features: Maritime Sites
and Aviation Sites

There are no designated heritage assets within the Development area. However, there is a
wreck within the buffer zone of cable route option A, the Templemore (WA7001). Due to the
location beyond the immediate construction footprint of the Project, direct impacts are not
considered here, however the wreck should be considered in the overall mitigation strategy,
outlined below, to ensure direct and indirect impacts do not occur during all phases of the
Project.
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The following anomalies of possible archaeological interest are also within the buffer zone
and should be considered when micro siting the cable route: WA7000, WA7002, WA7011,
WA7012, WA7015 and WA7016.
Further indirect impacts outlined in section 13.7.3 should considered for all seabed
anomalies and historic records of archaeological interest with no corresponding geophysical
anomaly.
Due to their location within the export cable route option B, direct impacts to the following
anomalies of possible archaeological interest (WA7005, WA7006, WA7008, WA7010 and
WA7013) may occur during all phases of the Project.
Due to their location within part of the Development area proposed for tidal turbines, direct
impacts to the following anomalies of possible archaeological interest (WA7003, WA7004,
WA7007, WA7009, WA7014, WA7017 and WA 7018) may occur during all phases of the
Project.
Previously unknown maritime and aviation sites located inside Development area may also
be impacted by all phases of the Project.
13.7.5.2.1

Sensitivity

A total of twelve anomalies of possible archaeological interest were identified within the
Development area and export cable option B. These features are considered of high
archaeological sensitivity.
13.7.5.2.2

Magnitude of Effects

Any adverse effects upon known and potential submerged prehistory receptors would be
permanent and irreversible. As such, the magnitude of direct effects to such receptors would
be high.
13.7.5.2.3

Significance of Effects

Due to the fragile and non-renewable nature of the marine archaeological receptors on
and/or under the seabed, any impacts have the potential to be permanent and adverse. As a
result, and in the absence of appropriate mitigation, both the sensitivity and the magnitude
of the impact on such resources will automatically be considered high resulting in major
adverse impact significance.
Table 13.7: Potential maritime and aviation sites impact significance
Receptor

Potential
maritime
and
aviation
sites

Sensitivity
High

Magnitude
of Impact
High

Significance
of effects
Major

Rationale

Impact
Significance

Significant
All impacts
impact under
on these
EIA
nonregulations
renewable
receptors are
permanent.
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Mitigation

The following measures are designed to mitigate any predicted adverse effects upon
submerged prehistory receptors from direct impacts. The measures are designed to reduce
or offset any damage/disturbance as a result of the proposed Project upon known sites, and
to establish the presence of unknown sites.
Even though no direct impacts are expected on the wreck of the Templemore, a steam
coaster capsized in 1911, it should be assigned an archaeological exclusion zone of 100m to
avoid direct and indirect physical impacts during the construction, operation and
decommissioning phases of the Project (Figure 13.1).
x

Any further archaeological work will be detailed by a WSI prepared prior to the
Project starting;

x

avoidance of geophysical anomalies is recommended in the first instance;

x

preservation by record (i.e. archaeological excavation and recording prior to an
impact occurring) is recommended for offsetting disturbances to archaeological
sites or material where preservation in situ is not practicable. Sites that have been
destabilised, but not destroyed, may be re-stabilised and subject to detailed
analysis; and

x

adopt the Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects
(The Crown Estate, 2014) for the duration of the Project.

Following the implementation of the above mitigation measures, the residual impact as
summarised below is assessed as not significant.
Table 13.8: Potential maritime and aviation site impact significance post mitigation
Receptor

Potential
maritime
and
aviation
sites

13.7.6

Sensitivity

High

Magnitude of Significance of Rationale
Impact
effects
High

Major

Mitigation
measures
reduce or
avoid
adverse
effects on
known or
potential
receptors.

Residual
Impact
Significance
Insignificant
impact under
EIA
Regulations

Potential Impacts during Decommissioning

Potential impacts on marine archaeology and cultural heritage during decommissioning will
be very limited on the basis that any anomalies of archaeological significance will have either
been avoided as part of Project design and will therefore not be directly impacted during
decommissioning or, where avoidance was not possible, these anomalies will have been
investigated and recorded prior to installation. Where currently unknown features were
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discovered and mitigation to offset direct impacts was employed (i.e. preservation by
record), these anomalies will have already been impacted by the Project. There is the
potential for impacts on remaining sites of archaeological importance from other means e.g.
if there is a need for the moored barge / vessels during decommissioning. However, these
impacts will be the same or less than those discussed for the construction and installation
phase of the Project and with appropriate mitigation will not be significant.

13.7.7

Potential Variances in Environmental Impacts

The impact assessment above was based on worst case Project options that are considered
to result in the greatest impacts with regards to the known and potential marine
archaeology and cultural heritage.
Due to the actual size of the proposed infrastructure and through the use of micro-siting
such infrastructure within the Development area, it is considered that only certain areas of
the seabed within the Development area will be impacted by the proposed Project.
Subsequently the number of identified marine assets that may be impacted will be fewer
than those indicated within this assessment.

13.7.8

Cumulative Impacts

Fair Head Tidal has identified a list of other projects which together with the Project may
result in potential cumulative or in-combination impacts. The projects considered for
cumulative and in-combination impacts on the marine historic environment include:
x

Torr Head, a neighbouring tidal energy development to the south-east of the
Development area;

x

a submarine power cable passes from the Northern Ireland mainland at Ballycastle
to Rathlin Island, crossing approximately 3nm west of the Development area; and

x

a spoil ground approximately 3.7nm west of the Development area. There are no
aggregates dredging areas in the study area.

The potential for cumulative and in-combination impacts from the Project is considered to
be negligible as the cumulative impacts are indirect, the most prominent one being an
increase in scour near the spoil ground which may affect potential underwater cultural
heritage receptors. Archaeological mitigation strategies which may be required with these
other marine developments will further reduce potential impacts to cultural heritage
receptors in the area.

13.7.9

Summary of Potential Impacts

The summary of impacts for the known and potential marine archaeology and cultural
heritage present within and in proximity to the proposed Project is presented in the table
below.
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Table 13.9: Summary of impact significance pre and post mitigation
Receptors

Significance
effects

of Impact
Significance

Mitigation
Identified

Residual Impact

Known
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

Major

Significant
impact under EIA
regulations

Yes (See
section13.7.5)

Insignificant
impact under EIA
Regulations

Potential
submerged
palaeolandscape
features

Major

Significant
impact under EIA
regulations

Yes (See
section13.7.5)

Insignificant
impact under EIA
Regulations

Potential
maritime
and
aviation sites

Major

Significant
impact under EIA
regulations

Yes (See
section13.7.5)

Insignificant
impact under EIA
Regulations

13.8

Monitoring

It is recommended that a protocol for archaeological discoveries (PAD) should be
implemented for the construction phase of the Project in order to manage the potential
discovery of previously unknown marine heritage material. The PAD should be undertaken in
line with the Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects (Wessex
Archaeology and The Crown Estate, 2014), whereby relevant Project staff on all
construction/installation/maintenance vessels will be informed of the PAD and given specific
information regarding details of the find types that may be of archaeological interest and the
potential importance of any archaeological material encountered. Finds will be assessed by a
qualified and experienced marine archaeologist and a report produced, possibly leading to a
requirement for further investigation in accordance with the mitigations presented in this
chapter.
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Appendix 13.1
Key Periods for Potential Archaeology

Period

Summary

PrePotential for material associated with prehistoric maritime activities. Prehistoric
1508 AD maritime activities include coastal travel, fishing and the exploitation of other
marine and coastal resources. Vessels of this period include rafts, hide covered
watercraft and log boats.
Potential for material associated with later prehistoric maritime activities,
including seaworthy watercraft suitable for overseas voyages to facilitate trade
and the exploitation of deep water resources. Such remains are likely to comprise
larger boat types, including those representing new technologies such as the
Bronze Age sewn plank boats that are associated with a growing scale of seafaring
activities.
Potential for material of Celtic, Northern British, Romano-British date, associated
with the expansion and diversification of trade with the Continent. More widely,
watercraft of this period, where present, may be representative of a distinct
shipbuilding tradition known as ‘Romano-Celtic’ shipbuilding, often considered to
represent a fusion of Roman and northern European methods.
Potential for material associated with coastal and seafaring activity in the early
historic period of post-Roman, pre-Norse date, associated with the renewed
expansion of trade routes and Germanic and Norse invasion and migration.
Vessels of this period may be representative of new shipbuilding traditions
including changes in technique, such as clinker-built vessels.
Potential for material associated with medieval maritime activity, including that
associated with increasing trade between the UK and Europe, the development of
established ports and the expansion of fishing fleets and the herring industry.
Vessels of this period are representative of a shipbuilding industry which
encompassed a wide range of vessel types (comprising both larger ships and
vernacular boats). Such wrecks may also be representative of new technologies
(e.g. the use of flush-laid strakes in construction), developments in propulsion,
and the development of reliable navigation techniques and the use of ordnance.
1509 to Increasing potential for post-Medieval shipwrecks representative of continuing
1815 AD technological advances in the construction, fitting and arming of ships, and in
navigation, sailing and steering techniques. Vessels of this period continued to
variously represent both the clinker techniques and construction utilising the
flush-laid strakes technique.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with the expansion
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Summary
of transoceanic communications and the opening up of the New World.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with the
establishment of the Royal Navy during the Tudor period and the increasing scale
of battles at sea.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with continuing local
trade and marine exploitation including the transport of goods associated with
the agricultural revolution.

1816 to Increasing potential for the discovery of shipwrecks associated with the
1913 AD introduction of iron and later steel in shipbuilding techniques. Such vessels may
also be representative of other fundamental changes associated with the
industrial revolution, particularly with regards to propulsion and the emergence of
steam propulsion and the increasing use of paddle and screw propelled vessels.
Potential for the discovery of shipwrecks demonstrating a diverse array of
vernacular boat types evolved for use in specific environments.
Potential for wrecks associated with large scale worldwide trade, the fishing
industry or coastal maritime activity including marine exploitation.
1914 to Potential for the discovery of shipwrecks associated with the two world wars
1945 AD including both naval vessels and merchant ships. Wrecks of this period may also
be associated with the increased shipping responding to the demand to fulfil
military requirements. A large number of vessels dating to this period were lost
as a result of enemy action.
Post
1946

Potential for wrecks associated with a wide range of maritime activities, including
military, commerce, fishing and leisure. Although ships and boats of this period
are more numerous, loses decline due to increased safety coupled with the
absence of any major hostilities. Vessels dating to this period are predominantly
lost as a result of any number of isolated or interrelated factors including human
error, adverse weather conditions, collision with other vessels or navigational
hazards or mechanical faults.
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AfL

Area for Lease

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

DAERA

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

IEMA

Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment

JUP

Jack Up Platform

LCA

Landscape Character Area

LI

Landscape Institute

SCA

Seascape Character Area

SLVIA

Seascape and Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

SPPS

Strategic Planning Policy Statement

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

TEC

Tidal Energy Converter

ZTV

Zone of Theoretical Visibility
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Landscape

Visual

Impact

This Seascape and Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (SLVIA) describes and evaluates
the existing seascape/landscape character and visual amenity and assesses the potential
effects of the Fair Head Tidal Energy Project (the Project). It includes both effects on the
physical landscape and visual amenity within the defined study area, during the construction,
operational and decommissioning phases of the Project. The effects during the operational
phase of the Project on designated landscapes, which include Areas of Outstanding Natural
beauty (AONB’s), registered parks and gardens, National trails/long distance foot and cycle
Routes, have also been assessed, using the methodology for assessing effects on landscape
character and visual amenity as outlined in Section 14.6
The method used follows an accepted approach derived from published guidance as outlined
below. The guidance is not prescriptive, but recognises that every project will require its own
set of circumstances. In this assessment, the approach recognises the specific attributes and
scale of the Project and distinctive characteristics of the surrounding landscapes.
For the purpose of this study, landscape is:
“An area perceived by people, whose character is the result of the interaction of natural
and/or human factors” Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment 3rd Edition, 2013, as
stated in The Landscape Institute & Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment
(IEMA), paragraph 2.2, page 14.
The definition of landscape from the European Landscape Convention includes seascapes and
marine environments.
Whilst there is no legal definition for seascape in the UK, for the purposes of this assessment,
seascape is:
“Landscapes with views of the coast or seas, and
environment with cultural, historical and archaeological
the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment
Institute & Institute of Environmental Management and
page 16.

14.2

coasts and the adjacent marine
links with each other” as stated in
3rd Edition, 2013, The Landscape
Assessment (IEMA), paragraph 2.7,

Supporting Studies

This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES chapters
x

Appendix 14.1 Seascape, Landscape and Visual assessment baseline report

x

Chapter 16 Tourism and Recreation

x

Chapter 17 Socio Economic
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Legislation, Policy & Guidance

The baseline report, Appendix 14.1 includes a review of relevant planning policy, landscape
designations (refer to Figure 14.2) and existing published seascape and landscape character
assessments including the Northern Ireland Seascape Assessment and the Northern Ireland
Landscape Character Assessment in order to identify any elements or parts of the defined
study area which are recognised for their seascape/landscape or visual qualities.

14.3.1

Summary of Relevant Legislation and Policy

The following provides a list of the legislation and policy relevant to the SLVIA. A detailed
description of each is provided in section 1.1 of Appendix 14.1.
x

Regional Development Strategy (RDS) 2035 - Building a Better Future;

x

Antrim Coast and Glens AONB Management Plan 2008 – 2018;

x

Planning Strategy for Rural Northern Ireland 1993 (PSRNI);

x

PPS21: Sustainable Development in the Countryside June 2010;

x

PPS16: Tourism June 2013;

x

Policy TSM 8: Safeguarding of Tourism Assets;

x

PPS6: Planning, Archaeology and the Built Heritage March 1999 (Replacing CON7:
Historic Parks and Gardens and CON 5: Conservation Areas);

x

Policy BH5: The Protection of World Heritage Sites;

x

Planning Policy BH12: New Development in a Conservation Area;

x

PPS18: Renewable Energy;

x

A Strategic Planning Policy Statement for Northern Ireland (SPPS): Planning for
Sustainable Development September 2015;

x

UK Marine Policy Statement March 2011; and

x

Northern Area Plan 2016.

14.3.2

Guidance

This SLVIA methodology has been specifically developed for the Project in accordance with
the best practice guidance incorporated into the Landscape Institute (LI)/Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment (IEMA): Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment: Third Edition (2013). Reference within the SLVIA will also be made to
other published research, assessment and guidance including:
x

Countryside Agency & Scottish National Heritage: Landscape Character Assessment:
Guidance for England and Scotland (2002);

x

Scottish Natural Heritage: Offshore Renewables- Guidance on Assessing the Impact
on Coastal Landscape and Seascape: Guidance for Scoping an Environmental
Statement (2012);

x

Scottish Natural Heritage: Offshore Renewables – Guidance on Assessing the Impact
on Coastal landscape and Seascape (2012);
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x

Scottish Natural Heritage: Visual Representation of Windfarms: Good Practice
Guidance: Version 2. (2014);

x

DTI, Guidance on the Assessment of the Impact of Offshore Wind farms: Seascape
and Visual Impact Report. (2005);

x

Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)/Brady Shipman Martin and University College
of Dublin: Guide to Best Practice in Seascape Assessment. (2001);

x

Landscape Institute Advice Note 01/2011: Photography and Photomontage in
Landscape and Visual Assessment. (2011);

x

Northern Ireland Environment Agency: Northern Ireland Regional Seascape Character
Assessment. Research & Development Series No 14/01(2014); and

x

DOENI/Northern Ireland Environment Agency: Landscape Character Areas:
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/landscape/country_landscape.htm.

14.4

Stakeholder Engagement

Specific consultation for this chapter has been undertaken with the following.
Table 14.1: Consultation record for Seascape, Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Stakeholder

Comment

Response

Reply received via email on 14/09/16 from DAERA
The
Department of requesting the following documents be taken into
account when undertaking the assessment:
Agriculture
Environment
x Landscape
Institute
(LI)/Institute
of
and
Rural
Environmental Management & Assessment Included
Affairs
(IEMA): Guidelines for Landscape and Visual methodology
(DAERA)
Impact Assessment: Third Edition (2013)
x

Landscape Institute Advice Note 01/2011:
Photography and Photomontage in Landscape
and Visual Assessment. (2011)

x

DOE/NIEA:
Required
Environmental
Information, A Guide to Supporting
Information
Required
for
Effective
Consultations: Version 1.1 (April 2015)

x

DOENI/Northern Ireland Environment Agency:
Landscape
Character
Areas:
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/topics/landand-landscapes

Included
baseline
description
(Appendix
Section 1.4)

in

in

14.1,

No comments were received on the choice of
viewpoints and cumulative developments to be
included as part of the assessment.
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the 23rd and 24th August 2016, respectively.
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Response

The exhibition included a photomontage from Fair
Head and also Rathlin Island to illustrate the Project
from these two key locations.
The information boards that were displayed at the
open
days
can
be
found
online
at: http://fairheadtidal.com/

14.5

Design Envelope

The Project has taken a design envelope approach to consenting which is described in
Chapter 5 Project Description. The basis of the design envelope is to apply a “worst case”
approach to the assessment of the different impacts associated with the Project. With this in
mind the maximum “worst case” project parameters considered for the seascape/landscape
character and visual amenity are presented in Table 14.2.
Table 14.2: Design envelope parameters relevant to Seascape, Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment
Project
Maximum
Project
parameter
parameter for impact Explanation of maximum Project parameters
relevant to the
assessment
assessment
Project phasing Phase 1: 10MW Phase 2 : Maximum capacity installed during each
phase of the Project, with Phase 2 being built
and capacity
90MW
in stages as defined in the Project
Phase 1 and Phase 2:
Description.
100MW
Project
construction
timescales

Phase 1: Up to 2 years
Phase 2: Up to 4 years

Project operation Phase 1: Up to 25 years
and maintenance Phase 2: Up to 25 years
timescales

Maximum timescales, depending on the
number, capacity and type of turbine and the
overall construction approach.
As defined in the Project Description.
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Project
Maximum
Project
parameter
parameter for impact Explanation of maximum Project parameters
relevant to the
assessment
assessment
As per the Energy Act 2004 and the
Project
Phase 1: Up to 2 years*
requirement of The Crown Estate (TCE)
decommissioning Phase 2: Up to 2 years*
Agreement for Lease (AfL).
timescales
* unless the site is
repowered to extend the
duration of the existing
lease
Maintenance
On average over 25 It is likely that vessels involved in
activity
and years, one vessel twice maintenance activities will be present in the
scheduling
per week.
AfL area throughout the year. There may be
periods when there are more vessels e.g. two
or three or no vessels depending on weather
conditions and extent/type of maintenance
works required.
Phase 1:
General
turbines
arrangement:
Turbine numbers Phase 2:
turbines

up

to

up

to

10 An indicative layout has been defined for
assessors based upon these maximum Project
parameters and this has been used as the
90
basis for the impact assessment.

The layout which has been assessed includes
Phase 1 and Phase 2: up
for 10 surface piercing hubs to a maximum
to 100 turbines
height of 20m above sea level and is
considered as a ‘worst case scenario’ in terms
of potential effects on seascape/landscape
character and visual amenity.
It is acknowledged that the final
arrangements and turbine used will depend
on the turbine type, rating and numbers,
resource availability and seabed conditions
and may be completely submerged below the
water.

14.6

Methodology

Potential effects on the seascape or the landscape in terms of character and visual amenity
are assessed as separate but linked issues. Both require a combination of quantitative and
qualitative evaluation. The magnitude of effects is derived from the extent to which physical
changes to the seascape or the landscape cause a change in character and how the seascape
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and the landscape are valued. Visual effects are related to changes in the composition of
views and people’s perception of (and responses to) these physical changes.
For both seascape and landscape, the significance of effects are derived from the assessment
of sensitivity and magnitude of change and informed by experienced professional judgement.
The initial stage of the methodology establishes the Seascape Character Areas (SCAs) and the
Landscape Character Areas (LCAs) as defined by DAERA, for further baseline assessment.
Following the initial stage, the criteria used to establish the significance of effects on
seascape and landscape character during the construction, operational and decommissioning
phase of the Project is set out.
The criteria used to determine the significance of effects on visual amenity during each phase
of the Project from the selected viewpoint locations is then established.

14.6.1

Study Area

There is no definitive guidance on the size of the study area for the type of development
being proposed. However as noted in the DTI’s Guidance on the Assessment of the Impact of
Offshore Windfarms (November 2005, DTI 16. Figure 11, page 22):“At 15km away the earth’s
curvature hides low lying land, leaving just the hills and showing little other detail”.
Therefore, a study area of 15km is considered to be an appropriate size of study area for this
SLVIA. The identified centre of the Project is then plotted onto the OS map base using the
computer software used to produce the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV). The study area is
shown in Figure 14.1.

14.6.2

Baseline Report

The baseline report (Appendix 14.1) includes a review of published research, OS maps and
Admiralty Charts, relevant planning policies and existing seascape and landscape character
assessments.
This report details the identification of broad, distinct recognisable and common character
areas within the defined study area.
An initial field assessment was carried out [April 2016] to confirm and verify the broad SCA
and LCA identified through the desk study.

14.6.3

Production of Photographs and Photomontages

Photomontages have been produced from each of the agreed viewpoints to published
guidance and illustrate the before and after effects of the Project. All viewpoint photography
has been taken with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II digital camera, a lens focal length of 50mm and
at a height of 1.6m above ground level on a professional tripod for true horizontal alignment
of photographic frames. The photographs for each viewpoint have been merged together to
form panoramic views.
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Impact Assessment of Effects on Seascape and Landscape
Character

Seascape and landscape effects may include direct physical changes to seascape and
landscape elements caused by the Project (e.g. development to the coastal edge) or indirect
effects (e.g. effects on landscape character, quality and setting of a particular seascape or
landscape) that may arise as a consequence of the construction of the Project. The potential
seascape and landscape effects across the study are identified during the baseline
assessment. The seascape and landscape assessment criteria described below provide a
framework for the assessment of seascape and landscape effects. It must be noted that there
may be exceptions to these broad categories, due to specific local characteristics that may
apply in individual circumstances.
The first stage of the assessment established the existing character, value and susceptibility
of seascape and landscape receptors to change.
The identified SCAs and LCAs (refer to Figures 14.3 and 14.4) enabled an understanding to be
formed of the inherent value and importance of separate seascape and landscape
components; the processes that have created features such as field patterns, coastlines and
settlement forms; and the processes that may alter seascape and landscape character in the
future.
The overall value and susceptibility of change of each SCA and LCA is evaluated against
derived criteria as set out in paragraphs 14.7.1 - 14.7.2.

14.7.1

Seascape and Landscape Value

The value attributed to the seascape and landscape is an important factor to be considered
when assessing the sensitivity of a given seascape or landscape.
The value of each of the SCAs and LCAs is derived through a combination of professional
judgement, field work assessment, desktop assessments and review of existing Northern
Ireland seascape and landscape character assessment. The value was then determined by
applying the criteria shown in Table 14.3 below.
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Table 14.3: Definition of Seascape and Landscape value text
Level of
Definition

Description

Seascapes or landscapes, which are outstanding by nature of their scenic
quality, which are aesthetically pleasing with a strong sense of place and
may be rare in terms of their character type. They may also contain sites of
Outstanding
historic, cultural, geological or natural habitat importance. These areas may
be important tourist destinations and may be of national or international
importance as defined by statutory designations.

High

Seascapes or landscapes with scenes of picturesque quality, which are
aesthetically pleasing. They may also contain rare or historic features, have
some notable cultural association, important geological features or contain
a large proportion of high quality habitats (e.g. Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI)). These areas may be tourist destinations e.g. Blue Flag Beach
and may be of regional or county importance as defined by statutory and
local authority designations.

Moderate

Seascape or landscapes with picturesque attributes, which are aesthetically
pleasing. Some characteristic features remain unaffected but others are
fragmented and/or spoilt. The area may have some tourist associations,
though tourism is not the primary attraction. Area may contain a network of
habitats (e.g. Local Nature Reserve); historic or geological features. These
areas may be of local importance as defined by local authority designations.

Low

Seascapes or landscapes with limited aesthetically pleasing scenes. Few
characteristics remain unaffected and may be highly fragmented or spoilt.
Very little coherent character and a weak sense of place and are unlikely to
be rare in terms of character type. They are unlikely to contain tourist
attractions, or to be of local importance as defined by local authority
designations.

14.7.2

Susceptibility of Seascape and Landscape Receptors to Change

The susceptibility of landscape receptors to the type of change or development proposed is:
“the ability of the landscape receptor (whether it be the overall character or quality/
condition of a particular landscape type or area, or an individual element and/ or feature, or
a particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) to accommodate the proposed development
without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/ or the
achievement of landscape planning policies and strategies” as stated in the Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Assessment 3rd Edition, 2013, The Landscape Institute & Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA), paragraph 5.40, page 88.
The relationship between the various seascape and landscape character components assists
in defining if, and how, the Project may be placed in the seascape/landscape. It also allows
choices to be made on informing design, which will vary according to the characteristics of
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the receiving seascape/landscape. The susceptibility to change of a given seascape/landscape
is particular to both the specific seascape/landscape in question and the specific nature of
the Project. Susceptibility to change of the study area’s component SCAs and LCAs is
appraised within the assessment and is summarised in Table 14.4 below:
Table 14.4: Susceptibility to change of Seascapes and Landscape receptors
Level of
Susceptibility

Description

High

A seascape/ landscape where the majority of attributes are unlikely to
withstand change without causing a change to overall character to the
extent that it would be difficult or impossible to restore following
construction of the Project. Planning policies and/ or strategies may be in
place relating to this seascape/ landscape which impose a presumption
against development of the type proposed.

Moderate

A seascape/landscape with a combination of attributes that is capable of
absorbing some degree of change, following construction of the Project,
without affecting overall character or resulting undue consequences for the
maintenance of the baseline situation.

Low

A seascape/landscape where the majority of attributes are robust and/ or
tolerant of change to the extent that the Project would have little or no
effect on overall character or maintenance of the baseline situation. It is
likely to be easily restored. Development of the type proposed may assist in
the achievement of planning policies and/or strategies relating to this
seascape/landscape.

14.7.3

Seascape and Landscape Sensitivity

An assessment of sensitivity is made to determine the degree to which each SCA and LCA can
accommodate or mitigate offshore development or change without unacceptable
detrimental effects on its character. In this assessment ‘sensitivity’ is defined as the stability
of character and resilience of the seascape or the landscape to withstand change and the
ability to recuperate from loss or damage due to this change.
Combining judgements made on value and susceptibility to change enables a considered
judgement to be made on the level of sensitivity to be apportioned to each defined SCA and
LCA within the study area. Table 14.5 outlines the general principles that are used to inform
and guide the assessment of seascape and landscape sensitivity.
The sensitivity of the seascape and landscape character is summarised in Table 14.5 below:
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Table 14.5: Sensitivity of Seascape and Landscape character
Level of
Sensitivity

Description

High

A seascape or landscape where the majority of attributes are unlikely to
withstand change without causing a change to overall character to the
extent that it would be difficult or impossible to restore.

High Moderate

A landscape or seascape where the majority of attributes may be able to
withstand limited change without causing a change to overall character to
the extent that it would be difficult or impossible to restore.

Moderate

A seascape or landscape with a combination of attributes that is capable of
absorbing some degree of change without affecting overall character.

Moderate Low

A landscape or seascape where the majority of attributes may be able to
withstand significant change without causing a change to overall character
to the extent that it would be difficult or impossible to restore.

Low

A seascape or landscape where the majority of attributes are robust and/ or
tolerant of change to the extent that change or development would have
little or no effect on overall character.

14.7.4

Magnitude of Effect on Seascape and Landscape Character

The magnitude of effect on seascape or landscape character identity defined as the degree of
change that will result from the introduction of the Project. It is dependent on a number of
factors, including:
x

the degree to which seascape or landscape character elements will be altered by the
Project;

x

the extent of the Project visible within the seascape/landscape;

x

the relationship of the Project to adjoining land uses and the wider
seascape/landscape context;

x

whether impacts are ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’;

x

the distance of the Project from a specified seascape or landscape character are;

x

whether effects are short, medium or long term; and

x

whether effects are temporary or permanent.

The nature of effect is deemed as being short-term (less than 5 years), medium term (510yrs) or long term (10 years plus) in timescale. Table 14.6 outlines the general principles
that are used to inform and guide the definition of the magnitude of landscape effects.
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Table 14.6: Magnitude of Seascape and Landscape character
Level of
Magnitude

Description

High

The Project will result in substantial loss or major alteration to key elements
of seascape and /or landscape character to the extent that there is a
fundamental and permanent, or long-term, change to seascape and/or
landscape character. The change may occur over an extensive area.

High Moderate

The Project will result in major loss or alteration to key elements of seascape
and/or landscape character to the extent that there is a considerable change.
The change may be permanent, although occur over a wide area.

Moderate

A seascape or landscape with a combination of attributes that is capable of
absorbing some degree of change without affecting overall character.

The Project will result in minor loss or alteration to key elements of seascape
Moderate - and/or landscape character to the extent that there may be some slight
Low
perception of change to seascape/landscape character. The change may be
temporary and occur over a limited area.
Low

14.7.5

The Project will result in such a minor loss or alteration to key elements of
seascape and/or landscape character that there would be no fundamental
change.

Significance of Seascape and Landscape Effects

The significance of seascape and landscape effects are dependent on the points considered
within the seascape/landscape sensitivity appraisal, the factors that influence the magnitude
of change upon it, and the relationship between seascape/landscape sensitivity and
magnitude of seascape/landscape change.
Table 14.7 outlines the general principles that are used to inform and guide the definition of
the significance of seascape and landscape effects.
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Table 14.7: Significance of Seascape and Landscape character
Level of
Significance

Description

Major

The Project may have direct effects upon characteristic seascape and/or
landscape features, altering elements of the seascape and/or landscape that
contribute toward distinct character. The Project is likely to become a defining
seascape/landscape element. Effects of this nature are likely to be contained
within the character area in which the Project is located.

Major Moderate

The Project is likely, although not exclusively, to have direct effects upon
characteristic seascape and/or landscape features, resulting in changes to
elements of the seascape and/or landscape that contribute toward its distinct
character. The Project is likely to become a prominent seascape and/or
landscape element across a wide area of the LCA.

Moderate

The Project may be a characteristic component of the seascape/landscape
character, the alteration of which may influence key attributes to the extent
that changes to the character of the seascape and/or landscape are easily
noticeable, although the Project would not become the defining
seascape/landscape element. Effects may be direct or indirect and extend
across a notable proportion of the SCA and /or LCA. Seascape and/or
landscape character may be equally defined by the Project and other existing
seascape/landscape attributes.

If the Project could be integrated within the existing site area without the loss
Moderate of essential seascape and/or landscape features which contribute to
Negligible
seascape/landscape character and quality.
Negligible

Where the Project can be integrated into the existing seascape/landscape,
without the loss of key underlying seascape and/or landscape attributes. The
Project will have little, or no, effect on existing seascape/landscape character.

SCAs and LCAs in locations where effects are determined to have major or major – moderate
seascape/landscape significance are also considered to be significant. Conversely any SCAs
and LCAs where it is determined that seascape/landscape effects are moderate – negligible
or negligible, are also considered to be not significant under the EIA Regulations.
Where effects are determined to be of moderate significance, whether these effects are
significant or not significant will depend on the individual and specific mitigating
circumstances available in each SCA and LCA. For example, the Project may only affect a small
proportion of the overall character area; however, from the area where it is visible is
considered to be of higher sensitivity than that of the character area as a whole. Therefore
while overall, effects may be considered moderate, due to the high sensitivity of the
seascape/landscape from where the Project may be visible, effects would be considered
significant, as opposed to not significant from other locations within the character area,
which are considered to be less sensitive. The subjective nature of landscape is
acknowledged within current guidance. As such, categorisation of seascape/landscape effects
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as beneficial or adverse is difficult to achieve. It is also possible for effects to be neutral in
their consequences on the seascape/landscape. An informed discussion is required in respect
of the nature of effects and whether they may be considered to be beneficial, neutral or
adverse. Commentary may include consideration of:
x

the degree to which the proposal fits with existing character; and

x

the contribution to the landscape that the Project may make in its own right, usually
by virtue of good design, even if it is in contrast to existing character.

14.8

Impact Assessment on Visual Effects

Visual effects result from changes in the seascape or landscape and are defined as ‘changes
on the appearance of the landscape or seascape, and the impacts of those changes on
people’. Therefore the assessment of impacts on visual amenity is concerned with the
change that the Project may have on views, how it is perceived by sensitive receptors (i.e.
different groups of people), any change in the focus of views and the overall change in visual
amenity. The methodology used to assess the significance of visual impacts is described
below.

14.8.1

Visual Analysis Mapping

To establish the potential extent of visibility of the Project, computer generated images have
been generated (refer to Figure 14.1). Zone of Theoretical Visibility diagrams are created
using digital terrain data provided by Ordnance Survey and specialist software. The ZTV
shows in map form where all or parts of the Project are potentially visible from based on
landform alone. From the ZTV, potential locations can be identified within the study area
from where further assessment in the field is necessary to determine the limits of visibility
once surface features such as vegetation and buildings are taken into account.

14.8.2

Viewpoint Selection

In order to assess the significance of visual effects, viewpoints have been selected within the
defined study area and that fall within the ZTV or from sensitive receptor locations.
Viewpoints representing views from the land to the sea and the coastline (including views
from the coast across the sea to land) were selected. These viewpoints included locations
frequented by members of the public such as public footpaths, promenades/beaches,
residential areas, areas that contain public amenities, popular tourist attractions and key
elevated views.
Viewpoints frequented by members of the public, such as public rights of way, popular visitor
attractions, car parks, and views from settlements, as well as viewpoints located in
particularly scenic areas, are favoured because these are likely to represent a greater
concentration of sensitive visual receptors. Viewpoints from which the Project is likely to be
prominent have also been favoured. This is in accordance with current best practice and
guidance.
When carrying out viewpoint surveys, the nature of the view was recorded, as well as
whether partial or full views of the Project would be experienced, whether views were static
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or transitory, how prominent the Project may be, and whether large numbers of properties
or viewers will experience the view. It should be noted that many activities that take place in
the sea are transient and may not be taking place at the time of the survey (e.g. sea kayaking,
fishing etc.). Therefore in addition to site survey work, a desk based analysis was also
undertaken in order to establish the range of potentially sensitive receptors that may
experience the Project from a particular viewpoint.
Additionally, for practical reasons, viewpoints have to be selected from land based locations
only and that are publicly accessible, therefore not from private land or property. It is
accepted that views may differ from individual private property. However, in residential
areas, efforts are made to select public locations that will depict a view that represents a
particular residential neighbourhood.
A list of the viewpoints to be assessed is provided in Table 14.8 below.
Table 14.8: Viewpoint locations
VP

Location

OSi Co-ordinates

Reason for Selection

1

Ballycastle

312192, 441186

Residential/tourist area with views towards the
Project and with within the Antrim Coast and
Glens AONB

2

Carrick-a-Rede

306157, 444911

National Trust owned and popular tourist
attraction, located on the Causeway Coast Way
and within the Causeway Coast AONB.

3

Raithlin Island

314840, 447791

Clear views towards the Project and within the
Antrim Coast and Glens AONB

4

Murlough Bay

319070, 441852

Clear views towards the Project and within the
Antrim Coast and Glens AONB.

5

Fair Head

317881, 443673

Rocky headland with views towards the Project
and within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB.

6

Knocklayd
Mountain Cairn

311524, 436390

Elevated location within the Antrim Coast and
Glens AONB.

14.8.3

Significant Sites Outside of the Defined Study Area

As part of the assessment it is considered important to also investigate the potential visual
impact on views from the Giants Causeway World Heritage Site because of its landscape and
cultural significance but not as a formal viewpoint assessment. Whilst it is felt important to
do so, it is predicted that there will be no views from this designated site.
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Assessment of Viewpoints

From each viewpoint the existing view, the potential changes and the effects that will result
from the Project are assessed. The following elements are considered in the description and
assessment of visual effects from each viewpoint:
x

the existing visual character and quality of the viewpoint (including whether it is
within a designated landscape, the presence of visual detractors, etc.);

x

the existing seascape/landscape against which the Project would be viewed including
any screening provided by existing surface features, built form, vegetation and local
topography;

x

the viewpoint location, the presence and concentration of receptors, and receptor
sensitivity (for example, will people view the Project area during work or leisure
activities, whilst in transit, etc.);

x

the proportion of the Project that will be visible, its scale, distance from the
viewpoint and position in the view in relation to other features within the view
including adjacent land uses and pattern of land cover;

x

the duration of the potential effect, i.e. is it long term or temporary, continuous or
transitory (the latter meaning that the receptor would be exposed to the effect for a
short time); and

x

whether effects will occur during construction of the Project.

14.8.5

Evaluation of Visual Sensitivity

The sensitivity of visual receptors is dependent on susceptibility to change of the person or
group of people likely to be affected, and the value attached to particular views.
14.8.5.1

Susceptibility of Visual Receptors to Change

The susceptibility of different visual receptors to changes in views relates to their occupation
or activity whilst experiencing the view, and the resultant extent to which their attention or
interest may therefore be focussed on the views and the visual amenity experienced.
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Table 14.9: Susceptibility to change of visual receptors
Level of
Susceptibility

Description

High

May typically include residents of properties, including private houses,
caravans, B&Bs, guest houses and hotels where the main view is orientated
towards the Project, or people undertaking recreation where the seascape
or landscape within which the Project is seen as the primary reason for
attraction or reason for visit (e.g. tourists, walkers and hikers on recognised
footpaths, open access land, rights of way and promenades, scenic route
users, yachts and inshore recreational boat users). Receptors are more
likely to be within a designated landscape and could be attracted to visit
more frequently, or stay for longer, by virtue of the view.

Moderate

May typically include outdoor workers (e.g. fishermen, farmers, dock
workers) and people undertaking recreational pursuits where the
seascape/landscape within which the Project is seen is not the primary
reason for attraction (e.g. golf, water based sports, historic sites). May also
include residents of properties where the Project would form an ancillary
view. Receptors are less likely to be within a designated landscape and
could be attracted to visit more frequently or stay for longer by virtue of
the facilities and features of the particular attraction rather than by the
value of the view.

Low

May typically include people travelling through the seascape/landscape by
car, train, bus, ferry etc.; people in community facilities,
industrial/office/shop workers. Receptors are unlikely to be within a
designated landscape and are most likely to be present at a given
viewpoint by virtue of some other need or necessity unrelated to the
appreciation of the seascape/landscape or visual value.

14.8.5.2

Value Attached To Views

In determining visual sensitivity, professional judgement takes into account the value
attached to the view. Considerations are likely to include the recognition attributes to
particular views, for example in relation to heritage assets or through planning designations.
Further indicators may include an appearance on tourist maps, provision of facilities for
enjoyment such as parking places, sign boards and interpretive materials. Where relevant,
these considerations are taken into account when making professional judgements regarding
the sensitivity of visual receptors.
14.8.5.3

Sensitivity of Visual Receptors

The sensitivity of visual receptors is dependent on the susceptibility of the receptor to change
and the value of the view, including other seascape/landscape elements within it. Table
14.10 outlines the general principles that are used to inform and guide the assessment of
visual sensitivity at each viewpoint.
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Table 14.10: Sensitivity of visual receptors
Level of
Sensitivity

Description

High

Receptors highly responsive to new visual elements of the type
proposed, by virtue of their location, nature and/or existing visual
qualities and elements. Receptors will be highly susceptible to change
and considered to be at a location of high value.

Receptors responsive, but able to accommodate a small degree of new
visual elements of the type proposed, by virtue of their location, nature
High - Moderate and/or existing visual qualities and elements. Receptors may be highly
susceptible to change and considered to be at a location of high value
but not exclusively so.

Moderate

Receptors who are able to accommodate some new visual elements of
the type proposed, by virtue of their location, nature and/or existing
visual qualities and elements. Receptors may be susceptible to change,
although less likely to be at a location of recognised value.

Receptors are able to accommodate a high degree of new visual
elements of the type proposed, by virtue of their location, nature
Moderate - Low and/or existing visual qualities and elements. Receptors may be
susceptible to change, although less likely to be at a location of
recognised value.

Low

14.8.5.4

Receptors where new visual elements of the type proposed may be
readily accommodated, by virtue of location, nature and/or existing
visual qualities and elements. Receptors are not likely to be highly
susceptible to change or at a location of recognised value.
Magnitude of Visual Effects

The magnitude of effect on visual amenity is defined as the degree of change that will result
from the introduction of the Project into the land/seascape. It is dependent on a number of
factors, including:
x

distance between the Project and the receptor;

x

prominence of the Project in views;

x

extent visible;

x

proportion of the field of view occupied by the Project;

x

other development and built structures within the view;

x

the backdrop to the Project in the view;

x

nature of the foreground view;

x

presence of existing retained features in the view; and

x

whether effects are permanent or temporary.
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Magnitude of effect on visual amenity (i.e. views and visual appreciation and enjoyment of
the landscape) is categorised as high, moderate - high, moderate, moderate – low and low
and is defined in Table 14.11.
Table 14.11: Magnitude of visual effects
Level of
Magnitude

Description

High

The Project will be an immediately apparent feature that would affect and
change the overall appearance of the view and to which other features
would become subordinate. The Project is likely to be visually dominant.

High Moderate

The Project will be an apparent feature that is likely to occupy a significant
proportion of the overall view. The Project may contrast with existing
features within the seascape and/or landscape. The proposed Project is likely
to be visually prominent to the extent that it will affect and change the
appearance of a number of key existing elements within the view.

Moderate

The Project will form a recognisable new element within the overall view and
will be readily observed without changing the overall nature of the view.
Overall quality of the view may remain intact. The Project is likely to be
visually prominent.

Moderate Low

The Project will form a component of the wider view that might be missed by
the casual observer. Awareness of the Project will not have a marked effect
on the overall quality of the view. The Project is likely to be visible.

Low

The Project will be barely perceptible, or imperceptible, and will have no
marked effect on the overall quality of the view.

14.8.5.5

Significance of Visual Effects

The significance of visual effects is dependent on the points considered within the appraisal
of sensitive receptors, the factors that influence the magnitude of visual change, and the
relationship between visual sensitivity and magnitude of visual change. Viewpoint
assessment included an analysis of viewpoints, illustrating the nature of available views
towards the Project from locations within the study area. The significance of effect from
these locations has been measured against the criteria detailed in Table 144.12 below.
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Table 14.12: Significance of visual effects
Level of
Significance

Description

Major

The Project will affect existing views to the extent that the existing defining
visual elements will become subservient within the view. The Project may be
seen as conflicting with existing visual character; however, existing
characteristic elements may be retained as reference points within the view.
The degree which existing elements such as skylines, woodland blocks, built
form, topography and other structural seascape and landscape features are
retained will be considered in determining significance.

Major Moderate

The Project will be visually prominent, which may lead to the loss of some
essential seascape and/or landscape features which contribute to the visual
character or quality of the view.

Moderate

The Project will result in alteration to seascape and/or landscape features
which contribute to the existing visual character or quality, but the overall
integrity of the seascape/landscape is maintained. The Project may be
suitably absorbed or accommodated within the view alongside existing visual
elements, without degrading the integrity of existing visual qualities.

Moderate Negligible

The Project will be visually integrated within the existing seascape/landscape
without the loss of essential seascape and/or landscape features which
contribute to seascape/landscape character and quality.

Negligible

The Project will be integrated into the existing seascape/landscape without
having a material effect upon the distinctive and valued characteristics of the
existing view.

Viewpoint locations from where effects are determined to have major or major – moderate
visual significance are considered to be significant. Conversely any locations where it is
determined that visual effects have negligible or moderate – negligible visual significance are
considered, similarly, to be not significant.
Where effects are determined to be of moderate visual significance, whether these effects
are significant or not significant will depend on the individual and specific mitigating
circumstances relating to each viewpoint. For example, effects from a viewpoint may be
considered to be of moderate visual significance. However, the broad nature of the view in
which the Project would be seen may reduce these effects to an extent where effects would
still be considered to be moderate, though not considered to be significant.
The subjective nature of visual effects is acknowledged within current guidance. As such
categorisation of visual effects as beneficial or adverse (or in some cases neutral) is difficult
to achieve. An informed discussion is provided on the nature of effects and whether they
may be considered to be beneficial, neutral or adverse. Commentary may include
consideration of:
x

the nature of existing visual elements and qualities;
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x

the degree to which the proposal fits with existing visual elements; and

x

the contribution to the view that the Project may make in its own right, usually by
virtue of good design, even if it is in contrast to existing visual qualities.

14.9

Assessment of Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects can be described as the effects on views and visual amenity enjoyed by
people, which may result either from adding the effects of the Project being assessed to the
effects of the other development on the baseline conditions or from their combined effect.
There is one other development within the study area, Torr Head Tidal Scheme. It is located
approximately 0.9km south east of the Project and consists of approximately 100 turbines. All
turbines are located below the water and as a result there will be no cumulative effects with
the Project. Therefore further cumulative assessment studies have been excluded from this
SLVIA.

14.10

Potential Impacts of the Project

This section provides a description of the potential significant effects that could arise from
the Project during construction and once operational. Assessment of the magnitude of
effects and their significance is made on the basis of the criteria set out in the methodology
and the assessment of the baseline landscape and visual character (refer to Sections 14.6 and
Section 1.2 – 1.5, Appendix 14.1 respectively)
The assessment of effects takes into consideration the following issues:
x

direct and indirect effects on landscape character and changes to the landscape;

x

effects on the visual amenity of the study area and from selected viewpoints
including changes to the composition of views and the perception and response by
receptor groups to these changes;

x

potential cumulative visual effects with other existing, approved or proposed (in
planning), or relevant projects within the study area;

x

the magnitude, duration and level of permanence of effects; and

x

the effects during the construction, operation and decommissioning phases of the
Project.

14.10.1

Construction Effects

This section looks at both the effects on landscape character and the visual effects during the
temporary construction phase of the Project. Construction of the Project is split into two
phases, Phase 1 – with a planned capacity of 10MW and Phase 2, with a planned capacity of
90MW. The construction of both is assumed to include the following activities:
For the purpose of this assessment it is assumed that the Jack-Up Platform (JUP) option will
be used for installation of the Project, as this is considered the ‘worst case’ for the
construction work operations.
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The JUP vessel will jack-up at least once at each turbine and surface piercing hub location and
potentially at a few other locations such as along the export cable route during cable laying
operations, if it is used for this purpose.
14.10.1.1

Potential Construction Effects on Seascape and Landscape Character

It is anticipated that construction work for Phase 1 will commence in 2018 and be operational
by 2019 and Phase 2 to start in 2021/22 and be operational by 2025. During this period the
main activity associated with installation will be the movement of the JUP vessel within
Rathlin Sound.
The vast majority of the AfL (where the turbines will be installed) is located within SCA 8 –
Torr Head Coast and there will be direct effects on the seabed within this SCA during the
construction period. However, the AfL is beyond the mean low level and therefore any
changes to the seabed will not visible. Indirect effects will occur across a wider area,
including onshore coastal areas and will be a result of the movement of the JUP vessel. The
movement of the vessel and works associated with installation will predominately be visible
from the onshore coastal fringes of LCA 120 – Fair Head Landscape and LCA 57 – Causeway
Coast and Rathlin Island, Coast, plus the offshore areas of SCA 6 – Ballycastle Coast, SCA 7 –
Torr Head and SCA 23 – North Channel. Commercial and leisure craft are, however, an
existing defining character of the seascape and therefore the introduction of the JUP vessel
will not introduce a fundamentally new or conflicting element to Rathlin Sound that will
change the existing character of the LCAs and SCAs. The significance of effects on seascape
and landscape character is therefore predicted to be moderate – negligible and not
significant, as the underlying character will be retained.
14.10.1.2

Potential Construction Effects on Visual Amenity

As per effects on seascape and landscape character, the main effects on visual amenity
during the construction phase will be as a result of the JUP vessel. The movements of the JUP
vessel are predicted to be possible from coastal locations, extending from Carrick-a-rede,
east to the edge of Ballycastle, from Fair Head, east to Torr Head and from eastern fringes of
Rathlin Island. From areas including Carrick-a-rede and from Rathlin Island any activity
associated with the construction works is predicted to be a notable, although due to
distance, not a prominent feature. However, Fair Head and areas extending to Torr Head are
within close proximity to the AfL and any construction works are predicted to be an
immediately apparent and prominent feature.
From these close distance locations, the significance of effects on visual amenity is
considered to be moderate. Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as
construction activity would occupy a small proportion of a much larger seascape view. Any
changes however would be restricted to the construction phase and therefore temporary in
nature. From locations further away from the AfL, including Carrick-a-rede and Rathlin Island
effects are predicted to moderate at worst and not significant, as the construction works will
form a component of the wider view. From all other areas, effects are predicted to be
negligible, due to the screening effects of topography restricting views of the works.
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Operational Effects

This section looks at both the effects on landscape character and the visual effects during the
operational phase of the Project.
14.10.2.1

Potential Operational Effects on Landscape and Seascape Character

The following section assesses the effects on both landscape and seascape character from
the LCAs and SCAs (refer to figures 14.3 and 14.4) that have been identified within the 15km
study area.
14.10.2.2

Landscape Character Areas

14.10.2.3

LCA 56: Dervock Farmland

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors to Change
This is an open rolling landscape of varied use. The farming landscape is in generally good
condition with some far reaching views. There is some degradation to field boundaries. Some
areas of straight edged forestry occur across this LCA and farm buildings are considered to be
out of scale with the landscape although older buildings are in good condition. On balance
susceptibility in this instance is considered to be moderate.
Landscape Sensitivity
Both landscape value and susceptibility are both considered to be moderate, therefore the
susceptibility of landscape receptors to change is considered to be moderate.
Magnitude of Landscape Effects
This LCA covers an extensive area, however as indicated by the ZTV, visibility of the Project
will be restricted to a small portion of land to the west of Ballycastle and at a distance of
approximately 10km. This area typically consists of agricultural fields of rough grassland and
moorland, including areas that have been clear felled. The landscape however, has a greater
visual connection with the surrounding land to the south as opposed to the sea, to the north.
The combination of these factors results in the key characteristics that define this LCA to
remain intact. The magnitude of effect on landscape character is predicted to be low.
Significance of Landscape Effects
The landscape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects low. Any
effects would occur across a very small proportion of the LCA and from these areas, where
the Project may be visible, it would not result in a loss or change in the features that
contribute to the landscapes existing character or quality. The significance of effects on
landscape character is predicted to moderate – negligible. Effects are considered to be not
significant and neutral, as the agricultural landscape will remain as the defining landscape
element.
14.10.2.4

LCA 57: Causeway Coast and Rathlin Island

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors to Change
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The Causeway Coast has been designated as an AONB to value and protect its outstanding
character and visual amenity as has Rathlin Island although both fall within separate
geographic AONB areas. The LCA also contains a registered park, garden and demesnes (The
Manor House, Rathlin), therefore enforcing the LCA’s susceptibility. This is a valued landscape
considered to be in pristine condition and has significant protection; therefore in this
instance susceptibility is considered to be high.
Landscape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be outstanding and susceptibility high. Landscape sensitivity
is therefore considered to be high.
Magnitude of Landscape Effects
The ZTV (refer to Figure 14.1) indicates that the visibility of the Project from the Antrim coast
will be restricted to north eastern coastal areas, extending from Ballycastle to Carrickarade
Island. This part of the LCA is characterised by relatively flat agricultural fields, bound by
hedgerows and the adjacent steep, dramatic cliffs that define the coastline. The Project at its
closest point is located approximately 9.0km from the LCA boundary and is likely to form a
minor component of any views. In addition any effects would be indirect and restricted to a
very small proportion of the overall LCA. Therefore, it is predicted that there would be no
fundamental change in the elements that define this part of the LCA.
From locations on Rathlin Island, the Project will in theory be visible from the southern and
eastern coastline and from the more elevated, northern areas. From these locations,
particularly from southern and eastern areas of the island that are in closer proximity to the
Project, there may be a slight increase in the number of man-made elements that defines the
landscape/seascape. Any effects however will be indirect.
Overall the magnitude of effects on landscape character is predicted to be moderate – low.
Significance of Landscape Effects
The landscape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects moderate low. From the Antrim coast, any effects to this part of the LCA will be limited to a small
proportion of the LCA and therefore will not result in a change that will alter the existing
landscape character or quality. From Rathlin Island there may be a slight change to
underlying character of the landscape following construction of the Project, however due to
the scale of the LCA and neighbouring SCA it will not become its defining feature. The
significance of effects on landscape character is predicted to be moderate. Effects are not
predicted to be significant as although there may be a slight change in character to areas on
Rathlin Island, from the majority of the LCA, the existing landscape character will remain
intact.
14.10.2.5

LCA118: Moyle Moorlands and Forest

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors to Change
This LCA forms part of the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. This is a landscape considered to be in pristine
condition, however, some detracting elements or operations occur such as commercial
straight edged forestry and peats cutting which has degraded some parts of this landscape.
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There are extensive views to the coast and across open moorland. In this instance
susceptibility is considered to be high.
Landscape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be high and susceptibility high. Therefore landscape
sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Landscape Effects
Any effects on landscape character will be restricted to isolated areas on the north east
boundary of the LCA and predominantly to the lower slopes of Carnanmore, therefore a very
small proportion of the overall LCA. The Project may be visible from these locations;
however, any effects will be indirect. The presence of the Project would not alter the key
elements that currently define the landscape, as the open, exposed upland character,
including the peaks of Knocklayd and Slieveanorra will remain as prominent features and
therefore the magnitude of effects on landscape character is predicted to be low.
Significance of Landscape Effects
The landscape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects low. It is
considered that the Project can be integrated into the existing landscape without the loss of
existing key features. The significance of effects on landscape character is predicted to be
negligible. Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as the components that
currently define the LCA will remain intact.
14.10.2.6

LCA 119: Ballycastle Glens

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors to Change
This LCA forms part of the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. This LCA consists of the scenic river valleys of the
Glentaisie and Glenshesk. The LCA contains two registered parks, gardens and demesnes
(Clare Park and Magherintemple). Some detracting features occur such as forestry which fits
poorly with the character of the landscape and there is localised degradation through felling
and peat cutting. Long views are available down the glens which are considered to have
scenic quality. On balance susceptibility is considered to be high.
Landscape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be high and susceptibility is considered high, therefore
landscape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Landscape Effects
The ZTV (refer to Figure 14.1) indicates that visibility of the Project will be restricted to
northern parts of the town of Ballycastle and therefore from the majority of LCA there will be
no views and consequently no effects on landscape character from these areas. From
locations within the town, visibility will be further reduced by existing built form. Due to the
limited areas within the LCA that could potentially be affected by the Project it is considered
that there will be no overall loss or alteration to the existing characteristics that currently
defines the landscape. The magnitude of effects on landscape character is predicted to be
low.
Significance of Landscape Effects
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It is considered that due to the screening of topography and built form; the Project will have
no effect on the key underlying characteristics that currently defines the landscape within
this LCA. The significance of effects on landscape character is predicted to be negligible, not
significant and neutral.
14.10.2.7

LCA 120: Fair Head Landscape

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors to Change
This LCA forms part of the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. Historic features within this landscape are
considered to be important and few man-made elements exist. The LCA is considered to have
dramatic seaward views and in pristine condition despite some dereliction of walls and
cottages. On balance, the susceptibility of landscape receptors to change is considered to be
high.
Landscape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be high and susceptibility is considered high therefore
landscape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Landscape Effects
It is predicted that the Project would be visible from the eastern fringes of the LCA, extending
from Fair Head to the slopes of Carnaneigh in the south. These coastal areas have a strong
relationship with the adjacent open water of Rathlin Sound and the dramatic, steep cliff face
that defines this LCA creates a distinctive landscape. The introduction of the Project may
increase the influence of man-made elements within the LCA to an extent that may result in a
slight change in its character. However, any effects will be indirect and due to the large scale
and dramatic form of the coastline, the cliffs are predicted to remain as the LCA’s prominent
and defining feature. The magnitude of effect on landscape character is predicted to be
moderate.
Significance of Landscape Effects
The landscape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects moderate.
The Project may be a characteristic component within coastal areas of the LCA, however the
dramatic cliff face will remain dominant. Any effects will be indirect and occur across a
limited area. The significance of effects on landscape character is predicted to be moderate.
Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as the LCA will not be defined by the
Project.
14.10.2.8

Seascape Character Areas

14.10.2.9

SCA 5: Causeway Coast

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA falls within the Causeway Coast AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. Seaward views are important to this LCA and the
inland landscape is fairly flat so longer ranging views are available from some parts. The LCA
also contains the Giant’s Causeway World Heritage Site which is of international importance,
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therefore enforcing the LCA’s susceptibility. This is a valued landscape with significant
protection therefore in this instance susceptibility is considered to be high.
Seascape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be outstanding and susceptibility is considered high.
Landscape sensitivity is therefore considered to be high.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
From locations immediately adjacent to the coastline, local topography will typically screen
views of the Project. From areas of open water the Project will potentially be visible, but at a
distance of over 13km away from the SCA boundary and any effects will be indirect. Due to
these factors it is predicted that the high vertical cliffs and rocky outcrops that define the
inland waters, the panoramic views across the open water towards Scotland and the sense of
remoteness will all be retained. The magnitude of effects on seascape character is predicted
to be low.
Significance of Seascape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects minor. The
Project may be visible from areas of open water away from the immediate coastline.
However, due to the relatively low level scale of the Project in relation to the scale of the
surrounding seascape/landscape, the distance at which it would be seen and the small
proportion of the SCA that would be effected, it is predicted to be integrated in to the
existing seascape without the loss of the key features that currently defines it. The
significance of effects on seascape character is predicted to be moderate – negligible, not
significant and neutral as the SCA will not be defined by the Project.
14.10.2.10

SCA 6: Ballycastle Coast

Susceptibility of Seascape/Landscape Receptors to Change
This SCA falls within the Causeway Coast AONB, plus the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB,
designated to value and protect its outstanding character and visual amenity. Seaward views
are contained by Rathlin Island, while views of Fair Head forms a prominent feature. Further
inland the moorland summits of Knocklayd, Glentaisie and Glenshesk are also important
features. This is a valued landscape with significant protection, therefore, in this instance,
susceptibility is considered to be high.
Seascape Sensitivity
Seascape value is considered to be high and susceptibility is considered high, therefore
seascape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
With the exception of areas immediately adjacent to the coastline that extends from
Ballycastle to Fair Head, the proposed Project will in theory be visible most notably from
eastern parts of the SCA, near to Fair Head. From these locations the surface piercing hubs
are predicted to be a prominent feature and there may be a noticeable change in character
due the increase in man-made features and potential loss in the sense of remoteness that is
experienced as a result. Any effects however, will be indirect and restricted to a relatively
small area of the total SCA. The impressive view across Rathlin Sound and to Rathlin Island
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will be maintained. The magnitude of effects on seascape character is predicted to be
moderate.
Significance of Seascape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects moderate.
The Project may result in a change in character within eastern parts of the SCA as the
presence of the surface piercing hubs will potentially become a defining element. Central and
western areas of the SCA will retain a strong connection with coastline and the key elements
that define it and it is predicted that its character will remain unchanged. On balance the
significance of effects on seascape character are considered to be moderate. Effects are
considered to be significant and adverse from eastern areas of the SCA and not significant
and neutral from central and western areas.
14.10.2.11

SCA 7: Rathlin

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA falls within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. This remote and exposed island has extensive and
ever changing panoramic views. There is a dense concentration of archaeological/historic
sites and the island has been designated a Special Area of Conservation. It also contains the
Manor House registered park and garden. In this instance susceptibility is considered to be
high.
Seascape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be outstanding and susceptibility is considered high,
therefore landscape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
The tall, steep, rugged cliffs of the Antrim coast to the south and Rathlin Island to the north
form a prominent feature within this SCA, which is located to the north east of the proposed
Project, while the sea is characterised by overfalls and eddies. Locations near to the south
eastern boundary of the SCA are within close proximity of the Project and the surface
piercing hubs are predicted to form a prominent and defining feature within the water,
contrasting with the otherwise natural surroundings. This however, is a large scale seascape
and in conjunction with distance and the prominence of the existing elements that currently
define it, it is predicted that from the majority of the SCA there will be no perception of
change in character as a result of the Project. The magnitude of effects on seascape character
is predicted to be moderate - low.
Significance of Seascape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects moderate low. There may be some change in seascape character with south eastern locations of the
SCA, where it may equally be defined by the proposed Project as much as the existing open
water and dramatic, rugged cliffs of Fair Head and Rathlin Island. From other areas it is
considered that due to the scale of the seascape/landscape the Project can be integrated into
the existing seascape without the loss of the key features that define it. On balance the
significance of effects on seascape character is considered to be moderate. Effects are
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considered to be significant and adverse from south eastern areas of the SCA and not
significant from all other areas.
14.10.2.12

SCA 8: Torr Head

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA falls within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. Seaward views are extensive and this LCA is
considered to be one of the most remote, unspoilt and dramatic coastal landscapes in
Northern Ireland. In this instance susceptibility is considered to be high.
Seascape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be outstanding and susceptibility is considered high
therefore landscape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
The prominent rocky headlands that form the coastal strip to this SCA, creates a distinctive
coastline that has a strong sense of remoteness, tranquillity and naturalness. The proposed
Project lies within the open water, approximately 1.25km from the coast, at its closest point
and its boundaries to the AfL lie within this SCA. Consequently it is predicted that in
conjunction with the adjacent landform, the surface piercing hubs will become a defining
feature that will partially alter the underlying character of the SCA. In addition to the physical
changes to the SCA, as any effects will be direct, there may also be a reduction in the sense of
remoteness that is experienced. The magnitude of effects on seascape character is predicted
to be high - moderate.
Significance of Landscape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects high –
moderate. Its effects on the SCA will be direct and are likely to result in changes to the
elements of the seascape that contribute to its distinct character. The significance of effects
on seascape character is predicted to be moderate. On balance the significance of effects on
seascape character is considered to be major - moderate. Effects are considered to be
significant and adverse.
14.10.2.13

SCA 9: Northern Glens Coast

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA falls within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB, designated to value and protect its
outstanding character and visual amenity. A series of dramatic large sweeping bays backed
by distinctive glens and surrounding open moorland. Views are panoramic and the coastline
has an exposed and undeveloped character. Susceptibility is considered to be high.
Seascape Sensitivity
Landscape value is considered to be high and susceptibility is considered high therefore
landscape sensitivity is considered to be high.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
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It is predicted that from western parts of the SCA, including the coastline and the waters
around Cushendun Bay, the proposed Project will be screened from view by the promontory
of land formed by the Cushleake Mountains. From more open areas of water within the
eastern parts of the SCA the Project will potentially be visible. Any effects from these areas as
a result of the proposed Project will be indirect and viewed at a distance of over 8km away
from the SCA boundary, therefore not predicted to be a dominant feature. Due to these
factors it is predicted that the large scale, steep vertical sea cliffs and the panoramic views
across the open water towards Scotland that help define the character of this seascape will
all be retained. The magnitude of effects on seascape character is predicted to be low.
Significance of Seascape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of high sensitivity and the magnitude of effects minor. The
Project may be visible from areas of open water away from the immediate coastline,
however due to the relatively low level scale of the Project in relation to the scale of the
surrounding seascape/landscape and distance at which it would be seen it is predicted to be
integrated in to the existing seascape without the loss of the key features that currently
defines it. The significance of effects on seascape character is predicted to be moderate –
negligible, not significant and neutral as the SCA will not be defined by the Project.
14.10.2.14

SCA 22: Atlantic

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA does not fall within any designated seascape, landscape or coast. Few existing
features within this area exist although the terrestrial landmass of Rathlin Island is close to
the eastern portion of the SCA. Rathlin Island’s rugged cliffs are a distinctive feature thus
increasing susceptibility. Distant views of Kintyre Peninsula are also available although
features along the north coast are difficult to distinguish; the cliffs and moorland hills
however form important skylines to the expanse of open sea. Occasional large commercial
container ships add movement and interest as do the turbulent currents that create dynamic
patterns across the water surface. It is considered that these attributes are capable of
absorbing some degree of change without undue consequence and as such susceptibility is
considered to be moderate.
Seascape Sensitivity
Seascape value is considered to be moderate and susceptibility moderate given that Rathlin
Island is located close to this SCA and therefore overall sensitivity is considered to be
moderate.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
The large expanse of often rough, open sea to the north of Rathlin Island, which frequently
includes fishing vessels and commercial container ships are the defining features of this SCA.
The proposed Project is located approximately 4km from the south eastern boundary of the
SCA and will be viewed against the large, steep cliffs of the Antrim coast. From this southern
boundary the surface piercing hubs may be visible, although not prominent visual elements
within the adjoining seascape. It is considered that there will be no fundamental change in
character. The magnitude of effects on seascape character is predicted to be low.
Significance of Seascape Effects
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The seascape is considered to be of moderate sensitivity and the magnitude of effects minor.
The Project may be visible from within areas of the SCA, however this is seascape that due to
its scale is considered to be able to accommodate a degree of new elements without
changing the overall nature of its character. The significance of effects on seascape character
is predicted to be moderate – negligible, not significant and neutral as the SCA will not be
defined by the Project.
14.10.2.15

SCA 23 North Channel

Susceptibility of Seascape Receptors to Change
This SCA does not fall within any designated landscape, seascape or coast. Few features exist
although the SCA is located close to a busy commercial shipping channel and there are views
of the Moyle Glens and more distant views to the Scottish coastline to the north east. It is
considered that these attributes create a robust character, however the AfL abuts the south
western edge of the SCA and consequently this area may be more susceptible to change.
Therefore the susceptibility is considered to be moderate.
Seascape Sensitivity
Seascape value is considered to be moderate and susceptibility moderate given that the
boundary partially abuts the AfL. The SCA is a large expanse of water that contains few
notable features and therefore its sensitivity is considered to be moderate-low.
Magnitude of Seascape Effects
Although any effects will be indirect, there may be a noticeable change in character where
the SCA abuts the AfL as the surface piercing hubs will become the dominant feature within
this part of the character area. Effects will reduce in magnitude from more distant locations,
to the north and east, as the open water remains the dominant feature of the seascape.
Effects will occur over a limited area and therefore the magnitude of effects on seascape
character is predicted to be moderate - low.
Significance of Seascape Effects
The seascape is considered to be of moderate sensitivity and the magnitude of effects
moderate - low. The Project may be a notable feature from a limited area of the SCA;
however this is seascape that due to its scale is considered to be able to accommodate a
degree of new elements without changing the overall nature of its character. The significance
of effects on seascape character is predicted to be moderate – negligible, not significant and
neutral as the SCA will not be defined by the Project.
Table 14.13 below summarises the above assessment of effects on landscape character
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Table 14.13: Summary of Effects on Landscape Character
Landscape
Sensitivity

Magnitude
of
Landscape
Effects

Significance
of
Landscape
Effects

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate Negligible

High

High

Moderate Moderate
Low

High

High

High

Low

Negligible

LCA 119
High
Ballycastle Glens

High

High

Low

Negligible

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Landscape
Character Area
ID

Landscape
Value

Susceptibility
of Landscape
Receptors to
Change

LCA 56
Dervock
Farmland

Moderate

LCA 57
Causeway Coast Outstanding
and Rathlin
Island
LCA 118
Moyle
Moorlands and
Forests

LCA 120
Fair Head
Landscape

High

Table 14.14 below summarises the above assessment of effects on seascape character
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Table 14.14: Summary of Effects on Seascape Character
Seascape
Character Area
ID
SCA 5
Causeway Coast
SCA 6
Ballycastle Coast
SCA 7
Rathlin
SCA 8
Torr Head Coast

Seascape
Sensitivity

Magnitude Significance
of Seascape of Seascape
Effects
Effects

Outstanding High

High

Low

Moderate Negligible

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Outstanding High

High

Moderate Moderate
Low

Outstanding High

High

High
- Major
Moderate
Moderate

High

High

Low

Moderate Negligible

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate Negligible

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Low

Seascape
Value

Susceptibility
of Seascape
Receptors to
Change

SCA 9
Northern Glens High
Coast
SCA 22
Atlantic
SCA 23
North Channel

14.10.3

- Moderate - Moderate Low
Negligible

Potential Operational Effects on Visual Amenity

The significance of visual effects as a result of the proposed Project during the operational
phase, from each of the six selected viewpoint locations has been assessed against the
significance criteria defined in Table 14.12. Viewpoint locations are illustrated on Figure 14.5.
Photographs showing the existing views and photomontages indicating the proposed view
have been used to aid this assessment, and are provided in Figures 14.6 – 14.11.
14.10.3.1

Viewpoint 1: Ballycastle Beach (refer to Figure 14.6)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 7.86km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change
The main receptors are considered to be users of the beach, of which numbers will fluctuate
depending on season. However an appreciation of the landscape and seascape would be the
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main reason for their visit and receptors are likely to stay for longer by virtue of the view and
the nature of visit. Therefore susceptibility is considered to be high.
Value attached to view
The viewpoint is located within the Antrim Glens and Coast AONB, is a recognised tourist
located with impressive views across to Rathlin Island and along the coastline to the raised
promontory of Fair Head. In this instance there is a high value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
The main receptors are considered to be of high susceptibility and the value attached to the
view is considered to be high given the viewpoint’s location within the AONB and that
Ballycastle and the beach are recognised tourist destinations. Whilst the beach is located on
the eastern fringes of Ballycastle and within the context of an existing built framework and
area of developed coast which reduces susceptibility, the focus of views are likely to be away
from the town, seaward to Rathlin Island and also along the coast. On balance sensitivity is
considered to be high.
Existing View
The wide expanse of sand of Ballycastle beach and the water of Rathlin Sound dominate
foreground views. To the east the bay is enclosed by Ballycastle golf course and a cliff face,
below which a row of houses overlooks the bay. Further to the east the cliffs of Fair Head
steeply rise out the water creating a distinctive landscape feature. Visible within the far
distance is the Scottish coastline. To the west, the breakwater wall to the town’s harbour and
Rathlin Island beyond create a sense of enclosure. Adjacent to the harbour are a number of
buildings, including the row of houses on North Street that sit within a prominent location
overlooking the bay.
Predicted View
The effect of the Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in Figure 14.6.
The photomontage indicates that the Project will be entirely screened from view by the Fair
Head promontory.
Magnitude of effects
The Project will not be visible from this location and therefore there will be no effects on
visual amenity following its construction. The magnitude of effects on visual amenity is
considered to be low.
Significance of Visual Effects
The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity is considered to be low. Due to topography screening the Project
from view the significance of effects on visual amenity are predicted to be negligible. Effects
are considered to be not significant and neutral as the Project would have no effect on the
overall quality of the view.
14.10.3.2

Viewpoint 2: Carrick-a-rede Island (refer to Figure 14.7)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 13.40km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change:
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The main receptors are likely to be tourists with the seascape and landscape being the main
reason for their visit. Visitor numbers are high, therefore susceptibility is considered to be
high.
Value attached to view
The viewpoint is located within the Causeway Coast AONB and is a recognised tourist
location with impressive views along the coastline and across to Rathlin Island. In this
instance there is a high value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
The main receptors are considered to be highly susceptible to change and the value of the
view is high. Given the undeveloped nature of this section of coastline and the viewpoint
location, receptors are highly sensitive to any new visual elements within the view. As this is
a recognised tourist attraction with high numbers of visitors, sensitivity is considered to be
high.
Existing View
From this popular tourist location, the broad expanse of Rathlin Sound and the steep, vertical
cliffs of the Antrim coast that rise out of the water, dominate the view. The small promontory
of Kinbane Head can be seen, with the more prominent headland of Fair Head extending into
the sea beyond. To the north east Rathlin Island is visible as is the Scottish coastline within
the far distance.
Predicted View
The effect of the Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in Figure 14.7.
The photomontage indicates that all 10 surface piercing hubs will be visible, located adjacent
to the promontory of Fair Head.
Magnitude of Effects
From this viewpoint the surface piercing hubs will be viewed against open water as opposed
to landform, potentially increasing their prominence. However, at a distance of over 13km
away and viewed within a large scale seascape, they are predicted to be a minor element of
the view that may be missed by the casual observer. The magnitude of effects on visual
amenity is considered to be moderate - low.
Significance of Visual Effects
The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, moderate - low. Due to the relatively small vertical scale of the
Project and the contrasting large scale of the seascape, plus the distance that it will be
viewed at, it is predicted that the Project will be visually integrated within the existing
seascape. Effects on visual amenity are considered to be moderate – negligible, not
significant and neutral as the Project will not result in a fundamental loss to the existing
features that currently define the view.
14.10.3.3

Viewpoint 3: Rathlin Island (refer to Figure 14.8)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 5.83km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change:
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The main receptors are likely to be walkers on the Roonivoolon Walk, many of which will be
tourists where the seascape and landscape are likely to be the main reasons for their visit.
Rathlin Island also falls within a designated landscape. On balance, susceptibility is
considered to be high.
Value attached to view
This viewpoint is located within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB and Rathlin Island is
considered to have outstanding scenic quality and extensive panoramic views, particularly
from high ground, therefore it is considered that there is a high value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
The susceptibility of visual receptors is considered to be high and the value attached to the
view high. Rathlin Island has expansive panoramic views which include views back to the
mainland and the developed section of coastline around Ballycastle. As this is a recognised
tourist location, sensitivity is considered to be high.
Existing View
From the southern extent of Rathlin Island looking south from Rue Point towards the north
Antrim coast, there are uninterrupted views of the coastline, extending from Torr Head in the
east to Benbane Head in the west. The steep cliffs and flat promontory of land that forms Fair
Head is prominent feature as is, beyond the coastline, the rounded form of Knocklayd
Mountain. To the west there are good views towards Scotland.
Predicted View
The effect of the proposed Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in
Figure 14.8. The photomontage indicates that all 10 surface piercing hubs will be visible,
located adjacent to the promontory of Fair Head.
Magnitude of Effects
The Project will be viewed against open water, as opposed to the landform of Fairhead or
Murlough Bay and at a distance of approximately 6km and within a large scale seascape. The
magnitude of effects on visual amenity is considered to be moderate.
Significance of Visual Effects
The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, moderate. Although the surface piercing hubs may be a noticeable
feature of the view, especially during periods of good visibility, the combination of the
distance at which they will be seen and the small proportion of the overall view that they will
occupy will result in the existing integrity of the view being maintained. The effects on visual
amenity are considered to be moderate. Effects are considered to be not significant and
neutral as the underlying features that define the view, including the steep cliffs of the
Antrim coast and the open water of Rathlin Sound, including views to Scotland will all be
maintained.
14.10.3.4

Viewpoint 4: Murlough Bay (refer to Figure 14.9)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 2.15km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change:
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The main receptors are likely to be tourists or the local population whose primary reason for
their visit is the seascape and landscape. In this instance susceptibility is considered to be
high.
Value attached to view
This viewpoint is located within an area of the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB considered to
have some of the most unspoilt and dramatic coastal scenery in Northern Ireland. Whilst
views of the adjoining coastline to the north and south are curtailed by rocky headlands,
views across the North Channel are extensive and panoramic. In this instance there is a high
value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
Susceptibility is considered to be high with a high value attached to the view. Given the
undeveloped nature of the section of coastline viewed from Murlough Bay, and the focus of
views across open sea towards the Project, receptors are highly responsive to any new visual
elements within the view. Despite the shipping lanes providing some visual interest and
movement within the landscape, sensitivity is still considered to be high.
Existing View
From this elevated car park area there are excellent long distance views north east across the
wide expanse of Rathlin Sound and towards the Scottish coastline, which is visible within the
far distance. Local topography, including the rocky outcrops of Fall Point and Drumnakill
Point that are vegetated with rough grass, typically restricts views to the north west and
south east respectively, although glimpsed views of Rathlin Island are possible.
Predicted View
The effect of the Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in Figure 14.9.
The photomontage indicates that all 10 surface piercing hubs will be visible within Rathlin
Sound.
Magnitude of Effects
All 10 surface piercing hubs will be visible from this location, with the nearest located
approximately 2.15km away. Local topography encloses views towards the sea and the
surface piercing hubs, resulting in views being focussed towards the Project. As a result they
are likely to form an immediately apparent feature within the seascape and extend across a
wide proportion of the overall view. The magnitude of effects on visual amenity is considered
to be high - moderate.
Significance of Visual Effects
The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, high - moderate. The introduction of the surface piercing hubs will
introduce a permanent man made feature into the view, which may become a focal point for
receptors. However, the hubs will be viewed against a backdrop of water rather than the
skyline and due to its scale, the open water of Rathlin Sound is predicted to remain as the
prominent feature.
Although tourists are likely to be the main receptors at this viewpoint and therefore of high
susceptibility to change, as noted within paragraph 16.12.3 of the Recreation and Tourism
chapter (Chapter 16), the AfL is not within an area of high tourist activity. As a result the
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Project is unlikely to cause a large change in the number of tourists visiting the area. It also
goes on to note that it may have the opposite effect by acting as a draw for tourists.
The effects on visual amenity are considered to be major - moderate. Effects are considered
to be significant and neutral as there may be some change to the existing features that
currently defines the view. However, due to the mitigating factors outlined above, effects are
predicted to be towards the lower end of the major – moderate scale, as outlined in Table
14.12.
14.10.3.5

Viewpoint 5: Fair Head (refer to Figure 14.10)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 1.67km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change
The main receptors are considered to be tourists whose primary reason for their visit is both
the seascape and landscape with particular emphasis on the seaward views from the cliff top.
In this instance susceptibility is considered to be high.
Value attached to view
This viewpoint falls within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB and considered to have
impressive views across Rathlin Sound to Rathlin Island where the pattern of changing light
and turbulent waters add to the sense of drama and scenic quality. In this instance there is a
high value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
Susceptibility is considered to be high with a high value attached to the view. Given the
elevated position of this viewpoint with extensive views across Rathlin Sound and the North
Channel, receptors are considered highly responsive to any new visual elements within the
seascape, therefore sensitivity is considered to be high.
Existing View
Looking north from Grey Man’s Path, located on Fair Head there are excellent views across
Rathlin Sound, where Rathlin Island and the Scottish coastline are both notable features
within the otherwise flat and broad expanse of water. Looking west the nearby town of
Ballycastle is visible as are the steep cliffs that characterise the North Antrim coast, including
Kinbane Head, Carrickareade Island and in the far distance, Banbane Head.
Predicted View
The effect of the Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in Figure 14.10
The photomontage indicates that all 10 surface piercing hubs will be visible within Rathlin
Sound.
Magnitude of Effects
The nearest surface piercing hub is located at a distance of approximately 1.67km away and
therefore they are predicted to be a noticeable feature. There are existing man made
features within the view, most notably the town of Ballycastle, and the introduction of the
surface piercing hubs is predicted to increase their prominence. However, they will occupy
only a relatively small proportion of the overall view and therefore the broad expanse of
water of Rathlin Sound, the adjacent landform and more distance Scottish coastline will all
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remain as prominent and defining features. The magnitude of effects on visual amenity is
considered to be moderate.
Significance of Visual Effects
The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, moderate. The Project is predicted to be a notable feature,
although not its defining feature and the large scale seascape will be able to accommodate
the Project in to the view without degrading the existing qualities that currently define it. The
effects on visual amenity are considered to be moderate.
14.10.3.6

Viewpoint 6: Knocklayd Mountain Summit (refer to Figure 14.11)

Approximate distance to nearest surface piercing hub: 11.06km
Susceptibility of visual receptors to change
The main receptors are considered to be walkers in particular those walking the summit of
Knocklayd which has far reaching and panoramic views. It is considered that the landscape
and seascape therefore is the primary focus of their visit. Susceptibility in this instance is
considered to be high.
Value attached to view
This viewpoint falls within the Antrim Coast and Glens AONB and there are far reaching
panoramic views both inland and seaward. As the highest point within the study area, views
are available towards the Kintyre Peninsula, Scotland. Therefore in this instance there is a
high value attached to the view.
Sensitivity of visual receptors
Susceptibility is considered to be high with a high value attached to the view. Whilst this
elevated summit has open and expansive panoramic views across the AONB and seaward
towards the Scottish Isles, settlement is also visible at Ballycastle and some detracting
landscape features occur such as straight edged areas of forestry, wind farms and radio
masts. Degradation of the landscape occurs in some parts through felling. Receptors are
therefore able to accommodate a small degree of change and new visual elements given the
existing visual quality of the landscape. On balance sensitivity is considered to be highmoderate.
Existing View
From this elevated location, looking north towards the coast there are excellent long distance
views across the adjacent landscape, Rathlin Sound and east towards the Scottish mainland.
The effect of the Project is illustrated by the photograph and photomontage in Figure 14.11.
The photomontage indicates that the Project will be entirely screened from view by the cliffs
that form the Antrim coastline.
Magnitude of effects
The Project will not be visible from this location and therefore there will be no effects on
visual amenity following its construction. The magnitude of effects on visual amenity is
considered to be low.
Significance of Visual Effects
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The sensitivity of receptors from this viewpoint is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity is considered to be low. Due to topography screening the Project
from view the significance of effects on visual amenity are predicted to be negligible. Effects
are considered to be not significant and neutral as the Project would have no effect on the
overall quality of the view.

14.10.4

Summary of Effects on Visual Amenity

Table 14.15 below summarises the effects on visual amenity.
Table 14.15: Summary of Effects on Visual Amenity
Viewpoint
Location

VP

Value of Susceptibility Visual
Visual
of
Visual Sensitivity
Receptors Receptors to
Change

Magnitude Significance
of
Visual of
Visual
Effects
Effects

1

Ballycastle

High

High

HighModerate

Low

2

Carrick-a-rede
Island

High

High

High

Moderate – Moderate Low
Negligible

3

Rathlin Island

High

High

HighModerate

Moderate

4

Murlough Bay

High

High

High

High
- Major
Moderate
Moderate

5

Fair Head

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

6

Knocklayd
Mountain
Summit

High

High

HighModerate

Low

Negligible

14.10.5

Negligible

Moderate

Significant Sites Outside the Defined Study Area

As part of the assessment it was considered important to also investigate the potential visual
impacts on views from the Giant’s Causeway World Heritage Site because of its landscape
and cultural significance but not as a formal viewpoint assessment as it falls outside the study
area.
The Giant’s Causeway lies at the foot of the Basalt cliffs along the sea coast on the edge of
the Antrim Plateau. It is made up of some 40,000 massive black basalt columns rising out of
the sea. The dramatic sight has inspired legends of giants striding over the sea to Scotland.
The Giant’s Causeway was included on the World Heritage Site list in November 1986 as both
a cultural and natural site. The Giant’s Causeway is in the main owned by the National Trust
but some parts are in private ownership. The site is one of the most visited tourist attraction
in Northern Ireland.
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The site covers approximately 3km in length and 0.5km in terrestrial width and occupies
approximately 70ha of land and 160ha of sea. The site encompasses the cliffs and causeways
which form the key attributes of the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, visitor facilities,
including the visitor centre, retail outlets, car park and access road. The ill-fated Girona, a
galleon of the Spanish Armada which was shipwrecked in 1588 and now a designated
protected wreck, is also located within the waters off Lacada Point.
The site falls within the Causeway Coast AONB and the Causeway Coast and Rathlin Island
Landscape Character Area.
It is predicted that views of the Project will be screened from view from the Giant’s Causeway
by the adjacent topography of Benbane Head and the promontory of land to the west of
Larry Bane Head. Therefore, it is predicted that there will be no effects on landscape
character or visual amenity as a result of the Project from the Giant’s Causeway.

14.10.6

Effects on Statutory Designations

14.10.6.1

Antrim Coast and Glens AONB

The ZTV (refer to Figure 14.1) indicates that visibility of the Project will predominantly be
restricted to coastal areas of the AONB, extending from Fair Head to the summit of
Carnaneigh, plus southern locations on Rathlin Island, therefore a small proportion of the
overall land within the AONB boundary. From locations within and surrounding Fair Head and
south to Murlough Bay, the Project is predicated to result in a slight change in character as it
will be viewed at close distance (less than 2.0km) and potentially increase the influence of
man-made elements within the landscape, although any effects will be indirect. From
locations further to the south, towards Carnaneigh and from Rathlin Island, effects will
reduce, due to an increase in distance from the Project. It is predicted that the large scale
character of the AONB that contains dramatic coastal views, including views to the Scottish
coastline will all remain intact. As noted there may be some localised effects on the
character and visual amenity within the AONB, however overall effects are not predicted to
be significant or contradict the policies or aims of the AONB management plan.
14.10.6.2

The Causeway Coast AONB

Only a small proportion of the overall AONB lies within the study area, however the ZTV
indicates that visibility of the Project will in theory be possible. Views of the Project from
within the AONB will typically be over 10.0km and is predicted to form a minor component of
views. This is a landscape that contains large scale, strong visual elements in the form of the
steep basalt cliffs and open views across the adjoining open water of Rathlin Sound, which
dominates the AONB. Therefore, due to the scale of the Project in relation to the
landscape/seascape it is predicted that the fundamental elements that form the character of
the AONB, including the rugged coastal scenery and views across Rathlin Sound towards the
Scottish coastline will all remain intact as the dominant feature. Effects on the character or
visual amenity of the AONB are not predicted to be significant or contradict the policies or
aims of the AONB management plan.
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There is one National Trust property within the study area, at Carrick-a-rede. This site has
been included within the assessment on visual amenity (Viewpoint 2), which concluded that
due to the relatively small vertical scale of the Project and the contrasting large scale of the
seascape, plus the distance that it will be viewed, it is predicted that the Project will be
visually integrated within the existing seascape. Effects will therefore not be significant.

14.10.8

Effects on Scenic Driving Routes

14.10.8.1

Causeway Coastal Route

The ZTV indicates that views of the Project from this scenic driving route will be restricted to
areas immediately to the west of Ballycastle, extending towards the study area boundary;
however, views may be further reduced by local topography and vegetation. From locations
where views of the Project are available, they will be long distance views (typically over
10km) and brief in duration. It is predicted that the Project will be seen as minor component
of the wider view that may be missed by users on the route, especially when travelling in a
westerly direction.
The sensitivity of receptors that use the route is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, low. The effects on visual amenity are considered to be negligible.
Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as views of the Project will be
restricted to a small section of the entire route and where views are available, the underlying
features that define the character of the view will be maintained.

14.10.9

Effects on Long Distance Trails

14.10.9.1

The Ulster Way - The Causeway Coast (Quality Section)

The section of the route that falls within the study area extends from Carrick-a-rede to
Ballycastle. The ZTV indicates that visibility from the path will be predominantly restricted to
areas to the west of Ballycastle and locations on the B15, south of Carrick-a-rede. Although in
theory visibility of the Project from these locations may be possible, local topography and
vegetation is likely to further screen views than indicated by the ZTV. Where views of the
Project are available, it is predicted that the surface piercing hubs will be a noticeable,
although not a prominent feature, due in part to the broad expanse of water in which they
will be viewed, distance to the Project and the existing components within the
seascape/landscape, all of which assist in absorbing the Project into the seascape/landscape.
The sensitivity of receptors that use this route is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, moderate - low. The effects on visual amenity are considered to be
moderate. Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as it is considered that the
Project can be integrated into the existing view, without degrading the existing qualities that
currently define it.
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The Ulster Way - Ballycastle to Glenarm (Link Section)

Visibility of the Project from this trail is predicted to be restricted to areas south of Torr Head
that include the northern facing slopes of Greenhill and Carnaneigh respectively. From these
locations there may be glimpsed views of the surface piercing hubs located within the
northern half of the AfL. They are predicted to form a noticeable, although not prominent
feature within the view, as these locations provide expansive, open views across Rathlin
Sound, the scale of which will help to absorb the Project into the landscape/ seascape,
consequently reducing effects.
The sensitivity of receptors that use this route is considered to be high and the magnitude of
effects on visual amenity, moderate - low. The effects on visual amenity are considered to be
moderate. Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as it is considered that the
Project can be integrated into the existing view, without degrading the existing qualities that
currently define it.

14.10.10

Effects on Footpaths

14.10.10.1

Roonivoolin Walk

The ZTV indicates that visibility of the Project will be restricted to southern parts of the trail
only, north of Rue Point. Viewpoint 3 of the visual amenity assessment is located within this
southern area and on the trail. It is predicted that although the surface piercing hubs may be
a noticeable feature of the view, especially during periods of good visibility, the combination
of the distance at which they will be seen and the small proportion of the overall view that
they will occupy will result in the existing integrity of the view being maintained. In addition
views of the Project will be restricted to a small proportion of the overall trail and relatively
brief in duration, as receptors pass through the landscape.
The effects on visual amenity are considered to be moderate. Effects are considered to be
not significant and neutral as the underlying features that define the view, including the
steep cliffs of the Antrim coast and the open water of Rathlin Sound, including views to
Scotland will all be maintained.

14.10.11

Effects on National Cycle Network Routes

14.10.11.1

National Cycle Network 93

The ZTV indicates that views of the Project will be restricted to the Rathlin Island section of
the route and in the east of the study area from the northern facing slopes of Greenhill and
Carnaneigh. From Rathlin Island the Project may in theory be visible from locations west of
the harbour and also areas near to Bull Point, to the western edge of the island. From these
sections of the route it is proposed that Project may be a noticeable element within the view,
however at a distance of over 10km the surface piercing hubs are not predicted to be a
prominent feature and will occupy only a small proportion of the overall view and be visible
for only a short section of the route.
From Greenhill and Carnaneigh the Project is predicted to form a noticeable, although not
prominent feature within the view, as these locations provide expansive, open views across
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Rathlin Sound, the scale of which will help to absorb the Project into the landscape/
seascape, consequently reducing effects
The sensitivity of receptors that use the cycle route is considered to be high and the
magnitude of effects on visual amenity, low. The effects on visual amenity are considered to
be moderate - negligible. Effects are considered to be not significant and neutral as the
underlying features that define the views from the route will all be maintained.

14.11

Potential Effects – Decommissioning

During the decommissioning phase of the project, it is proposed that all of the turbine
devices and associated infrastructure will be removed. Therefore the effects on seascape and
landscape character and visual amenity will be similar to the effects during the construction
phase of the project, as described in section 14.8.1.

14.12

Mitigation and Residual Effects of the Project

14.12.1

Project Design Mitigation

As noted in table 14.2 a number of design options for the surface piercing hubs, all extending
20m above the surface water were considered at the initial stage of the project. These
included electrical hubs mounted on monopole type structure, or jacket type structure, with
and without supporting bracing above the water line.
It was considered that the monopile and jacket type with support bracing above the water
line represented the ‘worst case’ options in terms of effects on seascape/landscape character
and visual amenity and the latter option has been illustrated in the photomontages (refer to
figures 14.6 –14.11). The final design will be subject to further engineering studies and site
surveys. Though there should be scope to provide further mitigation through the design of
the final surface piercing structure (eg. curved roof), finishing colours (subject to any
navigation marking requirements), and potentially final layout of the tidal array and location
of the surface piercing structures within this layout.
Given the type of development proposed, mitigation measures are predominantly embedded
within the design of the Project. Therefore effects are equivalent to those effects already
assessed within the assessment of effects on seascape/landscape character and visual
amenity during the construction, operational and decommissioning phases.
The significance of effects on landscape/seascape character and visual amenity may however
reduce, if following final turbine selection a shorter hub height is selected. Any reduction in
the significance of effects on visual amenity is likely to be greatest from VP4 – Murlough Bay,
where currently effects are considered to be Major-Moderate and significant.

14.13

Conclusions

The assessment of effects on seascape and landscape character concludes that during the
construction phase of works, there will be no significant change in seascape or landscape
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character within the study area. This is due in part to the limited views of the construction
area from within the study area, the method of construction that is proposed to be used and
the existing character of the seascape/landscape in which construction activity will be seen.
Effects on visual amenity during the construction phase will predominantly be due to the
movement of the JUP vessel, which will be most noticeable from areas extending from Fair
Head to Torr Head, where construction activity will be an apparent feature within view. From
coastal locations further to the west, including Carrick-a-rede and from Rathlin Island to the
North West, any construction works are predicted to be a noticeable, although due to
distance, not a prominent feature of views.
Effects on seascape and landscape character during the operational phase of the Project are
predicted to be most significant from locations within close proximity to the AfL.
Effects on seascape and landscape character are predicted to be most significant from within
SCA 8 – Torr Head, which lies entirely within the AfL boundary. From this SCA, the surface
piercing hubs will form a defining feature that will partially alter the underlying character of
the SCA and which may result in the sense of remoteness that is experienced. Effects are
considered to be adverse. From other SCAs and LCAs effects are not predicted to be
significant or adverse. From these areas, effects following construction of the Project will not
be direct, or be to the extent that any changes to character of the seascape or landscape will
result in a fundamental change to the elements that currently define their character.
It is predicted that any significant effects on visual amenity following construction of the
Project will be restricted to areas within an immediately surrounding Murlough Bay. From
this location, the combination of local topography and distance to the surface piercing hubs
will result in the Project becoming an immediately apparent feature and focal point to views.
From other locations assessed, including Fair Head (viewpoint 5) it is predicted that due to a
combination of the scale of the receiving seascape/landscape, screening by topography and
distance to the Project from sensitive viewpoint locations, effects on visual amenity are not
predicted to be significant. It is considered that the Project can be incorporated into the view
without changing the characteristics that define them.
Due to the sub surface nature of the adjacent Torr Head tidal development, there will be no
cumulative effects on seascape/landscape character or visual amenity.
It is predicted that there will be no significant effects on landscape character or visual
amenity from the statutory and non-statutory designations, plus from any driving, cycling and
walking routes that have been assessed. This is due to the limited areas from where the
views of the Project will be available from and also the scale of the receiving
seascape/landscape.
Effects on seascape and landscape character, plus effects on visual amenity during the
decommissioning phase will be similar to those experienced during the construction phase of
works.
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Acronyms:
Term

Definition

AFBI

Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute

AfL

Agreement for Lease

AIS

Automatic Information System

ALARP

As Low As Reasonably Practicable

AtoN

Aid to Navigation

BEIS

Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy

CIL

Commissioners of Irish Lights

COLREGS

The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea

DARD

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development

DECC

Department of Energy and Climate Change

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

ERCoP

Emergency Response Cooperation Plan

FSA

Formal Safety Assessment

GIS

Geographical Information System

IALA

International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities

ICC

Irish Cruising Club

IMO

International Maritime Organisation

km

Kilometre

LAT

Lowest Astronomical Tide

m

Metre

MAIB

Marine Accident Investigation Branch

MCA

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

MEHRA

Marine Environmental High Risk Area
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Term

Definition

MGN

Marine Guidance Note

NOREL

Nautical and Offshore Renewable Energy Liaison

NRA

Navigational Risk Assessment

OREI

Offshore Renewable Energy Installation

PHA

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

RNLI

Red Bay Royal National Lifeboat Institution

RYA

Royal Yachting Association

SAR

Search and Rescue

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

TCE

The Crown Estate

TSS

Traffic Separation Scheme

TVL

Tidal Ventures Ltd

UKC

Under Keel Clearance

UKHO

United Kingdom Hydrographic Office

VHF

Very High Frequency

January 2017

Glossary
Allision: When a moving object strikes a stationary object (this term has been used where a
vessel strikes an underwater turbine)
Collision: When two moving objects strike each other (this term has been used where a
vessel strikes another vessel(s).
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Introduction
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This chapter summarises the work undertaken by Anatec Limited to identify the existing
vessel activity and navigational features in the vicinity of the Project for construction,
operation & maintenance, and decommissioning phases. The shipping and navigation
chapter considers all vessels navigating within the waters in proximity to the Project
including recreational craft, commercial traffic including passenger ferries, commercial
fishing vessels and charter boats.
The risk assessment principally follows the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) Risk
Assessment Methodology (MCA, 2013) and the MCA’s Marine Guidance Note 543 (MGN
543).
The overarching EIA process and methodology are described in Chapter 4. Each assessment
is however required to develop its own assessment as appropriate for the receptor
feature(s) (that is, the resource(s) that would be effected). Due to the specific methodology
required by maritime regulators, shipping and navigation as a receptor, has been assessed
using a methodology that is similar to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process. It
is centred on risk management and requires a submission which demonstrates that sufficient
controls are, or will be, in place for the assessed risk to be reduced to a tolerable level.

15.2

Supporting Studies

This chapter is supported by the following technical documents and ES Chapters:
x

Navigation Risk Assessment Fair Head Tidal Energy Project (Anatec, 2016);

x

Commercial Fisheries (Chapter 12); and

x

Socio-Economic (Chapter 17).

15.3

Area of Assessment

The focus of this impact assessment is to assess potential impacts on shipping and navigation
in the vicinity of the Project and adjacent waters. A five nautical mile (nm) buffer (hereby
referred to as the study area) surrounding both the Fair Head AfL area and the neighbouring
Torr Head Tidal Energy Array AfL area, being developed by Tidal Ventures Limited (TVL), was
used as the Area of Assessment throughout this chapter. This buffer has been used as it
captures the relevant information for the Project in terms of baseline data (collected jointly
with TVL) and the maximum geographical extent of any potential impacts. An illustration of
the study area is shown in Plate 15.1.
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Plate 15.1: Study Area for Shipping and Navigation

15.4

Legislation and Policy

In addition to the general legislation and policy guidance set out in Chapter 2 the following is
of particular relevance to the assessment of shipping and navigation:
x

MCA Marine Guidance Note 543 (MGN 543 M + F). Safety of Navigation: Offshore
Renewable Energy Installations (OREIs) – Guidance on UK Navigational Practice,
Safety and Emergency Response;

x

Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) Methodology for Assessing Marine
Navigational Safety and Emergency Response Risks of Offshore Renewable Energy
Installations (MCA, 2013);

x

Guidelines for Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) for use in the IMO rule-making
process – MSC83/INF.2 (IMO, 2002);

x

MCA Marine Guidance Notice 372 (MGN 372 M+F) Offshore Renewable Energy
Installations (OREIs) – Guidance to Mariners Operating in the Vicinity of UK OREIs
(MCA, 2008);

x

MCA Under Keel Clearance (UKC) Policy Paper – Guidance to Developers in
Assessing Minimum Water Depth Over Tidal Devices (NOREL, 2014);

x

Royal Yachting Association (RYA) – The RYA’s Position on Offshore Renewable
Energy Developments: Paper 3 (of 3) – Tidal Energy (RYA, 2014);
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x

International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972 (COLREGS), as
implemented in the UK through Marine Shipping Notices; and

x

International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities
(IALA) – Marking of Man-Made Offshore Structures O-139 Edition 2 (IALA, 2013).

15.5

Stakeholder Engagement

Table 15.1 presents consultation responses in relation to shipping and navigation for the
Project received through the scoping process and other consultation undertaken with
national and local stakeholders in 2014 (jointly with TVL) and in 2016 (Fair Head-Tidal
specific meetings to update stakeholders). All the issues raised have been addressed
throughout the rest of this chapter.
Table 15.1: Summary of Consultation
Consultee (Date)

Topic Discussed / Issues

Scoping / Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)
x

The primary guidance documents for assessing the Project are
MCA MGN 371 and DECC Guidance on the Assessment of the
Impact of Offshore Wind Farms. (NB. MGN 371 has since been
superseded by MGN 543 and the DECC guidance has been
updated by the MCA).

x

Activity during construction phase causing a hazard to
navigation;
Deep draught vessel collision with subsea device;
Fishing interaction with subsea equipment during operational
phase; and
Marking of the site.

MCA Navigation
Safety Branch

Commissioners of x
Irish Lights (CIL) x
x

Navigation Risk Assessment NRA / ES (2014) – jointly with Torr Head

MCA Navigation
Safety Branch
(15/05/2014)

x
x
x
x

x
Red Bay Royal
National Lifeboat x
Institution (RNLI)
and Redbay Boats x
(03/07/2014)

Details of Project discussed;
Confirmed that Design envelope approach should be taken;
Noted that MCA’s Under Keel Clearance Policy Paper is now
finalised and referenced within MGN; and
Cumulative impact with Torr Head Tidal Energy Array likely to be
similar to one site alone.
Discussion of emergency response in vicinity of Project;
Call outs for 2011-2013 were checked for recent incidents in the
area; and
Agreed that summer traffic survey fortnight is a peak time for
recreational traffic.
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Consultee (Date)

Topic Discussed / Issues
x
x

x
Ballycastle
Harbour - various
local stakeholders x
(03/07/2014)
x
x
x
x
x
MCA Belfast and
x
Commissioners of
x
Irish Lights (CIL)
x
(04/07/2014)
x
x
x
x

RYA (NI)
(09/07/2014)

January 2017

x
x
x
x

Irish Cruising Club x
(ICC)
(10/07/2014)
x
x

Noted that Automatic Information Systems (AIS) data will cover
only a minority of vessels;
Confirmed that radar and visual surveys will identify all vessels,
regardless of size;
Stated there can be fluctuations in fishing activity within
seasons;
Noted that local consultation was being carried out to capture
trends as part of commercial fisheries work;
Fishing in the vicinity and safety zones during construction
discussed;
Recreational activity noted; and
Stated that Ballycastle Harbour hopes to expand.
Design envelope approach discussed. Confirmed that subsurface
elements would have minimum 5m under water clearance. MCA
UKC paper was referenced;
MCA stated importance of cable corridor design to minimise
snagging;
Study area of 5nm confirmed as adequate for analysis;
Risk modelling discussed;
Future traffic over life of Project discussed;
Indicative information on potential marking and lighting of the
Project provided but to be finalised. Virtual and floating aids to
navigation (AtoN) are both options;
Safety zones discussed; and
Emergency Response and Co-operation Plan (ERCoP) noted.
Noted that the recreational information in the PHA probably
shows a lower level of traffic than is likely in future due to the
Malin Waters Project opening up the NW of Ireland to cruising
sailors;
There is a significant increase in visits of cruising vessels to
Londonderry;
Device on or above the surface would be a concern; and
During construction and maintenance periods there will be
additional hazards for those wishing to pass in the area.
The area in the vicinity of the Project is challenging for small
recreational craft to navigate;
Route shown in RYA Coastal Atlas could be 1 mile wide due to
variation in weather, tide and vessel type;
The shortest route is closer to shore than RYA’s notional line and
passes through the AfL area;
Tidal energy devices which are permanently submerged (with
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Consultee (Date)

Topic Discussed / Issues

x
x
x
x
Cruising
Association (CA)
(14/07/2014)

January 2017

x
x
x
x
x

depth of minimum 4m at Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) pose
no problems to leisure craft; and
There are large numbers of recreational craft using the area.
The Fair Head and Torr Head Projects should be considered
together. They could effectively be considered as one site. The
second site to be built would hide behind the first;
The area is heavily tracked by yachts, with the majority heading
north/south inshore of the ‘In the North Channel’ Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS);
Yachts transiting Rathlin Sound would pass close to the mainland
shore to minimise distance and time and maximise shelter from
the wind. This will take them through the Project;
The RYA Coastal Atlas Medium Cruising Route is an indicative
average;
The charted anchorage at Murlough Bay is of some importance
for weather shelter but may be precluded by the Project. Red
Bay is a well-known anchorage;
AIS marking should effectively mark both sites;
A minimum depth of 4m at LAT would enable free passage; and
The effect of cable landing sites on water depths needs to be
considered.

NRA / ES (2016) – Fair Head-specific
x

It was confirmed in this telecon that the maritime traffic survey
data collected in 2014 would be considered valid by the MCA for
an autumn 2016 submission provided further local consultation
was carried out to identify any significant changes in the traffic
during that time.

x

It was agreed the worst case for navigation was 100 subsea
turbines and 10 surface hubs (‘option 7a’). However, the MCA
indicated they would need to examine and approve the final
layout and design, which will be a consent condition;
Marking and lighting will need further consideration when the
final layout is confirmed. However, CIL are confident the final
design can be marked and lit effectively, including the use of
floating aids to navigation on the periphery, as well as
potentially AIS (or virtual AIS);
Safety zones were considered appropriate for the construction
period when zones can be monitored by vessels on-site.
However, the maximum radius of 500m was not felt to be
appropriate due to potential blockage of the inshore passage. It
was agreed that suitably sized zones should be applied for which

MCA Navigation
Safety Branch
(12/07/2016)

MCA Belfast and
Commissioners of
Irish Lights (CIL)
(22/08/2016)

x

x
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Consultee (Date)

Topic Discussed / Issues

x
x

x
x

x

Ballycastle
Harbour - various
local and national
stakeholders
(03/07/2014)

January 2017

x

x

x

x

protect workers on site whilst maintaining sea room for passing
traffic;
Any potential interference with vessel compasses caused by the
cable to shore will need to be investigated; and
The minutes of the July 2014 meeting with the MCA and CIL
were reviewed. It was concluded there had been no significant
change in the position since the 2014 meeting, and neither the
MCA nor CIL saw anything to object to but there will be
conditions attached to any consent.
No significant changes to traffic levels were identified since
2014;
Under keel clearance was discussed. For unspecified recreational
vessels it was recommended to use the keel draught profile in
the RYA Position Paper (March 2012) which should be
representative for this area;
Previous consultation feedback from the Irish Cruising Club and
the Cruising Association had indicated c. 4m was sufficient under
water clearance for vessels over-sailing the site, taking into
account larger, powered vessels can avoid the area.
Stakeholders present at this meeting felt that 5m was
insufficient for a 3m plus draught vessel in a swell, and that a
yacht with auxiliary engine could struggle to make way if going
against the strong tides in the area;
The survey data on fishing vessels were agreed still to be
current, with only a handful of vessels (including the Keriolet)
actively fishing within the AfL area, and only in appropriate
conditions (around neap tides and with suitable wind direction).
The typical draughts of these local fishing vessels are 2-3m.
(There are larger fishing vessels transiting off the coast but these
should be able to avoid the area.);
Charter boats, used for angling, sight-seeing etc., would similarly
only use the area during neap tides. There are approx. eight
charter boats in total that could use the area, 4-5 of which are
based in Portrush. The largest draught is about 1.3m but they
can be out in swells. Charter boats can avoid the site provided it
is appropriately marked;
Diving companies in the area use Rigid Inflatable Boats (RIBs) of
shallow draught. There are no wrecks in the AfL area although
there are a few in the vicinity as well as scenic areas. The tidal
window for diving is very short in this area;
It was noted the Red Bay RNLI station is currently conducting a
two-year trial of a Trent class all-weather lifeboat (1.45m
draught). The Severn class lifeboat at Portrush has a 1.78m
draught;
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Topic Discussed / Issues
x
x

x

x
x
Canoe
Association of
Northern Ireland
(CANI)

x

(21/09/2016)

x

The optimal positioning of any surface hubs was felt to be in a
single line parallel to the coast;
Safety zones were considered appropriate for the construction
period when they can be monitored and policed by a guard
vessel on-site. However, the maximum radius of 500m was not
felt to be appropriate due to potential blockage of the inshore
passage. It was agreed that suitably sized zones should be
applied for which protect workers on site whilst maintaining sea
room for passing traffic; and
Cables to shore, and associated protection such as mattresses or
rock dumping, should not significantly alter the available
clearance for small vessel navigation. The MCA guidance accept
up to 5% reduction in water depth but beyond that further
assessment is needed of the potential impact.
Provided feedback on canoeing and kayaking;
Should be able to work around the turbines as usually inshore of
the 700 metre line. The minimum 5m under water clearance is
adequate for paddlers;
At Fair Head only a few times each year and the only risk
envisaged could be capsized paddlers being carried towards the
site if the tide carried them that way; and
However as long as surface structures have light and sound
signals and are marked on the charts they will be ok for
paddlers.

15.6

Baseline Description

15.6.1

Sources of Baseline Data

The following subsections summarise the data used to inform the shipping and navigation
baseline.
15.6.1.1

Desk Based Study

The following data sources have been used throughout desk based study to inform the
shipping and navigation baseline description:
x

Maritime Incident Data from the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (2005 –
2014) and the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (2005 – 2014);

x

UK Coastal Atlas of Recreational Boating (2009) and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) Shapefiles (RYA, 2010);

x

Offshore Renewables shapefiles (The Crown Estate (TCE), 2016);
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x

Marine Environmental High Risk Areas (MEHRA) (DfT, 2006);

x

Admiralty Sailing Directions - Irish Coast Pilot, NP 40 (United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office (UKHO), 2013);

x

Irish Cruising Club Sailing Directions - East and North Coasts of Ireland (ICC, 2014);
and

x

UK Admiralty Charts:

x

2199_0 North Channel Northern Part; and

x

2798_0 Lough Foyle to Sanda Island including Rathlin Island.

15.6.1.2

Survey Data

As part of the baseline data collection process, two dedicated shore based marine traffic
surveys were carried out in March 2014 (14 days winter) and July 2014 (14 days summer),
with a total effective duration of 28 days, in order to account for seasonal and tidal
fluctuations in shipping activity.
Both AIS and radar track data, supplemented with visual observations of vessel movements
was gathered. The objective of the survey was to identify the vessel activity both within, and
adjacent to, the Project.
AIS is required to be fitted aboard all vessels engaged on international voyages of 300 gross
tonnage (GT) and upwards, cargo vessels of 500 GT and upwards not engaged on
international voyages and passenger vessels (carrying 12 or more passengers) irrespective of
size built on or after the 1st July 2002. During the first marine traffic survey (March 2014),
fishing vessels greater than or equal to 18m in length were required to carry AIS. This
requirement was extended to 15-18m vessels for the July 2014 survey.
Non-AIS vessels were recorded during the survey on Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA)
radar. This radar track data was supplemented by manual observation of vessels within
visual range to obtain information on type and size. Non-AIS vessels tended to be smaller
craft (i.e. recreational vessels and fishing vessels less than 15m in length).

15.6.2

Metocean Data

Wind, wave and tidal data of the Project area were used as an input to the under keel
clearance and collision risk modelling process. This data is presented in Section 6 of the
accompanying NRA.

15.6.3

Navigational Features

There are a number of anchorages and harbours to the south of the AfL area, including
Murlough Bay, Cushendun Bay, Red Bay, Carnlough Bay and Glenarm Bay. Anchorages and
harbours to the west of the AfL area can be found in Rathlin Island, Ballycastle Bay, Ballintoy
Harbour and White Park Bay.
Larger ports in the vicinity are Larne and Belfast, approximately 25nm and 44nm,
respectively, south of the AfL area.
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The ‘In the North Channel’ TSS is approximately 2.4nm to the northeast of the AfL area
(nearest edge of the southbound lane) and is the recommended route for tankers of over
10,000 GT. Admiralty Chart notes recommend tankers of this size avoid travelling in the area
between the TSS and the adjacent coasts of Rathlin Island and the Mull of Kintyre. Laden
tankers should also avoid using the narrow passage through Rathlin Sound.
Several charted wrecks exist in the vicinity of the AfL area, with one located approximately
1nm west (submerged to 45m) and another approximately 1nm east (submerged to 87m).
There are no charted wrecks within the AfL area.
In terms of oil and gas infrastructure, the AfL area lies within Licence Block 125/25. It was
previously licensed to Providence Resources UK Limited in 2012, but was relinquished in
April 2016 alongside four other blocks licensed to Providence Resources UK Ltd. in the
Rathlin Basin. There are no offshore installations located in the vicinity of the Fair Head AfL
area.
There are no existing or planned offshore wind farm projects in proximity to the AfL area.
Also there are no aggregate dredging areas near the AfL area.
The Sirius North submarine telecommunications cable runs between Ardrossan and
Carrickfergus, passing approximately 6.9nm northeast of the AfL area. A submarine power
cable passes from the Northern Ireland mainland at Ballycastle to Rathlin Island, crossing
approximately 3nm west of the AfL area. Mariners are advised not to anchor or trawl in the
vicinity of submarine cables and pipelines.
The AfL area is located within the Torr Military Practice Area. A number of other Military
Practice Areas are located in the vicinity. No restrictions are placed on the right to transit the
firing practice areas at any time. The firing practice areas are operated using a clear range
procedure. Exercises and firing only take place when the areas are considered to be clear of
all shipping. Red flags and occasionally red lights are displayed from flagstaffs on the shore
when firing takes place. During the marine traffic surveys a total of five military vessels were
recorded in the study area. The Royal Netherlands Navy frigate HNLMS Van Speijk, passed
the closest to the Project at 0.4nm from the Project AfL area
No MEHRAs exist in the vicinity of the Fair Head AfL area, with the closest approximately
24nm southeast at Islandmagee. Islandmagee MEHRA has underlying statutory designations
on wildlife and geological grounds.

15.6.4

Marine Traffic Surveys

15.6.4.1

Vessels within Study Area

Vessel types within the study area were analysed for the winter and summer periods.
Vessels working on behalf of the Project were excluded. There were an average of 10 vessels
per day in winter and 32 vessels per day in summer.
In winter, the most common vessels were cargo vessels (44%) and tankers (19%) using the
TSS. Passenger vessels comprised 16% of the vessels recorded, due to the Rathlin Express
ferry transiting between Rathlin Island and Ballycastle.
In summer, the majority of vessels were recreational (55%), followed by cargo (12%), fishing
(8%) and passenger (7%), the latter of which included the Rathlin Express as well as the
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summer-only Kintyre Express between Ballycastle and Campbeltown. A minority of 9% of
vessels in summer were of unspecified type; these were mainly radar targets that could not
be visually identified, for example due to range or during hours of darkness, but the fact they
are non-AIS targets suggests they are likely to be small fishing or recreational vessels.
Plots of vessel tracks for the winter and summer periods, thematically mapped by vessel
type, are presented in Plate 15.2 and Plate 15.3.
Plate 15.2: Winter 2014 AIS and Radar Data (14 days) within Study Area
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Plate 15.3: Summer 2014 AIS and Radar Data (14 days) within Study Area

15.6.4.2

Vessels within the AfL Area

Vessel types recorded transiting within the AfL area were analysed for the summer and
winter period. In winter, there were nine transits through the AfL area over the 14 days, of
which five were cargo vessels, three were fishing vessels, and one was a workboat. One of
the fishing vessels was recorded on radar only. During the summer period, there were 93
transits through the AfL area. The majority were recreational vessels (57%), followed by
passenger (24%) and fishing (11%).
More detailed plots of the vessel tracks recorded transiting within and close to the AfL area,
thematically mapped by draught, are presented in Plate 15.4 (winter) and Plate 15.5
(summer).
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Plate 15.4: Detailed Winter 2014 AIS and Radar Data by Draught (14 days)

Plate 15.5: Detailed Summer 2014 AIS and Radar Data by Draught (14 days)
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During the winter period, the cargo vessel Vanguard was the deepest draught vessel, at
4.9m, recorded intersecting the AfL area. Excluding unspecified draughts, the average
draught intersecting the AfL area was 3.7m.
In summer, cargo vessel Nordic Diana was the deepest draught vessel, at 4.1m, recorded
intersecting the Project AfL area. Excluding unspecified draughts, the average draught of
vessels intersecting the AfL area was 1.2m. This reduction in average draught (compared to
the winter survey) is due to the increase in shallow-draught recreational vessel activity and
the operation of the Kintyre Express passenger ferry, which has an approximate draught of
1m.

15.6.5

Commercial Vessel Activity

Eight cargo vessel tracks were recorded passing through the AfL area, ranging in length from
34m to 92m and from 1.8m to 4.9m draught. Other cargo vessels in the study area mainly
used the TSS.
The tanker which transited closest to the Fair Head AfL area was the Bro Designer (11,344
GT). This vessel passed through Rathlin Sound and transited 0.3nm north of the Project
destined for Finnart. All other tankers were using the SE-bound lane of the TSS and passed
over 2nm to the northeast of the AfL area, which is in keeping with guidance on Admiralty
Charts which notes that tankers of 10,000GT or greater should not travel in the area
between the TSS and the adjacent coastline.
Two regular passenger vessel services were noted during the 28 day survey. The all-year
Rathlin Ferry service between Ballycastle and Rathlin Island, and the summer only Kintyre
Express Ferry between Ballycastle and Campbeltown. The Kintyre Express service transited
through the Fair Head AfL area 22 times in the summer fortnight.

15.6.6

Fishing Vessel Activity

This section analyses the fishing vessel activity in the study area and AfL area, based on the
marine traffic surveys carried out as part of the NRA. Further work on Commercial Fisheries
is reported in Chapter 12.
ƚƚŚĞƚŝŵĞŽĨƚŚĞǁŝŶƚĞƌƐƵƌǀĞǇ͕/^ĐĂƌƌŝĂŐĞǁĂƐŵĂŶĚĂƚŽƌǇĨŽƌĨŝƐŚŝŶŐǀĞƐƐĞůƐшϭϴŵůĞŶŐƚŚ
under EU Directive, which extended to include 15-18m by summer. A proportion of smaller
fishing vessels also carry AIS voluntarily but may not broadcast continuously. Radar and
visual observations were used to ensure all vessels were recorded of any size.
There were 45 fishing vessel tracks recorded within the study area over the 28 day period,
10 in winter and 35 in summer. In total, 13 tracks were recorded transiting the AfL area over
the combined 28 day period, three in winter and 10 in summer.
The fishing vessel most frequently within the AfL area was the potter Keriolet. The Keriolet
was present within the study area on six different days during the summer survey period.
Plate 15.6 presents fishing vessel tracks in proximity to the Project for the combined summer
and winter period, with the Keriolet’s tracks highlighted. A photograph taken of this vessel
during the survey is presented in Plate 15.6.
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Plate 15.6: Fishing Vessel AIS and Radar Data (28 days)

Plate 15.7: Keriloet photographed during Summer Survey (10/07/2014)

15.6.7

Recreational Vessel Activity

15.6.7.1

RYA Coastal Atlas

The latest RYA Coastal Atlas data indicates a Medium Use Cruising Route passing in the
vicinity of the AfL area heading northwest-southeast. The actual route taken will vary from
craft to craft based on winds and tides, whether the vessel is under sail or motoring, etc.
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There are no Racing Areas in the vicinity of the AfL area and the closest Sailing Area is in
Strangford Lough, located approximately 15.5m southeast. The nearest facility is the marina
at Ballycastle which is 6.6nm (by sea) west.
15.6.7.2

Marine Traffic Survey Data

A total of 212 recreational vessel tracks were recorded within the study area during the
summer period, 53 of which went through the AfL area. No recreational vessels were
tracked on AIS or radar during the winter period. Plate 15.8 presents the recreational vessel
tracks recorded within the study area during the surveys.
It is noted that AIS carriage is not mandatory for recreational vessels although some carry it
voluntarily, especially larger vessels on longer routes. The majority (62%) of recreational
vessels passing through the study area were recorded on radar (i.e. were not broadcasting
on AIS).
Plate 15.8: Recreational Vessel AIS and Radar Data (28 days) within Study Area

15.6.8

Emergency Response Review

A review of assets in the area of the Project identified that the closest search and rescue
(SAR) helicopter base is located at Prestwick, 54nm northeast of the AfL area. The Prestwick
SAR helicopter base is operated by Bristow SAR and use Agusta Westland AW189
helicopters, which have a top speed of 145 knots and a radius of action in excess of 250nm.
All SAR helicopters are equipped with comprehensive search and rescue and medical
equipment.
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The Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) maintains a fleet of over 340 lifeboats of
various types at 237 stations around the coast of the UK and Ireland. The nearest RNLI
stations in the vicinity of the Project, and the ones that responded to the historical incidents
in the vicinity (see below), are at Red Bay and Portrush, both of which have all-weather as
well as inshore lifeboats (Red Bay is currently trialling a Trent lifeboat). At each of these
stations crew and lifeboats are available for call out on a 24 hour basis throughout the year.
The target time for the Red Bay lifeboat to reach the Project area would be approximately 20
minutes, weather and tide permitting.

15.6.9

Maritime Incidents

Maritime incidents recorded by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) and the
RNLI between 2005 and 2014 within the study area have been analysed. These were the
latest datasets available from the respective organisations.
Eight unique incidents were recorded by MAIB over the ten year period, none of which were
reported within the AfL area. The closest incident to the AfL area occurred approximately
0.8nm south, where a workboat flooded / foundered following cargo onboard shifting on the
17th April 2011.
A total of 62 RNLI lifeboat launches, to 57 unique incidents, were recorded within the study
area. This corresponds to an average of approximately six incidents per year. The most
common casualty types involved were person (42%) and power boats (27%). The two main
incident causes were “person in danger” (47%) and machinery failure (26%). The Red Bay
RNLI station responded to the majority (77%) of incidents in the study area, Portrush station
responded to 21% and Larne station responded to 2%.
No RNLI incidents were recorded within the AfL area however four incidents were reported
in close proximity (500m):
x

9th Jan 2011: Incident occurred 290m southwest of AfL area, involving a person in
danger. Red Bay inshore lifeboat responded;

x

30th Apr 2008: Incident occurred 360m southwest of AfL area, involving a fishing
vessel which suffered a machinery failure. Portrush all-weather lifeboat responded;

x

25th Jul 2009: Incident occurred 410m west of AfL area, involving a person in
danger. Red Bay inshore lifeboat responded; and

x

14th Jul 2005: Incident occurred 440m northeast of the AfL area, involving a yacht
which suffered a machinery failure. Portrush all-weather lifeboat responded.

15.6.10

Data Gaps and Uncertainties

It is recognised that small vessel activity is variable and dependent on numerous factors
including weather conditions, tides, seasonal factors, and in the case of fishing vessels,
quotas and the migration of fish species.
The two 14 day maritime traffic surveys encompass seasonal fluctuations in shipping activity
and account for a range of tidal conditions. This is in-line with the minimum 28 days traffic
survey specified in MGN 543. A further 28 days of AIS data from 2013 was analysed as part
of the PHA. Variability has been taken into account as far as possible by using seasonally and
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tidally varied surveys, long-term desk-based research, and consultation with local
stakeholders to inform an up-to-date baseline.

15.7

Impact Assessment

Following establishment of the baseline conditions in the study area, and an understanding
of the Project activities described in Chapter 5, it is possible to assess the potential impacts
arising from the Project.
This has been based on the range of impacts identified during the Scoping / PHA stage as
well as whilst working on the NRA which included a Hazard Review Workshop and
widespread stakeholder consultation.

15.7.1

Methodology

The shipping and navigation assessment has been informed by a Hazard Review Workshop,
which was carried out to identify and review the potential navigational hazards associated
with the Project. Stakeholders representing the various types of vessel activity and
emergency response organisations in the area were invited to ensure the review took into
account local factors and benefitted from local knowledge and experience. Baseline data
analysis and other consultation were also considered in the assessment. The ranking of risks
associated with the various hazards was subsequently carried out based on the discussion at
the workshop and review of the baseline data and consultation. This was circulated to
attendees after the meeting for feedback.
In addition, selected hazards were subject to a separate process of quantitative collision or
allision (contact) risk modelling. All the quantified risk assessments were carried out using
Anatec’s COLLRISK software. Base case modelling (based on current traffic levels) and future
case modelling (based on a conservative 20% potential growth in shipping movements) have
been undertaken. Full details of the approach taken are provided in the NRA.

15.7.2

Assessment Criteria

The shipping and navigation impact assessment has been carried out in line with the IMO’s
Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) process and the MCA Guidelines (see NRA for full details). It
therefore does not follow the standard EIA methodology.
Hazards (impacts) have been categorised using the frequency and consequence categories
defined in Table 155.2 and Table 15.3. The ranking was carried out based on the discussion
at the Hazard Review Workshop involving local stakeholders, together with the baseline data
analysis, expert opinion and other consultation. This approach has been discussed with the
MCA and is preferred to ensure consistency with the NRA.
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Table 155.2: Frequency Rankings for Shipping and Navigation Hazards
Rank

Description

Definition

1

Negligible

< 1 occurrence per 10,000 years

2

Extremely Unlikely

1 per 100 to 10,000 years

3

Remote

1 per 10 to 100 years

4

Reasonably Probable

1 per 1 to 10 years

5

Frequent

Yearly

Table 15.3: Consequence Rankings for Shipping and Navigation Hazards
Rank

Description

Definition
People

Environment

Property

Business

1

Negligible

No injury

<£10k

<£10k

<10k

2

Minor

Slight injury(s)

Tier 1: Local
assistance
required

£10k-£100k

£10k-£100k

3

Moderate

Multiple
moderate or
Single serious
injury

Tier 2: Limited
external
assistance
required

£100k-£1M

£100k-£1M
Local publicity

4

Serious

Serious injury
or single
fatality

Tier 2: Regional
assistance
required

£1M-£10M

£1M-£10M
National
publicity

5

Major

More than 1
fatality

Tier 3: National
assistance
required

>£10M

>£10M
International
publicity

The consequence scores are averaged (for a single impact there could be a range of
consequences) and multiplied by the frequency to obtain an overall ranking (or score) which
determines the hazard’s position within the risk matrix shown below in Table 15.4.
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Table 15.4: Overall Risk Ranking Matrix for Shipping and Navigation

Consequence

Frequency
5

4

3

2

1

5

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

4

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

3

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

2

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

1

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Where:
Broadly
Generally regarded as acceptable and adequately controlled. None
Acceptable Region the less the law still requires further risk reductions if it is
(Low Risk)
reasonably practicable. However, at these levels the opportunity for
further risk reduction is much more limited.
Tolerable Region
(Moderate Risk)

Unacceptable
Region
(High Risk)

15.7.3

Typical of the risks from activities which people are prepared to
tolerate to secure benefits. There is however an expectation that
such risks are properly assessed, appropriate control measures are
in place, residual risks are As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP)
and that risks are periodically reviewed to see if further controls are
appropriate.
Generally regarded as unacceptable whatever the level of benefit
associated with the activity.

Design Envelope

In line with the design envelope approach, the assessment considers the maximum (‘worst
realistic case’) Project parameters, which were agreed with navigational stakeholders to be
the option comprising 100 subsea turbines at 5m below LAT and 10 surface hubs.

15.7.4

Mitigation Measures

Standard industry practice which will be applied to minimise navigational impacts is
presented in Table 15.5. These have been assumed as embedded mitigation in the initial
ranking of each impact.
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Table 15.5: Embedded Mitigation Measures
Standard Industry Practice
Adverse Weather: There will be adverse weather working policies and procedures for
periods of construction and maintenance.
Cable Inspection: Periodic surveys of the cable will be carried out to ensure protection
measures remain effective.
Cable Protection: Risk assessment to inform appropriate cable protection measures.
Chart Depiction: The Project will be depicted on up-to-date Admiralty Charts produced by
the UKHO.
Decommissioning: A decommissioning programme meeting BEIS requirements will be
prepared.
Emergency Response Cooperation Plan: An ERCoP will be prepared for the Project
following the template provided by the MCA in MGN 543. This will be submitted to the
MCA for approval prior to construction.
Equipment and Training for Site Personnel: Site personnel will be suitably equipped and
trained for work offshore, meeting RenewablesUK Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
guidelines.
Fisheries Liaison: The FLOWW (Fishing Liaison with Offshore Wind and Wet Renewables
Group) best practice guidance for fisheries liaison will be followed, including the
establishment of a fishing liaison plan. An FLO will be in place.
Fishing Awareness: Details of subsea equipment to be included in fishermen's awareness
charts.
Guard Vessel during Construction and Decommissioning: When there are work vessel(s)
on site during these phases, one vessel will be nominated as a guard vessel with
appropriate procedures for traffic monitoring and collision risk management.
Inspection and Maintenance: There will be appropriate inspection and maintenance
procedures in place for all elements of the Project.
Lessons Learned: Experience and lessons learned from incidents, accidents and nearmisses at other marine renewables projects will be taken into account, and tried and
tested technology will be used where possible.
Maritime Safety Information (MSI) Broadcasts: HM Coastguard will be informed of work
at the site to allow it to issue MSI broadcasts as appropriate.
Marking and Lighting: The Project will be marked and lit according to CIL and MCA
requirements.
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Standard Industry Practice
Navigation Safety Plan: A Navigation Safety Plan for the Project will be submitted prior to
construction to be approved by MCA and CIL.
Notice to Mariners: Notices to Mariners will be issued prior to the start of construction
and where necessary during work at the site.
Passage planning: Passage plans will be developed for vessels routeing between the
Project and the onshore base.
Safety Management System (SMS): An SMS will be in place throughout the Project.
Safety Zones: Mandatory safety zones of appropriate size will be applied for during the
construction work following agreement with BEIS / MCA.
SCADA System: A SCADA System for monitoring and alarming will be implemented
throughout the Project.
Search and Rescue: The MCA will be consulted on the final layout to ensure it complies
with SAR requirements. It will also be ensured the emergency services are provided with
all the details they need about the site in order to respond appropriately to any future
incident in or near the area using SAR helicopter and/or lifeboat.
Work Vessels: Work vessels will comply with the Collision Regulations and indicate their
navigation status on AIS while also using appropriate marks/lights.
Additional project specific (enhanced) mitigation measures identified during consultation
and at the Hazard Review Workshop is presented in Table 15.6. This has been applied in
estimating the residual risk for each impact.
Table 15.6: Enhanced (Project Specific) Mitigation Measures
Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
AIS Aid to Navigation (AtoN): Use of AIS as an AtoN (virtual) to mark site to be agreed
with CIL.
AIS Monitoring: AIS coverage of the site will allow traffic to be monitored remotely and
replay of data in the event of an incident or near-miss.
AIS on Vessels: AIS to be fitted on all workboats working at the site.
Chart Depiction: Chart depiction of Project by UKHO to include information on clearance
above subsea turbines.
Cumulative Issues: Consultation will take place with the developers of the Torr Head tidal
array about potential cumulative issues, especially if installation work overlaps.
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Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
Emergency Shutdown: A system will be in place to allow the rotor blades to be shutdown
in the event of an emergency.
Foundations: Foundations will be fixed to the seabed or gravity-based.
Layout: The final layout will be subject to further assessment to confirm it is no worse
than that assessed in this report. The results will be submitted to the MCA and CIL for
approval.
Minimum Under Water Clearance: A minimum under water clearance of 5m below LAT
will be enforced for all non-surface piercing elements of the Project.
Phased Development: The phased approach to development will ensure impacts can be
monitored before full build-out, allowing adaptive management of risks.
Sailing Directions and Almanacs: Details of the Project will be circulated to relevant
organisations for inclusion in updated Sailing Directions and Almanacs.
Surface Hubs: If surface hubs are included in the final design, where possible (subject to
other constraints) they will be sited to minimise impacts on navigation.
Targeted Information: Information on the Project will be circulated directly to local
harbours, vessel operators, fishermen and recreational organisations.
VHF: VHF reception at the site will be investigated and discussed with relevant bodies
including HM Coastguard.

15.7.5

Impacts during Construction / Installation

This section assesses the impacts identified during the construction phase of the Project.
(Note, where impacts occur across all phases they have been discussed under Operation and
Maintenance.)
15.7.5.1

Impact 1: Third-party vessel collision with work vessel

During work on the site, particularly during construction, passing (third-party) vessels could
collide with working vessels. A number of vessel types could be involved in installation work
ranging from heavy lift vessels, jack-up barges or DP vessels, with the number of vessel
movements depending on the size and type of the vessel and the selected turbine
technology. A cable installation vessel will also be required for subsea cabling, and a rock
placement vessel to add protection. At times these working vessels could be restricted in
manoeuvrability.
During construction it is standard practice to have safety zones of up to 500m radius on a
rolling basis covering only those areas of the total site in which such activities are actually
taking place at a given time. This can be indicated by appropriate markings and lights being
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displayed by the work vessel as well as AIS broadcasts to indicate when the vessel is
restricted in manoeuvrability. A guard vessel is normally also present to police the safety
zone.
A concern raised at the Hazard Review Workshop and in other consultation was that of the
safety zone preventing vessels passing inshore of the Project, which is the quickest and
easiest method for small vessels to transit the area. This could potentially force small vessels
on longer, more exposed routes to avoid the safety zone.
Government guidance makes clear that all applications for safety zones will be assessed on a
case-by-case basis taking into account site specific conditions (DECC, 2011). The NRA has
recommended the developer seeks to establish only the minimum safety zone required to
ensure the safety of working vessels, in consultation with the MCA, BEIS, the appointed
contractor and local stakeholders.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. Consequence will depend on the vessels involved but
could range from minor damage to sinking of vessels, with the most likely consequence
considered serious. The frequency is considered remote due to standard mitigation
measures that will be put in place, including temporary safety zones and Notices to
Mariners. This gives an overall risk ranking of moderate (tolerable) as summarised in the
table below.
Impact 1: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

The above assessment assumes standard industry practice will be applied to minimise this
impact. Taking into account the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures identified
during consultation and at the Hazard Review workshop (see Table 15.6), such as AIS
monitoring and phased development, the consequence is considered to reduce to moderate,
frequency is considered to reduce to extremely unlikely with an overall residual risk of low
(broadly acceptable) as summarised in the table below.
Impact 1: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

15.7.6

Impacts during Operation & Maintenance

This section assesses the impacts identified during the operation and maintenance phase of
the Project.
15.7.6.1

Impact 2: Transiting Vessel Allision with Surface Device

This hazard is that a vessel transiting the area under command collides with a surface hub.
The Fair Head AfL area is along the natural route taken by yachts when travelling off this part
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of the coast to minimise distance and time, and maximise shelter. There are also local fishing
vessels and charter boats occasionally using the area as well as a lower level of general
transiting traffic seen during the surveys.
It was noted that smaller boats (such as yachts and small fishing vessels) have less control
while in the area due to the strength of the tide and so could have difficulty avoiding the
hubs as they “go with the flow”, especially in spring tides. An allision incident could result in
the vessel sinking. Larger vessels and the passenger vessels operated by Kintyre Express
should have sufficient power to steer clear.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. Separate risk rankings were applied for low-powered
versus high-powered vessels, to reflect their differences.
Impact 2a: Low-Powered Vessels - Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Major

Reasonably Probable

High (unacceptable)

Impact 2b: High-Powered Vessels - Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 2a: Low-Powered Vessels - Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Impact 2b: High-Powered Vessels - Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation

15.7.6.2

Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

Impact 3: Transiting Vessel Allision with Subsea Device

This hazard is that a vessel collides with an underwater device in the AfL area while
transiting under command.
It is planned that there will be a minimum clearance of 5m below the water level at LAT
(approximately chart datum). It was noted that the majority of recreational vessels, small
fishing vessels and the Kintyre Express passenger vessels operating in the vicinity are shallow
draught and should be safe to pass over the devices in most conditions. However, in a
combination of high waves and low tide, depending on their static draughts, a proportion of
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vessels could interact with the rotor blades. Smaller vessels may not have as much control
over their heading in strong tides.
Larger vessels which would want to avoid over-sail of the subsea devices in all conditions
due to insufficient under keel clearance, should have sufficient power to do so.
This was taken into account within the rankings, which were carried out separately for lowpowered versus high-powered vessels, to reflect their differences.
Impact 3a: Low-Powered Vessels - Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Impact 3b: High-Powered Vessels - Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 3a: Low-Powered Vessels - Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Extremely Unlikely

Moderate (tolerable)

Impact 3b: High-Powered Vessels - Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation

15.7.6.3

Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

Impact 4: Drifting Vessel Allision with Surface Device

Any vessel which loses power in the vicinity of the site could drift towards the structures
under the influence of the prevailing conditions (tide and wind) and allide with a surface
hub.
The MAIB and RNIL incident data indicates there have been a small number of machinery
failures in the past 10-15 years. However, the Ballycastle Harbour Master pointed out that
there have been other incidents that are not reported to RNLI. This suggests RNLI may only
be called in the more serious incidents where there is immediate danger, the frequency of
which could increase when the Project is installed.
The nearest RNLI station is at Red Bay which has an inshore lifeboat and is currently trialling
an all-weather Trent class lifeboat.
Consequences will tend to be lower than in a powered incident due to the lower speed /
energy involved, as well as personnel having more warning time to prepare.
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The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
Impact 4: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 4: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation

15.7.6.4

Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

Impact 5: Drifting Vessel Allision with Subsea Device

This hazard is that a vessel loses power in the vicinity of the site and drifts towards the
subsea devices under the influence of the prevailing conditions (wind and tide). There will be
a minimum clearance of 5m below the water level at LAT (approximately chart datum). If the
dynamic draught of the vessel is more than 5m an allision could be possible. This depends on
the static vessel draught as well as wave and tidal height.
As mentioned previously, there have been past incidents of vessels suffering breakdown in
the general vicinity, including some involving large merchant vessels. Larger vessels may be
able to anchor in deeper water.
Consequences will tend to be lower than in a powered incident due to the lower speed /
energy involved, as well as personnel potentially having more warning time to prepare
(assuming they are aware of the under water hazard).
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
Impact 5: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 5: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)
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Impact 6: Change in Vessel Risk due to Avoidance of Site

Vessels changing their passage to avoid the site (including any work vessels and safety
zones) could be exposed to a different risk of collision, grounding or foundering, depending
on the displacement, and whether it moves them inshore or offshore of the site. For
example:
x

Collision risk may increase if sea room is restricted, leading to more congestion;

x

Foundering risk may increase if vessels move offshore into less sheltered waters;
and

x

Grounding risk may increase if vessels move closer to shore, into shallower water.

The level of change from the baseline will depend on the extent of the displacement. For the
majority of recreational craft, given the traffic transiting the area is mostly shallow draught
and the planned 5m under water clearance should be adequate, the main issue is likely to be
passing a safe clearance from the surface hubs. This will result in reduced sea room and
could increase the risk of vessel-to-vessel encounters. Similarly, sea room could be reduced
if there were work vessels and/or safety zones in operation at the site.
Larger vessels with under keel clearance concerns as well as wishing to avoid the surface
hubs may be pushed further offshore. In consultation, Arklow Shipping and Chamber of
Shipping expressed no safety concerns. A small proportion of merchant vessels use the
inshore coastal route via Rathlin Sound but most stay within the North Channel TSS. The
extent of any displacement of coastal traffic is considered unlikely to lead to conflict with the
TSS traffic due to the separation distance.
Consequences of an incident will depend on the vessels involved and could range from
minor damage to sinking of vessels, with possible fatalities.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
Impact 6: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered but not by a sufficient
extent to change the previous rankings, which remain as follows.
Impact 6: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)
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Impact 7: Fishing Interaction with Subsea Equipment

Fishing gear could potentially interact with the tidal turbines, inter-array cables or export
cable. The site is currently used by a small number of local fishing vessels, for example, the
Keriolet which was identified in the traffic survey using pots. Conditions are such that
fishermen without local knowledge of the tides, etc. do not tend to fish in the area.
Consultation indicated that fishermen may no longer fish in the AfL area after construction
due to the risk of fishing gear snagging on the turbines which could capsize the vessel,
however, this remains to be determined.
There are two export cable options, one to Ballycastle and a shorter option into Murlough
Bay. The export cable will be trenched (where possible) in softer areas which may coincide
with the areas where scallop dredging places place. Other cable protection measures such as
rock dumping may be used where the sea bed consists of harder sediment.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
Impact 7: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Reasonably Probable

High (unacceptable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 7: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

It is recognised that the above ranking is based on preliminary data. The final cable
protection measures will be determined based on risk assessment, density of fishing, ground
conditions and metocean conditions. All of these factors will be considered in an Offshore
Cabling Feasibility Assessment which will aid the decision-making process.
It is unlikely that cable protection measures could alter the available water depth over the
cable by more than 5%, which the MCA highlight as a potential impact requiring further
assessment. The only areas where this could potentially take place would be limited to
nearshore at Ballycastle and Murlough Bay. This will be confirmed once the cable plans are
finalised and additional assessment carried out as necessary.
15.7.6.7

Impact 8: Anchor Interaction with Subsea Equipment

Anchoring vessels could potentially interact with the subsea turbines, inter-array cables or
export cable running from the site to the landfall.
Anchoring is very unlikely in the Project area where the turbines are deployed as it is not a
traditional anchorage area due to the strength of the tide. Anchoring is more likely along the
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export cable corridor. Vessels are known to occasionally use the charted anchorage at
Murlough Bay as well as anchoring outside of Ballycastle Harbour.
The consequence of anchor dragging across the export cable is more likely to be financial
than safety-related. Protection may be offered by trenching or rock dumping depending on
the size of anchor involved.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
Impact 8: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Remote

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 8: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

Again, it is recognised that the above ranking is based on preliminary data and further work
is planned to finalise the cable corridor and cable protection measures.
15.7.6.8

Impact 9: Loss of Device (or Component)

A device or component part could break off and become a risk to vessels. It is likely that steel
blades would sink but the planned technology is not finalised and other components may be
buoyant.
There is concern that any object that becomes detached could be moved by the tide to
outside the AfL area and become a hazard to marine traffic in the wider area.
The Design envelope proposes foundations fixed to the seabed. The monitoring technology
used by the Project will quickly alert the Operator to any problem. The turbine would be
shut down if a breakage occurred. Vessels would be sent to assess the damage and retrieve
any debris.
If there was a potential risk to passing vessels, the Coastguard would be informed as well as
local harbours and users of the area to ensure they were made aware of the risk.
This risk is seen as low frequency as the technology will have been well tested at various
scales before being fully deployed. Consequences to people are also relatively low.
The risk was ranked based on discussion at the Hazard Review Workshop, review of baseline
data, and stakeholder consultation. The initial ranking is presented below based on standard
industry mitigation.
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Impact 9: Initial Risk Ranking assuming Embedded Mitigation
Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Serious

Extremely Unlikely

Moderate (tolerable)

Based on applying the enhanced, project specific mitigation measures listed in Table 15.6, in
addition to standard industry practice, the residual risk is lowered as presented below.
Impact 9: Residual Risk Ranking with Enhanced Mitigation

15.7.7

Consequence

Frequency

Risk

Moderate

Extremely Unlikely

Low (broadly acceptable)

Impacts during Decommissioning

Impacts during decommissioning would be considered to be the same as those experienced
during the construction / installation phase of the Project, except that the Project should be
well-known to all vessels using the area by that time. The mitigation would be the same as
that presented in Table 15.5 and Table 15.6.

15.8

Quantitative Risk Assessment

In addition to the semi-quantitative risk ranking carried out using matrices following the
Hazard Review Workshop, Anatec’s COLLRISK software was used to model the allision and
collision risks associated with the Project.
In terms of allision (contact) risk, it was confirmed using the MCA UKC Policy Paper guidance
that vessel keels could interact with a device 5m below the water level when using the
worst-case combination of maximum vessel draught, maximum wave height and lowest tidal
height. Therefore, both surface hubs (10 of, aligned in two rows) and subsurface devices
(100 of, spread throughout the AfL area) were modelled using an indicative layout provided
by the Project. The modelling assumed all vessels would re-route where necessary to avoid
the surface hubs but only larger vessels (draughts 3m and above) would deviate to avoid
over-sailing the turbines.
Allision risks from both passing powered and drifting vessels were assessed. The model
predicted an allision return period of approximately 1 in 86 years (base case; assuming
current traffic levels) and 1 in 72 years (future case; assuming 20% increase in traffic over
the life of the project). Three-quarters of the allision risk was associated with the
underwater turbines and one-quarter with the surface hubs.
In terms of vessel-to-vessel collision risk, it was estimated there would be no significant
change as a result of the Project. This is a combination of the fact that there may be
displacement of larger vessels further offshore due to the array which separates them from
smaller vessels, reducing the probability of encounters, but some vessels may choose to
keep inshore of the array where there would be more restricted sea room, increasing
encounter probability in this area. The net effect is judged to be neutral.
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The risk results are sensitive to the layout that was modelled. A significant reduction in the
modelled risk could be achieved by aligning the surface hubs in a single row parallel to the
shore, and by increasing the minimum under water clearance of turbines.

15.9

Cumulative and In-Combination Assessment

Information on other projects in the vicinity for which there is a potential for cumulative and
in-combination impacts has been considered. Due to the localised nature of potential
impacts associated with the Project, it is considered that only the Torr Head Tidal Energy
Array will have any significant cumulative impact.
The AfL from The Crown Estate was awarded to TVL in October 2012, for a site off the North
Antrim coast of Northern Ireland at Torr Head. The AfL area is approximately 1.97nm2
(6.75km2). The position of the Torr Head AfL area relative to Fair Head is presented in Plate
155.1. The closest parts of the AfL areas are 0.5 nm apart.
TVL is also following a design envelope approach. In terms of shipping and navigation, the
worst realistic case parameters are as follows:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

100 megawatt (MW) tidal energy array;
50 to 100 devices of up to 2MW;
Development completed by 2020;
20-25 years life;
No surface-piercing elements;
Turbines will be fully submerged with a minimum clearance from the blade tip to sea
surface at LAT of 8m; and
The exact turbine design has not yet been determined.

The initial consultation meetings and the Hazard Review Workshop were carried out jointly
for the Torr Head and Fair Head projects, and cumulative impacts were discussed with
stakeholders at these meetings.
From the traffic survey data analysis, it was observed that vessels navigating north-south off
the coast between Red Bay and Rathlin Sound that passed through the Fair Head site also
tended to pass through the Torr Head site. The only notable exception to this was the
Kintyre Express service between Campbeltown and Ballycastle, which transits through the
Fair Head site but passes clear of Torr Head. No cumulative effects are expected in the case
of this service given its east-west passage.
Considering the north-south traffic transiting through both sites, the consultation feedback
indicated that the AfL areas were complementary. It was generally felt that the cumulative
effects of both tidal projects being in place would be similar to there being only one, as they
have a similar north-south alignment parallel to the coastline. It was even commented that
they may also benefit each other in that re-routeing around one site encourages avoidance
of the second site.
At the Hazard Review Workshop it was evident that the Fair Head site will have more of an
impact on navigation than Torr Head due to its reduced under water clearance (minimum
5m below LAT) and its potential use of surface hubs. If vessels are displaced either inshore or
offshore from Fair Head, it is possible they will treat the Torr Head site in the same way,
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which would lead to a longer passage inshore (reduced sea room and grounding risk) or
offshore (exposure to more severe environment). From this point of view, marking the sites
as a single area with buoys on the significant corners, which was suggested as one potential
option, may have disadvantages as it does not differentiate between the different clearances
(minimum 5m for Fair Head versus 8m for Torr Head).
Overall, the cumulative impact (with Torr Head) is not significantly different to that of Fair
Head alone, as coastal traffic requiring to avoid Torr Head due to under keel clearance
concerns would also have to avoid Fair Head and therefore will be displaced offshore or
inshore. Fair Head is the limiting factor in that regard. The only slight difference is that this
altered passage may be extended for longer for two sites, but as already noted the sites are
well-aligned in terms of north-south traffic routeing. Cumulative impacts can be mitigated
through the circulation of information about the two sites and their different depths via
notes on Admiralty Charts and updated Sailing Directions. CIL will also take into account
cumulative impacts when specifying the marking and lighting requirements of the finalised
layouts for each Project.
A further potential cumulative impact could occur if the installation (and/or
decommissioning) activities were to overlap between the two projects. This could lead to
transiting vessels temporarily having to avoid surface vessels (and associated safety zones)
at both sites. However, provided the safety zones at both sites are established on a
standard, “rolling” basis, and that the size of safety zones is appropriate for the navigational
features of the area, the impacts are considered to be manageable. The phased installation
schedule planned by each project will also serve to reduce the intensity of installation traffic.
To mitigate risks during installation, it will be important that the two developers liaise
regularly about the projects. Joint consultation and information distribution to stakeholders
should also be undertaken if there will be simultaneous operations on the sites, and if the
projects will be using the same base ports.

15.10

Mitigation and Monitoring

The full set of mitigation measures, both embedded (standard industry practice) measures
and enhanced, project-specific measures, are presented in Table 15.5 and Table 15.6,
respectively. This includes the following monitoring measures:
x

SCADA System: A SCADA System for monitoring and alarming will be implemented
throughout the Project; and

x

AIS Monitoring: AIS coverage of the site will allow traffic to be monitored remotely
and replay of data in the event of an incident or near-miss.

15.11

Assessment of Residual Impact

The residual risk for all impacts after applying the planned mitigation was assessed to be
broadly acceptable or tolerable (ALARP).
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Conclusions

A Navigation Risk Assessment for the Fair Head Tidal Energy Array has been carried out inline with the MCA guidance for such assessments. This included baseline data collection to
obtain information on the vessel activities in the vicinity of the Project, comparing seasonal
AIS and radar data, visual surveys, desk-based information and consultation with local
stakeholders / experts.
During the winter survey there were nine transits through the Fair Head AfL area, of which
five were cargo vessels, three fishing vessels and one was a workboat. In the summer period,
there were 93 transits through the AfL area, the majority by recreational vessels (57%)
followed by passenger vessels (24%) and fishing vessels (11%).
The potential hazards to this vessel activity posed by the Project have been assessed based
on consultation, a Hazard Review Workshop involving a cross-section of local stakeholders,
and quantitative risk modelling. By applying standard industry practice and additional,
project-specific mitigation identified during consultation and at the Hazard Review
Workshop, all of the risks were assessed to be either broadly acceptable or tolerable (ALARP)
with mitigation.
The quantitative modelling results indicated the allision and collision risks are moderate, at
an estimated one additional incident in 86 years based on current traffic levels. This was
based on the worst realistic case design option for navigation, comprising 100 underwater
turbines at a minimum of 5m below LAT and 10 surface hubs aligned in two rows.
Further consultation will be carried out with key stakeholders such as the MCA and CIL, to
confirm the final layout is within the design envelope assessed in this report, with further
risk reduction in the design where possible, and that risk control measures, such as marking
and lighting, are implemented appropriately.
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Acronyms
Term

Definition

AFBI

Agri-Food Biosciences Institute

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

ATBA

Area To Be Avoided

CCGBC

Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council

CCW

Causeway Coast Way

Colregs

International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea

DETI

Department of Enterprise Trade and Investment

EMEC

European Marine Energy Centre

NISRA

Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency

NITB

Northern Ireland Tourism Board

ORNI

Outdoor Recreation Northern Ireland

OSP

Offshore Substation Platform

RSA

Recreational Sea Angling

SUP

Stand Up Paddle Boarding

VFR

Visiting Friends and Relatives
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Recreation and Tourism

16.1

Introduction

January 2017

This chapter discusses the potential impacts of the Project on recreation and tourism
interests in the onshore and offshore area as well as on the infrastructure supporting these
activities around the town of Ballycastle. The chapter identifies and assesses the potential
impacts and, if required, the mitigation measures to be implemented to avoid, reduce or
offset any potential adverse effects, where necessary.

16.2

Sources of Information

The content of this report has been drawn from a combination of desktop studies and
fieldwork with professional evaluation by a qualified Chartered Town Planner.
Tourism audit detail has been derived from data available from the following sources:
•

Northern Ireland Tourism Board (NITB) (www.discovernorthernireland.com and
www.nitb.com);

•

Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency (NISRA) (www.nisra.gov.uk);

•

Causeway Coast and Glens Tourism and Destination Management Plan 2015 – 2020
(Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council, 2015);

•

Visit Causeway Coast & Glens (www.visitcausewaycoastandglens.com);

•

Causeway
Coast
&
Glens
(https://www.causewaycoastandglens.gov.uk/);

•

Ballycastle Visitor Centre;

•

Ordnance Survey maps;

•

site visit; and

•

emails and telephone conversations with key stakeholders including Causeway
Coast and Glens Tourism, Moyle District Council, Ballycastle Visitor Centre and
Ballycastle Harbourmaster.

16.3

Borough

Council

Relevant Policies, Guidance and Literature

Reference has been made to the following policies, guidance and literature in the
preparation of this chapter:
•

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009;

•

Marine Act (Northern Ireland) 2013;

•

Offshore Electricity Development (EIA Northern Ireland 2008);
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•

A Draft Tourism Strategy for Northern Ireland to 2020 (Department of Enterprise
Trade and Investment (DETI), 2010);

•

Causeway Coast and Glens Tourism Masterplan 2004-2013 (DETI, 2004);

•

Causeway Coast and Glens Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
Management Plan 2013-2023 (draft) (Causeway Coast & Glens Heritage Trust,
2012);

•

Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site Management Plan
2013-2019 (Causeway Coast and Glens Tourism Partnership, 2013);

•

Causeway Coast and Glens Community Development Strategy 2015 – 2018
(Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council, 2014); and

•

Causeway Coast and Glens Countryside Recreation Strategy (Mcllveen, 2002).

This chapter is supported by and draws on data from the following ES chapters:
•

Appendix 16.1 Fair Head Tourism and Recreation Baseline Study

•

Chapter 9 Birds

•

Chapter 10 Marine Mammals,

•

Chapter 14 Seascape and Landscape

•

Chapter 17 Socio-Economics

16.4

Stakeholder Engagement

In addition to two rounds of public information days in 2014 and 2016, specific consultation
was also undertaken with the following.
Table 16.1: Consultation record for recreation and amenity
Stakeholder

Comment

Response

John Morton (Ballycastle Indicated that watersports in
Harbour Master)
general
are
becoming
in
baseline
increasingly
popular
in Included
Ballycastle
e.g. kayaking, description (16.8.5)
sailing, paddle boarding,
diving
Ballycastle is a popular See Sections 16.11.7.4 and
departure point for diving 16.12.2 for potential effects
due to the wreck and on scuba diving
underwater
landscape
features
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Stakeholder

Comment

Response

Department for Culture, Arts
and Leisure (DCAL) – Inland
Fisheries Group – Tom
Cowan

Highlight a number of
species as important for
recreation. Suggested that
eels may be affected by EMF,
but as long as this is
recorded DCAL are content
for the Project to go ahead

EMF effects of the Project on
fish species are considered in
Chapter 8 Intertidal and 11
Fish Ecology

16.5

Potential impacts of the
Project
on
recreational
angling are considered in
Sections
16.11.7.3
and
16.12.2

Study Area

The Project (Agreement for Lease area and cable corridor A to landfall at Ballycastle and
cable corridor B to landfall at Murlough Bay) is located off the coast of Fair Head, North
Antrim, Northern Ireland as shown in Plate 1.1. From 1st April 2015 the area in which the
Project lies has been administered as a new local government district, Causeway Coast and
Glens Borough Council (CCGBC), replacing the previous local authorities Boroughs of
Ballymoney, Coleraine, Limavady and the District of Moyle (see Figure 16.1). Recreation and
tourism interests in this area have been investigated to provide context.
The study area for recreation and tourism includes the Project site and a 10 km buffer zone
which captures the town of Ballycastle. Also included are all potential construction and
operations bases (e.g. Belfast and Ballycastle respectively) (see Figure 16.2).and likely
offshore transportation corridors between these and the Project site (see Figure 16.3).

16.6

Design Envelope

The Project has taken a design envelope approach to consenting which is described in
Chapter 5 Project Description. The basis of the design envelope is to apply a “worst case”
approach to the assessment of the different impacts associated with the Project. With this
in mind the maximum “worst case” project parameters considered for the assessment of
recreation and tourism are presented in table 16.2. Additional factors potentially affecting
recreation and tourism include the choice of the construction and operation and
maintenance bases and the location of the export cable landfall.
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Table 16.2: Design envelope parameters relevant to Recreation and Tourism assessment
Project
Maximum
Project
parameter
Explanation
parameter for impact
relevant to the
parameters
assessment
assessment

of

maximum

Project

Project phasing Phase 1: 10MW Phase 2 Maximum capacity installed during each
and capacity
phase of the Project, with Phase 2
: 90MW
Phase 1 and Phase 2: potentially being built in stages as defined in
the Project Description.
100MW
Project
construction
timescales

Phase 1: Up to 2 years
Phase 2: Up to 4 years

Maximum timescales, depending on the
number, capacity and type of turbine and
the overall construction approach.

Export
cable Phase 1: up to 3 weeks
laying
and Phase 2: up to 12 weeks
landfall
construction
timescales
Project
Phase 1: Up to 25 years
operation
and Phase 2: Up to 25 years
maintenance
timescales

As defined in the Project Description.

Project
Phase 1: Up to 2 years*
As per the Energy Act 2004 and the
decommissioning Phase 2: Up to 2 years*
requirement of The Crown Estate (TCE) AfL.
timescales
* unless the site is
repowered to extend the
duration of the existing
lease
Maintenance
On average over 25 It is likely that vessels involved in
activity
and years, one vessel twice maintenance activities will be present in the
scheduling
per week.
AfL area throughout the year. There may be
periods when there are more vessels e.g.
two or three or no vessels depending on
weather conditions and extent/type of
maintenance works required.
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Project
Maximum
Project
parameter
Explanation
parameter for impact
relevant to the
parameters
assessment
assessment
General
arrangement:
Turbine numbers

Phase 1:
turbines

up

January 2017

of

maximum

Project

to

10 An indicative layout has been defined for
assessors based upon these maximum
Phase 2: up to 90 Project parameters and this has been used
as the basis for the impact assessment. It is
turbines
acknowledged that the final arrangements
Phase 1 and Phase 2: up will depend on the turbine type, rating and
to 100 turbines
numbers, resource availability and seabed
conditions.

Construction and Undefined at this stage
Installation base therefore
Belfast,
Glasgow and Mostyn
assessed.
Operations and Undefined at this stage
maintenance
therefore Ballycastle and
base
Larne assessed.
Location
export
landfall

of Ballycastle or in the
cable vicinity of Murlough Bay

16.7

Baseline Description

16.7.1

Tourism Performance in the Study Area

As the CCGBC is a relatively new local authority there is a lack of data on the levels of
tourism and recreation activities in this region. As a result, much of the information
provided in this baseline uses data obtained for the previous Moyle District Council, which is
a smaller region in which the town of Ballycastle is located. Moyle District Council covers an
area of 495km2 with a population estimated at 16,900 in 2009 – the lowest of the previous
26 local authorities in Northern Ireland (before many of these local authorities were
absorbed into larger areas in 2015). Moyle also had the lowest population density of all the
previous local authorities and around two-thirds of this population live in the countryside.
The largest settlement is Ballycastle with a population of around 5,000.
The low resident population provides a low base for visiting friends and relatives (VFR)
tourism and this is not expected to change to any great extent. VFR tourism forms 47% of
incoming visits to Northern Ireland. The limited resident population also restricts the range
of local services available to visitors. The area attracted 476,300 visitor nights in 2009
(NITB), with all visits generating a total of £27m in revenue for the local economy.
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The CCGBC region has two of the most visited attractions in Northern Ireland within its
boundary – the Giant’s Causeway and Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge – both National Trust
properties. There are many natural and built attractions in the CCGBC region which attract
people to the area because of their existence but which do not collect visitor data e.g. the
Moyle Way, the beach at Ballycastle, Murlough Bay, Loughareema, Ballintoy Harbour and
the Causeway Coast Route. Festivals and events also attract significant numbers of visitors
to the area such as The Ould Lammas Fair in Ballycastle.
Many visitors were attracted to the area because of its scenery. Visitors to Ballycastle may
also be drawn by the recreational opportunities including walking and hiking, watersports,
rock-climbing at Fair Head and by family activities with many travelling from Ballycastle to
the nearby Watertop Farm in the direction of Cushendun.
Details of recreational activities and sites in and around the study area are shown in Figures
16.3 and 16.4. Principal visitor attractions are discussed in Section 16.8 and are shown in
Figure 16.5.

16.8

Recreation and Tourism Products and Resources

16.8.1

Character of Ballycastle and Environs

The town has views towards Rathlin Island and Fair Head and is surrounded by undulating
hills, farmland and forests. This scenery is a draw for tourists and recreationists partaking in
activities such as walking, hiking, sailing, kayaking, sea and shore angling, SCUBA diving and
rock-climbing with over 300 routes at Fair Head.
The proximity of other attractions such as the Giant’s Causeway (16km north-west), Carricka-Rede Rope Bridge at Ballintoy (6km north-west), Watertop Farm at Ballypatrick (9km
south-east), Murlough Bay (8km east), Glens of Antrim (20km south-east) and filming
locations for the popular TV show Game of Thrones have made Ballycastle a key stopping
point on the Causeway Coastal Route.
The key environmental resources of importance for recreation & tourism in the area are the
attractiveness of the coastal scenery, beaches and islands, the proximity of the sea and
access to it via the beach in Ballycastle and Ballycastle Harbour & Marina, which has berths
for 74 sailing vessels. The Marine Hotel, Ballycastle’s only hotel, is located on the Quayside
in Ballycastle with views out to sea and towards Fair Head.

16.8.2

Major Routes

The wider Causeway Coast and Glens area has become synonymous with the Causeway
Coastal Route, a 120 mile signposted trail between Londonderry and Belfast, shown in
Figure 16.5, that has been described as ‘one of the world’s great road journeys’. The route
includes significant visitor attractions as well as many scenic towns and a wide range of
natural attractions including the Glens of Antrim (see Section 16.8.1), beaches (e.g.
Whitepark Bay 10km north-west) and forest parks (e.g. Ballypatrick Forest Park 9.5km
south-east).
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Other driving routes in the area include those within Ballypatrick Forest and the Torr Head
Scenic Route.

16.8.3

Accommodation and Services

Visitor facilities include hotels, B&B’s and guesthouses, self-catering, caravan & camping and
hostels (Table 16.3).
Table 16.3: Visitor accommodation in the Moyle area
Ballintoy

Ballycastle

Ballyvoy

Armoy

Rathlin Island

Hotels

0

1

0

0

0

B&B’s & Guesthouses

7

26

0

0

3

Self-Catering

22

40

1

9

5

Caravan & Camping

0

4

2

1

0

Hostels

1

2

0

0

2

The majority of accommodation within Moyle area is located in Ballycastle, with the rest
mainly provided in Ballintoy with a small number, mainly self-catering, located in the vicinity
of Armoy, Ballyvoy and Rathlin Island. The majority of services are clustered in Ballycastle
town centre and around the Quays. There is no visitor accommodation in the vicinity of
Murlough Bay.

16.8.4

Onshore Recreational Activities

A summary of the predominant onshore recreational activities relevant to the Project is
provided in the following sections.
The locations of onshore recreational activities are shown on Figures 16.3 and 16.4.
16.8.4.1

Walking

Ballycastle is the start/end point for several long distance trails including the Causeway
Coast Way (CCW) a 53km way-marked linear walking route from Portstewart to Ballycastle
and the 42km Moyle Way from Ballycastle to Waterfoot. Outdoor Recreation NI (ORNI) is
currently undertaking a review of the CCW with a view to improving access and
interpretation along the route.
Shorter linear walks include the walk along Whitepark Bay and Ballycastle beach; the
Ballintoy to Bushmills route; those on Rathlin Island including Rathlin Harbour to the Seabird
Centre and the Rathlin Trail. Looped walks include the bridge at Carrick-a-rede and
Roonivoolin Walk on Rathlin Island. Heritage trails include Ballycastle Heritage Trail and
further afield the Bushmills Heritage Trail.
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Cycling

There are a series of cycle routes developed within the Causeway Coast AONB, promoted by
Cycle NI and linking into National Cycle Route 93. These include the Ballycastle and the
Giant’s Causeway to Benone Cycle Routes and are becoming increasingly popular. Cycling is
unlikely to be affected by the Project and so is scoped out of the assessment. The National
Cycle Network Route is shown in Figure 16.4.

16.8.5

Offshore Recreational Activities

Ballycastle is a water-sports hub with the 74-berth marina and harbour providing easy
access to the sea. Consultation with the Ballycastle Harbourmaster indicated that watersports in general are becoming increasingly popular in Ballycastle with a wide variety of
different water-sports; not just with activity providers but also many individuals for
kayaking, sailing, stand-up paddle boarding (SUP) and diving etc 1. A summary of the
principle offshore recreational activities is provided in the following sections.
16.8.5.1

Sailing

Ballycastle Marina was opened in 1999 and is popular with fishermen, yachtsmen, scubadivers and kayakers and offers visitors a well-placed berth from which to explore the wider
region. The marina has 74 berths, accessible 24 hours a day and is a Blue Flag Marina with
high environmental standards. It is the most northerly marina in Ireland. The adjoining
harbour was upgraded to enable access for two ferry services – the Rathlin Island service
which operates several times a day and the Mull of Kintyre service which has since been
discontinued.
Over 500 boats visit Ballycastle Marina annually, mainly during April to October. Most
visiting boats would travel within the UK area and the main routes would be along the
north-east Irish coast, around the Mull of Kintyre going north or into the Clyde area and
coming across the North Channel east or west (see Figure 16.3) 2. Rathlin Island Marina in
Church Bay has pontoons with berthing capacity for 42 boats. Between 300 and 400 boats
visit Rathlin Island Marina annually, mainly during April to October. As well as attracting
sailors, Rathlin Island also attracts birdwatchers and divers3.
Ballycastle Sailing Regatta has been running since 1869 and took place in May in 2016 as
part of the Rathlin Sound Maritime Festival. The festival also included a wide range of other
maritime activities such as tall-ships, cruises, dingy sailing, boat trips and kayaking.
16.8.5.2

Kayaking

The majority of sea-kayaking is undertaken close inshore, exploring sections of the coast
such as caves, inlets and the local flora and fauna. Safety issues, skill levels and a lack of
interesting features generally limit kayaking further offshore. However, experienced

1

John Morton, Ballycastle Harbourmaster, 04/12/14

2

John Morton, Ballycastle Harbourmaster, 04/12/14

3

John Morton, Ballycastle Harbourmaster, 04/12/14
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kayakers do undertake open crossings between two points such as headlands and an island.
The Northern Ireland coastline is characterised by strong tidal streams and kayaking is
generally limited to more experienced paddlers.
Kayaking is a popular activity launching from Ballycastle and Ballintoy harbours with several
operators using the Ballycastle area. There is a coastal kayak trail around the Antrim coast as
shown in Figure 16.4.
16.8.5.3

Sea Angling

Recreational sea angling encompasses fishing from both the shore and boat using line rod,
line and hook. According to the Agri-Food Biosciences Institute (AFBI) Report on
Recreational Sea Angling (RSA) in Northern Ireland (AFBI, 2011) it was estimated that in
2005 Northern Ireland hosted 450 visiting anglers for the sole reason of engaging in
sea/shore angling. The report notes that:
“Ireland’s waters are extremely diverse, offering a wide range of fishing opportunities and in
addition to species such as pollack, mackerel and wrasse they contain a large number of
elasmobranchs species (sharks, skates and rays)”
Ballycastle is a popular place for boats to leave for sea-angling. Several different charter
vessels use the harbour including D+P Marine, Ballycastle Charters, Lady Linda Charters,
Lady Gwen Charters, Predator Charters, Causeway Lass and one operator in Rathlin Island.
Other angling operators in the area include four boats from Portrush/Portstewart area.
There are many opportunities for shore, rock and boat fishing along the Antrim coast with
anglers able to catch wrasse, cod, whiting, plaice, flatfish, turbot, mackerel, haddock,
dogfish, coalfish, pollack, flounder and conger eels.
Northern Ireland Tourist Board (NITB) indicate some of the best places to fish off the Antrim
coast are Portrush, Dunseverick, Ballintoy, Torr Head and rocks around Glenarm.
16.8.5.4

Wildlife Watching/Sightseeing

In addition to sailing cruise trips a number of operators offer a variety of sea safari
itineraries around the coast near Ballycastle & Fair Head.
16.8.5.5

Scuba Diving

Several different SCUBA diving businesses operate from Ballycastle Harbour plus other
private clubs and recreational divers. Ballycastle is a popular departure point for diving due
to the wreck and underwater landscape features. Diving is not just restricted to wreck sites
marked on charts4.
16.8.5.6

Surfing

There are numerous recommended surfing spots along the Antrim coast which includes one
within Ballycastle. There are also several surf schools based in the Causeway Coast area,

4

John Morton, Ballycastle Harbourmaster, 04/12/14
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however these are concentrated around the town of Portrush and the north of Northern
Ireland, where the best surfing spots in the country are located.

16.9

Impact Assessment Methodology

There is currently no prescribed methodology or standard guidance for the assessment of
recreation and tourism effects of tidal stream arrays. The methodology is therefore based
upon best practice and professional judgement. For tourism and recreation receptors in the
study area a level of sensitivity to change is prescribed, which when assessed against the
magnitude of the predicted effect, guides the determination of the overall significance of
effect. While there is no specific guidance for tourism and recreation, any impacts of
‘moderate’ or above are considered significant. Where impacts are identified as potentially
significant, mitigation measures are proposed to reduce their effects on the receptor.
Criteria for sensitivity to change and magnitude of impact are described in Table 16.4 and
Table 16.5, respectively.

16.9.1

Sensitivity

Table 16.4: Definitions for sensitivity of receptor for tourism and recreation
Sensitivity

Criteria
•
•

High

•
•

Area or harbour with high levels of recreational use
Harbour with limited capacity for recreational vessels or where the
safety of recreational vessels is a concern
Onshore or offshore recreational site with high use
Tourist site of national or international status or high visitor
numbers / users

Medium

•
•
•
•

Area or harbour with moderate levels of recreational use
Harbour with some capacity for recreational vessels
Onshore or offshore recreational site with moderate use
Tourist site of regional status or moderate visitor numbers

Low

•
•
•
•

Area or harbour with low levels of recreational use
Harbour with sufficient capacity for recreational vessels
Onshore or offshore recreational site with low use
Tourist site of local status or low visitor numbers / users

Negligible

•
•
•

Area or harbour with little or no recreational use
Onshore or offshore recreational site with little or no use
Tourist site with very few visitor numbers / users
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Magnitude

Table 16.5: Definitions for magnitude of effect for tourism and recreation
Magnitude of Effect

High

Medium

Criteria
•
•
•

Long-term or permanent obstruction of recreational use
Long-term or permanent obstruction of a tourist site
Results in a large negative change in tourist visits or
recreational users

•

Medium-term, temporary impediment that creates a nuisance
to recreational users that must be avoided
Results in a moderate negative change in tourist visits or
recreational users

•
•

Low

•

Short-term, temporary impediment to recreational use that can
easily be avoided
There is a change in tourism visits or recreational users, but it is
barely noticeable

Negligible

•

Negligible change to any of the above factors; no effect

Positive

•

Results in an increase in tourist visits or recreational users

Table 16.6 details the matrix used determine the overall significance of effect based on the
sensitivity of receptor and magnitude of effect.
Table 16.6: Assignment of impact significance for tourism and recreation based on sensitivity
of receptor and magnitude of effect
Magnitude

Sensitivity
High

Medium

Low

Negligible

High

Major

Major

Moderate

Minor

Medium

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive
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Assessment of Potential Effects

Following establishment of baseline conditions of the study area, and an understanding of
the Project activities, it is possible to assess the potential effects. The range of effects that
has been considered is based on those identified during EIA scoping and any further impacts
that have been highlighted as the EIA has progressed.
Table 16.7: Impacts covered in impact assessment
Potential Impact

Relevant Phase of Project
C/I

O/M

D

Port Activities & congestion







Noise disturbance



Transportation*







Landscape & seascape*







Water Quality



Disturbance to wildlife watching/sightseeing*







Disruption to recreational activity







Disruption to tourist amenity







Creation of a tourist attraction







C/I = construction / installation, O/M = operations and maintenance and D =
decommissioning
*For O/M these potential impacts are assessed in Sections 16.12.2 and 16.12.3.

16.11

Potential Effects during Construction

16.11.1

Port Activities and Congestion

The construction activity for the Project is likely to be based out of a large port such as
Belfast, Glasgow or Mostyn (Chapter 5 Project description). These ports are large industrial
areas with a range of construction projects undertaken at any one time.
Potential impacts would be related to recreational vessels which may be affected by
increases in traffic as a result of construction activities. Recreational sailing activity in and
around these ports is relatively small scale and confined to marina areas where it is safe.
Vessel skippers would be alert when navigating in and around these areas and
knowledgeable of regulations such as International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at
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Sea (Colregs). There would be a temporary increase in vessel traffic during construction of
the Project that could potentially cause disruption to vessels operating in the area.
However, these large industrial ports will be well placed to accommodate a Project of this
scale.
As part of the Marine Licence, a navigation safety plan and vessel management plan will be
prepared and agreed with stakeholders. This plan will address potential impacts of
navigation between ports and the site and will provide mitigation where needed (see
Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping and Navigation). Other measures will include those to
avoid or reduce disturbance to other harbour users and issuing prior notification of activities
(see Section 16.14). A key consideration is that most piers used by recreational craft are
likely to be unsuitable and avoided by construction vessels. The impact magnitude of the
Project on recreation and tourism at these ports would therefore be low and overall not
significant.

16.11.2

Noise Disturbance

This section refers to the potential impact of noise from the Project on offshore recreational
and tourism activities. See Section 16.11.8 for potential impacts on tourism and recreation
as a result of onshore construction works.
One of the foundation options includes piling, which has potential to result in noise impacts.
The other two are gravity bases which would have a low noise impact. The offshore
constituents of the Project are not located in an area of intense tourist activity. Any noise
disturbance as a result of the installation of turbines, foundations and structures, and export
cables would be short term and temporary. Any offshore recreational activities through the
area would be transient, and any recreational vessels would not be expected to be within
the range of significant noise levels from piling, due to safety zones (500m) around work
vessels and the Project site during construction. (see Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping and
Navigation). Impacts on offshore recreation and tourism in and around the AfL as a result of
noise impacts during construction would not be significant. For potential impacts on wildlife
watching and sightseeing tours in the vicinity of the AfL area which will likely be associated
with noise impact from construction activities, see Section 16.8.5.4.
There may be some noise associated with the construction activities at the construction
base, however the chosen port will be a large industrial port such as Belfast, Glasgow or
Mostyn which are likely to experience high levels of noise on a daily basis which would be
covered by onshore planning regulations and conditions. Any additional noise as a result of
the Project activities would likely be within the ambient noise levels of these port areas and
so would not result in significant adverse effects on tourism and recreation receptors in the
vicinity of the aforementioned ports.

16.11.3

Transportation

Transportation of the larger equipment would mainly be by sea transport from the
construction base. This has potential to have an adverse effect on recreational activities
(e.g. sailing and sea angling) along the coast (see Section 16.8.1). However, this would be
mitigated by notifications of construction activities to ports, harbours and sailing and
angling clubs in the area and so would not be significant. See Section 16.11.7 for the
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assessment of potential impacts of construction activities (including transportation of
equipment) on offshore recreational activities.
There may be some increased traffic of smaller vehicles within Ballycastle carrying
components or workers to Ballycastle pier for short transfer to the site during construction
which may impact on tourism in the Ballycastle area. Any impact would be small in scale and
would be mitigated by avoiding large movements of traffic during any tourism or recreation
events in the Ballycastle area, where possible, particularly those in the port region, e.g. the
sailing regatta which is held every year in May (see Section 16.8.1).
For potential impacts on tourism and recreation as a result of onshore construction works
see Section 16.11.8.

16.11.4

Landscape & Seascape

There would be minimal impact on tourism and recreation as a result of disturbance to
visual amenity with this site being a minimum of 750m offshore and all devices considered
being bottom mounted, with the exception of the Schottel Triton which has two spar buoys
that would protrude a short distance above the sea surface. There would also be potential
impacts to visual amenity from the Offshore Substation Platforms (OSPs) (one per every 10
devices), if surface piercing technology is chosen, which would protrude up to 20m above
the sea surface. Impacts of the Project on the landscape and seascape are discussed in
Chapter 14 SLVIA) and the offshore area is not located in an area subject to large volumes of
intense tourism or recreation activity. Therefore, impacts on tourism and recreation
amenity as a result of the Project would not be significant.

16.11.5

Water Quality

Each device would have rigorous standards applied to the manufacture and construction of
equipment and would be installed following best practice guidelines. This would ensure that
there would be minimal opportunities for pollution, which could result in adverse effects on
tourism and recreation through people avoiding the site if a pollution event were to occur. A
significant pollution event is highly unlikely to occur because of the low levels of pollutants
contained within tidal devices and because of the rigorous standards and best practice
guidelines that would be enforced.

16.11.6

Disturbance to Wildlife Watching/Sightseeing

Consultation highlighted that the area off Ballycastle and Fair Head is a popular area for
sightseeing and wildlife tours (also see Section 16.8.5.4), with a number of enterprises
operating chartered vessels from small surrounding ports, including Ballycastle. Boats are
involved in sightseeing and diving. For direct impacts to wildlife in the area see Chapter 10
Birds and Chapter 10 Marine Mammals, Basking Sharks and Turtles.
There is potential for the Projects construction activities to cause disturbance to wildlife in
the area and prevent access for sightseeing activities in the area around Fair Head. Several
companies operate out of Ballycastle and these companies could experience a drop in
business as a result of the Projects construction activities. Details of the Projects
construction activities would be provided to the enterprises offering these wildlife tours
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meaning they would be able to avoid the site during installation activities. The cable landfall
for phase 1 of the Project has the potential to be in the Ballycastle area (see Figure 17.2
Project Description), which could result in disruption to sightseeing tours in the area. Cable
laying activities would be short term and relatively small scale and notification of details of
construction activities will allow tour operators to avoid the affected area during installation
and so disturbance to sightseeing tours would not be significant.

16.11.7

Disruption Recreational Activity

16.11.7.1

Recreational Sailing

It is expected that the subsea export cable, anchors and mooring lines would be installed at
the site over a period of a few months, subject to weather. The export cable will be routed
from the offshore site to a landfall location at either Ballycastle or Murlough Bay (see Figure
16.2). Potential bases for construction vessels include Belfast, Glasgow and Mostyn.
There will be some impacts on transiting yachts during the construction phase and with the
imposition of safety zones around the project construction vessels. The Project will follow all
the regulatory requirements for charting the site and will implement a comprehensive
process to inform vessels in transit using measures such as:
•

Notices to mariners

•

Navtex

•

Coastguard safety broadcasts

•

Port notices

Vessels engaged in construction activities will be well marked in line with MCA regulations
and codes of practice for seagoing vessels. The Project infrastructure will also be well
marked in accordance with MCA regulations and guidance which will be agreed with the
MCA as part of the licencing process (Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping and Navigation).
The main impact during construction is for potential disruption to recreational sailing in the
area during the laying of export cables and the installation of the structures and
foundations, and turbines, as these will require a number of vessels to be on site at the
same time. This could cause vessels to avoid the north coast of Northern Ireland or for
sailing vessels to avoid stopping off at, for example, Ballycastle to sample the various
amenities in the town. This would have an adverse effect on the local community through a
reduction in potential economic activity but would be intermittent and relatively short-term
in nature.
The Project’s location outwith any major shipping lane would mean there would be an
adequate amount of sea room both landward and seaward to allow recreational vessels to
manoeuvre around the site and avoid work vessels (see Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping
and Navigation). The relatively short timescales over which construction would take place
would mean any disruption would be temporary in nature. The major construction activities
for the Project are likely to be based out of a large industrial port base such as Belfast,
Glasgow or Mostyn, thus reducing the potential impact on recreational sailing as these areas
would already be subject to high levels of vessel traffic and would tend to be avoided by
sailing vessels.
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The port and marina at Ballycastle has potential to see a small increase in small vessel traffic
as a result of the Project, mainly for the transfer of small components and crew. Ballycastle
is a relatively small port with a number of fishing vessels using it as a base. Ballycastle also
has a 74 berth marina which would accommodate the majority of recreational or visiting
vessels (see Section 16.8.5.1). The addition of work vessels servicing the site may cause
some congestion at certain points. It is considered that this would be manageable and form
part of general harbour management. This would result in low levels of disruption to
recreational sailors in the area and would not be significant.
16.11.7.2

Kayaking

The majority of this activity takes place outside the Agreement for Lease (AfL) area as the
tidal nature of the site make it an area to avoid for kayaking. The only disruption would be
during the construction of the cable to shore which would take place over a period of days
and be of a small scale and temporary nature. Consultation with local kayak clubs and
distribution of e.g. leaflets in the local community to inform of the details and timescales of
construction activity would allow kayakers to plan routes to avoid these activities and thus
prevent disruption. The impact on kayakers in the study area would, therefore, not be
significant.
16.11.7.3

Angling

Ballycastle is a popular place for boats to leave for sea-angling and the area around the site
is known to be used by vessels for sea-angling purposes (see Section 16.8.5.3). Recreational
angling is a popular activity in the north coast of Northern Ireland amongst locals and
tourists and provides an important source of income for the local area (AFBI, 2011). To
ensure the safety of all personnel involved in the Project construction activities and to
minimise the risk of collision between installation vessels in the area, safety zones of up to
500m will be implemented around Project vessels. Given that sea angling activities offshore
will not be permitted within the vicinity of Project vessels a temporary displacement of
these activities within these areas, while installation is taking place, will occur.
Given that offshore sea angling, occurs at a number of locations along the North Antrim
coast e.g. sea angling takes place along a 55 km stretch of the coast (AFBI, 2011), there will
be a number of alternative locations available for sea angling to continue throughout the
installation period and potential impacts from the Project are not considered to be
significant. Longer term impacts resulting from restricted sea angling in the AfL area due to
the physical presence of the turbines is covered under operational and maintenance
impacts (see Section 16.12.2).
16.11.7.4

SCUBA diving

This activity would not be carried out within the AfL area due to the tidal nature of the site
which is considered too dangerous to dive in. There may be some temporary disruption
during the cable laying operations but this would be of a low level and related to traffic
congestion at ports (see Sections 16.11.1 and 16.12.1) which would not be significant and
therefore the overall impact of the Projects construction activities on SCUBA diving would
not be significant.
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Surfing

There are numerous recommended surfing spots along the Antrim Coast which includes one
within the Project area at Ballycastle (see Section 16.8.5.6). This activity is nearshore based
so the only impact would be from cable laying operations which would be short term and of
a temporary nature. Notification of the nature and timescales of construction activities
would be provided to surfing clubs through continued consultation, together with the
distribution of notification posters etc in the Ballycastle area to inform surfers of the
proposed construction activities. Furthermore, cable laying operations will likely only be
carried out during times of calm weather conditions which would be unlikely to coincide
with an energetic wave climate which is favoured by surfers. In theory, there is potential for
the cable to result in changes to beach morphology which has potential to impact adversely
on the wave climate in the area around the cable landfall at Ballycastle. However, the
seabed conditions in this nearshore area permit cable burial which means beach
morphology would be highly unlikely to be modified in the long term. The impact of the
Project on surfers is therefore considered not to be significant.

16.11.8

Disruption to Onshore Recreational Activity

16.11.8.1

Walking

There are some walking routes on land near both the cable landing options being
considered, at Ballycastle and Murlough Bay . Ballycastle is the start/end point for several
long distance trails including the Causeway Coast Way (CCW) a 53km track and the 42km
Moyle Way from Ballycastle to Waterfoot. The Causeway Coast Way runs from Ballycastle
eastwards so will not be affected by cable landings and the Moyle Way is an inland route in
a generally southerly direction again unaffected by the cable landing options. Shorter walks
around Ballycastle in particular along the beach could be affected during the cable landing
operations. There is an informal trail from Ballycastle to Fair Head which is used occasionally
but is difficult terrain as some is over rocks and poor ground. There are also some short
walks around Murlough bay. These walks may also be temporarily affected during the
construction of the cable landing. These areas are considered to have low sensitivity to
disruption and the cable landing operations would be of a relatively small scale and
temporary nature and are not in areas where tourists visit or recreation activities are very
high which would result in a low magnitude of effect and an overall significance of minor.
16.11.8.2

Noise

There is the potential for construction noise from cable landing operations to be heard by
walkers using the local beaches in the vicinity of the landfall location particularly if the cable
route to Ballycastle is chosen, as this is used more frequently by tourists and recreationists,
compared to Murlough Bay (see Section 16.11.8.1). This could create a nuisance to walkers
in the area. Any disturbance would be short term and of a temporary nature as a result it
would not be significant.
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Disruption to Tourist Amenity

Tourism is an important source of income for businesses in Northern Ireland, however the
AfL area is not located in an area which sees a large number of tourist visits. The
construction of the Project has the potential to result in disruption to tourist amenity and
deter tourists from visiting the area, resulting in a reduction of business opportunities. The
increased construction traffic, both on and offshore, caused by the Project may also deter
tourists from visiting the area.
The main construction activity for the Project (assembly of support structures and tidal
devices etc) would be carried out away from the host community (Ballycastle), in factories
where components are manufactured and then at a large industrial port such as Belfast,
Glasgow or Mostyn, before being transported to the Project site.
The secluded nature of the AfL area means it is not an area which sees a large number of
tourist visits. However, the tranquil nature of the area is likely a key draw for people visiting
the coastal region around Fair Head. Therefore, disruption as a result of the Project
construction activities have potential to result in significant adverse effects (for potential
positive effects brought about by the Project see Section 16.12.4). Project construction
activities would be temporary and phased and therefore unlikely to result in a significant
disruption to tourist amenity as a result of the physical presence of construction vessels etc
in the AfL area.
Delivery of smaller Project components and crew to local port areas (e.g. Ballycastle) would
be planned to occur outwith times of intense tourist activity (e.g. Ballycastle Sailing
Regatta,) where possible. Cable landing at both the proposed landfall locations would take
place over a period of days and would therefore not result in high levels of disruption.
Overall the effect of the Project on tourist amenity would be of low magnitude and is not
considered to be significant.

16.12

Potential Effects during Operation and Maintenance

16.12.1

Port Activities & Congestion

The maintenance of the tidal turbines is expected to be split into major and minor
operations. The major maintenance will require large ports which are all a significant
distance from the site and generally well placed to accommodate large projects. Therefore,
major operation and maintenance activities would be unlikely to result in any significant
adverse effects on tourism and recreation at these port areas.
Minor maintenance will include smaller vessels such as work boats which could use
Ballycastle as a port and may also use Larne although this is 45km away. The situation for
the Port of Larne is the same as above (i.e. a large industrial port easily able to
accommodate minor maintenance activities) and would not result in significant adverse
effects. Ballycastle pier recently received an upgrade in the form of an extension to its
linkspan. As a result it is well placed to accommodate the minor maintenance activities
required by the Project. Any impact on port activities would be dealt with through good port
management and would be of low magnitude and not significant. There is also the potential
for positive effects through the Project paying harbour and pilotage fees to the Ballycastle
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Harbour Authority, which could then be re-invested in future port improvements in the
area.

16.12.2

Disruption to Recreational Activity

There is potential for operation and maintenance activities associated with the Project to
impact on offshore recreation activities, such as:
•

recreational sailing;

•

recreational angling;

•

kayaking;

•

surfing; and

•

wildlife watching/sightseeing.

In the initial stages of operational and maintenance, following installation, the Project would
likely require regular intervention up to one visit per day to ensure all components were
functioning correctly and make minor adjustments. This would involve the use of up to two
workboats. Once the Project operation and maintenance activities become optimised it
would require less frequent site attendance (one visit to site every one or two weeks). Due
to the expected low impact of operation and maintenance activities on recreation it was
decided to combine the impact assessment for the above recreational activities.
Planned operation and maintenance activities will likely consist of one visit to site every one
or two weeks, by one or two workboats. This would fit in with normal port and offshore
activities and would be unlikely to cause any disturbance to the above recreational
activities. The physical presence of the Project has the potential to effect recreational
activities in the area.
Disruption to Recreational activities is discussed further in Chapter 15 Commercial Shipping
and Navigation and Appendix 15.1 NRA).Depending on the choice of technology, sailing
vessels may be able to access the site, although it is likely that the area will be marked on
navigational charts as an Area To Be Avoided (ATBA). However, there would be adequate
room to manoeuvre around the site and its presence on admiralty charts etc would be
unlikely to cause sailing boats to avoid the area entirely and may even encourage sailors to
pass in the vicinity of the site to explore the novel nature of the technology. The physical
presence of the technology would therefore not result in a significant adverse effect on
recreational sailing.
It is likely that offshore sea angling would be restricted within the AfL area once the array is
fully installed and operational. This is mainly due to a risk of sea angling gear snagging on
the Project infrastructure. Much of the coast of County Antrim is used for sea angling and
although an area of sea of up to 3.3km2 would be restricted to sea angling there remains a
large area of sea (55km stretch of coastline, AFBI (2011)) that would remain available for sea
angling purposes. The magnitude of impact is therefore assessed as minor as it will be
possible for these activities to take place at alternative locations nearby, as a result the
overall impact would not be significant.
Tidal conditions at the site and its relatively long distance from shore means kayakers are
likely to avoid the site. The presence of the tidal devices would not prevent kayakers from
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accessing the site and so would not result in significant adverse effects to kayakers in the
area.
Any disruption to tourism or recreation as a result of transportation during the operation
and maintenance stage would be small in scale due to the relatively small workforce that is
required for operation and maintenance activities (see Chapter 17 Socio-economics).
Offshore transfers to the site for planned operation and maintenance activities would
involve up to two vessels and would be carried out in periods of good weather and weak
tide meaning they could be easily avoided by sailing boats and water-sport activities so
would not cause any significant disruption to these activities in the Ballycastle or Rathlin
Island area.

16.12.3

Disruption to Tourist Amenity

There is potential for O&M activities to result in a disruption to tourist amenity. Transfer of
Project components and workers to the site from a local area, may result in disruption
related to transportation. However, this would fit in with normal harbour activities and
would be relatively infrequent and of a small scale so would be unlikely to result in
significant adverse effects. The AfL is not in an area of high tourist activity and so any
disruption as a result of the Project would be unlikely to result in a large change in the
number of tourist visits. Even if surface piercing technology elements were chosen in the
final design of the Project it would be unlikely to deter tourists from visiting as the
landscape and visual impact of the Project would not be significant (see Chapter 14 SLVIA)
and would be unlikely to act as a defining factor on whether or not tourists would pay a visit
to the study area. The Project may even have the opposite effect by acting as a draw for
tourists (see Section 16.12.4).

16.12.4

Creation of Tourist Attraction

Anecdotal experience at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) in Orkney suggests
that marine energy developments tend to attract a small amount of visitors (media,
government representatives, industry representatives and tourists) due to the novel nature
of the marine energy industry (wave and tidal). Any increase in visitors will likely have a
positive effect with potential visitors sampling the various amenities in the local study area,
thus contributing to the local economy. This positive impact would be enhanced through the
provision of a permanent display or public information boards which would provide
information about the Project to local communities and visitors to the area. This would have
a positive impact on local tourism by encouraging people to visit the area to learn about the
Project.

16.13

Potential Effects during Decommissioning

Effects during decommissioning are expected to be similar or equal to, but not exceeding,
those during construction (see Section 16.11).
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Proposed Management and Mitigation

The following mitigation and enhancement measures will be committed to by the
developer:
•

to ensure good quality information about the Project the developer will provide
information about the Project through a dedicated website;

•

the contractor(s) for the Project will adopt Best Practicable Means, as defined in
Section 72 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 as a means of controlling noise from
construction sites;

•

provide advanced notification of construction vessel activities to appropriate port
and harbour authorities so that construction activities can be planned for and
operations optimised;

•

provide advanced notification of operation and maintenance vessel activities to
appropriate port and harbour authorities so that activities can be planned for and
operations optimised;

•

provide notification of construction activities to ports and harbours which can be
broadcasted to recreational vessels in the offshore area;

•

continue consultation with recreational organisations/clubs in the study area to
inform of the Project construction activities;

•

programme offshore transport of abnormal loads to avoid peak tourist periods and
sites wherever practicable;

•

avoid significant offshore traffic on key routes in the proximity of recreational peak
periods and events of note (e.g. Ballycastle Sailing Regatta) wherever practicable;
and
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Summary of Residual Effects

Despite the majority of the potential impacts being assessed as not significant before mitigation measures have been implemented, where
appropriate, mitigation measures have been committed in order to further reduce the magnitude of impact.
Table 16.8: Summary of residual effects
Impact

Sensitivity
Magnitude of Significance of Potential Mitigation Measures
of Receptor Impact
Impact

Residual Effect

Construction
Port
activities
congestion

& Low

Low

Minor

Provide advanced notification of construction Negligible
vessel activities to appropriate port and
harbour authorities so that construction
activities can be planned for and operations
optimised

Noise disturbance

Low

Low

Minor

The contractor(s) for the Project will adopt Negligible
Best Practicable Means, as defined in Section
72 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 as a
means of controlling noise from construction
sites

Transportation

Low

Low

Minor

Notification of construction activities and Minor
timescales to ports and harbours

Landscape & seascape

Medium

Low

Minor

-

Minor

Water quality

Medium

Negligible

Negligible

-

Negligible
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Sensitivity
Magnitude of Significance of Potential Mitigation Measures
of Receptor Impact
Impact

Wildlife Watching
Sightseeing

/ Low

Sailing

Medium

Residual Effect

Low

Minor

Continue consultation with recreational Negligible
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities

Low

Minor

Provide notification of construction activities Negligible
to ports and harbours which can be
broadcasted to recreational vessels in the
offshore area
Continue consultation with recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities

Disruption
to
recreational
activity

Angling

Medium

Low

Minor

Continue consultation with recreational Negligible
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities

Kayaking

Low

Low

Minor

Continue consultation with recreational Negligible
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities

Surfing

Low

Low

Minor

Continue consultation with recreational Negligible
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities

SCUBA
diving

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Continue consultation with recreational Negligible
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform
of the Project construction activities
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Sensitivity
Magnitude of Significance of Potential Mitigation Measures
of Receptor Impact
Impact
Walking

Low

Low

Minor

Residual Effect

The contractor(s) for the Project will adopt Negligible
Best Practicable Means, as defined in Section
72 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 as a
means of controlling noise from construction
sites
For onshore access routes: where possible
contractors will ensure ongoing safe access to
all key walking and cycling routes and provide
alternatives where possible if recreational
routes are blocked as a result of construction
activities

Disruption
amenity

to

tourist Medium

Low

Minor

Programme transport of abnormal loads to Negligible
avoid peak tourist periods and sites wherever
practicable

Negligible

Negligible

Provide advanced notification of O&M vessel Negligible
activities to appropriate port and harbour
authorities so that activities can be planned for
and operations optimised

Low

Minor

-

Operation and Maintenance
Port
congestion
congestion

Disruption

Sailing

& Low

Medium

Minor
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Impact
to
recreational
activity

Disruption
amenity

Sensitivity
Magnitude of Significance of Potential Mitigation Measures
of Receptor Impact
Impact

Residual Effect

Angling

Medium

Low

Minor

-

Minor

Kayaking

Low

Negligible

Negligible

-

Negligible

Surfing

Low

Negligible

Negligible

-

Negligible

SCUBA
Diving

Low

Negligible

Negligible

-

Negligible

Wildlife
watching
/
sightseei
ng

Low

Negligible

Negligible

-

Negligible

tourist Medium

Negligible

Negligible

Programme transport of abnormal loads to Negligible
avoid peak tourist periods and sites wherever
practicable

tourist Low

Negligible

Positive

To ensure good quality information about the Minor positive
Project the developer will provide a
permanent display or public information
boards which will provide information about
the Project to local communities and visitors to
the area

to

Creation of
attraction

January 2017
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Potential Cumulative and Transboundary Effects

The adjacent (0.9km south-east) TVL project has the potential to cause cumulative effects
on tourism and recreation receptors in the area. The TVL project submitted a consent
application in April 2015 and the installation of phase 1 (15 – 30 turbines depending on
turbine capacity) is due to begin in Q2 of 2018. Phase 1 of the Fair Head project could be
operational by 2018/19. Therefore, the major construction elements of the initial phases of
the two projects are unlikely to coincide, thus minimising the potential cumulative impact
from increased project activities at selected ports, which could impact on tourism and
recreation receptors. For future phases of the two projects liaison between project
developers, the appropriate harbour authorities and recreation and tourist groups in the
region will ensure that all stakeholders are aware of the planned project activities which will
enable them to plan for any potential disruption thus minimising any potential adverse
impact.
When the two projects are installed and fully operational this could result in an area of sea
of up to 11km2 being used by the developments. AFBI (2011) report notes that around
55km of coastline in the study area is used for sea angling which represents a large area that
will remain available for these activities. As a result the overall the effect would not be
significant.

16.17

Summary and Conclusions

The overall level of offshore recreational activity within the Project area is considered to be
relatively low in comparison to the wider study area and the main use being for recreational
crafts transiting the AfL and the surrounding area.
•

There are likely to be impacts on recreational sailing, sea angling and sightseeing
tours during construction of the Project. There would likely be exclusions during
the construction phase that would require recreational, sea angling, diving and
sightseeing vessels to avoid the site. This would be a short term and temporary
impact and would not be significant.

•

Some recreational and tourist activities may be affected temporarily during cable
landfall operations, e.g. disruption of access, noise. Disruption to tourists and
recreationists (e.g. walkers) may occur during cable landfall operations despite the
relatively low levels of recreational and tourist activity in the cable landfall areas.
Cable landfall activities would be planned to be carried out outwith periods of peak
tourist and recreational activity, where possible, and would be small scale and of a
temporary nature and therefore not significant.

•

An area of around 4.2km2 will likely be out of bounds for recreational sea angling
which could be compounded by the nearby TVL project. However, much of the
coastline in the study area would remain open for this activity and therefore the
impact of the Project on sea angling is not considered to be significant.

•

The development may provide a small scale positive effect on tourism, through
acting as an additional topic of interest. This could have a benefit to the community
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as the increase in visitors to the area, although small, would provide a boost to the
local economy.

16.18
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Acronyms
Term

Definition

CCGBC

Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council

DAERA

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

DRD

Department for Regional Development

FTE

Full Time Equivalent

GDI

Gross Disposable Income

GVA

Gross Value Added

HRA

Habitats Regulations Assessment

LED

Local Economic Development

NCLFA

North Coast Lobster Fisherman’s Association

NIABI

Northern Ireland Annual Business Inquiry

NIRIG

Northern Ireland Renewables Industry Group

ONS

Office for National Statistics

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

RDS

Regional Development Strategy

SIF

Social Investment Fund

SME

Small and medium sized enterprises

SWOT

Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats

UKMMAS

United Kingdom Marine Monitoring and Assessment Strategy
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This chapter describes the socio-economic benefits and impacts that are associated with the
Fair Head Tidal Energy Project (the Project). The key considerations for this assessment are
where the construction activity will be based, where the commissioning of the tidal turbines
occurs and where the operations and maintenance (O&M) base is located. Locations for
these activities will be identified during the detailed design phase of the Project. Therefore,
for the purposes of this assessment the potential socio-economic impact is assessed
strategically with a focus at a local (Ballycastle), regional (Causeway Coast and Glens
Borough Council (CCGBC) area) and national (Northern Ireland (NI)) level.
The socio-economic aspects which may potentially be affected by the Project include
employment generation (both directly during construction and maintenance) across the
supply chain, and the generation of economic activity, including increased use of local
facilities and services. The potential socio-economic impact of the Project on commercial
fisheries is also discussed. This chapter identifies and assesses the potential impacts and, if
required, the mitigation or enhancement measures to be implemented to avoid, reduce,
offset or enhance any potential adverse or beneficial effects, where necessary.
This chapter is supported by a technical appendix (17.1 Fair Head Tidal - Socio-economics
Baseline Study) and the following ES Chapters:
x

Chapter 12: Commercial Fisheries – financial impact on local fishing;

x

Chapter 14: Seascape, Landscape and Visual Amenity – tourism implications from
visual impact;

x

Chapter 15: Shipping and Navigation – with regard to ports and vessel movements;
and

x

Chapter 16: Recreation and Tourism.

17.2

Stakeholder Engagement

Table 17.1 provides information on consultation related to socio-economics. In addition, two
rounds of public consultation events were held in June 2014 and August 2016. The events
provided an opportunity for interested members of the community to come and learn about
the Project. Details of the potential number of jobs created was provided at the 2016 events,
with informed representatives of the Project on hand to discuss other aspects related to
increases in economic activity and potential social benefits that could be created as a result
of the Project.
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Table 17.1: Consultation record for socio-economics
Stakeholder

Comment

Response

Causeway Coast and In general the Project was See Section 17.12.4 Increased
and
17.12.5
Glens
Borough welcomed and was seen as Knowledge
“mostly opportunity” – Keen to Clustering
Council
see the potential economic
benefits for the local area
Were interested to learn how the See Section 17.12.1 for local
education industry could benefit employment and business
opportunities
from the Project
It was noted that there should be
a lot of linkages between the
Project and the large number of
small
and
medium
sized
enterprises
(SMEs)
e.g.
engineering firms in the local area

See Section 17.12.1 for local
employment and business
opportunities and Section
17.12.2 for Gross Value Added
impacts

John
(Ballycastle
Master)

Morton Noted that offshore recreational
are
becomingly
Harbour activities
increasingly popular and that
Ballycastle is a popular departure
point for diving

These activities will provide an
important source of income for
local businesses and could
potentially be affected by
Project activities; see Section
17.12.8
Also see Chapter 16 Tourism
and Recreation

17.3

Study Area

Socio-economic impacts have the potential to spread far beyond the fixed boundaries of the
Project site. The impact at a local (Ballycastle), regional (Causeway Coast and Glens Borough
Council) and National (Northern Ireland) level has been assessed (see Figure 17.1). The focus
in the analysis is on the national and regional levels, given the difficulty associated with
being able to accurately assess the levels of impact at the local level.

17.4

Design Envelope

The Project has taken a design envelope approach to consenting which is described in
Chapter 5 Project Description. The approach differs from the normal assessment
methodology to better reflect the implications of the Project on the socio-economic issues
nationally, regionally and locally. The process requires that for each relevant (socioeconomic) receptor the ‘worst-case’ for partial and ‘best case’ for full design envelope
parameter is identified and assessed. The design envelope parameters pertinent to the
socio-economic
assessment
are
presented
in
Table
17.2.
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Phase 1: Up to 2 years
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Project
O&M Phase 1: Up to 25 years
timescales
Phase 2: Up to 25 years

Project
construction
timescales

of
Full

Partial

Project Outcomes that define the full design envelope

–

positive

As defined in the Project If the Project is lengthened If
shortened
economic
Description
and/or repowered economic benefit will be reduced
benefit will be increased

Maximum
timescales, Project built within timescales Project delay
depending on the number, – brings upgraded grid impact reduced
capacity and type of turbine connection within a short
timescale, also ensures jobs
created within a short
timescale

p.6

November 2016

Maximum capacity installed Full phase 1 & 2 is built - most Only phase 1 is built – less
during each phase of the jobs and economic advantage jobs and economic advantage
Project, with Phase 2
Phase 1 and Phase 2: potentially being built in
100MW
stages as defined in the
Project Description

Project phasing Phase 1: 10 MW
and capacity
Phase 2: 90 MW

Project
Definition of Project Explanation
parameter
parameter for impact parameters
relevant to the assessment
assessment

Table 17.2: Design envelope parameters for socio-economic assessment
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up

to

Layout takes into account
existing sea use and displaces
the minimum amount of
fishing activity and avoids
displacing any fishing

& Phase 1:
hub turbines

10 The layout of the turbines
can influence the degree to
which other sea users and
Phase 1 and Phase 2: up
particularly creel fishermen
to 100 turbines in total
can use areas
Up
to
10
subsea/offshore hubs for
the 100MW

Turbine
electrical
layout

Layout does not take account
of other sea user interests
and displaces a greater
amount of fishing activity

Removal of all equipment
leaving a clear site, leading to
a short term task related
increase in jobs but no long
term benefit

Repowering
or
redevelopment of the site
leading to ongoing capital and
operations spend along with
revenues, and associated
economic benefit

Possible repowering or
reuse of the site or
alternatively restoration of
the site to leave as close as
possible to pre-operations
condition

Partial

Project
The approach to use the
decommissioning site at the end of its
strategy
planned
operation
lifespan

Full

Project Outcomes that define the full design envelope

vessels
from
The type and number of Local and regional vessels Imported
vessels used as well as their used to deploy and maintain national or international
areas
origins are all variables that equipment and lay cables
the technology selection,
design
process
and
contracting strategy will
determine

of
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Type and origin The types of vessels that
of vessels
have potential to be
used within the Project
are listed in Table 17.12.
They
range
from
dynamically positioned
(DP) vessels used in the
oil and gas industry to
rigid inflatable boats
(RIBs)

Project
Definition of Project Explanation
parameter
parameter for impact parameters
relevant to the assessment
assessment
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Employment levels are lower
than planned, localisation of
employment is not, or is
poorly achieved, terms are
worse than existing local
practices

The support base used by The facility is located close to The facility is located away
the Project will lead to the host community and from the host community
major short and longer disturbance is minimised
term
economic
opportunities but also may
lead to some disturbance
impacts

Employment figures based Employment
levels
are
on guidance from Scottish realised with an appropriate
Phase 1 – 200
government (see Section level of localisation of
Phase 2 – 1800
17.12.1.)
opportunities
and
employment
terms
are
Operations
and
comparable
with
or
better
Maintenance:
than those in the existing
Phase 1 – 7.4 (incl.
employment market
indirect and induced)

Construction:
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and Short list of candidate Different technologies may Higher level of local and to an Lower levels of local and to
extent
regional
have different levels of extent regional employment an
hub technologies
employment
socio-economic
benefit,
especially in terms of
employment levels

Construction and Undefined at this stage
installation base therefore
national,
regional
and
local
locations assessed

Employment
numbers

Turbine
electrical
type

Project
Definition of Project Explanation
parameter
parameter for impact parameters
relevant to the assessment
assessment
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therefore
National,
maintenance
regional
and
local
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locations assessed.
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Partial

Project Outcomes that define the full design envelope
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The support base used by The facility is located close to The facility is located away
the Project will lead to the host community and from the host community
major long term economic disturbance is minimised
opportunities but also may
lead to some disturbance
impacts

Project
Definition of Project Explanation
parameter
parameter for impact parameters
relevant to the assessment
assessment
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Impact Assessment Methodology

The methodology described in ABPmer (2012) was followed for this assessment. The
methodology developed by ABPmer was initially used to assess the potential socio-economic
impacts (both positive and negative) of Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters (PFOW) wave and
tidal developments. The report presents a common approach with associated
methodologies (e.g. for assessing GVA and employment benefits associated with supply
chains) that can be adopted by developers and which are deemed to be transferrable to
projects across the UK.
In order to understand the magnitude of the potential benefits and impacts, it was necessary
to understand the extent of and approach to Project activities. As outlined previously, many
of these decisions are still to be made and some are also related to the choice of energy
generation and installation technology. These decisions will have an influence upon the
required supply chain services and the estimated work force to be employed.
Many of the benefits arising from the Project are closely related to the size of the workforce
and where that workforce is distributed. The further assumptions made to estimate the
workforce is discussed further in the baseline report Appendix 17.1.
General EIA methodology is covered within Chapter 4. There are no standard significance
criteria for socio-economic effects. For the purpose of this assessment each impact has a
discussion on the relative impact on the receptor and its positive or negative significance.
The assessment matrix approach is not appropriate for this section as there are significant
positive effects that do not easily fit that type of assessment. Professional judgment and
experience is used within the methodology to assess the impact and describe the
consequences and possible mitigation.

17.6

Sources of Information

The following sources of information were used in the preparation of this chapter:
x

Department of Finance & Personnel, Monthly Labour Market Report, 20th
February
2013:
http://www.detini.gov.uk/labour_market_report__february_2013__final_.pdf

x

Draft Framework for Government Framework 2016-2021 (Northern Ireland
Executive,
2016) https://www.northernireland.gov.uk/sites/default/files/consultations/newni
gov/draft-pfg-framework-2016-21.pdf

x

Northern Ireland Department of Employment and Learning. A strategy to tackle
economic
inactivity
in
Northern
Ireland:
A
Baseline
Study: http://www.delni.gov.uk/economic-inactivity-strategy-baseline-study.pdf

x

Northern
Area
Plan
2016
(Planning
NI,
2015) https://www.causewaycoastandglens.gov.uk/uploads/general/Topic_Paper_
2_-_Environment.pdf
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x

Gross Value Added (GVA) Factsheet NISRA (Northern Ireland statistics and research
agency): http://www.nisra.gov.uk/publications/Gross%20Value%20Added%20(GVA
)%20Factsheet.doc

x

Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council Economic Strategy and Action Plan
2015 to 2018 (Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council, 2015)

x

Moyle District Council Corporate Plan 2012-2015: http://www.moylecouncil.org/uploads/newsitems/Corporate%20Plan%20Final%20draft%20%282%29
.d

x

Moyle Socio-economic, Industry, Business Labour Market Analysis and Evaluation
of
LED
activities
2001-2007:
http://www.moylecouncil.org/uploads/publications/final%20moyle%20socio%20profile.pdf

x

Marine Plan for Northern Ireland (AECOM/ABPmer, 2014)

x

Northern Ireland Rural Development Programme 2007 – 2013 (North East
Cluster): http://www.moylecouncil.org/uploads/assets/north%20east%20rural%20
development%20strategy(2).pdf

x

Northern Ireland Economic Strategy comprehensive action plan (Northern Ireland
Executive (NIE), 2012): http://www.northernireland.gov.uk/nies-comprehensiveaction-plan-130312.docx

x

Appendix 13.1.Commercial Fisheries Baseline Report (Agri-Food and Bioscience
Institute Fisheries and Aquaculture Branch 2014)

x

Appendix 17.1. Fair Head Tidal Energy Project - Recreation & Tourism Baseline
Report 10MW Development (ReThink Tourism 2014)

x

Socio-economic methodology and baseline for Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters
Wave and Tidal Developments (APB Mer, 2012)

17.7

National Policy Context

This section reviews the National policy context for the Project in terms of socio-economics.
The draft Programme for Government 2016-21 (NI Executive, 2016) details the national
policy regarding socio-economics for Northern Ireland Priority two (Creating Opportunities,
Tackling Disadvantage and Improving Health and Well-Being) of the document. This priority
aims to “address the challenges of disadvantage and inequality that afflict society and to
address the relatively poor health and long-term shorter life expectancy of our population;
its purpose is to stimulate interventions that break the cycle of deprivation, education
under-achievement, and to address health inequalities and poor health and wellbeing as
well as economic disengagement”.
Some of the key commitments within Priority two are:
“provide £40 million to address dereliction and promote investment in the physical
regeneration of deprived areas through the Social Investment Fund (SIF)”
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“invest £40 million to improve pathways to employment, tackle systematic issues linked to
deprivation and increase community services through the SIF”
“deliver a range of measures to tackle poverty and social exclusion through the Delivering
Social Change delivery framework”.

If successful, this socio-economic policy will ultimately result in:
x

less deprived communities;

x

increased provision of decent, affordable, sustainable housing;

x

introducing changes to the welfare system;

x

closing the gap in educational underachievement between those who are least and
most disadvantaged and improving the participation of young people in education,
employment and training;

x

greater equality of opportunity in economic participation;

x

improved health and wellbeing for people from deprived areas;

x

cross-departmental work to reduce suicides;

x

reduced health inequalities;

x

encouraging innovation and Research and Development; and

x

integrated transport infrastructure and improved public transport.

17.7.1

Northern Ireland Economic Strategy

The Northern Ireland Economic Strategy (NIE, 2012) sets the ultimate aim of improving the
economic competitiveness of Northern Ireland. The strategy states the following vision
which is to be achieved by 2030.
‘An economy characterised by a sustainable and growing private sector, where a greater
number of firms compete in global markets and there is growing employment and prosperity
for all’

The main priorities associated with the larger objective of rebalancing the economy include
growing the private sector by:
x

stimulating innovation, R&D and creativity to widen and deepen the export base;

x

improving the skills and employability of the entire workforce;

x

competing effectively within the global economy and being internationally
regarded as a good place to live and do business;

x

encouraging business growth and increasing the potential of our local companies,
including within the social and rural economies; and

x

developing a modern and sustainable economic infrastructure that supports
economic growth.

The document places particular emphasis on the importance of implementing the priorities
listed above. Reporting transparency is also recognised as an important issue; the strategy
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states that annual updates on progress against the delivery of each commitment will be
published along with an annual assessment of the health of the Northern Irish economy as a
whole. Actions to be taken in an attempt to address each of the above listed priorities are
provided in the strategy.

17.8

Scoping Potential Impacts

The construction, operation and eventual decommissioning of the Project may interact with
the social and economic environment in a number of different ways. Interactions may be
either positive or negative, and depending on the aspect being considered, may be both
positive and negative during different phases of the development. For example, economic
benefits may be realised for engineering businesses, shipping, ports and harbours,
employment and the supply chain through the construction and operation of the Project. On
the other hand, there may be negative consequences to industries such as commercial
fisheries, tourism and recreation. It is important that these negative consequences are
minimised or mitigated to the extent possible to ensure there are no significant negative
impacts. The impact assessment is provided in Section 17.5.

17.9

Baseline

As the CCGBC region is a relatively newly formed (April 2015) local authority there is a lack of
data in some areas related to socio-economics. As a result much of the data in this baseline
uses information that was collected for the previous Moyle District Council which is where
the Project and the town of Ballycastle are situated. Within Appendix 17.1 there is a
comprehensive description of the baseline data relating to the Project for reference.

17.10

Potential Benefits and Impacts

Within this assessment benefits are defined as the advantages to a particular geographical
area of having the Project located within it. The impacts are the issues that this location will
have if the Project is based there.
The potential impacts and benefits have been identified initially through Scoping, followed
by further investigation during stakeholder consultation exercises carried out to discuss the
socio-economic impacts.
Table 17.3: Potential benefits and impacts
Benefits/Impacts

Source

Potential benefits
Local
employment
and
business Scoping and Consultation covered within
opportunities (see Section 17.12.1 and Table 17.1.
17.12.2)
Quality of life (see Section 17.12.3)

Scoping and Consultation covered within
Table 17.1.
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Benefits/Impacts

Source

Increased Knowledge (see Section 17.12.4)

Scoping opinion and APB Mer methodology

Clustering effect (see Section 17.12.5)

Scoping opinion, consultation and APB Mer
methodology

Potential impacts
Displacement of existing employment (see Scoping
Section 17.12.7)
Pressure on local infrastructure and services Scoping
(see Section 17.12.8)
Commercial fisheries impacts (see Section Scoping and Chapter 12 Commercial Fisheries
17.12.9)
Each of these issues is assessed below.

17.10.1

Pre Mitigation and Enhancement Benefits and Impacts

The following tables define the outcomes that should be expected for each Project
parameter in a full (Table 17.5) and partial (Table 17.7) scenario. Table 17.6 and Table 17.8
show the national, regional (CCGBC area) and local (Ballycastle) implications of these
impacts under the full and partial scenarios, respectively. The impacts are categorised using
the parameters in Table 17.4.
Table 17.4: Categories for impacts
Impact category

Description

Positive

Large improvements in economic conditions

Minimal positive

Slight improvements in economic conditions

None

No change on economic conditions

Negative

Decline in economic conditions

N/A

Not appropriate

Table 17.5: Full scenario
Project parameter relevant Outcomes that define the full design envelope
to the assessment
Project phasing and capacity Phase 1 & 2 are built - most jobs and economic advantage
Project
timescales

construction Project built within timescales ensures jobs created within a
short timescale

Project O&M timescales

If lengthened and/or repowered economic benefit will be
increased
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Project parameter relevant Outcomes that define the full design envelope
to the assessment
Type and origin of vessels
Project
strategy

Local and regional vessels (including fishing vessels) used to
deploy and maintain equipment and lay cables

decommissioning Repowering or redevelopment of the site leading to ongoing
capital and operations spend along with revenues, and
associated economic benefit

Turbine type

Higher level of local and to an extent regional employment

Employment numbers

Employment levels are realised with an appropriate level of
localisation of opportunities and employment terms are
compatible with or better than those in the existing
employment market

Construction
installation base

and The facility is located close to the host community (e.g.
Belfast) and disturbance is minimised

Operations
maintenance base

and The facility is located close to the host community

Table 17.6: National, regional and local impacts under full scenario
Impact category

Local

Regional

National

Positive

Positive

Positive

Quality of life

Positive

Positive

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Positive

Clustering effect

Positive

Positive

N/A

Possible carbon savings

Positive

Positive

Positive

Displacement of existing employment

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and Minimal
services
positive

Minimal
positive

N/A

Positive

Minimal
positive

N/A

Local employment
opportunities

and

business

Commercial fisheries impacts
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Table 17.7: Partial scenario
Project parameter relevant to
Outcomes that define the full design envelope
the assessment
Project phasing and capacity

Only Phase 1 is built – less jobs and economic advantage

Project
timescales

Project delay – positive impact reduced

construction

Project O&M timescales

If shortened economic benefit will be reduced

Type and origin of vessels

Imported vessels from national or international areas

Project
strategy

decommissioning Removal of all equipment leaving a clear site, leading to a short
term task related increase in jobs but no long term benefit

Turbine type

Lower levels of local and to an extent regional employment

Employment numbers

Employment levels are lower than planned, localisation of
employment is not, or is poorly achieved, terms are incompatible
with or worse than existing local practices

Construction and installation
The facility is located outside Northern Ireland
base
Operations and maintenance
The facility is located away from the host community
base
Table 17.8: National, regional and local impacts under partial scenario
Impact category

Local

Regional

National

Local employment and business opportunities

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

Quality of life

None

None

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Minimal
positive

Clustering effect

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

None

Possible carbon savings

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

Minimal
positive

Displacement of existing employment

None

None

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and services

None

None

N/A

Commercial fisheries impacts

Negative

None

None
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Mitigation and Enhancement Measures

As the majority of socio-economic impacts were assessed to be positive only limited
mitigation measures are required (see Sections 17.11.2 and 17.11.3). However, to ensure
that maximum socio-economic benefit is realised enhancement measures have been
committed to by the Applicant.

17.11.1

Enhancement Measures

Although the contracting arrangements for the Project are to be established and will be
developed post consent, closer to construction, FHT is committed to ensuring that the local
supply chain is given every opportunity to be involved with the installation, operation and
decommissioning of the Project. This includes
x

engaging with the local community to ensure that there are no barriers placed in
the way of participation.

17.11.2

Project Design Mitigation

The Project design will have an effect on the socio-economic aspects of the areas being
considered as is outlined in Table 17.7 and Table 17.9. As the majority of socio-economic
impacts are positive only limited mitigation measures are required. The best form of
mitigation is planning. Once the construction and O&M bases have been chosen this will
allow for detailed planning. A number of the questions and concerns of consultees will be
resolved through the internal and external planning processes which will be undertaken as
the Project develops.

17.11.3

General Mitigation

The following general mitigation and Project design measures will minimise the potential
impacts on socio-economics. These include standard practice measures based on specific
legislation, regulations, standards, guidance and recognised industry good practice that are
put in place to ensure significant impacts do not occur.
Table 17.9: General mitigation measures
General Mitigation Measures
Title

Description

A Vessel and Navigational Safety Management Plan will be
developed for construction and operational phases of the
development setting out:
Number and individual vessel details; vessel routes, working ports
Vessel
and frequency of operations.
Management Plan
This will be agreed with relevant consultees prior to
commencement of works. This will allow for management of the
ports to minimise any disruption and conflicts within the specified
port.
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Specific Mitigation

The following mitigation measures will be implemented specifically to minimise the impacts
on socio-economic receptors.
Table 17.10: Specific mitigation measures
Ref

Title

Description

17.12.8

Infrastructure
requirements

FHT will work with relevant planning authorities to
develop appropriate mitigation for any potential
conflicts with existing uses of ports.

17.12.8

Infrastructure
requirements

FHT will discuss with ports authorities the best way
to ease congestion in the vicinity of the Project,
including consideration of infrastructure upgrades
in the locality

17.12.8

Harbour
congestion

FHT will work with the relevant harbour
authorities when planning major operations to fit
into general harbour management

17.12.9

A working group will be set up for local fisheries
Local
fisheries
interest to mitigate the impact of a loss of fishing
working group
grounds in the local area

17.12

Residual Effects

The mitigation suggested is focused around communication and stakeholder engagement
that the Project will undertake to ensure that each of the areas within Table 17.10 are
resolved satisfactorily prior to each phase of the Project. The design envelope is at this stage
broad and there will need to be ongoing discussion with the stakeholders as the different
options are finalised. The Project has the potential to have a significant positive benefit to
any location that is chosen as the construction base or the O&M base and these benefits,
such as employment and upgraded infrastructure, require to be managed and
communicated clearly which is the key mitigation that the Project will undertake.

17.12.1

Employment and Business Opportunities

This is the key positive impact for the Project and includes the development of the supply
chain around the Project. Local accommodation providers will also have had some minor
benefits with the Project partners requiring accommodation in the regional area.
An example of the amount of local investment brought about as a result of the marine
renewables industry can be seen in the Orkney Islands which has received >£300 million of
investment in Orkney Projects and supporting infrastructure (Aquatera, 2012). The Orkney
community has invested upwards of £45M, some of which is public money and some private
investment.
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These investment levels have been achieved during the research and development and
testing phase of marine renewables. This Project will be one of the early commercial Projects
to be commissioned so the overall benefits the Project brings could be substantial.
17.12.1.1

Construction and Installation

This assessment has estimated the workforce based on the Marine Energy Supply Chain
Survey carried out by Sgurr Energy for the Scottish Government in 2009. The survey used a
factor of 20 jobs per megawatt installed, back through the supply chain (i.e. direct and
indirect) and including the induced impact, to estimate the workforce requirements for
manufacturing, construction and installation. On this basis the Project could be expected to
generate some 2,000 jobs during this phase. This is consistent with estimates used in the
Tidal Ventures Ltd (TVL) Project at Torr Head in NI and the MeyGen project.
NI has a long tradition of high end marine-related engineering, and significant offshore
energy supply capability, which is demonstrated in the 2014 report Northern Ireland Marine
Capability Directory produced by InvestNI. The InvestNI (2014) report indicates that
“25% of the world’s full-scale marine energy devices have been developed, tested or
manufactured in Northern Ireland”

However, at this stage it is too early to indicate where the turbines for the Project will be
manufactured. For this Project it has been assumed (based on Scottish research) that 50%
(SSE Renewables 2011) of the capital expenditure will be allocated to manufacturing of the
turbines and 30% for foundations and installation (Meygen, 2012). The final 20% covers the
cabling and onshore infrastructure. Split on the basis of cost this would result in:
Turbine manufacture -

1000 jobs

Foundations and installation -

600 jobs

Cabling and onshore infrastructure - 400 jobs
Thus, a worst case scenario for this assessment is based on a maximum of 50% of the total
capital expenditure being available to the NI economy, where the turbine manufacturing and
assembly is not included within the available supply chain. If this 50% factor is applied to the
total potential workforce of 2000 temporary jobs, this represents some 1000 jobs. While
given relative size and experience with marine engineering, it is likely that the NI equivalent
for the Project would be somewhat lower than the Scottish estimate, there is still however,
opportunity to establish a local NI offshore renewable industry supply chain through
synergies with similar projects (see Cumulative Impacts Section 17.14).
Taking a simplistic approach, the population of NI is 34% of the population of Scotland (1.81
million vs 5.3 million), so one might expect that 34% of the above estimate of 1000 jobs
would represent the proportion retained in the NI economy – a figure of 340 jobs for a
100MW array. It should be noted that this figure has potential to be much higher if the
turbines are manufactured in NI.
For this Project, it is also assumed that 15% of these temporary jobs have potential to be
applied regionally (CCGBC region) during the construction and installation phase for the
offshore infrastructure. Due to the relatively large population size (~140,000 residents) and
large number of SMEs in the manufacturing and construction sectors in the CCGBC region a
figure of 15% is considered a conservative estimate for the number of jobs that could be
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acquired in this area, and is considered to be well within the ‘absorption capacity’ of the
area’s industry supply chain and its capability in benefitting from the Project outputs. This
would equate to 5 temporary regional jobs for Phase 1 and 46 temporary regional jobs for
Phase 2 (see Table 17.11) potentially being available. These figures are broad estimates used
to give a basis for assessment but may vary from the eventual outcome.
Table 17.11: Employment estimates for the Project's construction
Phase MW

Total employees for turbine
manufacturing,
construction
and installation phases (20 per
megawatt)

Number
construction
available in
economy

of Regional (CCGBC)
jobs construction jobs
the NI (15%)

1

10

200

34

5

2

90

1800

306

46

Turbine installation including the turbine support structure for Phase 1 (up to 10 turbines)
will likely take place over a period of two years. Then for phase 2 (up to 90 turbines)
installation will likely take place over an additional two to four years, due to lessons learned
and streamlining of activities which will increase efficiency and thus reduce the length of
installation activities. This will require a construction workforce to be on site for four to six
years in total. The construction of the devices will involve commissioning as much of the
turbines and associated components onshore as possible.
The Project requires offshore construction work with the associated vessel requirements.
This will increase the opportunities for local marine companies and their employees in each
location depending on the types of vessels used. There could be benefit in supplying goods
and services to the construction base, vessels and commissioning contractors and this could
also attract new companies to be based close to the construction base. Furthermore, the
individual harbour authorities will benefit from the lease of the onshore construction base,
harbour dues and pilotage fees.
17.12.1.2

Operations and Maintenance

Based on Scottish experience, it was estimated that 0.58 (Full Time Equivalent) FTE jobs per
MW per year could be created during O&M of the MeyGen Tidal Project. This amounts to 58
direct FTE jobs (34 offshore and 24 onshore (Meygen 2012)) potentially being available
during each year of the O&M phase, were the Project to reach full capacity.
Given the highly skilled nature of these jobs relatively few would be sourced locally
(Ballycastle), however the majority could be sourced from within NI and a significant
proportion from within the regional area (CCGBC). In order to assess indirect and induced
impacts, employment multipliers need to be added to the direct employment figures. These
are described below in Type I and Type II Employment Multipliers:
Type I and Type II Employment Multipliers
To estimate indirect and induced jobs, the usual approach is to use estimated Type I and
Type II Multipliers, derived from input-output tables. Unfortunately a comprehensive set of
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these is not available for NI, so Scottish values were chosen. With reference to the 2009
tables and Industrial Order Classification (IOC) 41 Machinery & Equipment1
Type I employment multiplier (direct and indirect)

1.7

Type II employment multiplier (direct, indirect, induced)

2.1

Therefore:
1.

The indirect impact equals 70% of the direct impact, and

2.
1.7

The induced impact is 23.5% of the combined direct and indirect impact ([2.1-1.7] /

1

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Economy/Input-Output/Downloads

Using the multipliers described in Type I and Type II Employment Multipliers this implies
that:
x
x

Indirect impacts = 58 x (1.7-1) = 41 jobs created; and
Induced impacts = 58 x (2.1-1.7) = 23 jobs created.

Thus, based on Scottish values, the combined direct, indirect and induced employment
generated by the Project would be 122 FTE permanent jobs (58 + 41 + 23) throughout the 25
year operational phase.
In keeping with the assessment of jobs in construction, the impact may not be expected to
be as high in NI as in Scotland, given the difference in size of the economies and the state of
development of the offshore energy sector. Again taking a simplistic approach based on
population difference, the population of NI is 34% that of Scotland’s so it would be more
realistic to expect 34% of the 122 FTE jobs to apply.
However, it would be expected that the majority of the direct impact would be retained in NI
given the permanent nature of most of the employment, a proportion of which would be
generated in the CCGBC region. It is therefore assumed that 80% would be retained in NI
while 70% of the onshore direct impact (24 jobs) would be regional, i.e.
x
x

National
Regional

58 x 80% = 46.4; and
24 x 70% = 16.8.

With regard to indirect impact, the population ratio applies, implying that the NI impact
would be 41 x 34% = 13.9; it is assumed that 50% of this would be regional.
Thus the combined direct and indirect impact would be:
x
x

National
Regional

46.4 + 13.9 = 60.3 jobs created; and
16.8 + 7 = 23.8 jobs created.

The induced impact is 0.4/1.7 of the combined direct and indirect impacts (Type I and Type II
Employment Multipliers), implying 14.2 jobs at the national level. It is assumed that 40% of
the induced impact would be regional, resulting in 5.7 of the induced jobs being applied to
the CCGBC region.
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The O&M phase employment impacts are summarized in Table 17.12 1
Table 17.12 NI & regional permanent jobs generated during the operational phase
Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Northern Ireland 46.4

13.9

14.2

74.5 (rounded to
75)

Regional

7

5.7

29.5 (rounded to
30)

16.8

Additionally, there may also be potential opportunities for the creation of a small number of
jobs in relation to environmental monitoring procedures and academic and scientific
research particularly because of the novel nature of the technology.

17.12.2

Gross Value Added (GVA)

17.12.2.1

Construction and Installation

GVA impacts are considered in terms of regional and national, and for
construction/installation, operations and decommissioning stages of the Project, mirroring
the employment impacts. The average GVA per person employed in NI, based on North of
Northern Ireland (NoNI) GVA statistics and the Department of Finance and Personnel’s
(DFPNI) Monthly Labour Market Report was estimated by TVL (2015) as £37,200.
Referring back to Section 17.12.1.1, it was estimated that the construction/installation stage
would generate some 340 jobs (including indirect and induced jobs) in NI and some 51 jobs
in the regional area (CCGBC). Using the average GVA per person employed in NI figure of
£37,200, the GVA impact would therefore be £12.5 million for NI and £1.9 million for the
regional economy.
17.12.2.2

Operation and Maintenance

It is estimated that the Project could support 75 permanent jobs, including direct, indirect
and induced jobs, during the O&M phase. It is also estimated that 30of these jobs could be
supported in the regional CCGBC area.
The GVA impact would therefore be £2.79 million for NI and £1.12 million for CCGBC. Over
an anticipated 25 year operational cycle this amounts to £69.8 million and £27.9 million,
respectively.

1

These FTE jobs are the accumulation of all the employment impacts that occur over the lifetime of the Project. Jobs may
take the form of part-time, seasonal or even on a shorter basis, e.g. boats or divers hired for short periods. Additional
temporary jobs generated in hotels, restaurants or shops catering for the workforce during more intensive stages of the
Project, additional work gained by local engineering/construction/manufacturing firms during the lifetime of the Project
etc. In addition, some full time permanent jobs in the traditional sense might also be expected
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National Context

The National impact is highly dependent on the location of the service bases (construction
and O&M) for the Project. Within the national context wherever the bases are located the
benefits of increased employment and GVA will be similar. The numbers of jobs and levels of
GVA are broad estimates at this stage and will only be refined when technology choices are
confirmed.
17.12.2.4

Regional Context

No decision has been made in regard to the most appropriate port facility for mobilisation,
the current options are Belfast Port, Glasgow, Mostyn and Larne. Belfast port is nearest to
the site and lies just outside the CCGBC region and is situated 68km south of the site.
Belfast – Belfast harbour is the main port in Northern Ireland, handling 66% of all freight
traffic. The harbour currently caters for the offshore wind industry and has expressed
interest in working with developers in the wave and tidal sector. The impact of an O&M base
at Belfast would result in a positive effect on the local community, but would not result in as
significant an effect if the O&M base was located in a more rural location such as Ballycastle,
where unemployment levels are higher.
Glasgow – There are a number of ports along the River Clyde which could be used as the
construction base for the Project. Peel Ports are the controlling Port Authority for 724km2 of
the River Clyde, controlling the four ports King George V, Greenock, Ardrossan and
Hunterston. Peel Ports offer space, facilities and expertise to store and process more than
15.4 million tonnes of cargo a year.
Mostyn – The Port of Mostyn (~280km south-east of the site) is a privately owned and
operated port located in North Wales in the outer estuary of the River Dee. It is a Statutory
Harbour Authority and also the Statutory Pilotage Authority for navigation in the estuary.
Over recent years Mostyn has become one of the main centres in Europe for the assembly
and installation of wind turbines; a large portion of its business is now dedicated to the
offshore renewable energy sector. Any activity at the port would likely be welcomed by
owners as it would provide a source of income.
Larne – This commercial port is located 46km south-east from the site and is privately
owned. The area would benefit from the increased work and its associated base. The port
currently handles large volumes of passenger and freight traffic (9% of Northern Ireland’s
total freight traffic). It is therefore likely that the port would be able to accommodate the
port requirements of the Project and the owners would likely welcome any additional work
and jobs created.
Causeway Coast and Glens District – Causeway Coast and Glens District does not have any
large commercial ports. There are however several smaller ports used by local fishermen to
land their catch, these include Ballycastle, Port-aleen Bay, Cushendun and Cushendall.
Ballycastle is the largest of these ports and recently had an upgrade which involved a
lengthening of the linkspan. Additional quay space and onshore facilities could be used by
other businesses and the build-up of the supply chain and increased expertise that the
Project would bring could also be useful to other marine based businesses.
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The ports in this area are too small and lack sufficient infrastructure to be able to
accommodate the major construction activities for the Project. However there is potential
for these ports to have a role in carrying out activities related to smaller construction
activities, e.g. transfer of crew and smaller Project components. The employment that could
be generated were these smaller construction activities to be located there would result in a
significant temporary positive benefit for local businesses and the community.
This Project would help meet the goals of the DRD’s Regional Development Strategy (DRD,
2012) report which details the future development of Northern Ireland up to 2035. As a
result an investment of this kind would be welcomed.
17.12.2.5

Operation and Maintenance

In regard to corrective maintenance the Project will mostly be controlled remotely during
the operational phase, with most faults anticipated to be remotely correctable (i.e.
telemetrically).
Maintenance will involve dedicated vessels servicing the site with more vessels used on a
planned basis for larger maintenance operations. O&M activities could utilise a smaller port
closer to the site to assist with crew transfer and provision of support vessels, the port in
Ballycastle is well suited to provide this service. This would support local employment. More
significant O&M activities will likely require a port with greater infrastructure to support
vessels required for major maintenance operations.
The planned and corrective maintenance will include turbines being removed from their
support structures which would require heavy lift vessels and a safe harbour where the
turbine can be towed or recovered to and where the device can be lifted and safely accessed
(with the exception of the surface piercing Schottel Hydro Triton S platform, which would be
accessed on site). Operations may be limited by vessel draft restrictions for some operations
at these ports. The turbines will be removed for maintenance on a planned basis estimated
to be every 5-10 years. In practice this is likely to be a continuous routine process which
would require a permanent workforce and vessel support team.
Whichever port is selected the planned maintenance will require vessels and onshore staff
to work on the devices to overhaul and re-install. Table 17.13 gives details of the types of
vessels that could be used on site. It may be that a range or combination of these will be
required. There could also be the need for extended hours of work during a period of good
weather and favourable tidal conditions so the numbers might increase to cover shift
working.
Table 17.13: Possible vessels to be used during operation & maintenance
Vessel type

Crew

Operations

RIB

3

Observations, crew transfer, mooring support, safety
standby

6- 7

General towing, minor lifting, mooring deployment,
diving support, ROV operations, gantry barge
support, survey work

Multi-cat
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Vessel type

Crew

Operations

ROV support

4-5

ROV operational base, other survey work, crew
transfer

Tug

8-10

General towing, gantry barge support, mooring
deployment

Gantry barge* 8- 10

Heavy lifting (600T), cable laying, mooring
deployment, device transport and deployment

Deployment
barge*

8- 10

Heavy lifting, specialist maintenance, deployment
and transport of devices

DP or
vessel

20 – 60

Heavy lifting (600T), device transport and
deployment, cable laying, ROV operations, mooring
deployment,

DP2

*require other support vessels such as tugs or multi cats
The onshore operations would, over time, become streamlined and timescales reduced, but
there would be a planned series of events. The maintenance period is suggested as between
5-10 years. Regular inspections and cable surveys would also be undertaken regularly.
There would also be a service supply chain that could provide opportunities for regional
companies and services industries to expand their operations. The GVA calculations in
Section 17.12.2.2 above, estimate that the increased regional GVA for the operation and
maintenance of the whole Project would be £1.12 million. Applying this to the anticipated 25
year life time of the Project amounts to a GVA in the regional economy of £27.9 million.
17.12.2.6

Decommissioning

Decommissioning of the Project is likely to be a much more streamlined process compared
with installation. Decommissioning activities will involve the removal of project components
from above the seabed and will therefore not require the same level of workers as for
installation. It is estimated that approximately 50% of the potential jobs created during
installation would be created during decommissioning. Therefore, potentially up to 170
temporary jobs could be created in the NI economy throughout the decommissioning phase.
17.12.2.7

Summary of GVA Impacts

Nationally, this Project could bring moderate benefits through its ability to stimulate
commercial development in the tidal energy industry. It fits into the NI and UK governments
plans to develop a high value renewables industry.
The impact on the regional economy will be largely positive whichever port is used as a base.
There is a need for new employment opportunities particularly in the Ballycastle area. The
opportunities the Project takes to the area for increasing business will likely be welcomed by
the majority of stakeholders. The numbers of the workforce required is relatively low at a
regional level (see Section 17.12.1.1 and 0), but will nonetheless have a beneficial effect
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whichever port is finally selected, as will the downstream business that will service the
Project. As with the majority of socio-economic effects it will have a positive effect.

17.12.3

Quality of Life

Some of the benefits resulting from bringing new high value jobs to an area include:
x

wage inflation;

x

population increase which would benefit the local economy; and

x

attracting younger people to the area.

17.12.3.1

Wage Inflation

At this stage of the Project it is not easy to define wage rates and the potential for increases
and/or leakage, but using the statistics from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) it can be
seen that the GVA and Gross Disposable Income (GDI) per head in Northern Ireland is
significantly lower than that of the UK. Furthermore, the region of North Northern Ireland
has an even greater difference in GVA and GDI compared to the UK as a whole (see Table
17.14).
Table 17.14: Comparison of GVA and GDI across the UK and Northern Ireland
Economic Statistics

GVA £ per head(2014)

Gross disposable income
per head (2014)

United Kingdom

24,958

17,965

Northern Ireland

18,682

14,645

14,349

14,162

-23.2

-3.3

-42.5

-21.2

North of Northern Ireland
(NNI)
NNI % difference v Northern
Irish
NNI % difference v UK

The skilled nature of the jobs that will be created as a result of the Project will mean jobs
with higher wages which will increase the GVA and GDI per head, meaning residents will
have a greater disposable income which could be spent in the local economy and thus
provide a stimulus.
17.12.3.2

Population Increase

Construction and Installation
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The construction and installation of the Project is likely to be largely based out of an
industrial port such as Belfast, Glasgow or Mostyn which would result in a positive effect to
these areas, but it would be less pronounced than if it were in a more rural area.
Regionally and locally there may be a small increase in population with areas such as
Ballycastle potentially acting as a base for Project personnel during the installation stage.
The impact, although small, would be positive because of the relatively low population and
the economic stimulus that the population increase would give would outweigh any issues
that might occur with a short term increase in the population.
Operation and Maintenance
The operational phase will provide less immediate economic impact but will be over a longer
term period (25 year life cycle). The workforce for this stage is more likely to set up a
permanent residence which would be a positive outcome, particularly at the local and
regional scale where populations are relatively low.
Decommissioning
The population will increase during the decommissioning stage by around half that which is
anticipated during construction before going back to numbers similar to present levels.
There is also the option of repowering the Project rather than decommissioning which would
extend indefinitely the lifetime of the Project. This would be subject to renegotiations with
relevant parties and further consents and licence applications.
17.12.3.3

Attracting Younger People to the Area

Rural areas such as Ballycastle have problems attracting young people to stay or come to the
area, mostly due to the lack of good employment opportunities. This Project has the
opportunity to offer long term jobs which would encourage young people to the area and
would be particularly beneficial if the service base for the Project was to be in Ballycastle or
Larne as these areas have an ageing population with relatively high unemployment rates.

17.12.4

Increased Knowledge

The increased knowledge of having new early stage devices and the development of an early
stage array will increase the knowledge bank and attract interest to come and learn from the
Project. The knowledge gained from Phase 1 will also help refine and develop Phase 2 and
potentially other planned projects.

17.12.5

Clustering

Clustering of direct supply chain, wider associated suppliers and business is a positive benefit
for the host communities around an industrial operation. Clustering has been shown to
enhance the work of companies working in the marine renewables industry in Orkney and
could be mirrored in NI with the nearby Torr Head tidal array progressing in tandem with the
Project.
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Possible Carbon Savings

One of the key outcomes of this Project and similar renewable energy Projects is the
reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by displacing the generation of electricity from
fossil fuel power stations. As a reliable and predictable source of clean renewable energy,
tidal energy offers significant potential in terms of carbon offsetting. In February 2013,
RenewableUK published a paper on Wave and Tidal Energy in the UK; Conquering Challenges
and Generating Growth. This paper suggests that, in the UK, 18TWh/year of tidal stream
energy resources are assessed as being economically recoverable with current technologies.
To set this in context this is approximately 5% of the current UK annual electricity demand
(350 TWh/year). The paper also notes that, based on DECC’s calculated carbon saving of
0.43kg of CO 2 per kWh for wave and tidal electricity generating assets, there is potential for
the deployment of 100MW to displace 131,850 tonnes of CO 2 per year.
Therefore carbon savings for this Project are:
x

10 MW – 13,185 tonnes CO 2 equivalent; and

x

90 MW – 118,665 tonnes CO 2 equivalent.

17.12.6.1

Impacts

The carbon savings identified help NI and the UK meet the targets for carbon reduction, they
also support the local and regional area in becoming lower carbon economies which is
supported in local development plans and therefore results in an overall positive impact.

17.12.7

Displacement of Existing Employment

The Project would require a significant workforce and this may encourage some people to
move employment to the Project. This would have some localised impact on some
businesses, but in general the impact is assessed as low. It is likely that much of the
workforce for the construction of the Project would centre on the area in which construction
would be based from, e.g. Belfast, Glasgow or Mostyn. These urban areas would have
enough capacity within the business and labour force to cope with this impact.
Given the nature of O&M jobs relatively few would be based out of the local (Ballycastle)
area (see Section 0), therefore adverse impacts as a result of displacement of existing
employment would not be significant. Furthermore, permanent high value employment of
this type is limited in the local area so any increase in these types of high value jobs would
likely be welcomed by the community.
NI has relatively high levels of unemployment compared to the UK as a whole (see Appendix
17.1) so there is capacity within the area for work to be taken on. There will inevitably be
some displacement, but the impact would not be significant.

17.12.8

Pressure on Local Infrastructure and Services

17.12.8.1

Construction and Installation

Nationally construction activities for the Project are likely to commence in or around a port
facility (Belfast, Glasgow or Mostyn). These are serviced deliberately for this type of
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operation. With the growth in marine renewables any area that is considered for the Project
is likely to develop the infrastructure and services to suit the Project. There may be some
initial impact on services but these will depend on the base chosen and will be of low
significance, particularly if the service base was to be located at Larne or Belfast harbours.
17.12.8.2

Operation and Maintenance

There would be some increase in the use of locally based utility services if the service vessels
were based in the Ballycastle area. This would include fuel and water stores as well as
shoreside electricity supplies. However, the addition of one or two work vessels to
Ballycastle Harbour would not unduly stretch the infrastructure and services in the area, as
the harbour would likely only be used for crew transfers during construction and small scale
maintenance.
The commercial nature of Belfast, Glasgow and Mostyn harbours means these are likely to
be able to accommodate the new workforce and Project activities without putting pressure
on local infrastructure and services. This coupled with the aforementioned mitigation
measures (see Tables 17.9 and 17.10) means the construction and operation of the Project
would not have a significant adverse effect on local infrastructure and services at a local,
regional or national scale.

17.12.9

Commercial Fisheries Impacts

17.12.9.1

Loss of Income due to Restrictions to Fishing Grounds

Impacts on fisheries are discussed in Chapter 12 Commercial Fisheries. The numbers of
fishing vessels in the local area is relatively few but for the particular fishermen that use the
site this could result in a loss of area and therefore income. FHT intends to minimise as much
as possible the time they impact on the inshore (cable route corridor) section of the
construction and would liaise with the local fishermen regarding timing.
Throughout the operating life of the Project it is possible that the area will have restrictions
on fishing. The relatively small area of sea that would be taken up by the AfL area (4.2km2)
means there is still a large area of sea available for fishing in the area. Chapter 12
Commercial Fisheries assessed the impact of the Project on commercial fisheries as being
significant to fisheries operating at a local scale. Any loss of income for fishermen as a result
of restrictions to fishing grounds would be small in scale, but would still impact negatively on
those local fishermen working in the area. FHT plan to set up a working group for local
fishermen who operate in the area (see Section 17.12.9 and Chapter 12 Commercial
Fisheries) to promote discussion about the Project and mitigate against the impacts that
these fishermen face as a result of a loss of fishing grounds.
It should be noted that there is potential for significant benefits to be realised by fishermen
in the area through the ability to contribute to construction and operation and maintenance
activities. This is accounted for in under the ‘full’ scenario, see Table 17.5).
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Summary of Residual Effects

The assessment of potential socio-economic impacts differs to that of many of the other
chapters in this ES. As a result the impact summary table which has been provided at the
end of other chapters in this ES would not fit with the assessment of socio-economic effects.
A summary of the potential impacts of the Project on socio-economics under a full and
partial scenario is provided in Section 17.15 and repeated in Table 17.15 and Table 17.16
below.
Table 17.15: National, regional and local impacts under the full scenario
Impact category

Local

Regional

National

Local employment and business opportunities

Positive

Positive

Positive

Quality of life

Positive

Positive

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Positive

Clustering effect

Positive

Positive

N/A

Possible carbon savings

Positive

Positive

Positive

Displacement of existing employment

Minimal

Minimal

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and services

Minimal

Minimal

N/A

Commercial fisheries impacts

Positive

Minimal

N/A

Table 17.16: National, regional and local impacts under the partial scenario
Impact category

Local

Regional

National

Local employment and business opportunities

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Quality of life

None

None

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Minimal

Clustering effect

Minimal

Minimal

None

Possible carbon savings

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Displacement of existing employment

None

None

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and services

None

None

N/A

Commercial fisheries impacts

Negative

None

None

17.14

Cumulative Impacts

A list of projects with potential to result in cumulative socio-economic effects includes:
x

Torr Head Tidal Array;

x

Mull of Kintyre, Argyll Tidal Project;
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There is clear potential for synergies and economies of scale between the Project and other
marine renewable projects in the region for:
x

firms in the NI supply chain;

x

firms involved in marine tourism; and

x

public bodies involved at a regulatory level (planning, environment, economics).

The nearby TVL project represents the project with most potential, with the project likely to
be built and operate around the same time as the FHT Project. The level of impact will
depend upon the final project designs and the ultimate timeframes of the two projects.
Nonetheless, the close proximity and designs of the projects highlights the potential for
benefits to both the national and regional supply chain.
The close proximity of the two projects, together with creating potential benefits to the NI
economy may also compound potential adverse effects on activities such as recreational
angling and sightseeing/wildlife tours (see Chapter 16 Recreation and Tourism), than if the
two projects were further apart in time or distance. A greater combined footprint may
potentially have a greater impact as the scope for relocations of activities may be more
constrained. However, there may be greater scope for mitigation measures, through e.g.
synchronised scheduling of activities, sharing of facilities such as export cables and onshore
substation infrastructure etc. Furthermore, the clustering of marine renewable projects may
act to support alternative economic activity for boats potentially displaced and income lost
through impacts on e.g. sightseeing tours and commercial fisheries. At a wider scale, this
effect may also be felt in the local and NI supply chain to support business activity and
investment in physical and human capital, to supply these and other similar projects.
For each project the distance to port from any particular site will play an important role in
keeping the costs down and also being able to take advantage of weather windows on site.
This could become a factor in site choice within the region as the ports assessed for this
Project will be the same as are available for the TVL project. Labour requirements for these
projects, if using the same ports, would present the same challenges as described within the
assessment. These were mostly benefits and it would only be the increased volumes that
would require management. There may be possibilities to share some labour and services
giving economies of scale to each project sharing the port.

17.15

Summary

Key findings of the socio-economic assessment are as follows:
x

the majority of socio-economic impacts from the Project are positive. This is true
nationally, regionally and locally;

x

the impacts will be more significant in the more rural areas but the majority are
positive impacts;
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x

nationally it is estimated that 340 temporary jobs could be created during the
Project’s construction and 75 FTE jobs created, per year, during its operation, if the
Project was to reach full scale (100MW);

x

there is potential for up to 51 temporary jobs to be created in the Causeway Coast
and Glens Borough Council region during the Project’s construction and up to
30FTE jobs per year created in this region throughout the operational phase of the
Project;

x

there is potential for construction of the Project to result in a GVA impact of up to
£12.5million at the national scale, with £1.9 million being attributed to the regional
economy;

x

over a 25 year operational phase a GVA impact of £69.8 million in NI and £27.9
million in CCGBC is estimated;

x

the consultees within the assessment were all supportive of the Project and some
were willing to consider using their resources to help mitigate any issues;

x

there will be an impact to local fishermen operating in the area. However, there is
also potential for significant benefit to fishermen through the ability to use their
vessels and seamanship to contribute to the Project’s construction and O&M
activities. FHT will set up a working group for local fishermen to discuss potential
compensation/mitigation measures;

x

the Project fits into the national aspirations as well as regional and local economic
development strategies and climate change reduction and renewable energy
generation targets;

x

there would be a lasting benefit from the Project in whichever area the
construction or the O&M base is located these benefits will be larger in the more
rural and remote areas; and

x

there will be significant business opportunities for the supply chain from the
Project.
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This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) provides a summary of all topic specific
mitigation, monitoring and management measures identified through the impact
assessment process.
The potential impacts of the Project on the environment have been assessed through the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Navigation Risk Assessment (NRA).The results
are presented in this ES and accompanying NRA report. Both the EIA and NRA have
indicated that it is necessary to manage the Project and implement specific mitigation
measures to avoid or reduce any on-going effects on the environment resulting from the
Project.

18.2

Environmental Management Plan (EMP)

The primary mechanism for ensuring that the environmental assessment continues and that
all environmental issues are addressed throughout the lifetime of the Project is through the
Project Environmental Management Plan (EMP) which will be implemented as part of the
overall Operational Management System for the Project.
The EMP will provide the overarching framework for on-site environmental management
for the protection of environmental interests. It will be a working document which details
consent conditions, the commitments outlined in the ES and compliance monitoring
requirements (i.e. monitoring required to assess the performance of mitigation measures
and any monitoring required to confirm impact predictions). It will also highlight the parties
responsible for the implementation of the contents of the EMP.
The EMP will be developed and implemented in agreement with the relevant stakeholders,
including DAERA and their statutory advisors following the successful award of project
consents. This is necessary to ensure that all ES mitigation commitments, consent
conditions and environmental monitoring requirements are implemented as required.

18.2.1

Proposed Structure and content of EMP

The EMP will be based on information (baseline and mitigation measures) included in this
ES and conditions of the Marine Licence and Article 39 consent. It will include the following:
x

Outline management and reporting structure, policies, roles and responsibilities for all
licensee (FHTEP) personnel. It will also cover, contractors and sub-contractors
including for example pre-mobilisation audits for vessels, vehicles and equipment to
be used in the Project; audits and monitoring of contractors environmental
procedures and environmental awareness training;

x

Mitigation measures as identified in the ES;
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x

Topic specific management plans setting out how mitigation measures will be
implemented/adhered to during construction and operation including relevant
sections of the Construction Method Statement (CMS);

x

Pollution prevention measures and contingency plans;

x

Waste management measures;

x

Measures to prevent introduction of non-native marine species; and

x

Reporting mechanisms including updates on construction activity, any environmental
issues encountered and how these have been addressed.

As a working document, any updates or amendments to the EMP will need to be submitted
to the regulator, Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) and
Department for the Economy (DfE).

18.3

Environmental Impact Assessment - Summary of Impacts

The following information in Table 18.1 summarises the impact assessments carried out
under each topic, mitigation measures proposed (where considered necessary) and the
residual impact. The commitment to implement the proposed mitigation measures in
association with recognised knowledge gaps will assist in informing the proposal to
undertake environmental monitoring during construction and operation.
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Potential Impacts

Thermal radiation

Electromagnetic effects

Introduction of new structures

Displacement and dispersion of
sediment

Release of drill cuttings and fluid

Direct physical impact and loss of
habitat

Direct Physical disturbance on
Intertidal sediment communities

Chapter 18 Summary

Volume 2 Environmental Statement

Construction (and
decommissioning)

8 – Intertidal – Ballycastle Bay

Operational

Construction (and
decommissioning)

7 - Benthic

Biological Environment

Chapter

No mitigation measures and/or management
actions.
No mitigation measures and/or management
actions.
Double armoured cable.
No mitigation measures and/or management
actions.

Not Significant

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

N/A

No mitigation measures and/or management
actions.

Not Significant

Not significant

Micro-routing of cables

Mitigation Measure

p.4

Not significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Residual
Impacts

January 2017

Not Significant

Significance

Table 18.1: Summary of Potential Impacts Before and After Adoption of Proposed Mitigation
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Not significant
Not significant

Increased Suspended Sediment:
Intertidal rocky communities

Maintenance
receptors

Not significant
Not significant
No impact

Increased Suspended Sediment:
Intertidal sediment communities

Increased Suspended Sediment:
Intertidal rocky communities

Long term/permanent substratum
loss
Intertidal
sediment

Not significant

Direct Physical disturbance Intertidal
rocky communities

Chapter 18 Summary
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Operational

Construction (and
decommissioning)

No impact

Direct Physical disturbance
on
Intertidal sediment communities

all

Not significant

Increased Suspended Sediment:
Intertidal sediment communities

for

No impact

Direct Physical disturbance Intertidal
rocky communities

activities

Significance

Potential Impacts

8 – Intertidal – Murlough Bay

Operational

Chapter

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Environmental Statement

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mitigation Measure

p.5

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

No impact

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

No impact

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Negligible

Collision risk to diving birds

Negligible

Displacement of seabirds by lighting.
Negligible

Negligible

Displacement by infrastructure

Indirect impacts on habitats and
prey availability (including creation
of artificial reef);

Best practice measures in relation to vessel management to be agreed with NIEA

Negligible

Direct disturbance

Chapter 18 Summary

No mitigation is proposed

No mitigation is proposed

Best practice measures in relation to lighting to be
agreed in consultation with CIL

No mitigation is proposed

Best practice vessel protocols, contingency plans
and specialist facilities to deal with incidents.

Best practice measures in relation to vessel management to be agreed with NIEA

N/A

Mitigation Measure

Negligible

Negligible

Not significant

Significance

p.6

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Not significant

Residual
Impacts

January 2017

Accidental contamination

Direct disturbance

Long term/permanent substratum
loss
Intertidal
sediment
communities

communities

Potential Impacts

Volume 2 Environmental Statement

Operational

Construction (and
decommissioning)

9. Birds

Chapter
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Negligible

Minor

Collision risk with construction
vessels (including ‘corkscrew seal’
issue)

Minor

Disturbance at haul-out sites

Injury and disturbance due to noise
and presence of construction vessels
and activities

Negligible

Chapter 18 Summary
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Minor

Negligible

No mitigation is deemed necessary. Standard best
practice to apply within the environmental impact
mitigation plan. A boat zoning policy is in
development to reduce disturbance to seals using
the Rathlin Island SAC.
No mitigation is deemed necessary. Standard best
practice should be followed.

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Residual
Impacts

No mitigation is deemed necessary. MMO may be
used during construction activities to halt
operations if marine mammals (or basking sharks)
are observed within close range of the construction
activities.

Best practice vessel protocols, contingency plans
and specialist facilities to deal with incidents.

Best practice measures in relation to vessel management to be agreed with NIEA

Negligible

Direct disturbance

Accidental contamination

Best practice vessel protocols, contingency plans
and specialist facilities to deal with incidents.

Negligible

Accidental contamination

Mitigation Measure

Significance

January 2017

Potential Impacts
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Construction (and
decommissioning)

10. Mammals

Decommissioning

Chapter
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Minor/negligible
Minor

Displacement leading to habitat
exclusion and barrier effects

Collision with operating turbines

Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Accidental release of contaminants

Indirect effects on prey populations

Minor

Minor

Injury and disturbance caused by
operational noise

maintenance

Negligible

Indirect impacts of changes to prey
resource

with

Negligible

Accidental release of contaminants

risk

Negligible

Increased turbidity

Collision
vessels

Significance

Potential Impacts

Chapter 18 Summary
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11 – Fish Ecology

Operational

Chapter

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Environmental Statement

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

No mitigation is deemed necessary. Standard best
practice should be followed.

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

No mitigation is deemed necessary.

p.8

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Minor/negligible

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

No mitigation is deemed necessary. Standard best
practice should be followed.
No mitigation is deemed necessary.

Negligible

Residual
Impacts

No mitigation is deemed necessary. Standard best
practice should be followed.

Mitigation Measure

January 2017
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Negligible

Collision risk
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Temporary obstruction to regular

Temporary
displacement
traditional fishing grounds

12 – Commercial Fishing

Construction (and
decommissioning)

from

Minor

Noise - Behavioural

Minor

Minor

Negligible

No impact

Noise - Mortality / Injury

Barrier to movement

Negligible

Noise - Behavioural

Negligible

No impact

Noise - Mortality / Injury

EMF

No impact

Habitat loss

Positive

No impact

Smothering

Habitat modification

Significance

Potential Impacts

Human Environment

Operational

Construction (and
decommissioning)

Chapter

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Environmental Statement

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Positive

Negligible

Minor

No impact

Minor

No impact

No impact

No impact

Residual
Impacts

p.9

Ongoing
engagement
with
fishermen. Minor
Implementation of industry best practice safety

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mitigation Measure
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Negligible

Temporary and / or long term
change in abundance of target
species

Moderate

Negligible

from

Significance

Long term obstruction to regular
fishing vessel routes

Long term displacement
traditional fishing grounds

fishing vessel routes

Potential Impacts

Preservation by record
Adopt the Protocol for Archaeological
Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects

x
x

Chapter 18 Summary
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Avoidance of geophysical anomalies
recommended in the first instance

x

Major

Impact to Known and Potential
Seabed Features: Maritime Sites and
Aviation Sites

is

Adopt the Protocol for Archaeological
Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects

x

Major

N/a

N/a

Implementation of FLOWW guidelines and other
industry best practice

Ongoing engagement with fishermen.

measures and notifications

Mitigation Measure

p.10

Not significant

Not significant

Negligible

Negligible

Impact
will
remain
but
overall impact
significance will
reduce to not
significant.

Residual
Impacts

January 2017

Impact to Known and Potential
Submerged
Palaeolandscape
Features

13 – Marine Archaeology

Operational

Chapter
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Potential Impacts

Head

Effects of Seascape Character

Effects of Landscape Character

Effects of Landscape Character

Chapter 18 Summary
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Ballycastle Coast

SCA 6

Causeway Coast

SCA 5

Fair
Landscape

LCA 120

LCA
119
Ballycastle Glens

Moyle Moorlands
and Forests

LCA 118

Causeway Coast
and Rathlin Island

LCA 57

Dervock Farmland

LCA 56

14 – Seascape, Landscape and Visual

Chapter

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Environmental Statement

Moderate

Moderate
Negligible

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Moderate

Moderate
Negligible

Significance

-

-

Turbine selection

Turbine selection

Turbine selection

Turbine selection

Mitigation Measure

p.11

Determined
post consent

Determined
post consent

Determined
post consent

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Major
Moderate

Murlough Bay

Chapter 18 Summary
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Moderate

Moderate
Negligible

Carrick-a-rede
Island

Rathlin Island

Negligible

Ballycastle

Effects on Visual Amenity

Effects of Seascape Character

Moderate
Negligible

Moderate
Negligible

Major
Moderate

Moderate

Significance

North Channel

Glens

Potential Impacts

Moderate
Negligible

SCA 23

Atlantic

SCA 22

Northern
Coast

SCA 9

Torr Head Coast

SCA 8

Rathlin

SCA 7

Chapter
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Turbine selection

Turbine selection

Mitigation Measure
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Determined
post consent

Determined
post consent

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)
Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)
Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Moderate
(tolerable)
Moderate
(tolerable)
Moderate
(tolerable)
Moderate
(tolerable)

Transiting Vessel Allision with
Surface Device - High-Powered
Vessels

Transiting Vessel Allision with
Subsea Device - Low-Powered
Vessels

Transiting Vessel Allision with
Subsea Device - High-Powered
Vessels

Drifting Vessel Allision with Surface
Device

Operation

Chapter 18 Summary
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Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

High
(unacceptable)

Transiting Vessel Allision with
Surface Device - Low-Powered
Vessels

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Standard industry practice will be applied to
minimise this impact.

Moderate

Third-party vessel collision with
work vessel

Mitigation Measure

p.13

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Moderate
(tolerable)

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Moderate
(tolerable)

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Residual
Impacts

January 2017

Construction (and
decommissioning)

15 – Shipping and Navigation

Negligible

Knocklayd
Mountain Summit

Significance
Moderate

Potential Impacts

Fair Head

Chapter
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Moderate
(tolerable)
High
(unacceptable)

Change in Vessel Risk due to
Avoidance of Site

Fishing Interaction
Equipment

Moderate
(tolerable)

Loss of Device (or Component)

Minor

Minor

Noise disturbance

Transportation

Chapter 18 Summary
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Construction

Port activities & congestion
Minor

Moderate
(tolerable)

Anchor Interaction with Subsea
Equipment

Subsea

Moderate
(tolerable)

Drifting Vessel Allision with Subsea
Device

with

Significance

Potential Impacts

16 – Recreation and Tourism

Chapter

Fair Head Tidal Energy Park Environmental Statement

Notification of construction activities and timescales

The contractor(s) for the Project will adopt Best
Practicable Means, as defined in Section 72 of the
Control of Pollution Act 1974 as a means of
controlling noise from construction sites

Provide advanced notification of construction vessel
activities to appropriate port and harbour
authorities so that construction activities can be
planned for and operations optimised

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Project Specific (Enhanced) Mitigation Measures
(Chapter 15 Table 15.6)

Mitigation Measure

p.14

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Moderate
(tolerable)

Moderate
(tolerable)

Low
(broadly
acceptable)

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Significance

Minor
Negligible
Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Potential Impacts

Landscape & seascape

Water quality

Wildlife Watching / Sightseeing

Disruption to recreational activity Sailing

Disruption to recreational activity Angling

Disruption to recreational activity Kayaking

Disruption to recreational activity Surfing

Chapter 18 Summary
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Chapter
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Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of

Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of
the Project construction activities

Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of
the Project construction activities

Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of
the Project construction activities

Provide notification of construction activities to
ports and harbours which can be broadcasted to
recreational vessels in the offshore area

Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of
the Project construction activities

N/a

N/a

to ports and harbours

Mitigation Measure
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Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Negligible

Disruption to recreational activity Surfing

Negligible

Port congestion & congestion

Minor

Minor

Disruption to tourist amenity

Disruption to recreational activity Angling

Minor

Disruption to recreational activity Walking

Minor

Negligible

Disruption to recreational activity Scuba Diving

Disruption to recreational activity Sailing

Significance

Potential Impacts

Chapter 18 Summary
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Operational

Chapter
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N/a

N/a

N/a

Provide advanced notification of O&M vessel
activities to appropriate port and harbour
authorities so that activities can be planned for and
operations optimised

Programme transport of abnormal loads to avoid
peak tourist periods and sites wherever practicable

The contractor(s) for the Project will adopt Best
Practicable Means, as defined in Section 72 of the
Control of Pollution Act 1974 as a means of
controlling noise from construction sites

Continue
consultation
with
recreational
organisations/clubs in the study area to inform of
the Project construction activities

the Project construction activities

Mitigation Measure

p.16

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Residual
Impacts

January 2017
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Co-ordinate transport of abnormal loads to avoid
peak tourist periods and sites wherever practicable
To ensure good quality information about the
Project the developer will provide a permanent
display or public information boards which will
provide information about the Project to local
communities and visitors to the area

Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Positive

Disruption to recreational activity Wildlife watching / sightseeing

Disruption to tourist amenity

Creation of tourist attraction

Chapter 18 Summary

N/a

N/a

N/a

Negligible

Disruption to recreational activity Scuba Diving

Mitigation Measure

Significance
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Minor positive

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Residual
Impacts

January 2017

Potential Impacts
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The assessment of potential socio-economic impacts differs to that of the other chapters in
this ES. As a result the impact summary table which has been provided at the end of other
chapters in this ES would not fit with the assessment of socio-economic effects. A summary
of the potential impacts of the Project on socio-economics under a full and partial scenario
is provided in Chapter 17 Section 17.15 and repeated in Table 18.2 and Table 18.3 below.
Table 18.2: National, regional and local impacts under the full scenario
Impact category
Local employment and business opportunities

Local
Positive

Regional
Positive

National
Positive

Quality of life

Positive

Positive

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Positive

Clustering effect

Positive

Positive

N/A

Possible carbon savings

Positive

Positive

Positive

Displacement of existing employment

Minimal

Minimal

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and services

Minimal

Minimal

N/A

Commercial fisheries impacts

Positive

Minimal

N/A

Table 18.3: National, regional and local impacts under the partial scenario
Impact category
Local employment and business opportunities

Local
Minimal

Regional
Minimal

National
Minimal

Quality of life

None

None

N/A

Increased Knowledge

Positive

Positive

Minimal

Clustering effect

Minimal

Minimal

None

Possible carbon savings

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Displacement of existing employment

None

None

N/A

Pressure on local infrastructure and services

None

None

N/A

Commercial fisheries impacts

Negative

None

None

18.4

Environmental Monitoring

Operational projects with arrays of tidal turbines are at an early stage across the world as
tidal energy devices are an emerging technology. Where devices have been operating and
potential environmental interactions have been monitored, the results to date indicate no
significant adverse environmental impacts (EMEC and Strangford Lough for example).
However, it is appreciated that the potential interactions of an array of devices is to some
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extent unknown, and assessments must be necessarily based on data for single devices
applying expert judgement based on knowledge of potential receptors and current
understanding of the potential effects of single devices extrapolated to encompass an array.
In the rapidly developing tidal energy sector, research and environmental monitoring works
are either on-going, or planned, at a number of locations in the UK and internationally. In
this evolving climate, there is no significant benefit to proposing detailed monitoring plans,
the details and premise of which may require considerable revision in the light of new
knowledge expected post consent.
The knowledge gained from environmental monitoring at tidal array sites will have some
elements which are specific to individual sites and elements which are specific to individual
technologies, however, much of the data collected will be widely applicable to, and of
benefit to, developers in the wider tidal energy sector. It would be unreasonable, therefore,
for the burden of such monitoring to fall solely on the handful of developers who have well
developed technology and sites, while benefits from that monitoring are available to other,
less pioneering developers. For this reason, national government support for aspects of
environmental monitoring at early tidal sites is essential if the burden of knowledge
collection is to be fairly shared.
An Environmental Monitoring Strategy (EMS) will be developed through discussion with the
regulatory authorities to ensure that the purpose of the monitoring is agreed; that
objectives are set according to consensus on the ability to detect change attributable to the
development; and that this is considered according to a reasonable cost/ scale of studies,
and always proportionate to the level of risk identified. This will be programme defined over
an appropriate timescale, with defined reporting intervals.

18.4.1

Marine Mammals

Assessment of the proposed development did not identify any significant environmental
effects. It is acknowledged that due to the current lack of deployed and operational
commercial tidal arrays, there is uncertainty inherent within impact assessments of tidal
energy projects. The greatest source of uncertainty resides in the avoidance and evasion
rate used to assess the risk of collision between marine mammals and moving turbine
blades. Appropriate avoidance rates for marine mammal species are currently unknown,
and the evidence for high avoidance rates is based largely on a qualitative assessment
supported by a small number of behavioural observations, in addition to anecdotal
evidence.
FHTEP recognises the importance of monitoring in order to confirm the predictions made
with regard to collision risk impacts. FHTEP is committed therefore to working with the
regulator and key stakeholders to develop an appropriate and practical adaptive marine
mammal monitoring programme with regard to collision risk impacts.
Where strategic monitoring is appropriate, FHTEP would look to a collaborative effort
between the Project, wider industry, regulators and stakeholders to take this forward in the
most efficient way for the interest of the Project and future projects elsewhere. FHTEP
would work with the regulator and its advisory bodies to agree the details of appropriate
monitoring and would ensure that the monitoring programme is aligned with industry best
practice. Where monitoring indicates that specific mitigation measures may be reasonably
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required, FHTEP is committed to implementing them. Any monitoring strategy would also
be informed by results available from already operational tidal projects.

18.5

Conclusion

The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has been carried out by FHTEP in accordance
with relevant EU, UK and Northern Ireland regulations and has robustly assessed the
potential environmental impacts of the Project.
The EIA has assessed the worst-case scenario that would have the greatest effect on the
environment. This approach results in a maximum impact assessment, giving security and
confidence to the consenting authorities that the environmental impact will be no greater
than that which is set out within the Environmental Statement and in fact may be
considerably less.
The initial array will provide information on the interactions between the array and the
environment, increasing the knowledge for the remaining phases of the Project and the
tidal stream industry as a whole.
The Fair Head Tidal Energy Park represents an important development step for tidal stream
technology in terms of the scale of development and in the transition to commercial
development. The development of marine renewables is a key objective for Ireland and the
Project represents a key part of the Northern Ireland and UK renewable energy strategies.
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